Foreword

Angela Merkel
Federal Chancellor of Germany
Global climate change is one of the greatest challenges facing humanity in the
twenty-first century. Our understanding of both the causes and consequences of
global climate change has been profoundly influenced by the scientific work of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which was awarded the Nobel
Prize for Peace in 2007. It is increasingly apparent that we must act now, as climate
change is accelerating. Climate change threatens both our security and our economic development. Failure to take decisive action will have a dramatic impact.
Truly sustainable development requires global emissions to be cut at least by one
half by the middle of this century. Only by reaching this goal can we keep global
warming below the critical level of 2 º C, and avert the worst consequences of climate change.
The road towards achieving this aim needs to be mapped out today. This will
involve transforming our energy production, transportation, manufacturing, and
patterns of consumption to minimize future use of fossil fuels. We already have
many of the necessary technologies and innovative ideas, and further advances are
being pursued with strong commitment. However, for sustainable solutions to be
broadly adopted, the right economic and political frameworks are needed.
The adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 was a first important step. But today,
more than ten years later, we have to acknowledge that the advances we have made
in climate protection are by no means sufficient. We must not lose another decade.
The global community therefore needs to agree quickly upon a new post-Kyoto
treaty that is both ambitious and effective.
It is clear where action is necessary. First, we need binding goals for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Second, we need to increase our efforts to adapt to those
consequences of climate change that are unavoidable. Third, we need to improve
global cooperation in the areas of development and the application of sustainable
technologies, such as renewable energies. And fourth, we need to create and expand
financial mechanisms that encourage mitigation and adaptation strategies. Both
public and private capital need to be mobilized. The expansion of the global carbon
market is therefore of great importance to international climate policy.
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The key to a successful and effective climate treaty is an approach that all countries acknowledge as being fair. We therefore need to take into consideration the
‘polluter pays’ principle, while also recognizing differing capacities to pay. In this
respect industrialized countries need to lead the way. They are called upon to commit and adhere to ambitious goals for emission reductions. However, the global
climate will only be stabilized if emerging economies contribute as well, namely
by decoupling emissions from economic growth. In this way we can achieve convergence of global emissions per capita on a level that is commensurate with the
goal of global climate protection. Such a process towards long-term convergence
allows for sustainable development in all countries, while acknowledging the common but differentiated responsibility of each country.
However, the paradigm shift required globally will only be achieved if the brightest minds on our planet work together and advance it through new ideas. In this
spirit the Nobel Laureate Symposium in Potsdam sent out an important message to
scientists, politicians, and to all other citizens of the world. I greatly welcome this
publication, which will enable a greater audience to follow the important discussions at the symposium.

Preface

‘In the tragic situation which confronts humanity, we feel that scientists
should assemble in conference to appraise the perils that have arisen […]’
These are the opening words of the Russell-Einstein Manifesto, which was issued
in London on 9 July 1955. At the advent of the nuclear age, the eleven signatories
of this historic document – all pre-eminent scientists and intellectuals, ten of them
Nobel laureates – called for the scientific community to take responsibility and
participate in the struggle for peaceful solutions. In their concluding statement,
they urged the governments of the world to acknowledge the existential threats
posed to humanity by the development of nuclear arms and to find peaceful means
for the settlement of conflict. In response to the Manifesto, innumerable scientists
from all over the world joined the public debate on the perils arising from weapons
of mass destruction – independent of political persuasion. During times of the Cold
War and until the present day, they have contributed decisively to developing strategies for disarmament and peace.
Today, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, humanity is similarly faced
with an unprecedented threat. Dwindling energy sources, degrading terrestrial and
marine ecosystems, accelerating climate change, and ongoing population growth
could drive civilization to the brink of collapse. Migration and conflict on a massive scale could follow from our neglect and unpreparedness to change and to stop
excessively exploiting the planet. The threat arising from approaching the limits of
nature’s capacities and resources must be confronted in a situation of currently one
billion people in deep poverty. A strategy for managing climate change which runs
counter to our attempts to fight poverty in the next few decades cannot build the
coalition necessary to succeed. All of human ingenuity and imagination is needed
to find solutions to this major crisis, and set the world on a path towards global
sustainability, including a decent life for all on our crowded planet.
In this spirit, the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium brought together some of
the world’s finest minds – Nobel laureates in physics, chemistry, medicine, economics, and peace, as well as leading scientific experts from various disciplines,
top-level political actors, and important representatives of civil society. The meeting – under the banner of ‘Global Sustainability: A Nobel Cause’ – took place in
autumn 2007, close to the locations that Albert Einstein and many other important
scientists and intellectuals of his time frequently visited. For three intense days, the
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participants of the symposium conducted lively debates on climate stabilization and
sustainable development, on energy security, on institutional and economic incentives, and on the responsibilities of the scientific community in these troubled
times.
This publication aims at reflecting those discussions, placing them in the context
of the year 2009 – the year of the Copenhagen Conference that could go down in
history either as the moment humanity started putting words into action on climate
change and sustainable development, or as another missed opportunity to change
course. Acknowledging the importance of conveying scientific knowledge to the
wider public, this compilation of essays invites a broad audience to take part in the
stimulating and instructive debates of the symposium. In keeping with the course
of the original discussions, it contains commentaries, in which various authors
react to the statements of their colleagues with endorsement as well as with criticism.
Rather than providing detailed reading instructions here, we would like to let the
texts speak for themselves. Each of the essays, even the commentaries, can stand
alone and be read independently. The table of contents and the following ‘walk
through the hall of fame’ will provide a minimum of guidance to help readers find
their bearings within this intertwined debate.
The publication starts out with introductory remarks by the German head of government, Angela Merkel, who attended the symposium in 2007 – the year in which
Germany held the EU and G 8 presidencies, and when she was dubbed the ‘Climate
Chancellor’ for her commitment to climate change issues. Ian McEwan, the acclaimed British author and screenwriter, then takes the reader on a flight over the
last vast empty spaces of the planet and down into the boot room of an Arctic research vessel to contemplate the fate of the Earth and the humble nature of man.
Well prepared by this cognitive journey, the reader will encounter some of the
greatest authorities in science and society – the Nobel laureates who enrich the
debate with their expertise and experience. Taking a comprehensive view of the
problem, Murray Gell-Mann spells out the transitions needed if the world is to
switch from present trends to greater sustainability, involving all facets of society:
politics, economics, education, culture, and morality. Central to his thoughts is an
interdisciplinary, holistic approach to science – what he calls ‘a crude look at the
whole’ (CLAW). Like the other authors of the opening section, entitled The Great
Transformation, he touches upon many of the challenges and responses related to
sustainability that are discussed in greater depth in the subsequent sections.
The first topical section on Climate Stabilization and Sustainable Development
builds upon the insight that the battle against climate change cannot be won without overcoming extreme poverty on this planet. As one of the first to bring the
concept of a ‘global deal’ to the table of negotiations, Nicholas Stern discusses this
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cornerstone of international efforts for addressing the dual challenge posed by global warming and under-development. Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize in 2007, highlights crucial aspects of climate change mitigation and
adaptation, with a special focus on the countries in the South. In a commentary to
his essay, Mario Molina, who was among the first scientists to describe the chemical reactions depleting the stratospheric ozone layer, draws on his experience during the ozone-hole crisis and his recent involvement in efforts to combat climate
change and contain air pollution in the developing world. Wangari Maathai shares
her insights on climate change and development gained during decades of leadership in the women’s tree planting initiative Green Belt Movement, for which she
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 2004.
The following section on Economic and Institutional Incentives allows readers
to take a closer look at proposed solutions to the global sustainability challenge.
Putting a price on carbon emissions needs to be a salient feature of any effective
solution, as most economists would agree. However, whether this price should arise
through a cap-and-trade system for emission permits, through a tax on carbon, or
through other innovative instruments is a controversial key policy issue. Some arguments of the debate are examined and discussed by James Mirrlees, who was
awarded the Nobel Prize in economics for his analysis of incentives under imperfect information.
Technological Innovations and Energy Security is the topic of the closely related
following section. Walter Kohn and Alan Heeger, who together produced the
documentary film ‘The Power of the Sun’, write about renewable energy use and
technology from different perspectives, but each with an intriguingly personal
tone. In a general approach, Walter Kohn explores the possibility of powering the
world entirely by wind and solar energy, while Alan Heeger highlights a specific
renewable technology, expressing his enthusiasm about the prospects arising from
efficient and low-cost plastic solar cells.
The overarching theme of the Potsdam Symposium – and also one of the main
motivations for producing this publication – was to involve the scientific community in an educational effort that will enable individuals worldwide to contribute
to finding sustainable solutions. This and related issues of democracy and participation are raised in the wrap-up section on a Global Contract between Science
and Society. John Sulston powerfully makes the point that trust – a sine qua non
if global sustainability is ever to be achieved in a world where incentives to freeride persist – is impossible without open access to information and sharing of
knowledge.
The book concludes with the Potsdam Memorandum, which was adopted by the
participants of the Potsdam Symposium and which calls for a ‘Great Transformation’.
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This ubiquitous change in the human-environment interaction on Earth, introduced
in the opening chapters of the book, is the unifying point of reference that binds
this collection of essays together.
At this point, we would like to refer back to Bertrand Russell and Albert Einstein, who towards the end of their Manifesto observe:
‘[…] what perhaps impedes understanding of the situation more than
anything else is that the term mankind feels vague and abstract. People
scarcely realize in imagination that the danger is to themselves and their
children and their grandchildren, and not only to a dimly apprehended
humanity.’
These sage words were valid back then and are perhaps even more valid today. We
dearly hope that with this unique compilation of essays we can encourage readers
to see themselves as part of this endangered humanity – this humankind which, for
the first time in history, is acting as a truly global force, threatening the integrity of
the Earth; but also possesses the power of comprehension and the ingenuity to save
our precious planet.

Hans Joachim Schellnhuber, Mario Molina, Nicholas Stern,
Veronika Huber, Susanne Kadner
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The commonplace view of the Earth from an airplane at 12 000 metres – a vista that
would have astounded Goethe or Darwin – can be instructive when we contemplate
the fate of our Earth. We see faintly, or imagine we can, the spherical curve of the
horizon and, by extrapolation, sense how far we would have to travel to circumnavigate, and how tiny we are in relation to this beloved home suspended in sterile
space. When we cross the Canadian Northern Territories en route to the American
west coast, or the Norwegian littoral, or the interior of Brazil, we are heartened to
see that such vast empty spaces still exist – two hours might pass, and not a single
road or track in view. But also large and growing larger is the great rim of grime –
as though detached from an unwashed bathtub – that hangs in the air as we head
across the Alps into northern Italy, or the Thames Basin, or Mexico City, Los Angeles, Beijing – the list is long and growing. These giant concrete wounds laced with
steel, those catheters of ceaseless traffic filing towards the horizon – the natural
world can only shrink before them. The sheer pressure of our numbers, the abundance of our inventions, the blind forces of our desires and needs, appear unstoppable and are generating a heat – the hot breath of our civilization – whose effects
we are beginning to comprehend only too clearly. The misanthropic traveller, gazing down from his wondrous – and wondrously dirty – machine, is bound to ask
whether the Earth might not be better off without us.
How can we ever begin to restrain ourselves? We appear, at this distance, like a
successful lichen, a ravaging bloom of algae, a mould enveloping a soft fruit. We
know enough now to understand in precise terms what we are doing to the Earth
and its atmosphere. We have a fairly good idea what needs to be done, or what we
need to stop doing. But can we agree among ourselves on how to proceed? We are,
after all, a clever but quarrelsome species – in our public discourses we can sound
like a rookery in full throat. In our cleverness we are just beginning to understand
that the Earth – considered as a total system of organisms, environments, climates
and solar radiation, biological and physical processes reciprocally shaping each
other through hundreds of millions of years – is perhaps as complex as the human
brain; as yet we understand only a little about that brain, and only just a little more
about the home in which it evolved. Despite our ignorance, reports from a disparate range of scientific disciplines are overwhelming in their convergence, and are
telling us with certainty that we are making a mess of the Earth, that we are fouling
our nest and have to act quickly, decisively and against our immediate inclinations.
For we tend to be superstitious, hierarchical and self-interested, just when the moment requires us to be rational, even-handed and altruistic. We are shaped by our
history and biology to frame our plans within the short term, within the scale of a
single lifetime; in democracies, governments and electorates that collude in tight
cycles of promise and gratification. And in undemocratic regimes, and under tyrannies, ruling elites have no will and no reason to behave honourably or altruistically.
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The present moment demands of us that we address the well-being of unborn individuals we will never meet and who, contrary to the usual terms of human interaction, will not be returning the favour. Perhaps we should take heart from the fact
that there have been times in the past when people have done precisely that –
looked to the well-being of future generations. Consider those who built Europe’s
great medieval cathedrals, or those who once thought to plant forests or lay out city
parks.
To concentrate our minds, we have historical examples of civilizations that have
collapsed through environmental degradation – the Sumerian, the Indus Valley,
Easter Island. They feasted extravagantly on vital natural resources, and died. Those
were test-tube cases, locally confined; when they failed, life continued elsewhere
and new civilisations arose. Now, increasingly, we are one vast civilization, and we
sense that it is the whole laboratory, the whole glorious human experiment, that is
at risk. And what do we have on our side to avert that risk? Against all our deficits,
we certainly possess a genetically inscribed talent for co-operation; we can take
comfort from the memory of the Test Ban Treaty, drafted at a time of hostility and
mutual suspicion between the Cold War super-powers. More recently, the discovery of ozone depletion in the upper atmosphere and world-wide agreement to ban
CFC production should also serve as an example. Secondly, globalization, while it
has unified economies, increased production and raised carbon dioxide levels, has
also created global networks of expert opinion and citizens’ demands that are placing pressure on governments to take action.
But above all, we have our rationality, which finds its highest expression and
formalization in good science. The adjective is important. We need accurate representations of the state of the Earth. The environmental movement used to let itself
down by making dire predictions, ‘scientifically’ based, which over the past two
or three decades have proved inaccurate. Of itself, this does not invalidate dire
predictions now, but it makes the case for scepticism – one of the engines of good
science. We need not only reliable data, but their expression in the rigorous use of
statistics. Well-meaning intellectual movements, from communism to post-structuralism, have a poor history of absorbing inconvenient data or challenges to fundamental precepts. We should not ignore or suppress good indicators on the
environment – though they have become extremely rare now. It is tempting for the
layman to embrace with enthusiasm the latest bleak scenario merely because it fits
the darkness of our mood, the prevailing cultural pessimism. The imagination, as
Wallace Stevens once said, is always at the end of an era. But we should be asking,
or expecting others to ask, for the provenance of the data, the assumptions fed into
the computer model, the response of the peer review community, and so on. The
public – laymen like myself – are going to have to absorb the fundamental precepts
of the scientific method. Pessimism is intellectually delicious, even thrilling, but
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the matter before us non-scientists is too serious for mere self-pleasuring. It would
be self-defeating if the impetus that has built up in the world’s democracies degenerated into a religion of gloomy faith (faith, ungrounded certainty, is no virtue). It
was good science, not good intentions, that identified the ozone problem, and it
led, fairly promptly, to good policy.
The wide view from the airplane suggests that whatever our environmental
problems, they will have to be dealt with by international laws. No single nation is
going to restrain its industries while its neighbours’ are unfettered. Here too, an
enlightened globalization might be of use. There has probably never before been a
problem that was so wholly reliant for a solution on the apparently disparate fields
of science and law. Of course, their common thread is, or should be, rationality.
Good international law might need to use not our virtues, but our weaknesses (greed,
self-interest) to leverage a cleaner environment; in this respect, the newly devised
market in carbon trading is a good first move.
The climate change ‘debate’ was once hedged by uncertainties. Now the facts are
stark. The record shrinking of the Arctic summer ice in 2007 is one cold fact that
sets simpler questions before us: Are we at the beginning of an unprecedented era
of international co-operation, or are we living in an Edwardian summer of reckless
denial; is this the beginning, or the beginning of the end?
To find an answer to this question, I went with a group or artists and scientists
in February 2005 to live on board a ship frozen into a fjord many miles north of
Longyearbyen on the island of Spitsbergen, part of the Svalbard archipelago in the
Arctic Ocean. We were a self-selected bunch, dedicated to understanding the effects
of global warming on the remote poles, and on asking ourselves what we as artists
might do. However, we reckoned without our nature – our all too human nature. I
reflected on this journey in the following terms.
So, we have come to this ship in a frozen fjord to think about the ways we might
communicate our concerns about climate change to a wider public; we will think
about the heady demands of our respective art forms, we will consider the necessity
of good science, and shall immerse ourselves in the stupendous responsibilities
that flow from our stewardship of the planet, and the idealism and selflessness
demanded of us as we subordinate our present needs to the welfare of unborn generations who will inherit the earth and thrive in it and love it – we hope – as we do.
But first, we must remove our wet boots. Stepping out of minus 30 degrees, craving the warmth of the boat that is our home, we are obliged by our hosts to pause
in a cramped and crowded space below the ship’s wheel, and in near darkness, to
try to bend over in our thick Arctic clothing to loosen our laces with numbed fingers.
Then we must stand on a drenched cold floor in our socks and hang up our ‘skidoo
suits’ – they resemble a toddler’s splash suit – along with our helmets, and all the
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while keep track of our gloves, and the liners of our gloves, and our frosted goggles
and frozen-mouthed balaclavas that gape at us from the floor in astonishment; we
must do this against a flow of our fellows coming out of the boat, intent on putting
all these items on, for it is our collective fate, to be going in and out all day. Naturally, we do all this with good cheer.
The whole world’s population is to the south of us, and up here we are our species’ representatives, making in the wilderness a temporary society, a social microcosm in the vastness of the Arctic. We are the beneficiaries and victims of our
nature (social primates, evolved through time like wind-sculpted rock), merry and
venal, co-operative and selfish; and as it happens, in this pure air and sunlit beauty,
we find ourselves in a state of near-constant euphoria. When did we ever hear such
shouts of laughter at breakfast? We are all so immensely tolerable. We potter about
during the day with our little projects like contented infants in a day-care nursery.
And it is because we are gloriously imperfect, expelled from Eden, longing to
return, that, on the second day, when you venture out into what I shall call the boot
room, in your socks, in a hurry because your companions are waiting outside by the
belching skidoos, ready to set off on yet another face-peeling punishment ride (oh
God, seven more kilometres – when will it end?) across the cement-like floor of the
fjord, you will find that someone has made off with your splash suit, or your helmet, or your boots, or your goggles, or all four. This person has his own stuff, but
he has ruthlessly, or mistakenly, taken yours. In a moment’s extravagance of selfpity, you might think all of history’s narrative and all injustice is enacted here – this
is how some people end up with three goats and nine hens while others have none.
Why some live in palaces and others in cardboard boxes under bridges. The history
books tell of little else – the filching of the neighbour’s land, water, chattels or cattle, and, in reaction, war, revolutions, genocides.
Well, what are you going to do? Your impatient companions are stamping their
feet on the ice. You might reflect that it is not evil that undoes the world, but small
errors prompting tiny weaknesses – let’s not call them dishonesty – gathering in
rivulets, then cascades of consequences. In the golden age of yesterday, the boot
room had finite resources, equally shared – these were the initial conditions, the
paradise we are about to lose, the conditions before the Fall that we visitors are
bound to re-enact. It could go something like this: the owner of size 43 boots left
them last night in a remote corner he has already forgotten about. He comes out
this morning, sees to hand another pair of 43s and puts them on. Half an hour later,
their true owner comes out into the gloom of the boot room, cannot see his own
boots, cannot see the 43s obscurely stowed, and empowered by a sense of victimhood, does exactly what you are doing now: reaching for the nearest 44s.
‘Of Man’s first disobedience’, Milton blindly wrote, ‘and the fruit of that forbidden tree …’ – now you yourself are about try that ‘mortal taste’ that ‘brought death
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into the world and all our woe, with loss of Eden …’. Ten minutes later, the owner
of those size 44 boots appears. He’s a good man, a decent man, but he must now
take what is not his own. With the eighth Commandment broken, the social contract
is ruptured too. No one is behaving particularly badly, and certainly everybody is
being, in the immediate circumstances, entirely rational, but by the third day, the
boot room is a wasteland of broken dreams. Who could be wearing five splash suits
when they weigh twenty pounds each? Who needs more than one helmet? And
where are the grown-ups to advise us that our boot room needs a system? Where
was God, or even Matron? Hobbes would say we need a Common Power in which
we might stand in awe. As things are, this is Chaos, just as Haydn conceived it, and
tomorrow morning it will make us miserable. Meanwhile, as Arctic night gathers
tightly around Tempelfjord, inside the toasty warmth of our Ark, elevated by the Vin
de Pays, we discuss our plans to save a planet many, many times larger than our
boot room.
We must not be too hard on ourselves. If we were banished to another galaxy
tomorrow, we would soon be fatally homesick for our brothers and sisters and all
their flaws: somewhat co-operative, somewhat selfish, loving and cruel, inventive
and destructive – and very funny. But we will not rescue the Earth from our own
depredations until we understand ourselves a little more, even if we accept that we
can never really change our natures. All boot rooms need good systems so that
flawed creatures can use them well. Good science will serve us well with diagnosis
and prediction, but only good rules will save the boot room. Leave nothing to idealism or outrage, nor especially to good art – we know in our hearts that the very
best art is entirely and splendidly useless.
On our last morning, when all the packing has been done and the last coldly
reluctant skidoo has been started up, and as the pure northern air is rent by the
howls and stink of our machines, our tirelessly tolerant hosts (as forgiving as God
has not yet learned to be) come down the gang plank and deposit on the ice a huge
plastic sack with all the lost gear retrieved from every corner of the ship. A few of
us gather around this treasure, and poke about in it, not ashamed or even faintly
embarrassed, but innocently amazed. Here is our stuff! Where has it been hiding
all this time?
We barely know ourselves, and our collective nature is still a source of wonder
to us – why else write fiction, why else read it? We haven’t stopped surprising ourselves yet, and the fate of our largest boot room still hangs in the balance.
© Ian McEwan 2007
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It was certainly a historic event that took place in Potsdam, Germany, in October
2007: The Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium entitled, ‘Global Sustainability:
A Nobel Cause’. The conference was convened at a remarkable venue, a baroque
palace built by the Prussian King Frederick the Great, reflecting the atmosphere of
a monarchist epoch. This era also gave rise to the First Industrial Revolution, a
revolution based on the technical innovations of the steam engine and railway systems, inducing the first major use of fossil fuels. It was also a social revolution as
reflected in the Stein-Hardenberg reforms of the Prussian administrative system.
All of this culminated in the collapse of the monarchy in Germany and the difficult
start of democracy.
The Potsdam Memorandum, which was adopted at the end of this remarkable
symposium, starts out by stating: ‘We are standing at a moment in history when a
Great Transformation is needed to respond to the immense threat to our planet’.
Shortly after this symposium the dramatic crisis of the financial institutions hit the
world like a tsunami, provoking drastic consequences for economies worldwide.
The quotation above reflects the double challenge we are facing. More than ever
before, the relationship between economic development and stability, and the integrity of the ecosystems in our world are becoming evident. This global economic
crisis is a declaration of bankruptcy of the ‘short-term world’, an economic paradigm focused solely on quarterly results, with a reward system directly echoing
this short-termism. It is also a declaration of bankruptcy by a society that subsidizes
its ‘wealth’ by externalizing the main part of the costs linked to production and
consumption, imposing them on coming generations, on human beings living far
away, and on nature’s capital. These costs involve the exploitation of the environment, as well as financial debts and burdens.
A further visionary conclusion of the Potsdam Memorandum was to emphasize
the relationship between the right to development, mentioned in the Rio Principles
as early as 1992, and the stabilization of ecosystems, especially the fight against
climate change. The Potsdam Memorandum stresses that ‘Humanity is faced with
the major challenge of making a drastic reduction in greenhouse gas emissions,
which will require transforming lifestyles in rich countries, while meeting urgent
development and growth needs in the poorer countries, the home of the vast majority of humanity, underlining the right to development’. Grasping this challenge
should be the foremost priority of global society and should lead to political actions
at all levels. It requires moving beyond short-termism, and appreciating our responsibility for the medium- and long-term consequences of actions and reactions
in our world. In his epochal book The Principle of Responsibility, the GermanJewish philosopher Hans Jonas formulated a new categorical imperative, an ethical approach to decision making in our technological society: ‘Act in a way that the
consequences of your actions are compatible with the permanence of real human
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life on Earth’. This is a categorical imperative for a world committed to sustainable
development. It is the alternative to a ‘throw-away society’, which was and still is
a reflection of our short-sighted political and economic systems.
More than ever before, we require a new paradigm for economic and political
action. The Potsdam Memorandum rightly calls for a ‘third way between environmental destabilization and persisting underdevelopment’. At the moment we are
confronted with a myriad of signals indicating that the responses to the financial
and economic crisis are again based on short-term reactions. The measures taken
mainly aim at preserving existing structures; they clearly do not start the journey
to a ‘re-invention of our industrial metabolism’, nor do they lead ‘the way to the
Great Transformation’, as called for in the Potsdam Memorandum. Analysis of the
economic stimulus packages decided upon by nearly all governments around the
world to overcome the economic crisis shows that those hundreds of billions of
dollars and euros are mainly being spent stabilizing demand for the old structures
of roads and cars, and backing the purchasing power of the consumer. Only a few
countries have taken the path towards a ‘Great Transformation’, towards a world
with higher energy-efficiency and a massive decarbonization of energy supply.
South Korea stands out for having committed around 80 % of its economic stimulus
funds to measures in line with a ‘green economy’. In China the corresponding share
is around 30 %, in Germany it is as low as 13 %, in the United States around 11 %.
The message of the ‘Great Transformation’ requires that the financial crisis must be
taken as an opportunity to kill two birds with one stone. This means responding to
the short-term financial and economic crisis in a way that supports long-term sustainability of the global economy and society. The new ‘industrial metabolism’
must be the focus of global attention if we are to overcome the crisis of our age.
It is ethically wrong that the poorest of the poor again have to bear the main burden of crises that were caused by those living and acting in the so-called developed
part of the world. The facts that Muhammad Yunus mentioned in his speech on the
occasion of the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize ceremony in Oslo must be addressed: ‘The
world’s income distribution gives a very telling story. Ninety four percent of the
world’s income goes to 40 % of the population, while 60 % of people live on only
6 % of world income. Half of the world’s population lives on two dollars a day. Over
one billion people live on less than a dollar a day. This is no formula for peace.’
Development is becoming synonymous with peace in this globalized world.
Tackling the double challenge of honouring a right to development and successfully combating climate change urgently requires a ‘global contract between science
and society’. This message was a most important conclusion to the symposium. It
reflects the huge opportunities arising from science and technology in our world.
The acceleration of scientific discovery, which is unprecedented in history, has
given us deep insights into the patterns of nature and life. These insights form an
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important basis for successfully realizing the ‘Great Transformation’. The necessary scientific understanding must be further deepened by investing further billions
of dollars and euros in research and technological development. It is most apt that
the Nobel laureates in Potsdam called for a new ‘Apollo Program’, to leverage innovations and technologies that allow for the fulfilment of basic human needs
without exceeding the Earth’s capacity for renewal.
In his ‘Berlin speech’ of 2009, the German President Horst Köhler called for the
next industrial revolution to be an ‘ecological industrial revolution’. The turnaround that he called for comprises a revolution of efficiency in energy and resource
use. It must also put an end to the externalization of social and environmental
costs, and address the categorical imperative of responsibility, including responsibility towards future generations. Beyond an unprecedented boost to investment in
science and technology, the Potsdam Memorandum also calls for a ‘removal of the
persisting cognitive divides and barriers through a global communication system’.
A new general understanding of the interrelationship between science, society and
politics must be established. The founding idea of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) was to involve governments in a process led by climate
scientists. This intergovernmental practice must be broadened to counteract the
growing gap between the insights of science, their acceptance by society, and their
implementation by politicians. Again, the crux of the matter is to accept responsibility. When Hans Jonas formulated his new categorical imperative for the technological society he did not in any way deny the need for technical progress. Today,
at this historic time, an increasing number of ‘science outlet centres’ is needed to
advance mutual understanding between science, society and politics.
Science and technology form without any doubt the basis for the ‘Great Transformation’. However, a change in consumption patterns in the developed world is
also urgently needed. The Potsdam Memorandum called for ‘transforming lifestyles in rich countries’, taking into account that the lifestyle of the global rich is
highly subsidized – voluntarily and involuntarily – by people in other parts of the
world and by future generations.
The Potsdam Memorandum, concise as it is, represents indeed an historical document. It focuses on the dramatically destabilized economic and ecological world
of today. It not only describes the problems and formulates the challenges; this
memorandum also suggests the solutions. The utmost must be done to apply these
recommendations to day-to-day decisions in this crisis-stricken world. The ‘reinvention of our industrial metabolism’, the ‘Great Transformation’, the ‘global contract between science and society’, the categorical imperative for the technological
society – these are not abstract, academic considerations. They must become the
cornerstones of our common endeavour to pass on a sustainable world to our children and grandchildren.

Chapter 32

Potsdam Memorandum

Main conclusions from the symposium ‘Global Sustainability:
A Nobel Cause’, Potsdam, Germany, 8 – 10 October 2007
We are standing at a moment in history when a Great Transformation is needed to
respond to the immense threat to our planet. This transformation must begin immediately and is strongly supported by all present at the Potsdam Nobel Laureate
Symposium.
The need for a Great Transformation
The world-wide socioeconomic acceleration after World War II has pushed our
planet into an unprecedented situation: humanity is acting now as a quasi-geological force on a planetary scale that will qualitatively and irreversibly alter the natural Earth System mode of operation – should business as usual be pursued.
As outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, anthropogenic
global warming through greenhouse gas emissions is the foremost of an entire set
of emerging development, security and environmental crises which require an integrated response. Yet climate protection ambitions appear to be on a collision course
with the predominant growth paradigm that disconnects human welfare from the
capacity of the planet to sustain growth. Humanity is faced with the major challenge of making a drastic reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, which will require shifts in lifestyles in rich countries, while meeting urgent development and
growth needs in the poorer countries, the home of the vast majority of humanity
underlining the right to development. Ensuring that some nine billion people can
live a decent life requires, above all, access to affordable, sustainable and reliable
energy services, which are currently based almost exclusively on fossil fuel resources and unsustainable use of traditional fuels. The issue of ‘carbon justice’ and
the urgency of the matter at hand require unprecedented cooperation and rapidity
in response.
Is there a ‘third way’ between environmental destabilization and persisting
underdevelopment? Yes, there is, but this way has to bring about, rapidly and
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ubiquitously, a thorough re-invention of our industrial metabolism – the Great
Transformation. This is an awesome challenge, yet we have one comparative advantage over all previous generations: an incredibly advanced system of knowledge production that can be harnessed, in principle, to co-generate that transformation
together with courageous political leaders, enlightened business executives and civil
society at large.
Crucial sustainability challenges and responses
The whole gathering placed the challenge of climate change and energy security
firmly in the context of sustainable development, supported the rights of developing countries to social and economic development, and took careful account of
interactions between climate policy and the challenges of development in the short,
medium and long-term. In so doing it expressed its strong support for the Millennium Development Goals and the concepts of broad-based and multi-dimensional
development that they embody.
A range of actions in the areas of climate stabilization, energy security and sustainable development are considered necessary, in particular, these could include:
1. In order to achieve climate stabilization, a post-2012 regime should comprise
the following key elements:
• A global target such as the 2 º C-limit relative to preindustrial levels or the
(largely equivalent) halving of worldwide greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
A series of consistent short and medium-term emissions targets are also essential to drive investment and technology and to reduce the need for greater
action later.
• A leadership role of industrialized countries both in regards to drastic emissions reductions and development of low/no-carbon technologies in order to
give poor developing countries room for urgently needed economic growth
within the boundaries of a global carbon contract.
• Carbon justice. Striving for a long-term convergence to equal-per-capita
emissions rights accomplished through a medium-term multi-stage approach
accounting for differentiated national capacities. An important goal would
be the reduction of the total amount of greenhouse gas emissions, which is the
product of per capita consumption times population, where both factors are
crucial.
• The generation of a carbon price, for instance, through an international capand-trade system (of systems) based on auctioning permits.
• The establishment of a powerful worldwide process supporting climatefriendly innovation, international cooperation of R & D institutions, combined
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with increased RD & D funding, integrating basic research as well, to facilitate
technology transfer and cooperation.
• Major contributions to a multinational funding system for enhancing adaptive
capacities.
• Scaled-up efforts to both reduce emissions from deforestation and accelerate
ecologically appropriate reforestation by creating new incentives for communities and countries to preserve and increase their forests.
• Ensure reductions of non-CO2 greenhouse gases.
2. Energy demand is projected to grow dramatically. Efficiency and a range of
readily-available low carbon technologies are the key to offset the growth for
energy services. In order to attain energy security, consistent with environmental integrity, an international strategy should have the following foci:
• Systemic efficiency revolution and productivity increase including fuel
switching, combined heat power and an energy saving lifestyle which is necessary but not sufficient.
• Portfolio approach consisting of a systematic exploration of the economic and
technological potential of all of the relevant mitigation options.
• Design of investment strategies based on the portfolio approach; e. g., intelligent systems, grid infrastructure, storage technologies, demand-side measures, and deployment of renewables such as solar that has huge potential
already now. Upfront investments, in addition to carbon finance, are needed
to support emerging technologies and increase their market share; e. g., feedin laws.
• Rapid implementation of demonstration projects for advanced solar energy
and carbon capture and storage to foster ingenuity and drive down costs.
• Stabilizing long-term expectations of investors at capital markets and establishing microcredit institutions in developing countries aimed at financing
low-carbon technologies.
A global contract between science and society
There is overwhelming evidence that we need to tap all sources of ingenuity and
cooperation to meet the environment and development challenges of the twentyfirst century and beyond. This implies, in particular, that the scientific community
engages in a strategic alliance with the leaders, institutions and movements representing the worldwide civil society. In turn, governments, industries and private
donors should commit to additional investments in the knowledge enterprise that
is searching for sustainable solutions.
This new contract between science and society would embrace many elements,
yet three of them are critically important:
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1. A multi-national innovation program on the basic needs of human beings (energy, air, water, food, health etc.) that surpasses, in many respects, the national
crash programs of the past (Manhattan, Sputnik, Apollo, Green Revolution
etc.).
2. Removal of the persisting cognitive divides and barriers through a global communication system (ranging from international discourse fora to a truly worldwide web of digital information flow). Part of this would be the emerging
‘Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS)’ that could especially
provide early warning about imminent natural or social sustainability crises.
3. A global initiative on the advancement of sustainability science, education and
training. The best young minds, especially those of women, need to be motivated to engage in interdisciplinary problem-solving, based on ever enhanced
disciplinary excellence. The ambition is to win over the next generation for
laying the cognitive foundations for the well-being of the generations further
down the line.

Chapter 31

Democracy and participation

Achim Steiner

Achim Steiner, a German national, was born in Brazil in 1961. During his studies
at the Universities of Oxford and London, he specialized in development economics, regional planning, international development, and environment policy. In 2001
he was appointed Director General of the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (IUCN). In 2006 the UN General Assembly elected Steiner as Executive
Director of the United Nations Environment Programme for a four-year term. He
is also serving on a number of international development advisory boards.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 29.
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John Sulston has compared the challenge posed by climate change to a repeated
version of the ‘prisoners’ dilemma’, in which the prisoners have the opportunity to
increase trust by seeing how each responded in prior rounds of the game. His conclusion is that we need to increase information flow in order to build trust and
hence prevent defection, in this case from collective agreements to reduce emission of greenhouse gases. I agree with Sulston’s conclusion, but would go further
and say that we also need to increase the flow of knowledge stemming from wider
sharing of that information.
Sharing information on climate change and helping each other to truly understand
and trust in the necessary actions necessitates close cooperation among all players
of ‘the game’. Such cooperation is essential if we are to avoid the future that scientists warn will be our fate if we fail to act. It is worthwhile taking a closer look
at the capability of democratic institutions to foster cooperation in times of crisis.
Cooperation is, paradoxically, both made more complicated and easier by democratic, more participatory forms of government because they place a high value on
the individual and fundamental human rights
On the one hand, the spread of democratic governments and greater control by
more individuals over decisions that affect their lives is one of the great achievements of the late twentieth century. The Nobel laureate Amartya Sen characterized
development as freedom in his 1999 book of the same name. He also noted that in
order to develop we must account for the ‘worsening threats to our environment
and to the sustainability of our economic and social lives’. Democracy promotes
the flow of information, helping to create the informed and engaged citizenry that
is needed to tackle collective challenges such as climate change. Democratic development and the strengthening of institutions that safeguard individual human
rights are enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which last year
celebrated its sixtieth birthday. They also form the core of the United Nations system, and shape our everyday work at the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP). It must be our collective hope that development processes will
continue to bring freedom and inclusion to more people.
On the other hand, by giving more people a role in decision making, democracy
can make it difficult to reach a consensus. The prisoners’ dilemma grows more
complicated when there are many prisoners and fewer opportunities to see firsthand
the benefits of cooperation, a point Sulston makes in noting that trust comes more
easily to small tight-knit groups than it does at the global scale. This does not imply
a world in which a benevolent autocracy is the basis for reaching decisions – not
only in relation to climate change – for the good of all, but rather means that, in
Professor Sulston’s words, ‘an enormously important task is to inform and persuade
citizens everywhere of the need for strategic change’. The challenge in a democracy
is to ensure that citizens are informed and educated enough to be able to understand
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the issues at stake, and empowered to act accordingly even when the benefits of a
choice may seem remote. This is a huge challenge in an information age that so
often seems characterized by a glut of information, much of which can appear
contradictory, self-serving, or just plain wrong. There is as yet no good equivalent
in popular journalism to the peer review and vetting processes that, as Sulston
observes, help weed out bad science. The result is that disinformation about climate change being a hoax continues to circulate in the media and public discourse,
and time and energy is wasted debating whether observed climate phenomena are
actually natural variations of yet undiscovered natural cycles; this time and energy
could be better spent finding solutions to climate change.
We urgently need better ways of validating complex science, and communicating its inherent uncertainties to the public. People must be able to understand not
only the magnitude of the problem but also the benefits of acting to curb emissions
or taking steps to adapt to coming changes, even if this means making short-term
sacrifices for the long-term common good. In democratic societies, the willingness
to support actions for the collective good is communicated through the ballot box
to those responsible for negotiating international agreements, making public policy, and enacting laws and regulations. The ballot box is a great achievement of
democratic societies, but also a challenge to society if citizens base their vote on
misinformation.
In addressing the problem of climate change it is important to get beyond merely
communicating the issues. Communication needs to be accompanied by the development of new, and the reinforcement of existing, mechanisms that foster the
inclusion and participation of wider and more informed constituencies in the policy-making process. Such mechanisms are essential to provide the ‘basis for participation’ that Sulston is hoping for. They are also essential in increasing the flow
of knowledge and understanding stemming from the wider sharing of information
that I see as a crucial extension of Sulston’s argument.
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have a particularly valuable role to
play here, and not only because they provide, as Sulston points out, a balance to
powerful vested interests that attempt to influence governments. The best NGOs
are very good at communicating information, encouraging participation, and rallying public support for change. A strong and vibrant NGO community is usually
evidence of a democratic and open society. However, NGOs are also important in
another way. What we might call ‘fact building’ for policy is less the result of a
pure, rational quest for what is technically correct, and more about the establishment of facts within networks. This is a characteristic that NGOs share with scientists and other knowledge-based communities, groups Peter Haas has defined as
‘networks of knowledge-based experts or groups with an authoritative claim to
policy-relevant knowledge within the domain of their expertise’. The reach and
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influence of such networks and their stability vis-à-vis mainstream institutions,
both at the national and international levels, help generate the political will needed
to ensure that appropriate responses to climate change are adopted, initially nationally and eventually internationally.
Recognising the importance of NGOs and other non-state actors in shaping and
communicating opinion, UNEP set up its Major Groups and Stakeholders Branch
to enhance participation of civil society in our work. We value the perspectives that
groups as diverse as trade unions, local authorities, indigenous people, youth, and
the scientific and technological community bring to the table; the valuable research
and advocacy functions they perform, and their role in helping foster long-term,
broad-based support for UNEP’s mission. These partners help us implement our
work programme in a number of ways. They adapt our global efforts to national or
local realities and form a valuable liaison function between UNEP and local communities. Major Groups provide the scientific, policy and legal expertise necessary
for effective implementation, and act as watchdogs, helping foster accountability
in governments. Our public awareness and outreach efforts rely to a large extent on
partnerships with Major Groups, who are particularly effective in engaging the
general public in an informative and educative manner. In the area of adaptation to
climate change, for example, we are supporting efforts in a number of African
countries to introduce strategies for coping with climate variability to farmers and
other rural groups. In almost all cases governments have chosen to work with local
NGOs in communicating this information.
Sulston is somewhat critical of the UN’s ability to resist being manipulated by
what he calls ‘well-endowed vested interests’. It is not so much that the UN is manipulated; but when member states differ on important points, achieving agreement on a course of action is often difficult. National interests still matter a great
deal, and in a consensus-based body such as the UN it can appear to the casual
observer that discussion takes precedence over action. But this only highlights the
importance of improving information flow so that governments clearly understand
the long-term consequences of their positions and do not base these on short-term,
narrow determinations. I agree with Sulston that as part of the global agenda we
need to build on the success of the UN and improve trust in the capacity of the
multi-lateral system to facilitate equitable and fair outcomes, although I would not
defer this to the long term as he does.
Hence, with respect to climate change, we must aim not only to increase the
flow of scientifically correct information, but also to foster understanding and application of the received information, thus enhancing responsible action by a larger
constituency. Such development requires trust and close cooperation among a large
number of different players, which is best achieved through focused actions with
clearly defined goals. In this context, it may be worth referring to Sulston’s call for
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a regime in which the private acquisition of intellectual property should be minimized, and funding on climate change conducted in a manner that promotes openaccess publication of research findings. Providing an example from the area of
public health, Sulston points out that the most successful new initiatives are being
undertaken by public-private partnerships supported by charitable and government
funds, and he sees scope for this model in the area of climate change mitigation.
This idea is certainly worth exploring.
One reason, perhaps, for optimism regarding efforts to develop anti-malarial
drugs or vaccines for diseases that disproportionately affect people in developing
countries is their narrow focus. Such efforts do not aim at developing universal
health care for all people but have a singularity of purpose that fosters trust by
keeping the number of participants or players small and the result focused. In such
a setting, confidence-building measures are more likely to be successful and to
lead to mutually beneficial outcomes.
Extended to climate change, the implication is that it may well be wise to concentrate initially on a few important and achievable collective goals, such as improving the efficiency and lowering the cost of solar cells as a low-carbon energy
technology. Scientific breakthroughs in this area could help build a consensus for
collective action as lower-cost renewable energy technologies help reduce emissions in developed countries while allowing expanded access to energy in developing countries. Success in this one area of collective endeavour, for example, would
build confidence and momentum for other cooperative challenges.
In the negotiations on a successor to the Kyoto Protocol, discussions on technology issues have matured, and there is a growing recognition that it is necessary to
strike a balance between public and private interest. There are a number of means
to achieve this. Two examples are increased government support for research and
development of low-carbon and adaptation technologies, and support by developed
countries for so-called enabling measures in developing countries, which help create the necessary markets. Hopefully, by tackling only one or a few problems at a
time, we will be more successful in communicating the urgency of climate change
and stimulating effective action to deal with it.

Chapter 30

Educating and motivating global society

Susanne Kadner
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in London, the German Advisory Council on Global Change (WBGU), and as
G 8-consultant for Hans Joachim Schellnhuber in his position as German Chief
Government Advisor on Climate and Related Issues. Susanne now works in the
Technical Support Unit of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Working Group III.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 29.
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‘Information flow: the basis for sustainable participation’ is the title of John Sulston’s chapter in this book. It is probably what the creators of the Aarhus Convention
had in mind when they drafted the document in 1998. This UN convention, whose
formal title is ‘Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making, and Access to Environmental Justice in Environmental Matters’, is
founded on the belief that citizen involvement can strengthen democracy and environmental protection (POST, 2006). Then-Secretary-General Kofi Annan went
as far to describe it as ‘the most ambitious venture in the area of environmental
democracy so far undertaken under the auspices of the United Nations’ (UNECE,
1998). On ratification of this document, more than forty states acknowledged that
access to information is an essential prerequisite for public participation in environmental decision-making processes, and that sustainable development can only
be achieved through the involvement of all stakeholders.
Each of us makes numerous decisions related to climate change every day.
Whether as individuals, consumers or voters, our behaviour will ultimately influence the paths of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. As with any interconnected
global problem, a fair understanding of the intricacies is required to make the right
(i. e., intended) choices. This understanding is not always easily attained, especially with the complex challenge of climate change. While the UNFCCC website
provides, for example, free access to the most recent data on national greenhouse
gas emissions and removals, it is still a challenge for the lay person to understand
the complex relationship between the emission reductions agreed under the Kyoto
Protocol, and why the use of energy-saving light bulbs does not contribute to a
reduction in these emissions.1
Obviously, the goal is not to turn everyone into a climate expert. Some people might
even argue that understanding a problem does not necessarily mean acting on it
(Chess and Johnson, 2007). However, the measures required to avoid dangerous
climate change (Schellnhuber et al., 2006) will affect everyone, whether through
voluntary changes in lifestyle at a personal level, or through policies imposed by
In the initial phases of the European Emission Trading System (ETS), which was set up according to the specifications agreed under the Kyoto Protocol, each EU member state receives a set amount of emission allowances.
In total, the amount of allowances adds up to an agreed cap in greenhouse gas emissions. National Allocation
Plans (NAPs) regulate the distribution of these allowances between the different energy-intensive industries of a
country, such as electricity generators, oil refineries, and manufacturing plants. Each industrial installation may
either use up its allowances through emitting the permitted amount of greenhouse gases or may sell the allowances
on the market (‘cap and trade’). When households save energy through the use of energy-efficient bulbs, less
electricity is used and thus, initially, less CO2 is emitted. However, the electricity provider can now sell its surplus
allowances to enable other industries to emit more GHGs. In other words, energy-saving measures under the capand-trade system do not save any CO2 emissions. They do, however, contribute to the development and spread of
energy-efficient technologies and applications. These will become important during the later stages of the ETS,
when industries will have to pay for their emission allowances and will pass the costs for this on to the customer,
which will make – in our example – the use of energy-efficient light bulbs financially rewarding.
1
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governments. To facilitate these changes, we need to ensure that individuals, consumers and voters understand the issues at stake. It is therefore not enough to
merely provide the necessary information. We also need to ensure that people understand the implications of this information; i. e., that people understand, accept,
and facilitate concrete action on all levels, from the personal to the national and
global. After all, the motivation to act will most likely result from individuals feeling part of both the problem and the solution.
Who is the appropriate messenger for this information? Which people are credible, unbiased, knowledgeable, and dedicated enough to communicate the required
changes? Clearly, scientists should be an essential part of this group of messengers.
It may have been for this reason that the Nobel peace laureate Al Gore, in his
speech to the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) in 2009, told the assembled scientists, ‘Keep your day job, but start
getting involved in this historic debate. We need you.’ (AAAS, 2009).
When faced with the choice of where to become active, there is certainly a broad
range of options for the dedicated scientist. The political arena is clearly an important field where the advice of scientists is greatly needed and, thankfully, frequently
sought. However, the practice of advising politicians and government officials can
prove challenging as they often demand a single and simple answer rather than
accepting that, due to the uncertainties intrinsic to science, a range of outcomes or
solutions is possible. Concerned about their credibility, in particular amongst their
peers, many scientists may thus shy away from this challenge (Cole and Watrous,
2007). Policy advice on the other hand, where a range of options is presented and
discussed in order to support the legislative process, may seem a more attractive
avenue of support. Many advisory bodies and national scientific societies (such as
the Royal Society of London or the AAAS) have taken on the task of supporting
policy development in key areas. Their tools are reports, policy briefs, and statements or letters of concern, although some doubt the impact of the latter (Meyer,
2007). However, policy advice also demands participation in formal, sometimes
slow and rather institutionalized, processes that leave little room for personal engagement. The most renowned example of a scientific body providing advice to
policymakers is the IPCC, which publishes its main reports every six to seven years
after a lengthy process of scrutinizing discussion.
To speed up changes, scientists could (and should) also communicate to the public in a more direct manner. Here, an often used – albeit slightly problematic – communication channel has been the mass media. While newspapers, magazines, radio,
television, and the Internet reach a broad audience, the results have not always
been satisfying. One cause lies in the traditional model of news reporting, where
a balanced approach is used to present more than one side of an argument with
the aim of giving the audience the opportunity to form its own opinion. However,
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scientific agreement on anthropogenic climate change has now reached a level
where the balanced approach no longer serves its previously well-intentioned purpose. Today, the scientific consensus on climate change should receive the relative
weight it deserves, particularly in the face of dissenting claims from a number of
reasonably well-known climate sceptics with sometimes dubious scientific backgrounds. The declining ‘news value’ of climate change also adds to the problem, as
opinions that counter the general trend are favoured over ‘more-of-the-same’ prognoses (for example, that sea levels are rising some millimetres faster than anticipated). Due to the salience and selling points of such ‘controversial articles’, these
reports distort the insights of science and impair the dissemination of knowledge
to the public sphere. One way to counter this is for scientists to better support journalists in understanding their area of expertise, for example through workshops
that explain the latest research findings in their specific discipline. In addition,
scientists should be more helpful in providing clear analyses and statements, or
perhaps even personal perspectives which are so important for news reporting
(Ward, 2008).
Education, as another communication channel, may offer the opportunity for a
more direct and possibly more rewarding experience of knowledge transfer. Teaching in schools and universities facilitates the dissemination of knowledge and understanding through the student’s personal network of family and friends (Pratt
and Rabkin, 2007). However, at present climate change is not represented as a
specific topic in the curricula of most schools and it is only due to the personal effort of committed science teachers that it is covered at all. But for students to understand the climate crisis from many different perspectives, from physics and
biology to economics and social studies, it is important to integrate it into the official curricula. Another very important aspect is science education itself, as students need a better understanding of scientific methodology and probabilities in
order to judge uncertainties. By stimulating scientific discussions in class, teachers
enhance the understanding that discussion of an issue does not imply that there is
doubt of its existence per se.
Finally, a whole range of other opportunities exists for scientists to directly interact with the public. Books, blogs, public talks and public conferences, open days
or contributions to documentaries and museum exhibitions are just a few possibilities for disseminating knowledge in a direct, undiluted and unbiased manner. A
major challenge here is to adapt well to the different types of audiences, and to not
underestimate the power of the narrative. Numerous studies have shown that certain forms of communication can make information more memorable. Suggestions
range, for example, from using scenarios and analogies to evoke relevant personal
experiences (Marx et al., 2007), to visualizing the consequences of inappropriate
actions with respect to greenhouse gas emissions (Stoll-Kleemann et al., 2001).
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There are clearly many challenges for scientists in appropriately communicating
their knowledge. However, their main task must certainly remain the generation of
knowledge in the first place. It may, in fact, be too much to demand that they should
also know when, where, how, and to whom it can best be communicated. It thus
strikes me that scientists would greatly profit from mediator organizations that facilitate the adequate transfer of scientific knowledge to politicians, media and the
public. Of course, many NGOs already cooperate with scientists and, regarding
certain issues, have largely taken over the role of informing and educating the
public. Environmental NGOs, however, mostly attract those who already favour
their position. One could argue that this is merely a case of preaching to the converted. Therefore, what I have in mind is something like the Union of Concerned
Scientists (UCS),2 a US non-profit science advocacy organization that is supported
by numerous professional scientists and many private citizens. While this organization focuses on other environmental issues as well as climate change, its sciencebased activities that aim for responsible changes in government policy, corporate
practices, and consumer choices seem to have the right mix to communicate scientific knowledge in an efficient and credible manner.
The most important point, however, is that a mediator organization does not
have any agenda other than broad outreach and communication of sound scientific
findings. The advantages of such an organization for Europe with the focus on
climate change and sustainability questions are clear: scientists can concentrate on
their scientific projects, while the mediator organization is responsible for communicating their findings effectively. The tasks of such an organization would include, for example, identifying the windows of opportunity to introduce one’s
results in policy-relevant decision-making processes, functioning as a contact point
for journalists to select the right individuals for certain news stories, or even bringing scientists and artists together to help create a vision of a carbon-free future. In
addition, it could help identify the target audience in public talks, and support scientists in tailoring their messages adequately without interfering in any way with
the contents. Combining the knowledge of scientists with the invaluable skills of
trained, respectable and committed communicators would help to increase both
social pressure and political action.
As outlined by many of the authors of this book, the challenges before us are
demanding, and may even appear daunting. We therefore need support from as
many individuals as possible to facilitate the required societal changes. Due to their
knowledge, scientists bear a particular responsibility in this context. They will
need to improve their communication of the problems and solutions in order to
support the public in dealing with climate change in an educated way. Whether
2

www.uscusa.org
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through closer cooperation with interested journalists or through more direct engagement with the public, the possibilities for action are ample. Of course, as Sir
Crispin Tickell pointed out in an editorial in Science in 2002, ‘Making unwelcome
changes now to avoid possible consequences in an uncertain future is a difficult
proposition to sell to anyone’ (Tickell, 2002). But I am convinced that – with adequate support – scientists can contribute greatly to our current debate and convey
precisely this message!
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Chapter 29

Information flow: the basis for
sustainable participation

John Sulston

John Sulston was born in 1942 in Great Britain. He began his studies in organic
chemistry at Cambridge University, where he also obtained a PhD in the field of
molecular biology. In his research, Sulston observed the cell division and differentiation in the development of tissues of the millimetre-long worm Caenorhabditis
elegans. He was able to show that specific cells undergo programmed cell death as
an integral part of the normal differentiation process. Sulston also identified the
first mutation of a gene participating in the cell death process. In 2002 he was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology / Medicine, together with Sydney Brenner
and H. Robert Horvitz, for their discoveries in relation to ‘the genetic regulation
of organ development and programmed cell death’. Professor Sulston was one of
the founders of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, where he led a team of several
hundred scientists in the United Kingdom’s contribution to the Human Genome
Project. Since retiring as Director of the Institute in 2000 he has worked to ensure
that information on genetic data remains freely accessible.
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In tackling climate change we are participating in a game of prisoner’s dilemma 1.
In this game each of two prisoners is invited to testify against, and thus betray, the
other. If both prisoners testify, they each receive half the maximum sentence; if
only one testifies, he goes free while the other receives the full sentence; however,
if both remain silent, then both receive light sentences.
By sharing and acting upon our knowledge we have the opportunity to mitigate
climate change. The great danger is that each of us tends to betray the group by
striving for advantages over others, and if we persist on this course we and our
planet will suffer dire consequences. The good news is that the climate game is a
repeated version of the dilemma, in which the ‘prisoners’ have the opportunity to
increase trust by seeing how the other responds. It is essential that we exploit this
opportunity by promoting information flow in an equitable fashion. Only in this
way will the necessary level of trust be attained for everyone to give up a little, so
that we can collectively survive and thrive. Such levels of trust come easily to small
tight-knit groups; the challenge is to develop mechanisms to achieve trust on a global scale.
The practice of science involves two sometimes conflicting types of activity. One
consists of research and discovery – ranging from hypothesis-driven, problem-oriented research to the systematic amassing of data. The other type of activity is the
open dissemination of information. Science has developed mechanisms to encourage both. The result is that we can all ‘stand on the shoulders of giants’ – or more
mundanely, we all contribute to a rich mulch of knowledge out of which the new
shoots of discovery grow vigorously.
It is particularly important that fundamental knowledge is placed in the public
domain, so that all may share this information and use it for different purposes.
Equally importantly, this approach engenders trust. However, there are many opposing forces that work against sharing knowledge and resources, and present a
grave threat to effective cooperation. Because combating climate change is inherently a joint activity, it is especially important to promote sharing of information in
this area.
Let us first consider various networks that are important for information sharing.
Examples of information networks
The entire process of scientific communication, involving informal contacts, conferences, and peer reviewed publication, is essential for science. It assures accuracy,
since errors or falsification usually come to light quickly, and is the basis for attribution of credit.
1

A classic example in game theory. For more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner’s_dilemma
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Until recently, most major scientific journals were accessed by subscription,
which included a healthy profit margin for the publisher. This worked reasonably
well for well-funded scientific communities in the wealthy countries, but excluded
less well-endowed scientists and civil society from access. With the arrival of electronic versions of these publications, and the possibility of linking them for easy
literature searching, researchers began looking for ways to circumvent the barriers
associated with for-profit mechanisms (see Fig. 1). Consequently, a movement towards open access publishing is under way, in which the researcher pays the costs
of publication, and access is free to all. This trend is not without its problems. One
is that whilst it provides less well-off researchers with access to the work of others,
a special fee exemption needs to be made for them to publish their own work. This
may become harder to arrange as the number of scientists in developing countries
grows. The existing for-profit publishers have mounted a strong rearguard action
to protect their position. In addition to independent commercial publishers, their
ranks include many learned societies, who have traditionally derived a substantial
part of their income from publication. In cases where information has been published in the traditional way, organisations such as SciDevnet help to provide access for scientists in developing countries.
Public databases are central to many fields. For example, three large databases
(in USA, UK and Japan) collectively provide a repository of basic biological information. They began by storing DNA sequences, and are progressively extending
their role to cover a wide range of data, including other sorts of nucleotide sequences, protein sequences and structures, higher order assemblies, and software
tools. Data may be associated with peer reviewed publication, or may be entered in
raw form. The databases can be accessed freely by all users, and may interact with
other publicly funded sources to cover specialized applications. From time to time
these databases come under threat from entrepreneurial rivals, but so far they have
survived. A continuing difficulty in Europe is that the EU Research Framework
Programme is so far unwilling to support large-scale infrastructure in life sciences,
and so EU funding for this purpose has to come through individual research projects.
The resulting instability is a constant threat. A further problem in Europe is the
Database Directive, which gives excessive rights to proprietors, protecting not only
the form of the database but also the actual data within it no matter how it was
obtained. James Boyle of Duke University and others have shown that the Directive was a misguided step, not only endangering information flow, but also failing
to benefit database proprietors. The importance of public databases is illustrated in
Figure 1.
Part of the information stored in these databases came from the Human Genome
Project. From the outset the Project’s remit was to make its data publicly available,
and this was reaffirmed in the Bermuda Agreement of 1996. Against some strong
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Fig. 1. Private and public databases. The ellipse represents the database and the
arrows lines of communication. In order to preserve a viable business, the proprietor of a private database must insist that knowledge is not shared with others,
otherwise it would leak out and the database would lose its financial value. This
is not a satisfactory structure for holding data of fundamental importance. In addition to the obvious inequity of access for those who cannot pay, the resulting
inhibition of communication is devastating to science. An important feature of the
public database is that the user has access to all the data at once, to search at will
and to compare with other databases. This allows the operation of novel and powerful algorithms, which would be blocked by, for example, a pay-per-view system.

opposition, the Project succeeded in its aim, and the outcome has been highly influential in keeping much biological information in the public domain. The Human
Genome Project has occasionally been criticized for giving away data to profiteers,
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but that was unavoidable. The huge gain is that comparative analyses of data are
straightforward, without barriers of any kind, as a result of which the value of information is enhanced exponentially as more is added.
Meteorological data is partially privatized, particularly in Europe, thus limiting
information exchange. This is clearly of major significance for climate research.
The same situation applies to geographic maps. For example, in the UK the privatisation of the Ordnance Survey (the national mapping agency) has had a very negative effect both on fair use by individuals and on the development of value-added
products. These are both examples of a protectionist trend that misguidedly seizes
the opportunity to collect fees while ignoring both the hidden costs of collection
and the long-term consequences. All information relevant to climate change should
be made openly accessible; the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (see
Potsdam Memorandum, this volume) will help in this aim.
Free software holds its own in the commercial as well as the academic world.
Its extensive use in, for example, the banking system illustrates the compatibility
of open structures with profitable activity.
The World Wide Web needs no introduction. It is interesting to note that the
Internet originated in military requirements, but was transformed into the remarkable communications system that we have today by the work of Tim Berners-Lee.
Its efficacy and independence is a model as well as a vehicle for exchanges on
many important contemporary issues, including global climate change.
NGOs play a crucial role in many areas of human endeavour. Their role in climate change is already apparent. The term civil society has come into use to describe the coherence and importance of this powerful yet loose grouping. Its
significance arises from the fact that direct government power stops at national
boundaries, whereas the power of transnational corporations does not. Since governments (and their collective embodiment in the UN) are very susceptible to lobbying by well-endowed vested interests, NGOs are vital in providing a democratic
balance.
As the most representative multinational forum, the United Nations ought to be
the ultimate vehicle for information sharing, and indeed it is of immense (though
widely underrated) importance. It has problems of manipulation by powerful interests, and is frequently accused of excessive bureaucracy and even corruption, not
unlike many governments. In the long run an important part of our global agenda
should be to build on the success of the UN and to improve transparency and trust
in that organisation.
The international patent system is of increasing importance in information
flow. For many it is the way of sharing. However, it is a double-edged sword that can
block exchanges as well as facilitating them. For example, information and materials provided in scientific publications are, or should be, available for others to use,
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but this freedom is being increasingly interfered with by the growing demands for
intellectual property (IP) rights from those who fund science, or even from the
scientists themselves. In matters of public importance, such as climate change, the
acquisition of IP should be minimized.
In considering the performance of the above-mentioned types of information
network, and the role of different institutions, we must remember that underlying
their policies is the power of their constituents – shareholders in the case of quoted
corporations, and voters in the case of democratic governments. Public institutions
are not in themselves to blame for poor outcomes. Their leaders, certainly, are in a
position to exercise some influence, but ultimately it comes down to the ballot box;
so an enormously important task is to inform and persuade citizens everywhere of
the need for strategic change. Personal changes in carbon footprint have become
quite popular in developed countries, and should be supported further, through
initiatives such as the Product Carbon Footprint project conceived at the Potsdam
Institute. However, of themselves personal changes achieve little. They need to be
complemented and framed by strong and pro-active government climate policies.
Citizens play a crucial role and must be convinced of the need to vote for strategic
change.
Incentives and licensing mechanisms
In order to be realistic, economic models need to embrace the concept of dual reward rather than focussing solely on financial incentives. Depending on individual
inclination and circumstances, scientists may seek one or both of the following
reward mechanisms:
• Personal attribution. This is supplied by ordinary scientific publication, and, if
properly set up, by attribution to databases. Personal evaluation by peers is of considerable importance as well, and can be reliable in tight-knit communities, but
is capricious and susceptible to misuse on the larger scale. Therefore, scientists
are entitled to expect some formal attribution to further their careers, and indeed
we cannot expect efficiency unless those who are most effective are recognized
as such.
• Financial reward. Scientists differ greatly in their requirements for financial
reward. Most are chiefly rewarded by the chance to perform valuable scientific
research, by success in their research objectives, and by the benefit to society that
results from their efforts. However, some are additionally motivated by the possibility of rich returns from licensing their discoveries for profitable development.
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Those who fund science may similarly be driven by a mixture of motives. They
will seek a successful outcome in any case, but if the resources are derived from
investment then profit is required as well. In the field of climate change, as in
medicine, the awarding of prizes for successful innovation is being tested; proponents of this type of incentive point to historically successful prize systems, such
as in navigation and flight.
In order to grant recognition and financial reward equitably a range of licensing
arrangements has been devised. Here are some examples, ordered from most free
to most restrictive:
Free release. This arrangement is the norm for non-commercial work. It was
employed on a large scale by the Human Genome Project. It is the right model for
fundamental information about the natural world.
General public licence (GPL). This arrangement was devised by Richard Stallman at the Free Software Foundation. By acquiring, using and modifying software
under a GPL, the user agrees to make the source code available so that others can
do the same. There is not – as commonly thought – any prohibition on fees, which
explains why the commercial use of GPL software is increasing.
Conditional open access. A wide variety of licenses is being devised, with varying constraints, for example the demand for fees from high-income countries and
their waiver for low-income countries. The non-profit corporation Creative Commons 2 provides analogous licenses for the mitigation of copyright.
Exclusive rights patents and copyright. These instruments form the backbone
of our present IP system, which is essential to the global economy as currently
organized. However it is widely accepted that the system is not working optimally,
though powerful vested interests resist change. At times debates seem quite ideological, with any attempt at rational discussion drawing accusations of weakening
the system on which our wealth depends. Ways forward are being debated at the
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), as discussed in the next section.

2
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Some problems for benefit sharing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excessive desire for personal attribution
Perceived loss of incentive if IP is not retained
Focus on short-term profit
Exclusive patent rights as revenue source, leading to blockages
Government perceptions and requirements, securing IP regardless
of efficacy
Competition for international trade, excessive IP requirements in trade
agreements
Inequality, leading to imbalance in negotiating power, including legal
representation
Unforeseen consequences of the free market
Excessive reliance on ‘corporate responsibility’, which, on account of
bottom line effect on share price, can make only a negligible contribution
Digital rights management, which with modern electronic implementation
is eliminating traditional ‘fair use’.
Elements of trust

As we have seen, our global game of prisoner’s dilemma can only move forward
through increasing trust between the participants. What are the important aspects
of that process?
Benefit sharing
Benefit sharing is a key element of trust. It is particularly important in a world
where wealth is very unevenly divided, because in the absence of such proactive
measures benefits will be unevenly divided as well, and will continue to drive a
vicious circle of deprivation and mistrust. A recent example of such failure was
Indonesia’s quite understandable objection to providing its avian flu samples (the
sharing of which is important to all of us) to the World Health Organisation (WHO)
until safeguards were in place to ensure that Indonesia would share in vaccines that
might be derived from the samples (Indonesia had observed that earlier samples
had gone into the profitable activities of US and Australian corporations, whence the
products were sold at prices that were unaffordable for developing countries.) Such
an outcome is extremely destructive, because prediction of future epidemics, and
the development of drugs and vaccines that may mitigate them, depend crucially
on sharing knowledge of novel virus strains as they arise. The WHO should ensure
that all countries, not just the most industrialized, benefit from sharing, thereby
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balancing openness with opportunity. But at the moment it is unable to do so, as it
is constrained by the financial interests of its major contributors and transnational
corporations.
Sharing of goods and services is carried out through the world trading system.
In order for the sharing process to be equitable, we need to ensure that trade rules
are equitable. A big step in the opposite direction was taken by the TRIPS (traderelated intellectual property rights) Agreement in 1995. This laid down a timetable
for all nations, rich and poor, who wish to be members of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) to adopt stringent rules on IP. Since membership is important for
access to markets, there is great pressure to sign up. Many developing nations adopted
the rule, including, for example, India in 2005, and only the least developed nations remain outside. There is a strong sense that developed countries are pulling up
the ladder: when they were in the same position as developing countries are in today they paid little attention to one another’s IP rights. China has benefited greatly
by ignoring the WTO throughout its recent growth period, and now joins from a
position of strength.
It is important for the provision of healthcare as well as fair trade that there is
flexibility within the TRIPS Agreement. Some key steps in that direction were taken
in the Doha Agreement of 2001. The measures do not work very well, but in principle (through compulsory licensing) allow developing nations to avoid paying high
prices for medicines.3 Further steps have been taken by the adoption of a ‘development agenda’ at the WIPO, and by discussions at the WHO following the farsighted report of the Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation and
Public Health chaired by the former Swiss President Ruth Dreifuss.
The Indonesian experience over avian flu highlights the problem of ‘biopiracy’,
in which novel genetic resources are appropriated for gain by the economically
powerful. In some cases (notorious examples include the neem tree and basmati
rice), centuries-old prior art 4 has been ignored by patent examiners in wealthy
countries, on the grounds that it is not formally documented. Unwillingness to confront this injustice is a major obstacle to achieving a harmonized world IP system.
Under the Convention on Biological Diversity, rules for benefit sharing of genetic
resources are being constructed, but progress is slow because of lobbying by vested
interests in the wealthy countries.
Multinational agreements are the best way to achieve benefit sharing, but only
if they are honestly negotiated and fully respected. The problem is that they are
not. Seeing signs of democratization of the trading rules, OECD countries (the
One practical problem is that developed countries are liable to retaliate with trade sanctions if a developing
country uses compulsory licensing, as has happened recently in the case of Thailand. Another is that for countries
lacking their own manufacturing capability, the measures are prohibitively cumbersome.
4
This term is used when previously existing knowledge bars a patent.
3
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USA in particular with the EU as an eager supporter) have been attempting with
some success to negotiate bilateral agreements with individual developing countries and to set up so-called ‘free-trade areas’. The incentive in such arrangements
is the granting of enhanced access to rich markets; the drawback is that usually
there is an insistence on ‘TRIPS +’ standards of IP, in which much of the flexibility
is removed. The existence of a meshwork of special agreements weakens the multilateral structure on which trade should be built. At present, we are moving towards trade that is neither free nor fair, but which rather smacks of imperialism.
There are ominous echoes of the network of alliances that preceded the First World
War. In order to deal with global problems, including climate change, there is a
need to halt the trend towards bilateral agreements.
Unequal benefit sharing is increasing the gap between rich and poor in many
ways. One very serious consequence is that opportunities for personal progress are
diminished in the developing countries, with a consequent increase of legal and
illegal migration. The ‘brain drain’ of the most talented individuals is of course
particularly damaging to a country, and attempts to reverse that by investment in
education, research and industry are very desirable (see Hassan, this volume). It is
also vital that personal attribution is attainable in less well-endowed scientific institutes. Economists often equate incentives with financial reward, but scientists
are motivated at least as much by the personal excitement of discovery and invention, and will tend to prefer working where they have both adequate resources for
research and the ease of recognition that comes from being in the mainstream.

Access to knowledge
It is fashionable in the rich countries to refer to modern society as the ‘knowledge
society’. Whether that is accurate or not, it is a fact that enclosure and protection of
knowledge is epidemic: the scope of IP is being continuously extended, and more
stringent means to prevent its unauthorized use are being introduced. We have already looked at some mitigating measures that are being taken in the area of publication. We must recognize that these measures and the transfer of technological
expertise are a necessary part of developing trust. Access to knowledge is one of the
most important rights for developing economies.
Easy access to knowledge is important for individuals as well as institutions, in
rich as well as poor countries, and this aspect is considered by Susanne Kadner (this
volume).
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Integrity
Another aspect of trust has to do with confidence in the accuracy and completeness
of shared information. Science is self-checking, in that results are constantly queried
and elaborated upon, so that errors eventually come to light. But this takes time. In
the short term, accuracy of scientific information depends on the integrity of scientists, backed by peer review of publications. Apart from the inevitable errors, recent studies have revealed a steady trickle of falsified results, and occasionally a
major scandal hits the headlines. It must be said that these cases represent a tiny
fraction of overall scientific effort, and in view of the greatly increased number of
scientists working today this fraction is probably not increasing. Nevertheless, concern about the accuracy of scientific research in a global setting is leading to the
establishment of more monitoring systems to discourage misconduct. This is just
as well, because in a newsworthy field such as climate change there is a great deal
of commentary at very varied levels of professionalism. It is important for people to
have access to sources of information that are not only open but also trustworthy.
Integrity is even more important at an institutional level than it is for individuals.
Regrettably, systematic disinformation is characteristic of the lobbying and advertising industries, and, to varying degrees, of the political process. As an example of
the former, the tobacco industry has for decades invested heavily in denying the
link between smoking and lung cancer. While its activities have been greatly restricted in wealthy societies, it is now unashamedly peddling its wares among the
poor. A prominent example of disinformation from political sources was the denial
by the Mbeki government in South Africa that HIV caused AIDS. Corporate misbehaviour creates numerous impediments to tackling climate change. For example,
the oil industry has funded objections to the identification of human activity as a
primary cause, far beyond the point of balanced debate; the producers of bottled
water lobby against the use of tap water; manufacturers of baby formula encourage
mothers not to breast-feed their infants; and the food industry encourages overconsumption, resulting in increased obesity as societies become wealthier.
Sharing of natural resources
A key element of benefit sharing is the equitable division of natural resources.
Mostly it is left to the rather primitive mechanisms that we have just touched on. We
need to do better than that if we are to deal with sharing of water, food, and the
Earth itself without conflicts even more destructive than we have at present.
A striking example of failed benefit sharing is our collective inability to prevent
the fishing industry destroying fish stocks, and therefore its own livelihood. Information flow is a vital step in sharing resources. But whereas information can be
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shared indefinitely without loss to anyone – indeed with gain as value is added to
it – natural resources are consumed. We may divide the fish as equitably as we
please, but if we collectively take them out of the sea faster than they can reproduce we are in the end left with nothing. Despite adequate information, understanding and communication, fishery after fishery has collapsed. Perhaps the most
spectacular crash to date is that of the Grand Banks, largely under Canadian jurisdiction, in the early Nineties; it has not recovered. In Europe we are struggling
with the declining North Sea fishery, once enormously rich and now a fraction of
its former size. Modern technology saves effort and makes fishing safer, but it cannot solve this prisoner’s dilemma for us any more than science and technology will
of themselves solve the problem of climate change. Establishing sustainable fisheries is a model exercise for the EU. If we can solve this socio-economic problem,
perhaps we shall find the mechanism to tackle climate change.
The nature of the problem becomes apparent when we contrast the above situations with one fishery that has probably been made sustainable. In the Seventies
Iceland confronted the UK and Germany in order to establish the right to control
its coastal waters (the so-called ‘cod wars’), and then set up legal constraints to
preserve the fish stocks. Here a small country with much to lose has achieved what
countries such as the UK and Spain, let alone the EU as a whole, have so far been
unable to do. Trust comes more easily to the small group; we have to find ways to
foster it in the global group.
Underlying all the problems in the sharing of natural resources (including the
Earth’s atmosphere) is the issue of excessive human population, which is seldom
discussed explicitly because it is so contentious. A detailed discussion is beyond the
scope of this essay, but the issue is touched upon by Wolfgang Lucht and Walter
Kohn in this volume. Here I would simply note that, in some way or another, we
must start assessing the issue of population coolly, morally and humanely. Otherwise all our other efforts will be in vain.
Conclusion
Large-scale manipulation of climate, even assuming that we have the technology
and expertise to do so, can only be carried out in an atmosphere of transparency
and trust. The hyper-competitive stance that has been the norm in international
relations, while effective for short-term gains and understandably driven by the
demands of the ballot box, will be disastrous for the problems that now face us. For
the free flow and effective use of scientific information, we need to put in place
settlements that are agreed by rational negotiation rather than by power struggles.
In short, if we are to make progress, the globalisation of trade must be accompanied by the globalisation of justice.
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This essay focuses on the challenges and opportunities for promoting science-,
technology-, and innovation-based sustainability in Africa. That continent’s recent
history is punctuated by initiatives that began with high hopes; initiatives that were
characterized by lofty declarations and detailed blueprints for action; initiatives,
that received warm, enthusiastic applause at their inception, but were soon forgotten, only to be resurrected in the context of subsequent initiatives that followed a
similar trajectory of hope and disappointment. The Potsdam Symposium took place
during Africa’s most sustained period of economic growth in decades. Between
2000 and 2003, Africa’s annual gross domestic product (GDP) increased by 3.7 %.
Between 2004 and 2006, the continent’s annual GDP growth accelerated to 5.6 %.
This has spurred an unprecedented sense of hope on the continent. Could things be
different this time? Will Africa finally chart a course to sustained development?
One that is designed and implemented by the people of Africa? One that achieves
an unparalleled level of sustained economic progress?
Today there is growing consensus that progress will take place only if Africa
designs and implements its own developmental agenda. Partners are encouraged to
join the continent’s efforts in sustainable development. But Africans are now determined to take the lead and to decide for themselves what is best for Africa. And
they may finally be acquiring the resources, knowledge, and power to do just that.
But we also need to remember that, for all of the good news, dark shadows of despair stubbornly persist. More than 40 % of sub-Saharan Africa’s population – nearly
300 million people – continue to live in extreme poverty. Africa is the only continent where not a single country will meet all of the eight Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), and where most countries will not meet a single one. Poverty, disease, and degradation continue to plague the continent. As a result, progress remains
tentative and perhaps unsustainable. Tensions are high. In many countries, the spectre of lawlessness and violence is constant. In short, we must not confuse aggregate
economic growth with economic and social well-being. One can clearly exist without the other. Africa’s situation is a case in point.
Yet, there are reasons for hope. In addition to steady annual growth in Africa’s
GDP, another promising trend deserves our attention: For the first time in more
than a quarter century, African leaders are embracing indigenous capacity building
in science, technology and innovation (STI) as strategic elements for economic
growth and social well-being. If they succeed – and if such skills can become part
of Africa’s entrepreneurial spirit – then it may indeed be possible for the continent
to chart a permanent path to sustainable development.
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The STI landscape
Africa’s limited but encouraging progress in science and technology capacity building cannot be fully appreciated without examining broader developments in science and technology capacity building in the developing world. The reality is that
some developing countries have invested more in STI, while others have lagged
behind. This has led to another development gap. In addition to the historic gap
between developed and developing countries, there is now a South-South divide.
Today, a more refined categorization of countries has emerged that better reflects
their relative strengths in STI.
First, there are countries with strong STI capacity. These number about 25, largely
consisting of countries that belong to the OECD (the Organization of Economic
Co-operation and Development). They enjoy across-the-board strengths in all areas of science and technology, and have the capacity to convert scientific and technological knowledge into products and services that boost their economies. These
countries are rich in STI, and they are financially well-off.
Second, there are countries with moderate STI capacity. These countries, which
number about 90, include some of the largest countries in the developing world –
China, India and Brazil. But the list includes others as well: Argentina, Chile, Malaysia, Mexico and South Africa, to name just a few. It is a diverse group with
wide-ranging capabilities. The majority of these countries are competent in a select
number of fields. But broad pockets of weakness remain. The scientific infrastructure (including classrooms and laboratories), although improving, still lags behind
the quality of instruction and equipment found in countries with strong STI capacities. The ability of these 90 countries to bring their scientific knowledge and technical know-how to the marketplace is weak, although recent indicators suggest that
this transition is becoming less problematic in a few countries. In February 2007,
for example, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) reported that
while the United States still leads the world in patent applications, Asia is rapidly
catching up. China filed nearly 4000 patent applications in 2006, more than double
the year before.
But there is also a third category of countries, and these countries have weak STI
capacity. A survey conducted by the Academy of Sciences in the Developing World
(TWAS) has identified 80 such countries, the majority of them in Africa. These
countries have very limited capacity in any field of science and technology. They
have poor teaching facilities and substandard laboratories. And they have scant
ability to convert their knowledge and expertise into products and services, especially
products and services that can compete in the international marketplace. These
countries also lack the capacity to participate in cutting-edge scientific endeavours.
Many of their most promising young scientists have migrated to other countries to
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pursue their careers. Moreover, in most of these countries there is minimal government support for STI. More generally, there is the absence of a culture of science.
Africa and the MDGs
Expanding the reach of STI to countries that have been left behind is one of the
most critical problems of our time. But it is by no means the only one. In our interconnected world, where the Internet and airline travel have truly transformed our
planet into a global community, no country remains unaffected by the problems that
beset other countries. That is the message of the United Nations MDGs. The goals
set targets to address the world’s most pressing problems – problems that impede
sustainable well-being in the developing world, and that threaten global peace and
prosperity: poverty; hunger; the spread of infectious diseases; poor education; gender inequality; and lack of access to safe drinking water, sanitation, and energy.
Experts agree that the MDGs will not be met unless special attention is paid to
the well-being of Africa. More than 40 % of all Africans do not have access to safe
drinking water. More than 70 % do not have access to electricity. Twenty-five million Africans are infected with HIV. Ninety percent of the world’s malaria infections occur in Africa. And more than 30 million African children go to bed hungry
every night. Africa may be poor, but it is not small. Its land mass, which is more
than 20 % of the Earth’s land mass, covers an area larger than Australia, Brazil,
Europe, and the United States combined. And Africa may be weak, but it is home
to some 920 million people. That’s more than three times the population of the
United States and twice the population of the European Union.
Africa, in short, may be poor and weak, but it cannot be ignored. In many respects, the future of our planet lies with the future of Africa. Africa is where global
attention must be focused if we are to make progress in meeting the MDGs. But
that still leaves the question of what tools must be employed for our efforts to succeed. The MDGs will not be met without strong capacity to generate and utilize
STI, and without vigorous and sustained international partnerships to help build
this capacity. As the MDGs indicate, the vast majority of these problems are related
to poverty, inadequate education, poor health, and degraded environmental conditions, all of which undermine Africa’s ability to meet the basic human needs of the
majority of its people.
Other global issues that affect the developed and the developing worlds in equal
measures are growing in significance. Climate change is at the top of this list. But
there are also issues related to energy security, access to adequate supplies of drinking water, and the over-exploitation of such natural resources as fisheries and forests. Reducing the gap between rich and poor countries, and ensuring that the most
critical global issues are tackled with tools that only global STI can provide, are
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daunting challenges. These challenges will not be met without a critical mass of
well-trained scientists in all countries.
Brain drain and brain mobility
Today, experts estimate that more than half of the scientists who have been educated and trained in universities in sub-Saharan Africa have migrated to the United
States. Experience has shown that brain drain cannot be stopped unless the most
talented scientists find favourable working conditions in their homelands. Once a
scientist has established roots in another country, it is difficult to lure him or her
back home.
Science is a global enterprise. Excellence in science has always depended on the
ability of scientists to associate freely with their colleagues around the world. Such
movement not only benefits international science, but also serves to deepen international understanding – a welcome by-product in today’s troubled world. Yet, as
we all know, the free movement of scientists, especially to the United States, has
been severely restricted since the events of September 11. The scientific community fully recognizes that security interests take precedence over scientific exchange.
Nevertheless, it also realizes that scientific exchange is an important instrument in
the fight against ignorance, suspicion, despair, and terrorism. The US State Department, urged by the US National Academy of Sciences and others, has recently
taken steps to ease the difficult process of entry into the United States for scientists
travelling from abroad. But many scientists, particularly from Africa and the Islamic
region, hope that more can be done. A major challenge impeding both international
scientific cooperation and scientific capacity building in many countries of Africa
is this: How can governments in scientifically advanced countries be persuaded to
ease visa restrictions for African scientists to ensure their full participation in global science and R & D programmes?
The Internet and other forms of electronic communication have revolutionized
the way in which scientific information is distributed and, increasingly, reviewed,
edited, and published (see Sulston, this volume). These trends have had an enormously positive impact on global science. Never before have scientists enjoyed
access to such an extensive amount of current information. Never before have scientists been able to communicate so easily and directly with colleagues in other
parts of the world. And never before has international scientific collaboration been
so easy to plan, organize, and implement. But African countries, particularly the
continent’s least developed countries, do not have sufficient resources to build and
maintain up-to-date electronic communications systems. Broadband width is still
too narrow in much of Africa, and expensive on-line subscription rates still prevent
many African scientists from accessing the most current literature.
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African leaders show the way
These obstacles have led Africa’s leaders to make increasing commitments to both
research and development and regional cooperation in science and technology. For
example, at the African Union (AU) Summit, held in Addis Ababa in 2006, African
leaders discussed regional strategies for the promotion of science and technology
and announced that 2007 would be the year of ‘African scientific innovation’.
Political leaders in Africa have on several occasions expressed support for science and technology. But their meetings were followed by meagre results and disappointment. The level of commitment – and enthusiasm – expressed at the AU
Summit in Addis Ababa seemed different and likely to lead to concrete results in
the following years. Leaders at the AU Summit strongly recommended that each
African country should spend at least 1% of its GDP on science and technology.
Such a recommendation had been made several times before. Following the AU
Summit, however, it actually began to be fulfilled. Several African countries, most
notably those that have also embraced democracy and good governance, have increased their investments in science and technology. These countries include Ghana,
Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zambia. Yet, their number is
still too small.
At the AU Summit, the president of Rwanda, Paul Kagame, announced that his
country has dramatically boosted expenditures on science and technology, from
less than 0.5 % of GDP in previous years to 1.6 % starting in 2006. He also announced that his country would increase investments in science and technology to
3 % of GDP over the next five years. That would make Rwanda’s investment in
science and technology, percentage-wise, comparable to that of South Korea, and
higher than that of most developed countries. A nation that was teetering on the
verge of collapse less than a decade ago, and that still lives in the shadow of genocide, has embarked on a path to science-based sustainable development.
Working with Africa
What makes the prospects for building science and technology capacity in Africa
even more encouraging is that Africa is not alone in this effort. Over the past several years, there have been increasing commitments by governments in the developed world to support STI in low-income countries, and especially in Africa.
At the G 8 Summit in Gleneagles, Scotland, in 2005, G 8 member countries unanimously pledged to provide USD 5 billion to help rebuild Africa’s universities and
an additional USD 3 billion to help establish centres of scientific excellence in
Africa. The decision was greeted with enthusiasm in Africa and throughout much
of the world. Yet, in 2007, G 8 member countries had officially authorized only
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USD 160 million of funding, targeted for the creation of networks of centres of excellence proposed by the AU’s New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD).
Equally distressing was the fact that little of this money had actually been transferred to Africa. The ‘Science with Africa’ initiative must continue to urge G 8
countries to fulfil the pledges that they made in Gleneagles and that were reconfirmed in subsequent meetings. Upcoming summits will provide yet another opportunity for the world’s leading economic countries to live up to their word.
The World Bank, through the Science Institutes Group (SIG), headquartered at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, has provided loans for
the creation of scientific centres of excellence – so-called Millennium Science Institutes – in Brazil, Chile, Turkey, and Uganda. The institutes offer scientists from
developing countries an opportunity to conduct world-class research and to pursue
cooperative projects with colleagues in a broad-range of scientific fields. Several
foundations have also given substantial support to science-poor countries in Africa
through programmes that emphasize scientific and technological capacity building.
Many of these efforts have focused on education and training for young scientists
in the world’s least developed countries. Rising levels of scientific excellence in
developing countries – most notably, Brazil, China, India, and South Africa – have
opened up new opportunities for South-South collaboration in education and research. These include the following:

• Agreements have been signed between TWAS and the governments of Brazil,
China, and India, providing more than 250 scholarships a year for graduate students and postgraduate researchers in poor developing countries to attend universities in the donor countries. TWAS pays for the airline ticket. The host countries
pay for all other expenses, including accommodation. This is the largest SouthSouth fellowship programme in the world.
• Brazil’s pro-Africa programme supports scientific and technological capacity
building in the Portuguese-speaking countries of Angola and Mozambique. The
programme includes research collaboration activities with Brazilian institutions.
• China’s Development Fund for Africa, approved in 2006, will provide USD 5
billion over a five year period to assist African countries in achieving the MDGs
through cooperation with China.
• The India, Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) tripartite initiative, signed by the respective ministers of science and technology, will provide funds to engage in
joint problem-solving projects that focus on developing products with commercial value.
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Agenda for action
In light of these trends, what must African countries and their partners do to promote STI? First, African countries must institute educational reforms that make
science more interesting and attractive to young people. This means devising a
more hands-on approach to scientific study in the classroom, emphasizing ‘learning by doing’ rather than the rote memorization that has historically characterized
the teaching of science, especially biology in Africa. The initiative La main à la
pâte 1, launched by the French Academy of Sciences a few years ago, has become
a much-emulated strategy for educational reform in science. The results have been
encouraging, providing a blueprint for success that others can follow.
Second, African governments must support programmes to increase scientific
literacy among both children and adults. Rapid advances in science mean that science education must be a lifelong endeavour. The media can play a vital role in this
effort. For example, the London-based electronic portal SciDev.Net, which is supported by a host of aid agencies and foundations, and which receives valuable assistance from Science and Nature magazines and TWAS, has helped raise global
awareness of science and economic initiatives in the developing world.
Third, African universities must be reformed and strengthened. Each African
country must have at least one world-class research university that sets national
standards for quality education and research, and attracts the best and brightest
students. World-class universities in Africa can play a critical role in advancing
science and technology, both in Africa and internationally.
Fourth, African countries must train a new generation of problem-solving scientists, and turn science into a demand-driven exercise in which research questions
are often determined by critical social and economic needs. The ‘sustainability science’ initiative, launched by a group of scientists several years ago, has proven to
be a valuable first step in drawing science closer to society. But much more needs
to be done.
Fifth, African countries must build and sustain scientific centres of excellence.
This is especially important for the poorest developing countries where a culture of
scientific excellence has yet to take hold. The G 8 pledge made in 2003 to provide
USD 3 billion over 10 years to help build scientific centres of excellence remains
an unfulfilled promise.
Sixth, African and other developing countries must learn to share their ‘successful experiences’ in the application of science and technology to address critical
social and economic needs. The developing world’s efforts in this regard have been
largely hidden from view, but thanks to the work of such organizations as TWAS
1

The closest English equivalent to this French expression is ‘hands-on experience’
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and the UNDP’s Special Unit for South-South Cooperation, information about
developing-world, science-based initiatives that have successfully addressed critical issues related to poverty, public health, and the environment, are now reaching
larger audiences both in the developed and developing world.
Seventh, African countries must bolster their merit-based science academies.
These academies often include a nation’s most prominent scientists. Yet, they have
often been relegated to the status of genteel men’s clubs, and have failed to play a
prominent role in national discussions related to science-based policy issues. The
Network of African Science Academies (NASAC), the InterAcademy Panel on
International Issues (IAP), and other institutions are actively seeking to change this
mindset and to strengthen the capabilities of academies, especially when it comes
to interacting with policy-makers.
Eighth, African countries must follow the example of other countries in establishing and supporting science foundations that provide merit-based, competitive grants
to scientists and scientific institutions. In Africa there is only one nation – South
Africa – with such a foundation in place. More countries should adopt this strategy.
Ninth, for too many years Africa has lamented the loss of scientists who were
trained in their own countries but who subsequently pursued their careers in the
North. As China and India have shown, this brain drain can be turned into a ‘brain
gain’ by devising effective strategies to engage a nation’s scientific diaspora for the
benefit of their home countries. Scientific exchange programmes, visiting professorships, and joint research projects are examples of South-North scientific cooperation that can be advantageous for both scientifically proficient and scientifically
lagging countries.
Tenth, the majority of African countries do not have sufficient resources and
expertise to build and maintain up-to-date electronic communication systems. The
‘Science with Africa’ initiative should help African scientists gain electronic access to the most current scientific literature.
Conclusions
What does all of this rush of activity add up to? Is it just another episode of fleeting
interest in countries and people that have been left behind? Or are we entering a
new era marked by sustained investment in STI in Africa? I believe that we have
more reason for optimism than cynicism. Indeed, I believe that we may be witnessing a transformational moment in the promotion of STI for sustainability in Africa.
But for us to seize this moment, we need to develop and implement an action agenda
designed to sustain – and expand – broad-based efforts for capacity building in STI
in Africa.
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The tripolar world of science and technology – anchored in the United States,
Europe, and Japan – is being transformed into a multipolar world of science marked
by the growing capabilities of Brazil, China, India, Malaysia, South Africa, and
others. The critical issue is this: As the list of developing countries that gain strength
in science and technology grows in the coming years, will Africa also join the
fold?
The chances for success have rarely been brighter. At the same time, the consequences of neglect and indifference have rarely been more troubling. Africa, with
the help of the international community, must seize the moment. If it doesn’t, the
promise of Africa will again remain unfulfilled with consequences that extend far
beyond the continent. This course should not only boost Africa’s economy and
build the continent’s scientific and technological capacity. It should also be designed to help reduce poverty and improve the lives of the hundred of millions of
impoverished Africans.
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The concept of carbon-negative products
and a carbon-negative industry
We are still living, mentally and politically, in the ‘oil age’. Overall oil production,
which secures mankind’s core requirements for energy and raw materials, sums up
to about four billion tonnes of crude oil per year, equivalent to a cube with sides
measuring four kilometres in length (official statistics of the US government, see
IPM). Assuming a price of USD 100 per barrel, this translates into an economic
value of USD 2.5 trillion. Crude oil, however, is running short already, and this will
lead to further distribution conflicts, wars to control access to energy, economic
depression, and poverty in the Third World. A reliable supply of oil is also a matter
of existence for the chemical industry. Plastics, pharmaceuticals, and most objects
we use in our daily lives would simply vanish without oil. The third, presumably
most urgent issue associated with the oil economy is climate change and the protection of the atmosphere. As essentially all oil ends up sooner or later as CO2 in
the Earth system, an additional consequence of the oil economy is the generation
of an excess 12.5 billion tonnes of CO2 per year, with known and undisputed implications for the world’s climate.
This is a typical ‘dinosaur trap’: the individual facts are not questioned, but governments and industrial leaders propose only marginal changes to handle the inevitable. Reducing the discussion to a debate on ways to secure cheap and available
energy or to open extra energy resources is too simple by far. The problem to be
solved is the simultaneous optimization of the complex interactions between the
production of energy, the consumption of raw materials, and the destabilization of
our atmosphere. This obviously has to occur not on a national basis but on the world
scale.
One of the typical ‘marginal’ solutions suggested by politics is to replace minor
parts of the energy and raw material stream by biomass energy products. This includes, besides direct combustion, fermentation of carbohydrates to produce ethanol fuels, the cultivation of oil seeds (‘biodiesel’), or the generation of biogas via
anaerobic digestion (Powlson et al., 2005). The so-called first generation biofuel
technologies are not unquestioned today: there are clear indications that, considering the whole supply chain, such measures may even harm more than they contribute to a solution (see Creutzig and Kammen, this volume). A detailed summary of
analyses of the energy efficiencies, costs, and biological impact of such procedures
was published by Gustavsson et al. as early as 1995 and was essentially confirmed
in a new report published on behalf of the Association of the German Industry
(McKinsey & Company, 2007). In the present context it is important to state that
all types of biological fuel production schemes can at best only lower the further
increase of CO2, but cannot compensate for the already emitted CO2 from fossil
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resources. This means that current biofuels do not help to solve the ‘problem-triangle’ of energy, resources and climate.
What would a really useful solution look like? It is obvious that evolutionary
changes of current technology will not help us move out of this trap, but that technological transformations or technology leaps are urgently required. Systematic
use of the sun for harvesting energy is certainly a transformation that could help to
satisfy the energy demands of the world. However, this is not the focus of this essay. Instead, we will focus on describing how to achieve a carbon-negative energy
system.
When considering climate change and the role of CO2, it would be highly desirable not only to slow down further CO2 emissions, but to reduce the total amount
of CO2 in the atmosphere. The idea is not only to provide a ‘zero emission’ energy
system, but potentially to generate a new chemical ‘CO2 disposal’ or CO2-negative
industry, i. e., an industry that allows CO2 to be taken out of the atmosphere and
deposited securely through chemical transformation into stable substances. This
thought, as simple as it is, is only rarely brought up in discussions on global sustainability (Read, 2006). It means that the search for new and efficient carbon deposits has to be reiterated also from a chemistry point of view. Optimally, material
benefits for society would emerge from the disposal of carbon by creating consumer products. This type of technological transformation is discussed in the
present essay.
The most important carbon converter, which binds CO2 from the atmosphere, is
certainly biomass. A rough estimate of terrestrial biomass growth amounts to 118
billion tonnes per year, when calculated as dry matter (Lieth et al., 1975, pp. 205 – 6;
Bobleter, 1994). As biomass contains about 0.4 mass equivalents of carbon, removal
of 8.5 % of the freshly produced biomass from the active geosystem would compensate for all CO2 emissions from oil. Biomass, however, is just a short-term,
temporary carbon sink, as microbial decomposition releases exactly the amount of
CO2 formerly bound in plant materials. To make biomass ‘effective’ as a carbon
sink, the carbon in the biomass has to be fixed by ‘low-tech’ operations. Coal formation is obviously one of the natural conversion schemes that were active in the
past on the largest scale. The sort of measure needed to protect the atmosphere is
of a similar dimension: in principle, mankind has to re-create and speed up the
transformation of plant material to coal, in other words, to create a new industry
which converts about 10 % of the world’s biomass into useful carbon products and
deposits.
The task to convert biomass into long-term carbon deposits seems challenging
but is in our opinion in fact manageable. About 14 billion tonnes of biomass per
year are produced in agricultural cycles, of which 12 billion tonnes per year are
essentially thrown away as by-products. Examples of such product-by-product
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pairs are grains and straw, orange juice and peel, or oil seed and the rest of the
plant. Even in an industrial country like Germany, the treatment of highly defined
waste biomass such as from sugar-beads (4.3 million tonnes sugar per year), rapeseed production (3.5 million tonnes oil per year), or clarification sludge (3.0 million tonnes per year) could potentially lower German CO2 emissions by about 10 %.
Most impressive are the big contributors: for every 100 million tonnes of Brazilian
sugar produced per year, about 1 billion tonnes of bagasse (fibre left over after
sugar extraction) are thrown away and burned. Considering that only one product
of one country could significantly contribute to reductions in CO2 emissions, the
use of such waste products seems promising. It is important to stress that not the
main but the by-products of agro-industry and foodcrop cultivation are used. This
means that there is no competition between food and energy production, yet rather
a synergy between the two consumption pathways.
Besides laying the ‘raw material base’, the ‘technology base’ also has to be created. Work on ‘carbonization’ is still a rare, but luckily growing, research topic.
Geological coalification, i. e., the transformation of plant material to coal, is not the
‘hot charring’, as practiced by a charcoal burner, but rather a more effective ‘cold’
coalification, which occurs on the timescale of some hundred (peat) to hundred
million years (black coal). Due to its slowness, it is usually not considered in
renewable energy exploitation schemes or as an active sink in the global carbon
cycle.
Different technical solutions have been tested to imitate coal formation from
carbohydrates employing faster chemical processes. Classical ‘hot charring’, as
practiced by a charcoal burner, is technologically restricted to a high-value starting
product such as dry lignocellulosic materials (essentially wood). All other plant
waste, especially leaves, fine fragments, and all wet plant and bacterial waste are
not directly suitable for classical charring. Nowadays, a great variety of pyrolysis 1
technologies, including hydrous pyrolysis 2, are available which can transform biomass feedstock into biochar 3, gases, and/or liquids. There are also more modern
biomass technologies such as biomass-to-liquid (BtL) to transform biomass into
biofuels. These, however, require high input in equipment, process management or
feedstock treatment, and they may even release significant amounts of greenhouse
gases.

Pyrolysis refers to the chemical decomposition of material through extreme heat.
Hydrous pyrolysis refers to pyrolysis in the presence of water. Water reduces the required energy to break down
components during pyrolysis.
3
Biochar is a charcoal produced from any kind of biomass. For examples of biochar production technologies see
http://www.pronatura.org/projects/green_charcoal.pdf, http://www.eprida.com, http://www.enertech.com/techno
logy.
1
2
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Hydrothermal carbonization
Application of ‘geological’ conditions, i. e., weakly acidic pH values and exclusion
of oxygen in closed deposits at high pressures and moderately high temperatures
in water, leads to so-called hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) (see Fig. 1). HTC is
an especially promising process as regards conditions, costs, efficiency and even
ecology. Modern versions release practically no greenhouse gases and allow close
to 100 % binding of the carbon from the biomass in the final product. First experiments were carried out by Bergius, who described the hydrothermal transformation of cellulose into coal-like materials as early as 1913 (Bergius et al., 1913).
More systematic investigations were performed by Berl and Schmidt, who alternated the source of biomass and treated the different samples in the presence of
water at temperatures between 150 ° C and 350 ° C. Their series of papers published
in 1932 summarized contemporary knowledge about the emergence of biocoal
synthesis (Berl et al., 1932 a; Berl et al., 1932 b). Later, Schuhmacher, Huntjens and
van Krevelen (1960) analysed the influence of acidity on the outcome of the HTC
reaction and found large differences in the decomposition schemes, as identified
by the carbon to hydrogen to oxygen ratios of the final product.
HTC:

C6 H12O6
carbohydrate

Æ C6H4O2
‘biocoal’

+

4 H 2O
water

+ 16 O2 Æ C6H2O + 14 CO2 + 4 CO + 17 H 2O
Charring: 3 C6H12O6
carbohydrate oxygen
‘biochar’ combustion gases water
Fig. 1. Chemical principle of hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) as opposed to
classical charring. HTC: under temperature and catalysis, carbohydrates (here
glucose) are converted into biocoal and water only. Charring: carbohydrates are
partly burned in presence of oxygen (‘pyrolysis’), leaving a char residue and combustion gases. The sum formula of biocoal and biochar are simplifications and
depend largely on the reaction conditions. The carbon efficiency (i. e., the proportion of carbon that is converted into the end product) of HTC is close to 1, while in
biochar formation carbon efficiency is only about 0.20 – 0.35 due to the presence
of oxygen.

A renaissance of such experiments started recently with reports on the low temperature (≤ 200 ° C) hydrothermal synthesis 4 of carbon spheres using sugar or glucose
as a starting product (Wang et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2004). Recently, it was found
that the presence of metal ions can accelerate this type of reaction. This catalysation shortens the reaction time to some hours and directs the synthesis towards
4

Hydrothermal synthesis refers to the synthesis of material from liquid solutions.
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various morphologies and carbon structures (Qian et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2004; Cui
et al., 2006). It was also investigated whether the presence of ternary components
in complex biomass (such as orange peel or oak leaves) alters the properties of the
synthesized carbon structures (Titirici et al., 2007; Titirici et al., 2007 b). Unexpectedly, it was found that the presence of these components improved the properties
of the end products for certain applications: benefits such as a smaller structural
size of carbon dispersions and porous networks, higher hydrophilicity of the surfaces and higher capillarity emerged. These properties are especially important if
biocoal is used in soil applications to increase water and nutrient storage capacity.
This acceleration of HTC for coalification makes the process a considerable,
technically attractive alternative to other currently discussed carbon sequestration
techniques (such as biomass burning combined with carbon capture and storage),
applicable at the required scale of billion tonnes of carbon sequestered per year.
To summarize the outcome of the scientific optimization trials, catalysed HTC
just requires heating of a biomass dispersion under weakly acidic conditions in a
closed reaction vessel for two to twenty-four hours at a temperature of around
200 ° C. This is indeed an extremely simple, cheap and easily scalable process.
HTC also has a number of other practical advantages. Once activated, HTC is a
spontaneous, exothermic process. It liberates 10 to 30 % of the chemical energy
stored in the carbohydrates throughout dehydration (depending on conditions; this
is due to the high thermodynamic stability of water). The exothermic character was
already described in the first work on HTC by Bergius who warned of the violent
character of the reaction! HTC also inherently requires wet starting products or wet
biomass as effective dehydration only occurs in the presence of water. Since coal
binds water only marginally, the final carbon can easily be filtered off the reaction
solution. This way, drying schemes or more demanding isolation procedures can
conceptually be avoided (even when using very wet starting products such as freshly
harvested algae). Under acidic conditions and below 200 ° C, most of the original
carbon is recovered as solid biocoal. Carbon structures produced with HTC, either
for deposit or material use, are therefore highly CO2-efficient. Large-scale technical solutions for HTC have been developed but are not yet available on the market.
The vision of decentralized CO2-sequestration plants
and potential CO2-negative products
The simple, cheap, and scalable process of HTC in principle allows the layout of
machines operating in a communal or decentralized context, and even mobile,
container-type machines can be considered. For rough numbers supporting this
vision, it is to be remembered that HTC is inherently exothermic and therefore an
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energetically ‘free’ process, but requires that the biomass is heated to 200 ° C at the
beginning. The latter can in principle be combined with the cooling of the coal and
water mixture at the end. Since this type of heat management can only be efficiently
implemented for a machine of a certain size, energy management plus machine
investment costs define the optimal level of decentralization. In our opinion, a ‘lowtech’ realization will have the size of a relatively large container, which could convert 2000 – 10 000 tonnes of biomass per year to coal. Around 2000 tonnes of biomass
are typically produced on a land area of 200 hectares (or 2 km 2), which means that
bioenergy generation and carbon sequestration including transport pathways could
easily be a decentral or rural measure. HTC can therefore be considered as a communal, agricultural or forestry task rather than a typical industrial operation, with
many machines working in parallel. To compensate the amount of CO2 produced
globally by burning fossil fuels each year, about two million HTC machines would
be needed (much less than the number of waste water treatment plants in the world
or the number of new cars sold in Germany every year).
But what can be done with all this biocoal? Biocoal generated by HTC is a product with a spectrum of possible uses. Biocoal is, for instance, a high quality energy
carrier, which is easy to store and rather safe to handle and transport at the same
time. Its calorific value is typically between 24 and 32 MJ / kg, which is much higher
than that of low quality coal. In contrast to fresh biomass, storage is not complicated by the risk of mould, ignition or decomposition. It is also an advantage that
biocoal is artificially produced: the HTC process can be directed to produce coal
fuels with special properties, for instance, a very low ash content, a sulphur-free
character, or a very fine particulate morphology. Thus, it can be burned for local
energy or heat demand or used for industrial operations such as steel manufacturing, where high quality coal is needed and marketed. Such operations are clearly
meaningful for less developed countries as they can replace expensive energy imports and can create a distinct base of wealth through trading biocoal at local
levels. For the chemical industry, HTC coal (as all coal) can be transformed via
gasification and the Fischer-Tropsch process into oil intermediates, thus keeping
the chemical industry running like it does today. The Fischer-Tropsch process, however, is rather inefficient: only about 50 % of the primary chemical energy ends up
in liquid fuel. Nevertheless, this can be economically meaningful, assuming an oil
price close to USD 100 per barrel. However, this application of biocoal ‘only’ satisfies the need of the chemical industry for raw materials and the demand of the
transportation sector for liquid fuels. All these operations are CO2-neutral and can
replace fossil resources, but they are definitely not CO2-negative.
For the desired CO2-negative products, biocoal has to be applied in long-lasting,
large-scale material applications. Employing it as a construction additive to improve
concrete building materials or pavements (where currently waste products of the
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oil industry are used) is certainly one option. Even more promising is its use as ‘sorption coal’ for the purification of drinking water and the improvement of soil.
‘Carbonaceous soil’ is presumably the largest active carbon sink of the Earth system. The highest carbon concentrations in the soils are generally found in the northern, colder latitudes rather than the tropics.5 The only exceptions are the Amazonian
dark earths, called ‘terra preta’, which have up to 70 times higher soil carbon contents than the surrounding soils (Glaser, 2007). Interestingly, the organic matter of
these soils does not originate from natural biomass litter but from large amounts of
charred materials, the residues from biomass burned many hundreds of years ago
by pre-Columbian Indians (Sombroek et al., 2004). The ‘terra preta’ soils are highly
fertile: they exhibit high nutrient storage, retention capacity and base saturation
(Titirici et al., 2007 a; Titirici et al., 2007 b) due to the physical sorption and textural
properties of the charcoal. These carbon fractions have remained in the soil because
they are not easily decomposed (Lehmann et al., 2003; Glaser et al., 2002).
Soil researchers have already proposed the ‘terra preta’ concept, which involves
using artificial biocoal to enrich soil, creating a potential carbon sink of global dimensions and improving soil quality and plant growth at the same time. Biocoal
production is more effective at sequestering carbon than the natural carbon fixation
by afforestation, which is accepted as a carbon offset measure under the Kyoto
Protocol (see Liverman, this volume). In contrast to fixing carbon in soil biomass,
fixing it in the form of coal is a lasting solution: lignite or black coal (contrary to
peat) is hardly biodegradable. The question of potential destabilization of coalified
carbon is currently being assessed in more detail (Cheng et al., 2006).
The combination of biocoal production for energy and ‘terra preta’ use may
therefore be seen as a perspective for mitigation of climate change and restoration
of abandoned land. Instead of clearing the rainforest for questionable palm-oil
production (Pearce, 2005, p. 19), a ‘carbon-reinforced rainforest’ would produce
even more energy, stored in wood or coal, while being CO2-negative and supporting biodiversity at the same time. A non-linear benefit results from a ‘biological
amplification’ of the original chemical efforts. It is estimated that 10 tonnes of biocoal per hectare are sufficient to remarkably improve depleted soil. Consequently,
larger amounts of carbon can be bound in the growing biomass, which can then be
used as a CO2-neutral energy source. The scientific development of methods to
adjust biocoal properties might accelerate and improve this process and thereby
secure the productivity of farmland even under altered climatic conditions. The demand for such carbonaceous soil additives easily sums up to billions of tonnes per
year and also represents a high economic value.

5

http://biocharfund.com/index.php
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Economic and socio-economic impacts
Is this solution economically feasible? The question is especially pertinent in the
case of applying HTC biocoal as a soil additive, given that the generated carbon is
essentially just ‘thrown away’. We have calculated that spending just 10 % of our
current expenses on oil might be sufficient to compensate the global annual emissions of fossil CO2 by biocoal production. This calculation assumes carbon fixation
costs of USD 75 per tonne, a target that in our opinion can be met. (HTC is essentially just heating an aqueous dispersion, a process that generates part of the energy
itself). These cost estimates do not take into account the added value for the geosystem or agriculture. Lehmann (2007) concluded that biochar sequestration by classical charring technology in conjunction with bioenergy generation from pyrolysis
becomes economically attractive when the value of avoided CO2 emissions reaches
USD 37 per tonne (equal to about USD 130 per tonne biochar). This is cheaper than
the presumed costs for carbon capture and storage technology (Enkvist et al., 2007).
The economic attractiveness might be further improved if biocoal is sold as a soil
conditioner, as it is already done with peat for ornamental gardens in home improvement stores.
The cost of using biocoal as a soil additive would have to compete with the cost
of using it as fuel or as raw material for the Fischer-Tropsch process. Within subsidy schemes like the German Renewable Energies Act biocoal is classified as a
renewable fuel. Therefore, biocoal from waste would probably first be used in
heavily subsidized power stations. Balancing or lowering subsidies to allow for the
use of biocoal in soil applications is a potential political countermeasure that
would also save taxpayers’ money.
As discussed above, biocoal generation can be considered a communal, agricultural or forest operation. The end-products of HTC, i. e., biocoal and fertilizer (gained
as a side product from the mineral part of the plants), have to be marketed where
they compete with other fuels or other fertilizers. If the market is regulated properly,
the small-scale technology of biocoal production seems to be extraordinarily eligible for developing countries. The combination of high amounts of low value biomasses, large areas of poor and abandoned soils, high growth potential, and high
relevance of bioenergy in the tropics particularly fit the biocoal approach. Current
non-sustainable markets could therefore easily be transformed into sustainable
ones, especially in tropical regions. The classical biochar concept has already been
adopted by organizations like Pro Natura International 6 or the Biochar Fund, which
is dedicated to fighting hunger, energy poverty, deforestation and climate change.7
6
7

http://www.pronatura.org/index.php?lang=en&page=index
http://biocharfund.com/index.php
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HTC in combination with modern biomass production schemes (such as agroforestry and agro-industrial cultivation of algae) may lead to significantly higher
productivity on agricultural soils, restoration of abandoned areas, and an expansion
of bioenergy options. ‘Slash and char’ instead of ‘slash and burn’ (Steiner, 2007)
not only reduces anthropogenic CO2 emissions by providing biochar as a long-term
carbon sink, it also improves soil fertility and yield potential. Biocoal from HTC
potentially allows farmers in many eco-regions (not only in the humid tropics) to
escape from the cycle of declining productivity and soil degradation, which result
from shortened fallow periods. Continuous cultivation or cultivation with only
very short fallow periods may be possible (Steiner, 2007). Permanent cropping with
higher yields and income instead of shifting cultivation might significantly change
economics and politics of agriculture.
In this way, HTC may represent a technology leap out of the ‘problem triangle’
composed of accelerating climate change and the growing demand for energy and
raw materials. Optimally, this new technology would allow for a transition without
violating social and human-rights issues, exerting a major economic impact and
strongly benefitting poor countries rich in biomass and other rural areas of this
planet.

Summary
This essay presented the concept of a ‘CO2-negative industry’ based on agricultural
and forest waste, which, in principle, has the potential to counterbalance CO2 emissions produced by using fossil fuels. In this way, passive utilization of the atmosphere as a sink could be replaced by ‘atmospheric management’ that can deliberately
control the CO2 level. Bioenergy and bio-raw-material production might also resolve a number of energy and resource problems, even though it will not be enough
to meet all of our energy needs. For a complete solution to our energy problem we
will still need to transform our fossil-fuel-based industry into a renewable energy
system. In the vision presented here, waste biomass is converted in a highly decentralized fashion on the community scale, potentially by hydrothermal processes,
into valuable carbon products that are safe and have long natural lifetimes. We
considered the case of biocoal as a soil additive, a use which holds promise for applications worldwide and potentially to brings about ‘biological amplification’
through increased soil fertility. There are also a large number of other options for
the use of biocoal that are worth analysing, such as the purification of drinking water
by sorption coals or the improvement of building materials by carbon additives.
These options could reach a scale and importance similar to that of soil applications.
However, the most important message is that such technology truly has the
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potential to be implemented, as it does not hurt or violate current political or economic interests. The creation of an additional industrial scheme that compensates
the imbalance caused by currently applied processes while creating additional
value and products is usually accepted. The reason is that it is in line with the impetus of society, and it does not ask for cutbacks or modification of behaviour. Clearly,
it does not change the ‘name of the game’ but sustains further economic growth.
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Transport is currently responsible for 13 % of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and it contributes 23 % of global carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion (International Energy Agency, 2008). Global transport-related carbon dioxide
emissions are expected to increase by 57 % in the period 2005 – 2030, making this
the fastest growing sector globally. At the same time, there is broad consensus in
science and politics that global GHG emissions must be reduced by more than 80 %
from 1990 levels by 2050 to avoid perilous global warming. It is clear that the
transport sector will need to be central to mitigation efforts. One important contribution towards this goal can be to reduce the carbon content of fuels or, more
generally, vehicle propellants. In this essay, we investigate the potential of biofuels
and electric mobility to decarbonize car transportation. As with most areas of a
sustainable energy economy, large improvements are possible, but they require a
‘systems science’ approach that works across disciplines and considers traditional
vehicles approaches and stationary power. Science, technology, policy, economics,
and cultural awareness must be utilized in concert.
Innovations in response to challenges: from lead to carbon
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, the highest-profile environmental issue in the
vehicle and fuel industries was the establishment of a ban on lead additives in petrol – encapsulated by the slogan get the lead out. After initial uncertainty and some
opposition based on the fear that prices would rise and vehicle performance would
suffer, the transition to unleaded fuels proved remarkably easy and effective. Between 1970 and 1987 the average blood-lead level in the US population dropped by
75 %, and the blood-lead levels of up to two million children were reduced to below toxic levels every year as leaded petrol use was curtailed.1 In direct response
to the reduction in atmospheric lead the IQ levels of previously lead-exposed urban
children increased (Thomas, 1995).
The US Congress also enacted the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) 2
regulations, a sustained effort to raise average vehicle efficiency standards in response to the 1973 Arab oil embargo. This measure increased vehicle mileage
standards by more than 25 %. Such examples demonstrate that ambitious, yet achievable, targets can be codified, enforced, and adjusted as technological, economic,
and environmental needs change. These targets set a precedent for what is possible.
In other words, technological innovation combined with economic and environmental necessity is altering the landscape of vehicle efficiency. Today’s innovation
is reminiscent of the effort to get the lead out, only this time the goal is to get the
1
2

http://www.thenation.com/doc/20000320/kitman
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/cafe/overview.htm
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carbon out of transportation fuels. One policy measure that supports ambitious
emission-reduction targets is the low-carbon fuel standard.
The low-carbon fuel standard is a simple and elegant concept that targets the
amount of GHGs produced per unit of energy delivered to the vehicle; i. e. the vehicle’s so-called ‘carbon intensity’3. In January 2007, California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-1-07,4 which called for a 10 % reduction in the carbon intensity of his state’s transportation fuels by 2020. Eight months
later, a coalition that included one of the authors (DMK) and other researchers at
the University of California and non-governmental groups responded with a technical analysis 5 of low-carbon fuels that could be used to meet that mandate. The
report relies upon life-cycle analysis of different fuel types, taking into consideration the ecological footprint of all activities included in the production, transport,
storage, and use of the fuel.
If a low-carbon fuel standard were established, fuel providers would track the
‘global warming intensity’ (GWI) of their products and express it as a standardized
unit of measure – the grams of carbon dioxide equivalent per megajoule (gCO2e /
MJ) of fuel delivered to the vehicle. This value measures not only direct vehicle
emissions but also indirect emissions, such as those induced by land-use changes
related to biofuel production. The global warming intensity also provides a common
frame of reference to compare propellants as diverse as petrol and electricity. Before
discussing the GWI of biofuels and ‘electromobility’, let us contrast the low-carbon fuel standard with current policies on biofuels.
Problematic biofuel policies
Unfortunately, the first biofuel policies were developed before the true impact of
global warming was known, with the main examples coming from the USA and EU.
In the USA, two current policies promote biofuels: a USD 0.51 tax credit per gallon
of ethanol used as motor fuel, and a mandate that up to 7.5 billion gallons (5 – 6 %
of total US fuel demand) of ‘renewable fuel’ be available at US petrol stations by
2012. The EU aims that by 2020 biofuels will account for 10 % of fuels used in the
transport sector.6
Government policies to promote biofuels intend to improve environmental quality (for example, to reduce the impact of global warming) and aim to support agriculture and to reduce petroleum imports. In practice, however, current government
3
Our team published a paper and an open-access life-cycle model, called ‘EBAMM’, which has been widely used
to assess the carbon impacts of a broad range of fuels (Farrell et al., 2006).
4
http://gov.ca.gov/executive-order/5172
5
http://www.energy.ca.gov/low_carbon_fuel_standard/UC-1000-2007-002-PT1.PDF
6
http://www.euractiv.com/en/transport/biofuels-transport/article-152282
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biofuel policies tend to function most directly as agricultural support mechanisms,
involving measures such as subsidies or mandates for the consumption of biofuels.
By contrast, the environmental impacts of biofuels, and more specifically the GHG
emissions related to fuel production, are often not measured, let alone used to
adapt financial incentives or to guide government regulation. Yield maximization
for a number of agricultural staple crops often involves high levels of fossil-fuel
inputs (e. g., for fertilizers), further complicating the mix of rationales for biofuel
support programmes. It is important to apply a fairly broad framework on biofuel
policies to avoid repeating past mistakes.
Sustainability and economic path dependency. The biofuel industry has been
growing rapidly and can be very profitable when world oil prices are high. Government policies to further subsidize, mandate, and otherwise promote biofuels are
being implemented, and more are proposed. Given the large investments in research and capital that continue to flow into the biofuels sector, it is time to carefully assess the types and magnitudes of the incentives that are meant to mitigate
global warming. By engaging in this analysis, we can reward sustainable biofuel
efforts, and avoid the very real possibility that the economy could be further saddled with the legacy costs of short-sighted investments.
Global warming impact. Biofuels are often proposed as a solution to environmental problems, especially climate change. However, biofuels can have a positive
or negative global warming impact relative to petrol, depending on the precise
production pathway (Farrell et al., 2006), as we will discuss in the next section. To
distinguish between these two cases, and the myriad of other feedstock-to-fuel pathways, as illustrated in Figure 1, clear standards, guidelines, and models are needed.
Development of novel biofuels. Many new fuels, feedstocks, and processing technologies are now emerging, and numerous others are under consideration (Tilman
et al., 2006; Gray, 2007; Stephanopoulos, 2007). These are being developed as biofuel technologies per se; they are not merely adaptations of pre-existing agricultural production methods. If these developments can be managed to achieve high
productivity while minimizing negative environmental and social impacts, the next
generation of biofuels could avoid the disadvantageous properties of a number of
current biofuels (e. g., low energy-density, corrosiveness, and poor performance at
low temperatures).
A transparent set of data on what we wish biofuels to provide, as well as clear
and accessible analytic tools to assess different fuels and pathways, are critical to
efforts aimed at providing appropriate incentives for the commercialization of
cleaner fuels. This entire analysis, however, needs further elaboration.
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Fig. 1. Simplified general biofuel pathway with inputs and environmental impacts.
Many effects are displaced; i. e., they occur at different locations due to marketmediated forces. (Source: adapted from Kammen et al., 2008).

What is the carbon impact of biofuels … and of other new fuels?
Biofuels and related GHG emissions are a contentious issue, both in the political
and research arenas. A variety of different GHG emission values have been reported,
ranging from a 20 % increase to a 32 % decrease when switching from petrol to
ethanol in the United States (Farrell et al., 2006). Our group developed EBAMM
(The ERG Biofuel Meta-Analysis Model; Farrell et al., 2006; Kammen et al., 2008)
to compare and reconcile these different values. A major reason for inconsistencies
was the choice of different system boundaries; i. e., the choice of which processes
to include in biofuel GHG emission accounting, and which to exclude. Harmonization of boundaries – for example, excluding emissions induced by human labour
but including the displacement of GHG emissions by energy-valuable co-products
of ethanol – brings the GWI of the different processes closer together. Any significant remaining uncertainty is mostly due to the unknown and not-well-studied effect of lime application (lime is added to correct the pH of acidic soils; it is applied
only once, and it is crucial to account for GHG emissions over the full yield period). According to the updated EBAMM,7 ethanol produced using a carbon-dioxide-intensive refining process (e. g., a lignite-powered ethanol plant) has a marginally
better GWI than petrol (i. e., 91 g CO2e / MJ instead of 94 g CO2e / MJ), while average
7

http://rael.berkeley.edu/ebamm
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ethanol production has a GWI of 77 g CO2e / MJ. Biofuel generated by harvesting
cellulose from switch grass is projected to have a GWI of only 11 g CO2e / MJ.
The EBAMM meta-analysis points out that not only specific processes but also
agricultural practices largely determine the GWI. The fuel used to power the biorefineries is decisive for the absolute climate change impact. Coal-powered biorefineries barely reduce GHG emissions (but shift emissions from petroleum to coal,
thus reducing energy dependency in OECD countries). Natural-gas-powered biorefineries are already having a positive net effect; i. e., fewer GHG emissions than
when using petrol. The highest potential in terms of GHG emissions is, however,
in cellulosic ethanol. Figure 2 summarizes the variability across different biorefinery processing scenarios (Wang et al., 2007).
From this discussion, it is already clear that there is substantial need to evaluate
each fuel using a detailed life-cycle analysis. However, land-use changes further
complicate matters. Recent studies indicate that expanding biofuel production induces large GHG emissions from land-use change for biofuels, in particular when
biofuel production competes with other land uses such as the production of food.
Indirect effects are difficult to evaluate but highly significant. Commodity substitutability and competition for land transmit land-use change across global markets;
for example, when US ethanol production increases the global corn price, making
it profitable to clear rainforests for additional corn or crop production in Brazil.
These market-mediated land-use change emissions are separated from the biofuel
production process by several economic links, as well as by physical distance.
A critically important new study finds that such indirect land-use changes induce GWI above petrol emissions on a century time-span (Searchinger et al., 2008).
If grassland is converted to crops, both land conversion (e. g., by fire) and land
cultivation cause significant emissions. For example, if one acre of land is devoted
to bioethanol production, which involves the conversion of 0.6 acres of forest and
0.24 acres of grassland to agricultural land, then 30 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide are released. One acre produces approximately 400 gallons of ethanol per year,
saving one tonne of carbon dioxide annually. Hence, the GHG payback time is 30
years (CARB, 2009). Searchinger et al. (2008) estimate that GHG payback time is
over 150 years in some cases. In particular, expansion of US bioethanol production
will cause previously uncultivated land to be utilized for crop production, both in
the USA and elsewhere (primarily in Brazil, China and India). Hence, there will be
significant loss of pristine grasslands and forests, as well as lost opportunities for
carbon sequestration on idle arable land. It is generally recognized that there are
significant GHG emissions related to indirect land-use changes. While the extent of
this effect is disputed, as 1) model assumptions cannot easily be verified, and 2) the
system is highly complex; deforestation, for example, is multi-causal (there are also
local drivers of deforestation). The following factors produce major uncertainty:
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the GWI of different biofuel refineries compared to petrol.
Note that land-use effects are not part of this analysis. Taking resource supply (cellulosic biomass versus corn) into account, cellulosic ethanol appears as the ultimate ethanol option, reducing GHG emissions by 86 % in comparison to petrol – if
it can be produced for a competitive market. (Source: adapted from Wang et al.,
2007) 8

• Carbon emission factors related to agro-ecological zones and new land (i. e., the
precise location of biofuel production, and the carbon content of the land prior
to conversion to biofuel plants);
• Future land-use trends, such as the total global demand on food production,
which itself depends on population growth;
• Policies and competition for different land-use types (e. g., the existence and effectiveness of rainforest protection measures).
Another issue is the accounting of time. To obtain a GWI, most studies averaged
the total indirect emissions over the total fuel produced during a production period
and add these to the direct emissions. This straight-line amortization has been proposed for the Californian LCSF (Arons et al., 2007; CARB, 2009). Hence, a unit of
GHG emissions released today is treated as though it had the same consequences
as one released decades in the future. Annual GHG flows are, in general, a poor proxy
for economic costs; most climate change costs are imposed by GHG stocks in the
atmosphere. Furthermore, consideration of long timeframes involves assumptions
8
These assessments from 2007 do not fully capture the concerns raised by Searchinger et al. (2009) about the
generally far smaller than previously thought benefits of many biofuel-to-transportation fuel (liquid or via electricity) pathways. Further analysis is needed to chart the actual benefits of these technology/fuel systems.
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about technological innovation and land-use changes over that timeframe, including post-cultivation changes in land use. A proper accounting of time, recognizing
the physics of atmospheric carbon dioxide decay, significantly worsens the GWI of
any biofuel that causes land-use change in comparison to fossil fuels (O’Hare et al.,
2009). The key point is that a lot of emissions appear due to land-use changes at the
beginning of biofuel cultivation, while emission savings occur later. Emissions occur front up, and as a result, cumulative warming – global warming produced by
emissions within a fixed analytical horizon (e. g. 50 years) – and associated damages in the near-term are more severe than future ones.8
Biofuel production has also been criticized for competing with global food supply (Runge and Senauer, 2007), and for raising global corn prices as a consequence.
For the world’s poor a marginal price increase can have devastating effects. The
corn required to fill the fuel tank of a SUV with bioethanol contains enough calories to feed one person for a year; the SUV driver will often pay more for the corn
(indirectly as fuel) than people in poor countries can afford. From a narrow market
perspective, the starvation of the poor can in fact be an efficient market outcome,
making bioethanol policies in the USA and EU even more questionable. To understand the relevance of policies in specific world regions, we should note that, for
example, 40 % of global corn (maize) production is in the USA.
One way out of this problem is to decouple biofuel cultivation, first from food
production by using waste products (second generation) and, in the long run, from
land-use; for example, by relying on biofuels produced from algae (third generation). Currently, these technologies are not cost-effective, but significant research
and money is being invested.
Overall, major uncertainties about the sustainability of current biofuel production persist. Indirect land-use change effects are too diffuse and subject to too many
arbitrary assumptions to be useful for rule-making. To ascertain a minimum environmental quality of biofuels, a suggested low-carbon fuel standard can include
evolving minimum criteria related to GHG emissions, for example as identified by
Börjesson (2009). One could start by placing restrictions on biorefineries, requiring improved agricultural practices, such as conservation tillage, and in a few
year’s time allow only biodiesel and biofuels of the second generation. The Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels9 develops criteria according to which a third party
could perform a life-cycle assessment of biofuels and certify the fuels according to
established standards.10

The Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels is an international initiative that brings together farmers, companies,
governments, non-governmental organizations, and scientists who are interested in the sustainability of biofuel
production and distribution.
10
http://cgse.epfl.ch/page65660.html
9
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Electromobility
Biofuels represent a minor modification in vehicle propulsion. Electromobility is
a more radical and rapidly evolving technological change that dates back to the
nineteenth century. Electromobility not only requires a different propellant but also
different vehicle technology (an electric motor) and storage system (for example,
a battery). There are two main advantages of electromobility:
1. An electric motor has 70 – 80 % well-to-wheel efficiency 11 and, hence, is far
superior to the combustion engine (with 15 – 25 % well-to-wheel efficiency).
2. In principle, it is a straightforward process to get the carbon out of electromobility by increasing the deployment of renewable energies for electricity generation.
A significant challenge for large-scale electromobility is battery technology. Current batteries need to be improved in terms of storage capacity but also in terms of
cost. All-electric cars must be relatively light in order to reduce overall energy
demand. Altogether, the electricity used by a battery-powered electric vehicle in
California has a GWI value of 27 g CO2e / MJ (Lemoine et al., 2008; Kammen et al.,
2009), a considerable improvement on petrol and ethanol. Other comparable technologies, based on the current electricity mix and different storage media – such as
compressed air or hydrogen – have at present a worse GWI than petrol (Creutzig
et al., 2009).
The evaluation of the GWI of electric cars is not a trivial issue. Rather than the
GHG emissions of the average power plant, it is the marginal power plant (added
when there is additional electricity demand) that must be evaluated in terms of
climate change impact. Potentially, car batteries can be used for demand management (for example, cars can be charged by wind energy at night, when there is no
other electricity demand; see also the chapter by Joachim Luther on smart loads, this
volume). Electromobility is not merely synonymous with electric cars, but also
includes smaller vehicles such as electric bikes. For OECD countries, electric bikes
are still relatively exotic. However, in China – by 2009 the world’s largest market
for cars – more electric bikes than conventional cars are sold.
It is important to consider the full spectrum that lies between conventional petroloperated cars and all-electric cars. For example, average fuel savings in the USA
can easily be doubled (and fleet emissions halved) by deployment of existing technological advances, weight reductions and a reasonable market penetration of hybrid
vehicles (American Physical Society, 2008). In contrast, plug-in (hybrid) electric
vehicles (relying on battery for short distances and petrol for longer distances) are
11

Well-to-wheel efficiency is the percentage of the primary energy that is used for powering the car.
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expected to contribute little to total emission savings until 2030. In the case of urban transportation, even more can be gained. If inner-city transport switches from
cars to non-motorized transport and electromobility, urban transportation can be
effectively decarbonized.
Beyond fuels
Car transportation emissions can be factorized into vehicle distance travelled,
fuel efficiency, and carbon content. In this chapter, we mostly discuss the carbon
content of fuels. There is, however, a need to reduce transportation emissions
drastically, and both other factors will have to contribute. Fuel efficiency can be
increased through better technologies and by reducing the weight of vehicles.
There is huge potential to decrease average vehicle weight, particularly in the
USA (Schipper, 2007). Vehicle distance travelled can be reduced by appropriate
land-use policies (e. g., transit-oriented development), and by demand management (e. g., by parking management and city tolls). Pricing mechanisms, such as
city tolls, are efficient ways of addressing all social costs of motorized transportation (both those internal to the transportation system such as congestion, and
environmental costs such as air pollution and GHG emissions), and are most
effective in joint extension of public transit (Creutzig and He, 2009). The greatest
GHG mitigation potential lies in policies that address vehicle distance travelled.

Outlook on international carbon fuel measures
Equipped with detailed measurements that relate directly to the objectives of a lowcarbon fuel standard, policymakers can set standards for a state or nation, and then
strengthen them over time. The standard applies to the mix of fuels sold in the region, so aggressively pursuing cleaner fuels permits a certain percentage of more
traditional, dirtier fuels to remain, a flexibility that can facilitate the introduction
and enforcement of a new standard.
California introduced a low-carbon fuel provision (specifying the low-carbon
fuel standard from 2007) in April 2009, mandating emission reduction of 10 % from
the entire fuel mix by 2020 (CARB, 2009). The regulation also requests lifecycle
emissions scores for biofuels that include indirect pollution from the conversion of
forests to farm land for cultivation of corn and other fuel-feedstock crops. The US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed a revised Renewable Fuel Standard in May 2009,12 mandating total renewable fuel volume requirements and GHG
12

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/renewablefuels/#regulations
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emission reduction targets for different biofuel categories ranging from 20 % to
60 %. An evaluation of full lifecycle emissions was also proposed. The American
Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 (ACES, also known as the Waxman-Markey
Act), which was approved by the US House of Representatives but is still up for
debate by the Senate, includes a mandate for the EPA to exclude any estimation of
international indirect land-use changes due to biofuels for a five-year period.
The EU acknowledges criticism of its biofuel targets. It has confirmed its 10 %
‘green fuel’ target by 2020, but this includes not only biofuels but all renewable
energy used in transport, such as electric vehicles powered by renewable sources.
Furthermore, it has clarified that biofuels must offer at least 35 % GHG emission
savings, a value that will be incrementally increased to 60 % by 2017. Indirect landuse emissions, however, are not included in the formula to calculate overall GHG
performance.
The appeal of a low-carbon fuel standard is that it establishes performance levels
and opens the transportation fuels market to new competitors, not allowing the government to lock in on preferred programmes (such as biofuel subsidies) or technologies. Liquid fuel providers who produce and sell diesel fuel, petrol, or biofuels – as
well as electricity providers who ‘fuel’ plug-in hybrid vehicles with electricity generated by renewables – can all now compete equally for transportation spending.
Competition and market forces are tremendously useful in encouraging innovation
that brings down costs.
All of this momentum is pushing a steady evolution to cleaner fuels, but there is
no reason to stop at eliminating GHG emissions. As described above, there are other
ramifications of fuel usage that we can measure and need to improve. The impacts
of biofuel production, for example, range from excessive water use to erosion of
formerly fallow land, to competition with food production. A natural next step is to
evolve from a low-carbon fuel standard to a sustainable fuel standard.
Finally, a lurking issue is how fuel standards will more generally interact with
the prices for carbon emissions that are likely to be established in a number of regions. Europe has already enacted a carbon trading scheme. California and the New
England / mid-Atlantic region of the USA have begun to work out regional frameworks, likely based around a ‘cap and trade’ system, and several other regional
markets may evolve in the USA. The Waxman-Markey Act aims to introduce USwide cap-and-trade. If these carbon pricing projects are successful, the use of sector-specific regulations will likely need to evolve, both to address areas where the
carbon price is too low to induce real change, and to focus on ecological and cultural sustainability issues, as the idea of a ‘sustainable fuel standard’ implies.
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Chapter 25

The SuperSmart Grid – paving the way for
a completely renewable power system
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Renewable energy resources are abundant in all of Europe and neighbouring countries. Nonetheless, the current share of modern renewable energy sources in the
European energy mix is very low, due to past political and technological decisions.
If we are to prevent dangerous climate change, the political decisions that have
shaped the current energy mix need to be revised to fully recognize the role of renewables in the immediate future, and to create a suitable environment for a sustainable energy system.
The idea of using solar energy for mechanical operations is very old, and its
‘development across the centuries has given birth to various curious devices’, as
Augustin Mouchot stated as early as 1878 at the Universal Exposition in Paris. In
1861 Mouchot developed a steam engine powered entirely by the sun. But its high
cost, coupled with the falling price of coal, doomed his invention to become a footnote in energy history. Since then, due to strong belief in the overarching advantages
of fossil energy sources, investment and research in renewable energy technologies have comprised a negligible fraction of the funds provided for fossil and nuclear energy sources. Things slowly began to change during the energy crises in
the 1970s, and gained momentum in recent years due to high energy prices and
price volatility, and due to the threats posed by climate change.
It is the common view that the long-term climate target for Europe is an 80 %
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 (see, for example, 2009 / 29 / EC,
2009, p. 8). Reducing EU emissions by 80 % in 40 years is a huge challenge and
will require a transformation of the entire energy system, with great implications
for societies and economies. In some sectors – such as the power sector – technological solutions that could enable significant emissions reductions already exist and
many new technologies are being developed. Other sectors – such as agriculture or
transport – could have a more difficult time reducing emissions at the required
magnitude. For these reasons, we believe that the European power sector will have
to be the first sector to be fully decarbonized by 2050. This paper discusses the
European power sector and how to achieve its decarbonization.
The SuperSmart Grid
There are several options for decarbonizing the power sector. None of them is easy,
most require new mental models and political reform, but many are feasible. Among
the main options discussed today are energy efficiency, carbon capture and storage
(CCS), nuclear power, and renewables (see Bruckner et al., this volume). Demandside action such as energy efficiency measures will be increasingly important, but
this point is not discussed in detail in this paper. On the supply side, the renewable
energy option is the only truly sustainable solution, and therefore the less risky option, regardless of whether long-term investment risks, environmental risks, policy
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risks or other related risks are in focus. This option comprises a variety of technologies, some of them already mature (like hydropower, onshore wind, and biomass)
and others in different development phases (offshore wind, photovoltaic (PV), and
concentrating solar power (CSP)).
Within the broad field of renewable options, there are two main approaches. The
first approach involves centralized, utility-scale power generation spread over a
wide area. It requires electricity to be transported over long distances, from generation sites to load and storage areas. This is possible with minimum losses by
using high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission technologies, which have
been in use for decades on all continents. This approach is widely known as SuperGrid. The second approach – the virtual power plant – consists of a multitude of
scattered generation sources which are aggregated together and managed by intelligent technologies (such as two-way communication between consumers and producers, as well as between producers), and Smart Meters, which enable consumers
to manage their load – and thus their electricity cost – automatically. This intelligent operation of decentralized renewable power production, combined with demand-side management measures to better match the volatile supply with the
demand are commonly known as SmartGrid. These two approaches are often perceived as exclusive alternatives, but it is conceptually necessary and technically
possible to merge them. The combination of these two approaches is what we call
the SuperSmart Grid (SSG). We strongly believe that by combining them we can
not only speed up the decarbonization process, but also open the way to further
develop technologies that can address very different energy needs in Europe, in
neighbouring countries, and elsewhere in the world.
A first step towards a Northern European SuperSmart Grid was recently taken
by the Swedish EU presidency. One of its main objectives is the creation of an interconnected power grid in and around the Baltic sea (known as the Baltic sea
power ring) and a joint Baltic power market. A Northern European power market,
if successful, could form the nucleus of a pan-European energy market. The Nordic experience with running an international power market could also strongly
contribute to the success of the Baltic market. Another example of development
towards a SuperSmart Grid is the proposed North Sea grid for integration of wind
power – supplying almost 15 % of the electricity needs of the seven North Sea
countries by 2020 – and, as a positive side-effect, the physical unification of the
North Sea power markets (Woyne et al., 2008). Gregor Czisch, a SuperGrid energy
expert at Kassel University, states that the potential for offshore wind in the North
Sea is 6600 TWh/a, or almost twice the current EU-27 electricity consumption
(Czisch, 2005). While this figure may be contested, it nonetheless indicates the
potential that can be harnessed by grid expansion projects. A similar approach to
the SuperSmart Grid is currently being implemented in the United States, although
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there it is only called Smart Grid, and is supported by the American stimulus package. Theoretically, the SuperSmart Grid approach could be applied to every power
system currently in place.
In Europe, an important first step towards a large-scale, trans-continental SuperGrid for Europe and North Africa was recently taken by the Desertec Industrial
Initiative, based on the work of Franz Trieb at the German Aerospace Center and
the Desertec Foundation (Club of Rome, 2008; DLR, 2005; DLR, 2006; DLR, 2007).
In this initiative, 12 companies – among them Munich Re, Deutsche Bank, E.ON and
Siemens – have agreed to ‘analyse and develop the technical, economic, political,
social and ecological framework for carbon-free power generation in the deserts
of North Africa’. The long-term goal of the Desertec consortium is to produce approximately 15 % of European electricity requirements from renewable sources as
dispatchable power, mainly from thermal solar power plants, in the Sahara desert,
and to transport this electricity into the European power grid (DII, 2009).
Reducing costs through learning effects
The cost of almost any technology starts off high and decreases over time, as increasing cumulative production triggers learning effects (costs are reduced through
‘learning by doing’) and economies of scale; each piece becomes cheaper as total
production increases, since the costs of machines, for example, can be distributed
over greater production (Coulomb and Neuhoff, 2006). Today, the costs of CSP are
about EUR 0.25 per kWh in Spain and some EUR 0.15 per kWh in southern USA
and in the desert of North Africa. These costs are expected to decrease by at least
20 – 40 % in the next decade if 20 GW of new capacity goes online (Munich Re,
2009; Club of Rome, 2008; DLR, 2006; Ummel and Wheeler, 2008). CSP technology is still far from mass production and it remains to be seen how quickly these
learning rates can indeed be achieved or even exceeded.
For wind, the principle is similar, although onshore wind technology has already
passed through a large part of its learning curve, limiting the potential for further
cost reductions. Nonetheless, onshore wind power can be expected to become some
10 % cheaper per doubling of the cumulated capacity 1 and can at normal sites (see
section on quality of sites below) asymptotically reach about EUR 0.06 per kWh in
the long run (Krohn et al., 2009; GWEC, 2009; Neij, 2008; Nitsch, 2008). Offshore
wind technology is still rather expensive and has only been installed at relatively
small scales. The production costs today are about EUR 0.15 per kWh, but are expected to be half of that – EUR 0.075 per kWh – in 2020 (Nitsch, 2008).
In the decade up to 2009, the cumulated global wind capacity has doubled about every three years. This trend is
expected to remain the same in the medium-term future.

1
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By comparison, the production costs of new nuclear and coal power based on
current world market fuel prices, a carbon dioxide cost of EUR 20 per tonne, and
investment costs as provided by the companies constructing new power stations in
Europe – excluding costs of all insurances, decommissioning, final storage, interest fees for capital invested during the construction time and all external costs –
are between EUR 0.055 and 0.075 per kWh (Olkiluoto 3, nuclear) and EUR
0.045 – 0.055 per kWh (Neurath 2 and 3, lignite), depending on interest rate and
economic lifetime (AFP, 2008; Ernst & Young, 2006; RWE, 2009). A recent metastudy of the costs of new nuclear power stations puts the costs at EUR 0.085 – 0.145
per kWh (Cooper, 2009). It should be noted that nuclear power is one of the few
technologies that is not getting cheaper with time; instead, new nuclear power
tends to become more expensive with time (Cooper, 2009; Neij, 2008).
A sustained level of wind and solar power expansion is therefore the key to making renewable technologies competitive, reaching grid parity 2 and eventually becoming the cheapest option for new power stations. Such large cost reductions are
not only important for the cost-efficient implementation of renewable electricity in
Europe, but also extremely relevant for investments in developing countries where
resources are limited and investment competition among different sectors is high.
Developing countries today simply cannot invest in the still much more expensive
renewable technologies. Today, the upfront investment for electricity generation is
substantially lower for old fossil-fuel-based technologies than for renewable energy technologies. That is a major reason why large amounts continue to be invested
in old technologies, even in developed countries,3 despite the threats posed by climate change, the risks of increasing fuel costs, and the risk of an increasing carbon
price. Strong European investment in renewable power generation technologies
will bring the costs of these technologies down, which will make the renewable
option the cheapest and least risky solution to satisfy the rapidly increasing electricity demand in developing countries. Therefore, the impact of European leadership in renewables expansion will extend far beyond the immediate emissions
reductions in the European power system since, together with the considerable US
efforts in green investments, it can pave the way for even greater reductions globally.

There are numerous definitions of grid parity. Here, we refer to the break-even point of the costs of producing
your own electricity and the price of electricity from the grid, including taxes and grid fees.
3
Between 2007 and 2012 RWE plans to invest EUR 12 billion in power plants, lines and open-pit mines; E.ON
even plans to invest EUR 30 billion between 2009 and 2011, mainly in ‘renewing and maintaining … and expanding our conventional generation capacity’ (E.ON, 2009; RWE, 2007).
2
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Reducing costs by choosing only the best sites
Today, the generation costs of most forms of new renewable electricity are still
higher than those of fossil-fuelled electricity, with the possible exception of onshore wind power on good sites (see cost estimates above). The renewables – except for biomass and biogas – have a completely different cost structure to fossil
power; investment accounts for by far the greatest share of generation costs, as the
fuel costs are zero. Instead of fuel price, the quality of the production site – for
example as measured by average wind speed and direct solar insolation 4 – becomes the main variable for determining the production costs. That means that
good sites have much lower production costs than marginal sites.
In Europe, the renewable energy potential is high and is probably sufficient to
satisfy the current levels of electricity demand (see Fig. 1). However, resources are
not evenly distributed and in some countries the renewable potentials exceed the
national demand. For example, Sweden and Spain with their extensive renewable
resources (biomass, wind and hydro for the former, and solar for the latter) could
achieve a 100 % renewable power system if they decided to. Other countries, such
as France, Germany, Italy and the Benelux countries, are not as rich in renewable
resources, mainly due to high population density and geography. The economic
potentials in these countries are much too low for a completely carbon-neutral power
system based on renewables and they would have to utilize bad, and thus expensive, production sites in order to achieve very high shares of renewable power.
In the event that European electricity demand should increase significantly in
the future, for example by the widespread introduction of electromobility, even the
combined and optimally interconnected domestic EU potentials, at reasonable economic cost, may not be large enough.
Enormous potentials for renewable power are found just outside of Europe, for
example in the neighbouring North African countries. The solar energy potential is
immense all across the Sahara Desert and there is a multitude of very good wind
sites, for example along the Red Sea and the coasts of Morocco. The economic
solar and wind power potentials of the five countries on the southern Mediterranean rim is two orders of magnitude larger than the combined electricity demand
of Europe and North Africa in any realistic scenario (see Fig. 2). Utilizing these
resources would allow ‘cherry-picking’ of production sites. Marginal sites could
be completely discarded and only the best ones utilized for electricity production,
which would allow for high economic efficiency of the transformed renewable
power system by providing dispatchable and controllable capacity (for explanations of these terms, see below). Moreover, if electromobility or other large new
4

incident solar radiation
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Fig. 1. Electricity consumption today and in 2030 (EU ‘business as usual’ case)
and the economic potentials for all renewable electricity sources in different regions of the EU-27.5 (Sources: DLR, 2005; DLR, 2006; Eurostat, 2009; Resch et
al., 2006)
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Fig. 2. The economic potential for renewable electricity in the EU-27 and North
Africa. Note that this scale is 100 times larger than the scale in Figure 1. Graphically comparing the consumption of Europe (approximately 3000 TWh / a) or North
Africa (approximately 200 TWh / a) is not useful, since the potentials are so much
larger than any realistic consumption. (Sources: DLR, 2005; DLR, 2006)
It should be noted that the potentials in the figure above are averages. As most renewable sources are intermittent, these numbers only indicate that the potentials are, on average, sufficient to decarbonize the power system,
but do not indicate that sufficient production will be available at any given time (see section on generation intermittency).
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power consuming systems emerge in the future, utilizing the resources in North
Africa and other neighbouring regions may be the only way for Europe to sustainably decarbonize its power system at reasonable costs.
Maintaining and improving geopolitical security of supply
The transformation and decarbonization of the power system can only succeed if
energy supply is secured at all times. Often, the idea of Europe importing renewable electricity from North Africa is criticized for getting Europe into yet another
energy import dependency (see for example Zeller, 2009), adding to Europe’s already
high import dependency (see Fig. 3) and, as a consequence, jeopardizing European
security of supply.
The main option to increase security of supply is to diversify sources, increase
the share of domestic fuels and make the power system more flexible.6 A well developed SmartGrid with a large share of decentralized and distributed renewables
generation, linked into a highly flexible grid capable of transporting electricity
over vast distances and in all directions, would greatly improve Europe’s security
of electricity supply (EC, 2006; Jansen et al., 2004; Ocaña and Hariton, 2002; Ötz
et al., 2007; Scheepers et al., 2006). Including North Africa in the European power
system can lead to further diversification of source countries, fuels and technologies, and reduce import dependency on fossil fuels even in the transition phase to
a completely renewable power system, thus improving overall security of electricity supply (Ötz et al., 2007; DII, 2009). In the long run, imports of renewables will
be the only imports to the electricity sector, and the total import dependency will
be much lower than it is today.
It is a matter of good governance to ensure that these imports are secure and
beneficial for both sides. The twin objectives of guaranteeing European electricity
supply while avoiding colonial tendencies – real or perceived – and the resource
curse7 for the exporting countries are equally important and should be pursued in
tandem. Good governance is not usually addressed in today’s world energy market, but it can be. Norway, for example, which today exports large amounts of gas
and oil to other European countries (see Fig. 3), is considered at least as secure as
any EU member state, it does not suffer from the resource curse, and does not feel
colonized or exploited by its energy customers.
An electricity relationship between the EU and its different North African partners
Or, to put it in the almost 100-year-old words of Winston Churchill, ‘safety and certainty in oil lie in variety, and
variety alone’ (Ladoucette, 2002)
The resource curse refers to the paradox that countries with large exports of unrefined natural resources tend to
have a slower economic and social development, suffer more corruption and are less democratic than countries
with only small exports of natural resources
6

7
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will create interdependency and must be based on clear and stable treaties, as well
as the economic and development needs of both sides. A number of specific issues
must be explicitly addressed:
• A business model that takes into consideration and satisfies North African power
demand and expectations should be developed to guarantee stable and longlasting cooperation.
• The desert land that, from a European perspective, seems empty and worthless
is in fact inhabited by different peoples, such as numerous Bedouin tribes. Although only a small fraction of the Sahara Desert will be exploited, power stations and power lines will be an intrusion into these lands, and the people living
there must be included in the planning of CSP and wind capacities.
• If the rights of the desert peoples, as well as local populations in general, are not
recognized, European and North African security of supply may be at greater risk
and the threat of attacks against power plants and lines may increase. Terrorist
attacks against the long power lines through the desert will be a real threat to
both North African and European security of supply and measures to minimize
this risk will be required. However, a comparison with the gas sector may prove
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useful: already today, long pipelines stretching from southern and central Algeria and Libya to the coast exist and are not targets for terrorists, despite their
exposed situation. The terrorist threat against energy installations will always be
present and must be taken seriously in any location, but should not be exaggerated.
A fair and well thought-out deal between North Africans and Europeans will set
the fundaments for a reliable electricity supply and avoid the sort of disruptions
or blackmail seen in the Russian-Ukrainian-European gas relationship in recent
years.
Handling generation intermittency
The greatest difficulty with renewable energy sources is that they are intermittent
and supply-controlled (see Luther, this volume). Fossil-fuelled power plants, on the
other hand, are demand-controlled and can be operated whenever there is demand,
which is one of their major advantages. A wind power plant can only produce electricity at times when there is wind, and these times may or may not coincide with
the times of consumption in the surroundings. CSP production is not necessarily as
intermittent as wind, due to the possibility of thermal storage directly in the power
station. Some of the heat generated during the day can be stored and used, for example, at night. If the storage and the mirror fields are large enough, a CSP station
at a very good site, for example in the desert, can provide firm capacity most of the
time (Trieb et al., 2009; DLR, 2006). By adding back-up systems, such as a fossilor biomass-fuelled combustion chamber to replace or support the solar field during
longer periods with little or no sun, firm capacity can be guaranteed at any time.
The ‘intelligent’ operation of CSP plants with intrinsic thermal storage, combined
with other, entirely supply-controlled power sources in a broad electricity mix,
could be one of the easiest ways – and therefore also one of the cheapest ways – to
handle intermittency. In principal, however, all existing renewable power options,
except biomass-based ones, are, to different degrees, supply-controlled and intermittent. As electricity has to be consumed instantly, this stochastic behaviour of
renewable electricity production has to be managed.
Electricity storage and back-up capacities are often mentioned as necessary
tools to maintain stability in power systems with high penetrations of renewables.
These options have the advantages that they are easily controllable and fit well into
the paradigm of the current system. The main disadvantages are their high costs:
long-term storage (on the scale of weeks) and short-term storage (‘peak shaving’,
on the scale of a few hours or up to a day) cost from EUR 0.37 per kWh (long-term
pressurized air) – or even EUR 0.5 per kWh for lithium-ion batteries – to EUR
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0.1– 0.2 per kWh for most short-term technologies, with a singular minimum cost
of EUR 0.05 per kWh for short-term pressurized air storage (Leonhard et al., 2008).
Even if the costs were to decrease by 50 %, most electricity storage technologies
would still be too expensive. They would be uneconomical compared to fossil
power and CSP with thermal storage even if the electricity generation were costfree.8 The costs of back-up generation vary greatly depending on the power system
configuration and electricity mix, but some EUR 0.02 – 0.04 / kWh are realistic wind
back-up costs at current wind penetrations. Due to the low load factor 9 of photovoltaic power, the back-up costs can be expected to be higher than this. The backup costs tend to increase with higher penetrations of intermittent renewables
(RAENG, 2004; IEA et al., 2005), and will probably not be viable on a very large
scale. Depending on the configuration and size of thermal storage, the need for and
costs of back-up and electrical storage for CSP electricity could be significantly
lower than for wind; if the thermal storage were large enough, no electrical storage
outside of the power plant would be needed.
Another way to deal with intermittency, and the one advocated in the SuperSmart Grid concept, is a mix of different generation technologies in a SmartGrid
virtual power plant approach, as well as stochastic smoothing over vast distances.
A virtual power plant consists of a number of renewable power stations of different
kinds and with different fuels – a broad fuel mix of wind, solar, bio and hydro is
the key – that are operated as an aggregate power plant. The combination of supply-controlled technologies (such as wind and PV) and demand-controlled technologies (such as biogas or hydropower with dams, and CSP with thermal storage)
makes it possible to operate the aggregate of supply-controlled renewable power
stations in a demand-controlled way, offering dispatchable capacity 10 or – in the
future – even base-load11 generation (Mackensen et al., 2008). If the power system
is geographically larger than a weather system, which it would be in a SuperGrid
Europe, there will always be wind somewhere and sun somewhere else within the
area (alternatively, at night electricity from CSP storage plants can be used). If the
grid is efficient, densely meshed and flexible, electricity can flow from A (with
high production) to B (with low production) at one moment and from B to A in the
This is true only in the current accounting system, which does not include environmental externalities
The load factor is a measurement of the utilization of a power plant and is defined as the quota of the actual
yearly production divided by the maximum potential yearly production. Wind power plants typically have load
factors of 25 – 30 %, whereas photovoltaics usually lie around 10 –15 %. Baseload power stations, such as lignite
and nuclear power plants, typically have load factors between 80 and 90 %. CSP equipped with storage capacity
can provide a similar base load to fossil fuels.
10
The term ‘dispatchable capacity’ refers to power stations which can provide capacity on demand and when
electricity is needed.
11
Base-load generation involves power plants that operate permanently at full or almost full capacity and are
characterized by very high load factors (see above). In the current system design, these power stations provide the
base of the supply system, whereas peak-load power plants handle fluctuations and provide electricity during times
of high or volatile consumption.
8

9
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next when the weather system has moved and the production pattern has changed,
even if the two points are thousands of kilometres apart.
According to Gregor Czisch (2005), this correlated and stochastic smoothing 12
over all of Europe as well as North Africa and the Middle East is enough to satisfy
power demand at any given time, completely without electric storage and back-up.
Even if the power system, for example during the transition phase, does not allow
for sufficient smoothing to meet demand at exactly all times, correlated and stochastic smoothing will greatly reduce the need for back-up or storage. The costs of
transmitting the renewable electricity to just about any point in Europe, which
would be up to about 3000 km, with high-voltage direct current (HVDC, see below) power lines is about EUR 0.01– 0.02 / kWh (Czisch, 2005; DLR, 2006; Jochem
et al., 2008; May, 2005), which makes correlated and stochastic smoothing in combination with dispatchable CSP power by far the cheapest option for handling intermittent renewable energy resources.
Expanding power grids and generation capacities: a policy matter
Today, the power grid is a major bottleneck for a further large-scale expansion of
renewable electricity production. Already today, many power lines – especially
cross-border interconnectors – are congested and overloaded (Battaglini et al., 2009;
DENA, 2005). Long-term strategic planning for a truly European power grid, also
recognising the benefits of stochastic smoothing, is urgently required. Currently, expansion plans are made nationally on the basis of ‘business as usual’ developments
and with a time-frame of about ten years. The implementation of such plans generally takes much longer than that, due to bureaucracy and strong opposition by the
public. By the time the planned lines are finished, the 2020 renewables targets – and
possibly the climate target as well – will no longer be reachable.
The transmission system operators (TSOs) are today neither requested nor
paid to have a vision for the future power system. Therefore, they generally do not
engage in investigating different development scenarios for future required European transmission capacity. They are not encouraged to have an international, not
to mention pan-European, approach to grid expansions, but rather to optimize the
national system in the short- to medium term, which is often not the best solution
from a long-term perspective. For the integration of electricity produced in North
Africa and offshore in the North and Baltic Sea regions into the European power

12
Correlated smoothing refers to smoothing effects emerging from weather correlations over large distances and
among energy generation technologies in a broad technology mix, whereas stochastic smoothing is an effect
caused by a random input of wind and solar power (mainly PV) over the wide geographical spread of the power
grid.
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system, HVDC lines will be required. Such power lines have much lower losses
than conventional AC (alternating current) power lines, and are cheaper to build
over long distances.13 On short-distance lines, including almost all national power
lines, HVDC is, however, more expensive than AC; the break-even point is about
800 –1000 km (DLR, 2006). Therefore, HVDC lines are economically suboptimal
in a national, short-term perspective, and TSOs are today de facto not allowed to
build these. Thus, the nationally limited grid regulations based on short-term economic efficiency prevent Europe from reaching the longer-term renewables and
climate targets in an economically sound way.
Due to these obstacles (national borders, focus on short-term economic efficiency), there is a risk that Europe will build itself into a situation far from a comfortable pathway to the 2050 emission reduction targets. A first step to tackling this
problem would be to give the newly created European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) the mandate to develop expansion
plans for different carbon-neutral electricity mixes until 2050, including different
scenarios of entirely renewable power systems, and allowing for imports of electricity from outside the European borders. The short-term and nationally limited
perspective on regulation must be abandoned, and long-term, pan-European regulations introduced, which would allow the financing and the construction of the
required HVDC lines. The process of restructuring and expanding the transmission
grid must be inclusive and involve NGOs and affected communities. The communication and discussions of the grid expansion issue must be far more holistic than
is currently the case – especially from the side of green NGOs – and the focus must
be expanded to include both generation and transmission. The Renewables Grid
Initiative,14 bringing together NGOs and TSOs, is a first step in this direction.
Moreover, long-term targets and planning are fundamental to building up the
supply chains of new renewable generation capacities, which today are not sufficient to realize the required transformation of the electricity system at the required
pace. The capacities for the production of new renewable power stations are growing fast, but demand is growing even faster in some regions. Limitations in the
renewable power station supply chains already hamper renewables expansion in
some areas, especially in the wind power sector, and these supply chain constraints
are an important determinant of how fast the transformation of the system can be
(see, for example, EWEA, 2009; Krohn et al., 2009). It is the task of policymakers
to clearly define the long-term direction and create confidence for investors to channel funds into expanding the supply chains, in order to ensure a faster pace in the

13
HVDC lines have full load losses of about 2 – 3 % per 1000 km, whereas conventional high-voltage alternating
current (HVAC) lines have losses of 7–10 % per 1000 km (Battaglini et al., 2009; Czisch, 2005; DLR, 2006).
14
http://www.renewables-grid.eu
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transition towards a renewable power system. It is important to note that serious
supply chain bottlenecks are present for new renewable generation technologies
and transmission lines, but also for other potential options such as CCS and, most
significantly, nuclear energy. Although these technologies are well established, the
power plant construction capacity at present is limited and the supply chain would
need to be expanded to ensure power supply even in a fossil-fuel-based future
power system (DG TREN, 2008).
Conclusion and outlook
The potential for renewables in Europe and North Africa is sufficient to entirely
decarbonize the power system. However, this can only be achieved through a coordinated pan-European and trans-Mediterranean approach and not by single countries autonomously, as the renewable electricity potentials for most countries are
simply not large enough. For some countries costs will be too high and intermittency of supply will cause serious trouble, adding to the cost problem. These problems could be addressed and eased by developing a unified European power market,
equipped with smart technologies, and by unifying the European and North African markets into a pan-European, trans-Mediterranean SuperGrid. Such a SuperSmart Grid has the potential to satisfy any electricity needs of the future, to minimize
costs by enabling cherry-picking of sites, and manage intermittency problems.
Strong political leadership is required to foster and promote the transition to a
largely renewable-based power system. European and American efforts to develop
renewable technologies will generate a lot of synergies and accelerate economies
of scale. Reduced investment costs and the expected increase in fossil fuel energy
prices will provide the economic stimulus to channel investments into renewable
technologies, not only in Europe and other developed countries, but also in developing countries. This will contribute greatly to reducing emissions worldwide, and
at the same time help guarantee developing countries’ right to economic development. It is a difficult process, but achievable nonetheless.
During the second half of the twentieth century, Europe was divided. Most people
thought that this division was impossible to overcome, but the vision of reunification was still in the minds of people on both sides. In early 1989, the East German
leader Erich Honecker stated that the Berlin Wall would endure for another 100
years. Just a few months later the wall fell. The vision of a power system based
entirely on renewable energy sources is not new; it has been discussed for decades,
with Desertec in recent years taking the lead in advocating energy cooperation
with North Africa to meet Europe’s and North Africa’s energy needs. The interest
among politicians and the business community in the renewable energy option has
never been greater than today, and that interest keeps on growing. Nonetheless, the
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dominance of fossil fuels seems insurmountable. However, sooner or later, just
like the Berlin Wall, the fossil-based energy system will crumble, and the time of
renewables will come.
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Smart grids, smart loads, and energy storage
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The energy system of the future must be sustainable and must, therefore, be largely
based on renewable energy sources. Solar energy will play by far the most important
role, but wind energy, biomass, hydro energy, geothermal energy, ocean energy, and
others will also contribute to a sustainable energy supply. The use of fossil fuels
will remain essential in the next few decades, during which a sustainable energy
supply system must be established (WBGU, 2003). However, during this transition
period the carbon-dioxide emission rates of fossil fuels must be greatly reduced,
for example through technological advances and the large-scale introduction of carbon-capture technologies such as sequestration. In this context it is essential that
reliable and cost-effective carbon dioxide sequestration technologies become available quickly.
Due to energy scarcity, the rising cost of energy, and the fact that carbon dioxide
emissions must be greatly reduced, efficiency of energy use will become increasingly important. In sustainable energy systems this will lead to buildings characterized by an extremely low demand for external energy input for heating and
air-conditioning, and to a highly efficient transport system based largely on electric
batteries, biofuels, and novel fuels like hydrogen (generated using electricity from
renewable sources) or hydrogen derivatives. Simultaneously, electricity will become
by far the most important form of distributed and traded energy. The question this
raises is how to implement a reliable electricity supply system that distributes the
required energy and that is powered to a large extent by fluctuating energies from
solar and wind resources.
The answer has several principal components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

distributed energy generation and smart grids;
energy meteorology;
smart loads;
careful use of dispatchable sources for electricity generation; and
energy storage systems (both centralized and decentralized).

The balance in electricity supply will be provided by a mix of electricity generating systems powered by fossil fuels, biomass, or hydro energy (point 4 from above).
This point will be addressed in combination with the discussion of point 1. In general, it will be essential to merge information technologies, power generation, power
distribution, energy storage, and demand-side management in an optimal way.
Distributed energy generation and smart grids
In contrast to fossil-fuel and nuclear systems, renewable energy sources – particularly
solar, wind and biomass – are characterized by a relatively low spatial power density (W/m2). Thus, these technologies will necessarily be large-area technologies
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(several percent of the global land surface will be required), and they will be applied in a highly distributed manner (to use as far as possible existing anthropogenic
structures such as buildings as installation sites and in order to avoid unacceptable
environmental effects). The low power density leads, on the one hand, to relatively
high initial investment costs (however, the ‘fuel’ for operation is free); on the other
hand, large-area statistical effects even out the characteristic fluctuations of solar
and wind energy availability.
The temporal variations in solar and wind energy fluxes have two components:
a trend pattern (daily and seasonal), and a random (or stochastic) component. The
stochastic component is characterized by a spatial coherence that decays approximately exponentially with increasing distance between the sites. That is, the power
fluctuations of two wind turbines situated at the same site are considerably larger
than the fluctuations of the lumped power output of two turbines installed much
further (e. g., 100 km) apart. The ‘decay constant‘ mentioned above is roughly inversely proportional to the frequency of the power fluctuations. In other words, highfrequency fluctuations (in the range of seconds to minutes) are evened out much
more effectively than low-frequency fluctuations (in the range of hours) (Beyer et al.,
1993). By means of computer simulation it has been shown that for large-area grids
(with spatial dimensions exceeding 1000 km) and distributed generation of wind
and solar electricity, the stochastic fluctuations with frequencies higher than 30 minutes are almost completely eliminated (Bubenzer and Luther, 2003).
Thus, if very low-frequency fluctuations are compensated by dispatchable electricity generators connected to the grid (powered, for example, by fossil fuels, hydro
power or biomass) a reliable electricity supply can be guaranteed. In order to implement such an electricity supply scheme, two prerequisites have to be met: strong
bidirectional grids, and the availability of sufficient and suitable dispatchable power
generation capacity. This will, of course, require investments in grids as well as
appropriate power plants.
As part of this infrastructure build-up, electricity generation from fossil fuels
will also be decentralized to a certain extent. This will have the advantage that the
locally generated waste heat from power plants can be used, for example, for district heating, dehumidification of air, and/or cooling of air, thereby increasing the
overall efficiency of the energy supply system.
The effectiveness of evening out the stochastic fluctuations depends greatly on the
spatial extension of the grid. By using an intercontinental grid (e. g., from western
France to eastern Russia) that spans several time zones, even the daily trend component of the solar energy flux can be significantly evened out. Such long distance
electricity transport (e. g., by means of high-voltage, direct current links) is technically state of the art. Thus, in particular a large-area network of solar and wind power
plants can produce a considerable amount of base power with the same reliability
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as conventional power plants. The fraction of this base power component compared
to the peak power of the whole installation (the capacity credit) depends greatly, of
course, on the spatial extension of the network. Naturally, strong bidirectional electricity transport over long distances is essential for this scheme. Today, high-voltage
direct-current technology would be the technology of choice. In the future this may
be complemented by transmission lines based on high-temperature superconductors.
In distributed power generation schemes, a very large number of power generators will be connected to the distribution grid. Each generator will have its own
power electronics unit that serves as the interface with the grid. If these units are
designed properly, and if they are connected via information technology links,
several additional benefits can be realized in future smart grids: (i) increase of
power quality in the grid by means of local suppression of harmonics, local provision of reactive power and local voltage control, and (ii) increase of power supply
security (e. g., in the case of natural disasters or terrorism) by forming island grids
that guarantee at least a basic electricity supply. In such cases the cold-start capability of grids has to be addressed carefully in the design of the networks.
Energy meteorology
In order to assess and predict the behaviour of smart distributed electricity grids
that are largely powered by solar and wind energy, the temporal and spatial behaviour of the solar and wind energy fluxes must be known with high precision. A
combination of distributed ground-based measurements and satellite information
(most likely special sensor systems will be needed) seems to be the best way to
collect the required data. Using elaborated meteorological models and suitable data
distribution systems (e. g., the Internet), essential information concerning the meteorological energy fluxes and the status of the grid will be readily available whenever and wherever it is needed.
Statistical information is essential to optimally design (i) the spatial distribution
of solar and wind electricity generators, (ii) the optimal fraction of solar- and windgenerated electricity in the grid (taking into account their partly complementary
behaviour), (iii) the structure of the grid, and (iv) the information and control system of the entire network. Real-time information on the energy production of the
individual electricity generators is essential for operating the smart distributed electricity supply system in an optimal way. This includes control of solar and wind
power stations (in the event of electricity surpluses), control of smart loads (see
below), control of dispatchable power plants (including distributed fossil fuel-powered combined heat /cold power units), and optimization of the power quality in the
grid.
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‘Energy weather forecasts’ for several days will be highly useful in efficiently
operating dispatchable power plants and storage systems. All this information will
also be essential for the electricity stock markets.
With the help of the information supplied by the required advanced energy meteorology systems, the hardware requirements of smart distributed energy supply
systems can be considerably reduced; information in this case would substitute for
hardware.
Smart loads
Today’s electricity supply systems are designed to ensure that most of the power
plants can operate for the longest possible amount of time during a year. Economically this is sensible given the high investments in the power supply system. Since
generation and load must match at any point in time, this means that the temporal
variations of the lumped load must be smoothened as far as possible. Generally,
this is achieved via sophisticated tariff structures such as penalizing peak loads,
favouring electric night-time heating, and switching off large loads (e. g., refrigerating units, air-conditioners, etc) by the utility companies.
The same set of tools will also be applied in solar-dominated electricity supply
systems. However, in contrast to today’s approach, the lumped load pattern will be
shaped such that there is a peak around noon times. A prerequisite for this are smart
loads; loads that can easily react to external tariff signals (e. g., washing machines,
heating units, etc.) and /or loads that can be externally switched off or on by the
utility companies. In all these cases the quality of energy services has, of course, to
be maintained.
The realization of smart loads generally includes two components: a certain ‘technical intelligence’ within the load combined with connection to an information
network (in this case the issue of data security will have to be addressed carefully),
and a certain storage capacity for energy in various forms. Examples of the latter
include batteries in electronic devices, the heat capacity of buildings, the heat capacity of cooling units, compressed air, and process heat storage systems (for heat
temperatures greater than 100 ° C). It is not necessary that all the switching or control of loads will be done automatically (locally or remotely); the consumer who
reacts to tariff signals will also create smart loads.
The largest single type of smart load will very likely be electric cars. The car
batteries can be charged according to current demand (priority charging), the prevailing electricity tariff (via smart electronics), or remotely controlled by a utility
company. If more than 50 % of local transport needs is met by battery-powered
electric vehicles, this will constitute a smart load representing 10 – 20 % of total
energy demand in Western Europe (Langniß et al., 1998).
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Energy storage systems
By applying the above-mentioned schemes to large-area electricity grids, a high
penetration of the grids with fluctuating energy inputs is feasible without the need
for large energy-storage systems. This has been shown both by computer simulations and in practice (e. g., in Denmark and in Northern Germany). A large-area
smart electricity supply system in Europe can handle a penetration with fluctuating
energy inputs of at least 30 % without applying bulk energy storage (Langniß et al.,
1998). A prerequisite for this are, of course, targeted investments in grids, loads
and information technology.
A higher penetration of grids with fluctuating energy inputs will require increasingly large energy-storage systems. Today, the main options for high-capacity storage are electrochemical systems and hydro power, although the latter has only a
limited capacity on a global scale (WBGU, 2003).
Among the electrochemical storage systems, hydrogen-based systems have in
principle an unlimited capacity; using electricity-powered electrolysers, water is
split into hydrogen and oxygen (Luque and Hegedus, 2003). These gases are stored
and later recombined in a fuel cell to generate electricity. The main disadvantage
of this process is its low energy-efficiency. Even in future optimized systems, the
overall efficiency will not be much higher than 50 %. Other storage options include
advanced batteries (in particular for cars and other smart loads), redox systems
(e. g., on the basis of vanadium compounds), supercapacitors, compressed air systems, and superconducting units. In solar thermal-power plants the possibility exists to store thermal energy at a high temperature, enabling an extension of the daily
operating time by several hours. All of these technologies provide the basis for an
appropriate storage of electricity on different time scales and with different capacities per unit; some are suitable to stabilize the grid on a short time-scale (seconds),
while others may be utilized for bulk electricity storage. Some of the technologies
mentioned above are not yet available for use in electricity supply systems. Further
targeted research and development is needed.
Conclusion
By applying the concepts of smart grids, smart loads and energy storage, grids with
a high penetration of fluctuating energy inputs from solar and wind sources can be
designed and operated reliably, while at the same time maintaining a high degree
of energy security and power quality. The three concepts have to be viewed and
optimized as a whole (this is why, from a technical point of view, ‘unbundling’ of
power supply systems does not seem to be the best path towards a sustainable energy system).
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As a rule of thumb, the larger the spatial extension of such a grid, the smaller the
(relative) investment needed to construct and to operate the energy supply system.
Investments in storage systems, in transmission lines, and in smart control technologies have to be seen as three necessary steps that complement each other.
Given today’s penetration levels, there is presently no urgent technological need
for large centralized bulk energy storage systems (e. g., on the basis of hydrogen),
provided that proper investment is made in enhancing grid capacity (including
smart loads, etc.). Bulk storage capacity will become important once the penetration of fluctuating energy inputs in large-area grids exceeds 20 – 30 %.
The latter statement does not apply to small-area systems such as remote power
systems or village and island power supplies. In these cases storage demand will
become important much earlier, because of the inability to even out the fluctuations in energy input through statistical effects, and because of the relatively small
number of (smart) loads. From this it follows that, if economically and politically
feasible, such units should be electrically linked and operated as larger-area smart
systems.
The world-wide installation of a sustainable electricity supply system based to a
large extent on solar and wind energy sources is not, fundamentally, a technological problem. A basic set of proven energy conversion and distribution technologies
already exists and will be further developed. This will lead to a considerable reduction of the cost of energy from renewable sources. Political will, coherence and a
suitable global financing scheme are required to transform today’s energy supply
system towards sustainability.
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The problem
It is clear to all of us that we have an energy problem. Luckily, the power from the
sun is available to help solve this energy problem.
We installed solar cells on the roof of our house a year ago. It is a wonderful
technology: when the sun comes up in the morning my electric meter runs backwards! My electric bill (i. e., my monthly cost of electricity) has dropped to zero.
The problem is, however, that the purchase cost (including installation) was much
too high. Depending on the details of how the cost of energy increases in the coming years, more than ten years will be required for the savings to repay the installation cost.
There are two problems that we must solve to enable widespread use of photovoltaic solar cell technology. The first is the cost. The second is that we need to
produce a lot of area. At noon on a sunny day, we receive one kilowatt per square
metre of energy from the sun. This corresponds to sufficient energy received on
Earth in one hour to satisfy all of the energy needs for the planet for one year!
Thus, the ability to produce low-cost, efficient solar modules in areas sufficiently
large to enable significant energy production is a major opportunity.
The solution: ‘plastic’ solar cells
An exciting new technology that can produce low-cost solar cells in large quantities uses ‘photovoltaic inks’. These inks are organic semiconducting polymers which
are in solution with common solvents. Different absorption and transmission associated with the different molecular structures are the reason for different colours
of the inks. The unique quality of these coloured liquids is that they have electronic
functionality and can be used for printing.
Printing technology was invented by Gutenberg in 1545, more than four hundred and fifty years ago. If printing technology could be used for the fabrication of
solar cells, then we could produce low-cost, high efficiency solar cells in large quantities. Indeed, the principles of this old mature technology can be adapted to print
solar cells roll-to-roll like newspapers. The potential impact of such printed ‘plastic’ solar cells on the market for solar technology could be tremendous.
The demonstration sample of a plastic solar cell, shown in Figure 1, has been
fabricated by a company called Konarka Technologies. The name of the company
stems from a temple dedicated to the Indian Sun God. Initially, this product will be
quite expensive, and will therefore only be used by people who can afford it. Possible points of initial use are battery chargers and boats. However, once plastic
solar cells are available with high efficiency and printed in large quantities, they will
become much more affordable. They could then be given to poor families all over
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Fig. 1. Solar module, printed on a roll-to-roll tool similar to a printing tool. Its advantages over standard solar cells are flexibility, light weight, low cost, and potential for mass production. (Source: A. Heeger)

the world. The access to energy from the sun could then change the lives of millions
of people.
The technology: how to create plastic solar cells
The technology to print plastic solar cells originated from a discovery made in our
laboratory at UC Santa Barbara in 1992. We were interested in the potential interaction between our semiconducting polymers with the famous fullerene molecules.
We had no concept of solar cells; these initial experiments were motivated purely
by curiosity. We discovered that following the absorption of a photon an electron
transfer reaction (from polymer to fullerene) occurs on a remarkably short time
scale. The rate of this photo-induced electron transfer is two orders of magnitude
faster than the first step in photosynthesis. This ultra-fast electron transfer reaction
implies that we separate charge (create mobile charge carriers) with a quantum efficiency that approaches unity: every absorbed photon yields a pair of separated
charges! This high efficiency of charge separation and mobile carrier generation
provides the scientific foundation for creating a technology to produce high efficiency solar cells.
However, our materials, cast from solution into thin films, are very disordered.
The analogy would be tangled cooked spaghetti in a bowl rather than rigid straight
spaghetti in a box. Because of this disorder, the charges that are separated by
photo-induced charge transfer will not travel very far before they recombine. In
order to collect these charges, we had to invent a new kind of material comprising
charge-separating junctions between two materials – so-called heterojunctions between the donor and the acceptor. Because of the short recombination length, the
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heterojunction cannot simply be a bi-layer, as is often the case in the semiconductor world. We had to create a nano-morphology with interpenetrating networks of
the two components on a length scale of a few nanometres, roughly a hundred angstroms (1 angstrom is equal to 0.1 nanometre). A conceptual sketch of this nanomorphology is shown in Figure 2 a.
As demonstrated in Figure 2 b, this remarkable nano-structure can already be
constructed. How was it formed? The answer is simple, but elegant: we were able
to achieve this structure through controlled phase separation of two incompatible
components both of which are soluble in the same solvent. When cast as films
from solution, the phases of the two components separate as the solvent quickly
evaporates. After separation, the two components self-assemble into the material
depicted in Figure 2. This so-called bulk heterojunction material has charge-separating junctions everywhere. Each component forms a network that can deliver
charges to the electrodes.
By using this bulk heterojunction concept, we can collect photo-generated charge
carriers. You might wonder how the electrons know which way to go (for example
up and not down). Again this is a simple problem. All one needs to do is to break
the symmetry by using two different metals for the electrodes. We were able to
control the morphology of the heterojunction material, and are now able to efficiently collect the photo-generated charge carriers. With the specific materials shown
in Figure 2, a power conversion efficiency of 5 % can be achieved.
The best solar cells fabricated from inorganic semiconductors are triple junction
devices that yield power conversion efficiencies in excess of 40 %, but because of
the high processing costs, these are prohibitively expensive. They can be used in
space applications, but not for the kinds of applications we are discussing here.
The question is what we can expect to achieve using low-cost plastic solar cells.
Improving the efficiency of plastic solar cells
The particular material shown in Figure 2, which resulted in solar cells with 5 %
efficiency, has an absorption spectrum poorly matched to the solar spectrum: the
band gap is too large, missing more than half of the solar spectrum (see Fig. 3).
Obviously, there is an opportunity to improve the efficiency of solar energy absorption by doing the proper science. Synthesizing new macromolecules with electronic structures that yield absorption spectra better matched to the solar spectrum
could eventually improve the performance of our solar cells by at least a factor of
two (see Fig. 4).
Figure 4 a depicts such a different molecular structure with a smaller energy gap:
the absorption spectrum of the polymers now extends beyond red into the near
infrared (see Fig. 4 b). Improved performance is achieved through the use of
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the nano-morphology with ubiquitous charge-separating
junctions – so-called bulk heterojunction material. a) Conceptual sketch. The black
material is an interconnected network of the fullerene (PCBM) and the white material is an interconnected network of a semiconducting polymer (P3HT). Each of
the two components is fully interconnected. b) Electron micrograph. The small
white bar on the bottom left represents 100 nanometre. (Source: Kim et al., 2007;
Ma et al., 2007).
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Fig. 3. The solar emission spectrum as received on Earth at twelve noon on a sunny
day (fluctuating black line) is not well matched by the absorption spectrum of
P3HT (see Fig. 2) solar cells (smooth grey line). (Source: Peet et al., 2007).
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Fig. 4. a) Semiconducting polymers with smaller band gaps matching the solar
spectrum better than the original polymers used. b) The improved conversion efficiency is shown (dashed line), particularly at wavelengths beyond 650 nm. Wavelengths above 750 nm belong to the infrared spectrum. (Source: adapted from Peet
et al., 2007)

processing additives (Lee et al., 2007; Peet et al., 2007). While these polymers still
do not absorb far enough into the infrared, future synthesis of new molecules with
absorption spectra that are even better matched to the solar spectrum will lead to
even higher efficiencies.
The next step is to create multi-layer systems. This is possible with the same
printing technology, i. e., by processing multi-layers from solution in successive
depositions of electronic inks. Multiple layers will further increase the performance of the solar cells. This is because of the simple fact that if two batteries –
regular batteries or solar batteries – with voltages V1 and V2 are connected in series
(‘tandem cells’), then the voltage will be the sum of the two (V1 + V2). By connecting batteries in series, we can increase the open circuit voltage, and can take better
advantage of the energy delivered in the solar spectrum.
Figure 5 shows that these multi-layer structures can in fact be fabricated. Despite the fact that the depicted films were cast from solution, the interfaces are very
well defined – a result that gives us confidence in the success of our approach. By
fabricating tandem cells, we have been able to show the expected increase in voltage. So far, we have been able to demonstrate power conversion efficiencies as
high as 6.5 % (Kim et al., 2007).
While 6.5 % represents important progress, it is not high enough. Fortunately,
there are many opportunities to further improve the efficiency. A slightly different
architecture (Kim et al., 2006) enables us to better harvest the incoming photons and
thereby improve efficiency by an additional 25 – 50 %, approaching conversion efficiencies as high as 8 – 9 %. (This architecture adds an ‘optical spacer’ layer between
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Fig. 5. Multi-layer structure of plastic solar cells connected in series (tandem
cells). The images on the left are electron micrographs of cross-sections cut through
multilayer structure, sliced down like a meat cutter in a delicatessen, turned over
and then imaged by electron microscopy. (Source: Kim et al., 2007)

the active bulk heterojunction layer and the metal electrode.) Also, we can expect
more than a 50 % efficiency improvement by creating molecular structures where
the energy gap is even better matched to the solar spectrum than our current molecules (see Figs. 3 and 4). It must be emphasized that although we have made some
improvements in the charge collection efficiency, we are still collecting only approximately half of the photo-generated carriers. In addition, we foresee optimizing the nano-scale morphology to further improve the charge collection efficiency.
By precisely tuning the molecular structure, there is an opportunity to optimize the
electrochemistry of semiconducting polymers, and thus to increase the open circuit
voltage. It has been demonstrated that in this way power conversion efficiency can
be improved by another 50 %. The tandem cell configuration offers something
between 50 % improvement and a doubling of conversion efficiency (Kim et al.,
2007).
When the increments for these independent potential improvements are added up,
then we could potentially achieve power conversion efficiency in excess of 25 % –
an efficiency approaching that achieved by existing inorganic solar cells. Each
of these separate efficiency improvements have been successfully implemented
already. However, realizing all of these improvements at the same time is difficult.
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Combining independent improvements is the main challenge we will continue to
work on in our laboratories. We are confident that we will reach efficiencies that
will enable a major impact on the future solar cell technology, and thus on our
future energy system.
The lifetime of plastic solar cells
One of the questions that people often ask me is whether this ‘plastic stuff’ will
have sufficiently long lifetime in outdoor applications to be actually useful. Although we have been able to make plastic solar cells less sensitive to oxygen or
water vapour, they do need barrier films as protective layers. Thanks to the already
achieved reduction in sensitivity of the solar cells, inexpensive barrier films such
as those used for food packaging can be applied. By depositing, for example, a
very thin layer of titanium oxide (a very common material), overall sensitivity of
the cells to oxygen or water vapour has been reduced by a factor of 100. We hope
that this reduction in sensitivity to oxygen and water will be sufficient to yield the
long lifetimes that are required.
Progress on the lifetime issues continues to be promising. The efficiency of
plastic solar modules that were on the rooftop for testing over a year (see Fig. 6 a)
did not decrease; in fact a slight increase was recorded. In the course of November,
the efficiency started to fall and people got a little worried. However, it turned out
that the temperature coefficient of the efficiency is opposite to that of silicon. When
winter came, the efficiency decreased slightly, but it came up again in spring
(Hauch et al., 2008). This different temperature coefficient of the efficiency is an
advantage, since solar cells increase in temperature when sitting in the heat of the
sun. The initial data provide evidence that the lifetime of our solar cells may be
sufficient for large-scale applications. Of course, accelerated lifetime testing must
continue to provide information on the longer time degradation.
Clearly, plastic solar cells have a very promising future as they are lightweight,
portable, and can be produced quickly in large quantities. In addition, their flexibility makes plastic solar cells useful not only for standard areas such as rooftops
(see Fig. 6 b), but also for a vast number of new applications such as tent and umbrella surfaces, backpacks, or sails. In terms of efficiency of plastic solar cells,
improvement efforts have produced some impressive figures of merit. If you evaluate plastic and standard solar cells in terms of watts per gram, plastic solar cells
are already more than competitive.
Our goal is to achieve a roll-to-roll manufacturing of low-cost plastic solar cells.
With such a production, plastic solar cells could become a very important contribution on our path towards a renewable energy system.
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a)

b)

Fig. 6. a) Plastic solar cell testing in progress on the rooftop of Konarka Technologies, and b) the author on his own rooftop placing a plastic solar cell next to a
conventional silicon solar cell. Although silicon solar cells work well, they have
the disadvantage of being heavy and expensive. In contrast, plastic solar cells are
lightweight, flexible and potentially produced at very low costs. Building them directly into the roofing tiles is an exciting opportunity. (Sources: a) Konarka Technologies, Inc., b) Discovery Channel science)
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A world powered predominantly
by solar and wind energy

Walter Kohn

Walter Kohn, born in Vienna in 1923, majored in mathematics and physics at the
University of Toronto and obtained his PhD at Harvard University. In 1957 he became a US citizen. Professor Kohn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
1998 ‘for his development of the density-functional theory’. His work revolutionized scientists’ approach to the electronic structure of atoms, molecules and solid
materials. As Emeritus and Research Professor at the University of California in
Santa Barbara, Kohn is today collaborating with younger colleagues on research in
this field. He was the executive producer of the documentary film The Power of the
Sun, which dealt broadly with solar energy, was first shown in 2005, and was later
shown internationally in 10 languages. The film presents the history, science and
applications of solar energy, both in the developed and less developed world.
Note: An addendum to this chapter is available at http://www.nobel-cause.de/book/
chapter22_addendum.pdf.
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It is widely agreed that during this century humankind is facing two critical energy-related challenges:
1. Decline in oil and natural gas production. Total oil and natural gas production, currently providing about 60 % of global energy needs (see Fig. 1), is expected
to peak in 10 to 30 years, with oil likely to peak first (IEA, 2004, p. 129).1 Oil production in current oil fields is estimated to drop by about one half within a mere 20
or 30 years after passing its peak (see Fig. 2). Natural gas is expected to follow a
similar pattern with a delay of two to three decades.
2. Increase in greenhouse gases. By the end of this century, accumulation of
anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the
Earth’s atmosphere is expected to lead to a major increase of mean global surface
temperature in a range from approximately 2 º C to approximately 7 º C above preindustrial levels (see Rahmstorf et al., this volume; IPCC, 2007), accompanied by
significant acidification of ocean waters (WBGU, 2006; Hofmann and Schellnhuber, 2009) and a very substantial rise in the global ocean level (IPCC, 2007;
Rahmstorf, 2007).
Both the exhaustion of oil and gas as well as global warming are due, in about
equal measure, to two causes. First, the world’s population is increasing rapidly,
mostly in the less developed world (LDW) and in India, from 6.7 billion in 2009 to
an estimated levelling off at 9 to 10 billion in about 2050 (see Fig. 3).
Second, per-capita consumption of fossil fuels has grown strongly since the Industrial Revolution in the developed world and is currently increasing rapidly in
China, India (IEA, 2007) and the LDW. The governing simple mathematics for the
global consumption of any commodity over a given period is:
(consumption) = (population) x (per-capita consumption)
At present, total consumption of energy is continuing to grow rapidly in China,
India and in the LDW, but is fairly stable in the developed world.
The data shown in Figures 2 and 3 imply that, due to the continuing growth of
world population, per-capita oil production will peak around 2015 (see Fig. 4),
while the peak of total oil production, which (because much later) is harder to estimate, will occur some 15 or more years later.
The following are some broad principles for dealing with the global challenges
of energy supply and climate change:

1
The effects of the dramatic global economic downturn beginning in the summer of 2008 may not yet be fully
reflected in data for the period after the middle of 2008.
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World population: 1950–2050
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• They must be addressed without delay and with strong global cooperation.
• The growth of world population must be halted by about the middle of this century, or earlier, at no more than 9 billion, and gradually reversed.
• Energy conservation and efficiency in both consumption 2 and all forms of production must be substantially enhanced.
• Large-scale development of solar and wind power, and other established sustainable energy sources, must begin without delay.
• Four other major energy sources raise enormous problems that must be recognised. Coal generates pollution and is, without the costly capture and sequestration of CO2, the greatest single cause of global warming. Nuclear fission reactors,
with their as yet ineffective surveillance, are unacceptably easy stepping stones
to nuclear weapons, as recent history has shown. Global-scale bio-energy production, which is CO2-neutral in the steady state, strongly competes with food
production for land and water. Nuclear fusion, while well established in the laboratory and in the hydrogen bomb, is still far from proven as a practical energy
source.
Examples include rapid replacement of SUVs and similar vehicles by much lighter, more fuel-efficient cars, and
of incandescent by compact fluorescent lights; greatly expanded public transportation, especially in the USA and
Canada; proper insulation of buildings; green architecture such as energy-neutral housing, and green city planning.
2

(Million barrels/day)/(world population in billions)
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Fig. 4. Global oil production per person. Illustrative graph using data shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. (Source: W. Kohn)

The revolution in energy production
In 2001, oil, coal, gas, biomass, nuclear, and other energy sources respectively accounted for approximately 35 %, 23 %, 21%, 11%, 7 %, and 3 % of global energy
consumption (Dell and Rand, 2004; see Fig. 1). By the time oil and gas supplies are
effectively exhausted in about the middle of this century, there probably will not
yet be a safe and cost-effective technology available for carbon capture and storage, at least not on the required scale for burning of coal. This naturally shifts attention to solar and wind energy.
Solar energy is by far the most abundant source of energy (Sawin and Moomaw,
2008), but it is still substantially more costly than oil- or natural-gas-derived energy (U.S. Department of Energy, 2005). It currently accounts for less than 1% of
total world energy production (Worldwatch Institute, 2007). However, its share is
likely to increase greatly as projected growth rates of production are tremendous:
a 30 % increase per year is a reasonable estimate (EPIA, 2008; BP, 2009).
Wind energy is currently much cheaper and more widely produced than solar
energy. Its annual percentage increase is similar to that of solar energy (Global
Wind Energy Council, 2008). The total average available wind energy up to the practical maximum height of about 80 metres above the ground (the typical hub height
of large wind turbines) is much less than available solar energy. Nevertheless,
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according to current estimates, wind energy by itself could also supply the world’s
total energy needs several times over (Archer and Jacobson, 2005).
Given the limited amount of remaining fossil fuels and their dangerous impact
on our climate, it is obvious that the infrastructure for acceptable alternative energies must be created rapidly, beginning immediately. Otherwise the world faces a
frustrating choice between, on the one hand, a global economic meltdown and a
violent scramble for dwindling oil and gas deposits, and, on the other, the dangerous use of coal and/or nuclear energy on a vast scale.
A world powered predominantly by solar and wind energy
Of course, the real-world problems of coping with continuing population growth,
disappearing oil and natural gas resources, and continuing global warming, are
enormously complex and intricately connected. Global warming is fairly uniform
across the globe. However, energy demands and availability vary enormously. Available solar and wind energy depends strongly on geography and local climate, and
varies strongly with season, time of day, and weather. This creates additional, subsidiary challenges of cost-efficient energy storage and transportation.
I shall, of course, not even attempt to deal with all these issues within a few pages,
but instead shall discuss a greatly simplified model for a world powered predominantly by solar and wind energy, which I shall call ‘sol-wind energy’, combining
solar and wind energy into a single entity. The expression ‘sol-wind energy’ reflects
the fact that these two energy sources are complementary, plentiful, clean, GHGneutral, and are likely to decrease in cost to a similar value of under 10 US cent /
kilowatt hour. I believe that this model provides a general perspective for acceptable and achievable future energy provision.
The relevance of this model for the real world derives from three facts:
• Solar energy incident per year on Planet Earth exceeds the total present human
consumption of energy by a factor of about 10 000 (U.S. Department of Energy
2005); available wind energy alone, indirectly also derived from incident sunlight, is, of course, much smaller, but also greatly exceeds total present energy
consumption (Archer and Jacobson, 2005).
• The required materials are effectively infinitely abundant: for photovoltaic energy the main material required is silicon; for photothermal energy various effective light-absorbers; and for the capture of wind energy the main material
required is steel.
• Although the current contribution of sol-wind energy is still less than 1% of
humankind’s total energy consumption (REN21, 2008), in recent years production has been growing at the enormous rate of approximately 30 % per year (see
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above). If extrapolated, this represents growth by a factor of about 200 in two
decades and more than a factor of 2000 in three decades. According to this
model, the production of sol-wind energy would substantially exceed the current
annual production of total energy in a mere 20 to 30 years.
The assumption underlying this model – that sol-wind energy production will continue to grow by about 30 % annually for the next 20, or even 30, years – is, of course,
extremely optimistic. Nevertheless, it is consistent with the data of the last several
years, and also with the effectively unlimited availability of the required materials.
Is this growth also consistent with the availability of labour required to produce,
maintain and operate the necessary sol-wind equipment in the short available timespan? I do not have a firm answer to this question; however I can offer the following argument: Today the effective cost of sol-wind power production is about three
times higher than the average cost for all forms of energy, including indirect costs
due to pollution and global warming. This implies about three times greater labour
requirements. Assuming approximately constant future per-capita use of energy,
and disregarding possible major scientific-technological advances in energy production, conservation, and efficiency, this suggests that the per-capita labour requirement to produce sol-wind energy would be also about three times greater than
today. This substantial load would, of course, be very heavy, but not necessarily
prohibitive. Unforeseeable future developments make this estimate very rough
and, I believe, probably much too high.
Urgency
The clean and safe sol-wind model described above is emerging from the fossil
fuel model of the last two centuries. This new model is the logical consequence of
the rapid exhaustion of oil and natural gas over the next 10 to 30 years. Of course,
the change of most of the world’s energy infrastructure from fossil fuel to sol-wind
during this very short time is a huge challenge. Every year waited means a year
less before the dreaded global peak-oil year, when uncertainty will begin to morph
into a new reality (peak oil happened as predicted in the USA in about 1970; predicted by Hubbert, 1956, and described by Hirsch et al., 2005).
This transformation will be among the greatest challenges ever faced by humankind. We need to do everything in our power – and as rapidly as possible – to stop
global warming, including, as previously stated, rapid stabilization, followed by reduction of world population, immediate major per-capita reduction of anthropogenic
GHG emissions, dramatic energy conservation, and improved energy efficiency. The
time to wait for absolute certainty is far behind us; it has become a time for urgent
preventive action.
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Energy supply and global warming are make-or-break twin challenges of our
times. Unless we put our collective minds to it, the second half of the present century will be a disaster. On the other hand, if we put our minds to it now, I am convinced that we can look forward to a better future, in which solar and wind energy
predominate.
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Chapter 21

Energy research and technology for a transition
toward a more sustainable future

Nebojsa Nakicenovic

Nebojsa Nakicenovic, born in 1949 in former Yugoslavia, studied economics and
computer science at Princeton University, and completed his doctorate at the University of Vienna, Austria. In 1973 he joined the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA) near Vienna to conduct studies on long-term, global
energy prospects and on the restructuring of the global automotive industry. Later
he led programmes on the dynamics of technological and social change and environmentally compatible energy strategies. Nakicenovic is currently Deputy Director of IIASA, Professor of Energy Economics and Head of the Energy Economics
Group at the Vienna University of Technology, and Director of the Global Energy
Assessment. His research focuses on the diffusion of new technologies and their
interactions with the environment.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 20.
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The last fifty years of unprecedented development in the world have improved the
human condition enormously but at the same time have resulted in widening gaps
between rich and poor and in adverse environmental impacts on all scales, from indoor air pollution to climate change and biodiversity loss. Current patterns of development are thus clearly unsustainable. We need a fundamental paradigm change
to produce a shift toward more sustainable development paths. This includes affordable access to adequate energy services. In her contribution to the present book,
Annette Schavan also calls for fundamental innovations to help achieve structural
changes in society, the economy, institutional structures, and in lifestyle and consumption patterns.
The recent financial crisis and the ensuing ever-deeper economic depression are
no doubt going to bring additional hardship, especially to those without access to
basic human needs. A predominant social issue that is increasingly becoming a major preoccupation for world leaders is how to address social inequality and poverty,
especially in the developing world (Karekezi and Sihag, 2004). The longer the
economic crisis deepens, the more threatened those living in poverty will be.
In response to the call to fight social inequality and poverty, world leaders endorsed the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as agreed
upon by the Millennium General Assembly of the UN in 2000 and further advanced
at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. The MDGs include eight
specific goals but the primary objective is to halve extreme poverty by 2015 (Elliot,
2005). It is becoming increasingly evident that at current trends this goal will not
be achieved even decades later in the poorest countries and regions of the world.
Thus, it is urgent that significant effort is devoted toward the achievement of the
MDGs.
Currently, it is estimated that about 2.6 billion people live on less than USD 2
a day and up to 3 billion on less than USD 2.5 per day (Chen and Ravallion, 2008;
World Bank, 2008) – 75 % of whom reside in rural areas (IADB, 2005). Furthermore, it is estimated that 1.4 billion people live in extreme poverty (World Bank,
2008). This estimate is an upward revision from the previous one of 1 billion people living in extreme poverty. This trend underscores the importance of increasing
efforts to meet the MDGs.
Affordable access to modern energy services has a significant role to play in
meeting development goals as it is a fundamental prerequisite for reaching virtually all MDGs. However, modern energy services in the majority of developing
countries are characterized by inequality of access, notably between the poor and
the affluent, but also between rural and urban areas. At the national level, this is
demonstrated by the low levels of modern energy in the primary energy supply
mix, and by low electrification and low electricity consumption levels.
About 2 billion people or approximately a third of the world’s population are
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without access to modern energy and about 1.6 billion are without access to electricity – the very symbol of affluence and modernity – while about 2.4 billion still
cook with traditional forms of biomass (Nakicenovic et al., 1998; Saghir, 2005;
UN-Energy, 2005). Limited access to cleaner energy services supplied by modern
energy carriers is an important contributor to rising levels of poverty in some subSaharan African countries (UNDP, 2007; Takada and Fracchia, 2007).
It is estimated that the cost of connecting a household without prior access to
electricity is in the order of USD 1000 (Goldemberg, J., personal communication),
resulting in total capital needs of about USD 500 billion, assuming an average of
four persons per household and two billion people without access. Distributed over
twenty years, this translates into annual investment requirements of some USD 25
billion. This represents a huge investment that is lacking, yet it does not appear
excessive in comparison to the gigantic scale of the government guarantees and
debt cancellation in the financial sector since the economic crisis emerged. To be
effective, this kind of investment would have to be enhanced initially by a certain
level of free energy for the poorest, say 700 – 1000 kWh per year or about 2 – 3 kWh
per day (WGBU, 2009).
Thus, there is a clear need to embark on a new development path toward sustainable and affordable access to adequate energy services. Fortunately, many policies
and measures directed toward increasing access to modern energy services have
multiple benefits for other development goals, from the reduction of indoor air pollution and its assaults on human health to reductions of greenhouse gas emissions.
Some may argue that this transformation toward more sustainable development
paths and energy patterns in the world will be difficult to achieve because falling
consumer demand leads to a vicious circle that results in ever-decreasing employment reducing further the demand for traditional goods and services.
At the same time, this crisis of the ‘old’ is an opportunity for the ‘new’ to emerge.
It is an opportunity that needs to be seized and should not go to waste. Joseph
Schumpeter referred to paradigm-changing transformations of this kind as ‘gales
of creative destruction’ (Schumpeter, 1942). As old techno-economic and institutional development paths encounter their limits, the chances for fundamentally
new development paths to emerge and eventually diffuse become more likely.
Decarbonization of the global economy toward a carbon-free future is such a
paradigm-changing transformation. It appears to be a must, given the ever-morethreatening manifestations of global climate change. In her contribution to the present
book, Annette Schavan quotes the unequivocal message of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007) that climate change is accelerating and is almost
certainly largely caused by humans. Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions over
the last two centuries, since the beginning of the industrial revolution, have increased
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atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide from some 280 ppm to over 380 ppm
today. The IPCC estimates that the global average surface temperature has increased by some 0.8 ° C during the last century. Annette Schavan also observes that
the negative effects of climate change can already be felt, and quotes the Federal
Chancellor, Angela Merkel, saying that determined action from the international
community is required to promote innovation and technological developments to
support climate protection.
The necessary change toward wider access to modern energy services together
with climate protection and decarbonization of the global economy is effectively
blocked today by the addictive dependence on fossil energy sources. This explains
the need for the Schumpeterian ‘gales of creative destruction’. Today, 80 % of global energy comes from fossil sources, and this situation needs to be reversed so
that 80 % of energy would be carbon-free or carbon-neutral well before the end of
the century. The old energy systems need to be replaced by innovative, environmentally and climate-friendly alternatives. In parallel, the reliance on inadequate,
traditional energy by the poor, which constitutes some 10 – 20 % of primary energy
today (see Fig. 1), also needs to be replaced by modern renewable and other clean
energy sources as well as efficient end-use devices from modern stoves to advanced
lighting, communication and information technologies. For that to occur, we need
vigorous private and public research and development efforts and partnerships in
order to create the necessary scientific foundations for the paradigm-changing
transformations. In this context, Annette Schavan argues that we need science and
research to gain a better understanding of the complexity of the processes and interactions within the climate and the Earth system. She further argues that the important aim is to create fundamental innovations to help achieve structural changes
in society, the economy, institutional structures, and in lifestyle and consumption
patterns. We need to establish a foundation for the deployment and adoption of
new systems and services that lead toward complete decarbonization of the global
economy, and that involve all the world’s population, from those without access to
energy today to those living in affluence at high levels of consumption.
In other words, research and development (R & D) that lead to the diffusion of new
and advanced technologies and practices represent a possible solution to the double
challenge of providing development opportunities to those who are excluded and
allowing for further development benefitting the more affluent. As Annette Schavan points out, this needs to occur without risking irreversible changes in ecological,
biophysical and biochemical systems. As regards energy, this implies a shift from
traditional energy sources to clean fossils and modern renewable energy in the case
of those currently excluded from access, and a shift from fossil energy sources to
carbon-free and carbon-neutral energy services in the more developed parts of the
world. In all cases this means a vigorous improvement of energy efficiency, from
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Fig. 1. History and possible future of global primary energy showing the relative
shares of the most important energy sources. The future developments are consistent with stabilization of global temperature increase at about 2 °C above preindustrial levels. (Sources: Riahi and Nakicenovic, 2007; IIASA, 2007)

supply to end use, expanding shares of renewables, more natural gas and less coal,
vigorous deployment of carbon capture and storage, and in some cases – where it is
socially acceptable and economically viable – also nuclear energy.
Figure 1 shows the historical evolution of global primary energy and one possible
future development path toward decarbonization. It is an illustration of the needed
transformational change of the global energy system. New energy technologies
and practices but also changes in lifestyles and behaviour are prerequisites in order
to shift the energy system from its current dependence on fossil energy toward
complete decarbonization well before the end of the century.1
This particular scenario describes a future world that stabilizes concentrations of
greenhouse gases just above the current levels and thereby limits the temperature
increase to about 2 ° C. Even a global temperature increase of 2 ° C would lead to
significant disruptions of natural ecosystems, threatening water availability and
communities in coastal areas (IPCC, 2007). The poor and those who are excluded
would bear the brunt of such changes. Nevertheless, a 2 ° C world would probably
avoid the most severe adverse – and perhaps also irreversible – consequences associated with higher magnitudes of global warming. Therefore, this particular scenario can be characterized as a transition toward sustainability that enables the
This will require vigorous introduction of carbon-free sources of energy and carbon capture and storage (CCS)
from fossil energy, and perhaps also biomass, in order to reduce carbon emissions to zero or even turn them negative toward the end of the century.
1
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fulfilment of the MDGs through provisioning energy services in most of the world
while simultaneously avoiding more drastic climatic changes (UN-Energy, 2005).
The current investments in the global energy system are estimated at some
USD 500 billion per year (Nakicenovic and Kimura, 2005). This includes investments in energy production, conversion and distribution but excludes most of the
end use such as vehicles, heating systems or industrial facilities. Adding end-use
investments would bring the estimate to some USD 750 billion per year. The sustainable scenario depicted in Figure 1 would require at least twice this investment effort
during the coming decades to the tune of about USD 1 trillion per year or about
USD 20 trillion until 2030. In comparison, the investments needed to provide access
to modern forms of energy to the two billion people currently living without it are
relatively small, at about USD 25 billion per year or about USD 500 billion until
2030.
The nature of technological change and the associated deep uncertainties require
that innovations are adopted as early as possible in order to lead to lower costs and
wider diffusion in the following decades. The longer we wait before introducing
these advanced technologies, the higher the required emissions reduction will be.
At the same time, we may miss the window of opportunity for achieving substantial cost reductions through technological learning as a function of cumulative experience and investments. This requires research, development and deployment
(RD & D) as well as investments in order to achieve accelerated diffusion and adoption of advanced energy technologies.
Current global energy research and development (R & D) trends are unfortunately
going in the opposite direction. Public annual expenditure in this area in OECD
countries has declined to some USD 8 billion today from about USD 12 billion two
decades ago, while private ones are estimated to have declined proportionally and
are now about four times the public efforts (IEA and OECD, 2008). This means that
today we are investing less than USD 10 per person in the world per year in energyrelated R & D activities. Many studies indicate that this sum needs to increase by at
least a factor of two to three in order to enable the transition toward new and advanced technologies in the energy systems (Bierbaum et al., 2007). However, it
needs to be noted that Finland, Japan and Switzerland constitute important exceptions with substantially higher public and private spending on energy R & D efforts.
In her essay, Annette Schavan suggests 3 % of gross domestic product (GDP) as a
goal for future R & D efforts. Tripling global energy R & D and assuming the current
4 % share of global energy in total R&D efforts translates into some 1.5 % of global
GDP.
As mentioned, the required investments in energy systems, an estimated USD 20
trillion needed between now and 2030, are at least a factor of a hundred greater
than the needed R & D efforts. This translates into about twice the current level of
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investment, with most of the requirements being in developing parts of the world.
To achieve a transition toward more sustainable development paths substantially
larger investment in energy infrastructures and energy R & D is needed. All told,
R & D efforts need to be tripled and energy investments at least doubled in order to
assure the timely replacement of energy technologies and infrastructures.
The salient finding of a number of recent integrated assessment studies is that
the additional costs needed to achieve a more sustainable future and climate stabilization are relatively small in comparison to these overall investment needs. Often
they are ‘negative’, namely lower than those projected by traditional scenarios of
future developments, sometimes called business-as-usual (BAU) scenarios. However, attaining a more sustainable type of future requires higher ‘up-front’ investments until about 2030. The great benefit of these additional investments in a future
characterized by carbon-leaner energy systems and a more sustainable development
path is that in the long run (by 2050 and beyond) the investments would be substantially lower compared to the BAU alternatives. The reason for this is that the
cumulative nature of technological change translates the early investment in decarbonization and a sustainable energy future into lower costs of the energy systems
in the long run, along with the co-benefit of climate stabilization. This all points to
the need for radical change in energy policies to assure sufficient investment in our
common future. Accelerated technological change in energy production and end
use needs to be promoted. In other words, the global financial and economic crisis
offers a unique opportunity to invest in new technologies and practices that would
generate employment and affluence in most parts of the world. Seizing this chance
today would pave the way for the eradication of poverty as well as a more sustainable future with lower rates of climate change. The crisis of the ‘old’ is a historic
chance to sow the seeds of the ‘new’.
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The Earth has been entrusted in our care, and we are all responsible for it. This
responsibility challenges the way we think and act on two different levels: first, we
need to think beyond the local environment in which we live; second, we need to
think beyond our own lifetimes here on Earth. In other words, acting responsibly
at a global level also means thinking of those who have not yet been born, who will
follow us in future generations. And it means thinking of those who suffer the
worst consequences of our actions, even though they may live in other parts of the
world.
The UN Millennium Development Goals underline the fact that all people share
the need for healthy food, clean water and safety. Climate change will threaten each
of these essential conditions of life, and will challenge our ability to adapt. We
therefore need to find ways in which we can fulfil our responsibilities towards all
life on Earth more effectively.
What is now quite obviously an essential and urgently necessary step for combating climate change has been looming on the horizon for quite some time: we need
greater resource and energy efficiency and independence from fossil fuels, but also
effective and fair ways to pursue welfare and prosperity. The most recent IPCC
Report sent an unequivocal message: climate change is accelerating, and is almost
certainly largely man-made. Although some uncertainties remain, nobody can seriously deny that the rate and intensity of change in key environmental parameters
poses an unprecedented risk to the long-term stability of social, economic and environmental systems worldwide.
The international debate about climate change has finally acknowledged the
urgent need for action. With her comments at the G 8 Summit in Heiligendamm,
Chancellor Angela Merkel put Germany’s position in a nutshell: ‘Accelerated climate change is a serious threat. … Therefore, we need determined action from the
international community. … We need to work together to promote innovation and
technological developments for climate protection.’ The international community
must treat the subject of climate change with priority. It is a problem that affects
the wealthy, developed world, as well as emerging and developing nations.
Science has played a significant role in making us realize that urgent action is
needed. Thanks to improved scientific understanding of global climate change, we
have finally increased the pace of our response. Around the world, we are not only
seriously discussing how to deal with climate change and its consequences for politics, the economy and society; we are also about to reach a global consensus that
joint emission reduction targets are absolutely necessary. What we now need are
ambitious climate protection goals in Germany, in the European Union and beyond. We also need more extensive research to strengthen the scientific foundations for our decisions and actions.
This essay aims to shed light on what climate change means for technological
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innovation policies in an increasingly globalized economy and society. What impact will climate change have on our efforts to achieve sustainable development?
And how does this translate into scientific and technological progress?
Climate change as a challenge for
technological innovation policy
There is an urgent need today to find joint solutions to the emerging effects of
global climate change. The need for a global solution to this global problem is one
of the most important lessons that we have learned from the findings of climate
change research. As an issue it has fully penetrated the international political
agenda during the past decade.
The challenges we face as a result of climate change are highly complex. Extensive research is being carried out to find knowledge-based approaches that answer
some of the main societal questions. Can climate change still be mitigated to such
an extent that adverse outcomes are averted? How can societies adapt to the changes
that are inevitable? Who will gain from climate change and who will lose, and how
can we provide fair compensation? Are there ways to manage our common resources to the benefit of all, and to achieve long-term sustainability for human life
on Earth?
Ever since the German government began supporting measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, it has also committed itself to playing a leading role in implementation of reduction strategies. In order to accelerate this process, the German
Ministry of Education and Research commissioned a large number of experts from
science, industry and politics to draw up a comprehensive ‘High-Tech Strategy on
Climate Protection’ (BMBF, 2008). It was presented in October 2007 at a climate
research summit in Berlin.
This strategy has involved pooling strengths and resources, and identifying areas where we believe renewed action, new strategies, and targeted support are
needed to achieve technological advances. The core aim of the Strategy is to achieve
sustainable energy supply and utilization alongside sustainable use of natural resources. We need to focus consistently on this aim to ensure that research makes a
lasting contribution to attaining the climate goals that we have set.
We also have to realize that dealing with climate change requires more than
technological progress. We also need to improve public understanding of the problem. A further important goal is to develop and promote fundamental changes in
society, the economy, institutional structures, and lifestyle and consumption patterns of individuals. We need a change of consciousness in our society: individual
citizens must accept their share of responsibility and recognize that their decisions
also influence global processes and the environment.
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Scientific research plays a key role in climate protection by providing a broad
knowledge base for political decisions and for strategy and investment planning.
To support this process we need novel forms of communication and collaboration
between climate researchers and decision-makers (see Kadner, this volume). Germany’s High-Tech Strategy on Climate Protection focuses on this information
process. That is why a ‘Climate Service Center’ was established in January 2009 in
Germany, allowing climate-related knowledge to be pooled, evaluated and disseminated.
Three considerations are particularly important for Germany’s national and international strategies on climate change.
1. Climate protection as a global driver of innovation
and economic growth
We need strategic alliances and partnerships between science, industry and politics.
These innovation alliances should pursue joint strategies that enhance the existing
potentials of each partner. These strategies will increase awareness in society, industry, and politics that climate protection does not merely require restrictions, but
may offer new opportunities and prospects.
‘Green markets’ and environmental goods already account for 5 % of industrial
production and 1.8 million jobs in Germany. To further promote this development,
we need the business community to join the public sector in significantly increasing investment in research and technology. The current financial and economic
crisis underlines the necessity of redirecting our investments and establishing new
fields of innovation and business.
Research and investment in alternative energy sources and in mitigation of and
adaptation to climate change will be among the main priorities in Germany in the
next few years. Germany has a strong international reputation for scientific research
and is a world leader in sectors relevant to climate protection, resource efficiency
and new energy systems. For this reason, we in Germany believe that investing in
climate protection is more than just a moral obligation. We believe that it will also
pay dividends. Germany is already a leading exporter of environmental technologies (Fig. 1).
Germany’s experience shows that climate protection measures can contribute to
economic growth, prosperity, and the creation of new jobs.
Innovation policy plays a key role in this process. With the High-Tech Strategy
on Climate Protection, Germany is helping to mobilize private research efforts and
capital with the aim of accelerating critical innovation processes that enhance climate protection. To this end, we have initiated the following cross-industry innovation alliances:
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Fig. 1. World market share of major suppliers of environmental technologies
from 1993 to 2006. (Source: adapted from Legler et al., 2007, p. 110)

Solar cells. This alliance aims to develop new and significantly improved solar
cells based on organic materials (see Heeger, this volume). The medium-term plan
is to develop mobile solar energy converters that are cheap to produce, have an
efficiency rate of 10 %, (i. e., transforming 10 % of the incident solar energy into
exploitable electrical energy), and a lifespan of more than 20 years.
Energy storage. A second innovation alliance focuses on the development of
highly efficient energy storage solutions. This is an important technological link
for efficient use of renewable energy sources. Currently, lithium-ion batteries represent the most promising energy storage technology. However, the storage capacity and reliability of these batteries need to be improved, allowing for more flexible
applications in mobile devices, for stationary energy storage in the energy sector,
and for use in vehicles.
Auto industry. Because the car industry plays such a major role in Germany’s
economy, it comes as no surprise that we are supporting the development of innovative technologies such as automotive electronics systems that reduce carbon dioxide emissions and fuel consumption. Computer-based communication and data
exchange technologies for cars also need to be developed. These will enable drivers to communicate with other road users and traffic infrastructure systems – for
example, in the form of traffic congestion warnings, minimum distance regulations, and traffic control – thereby greatly reducing traffic-based emissions.
Carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) represent one of the most promising innovations in the field of materials research. They have higher electric conductivity than copper, lower thermic conductivity than diamonds, and an elasticity ten
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times greater than steel. If we succeed in transferring these properties to new, macroscopic materials, we would be able to improve numerous applications in energy
and environmental technologies, light-weight construction, and energy storage.
Financial investments. For every euro that the German government invests in
these alliances, the private sector has agreed to add a further five euros to help new
innovative technologies become marketable. This should greatly speed up the integration of these new technologies into the market, and will in turn accelerate effective climate protection.
We have also begun speaking to partners from the financial sector about their
role in climate protection. We believe that this step is long overdue. It will encourage investments in resource and energy efficiency and in renewable energy. So far,
investment in this area has been limited, and substantial deficits in research and
information still exist. In cooperation with major German financial services providers, we have established the ‘Finance Forum: Climate Change’. Our goal is to enable
financial markets to make an effective contribution to climate protection and adaptation.
Establishment of public-private networks. Last but not least, we are developing new instruments to support and finance the development of regional clusters in
cutting-edge fields of technology such as energy efficiency and sustainable energy
generation. The aim is to establish several highly integrated public-private networks
that include commercial companies, research organizations and political institutions. They will work together to identify the potential commercial opportunities of
new ideas and to translate research findings into marketable products and services.
2. Strategic partnerships with future generations
A second important area concerns the relationship between generations: We must
make sure that each new generation is aware of – and passionate about – the issues
and responsibilities that relate to climate protection. In other words, we also need
to form strategic partnerships with future generations. Young people tend to be
open-minded about issues relating to climate protection and are usually willing to
face their individual responsibility in the global context. That is why we must give
young people the tools and skills they need.
The support of young researchers is therefore an integral part of the High-Tech
Strategy, and, indeed, is key to the success of our overall climate strategy. We must
fill the next generation with enthusiasm for science and technology and offer young
people interesting career opportunities in these fields.
Among young researchers, international exchange of experience and knowledge
has become routine. After all, innovation comes about not only thanks to the wisdom of the old and experienced, but also thanks to the inquisitiveness of the young.
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Modern means of communication greatly facilitate the exchange of ideas. However, we must not forget that personal contact with inspiring personalities will
probably remain the most important source of enthusiasm for science and research.
That is why we need more networks and platforms that facilitate encounters between leading researchers and young people. At the same time, we need to create
settings in which children and young people can develop a fascination for research
and technology.
Research funding and education are two sides of the same coin; it is all about
securing our future. We need to structure our education system in such a way that
it challenges and supports young people according to their individual talents and
abilities. A society that loses interest in its talented young people has no future.
That is why we need to ensure that young people do not see climate change only as
a threat. It should also challenge them to think and act in new, innovative and unconventional ways. High-quality education programmes with plenty of transfer opportunities will be a key factor in attracting more young people to science.
3. International cooperation – the key to sustainability
To ensure effective climate protection, adaptation and resource management, the
science and research communities need to act globally. In the future, the institutional and regulatory framework will no longer be created just at a national level.
International cooperation – also beyond established partnerships – is becoming
ever more important. That is why we need European and international innovation
alliances. Germany’s High-Tech Strategy on Climate Protection aims to create targeted links between European and international partners.
The European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) is just one of many
beacons of European innovation policy. Looking beyond Europe, we have a strong
interest in involving developing and emerging countries, and engaging them in an
intensive, open dialogue about the opportunities and risks of science and technology. The time has also come for us to enter into innovation alliances with the
countries whose development will play an enormous role in our future decisions
about global emissions. The partners in these alliances should all stand on an equal
footing, acknowledging the role of industrialized nations in the past while also
recognizing the present and future need for climate protection measures in all
countries.
As one of the world’s largest economies, Germany has a responsibility to engage in a mutual learning process. This is the only way we can improve our understanding of what it will take to achieve sustainable development. We can pool our
strengths by increasing international research cooperation and developing joint
research agendas. The science and research communities are giving us access to a
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large base of knowledge and experience, which is also aiding the development of
effective global solutions.
Outlook
Modern democracies are knowledge-based societies. Policy-makers derive their
legitimacy not just from the democratic consent of citizens, but also by basing their
political decisions on the most up-to-date knowledge available. Regardless of individual interests, the science and research communities have an obligation to deal
with issues that are of fundamental relevance to common welfare and to the future
of our society.
Given the complexity of many of the societal, economic and ecological challenges we face, we need solution-oriented research. We need reliable and honest
advice on scientific matters as well as speedy access to new findings and technological advances, which will encourage the development and production of innovative technological applications.
The tasks and solutions confronting us today in the field of climate protection
are so complex that they hardly ever fall neatly within one single discipline. They
require an interdisciplinary, international and intercultural dialogue (see also GellMann, this volume). That was one of the reasons why the Leopoldina, Germany’s
Academy of Natural Scientists, was renamed The National Academy of Sciences
in mid-2008. It will represent German science at an international level. In addition
to promoting the sciences, the Leopoldina sees its main mission in the interdisciplinary study and dissemination of scientific findings. It will offer a setting for encounters, discussions and exchanges in which the boundaries between disciplines and
countries can be transcended more effectively.
To ensure that our research agendas are successful, we must increase our investments in science and research. The European Union has set itself a target for 2010:
three percent of gross domestic product is to be invested in research and development (R & D). This will require both the public and the private sector to considerably increase their R & D spending. The money we invest today in research and
development will form the basis for the prosperity of future generations. In light of
the current financial and economic crisis this principle is more valid than ever.
Germany has a great tradition of scientific innovation, and we want to apply this
experience more effectively as an instrument for achieving global sustainability.
We cannot consider our efforts successful until we have reconciled the demands of
preserving the Earth’s resources not only with prosperity and welfare, but also with
the development of a free, dynamic and informed society. We want a society that
is capable of thinking in terms of integrated and interrelated systems, and is capable
of achieving sustainability, both for its own benefit and that of future generations.
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Action on climate change is urgently needed. Substantial uncertainty about the
importance of the problem remains,1 but this uncertainty means we should worry
more, not less, because while things may not be as bad as the most likely scenarios
suggest, outcomes could also be a lot worse.2 What, therefore, should be the West’s
top priority for climate change policy?
The critical issue
The critical issue is that no strategy will work unless it is consistent with developing countries’ continued economic growth.3 So we are unlikely to be able to reduce
the use of ‘dirty’ energy sufficiently unless we can find a cheap, clean, substitute.4
And that requires innovation.
Developing countries are not going to give up the immediate aspirations of their
(often growing) populations in exchange for environmental benefits that arise largely
in the future. These nations simply do not have the luxury of worrying about preserving the environment for their great-grandchildren. China, for example, stresses
even in the Foreword to its National Climate Change Programme that ‘economic
and social development and poverty eradication are [its] first and overriding priorities’.5 Whether or not this is morally right (though it may be justified for a developing country) is irrelevant. It is a political imperative for the leadership of a
country in which, according to the latest figures, about 200 million people live
below the World Bank’s ‘dollar-a-day’ poverty line, and in which 100 million are
illiterate.6
See Klemperer (2007), and also, e. g., Table 1 of Nicholas Stern’s paper in this volume.
See Klemperer (2008 a), and also Topic 6.2 in the IPCC’s 4th Synthesis Report, 2007.
3
This point applies across the polluting sectors, including, for example, deforestation (see, for example, Angelsen
and Kaimowitz (1999), Lambin et al. (2001)), but I am focusing here on energy, where policy may be most essential. See also Sunita Narain’s essay in this volume for a discussion of developing countries’ climate change
priorities.
4
I am not arguing that systems for pricing carbon, such as carbon taxes or a ‘cap and trade’ permit system, are not
helpful. But they are not sufficient.
5
However, the Chinese government is merely quoting the statement of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992) that ‘economic and social development and poverty eradication are the
first and overriding priorities of the developing country Parties’ (article 4, paragraph 7).
6
This is not, of course, to suggest the Chinese are less ‘moral’ than the West – on the contrary, their value system
may place more weight on, and their culture offers more support to, intergenerational justice. And, of course, many
people from all parts of the world are concerned about the effects of climate change on current as well as future
generations, and regard environmental protection as a necessity, not a luxury. (In China, Pan Yue, deputy director
of China’s state Environmental Protection Administration, who was named the New Statesman’s ‘Person of the
Year 2007’, is just one notable example.)
I focus especially on China among the rapidly-developing countries, because of its size, and because of my focus
on energy use; other countries are obviously especially important in the context of deforestation. Keidel (2007)
estimated that 300 million Chinese lived below the ‘dollar-a-day’ poverty line (which is calculated on the basis of
‘purchasing power parity’ exchange rates that compare prices across different countries), but Chen and Ravallion’s (2008) more recent work suggests an estimate of 200 million for 2005, and that this number is rapidly declining. The World Bank (2008) gives an illiteracy figure of 100 million for 2000; the UN (2007) give an estimate
of 130 million for 2003.
1
2
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Thus, although China has probably now overtaken the US to become the world’s
number one polluting nation,7 its officials emphasize that it has no obligation to
cut emissions under the Kyoto Protocol. Moreover, it seems unlikely to do so voluntarily, at least on the scale required – consider, for example, China’s recentlyannounced plan to build 97 new airports in the next 12 years (while the UK has
agonized about whether to build a single extra runway at Heathrow!).
The challenge
Much recent research suggests that we need to stabilize greenhouse-gas concentrations below 400 parts per million (ppm) carbon dioxide equivalent if we wish ‘to
preserve a planet similar to that on which civilization developed and to which life
on Earth is adapted’.8 Indeed, the IPCC says that stabilization at around 380 ppm
carbon dioxide equivalent would yield a more than 20 % probability that global
warming will exceed 2 ° C, the level that is commonly referred to as the threshold
for ‘dangerous’ warming (and the EU has adopted the target of keeping the temperature increase below this level).9
Perhaps these estimates are pessimistic. But even stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations at 500 ppm carbon dioxide equivalent (whereby temperature increases
above 2 ° C would be very likely10) requires a roughly 50 % reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions by 2050. Allowing for population growth, this requires a twothirds fall in per-capita emissions to about 2 – 2.5 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent
by that date.11
7
See Auffhammer and Carson (2007). Note also that China’s energy intensity is 1.5 times the global average
(World Bank (2008) figure for 2005).
8
Hansen et al. (2008) write that achieving this objective requires stabilization at 350 ppm CO2; including all greenhouse gases, this would correspond to a little under 400 ppm CO2 equivalent if today’s relative atmospheric concentrations of the different greenhouse gases were maintained. In 2005 levels were 380 ppm CO2 and 430 ppm
CO2 equivalent (Stern 2007, Section 1.2). The campaign to set a target of 350 ppm CO2 endorsed by, among others,
Al Gore at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Poznań, 2008 (see http://www.un.org/climatechange/blog/2008/121208.shtml) is based upon Hansen et al. (2008), and refers to levels of CO2 alone, but most
current debate refers to CO2 equivalent levels.
9
See IPCC (2007), Table 3.9, Working Group III Report ‘Mitigation of Climate Change’. A probability of 20% is
obtained at 378 ppm CO2 equivalent even using calculations that ‘do not take into account the full range of biogeophysical feedbacks that may occur’. The claim that temperature increases should not exceed 2 °C above preindustrial levels is now routine in official documents (see, e. g., EU, 2005), as well as the media.
10
Stabilization at 500 ppm CO2 equivalent yields a temperature increase above 2 °C in the vast majority of scenarios according to the IPCC (2007, Figure 3.38, p. 228), and with a probability of 48 – 96% depending on the
model used, according to Stern (2007, Box 8.1). Possible emissions pathways, and the associated risks, are discussed extensively in the eight articles forming Section VI of Schellnhuber et al. (2006).
11
Stabilization at 500 ppm CO2 equivalent is thought to require global emissions to be reduced to about 20 gigatonnes by 2050, at which date the global population is projected to be about nine billion (Stern, 2008). The scale
of the challenge is illustrated by the fact that the latest edition of Shell’s (2008) highly-respected Energy Scenarios
implies that 650 ppm CO2 equivalent is an optimistic outcome, and that 1000 ppm or more is also plausible – see
Prinn et al. (2008) who analyse a range of reputable emissions scenarios and find that all lie between 550 and
1780 ppm in 2100. The UK has committed to cutting its CO2 equivalent emissions by 80 % by 2050 and to reducing
them to between 2.1 and 2.6 tonnes per person (Committee on Climate Change Report, 2008).
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The United States, Canada and Australia now each emit well over 20 tonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalent per head annually, while the EU and Japan each emit a
little above 10 tonnes per head. However, there are signs that these regions may
reduce their emissions, because their already-rich populations can afford to worry
about their children and grandchildren.
India’s per-capita emissions are still below two tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, and most of sub-Saharan Africa is well below one tonne of carbon dioxide
equivalent. However, China and several other rapidly-developing countries already
emit more than six tonnes per head.12 So the key challenge is: how do we persuade
countries like China to more than halve their emissions when they are so focused
on economic growth?
The (limited) efficacy of trade policy
The West does have some leverage: the French President Nicolas Sarkozy was right
to suggest, for example, that the EU should threaten to tax imports from countries
that have neither a carbon tax nor a cap-and-trade permit system.13 If the threat
were carried out, and the EU taxed imports’ embodied carbon emissions at a rate
equal to the price of an EU Allowance, this would be equivalent to introducing
these countries’ export sectors into the EU’s permit system, and would reduce emissions in exactly the same way.
Taxing ‘dirty’ imports would have other advantages too: it would reduce emitters’
incentives to flee the EU for more lax jurisdictions;14 it would solve any problem
of EU firms being disadvantaged relative to non-EU competitors; and it would
therefore also greatly weaken the case for giving free permits to firms,15 thereby
enhancing the EU’s ability to raise revenues for other climate change mitigation activities. Many economists argue that import taxes undermine free trade. They are
12
China’s 2006 emissions are estimated to be 6.0 tonnes CO2 equivalent per head. Other large rapidly-developing
countries with high emissions include Turkey (5.7 tonnes per head), Mexico (6.4 tonnes per head), South Africa
(10.6 tonnes per head), the Russian Federation (15.4 tonnes per head), Brazil (5.4 tonnes per head counting conventionally, plus 7.25 tonnes per head extra due to land use change, i. e., deforestation), and Indonesia (2.7 tonnes
per head conventionally, plus 11.5 tonnes per head due to land use change). All the national per-capita emissions
figures in this section are Ecofys (2008) estimates for 2006.
13
See, for example, Barchfield (2008).
14
This incentive can be exaggerated. It operates mostly in the long run, and is mitigated by the expectation of
future carbon regulation in developing countries.
15
Witness the comment of Sigmar Gabriel, German Environment Minister, in justifying Germany’s recent backtracking on the principle of full auctioning of permits: ‘As long as European companies are governed by stricter
climate protection regulations than their competitors in countries like China, we have to seek to establish special
rules’ (Bryant et al., 2008). Unless there is substantial foreign competition, giving permits to companies for free
represents an unnecessary and improper handout of windfall profits, since consumer prices rise to reflect permits’
value, independent of how they are allocated – see Binmore and Klemperer (2002, section 2), Fries (2008), Klemperer (2004; 2008 b).
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wrong in theory because the absence of any charge for carbon emissions is effectively
a subsidy, for which the import taxes simply compensate. And they are also wrong
in practice, because we should care more about carbon emissions than about the
health of the WTO.
Of course, the practical problems of implementation would be substantial. So
we would very much hope never to have to carry out Sarkozy’s threat. However, if
the EU promised not to tax imports from countries that introduced their own carbon taxes or permit systems for their exports, many countries would likely introduce these measures; the exporting country, rather than the EU, would then collect
the revenues from the taxes or permit sales. Moreover, having introduced tax or
permit systems for exports (and benefited from the revenues), developing countries might later extend them to other sectors of their economies.
However, even China’s substantial export sector represents only around one third
of its GDP, although a large proportion of these exports do go to developed-world
countries that might plausibly impose an import tax.16 But while the West can also
make other threats, such as to exclude uncooperative countries from international
organizations and sporting events, or to encourage consumer boycotts, etc.,17 the
bottom line is that it has only limited influence over the developing world.
China, in particular, seems unlikely to incur significant abatement costs unless
it is compensated; this is probably the binding constraint on any global deal (India
matters hugely too, of course, but its per-capita emissions are so much lower that
it will probably participate in any agreement that China will accept 18).
The need for more research and development (R &D)
So what conclusions can we draw?
First, whether we like it or not, China (and India and others) will continue to
develop nuclear energy. Therefore, unless the West continues to develop it too, the
safety, storage and handling issues will be resolved in developing countries, in
many of which there is both less democratic accountability than in Europe and the
US, and also more pressure to take shortcuts than in richer countries.19
Second, China (and India and others) will continue to exploit its enormous coal
reserves. Therefore, we urgently need research and development on low-cost Carbon
16
The developed world (largely EU, USA, Japan, Canada, and Australia) accounts for about five-eighths of China’s exports. About 40 % of this total goes to the EU, and a similar volume to the USA. See IMF (2008) data for
2007 for the export figures in this paragraph, which are calculated using nominal exchange rates (purchasing
power parity rates are substantially different); using nominal values, China’s exports ‘are on average no more or
less carbon-intensive than domestic consumption and investment’ (Weber et al., 2008).
17
See Aldy, Orszag and Stiglitz (2001).
18
As noted above, India is still below the commonly-suggested target of 2 – 2.5 tonnes of CO2 equivalent emissions per head.
19
Thomas Bruckner et al. discuss issues about nuclear energy, and also coal use and CCS, in this volume.
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Capture and Storage (CCS) technologies to remove coal plants’ emissions. The UK
government is right to subsidize a demonstration CCS plant.20 It should probably
subsidize several. It is also right to focus on developing technology that can be
retrofitted to traditional plants. China, after all, is building one such plant every
five days.
Crucially, however, it will always be cheaper to burn coal (and oil and gas) without CCS than with it. We can encourage developing countries to use CCS through
a revised Clean Development Mechanism21, or – even better – by including these
countries in an emissions trading scheme that allocates them enough permits so
that they make money by participating. However, Western electorates will only be
willing to transfer limited resources to the developing world. There may also be
problems monitoring whether CCS technology is being used as claimed, or whether
leakage occurs at the storage sites. So CCS alone will not suffice.22 Only clean
energy sources that are cheaper than those currently available are likely to prevent
further emissions growth in the developing world.23
If large-scale nuclear power is politically unacceptable, substantial investment
in clean energy R & D is the only alternative. But the private sector will not do this
unaided. Businesses know that when an innovation is sufficiently important, the
innovator gets little of the benefit; for example, the developers of drugs for AIDS,
and of vaccines for Anthrax and bird flu, were threatened with compulsory licenses
in many countries (including in the United States) until they ‘voluntarily’ licensed
their innovations cheaply. The difficulties of getting effective patent protection in the
first place (which means any innovator fears being copied, and then forced to compete with imitators), the riskiness of much energy R & D, and the large scale of some
of the necessary investments (for example, research into fusion) are further reasons
why business is reluctant to undertake the necessary R & D without subsidies.24
So it is catastrophic that – as the Stern Report emphasized 25 – public expenditure
on energy R & D has been declining in most countries over the last 30 years, and it
is shameful that most of Europe spends a much smaller fraction of its GDP on
public energy R & D than even the USA and Japan. The UK is one of the worst offenders.
See http://www.berr.gov.uk/whatwedo/energy/sources/sustainable/ccs/ccs-demo/page40961.html.
Diana Liverman discusses various proposals to reform the Clean Development Mechanism in this volume.
22
A dramatically cheaper ‘geo-engineering’ solution that sucks CO2 directly from the sea or the atmosphere (in
effect making all existing energy sources clean) might suffice. Here too, public money for R & D is essential for
the reasons discussed below.
23
For example, further development of solar energy may be a particularly promising avenue for the substitution
of dirty energy – see the discussion by Walter Kohn in this volume.
24
Even if these problems did not apply, private enterprise would accomplish less innovation than would be socially optimal, because – as argued above – it is implausible that the international community will make a credible
commitment to set a price for greenhouse-gas emissions that equals their full social costs.
25
See figure 16.3 of the Stern Review (2007), which draws on data from the IEA.
20
21
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Publicly-funded R&D
Calling for more publicly-funded R & D raises two questions: how should the funds
be raised?; and how should they be targeted? Countries should agree that each will
support more R & D if others do likewise, thus increasing all countries’ incentives
to do so. Furthermore, if the EU’s cap-and-trade emissions permits were all auctioned, rather than largely given away free,26 the expected revenues would be at
least 30 billion euros per year (based on current carbon prices 27), and could be
greater still if the scheme were expanded to include more sources of emissions.28 A
large fraction of the auction proceeds could and should be pledged to R & D funding.29 Similar approaches should be taken outside the EU.
Economics has less to say about how best to spend the money.30 It seems that,
even with a clear and apparently relatively easily achievable goal, innovative processes can be highly unpredictable.31 That suggests distributing the money to a variety of different actors and approaches. Existing funding at both national and EU
levels should be increased, especially for basic science (and science teaching).32
There is probably a greater role for publicly-funded prizes for specific achievements than is now common – witness the success of the XPrizes.33 The vagueness
of these remarks demonstrates an urgent need for research into the economics of
innovation!
26
The permits will mostly be given out to companies free until 2012. (See note 15 for the (lack of) justification for
this.) As of December 2008, the EU plans to auction 100 % of permits for electricity generation in 2013, apart from
some ‘derogations’; it plans to auction 20 % of industrial permits by then, rising to 70 % by 2020, for industries
not considered at risk of ‘carbon leakage’; see EU (2008).
27
The number of emissions allowances (EUAs) to be allocated annually (2083 million tonnes CO2 in the period
2008 – 2012; see European Commission (2007) and Committee on Climate Change report (2008, p. 151)) multiplied by their market price (EUR 15.30 at mid-December 2008, see http://www.pointcarbon.com) yields about
EUR 30 billion. Note, however, that this carbon price is low, relative both to the recent past and to some expectations. (The Committee on Climate Change report (2008, p. 169) uses a carbon price of EUR 51/ tCO2 in 2020 based
on ‘the assumption of an EU 30 % GHG target and central fossil fuel prices [which] corresponds to the post-global-deal world [it is] expecting and planning for’.)
28
The EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme will cover aviation for the first time from 2012 (European Commission,
2008).
29
As of December 2008, the EU plans to hypothecate the proceeds from the sales of 200 million emissions allowances in the post-2012 period to the development of CCS and renewable energy sources; see EU (2008). Hypothecation violates economic orthodoxy, of course, but it seems consistent with practical politics in this context.
30
See, however, the useful discussion in Arrow et al. (2008).
31
For example, Bresnahan (2008) documents that even though e-commerce was an obvious application of the PC,
many of the obvious players – including Citibank who invested USD 300 million, and an IBM-Sears-RoebuckCBS joint-venture – made very large R&D investments in unsuccessful attempts to develop it; e-commerce only
eventually arrived after academics-turned-entrepreneurs developed the web browser.
32
The danger is that special interests will misdirect funding to particular firms, industries, etc. One way to reduce
the likelihood of this is to allocate funding through institutions such as the National Science Foundation in the
USA, and the Royal Society and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council in the UK.
33
The prototype is the Ansari X Prize, which offered USD 10 million to the team who could most convincingly
pioneer space tourism. This reportedly galvanized substantial private sector investment, which resulted in overcoming the technological challenges (Kalil (2006), p. 5 – 7, see also Masters and Delbecq (2008)). Further prizes
have been announced in genomics, environmentally friendly vehicles, and moon transportation (see http://www.
xprize.org). Publicly-funded prizes can also take the form of government purchase guarantees.
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Conclusion
More R & D of clean energy is probably the highest priority of all. There are other
priorities too, of course. In particular, curbing deforestation is a cheap and cost-effective solution, and has the collateral benefit of preserving biodiversity. But finding a clean energy source that is cheaper than those currently available is the only
politically plausible way of curbing growth in developing nations’ emissions.
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Controlling climate change economically
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are faced with asymmetrical or incomplete economic information. Up to the present
day, optimal public economic policy remains his main research interest, as well as
development economics.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 17.
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When people do things that emit greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, they cause
damage – damage to other people; in the present, in the future, and all over the
world. To an economist, it is clear that emitters should pay a price equal to the value
of the damage caused. That is what we call the carbon price (though non-carbon
greenhouse gas emitters need to be charged too). With carbon prices in place, now
and in the future, people will burn fossil fuels only if the value of doing so is greater
than the cost of the fuel and the combustion device, and the damage caused by the
increases in temperature it brings about. Supplying energy by less damaging processes will pay off. The invention and development of new energy technologies will
be more profitable. However, leaving aside general principles it is not easy to estimate the damage caused by global warming, and there is considerable disagreement
about what should count as damage, and about the economic cost of that damage.
As many non-economists have recognized, our relatively carbon-free atmosphere is an exhaustible resource. This is the approach taken by Edenhofer and his
co-authors who, instead of computing the social cost of carbon, consider the simplified problem of optimally allocating a maximum admissible quantity of emissions – a carbon budget. According to Hotelling’s principle, the price of an
exhaustible resource should, uncertainties apart, rise at a rate equal to the rate of
interest. Consequently, Edenhofer and his co-authors report their finding that the
carbon price should rise over time, at least for an initial period until backstop technologies become more competitive. But if global warming is already causing damage, and going to cause more in the immediate future, Hotelling’s principle has to
be modified. I am sure that is the case. It is quite possible that the carbon price
should not be rising; it should perhaps already be as high as it is ever going to be.
In particular, rough calculations suggest that it should already be much higher than
the prices that have so far emerged in cap-and-trade markets.
Carbon prices can be determined in markets, in order to equate the emissions
people wish to make to the quantity of emissions that is compatible with mitigation
goals. Many have argued that it is easier to estimate the desired quantity of carbon
emissions than to estimate the value of the damage caused by emissions; others that
it is easier to estimate the carbon price. Neither position is tenable. If we seek an
optimal solution, prices and quantities have to be estimated together, as I shall explain. It is possible to develop a plan for present and future emission levels that
would have a good chance of keeping damage from warming within tolerable
bounds. Such a plan can be resolved into target quantities for individual countries or
industries, as in the case of the Kyoto Protocol. While proceeding in this way has the
advantage that it is readily understood and relatively easy to discuss, it is, however,
unlikely to gain the universal coverage necessary to achieve the desired effect.
Even taking the future course of emissions as a given, it is a daunting task to
estimate the damage. Not only do we need to estimate the extent to which a unit of
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emissions will reduce national incomes (the total of the individual incomes that we
actually care about), we need to do that for long periods of time, far into the future.
We also need to assess forms of damage that are not easily quantifiable in monetary
terms, particularly loss of life and environmental destruction. Certainly, future economic damage should be discounted. Equating the discount rate to the average rate
of return to capital investment may be helpful in estimating it; but that rate of return cannot be estimated independently of considerations of future climate change
damages. In any case, the discount rate should not be applied to the value of life
and environment lost. That matters, because it means that the equivalent value of
such destruction is important now, even if it happens a century hence.
There is also a strong case for increasing damage estimates to allow for uncertainty about the future size of national incomes, which will partially offset the
discount rate. Anticipated lower national incomes in the future would require us to
adjust the discount rate downwards. That is another reason why damage must be
estimated a long way ahead. I agree with Nicholas Stern and Martin Weitzman that
the effective discount rate for standard economic damage should be low, perhaps
two or three percent, though I think we all have different reasons.
The level of damage at any future time depends on how much global warming
actually takes place. Our estimate of the carbon price therefore also depends on the
extent of global warming, which will be influenced by the controls and carbon markets and taxes that are put in place. Certainly very different levels of damage are
possible, up to widespread loss of life. The question is whether marginal (i. e., additional) damage increases with the level of damage.
It might be thought that, following the initial decades in which global warming
begins to have a significant impact (i. e., the present day), the marginal damage
from further unit increases in emissions will not vary much with the level of future
damage. This view is supported by estimates quoted in the Stern Report, which imply that the marginal damage will not increase from 2 ° C to 4 ° C of warming. These
figures may well reflect the simple ways of estimating future damage that have so
far been employed in attempts to quantify the effects of warming. However, when
one considers urban reconstruction, population displacement, and likely death tolls
from high and rising water levels, all costs and damages that should not be discounted, it is hard not to believe that marginal damage will increase with the level
of future carbon concentration, and will be very high if concentrations reach a level
where the temperature increase is 4 ° C or more.
If it is true that marginal damage from global warming will increase with the
extent of warming, serious consequences follow for countries that wish to effectively address the climate change problem. If it becomes clear that many countries
are not going to radically reduce their emissions, the marginal social cost of warming will be all the greater. It might then be the duty of compliant countries to reduce
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their emissions to zero as quickly as possible. The value for them of a global deal
is great, as are the advantages of subsidising carbon savings in other countries.
The claim that marginal damage increases with carbon concentration provides
an answer to the following question: how can we be sure that a carbon price calculated by estimating future marginal damage will be high enough to assure effective
mitigation that keeps the carbon concentration from pushing temperatures above a
tolerable level, say 3 ° C? The price estimate based on future concentrations above
that level would surely be more than high enough to prevent it. Effective mitigation measures that draw down carbon concentrations would surely be undertaken
since the cost of radical cuts in greenhouse gas emissions is comparatively low (it is
reliably estimated to be only a modest fraction of national incomes, less than 5 %).
This argument also shows that we cannot estimate the appropriate carbon price
simply by discounting future marginal damage, since that depends on what future
carbon prices will be. We need a full dynamic model, to be solved simultaneously
for optimal emissions and optimal carbon price. A cruder version of this model is
to estimate the desirable carbon price on the basis of realistic forecasts of temperatures and water levels, given policy commitments as shown by actual carbon prices,
nation by nation, and adjust it year by year. I expect that the desirable carbon price
would fall over time, as countries improved their mitigation policies.
Is it easier, then, to estimate the quantity of emissions that we should have? It is
easier to propose a particular quantity plan than a price-and-tax plan, and that is
what the global-warming community has done, and what most governments have
accepted, in a rather quixotic way. Laying out a carefully estimated scenario is indeed a great achievement, and makes some kind of international agreement possible.
But it is something very different from the calculation of an optimal plan, which
(some) economists might prefer. It leaves open the question of how much pollution
each nation or person may cause. Now that is certainly hard to estimate, in the
sense of giving an optimal prescription to each nation. The nearer decisions come
down to the individual level, the more we must move to price rather than quantity,
because different individuals should have different ‘carbon footprints’ – they have
different tastes, live in places that create different needs, and have different possibilities for emission reductions.
The way that carbon markets work now creates many anomalies. The main one
is that the level of carbon prices seems much too low, when compared with the sorts
of figures that are estimated on the economic basis I outlined. The carbon price
needs to be estimated on the basis of future damage, as a check on the level and effectiveness of the quantity constraints that carbon markets are supposed to embody.
One reason for the low price is the provision for buying emission permits from
emission-reduction projects in other countries. Of course that has the beneficial
effect of reducing net emissions in other countries. But it is offset by increasing net
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emissions above what was supposed to be the agreed level for the country, or group
of countries, operating the carbon market. There is no net advantage for global
warming from that. This flaw in the current implementation of carbon markets could
have been remedied if the quantity of permits made available each year had been
reduced by the amount expected to be purchased from emission-reducers. As things
are, these external purchases brought the carbon price down, reducing the price to
users of the kinds of consumption and investment that have a relatively large impact on global warming, and reducing the incentive to introduce and develop green
technologies.
I am not arguing that there should be no subsidy for emission-reducing projects,
such as forests. On the contrary, it is most desirable to encourage projects that absorb greenhouse gases. We should talk of a carbon price, not a carbon tax, because
it should operate as a subsidy to activities that absorb greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere, as well as a tax on the emission of greenhouse gases. The low carbon
prices in the cap-and-trade markets are evidence that, for the time being, expansion
of forests (to take a major example) and some other flora is the most efficient way
of reducing global warming. Since the carbon price ought to be, based on any estimate, considerably higher than the current price, there should be a very rapid expansion of carbon-absorbing flora. But, for obvious reasons, it cannot last for long,
because there is only limited space before the value of producing food makes further
expansion undesirable.
The more general problem with carbon markets is inclusiveness. Not everything
can be covered by a carbon market, though it seems governments are very far from
requiring permits wherever they should. Farmers should have to purchase annual
permits for their farm animals, just as they should be able to sell annual permits on
the basis of their woodland. It is a complicated issue, however: the quantity of
permits should be related to the type of animal, its age, and other characteristics.
This will no doubt seem quite impossible in the European Union. Can we envisage
it in India and Africa? Yet, if not, how are we going to get emissions down to 80 %
of 1990 levels by 2050, with cuts increasing in intervening years; or even the somewhat more modest ambition of the G 8 countries? In many cases, it is simply easier
to apply the carbon price as a tax than to require purchase of permits. The tax rate
could be based automatically on the price in the carbon market. One argument for
setting quantities of carbon permits (within each country) and allowing them to be
traded in a market is that allowable emissions are then produced by those for whom
it is most valuable. If the market does not cover the full range of emission activities,
this will not happen to the extent it should.

Chapter 17

Price and quantity regulation for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions
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Peace Prize.
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The challenge of climate change1
Climate change 1is a market externality.2 Market actors emit greenhouse gases
(GHGs), leading to costs in terms of climate change damages that are not paid by
the emitters themselves, but by others. The result of this market failure is that more
than the optimal level of GHGs is emitted. If the external costs were included in the
costs of emitting GHGs (‘internalizing the costs’), it would become unprofitable to
continue emitting GHGs at the current rate. Internalization of the costs is thus essential for effective long-term reductions in GHG emissions.
Two major types of market instruments have been proposed to internalize the
cost of pollution: Pigovian pollution taxes 3 (a price signal), and tradable pollution
permits (a quantity signal). The idea of Pigovian taxes is to make the polluter pay
the external costs of pollution, thus bringing together the social and private costs
of polluting, and therefore adjusting pollution to the efficient level. The key difficulty with Pigovian taxes is calculating which level of tax will counterbalance the
pollution externality (i. e., calculating the marginal damages 4 of pollution). In contrast, tradable pollution permits give rise to a price on pollution that reflects the
relative scarcity of pollution permits; for example, the quantity of the permits will
determine its price. The key difficulty here is in setting the quantity of permits, and
thus the overall pollution, to the efficient level. It is a long-standing debate in environmental economics which of the two instruments is superior in varying circumstances (Hepburn, 2006).
Based on the concern that there are tipping points in the Earth’s climate system,
the triggering of which could dramatically increase climate change damages (and
the uncertainty about them), policymakers need to decide to avoid dangerous interference with the climate system (as expressed in Article 2 of the Framework Convention on Climate Change). This decision would most likely involve setting a
climate protection target, for example in terms of a maximum temperature rise.
This text focuses on the design of climate policy instruments. It does not derive a global cumulative carbon
budget that would allow us to achieve either an optimal temperature goal or an optimal cost-benefit ratio. To do
this, questions of ethics, equity and environmental effectiveness would have to be discussed. Within this text we
instead assume that these questions have already been resolved by a careful application of welfare economics and
ethics. Therefore, we limit our analysis to the design of policy instruments necessary to address the market failures associated with man-made climate change. The results presented here remain valid in a cost-benefit-analysis
(CBA) in which the damages are taken into account explicitly. Such a CBA would be one method to derive the
optimal carbon budget (for further discussion of this point see Edenhofer and Kalkuhl, 2009).
2
A market externality is the impact (positive or negative) of a market transaction on a third party that is not directly involved in the transaction. In terms of climate change, this means that the price paid for energy does not
reflect the climate change due to energy production and the resulting damages to all people suffering from climate
change.
3
A Pigovian tax is designed to raise a market activity’s price to its true costs, including external costs.
4
In economics, the term ‘marginal’ is used to describe the change of an aggregated value associated with the last
unit produced or emitted. The marginal cost is the change in total cost that arises when the quantity produced
changes by one unit, thus it is the cost of producing one more unit of a good. The marginal damage of carbon dioxide would be the additional damage caused by emitting one additional tonne of carbon dioxide.
1
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Such a target can be converted to a total maximum carbon budget that may be used
without incurring an unacceptably high probability of violating the climate protection target (Meinshausen et al., 2009). Once the carbon budget is set, the question
remains how to cost-effectively allocate its usage over time.
Moreover, climate protection requires the transformation of the existing energy
and transport infrastructure into an energy-efficient, low-carbon infrastructure.
This transformation is an ongoing project involving huge long-term investments,
for example in low-carbon power plants and the energy-efficient refurbishment of
existing buildings. These investments will only occur if stable long-term expectations about the carbon price persist. Research has shown that early investments
into efficient energy use and clean technologies can greatly reduce the economic
cost of climate protection (Grubb et al., 1995, Edenhofer et al., 2009 b). Therefore,
creating stable, long-term expectations about future carbon prices – implemented
through either a quantity or price regulation – and designing credible long-term
road maps for climate protection are central tasks for policymakers.
Introduction to the debate on price versus quantity instruments
To contribute to the debate about climate change policy instruments, we developed
a conceptual computer-based economic model. Before using the model for a detailed analysis of the economic properties of tax and quantity instruments in the
subsequent sections, we begin by stating three arguments that cannot be treated in
our single-region model because they relate to international concerns:
1. International harmonization of carbon prices: Since climate change can
only be tackled globally, a meaningful effort will have to rely on the implementation of carbon pricing mechanisms in most regions of the world. It is a clear
advantage of emission trading schemes (ETSs) that mechanisms creating (i) an
integrated international cap-and-trade system, and (ii) incentives for reducing
emissions in regions without an emissions cap (as attempted by the clean development mechanism, CDM) are conceivable. This would lead to the emergence of a globally harmonized carbon price.5
2. International burden sharing: Another advantage of implementing carbon
markets rather than carbon taxes is that international burden sharing of the
costs of climate change and emissions abatement can be more easily achieved
Taxes are a policy instrument that most nations and political parties are very sensitive about. The ongoing difficulties encountered in the process of harmonizing taxes among EU countries demonstrate how complicated international tax harmonization would be. Emissions trading systems do not yet carry a similar ideological burden.
Therefore, it seems plausible that introducing and linking ETSs will be more feasible. Furthermore, most nations
already levy energy taxes, some of them justified by climate change. It is not clear if a harmonized carbon tax
would replace or complement existing taxes.
5
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by adjusting regional caps and allowing for interregional trade in permits.
Admittedly, the tax revenues could also be recycled to yield the same outcome as ETS burden-sharing schemes. However, the institutional prerequisites
might be more demanding for an international tax scheme in which an international body has to be endowed with the power to transfer the tax income
from one nation state to another, a mechanism that has proven difficult in the
past.
3. Setting the baseline: 6 Closely linked to the question of burden sharing is the
question of baseline setting. While all evidence speaks in favour of auctioning
permits at a national level, how should permits be distributed between the
states participating in an ETS? The possibility of changing this distribution by
setting different baselines allows for international burden sharing, but at the
same time it creates a very difficult negotiation topic: As it is necessary to set
an individual baseline for each country, each country will try to influence the
negotiations to increase its own baseline. A tax, by contrast, does not necessarily create this problem. Setting an equal tax without tax exemptions can therefore be appealing due to its simplicity and perceived equal treatment of all
parties. Whether this difference is seen as an advantage or disadvantage compared with an ETS depends on the assumptions about the political process leading to an international agreement, and the negotiation position of the different
nations involved.
Frameworks to explore price and quantity policies
Cost-benefit analysis versus carbon budget constraint
The difference between price and quantity instruments has been mostly discussed
within a cost-benefit analysis framework. Under such a framework both the economic costs and benefits of a given strategy are evaluated. The difficulty of such an
analysis is that it raises many questions about the value of goods that cannot be
bought or sold, such as ‘what is the value of clean air?’
Weitzman (1974) has shown within a static framework that price instruments are
superior to quantity instruments if marginal abatement costs increase faster than
marginal damages. The extension of Weitzman’s famous framework to a stockpollutant problem such as climate change, in which not the annual emissions themselves but the cumulative stock of all previous emissions produces climate change
damages, was undertaken by Newell and Pizer (2003). Under their – quite specific

6
A baseline is the amount of emissions against which efforts of countries to decrease GHG emissions are measured. A country with a fast-growing population might have a growing baseline to reflect the fact that it will find
reducing total emissions more difficult than a country with decreasing population.
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and partly questionable – assumptions,7 taxes will usually be preferred in the first
periods when marginal damages do not change much as GHG concentrations are still
low and severe climate damages are still far away and are therefore reduced through
discounting; in later periods marginal damages of emissions rise due to higher GHG
concentration and discounting will have less effect. Then, the marginal damages
increase faster than marginal mitigation costs and a quantity instrument like an ETS
performs better.
In contrast to Weitzman’s cost-benefit framework, we do not perform a full costbenefit analysis. Instead, we assume a given and fixed carbon budget and discuss
instruments to achieve this target with minimum costs. Such a framework circumvents the need to estimate an appropriate damage function required for cost-benefit
analysis, which would be very difficult because the exact future damages resulting
from an incremental amount of emissions are extremely sensitive to future emission paths, climate sensitivity and available technologies (Stern, 2008). Furthermore,
other side effects of high carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere, such as
ocean acidification, would have to be considered. To complicate the problem, valuation of damages is not possible without normative assumptions about the needs
and preferences of future generations. Finally, the Earth system as a whole has a
value of its own that exceeds its economically quantifiable value. Hence, we will
compare taxes and ETSs in the context of achieving a given cumulated carbon
budget (‘all nations together may not emit more than a certain amount of carbon
dioxide – for example, 1000 gigatonnes carbon dioxide equivalents – over the next
few hundred years’) at maximum welfare.8
Social planner model versus game theory
The debate about prices versus quantities has mostly been discussed within the
framework of a social planner. Such a model assumes a benevolent planner with
full foresight who takes all decisions. While the social planner framework defines

They allow negative net emissions, assume exponential decrease of abatement costs (the costs associated with
reducing emissions), decay of carbon dioxide with a half-life of 84 years (newer scientific research claims a halflife of temperature change of >1000 years, see Matthews and Caldeira, 2008), and set damages from global warming to 1.85 % of GDP at 3 ° C temperature (a survey among environmental economists estimated the loss at 6.5 %
GDP at 3 °C temperature increase, see Roughgarden and Schneider, 1999).
8
Welfare is here calculated as the time-discounted sum of the logarithm of consumption over the next hundred
years. While this indicator does not encompass all that is included in the common usage of the term ‘welfare’, it
is one of the main measurements used in economics due to the methodological difficulties of including more complex concepts like ‘sustainability’ or ‘happiness’. Different efforts have been made to create a more holistic indicator for welfare like the Index of Sustainable Welfare (ISEW), the Genuine Progress Indicator (GNI), the Gross
National Happiness Product (GNHP) or the Happy Planet Index (HPI). However, these alternative concepts all
suffer from limitations (Lawn, 2005) and have not succeeded in replacing purely monetary measures like GDP or
consumption.
7
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a benchmark of ‘first best’9 solutions, it does not allow the assessment of policy
instruments when multiple externalities – such as market imperfections, technological spillovers or incomplete futures markets – require correction.
In contrast, a game theoretic model with different actors who all maximize their
own welfare allows the inclusion of market failures and is therefore better suited to
the analysis of policy instruments targeting multiple externalities.
General features of our model
To address the above-mentioned concerns, we developed a model with the following main features.10 First, it is an endogenous growth model; saving rates and the
resulting economic growth are internally calculated by the model according to certain production equations, and not directly prescribed by the programmer. Second,
the model allows the analysis of further market externalities besides climate change,
such as monopolistic market power or property risk. Third, it is a general equilibrium model that comprises multiple economic sectors that interact with each other.
Fourth, the model reproduces the existing asymmetry between government regulation and reactions of the economic sector by explicitly representing the government as the leader of a Stackelberg game.11 Finally, it is a qualitative model that is
not calibrated to data from a specific country.
Starting from a given inter-temporal carbon budget there are two different policy design options to achieve an economically efficient emissions reduction. Price
instruments (taxes) reduce demand for economic factors and thus decrease emissions. In contrast, quantity instruments (ETS) limit emissions directly by restricting the available amount of permits and thus cumulative emissions. After first
analyzing a deterministic setting in which all parameters are fixed and known by
all actors, we will discuss what happens when uncertainty comes into play, for
example about resource extraction costs or the learning potential of renewable
energy.
For the sake of simplicity, we do not distinguish between various types of fossil
resources. Therefore, emissions are proportional to resource consumption, and the
problem of climate protection is reduced to the problem of fossil resource conservation.

‘First best’ meaning the optimal solution in a world in which all markets function properly.
For a detailed description of the model, see Edenhofer et al. (2009 a).
11
A Stackelberg game assumes a hierarchical asymmetry: one player (Stackelberg leader) makes his decision
before the other players (Stackelberg followers) by considering information about the expected reaction of the
followers to his move. Here, the government (leader) assumes profit-maximizing behaviour of the economic sectors (followers), who react to the tax path announced by the government.
9

10
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Observations in a deterministic setting
The results of our model may at first seem surprising, but they are in fact in line
with economic intuition; both types of market instruments – optimally implemented price and quantity instruments – can have the same economic efficiency. If
the government possesses all necessary information for estimating economic development and no further market failures occur, an optimal emission tax as well as
a cumulative permit trading scheme both achieve climate protection at minimal
cost. Both instruments result in the same carbon price, which increases until backstop technologies 12 are competitive and replace their carbon-based alternatives
(see Fig. 1). As expected, the price grows with the net interest rate corrected by an
extraction cost term (Hotelling, 1931).
Different institutional requirements arise from choosing either a tax or an ETS.
The tax requires that the government is able to impose the optimal time path of the
tax (see Fig. 1), which is often hampered by political conflicts. Otherwise the private sector cannot reach its inter-temporal market equilibrium. In the case of tradable emission permits, the government has to be able to enforce the cap. Furthermore,
to reach the optimal price path for the permits, the futures markets for the fixed stock
of permits must be complete; it must be possible to trade permits for each time
step in the future.
Distribution of rents
The carbon budget creates a scarcity rent for the permit owners. Scarcity rents are
profits to the owner of a scarce good that arise from the fact that the price of the
good increases when supply of the good decreases. In this case, the government
decreases supply by limiting the total amount of emissions.
In this perspective, creating rents is at the heart of environmental policy. The
translation of resource scarcity into rents is the reason why purely economic agents
care about the environment. It is a common understanding within welfare economics that rents can be removed from private agents without distorting the efficiency
of resource allocation. One advantage of an emission tax is that it transfers the rent
to the government. These revenues can then be redistributed or used to reduce existing tax distortions.
In contrast, if permits are freely allocated according to previous emissions, the
ETS leaves this rent to permit owners, thereby decreasing social welfare. This effect
was observed during the first period of the European ETS when power companies
Backstop technologies are energy technologies that do not produce any carbon dioxide and are assumed to have
infinite potential. In our simplified model, renewable energies are modelled as a backstop technology.
12
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Fig. 1. Optimal carbon price in order to achieve the carbon budget (values are
indexed with regard to the first year of simulation). The curve shows a kink once
the backstop technology has replaced its carbon-based alternatives. Dotted lines
show the sensitivity of the optimal resource tax with respect to different parameterizations of economic factors; here the cost-decreasing learning effects within
renewable energy production, which are assumed to be low, high or standard.
(Source: based on calculations in Edenhofer et al., 2009 a)

made billions in windfall profits13 by incorporating market prices for emission permits into their electricity prices without actually having to pay for these permits
(Sijm et al., 2006). However, if the permits are fully auctioned, the rent is again
transferred to the government, so the outcome is totally symmetric to using a resource tax.
Input and output regulation
Taxation or quantity regulation can be imposed on goods with different levels of
refinement along the production process (for example, on the amount of fossil fuel
resources, of secondary energy or of final output). To achieve efficient emission
reductions, an instrument must be directly related to the economic factor causing
the emission. An energy tax (output instrument) that does not discriminate between
different sources of the taxed energy is generally not efficient. Although an energy
Windfall profits are unexpected profits through unforeseen changes in the market; e. g., through changed government regulation.
13
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tax reduces emissions due to a decrease in energy consumption, it has almost no
influence on factor allocation or resource substitution within the energy production
process. In contrast, a resource tax (input instrument) leads to optimal factor reallocation as energy is partly replaced by capital or labour.14
Thus, internalizing an externality is most efficient when the polluting factor
with most substitution possibilities is regulated, rather than some aggregated good
for which no environmentally friendly substitute exists. If only the aggregated final
product is regulated, (for example, by a value-added tax), consumers have no substitution possibilities; they can only reduce their demand. If energy in general is
taxed, production firms can decrease secondary energy use by either decreasing
output or switching to less energy-intensive production processes, so they have at
least some substitution possibilities. If GHG emissions are directly taxed, many
more substitution possibilities are tapped; power producers can increase power
plant efficiency or use less emission-intensive options like natural gas or renewable
energy, and production firms can decide to use less energy-intensive production
processes or buy energy from power producers using renewable sources.
Sectoral coverage
It is worth mentioning that a regulatory instrument has to cover all relevant sectors;
i. e., all resource flows through the economy (Hargrave, 2000). This can be done by
an upstream system where the resource extracting sector is regulated, or by a downstream system where the producer of the final product has to report the total carbon
content along the production chain of a product, and either pay taxes or buy permits
for this amount of carbon (see Fig. 2). In an idealized world of complete sectoral
coverage and zero monitoring and transaction costs these approaches are equivalent.
If transaction costs exist, it seems plausible that regulating few actors (resource
mining companies) through upstream regulation will prove easier than regulating
many actors (production companies or even households) through downstream regulation. In real life, transaction costs are widely persistent and substantial, which is
reflected in the difficulties of the different carbon footprint projects that try to determine how much carbon was emitted all along the production chain to produce a
final good.
In real-world policy implementations, it is commonly observed that individual
sectors are exempt from tax or quantity regulations (Rupp and Bailey, 2003; Bach,
2005). This decreases the coverage of production sectors by the regulation, thereby
reducing substitution possibilities and strongly increasing total cost. Hence,
Investing in energy efficiency would be an example of replacing energy with capital, while the replacement of
automated production by manual labour would represent a shift towards labour.
14
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Fig. 2. Exemplary production chain. (Source: adapted from Edenhofer et al.,
2009 a)

exempting sectors from the regulation will lead to much higher costs for society
compared to a regulation covering all sectors.
Supply-side dynamics and the green paradox
In his 2008 paper on global warming, Hans-Werner Sinn develops the ‘green paradox’. With regard to the strategic behaviour of resource owners he concludes that
rising resource taxes accelerate extraction and therefore worsen global warming.
His analysis relies fundamentally on the assumption that resource owners take
only the resource budget given by nature into account. Thus, resource owners will
extract the entire resource stock, and resource taxes will only change the timing but
not the total amount of extraction. Within Sinn’s framework, an asymmetry of
price and quantity instruments arises, since an ETS in which the number of permits
is lower than the potential resources that could be extracted automatically restricts
the total amount of resources that will be extracted. In contrast, only a few price
instruments will be able slow down resource extraction. Possible market-based
policy instruments (in contrast to command-and-control instruments, such as a
moratorium on coal power plants), suffer from credibility problems or high transaction costs, or imply huge, politically unfeasible transfer payments to resource owners (Edenhofer and Kalkuhl, 2009).
In our model, however, both the resource tax and the ETS will impose the carbon
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budget onto the resource owners’ extraction problem.15 Our resource tax is high
enough and rises in such a way that it removes the rent from resource owners. As the
demand-price relation for the resource is known by the regulator, the tax is fixed to
the right level so that the pure extraction costs plus the tax yield a resource price at
which demand is reduced to the amount allowed by the carbon budget. Thus, resource owners cannot sell more resources than the carbon budget allows without
incurring losses. Another important difference between our model and Sinn’s is that
the mitigation target is not derived endogenously from cost-benefit analysis, but
externally as a resource budget. Thus the concept of ‘internalization’ gains a new
meaning: price as well as quantity instruments transform the resource scarcity rent
into a climate rent that protects the atmosphere as a global common.
It follows from our analysis that a successful climate protection policy instrument manages to (i) devaluate the resource owners’ scarcity rent, and (ii) establish
an optimal resource price by a public authority that governs the global common on
behalf of humankind. The quantity instrument directly transforms the resource rent
into a climate rent by announcing a fixed permit budget. Thus, resource owners
realize that the scarce permit stock has already devalued their – now abundant –
resource stock and that there is almost no room left for rent-making.
An optimal price instrument also implicitly fixes a carbon budget. However, it
does not directly communicate the politically-set carbon budget; resource owners
only perceive the tax rate and might ignore the fact that the government imposes
the tax in such a way that it fixes the carbon budget. Thus the tax obscures the
devaluation of the resource rent. If resource owners do not perceive the intended
quantity effect of the tax, they cannot determine the resource extraction path correctly. The resulting extraction path then is non-optimal, which could possibly result
in too much resources being extracted.
The ETS and the tax are thus only equivalent if the resource owners anticipate the
correct time path of the tax and believe that the public authority is committed to
safeguarding the carbon budget.
Introducing uncertainty
In real life, we do not know too much about the future – the development of oil
prices or the future enforcement of energy efficiency standards are examples where
our knowledge is limited and uncertainty comes into play. We therefore analyzed
exemplarily the effect of wrong estimation of important parameters on our model
results. To demonstrate the sensitivity of results to model parameters, Figure 1 shows
A more formal discussion about the explicit assumptions and technical implementations of specific policy instruments can be found in Edenhofer and Kalkuhl, (2009).
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the changes in the optimal carbon price path when the cost-decreasing learning
effect within renewable energy production is varied.
Optimal resource taxing
If the regulator implements a price instrument, the calculation of the optimal resource tax requires exact estimation of supply, demand, technology and substitution
options – at least for the next century. These informational requirements are highly
demanding and probably beyond the computational capacity of a real-world government or research institution. If the government errs in predicting crucial parameters that are related to resource consumption, it misses either the protection target
(accompanied by overconsumption) or, through too restrictive climate protection,
the optimal consumption path (see Fig. 3).
Optimal issuing of permits
In contrast to direct resource pricing, a quantity restriction directly controls the
amount of emissions, and hence prevents violation of the climate target. However,
the regulator has to decide about the timing of permit issuing, and thus faces the
same uncertainties about future demand as in the tax model. Wrong estimation of
economic parameters leads to suboptimal timing and causes welfare losses.
If the regulator allows banking and borrowing of permits, he shifts the uncertainties about future demand to the private sector; private agents risk their profits
if they cannot predict these parameters correctly (Krysiak, 2008). Permits can be
used at any time in the future. It is up to the private firms to decide when to use their
permits according to their estimation about future permit prices.
Futures markets and institutional equivalents
For a permit market to function successfully, it is necessary that future prices are
already known or that traders believe that they can predict them (Dasgupta and
Heal, 1979, p. 108). Futures markets can be distorted by insecure property rights,
imperfect information, limited access to markets in the future, or uncertainty about
regulator’s future policies. For example, the collapse of permit prices within the
first trading period of the EU ETS was caused by an over-allocation of permits and
the absence of banking, which would have allowed the transfer of permits to the
future (see also Brunner et al., 2009).
As a successful ETS will cover all relevant economic sectors and activities, the
permit market will be highly fragmented and private agents will have difficulty
coordinating their plans. Furthermore, assessment of futures markets requires
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Fig. 3. Deviation from climate target and optimal consumption if the government
does not estimate economic parameters correctly in order to calculate the optimal
resource tax. Wrong estimation of parameters risks violating both the climate protection target as well as the cost-effective consumption target. (Source: Edenhofer
et al., 2009 a)

research that is always costly to undertake. Hence, in a completely deregulated permit market, only economically powerful enterprises could afford private market
research and information collection. However, markets are not efficient if not all
relevant information is freely available for all market participants. Therefore, an
institution is required to provide information about future carbon markets, such as
the costs and risks of long-term abatement options. With the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) there already exists an institution that has a very
strong reputation for compiling relevant data on technologies and their costs. The
reports of the IPCC could be enhanced in such a way that its content can be better
captured by investors, firms and banks for financing the long-term transition to a
low-carbon economy.
One possible institution that could improve the planning security of enterprises
would be a carbon bank endowed with a carbon budget. Such a bank would manage permits by maximizing net present value of its permit stock. It could define
trading ratios to influence the time-path of mitigation if market discount rates differ from socially optimal discount rates.16 As an independent institution like a central bank, the carbon bank reduces regulatory uncertainty about future policies that
16
The discount rate describes how future assets (bonds, capital stocks, investments, etc.) are devalued just because their pay-off lies in the future. It equals the interest rate on capital markets and depends on the economic
growth rate and normative aspects about distribution of wealth over time and the valuation of future consumption
compared to current consumption. A high discount rate implies a high devaluation of future consumption; a discount rate of zero values present and future consumption equally.
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might be exposed to political pressure (elections or public finance). Nevertheless,
it should react with flexibility to new insights into the climate system.
A market combined with research and banking institutions might respond in a
more effective way to parameter changes than a government with only limited
capability for fine-tuning due to the nature of the political decision-making process. Experience shows, however, that markets are not always efficient and also
often suffer from failure.
A symmetric safety valve
Another possibility for reducing short-term volatility of permit prices and thereby
investor risk would be to establish a symmetric safety valve as proposed by Roberts and Spence (1976), and Burtraw et al. (2009). Such a safety valve would take
the form of a regular ETS with two constraints:
• If the permit price drops below a certain value, say EUR 15 per ton of carbon
dioxide, the issuing government buys permits until the permit price rises above
the price floor.
• If the permit price rises above a certain value, say EUR 300 per ton of carbon
dioxide, the government sells further permits until the price drops below this
price ceiling.
The price floor would reduce the risk of investment in clean technologies as investors will always receive a minimum return for their investment. The price ceiling
would weaken one of the main advantages of a cap, namely that the environmental
goal is reached at all times. Yet, it could soften the economic impacts of unexpected events by loosening the cap. It could thus increase the credibility and stability of the ETS; if temporal relief systems for critical times are defined in advance,
the political promise of sticking to the system even through a crisis becomes more
plausible.
Such a symmetric safety valve would reduce short-term market fluctuations, but
not in itself lead to optimal inter-temporal permit allocation. To reach this goal, the
safety valve has to be combined with the above-mentioned measures to promote
functioning futures markets.
Regulation of additional market failures
In this section we discuss other forms of market failure and the policies required to
correct them. A main characteristic of taxes is their capability to directly influence
price. Hence, a tax is more flexible than an ETS and can often correct additional
market failures that are caused by sub-optimal pricing of a single factor. It turns
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out, however, that similar welfare improvements can be achieved with an ETS if it
is complemented by additional policy instruments.
Monopolistic market power
Monopolistic market power in the resource sector increases the resource price
above the optimal level, thus leading to a more conservative resource extraction
path (see Fig. 4). Although this might contribute to climate protection, it is not an
economically efficient approach as the monopolist provides resources on a suboptimal level in order to generate substantial rents. Furthermore, it does not guarantee
compliance with the carbon budget in the long run, as the resource owners will
extract their whole resource stock if it is profitable to do so.17 Hence, market power
in the resource sector cannot replace climate policy. On the contrary, in the case of
climate protection it enhances welfare if governments not only reduce emissions
but also regulate a monopolistic resource owner.
The advantage of a resource tax lies in its ability to address two market failures
at the same time: the climate protection target (which is not anticipated by resource
extractors) and monopolistic market power. A quantity policy cannot directly correct the effects of monopolistic market power. However, if the permit market is
competitive and the total amount of emission permits is less than the total amount
of resources, competition between resource owners will be increased as they will
not be able to sell all of their resources. Therefore, a reduction of monopolistic
power can be expected.
Expropriation risk – when ownership of resources is insecure
If resource owners expect that their property rights are insecure,18 they will change
their extraction timing. As considered by Sinn (2008), risk of expropriation results
in resource owners discounting their revenues at a higher rate (they add a risk premium onto the discount rate), leading to accelerated extraction (see Fig. 4). This
behaviour is plausible. For example, if I am not sure that I will still be the owner
of a certain oil field in 20 years, I will prefer to extract and sell the oil now at a
slightly cheaper price and invest the money elsewhere rather than risk losing the
oil. One option to remove the effect of expropriation risk and flatten the extraction
path is to subsidize the resource price after an initial period of taxation. This makes
The complete extraction of the resource stock in the absence of climate policy depends on some basic assumptions about the substitutability of fossil resources and the dynamics of extraction costs, as well as on the timeframe considered.
18
One example of insecure property rights might be authoritarian regimes of oil-exporting countries that are under
a certain threat of losing control over their oil resources.
17
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Fig. 4. Impact of several market imperfections on resource extraction. If property
rights for resources are insecure, resource owners will extract the resources faster
than the economic optimum, while a monopolistic resource owner will slow down
resource extraction (values are indexed with regard to the first year of simulation). (Source: based on calculations in Edenhofer et al., 2009 a)

future extraction more attractive than immediate extraction. However, such a subsidy shifts income from households to resource owners.
Another option is to institute an optimal price or quantity instrument that effectively expropriates the resource owners, thereby removing both the resource rent
and the uncertainty of resource property rights. The problem of insecure property
rights then only persists for permit owners who face regulatory uncertainties about
future trading ratios or permit caps. Although the carbon budget is always adhered
to, the timing in this case is suboptimal because higher effective discount rates are
used to compensate for uncertainty.
Policies to push technological change
Is carbon pricing the only important action that a government should take in order
to avoid dangerous climate change? Conventional economic wisdom would say
yes, as The Economist (2008) did when it criticized subsidies for clean technologies. Admittedly, a high carbon price is an incentive for investing in clean technologies. However, carbon prices alone fail to push clean technologies towards an
optimal level because usually there are additional market failures with respect to
innovation-driven technologies (Edenhofer et al., 2006).
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Typical market failures result from the nature of knowledge; while research has
to be funded by someone, the gains from the resulting knowledge will not be fully
captured by the funding firm. Intellectual property rights such as patents exist, but
beyond direct marketing, knowledge is spread through formal and informal channels, and advancements in production processes are copied by other firms. Therefore, society as a whole benefits from research much more than the company
funding the research and development (R & D). As a consequence, individual companies will invest less than the economic optimum in R & D (Jones and Williams,
2000). Also, other spillover effects exist, such as ‘learning by doing’; for many
goods, the production cost decreases by a certain amount each time that total cumulated production capacity of this good is doubled. Accordingly, all companies
of a certain industry can profit from the total experience gained in that industry.
This effect is readily observable for photovoltaic modules, where the cost per watt
has fallen from about USD 50 to less than USD 3 over the last 33 years (Junginger
et al., 2008). To overcome these externalities and reach the economic optimum,
economists recommend subsidies for investments that are related to spillover effects (Romer, 1986) or public R & D expenditures (Jones, 1995; Popp, 2004; Edenhofer et al., 2005).
Our model supports the thesis that it is important to apply further instruments in
addition to the tax or ETS. In particular, these comprise public R & D expenditures,
both for energy efficiency and renewable energy technology, and investment subsidies to internalize spillovers of ‘learning by doing’ effects within the renewable
energy sector. Although underinvestment in clean technology markets can be addressed by specific technology subsidies, one might ask if an additional increase of
the carbon tax could induce sufficient higher investment. However, we calculated
that without explicit technology subsidies, the effect of a further increase of the
resource tax is not significantly different from the effect of basic quantity regulation (see Fig. 5 a). As renewable energy production remains far below its optimal
level, long-term consumption is reduced remarkably in comparison to a world in
which an explicit technology subsidy is implemented (see Fig. 5 b).
Summary and conclusions
It is widely accepted that a price on carbon dioxide is required for successful climate
protection. This can be achieved either through price mechanisms such as taxes on
emissions or through quantity mechanisms such as emissions trading schemes. In
this text we discussed and compared the effects of and the issues surrounding the
implementation of different price and quantity regulations under a carbon budget
constraint. The following conclusions apply to the design of all instruments:
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Fig. 5. a) Renewable energy production and b) total consumption of goods with
and without technology policy; i. e., explicit technology subsidies (values are indexed with regard to the first year of simulation). (Source: based on calculations
in Edenhofer et al., 2009 a)

• It is important to stabilize investor expectations about the stringency of future
carbon constraints by providing a credible long-term signal of future carbon
prices. Future carbon prices need to be (i) sufficiently high and (ii) consistent,
so that long-term investments are adjusted accordingly. This is the prerequisite
for making the energy, production and transport infrastructure less carbon-intensive.
• For a price instrument, this requires a credible long-term commitment to a rising
carbon tax trajectory. For a quantity instrument, the requirements are a fixed
total cap and either well-functioning futures markets or an institution that
allocates the total permits in all future times.
• Governments should capture the scarcity rent of carbon. Revenues from taxes
or permit auctioning should be used to (i) offset distortionary taxes, (ii) subsidize
abatement technologies to offset other market externalities from technological
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spillover, or (iii) counteract the regressive effect of the carbon constraint (distributional equity). While carbon taxes will directly deliver annual revenues to
governments, a cap-and-trade system will require auctioning of permits to raise
a comparable revenue stream. Therefore, auctioning is strongly preferred to
handing out permits for free.
Regulation of fossil fuel input (e. g., a resource tax) is better than output regulation of secondary energy (e. g., an electricity tax) because the regulation directly
addresses the pollution externality, exploiting all substitution and efficiency options along the production chain.
The point of regulation should be upstream (at the level of fossil fuel producers
and importers) rather than downstream, to allow broad coverage of sectors with
low transaction costs.
It is important to take into account additional market externalities besides climate change that affect the efficiency of taxes and quantity instruments. This
includes, among other factors, the risk of expropriation and monopolistic energy markets.
Technology spillover effects require additional policy instruments such as subsidies for clean technologies.
The climate protection target will only be achieved if the scarcity rent of resource owners is devaluated. A cap on cumulative emissions directly communicates this devaluation, while a tax only achieves the devaluation if the regulator
convinces resource owners that he will adjust the tax in such a way that he safeguards the total carbon budget. Otherwise, the resource owners might not extract
resources along the optimal path, which could possibly result in excessive extraction of resources.
If a carbon bank is entitled to issue allowances according to a publicly known
cumulative carbon budget, the budget is made explicit and transparent, and can
be anticipated easily by resource owners. If this is the case, the resource owners
cannot increase their rents by deviating from the social optimal extraction path. It
should be noted that even if the long-term credibility of a carbon bank can be
taken for granted, the short-term volatility of prices remains a daunting issue.
Thus, the main challenges for an ETS are reducing the volatility of spot permit
prices and creating stable expectations about future permit prices.

The preference for a tax or a quantity instrument in a realistic setting with uncertainty hinges on the assessment of whether governments or markets are better suited
to bear risks and make predictions about the future:
• A price instrument places the risk of misjudging the right tax rate on the government. Possible consequences of predicting the wrong mitigation costs are either
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economic losses (if taxes are too high), or environmental losses due to non-compliance with the carbon budget (if taxes are too low).
• In contrast, a quantity instrument always achieves the environmental goal by
observing the carbon budget. It moves the risk to the economic agents, with profit
losses as a consequence of wrong predictions of future permit prices.
Although markets are often seen as more capable of collecting information than a
centralized authority, this will entirely depend on the implementation of an efficient
carbon market, including mature futures markets or other institutions for stabilizing future price expectations, such as insurance schemes, hedging strategies, or an
international carbon bank. The choice of a quantity instrument can also provoke new
market failures, as a new permit market is created that may be subject to speculations and myopic investment decisions.
Finally, since climate change is a global problem, the effort to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions must be global. The long-term goal therefore should be the international harmonization of carbon prices. This will probably be more difficult to achieve
with a system of national carbon taxes than with a global system or regionally interlinked systems of emissions trading.
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Since 2007, the perceptions of the international community all over the world about
the dangers of climate change and about the need for vigorous response strategies
have changed dramatically. This change was triggered by the release of the Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4) Climate Change 2007 by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) and by the ongoing scientific progress in the field of
global climate change. The scientific consensus reported in the AR4 received an
unprecedented echo in the media and subsequently raised the public awareness concerning global climate change and its adverse impacts to an extent never seen before. As a result, the report encouraged numerous initiatives to combat global climate
change – most notably the European Union’s decision to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by 20 % by 2020 (compared to the amount of GHGs emitted in
1990). In addition, more than 100 countries followed the European example and
adopted a global warming limit of 2 ° C or below (relative to preindustrial levels)
as a long-term climate protection goal.
In order to assess the opportunity to stabilize carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations at a level that is compatible with the EU climate protection goal, the following issues need to be addressed. Which temperature changes are to be expected in
the business-as-usual case, in other words, if no specific measures directed at mitigating climate change are implemented? Is there thus a real necessity to change
course? If there is a real necessity, could cheap energy efficiency improvements
solve the problem? If we need other, additional climate protection options, then
which technologies are available and how great are the potential and available resources for the respective options? And finally, how should these options be combined in order to achieve least-cost climate protection?
Projected energy demand and associated business-as-usual
greenhouse gas emissions
An extensive review of recent long-term scenarios (Fisher et al., 2007) revealed
that enhanced economic growth is expected to lead to a significant increase in gross
domestic product (GDP) during the twenty-first century (see Fig. 1a) – throughout
the world but especially in the developing countries and emerging markets. The
expected rise in prosperity will reveal itself in a significant increase in the demand
for energy services. Motivated by the first oil crisis, humankind was able to reduce
the primary energy input required to produce one GDP unit (the so-called primary
energy intensity) und is expected to do so further in the future (see Fig. 1b). Unfortunately, the historical improvements in energy intensities were not sufficient to
fully offset the GDP growth, resulting in increased energy consumption.
The respective increase in energy efficiency in the scenarios is more than compensated by the anticipated huge economic growth. In the business-as-usual case,
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Fig. 1. a) Projected global economic growth and b) changes in primary energy
intensity. (Source: adapted from Fisher et al., 2007, pp. 180 and 184)

the demand for global primary energy is therefore projected to increase substantially during the twenty-first century (see Fig. 2 a).
Similarly to the development of the primary energy intensity, the carbon intensity (the amount of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of primary energy) is – with
few exceptions – projected to decrease as well (see Fig. 2 b). This development
reflects the global tendency to initially replace coal by oil and subsequently oil by
gas, nuclear energy, and renewable energies.
Despite the substantial decarbonization projected to take place during the entire
twenty-first century, even in the reference scenarios that do not include any explicit policies directed at mitigating climate change, the overwhelming majority of
the emission projections exhibit considerably higher emissions in 2100 compared
with those in 2000 (see Fig. 3 a). Due to the long life-time of carbon dioxide, this
implies increasing carbon dioxide concentrations and in turn, increasing changes
in global mean temperature throughout the twenty-first century. Figure 3 b shows
the respective changes (together with the uncertainty range due to differences in
the applied general circulation models, right-hand bars) for representative emission scenarios (so-called SRES scenarios, see Nakicenovic et al., 2000) taken from
the set of emissions scenarios shown in Figure 3 a.
The threat of global climate change:
avoiding the unmanageable
Compared with the preceding Third Assessment Report, the IPCC AR4 reflects a
considerable improvement in our understanding of global warming. The report itself
and the ongoing scientific progress achieved since then show an increasing recognition that the severity of the global climate change problem has been significantly
underestimated in the past (Smith et al., 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009).
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from Fisher et al., 2007, p. 187; IPCC, 2007, p. 14)

According to its mandate, the IPCC is charged with summarizing the published
scientific findings on global warming, its potential impacts, and opportunities to
mitigate them. As a scientific council, the IPCC itself is not allowed to give specific policy recommendations concerning a suitable ceiling on global mean temperature rise to avoid dangerous interference with the climate system. Nevertheless,
the information provided in AR4 (see Yohe et al., 2007) supports the prominent
climate protection goal that seeks to constrain global mean temperature change to
less than 2 ° C. This temperature threshold has been recommended by various advisory groups (e. g., the German Advisory Council on Global Change) in the past and
became the official climate protection goal of the European Community in 2005.
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Since then, more than 100 countries have adopted this global warming limit (Meinshausen et al., 2009).
Assuming a best-guess climate sensitivity, staying below 2 °C implies that the
CO2-equivalent concentration would need to be stabilized at below 445 ppm (see
Fig. 4 a), compared to current concentrations of about 430 ppm CO2-equivalent.
That effectively means that we are already right at the limit of acceptable GHG
concentrations in our atmosphere. Consequently, global emissions must decline significantly over the coming decades, with a global peak in emissions in the next five
years. By 2050, emissions need to be reduced well below 50 % (compared with
the emissions in 2000). Halving emissions by 2050 would still bear the risk of
exceeding 2 ° C with a probability of up to 50 %. Stronger emission reduction and
more stringent stabilization goals are obviously necessary to decrease this probability.1
The boundaries of the corresponding emissions corridor shown in Figure 4 b are
based on the range of scenarios discussed in the literature that stabilize at 2 °C
(with high probability), and are not necessarily admissible emissions paths themselves. Those paths that exhibit high values in the first half of the century have to
decline rapidly thereafter and to become low-lying trajectories in the second half
of the twenty-first century. A delay in implementing effective emission mitigation
measures at an early stage might even require negative emissions in the long term,
and would be extremely difficult to achieve. One possibility to achieve negative
emissions is by using biomass energy in combination with carbon capture and storage technologies (BECCS) – an option that has recently attracted increasing scientific interest.
Energy efficiency improvement: necessary, but not sufficient
Achieving the deep emission reductions discussed above requires a comprehensive
global mitigation effort. Existing climate protection strategies in industrialized
countries need to be further tightened. Simultaneously, ambitious mitigation measures need to be implemented in developing countries, where most of the increase
in greenhouse gas emissions is expected in the coming decades (Fisher et al., 2007,
p. 199). Fortunately, numerous options are available that can facilitate the achievement of this goal:
• Improvement in energy efficiency
• Switching between fossil fuel types (e. g., replacement of coal by gas)
• Zero- or low-carbon energy conversion technologies (e. g., renewable energies)
1

A recent discussion of this issue was provided by Meinshausen et al. (2009).
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• Capture and storage of carbon from fossil fuels
• Reduction of non-CO2 greenhouse gases (multi-gas strategy)
• Mitigation through improved land-use (e. g., reduced deforestation and afforestation)
Strategies to reduce multi-gas emissions can help achieve climate protection targets at substantially lower cost compared with emission mitigation efforts that
address the release of carbon dioxide only. This is especially the case during the
first half of the century, but in the long run it is essential to achieve deep reductions
of carbon dioxide in any case, since carbon dioxide has a very long life-time (more
than 20 % of emissions remain in the atmosphere over thousands of years, Archer
et al., 2009). In addition, land-use mitigation options could provide 15 – 40 % of the
total cumulative abatement over the twenty-first century. Most such options are
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projected to be cost-effective strategies across the entire century (Fisher et al.,
2007, p. 172).
A tremendous decrease in energy intensity in the coming decades is essential if
we are not to transgress the aforementioned 2 ° C guardrail. Technological improvements and structural changes are expected to result in considerably lower greenhouse gas emissions than would otherwise be experienced. Assuming energy and
carbon intensities frozen at current levels, for instance, would imply hypothetical
average cumulative business-as-usual emissions that are roughly twice as high (see
Fig. 5 a) as the baseline emissions projected for the suite of emissions trajectories
depicted in Figure 3 a. The same message is visualized in Figure 5 b. Once again,
assuming no improvement in the energy intensity (for instance, in the case of the
SRES A2 scenario considered here), would result in considerably higher hypothetical emissions, even under business-as-usual conditions.
Many low-cost options to improve energy efficiency and to change the relative
shares of fossil fuels in the provision of end energy are already contained in the
baseline development. Therefore, there is restricted potential to achieve deep emission reductions by additional cost-effective energy efficiency improvement and
fossil fuel switching measures.
An example showing a stabilization of the carbon dioxide concentration at
550 ppm is given in Figure 5 b where the (additional) contribution of demand
reductions is small compared with the shares achieved by switching to low-carbon
fuels (including shifts to nuclear energy and renewables) and carbon sequestration
technologies (scrubbing). In order to achieve deep emission reductions (e. g., more
than 50 % by 2050 compared to 2000), energy efficiency improvement and fossil
fuel switching measures do not suffice. In addition, the application of low-carbon
technologies becomes imperative.
Innovative low-carbon technologies
Fortunately, numerous technologies exist which are capable of providing final energy while producing no or significantly less carbon dioxide compared with conventional fossil fuel burning (renewables, nuclear energy, and carbon capture and
storage).
As Table 1 shows, there is abundant technological potential for renewable energies worldwide that would, in principle, suffice to meet even the highest projections of the total global primary energy demand in 2100 (see Fig. 2). The available
wind potential (600 EJ / yr) alone would hypothetically be able to cover the entire
primary energy demand of the world in 2005 (490 EJ). Even higher potentials are
estimated for solar and geothermal energy (see Kohn, this volume).
Some important sources (especially wind and solar energy) exhibit an intermittent
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availability dependent on daytime, season and weather conditions. In addition, renewable energy sources (with the exception of large-scale hydro-energy) are widely
dispersed compared to fossil fuel deposits. Innovative concepts are available which
can mitigate these drawbacks considerably by a combination of distributed usage
(including appropriate communication strategies), storage, demand response, increased power system stability through the use of flexible alternating current transmission systems (FACTS) and interregional exchange (see Luther, this volume).
Although renewables are in principle able to substitute fossil fuels completely,
further research is needed to design integrated systems that exhibit low costs for
the systems services envisaged here.
Nuclear energy is able to produce electricity with no (if only emissions at the
power plant site are considered) or medium to low carbon emissions (if upstream
emissions related to fuel supply and the construction of the power plants are taken
into account). Under the present design of light-water reactors with a ‘oncethrough’ fuel cycle, however, the finite uranium resources (see Table 1) constrain
the ability of nuclear energy to be the main lasting alternative to fossil fuel usage.
Fast-spectrum reactors operated in a ‘closed’ fuel cycle by extracting the unused
uranium and plutonium produced would solve this problem, albeit by accepting
that reprocessing of the spent fuel increases the proliferation risks and security
concerns. Beyond the long-term fuel resource constraints without recycling, there
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Table 1. Summary of global energy resources (including potential reserves) and their
share of primary energy supply in 2005 (490 EJ). For renewable energies the technical
potential is shown which takes into account conversion efficiencies as well as constraints
on the available area. In contrast to the economic potential no explicit reference to cost
is made. (Source: Sims et al., 2007, p. 264)
Energy class

Specific energy source

Estimated available
energy resource (EJ)

Fossil energy

Coal (conventional)
Coal (unconventional)
Gas (conventional)
Gas (unconventional)
Coalbed methane
Tight sands
Hydrates
Oil (conventional)
Oil (unconventional)

> 100 000
32 000
13 500
18 000
> 8 000
8 000
> 60 000
10 000
35 000

25.0

7 400
220 000
* 5x10 9

5.3

60/yr
2/yr
600/yr
250/yr

5.1
0.2
0.2
1.8
7.6
0.4
< 0.1
0.0

Nuclear

Uranium
Uranium recycle
Fusion

Renewable

Hydro (>10 MW)
Hydro (< 10 MW)
Wind
Biomass (modern)
Biomass (traditional)
Geothermal
Solar Photovoltaics
Ocean (all sources)

5000/yr
1600/yr
** 7/yr

2005 share of
total supply (%)

21.0
0.3
0.7
33.0
0.6

* estimated ** exploitable

are major barriers to an extended usage of nuclear energy. They comprise huge
investment costs associated with investment uncertainties, unresolved waste management issues, security aspects in general, and – for some countries – the resulting adverse public opinion (Sims et al., 2007, p. 254). As in the case of renewables,
for advanced nuclear systems to make a higher contribution to the total share of
energy would also require substantial cost reductions. Worldwide, only a few consortia are able to build nuclear power plants. With the current generation of power
plants rapidly approaching the end of its lifetime, a significant share of the capacity of the nuclear industry is already needed even to secure a constant contribution
made by nuclear energy to overall electricity production. On a global scale, sharing
nuclear know-how is significantly constrained by commercial interests and security
concerns. This could cause a significant bottleneck in attempts to solve the climate
problem involving a pronounced contribution from nuclear energy.
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Fossil fuel usage in combination with carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies is a further option whereby a share of the future global energy supply
could be produced with significantly lower carbon dioxide emissions. From a resource perspective, lower power plant efficiencies would result in an accelerated
depletion of the fossil fuel resources. Due to the abundant availability of coal and
potentially also hydrates (see Table 1), this, however, would not impose a major
restriction on extensive application of coal-fired CCS technologies.
Although CCS can play a role in mitigating global climate change – at least as a
transitional technology – its actual contribution may nevertheless be limited by the
restricted availability of suitable geological disposal opportunities as well as by
concerns about unintended leakage, risks associated with an accidental release of
carbon dioxide, and environmental consequences. While deep ocean sequestration
is another option, ocean eddy diffusion could potentially lead to a much larger region being affected with undesirable consequences than would be the case for sequestration in geological formations. Moreover, residence times of sequestered
carbon dioxide are expected to be in the order of hundreds of years in the ocean,
while potentially orders of magnitudes larger in formations. Finally, some of the
authors (Edenhofer et al., 2005; Held et al., 2006) have suggested bond schemes to
utilize the investigative power of the capital market to search for the most trustworthy combinations of CCS operators and geological formations. Such schemes
are much harder to envisage for ocean sequestration. For all of these reasons, current schemes to operationalize CCS focus on geological formations rather than the
deep ocean. CCS technologies imply higher costs compared to conventional fossil
conversion, so that substantial cost reductions would be necessary to make this option an attractive one.
Low-concentration stabilization scenarios
The role of oil / gas prices
Currently the world experiences significant changes in the prices of raw materials
and energy in particular. Though primary energy prices have returned to moderate
levels, the future availability of fossil energy carriers is unclear. Scarcity of resources
is reflected in high extraction costs, which in turn imply high energy prices. Increasing oil and gas prices influence technological change in the following ways.
First, they foster additional investments in exploring and exploiting new and more
costly oil fields including those holding non-conventional oil. Second, increasing
oil prices make options like coal-to-liquid profitable if coal is relatively abundant
and cheap. In a climate protection scenario, the extensive use of coal can only become an option if it is combined with CCS. In a scenario assuming relatively cheap
coal and expensive oil and gas, the ‘clean’ coal option becomes more important
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compared to a scenario exhibiting low costs for all fossil fuels (see Fig. 6). Third,
high oil prices may also improve overall energy efficiency, reducing the emissions
up to the end of the century even in scenarios without any explicit mitigation policies or measures. It should be noted that long-term price trajectories of fossil fuels
are quite uncertain. It is less uncertain that prices of oil and gas will increase faster
than the price of coal because of the large coal reserves. However, large negative
externalities associated with coal production and coal usage are likely to increase
the cost of coal in the long run.
Figure 6 reveals the relative importance of different emission mitigation options
in achieving a stabilization of the carbon dioxide concentration at 450 ppm as obtained with the model REMIND, developed at the Potsdam Institute for Climate
Impact Research (see Bauer et al., 2008; Leimbach et al., 2009).2
The upper boundary of the corridor shows the business-as-usual emission trajectory which is dependent on the costs of fossil fuels. It is noteworthy that the
increase of oil and gas prices does not alter the portfolio of mitigation measures
substantially. Energy efficiency improvements (here including shifting between
use of different fossil fuels, co-generation, and changing demand for final energy)
play an important role in meeting this goal. A further considerable reduction of the
emissions is realized through the application of CCS technologies, applied to both
fossil fuels and biomass. Other renewables, especially solar photovoltaics and
wind energy, as well as nuclear energy (light-water reactors), contribute significant
shares. Although included in the general analysis, fast breeder reactors did not find
application here because of their high capital costs compared to other mitigation
options.

2
REMIND comprises a top-down optimal growth model of the world economy combined with a bottom-up technology-rich description of the global energy supply system. In addition, the model contains a carbon cycle and
climate system sub-module. Taken together, these modules are able to determine least-cost climate protection paths
that are compatible with prescribed ceilings on global mean temperature change (e. g., the 2 ° C EU climate protection guardrail). In contrast to traditional integrated assessment models, the model especially takes into account the
possibility of induced technological change. In order to achieve this goal, learning curves are used in an endogenous way. This specific feature allows the determination of long-term cost-efficient strategies that minimize the
integral climate protection cost over the entire time span considered (e. g., 150 years).
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Fig. 6. The contribution of various mitigation options computed with the model
REMIND for achieving the climate change stabilization target (450 ppm carbon
dioxide). The upper boundary indicates the business-as-usual emissions, while the
lower boundary represents the emissions in the mitigation scenario. The gap in between is filled by the contributions (so-called ‘wedges’) of emission mitigation options distinguished by the differently shaded areas. Panel a) shows the results for
the case with cheap fossil fuels; panel b) shows the case with high costs for oil and
gas. The pure rate of time preference for both cases is 3 % per year (see below).

The role of discounting
The Stern Review (2006) has launched an exciting debate about the appropriate
pure rate of time preference.3 The report argued that the pure rate of time preference is an ethical value judgment about the weight and importance of future generations in current investment decisions. It points out that there is no ethical reason
why future generations should be regarded as less important in current investment
decisions than the current generation. However, the pure rates of time preference
observed on capital markets are much higher than the rate derived from ethical
considerations. The Stern Review states that a pure rate of time preference of 0.1%
is in accordance with intergenerational justice. Some authors choose a pure rate of
time preference of 3 % in accordance with empirically observed behaviour on capital markets (see for example Toth, 1995). However the issue is much more complex, as Frederick et al. (2002) showed in an overview on the concept and measurement
of discounting.
A lower pure time preference rate (1% per year) favours – already in the businessas-usual (BAU) scenario – the application of emerging technologies for using renewable energies (especially wind and biomass energy sources in early decades of
In economics, the pure rate of time preference is used to quantify how present consumer utility is valued compared to future consumer utility. Someone with a high time preference is focused substantially on his well-being
in the present and the immediate future, while someone with low time preference places more emphasis on his
well-being in the distant future. In this subsection only the issue of the pure rate of time preference is discussed
and not the related issue of the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution, which is assumed to be equal to one.
3
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the twenty-first century, see Fig. 7) while reducing, in part, the necessity to use CCS
technologies.
Figure 8 shows the influence of excluding some of the different low-carbon technologies discussed above. As can be clearly seen, the exclusion of CCS technologies would result in a significant increase in the emission mitigation costs computed
with the model REMIND. Compared to that, abstaining from applying additional
renewables in order to combat global climate change would have a small influence,
whereas the exclusion of nuclear energy would result in additional costs that are
almost negligible compared to the overall mitigation burden.
Creating a novel global energy system: the challenge ahead
As already pointed out above, achieving deep emission reductions requires a comprehensive global effort which includes both a complete change in the energy supply
of industrialized countries and the establishment of low-carbon systems in developing countries and emerging markets – in short, nothing less than the creation of
a completely novel global energy supply system. This would represent a true paradigm change compared with the current fossil-based energy systems and would
take several decades to implement. In order to achieve this goal, the emissions
mitigation measures must start immediately and rapidly engage the entire world.
There is no time to waste. In a common effort, industrialized countries have to use
their scientific capacity and creativity to develop and apply low-carbon technologies and to prove that a high standard of living can be sustained while producing
considerably lower emissions in order to facilitate the early adoption of these technologies in the fast-growing emerging markets. The ultimate goal is a global carbon-free society.
Designing a cost-effective strategy to meet the climate protection targets discussed
above (e. g., to limit global mean temperature increase to less than 2 ° C relative to
the preindustrial value) is a complex and dynamic problem. Although some conventional technologies (most notably, combined heat and power) might become
economically viable once the costs of emission certificates increase, a major contribution towards achieving deep emissions reductions must be provided by the
application of innovative low-carbon technologies. Unfortunately, some of these
technologies are still prohibitively expensive. Anticipating learning capability and
associated cost-reduction potential, however, is a key to resolving this problem.
While from an aggregated economic point of view, instantaneous massive investments into low-emission technologies seem to be optimal (Edenhofer et al., 2006),
more myopic agents (such as energy suppliers) may collectively act in such a way
that the present-day energy system is conserved and consequently the global economy remains trapped in a suboptimal state.
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Fig. 7. Results of REMIND computations based on the same model assumptions
as in Fig. 6 with the difference that a pure rate of time preference of 1% per year
is applied.
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Fig. 8. (Monetary) consumption differences (i. e., relative reduction of per capita
consumption in the stabilization case compared to the business-as-usual scenario).
In the ‘all options’ case, all greenhouse gas mitigation opportunities discussed in
Figures 6 and 7 (energy efficiency improvement combined with fuel shifting, renewables, nuclear energy and the application of CCS) are taken into consideration
irrespective of their business-as-usual usage. In the other cases, some options are
restricted to their respective usage in the business-as-usual scenario (REMIND
model results, pure rate of time preference of 3 % per year).

Therefore, low-carbon technologies can only enter the market place if the cost of
fossil fuel usage is increased significantly (e. g., through a worldwide carbon certificate market or carbon tax, see Edenhofer et al., this volume). Without a reasonable price for carbon there are simply not enough incentives for firms and investors
to foster a search process for the most cost-effective low-carbon technologies.
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Fortunately, there are some recent promising initiatives in this direction: Chancellor Merkel has proposed a global carbon trading system, which would allow the
reduction of emissions according to the 2 ° C limit, at the same time implementing
an allocation scheme that endows each citizen with the same emission rights. This
proposal presupposes a global carbon market – otherwise the costs imposed on
industrialized countries would not be acceptable. Negotiations have already started
to harmonize and link the European Emission Trading Scheme with emission trading schemes emerging in California and elsewhere in the United States. The appropriate timing is essential because of the need for a continued signal to the carbon
markets. Emissions trading, and related flexible mechanisms, are likely to remain
a core element of any post-2012 regime.
Admittedly, emissions trading is only one necessary condition for achieving low
stabilization targets. In fact, the Stern Review found that only 40 % of the low-carbon future can be financed through the carbon market (Stern, 2006). What is needed
is a comprehensive suite of policies to shift the International Energy Agency’s estimated figure of USD 20 trillion of energy investments by 2030 into low-carbon
technologies and to assure these investments in the first place. On the national
level, policy frameworks such as quota schemes or feed-in tariffs – or even a reasonably designed technology policy supporting demonstration projects for CCS
but also for solar thermal power plants and other innovative technologies – are
recommended. These would in particular allow the cost reductions inherent in technologies with high learning potential to be realized. On the international level, new
innovative technology co-operation mechanisms will be required to both deploy
existing technologies in emerging economies and develop and share new low-carbon technologies.
From a long-term perspective, a comprehensive global emission mitigation effort requires enhanced innovation to create novel low-carbon technologies, incentives to support their initial diffusion and the internalization of external costs (e.g.
through emissions trading). Such a response to the dangers of global climate change
would induce a transition towards a truly sustainable global energy system as a glorious ‘side effect’.
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Nitin Desai has described clearly the development challenge that the world faces.
The extent of global poverty, ill health, illiteracy and ill-being is such that one cannot question the need for development. As Mahatma Gandhi said, even God would
not dare to appear before a hungry person in any form other than food.
The threat to sustainability arises mainly from the unsustainable consumption
patterns of the rich. In a paper prepared for the Secretariat of the UN Conference
on Sustainable Development at Rio in 1992, Parikh et al. (1991) pointed out that
the bulk of global resource use was by the people living in developed countries
(Annex I countries 1), who constituted 25 % of the global population but consumed
more than 70 % of most resources (see Tables 1 and 2). Even their consumption of
cereals accounted for nearly half of the total global consumption. One would have
thought that the human stomach has a limited capacity and food consumption
would saturate, but if we count as human consumption the grain consumed by the
cow that becomes the hamburger, then food consumption keeps growing with income. Figure 1 shows that while direct consumption of food in terms of calories per
person saturates, total use of cereals including for animal feed continues to increase
in line with income.
The share of global resource use by developing countries has increased over the
years compared to the data in Table 1 as poorer nations aspire to the consumption
patterns of the rich. This is clearly seen in Table 3 which provides more recent data
on consumption. The disparity ratio of per-capita cereal consumption has changed
little while the ratios for milk and meat consumption have been reduced, largely
due to economic growth in China and India. In spite of larger populations in developing countries, in 2007 the developed countries still consumed 39 % of cereals,
50 % of milk, 41% of meat, 40 % of round wood, 74 % of sawn wood and 71 % of
paper. The shares of fertilizer and cement use by developing countries have increased due to development of modern intensive agriculture and infrastructure.
Table 4 shows data for primary energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions in 2005. It shows that disparity ratios of per-capita consumption have come
down compared to Table 2 but the developed countries still consume 63 % of total
primary energy in the world and produce 59 % of global carbon dioxide emissions.
Globalization and the communication and information revolution have made
people all over the world aware of the lifestyle of the rich. The rapidly growing
economies of an increasing number of countries are bringing such consumption
within the reach of an ever increasing number of people. Preaching to them to
forego goods they have long strived for (to not own cars, to live in small crowded
Annex I countries are industrialized countries and economies in transition that have signed the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992).
1
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Table 1. Consumption patterns for selected commodities in 1987: distribution among
developed and developing countries. (Source: Parikh et al., 1991)
Category

a) Food

b) Forestry

c) Industry

Products

World
total
(Mt or
Mm3)*

Cereals

Share of
developed
countries
(%)

Per capita
(kg or litre)**

Disparity ratio of
per-capita consumption

Developed

Developing

Developed /
developing

USA /
India

1801

48

717

247

3

6

Milk

533

72

320

39

8

4

Meat

114

64

61

11

6

52

2 410

46

888

339

3

6

Sawn wood

338

78

213

19

11

18

Paper, etc.

224

81

148

11

14

115

Round
wood

Fertilizers
Cement

141

60

70

15

5

6

1036

52

451

130

3

7

* Mt = million tonnes for food and industry, Mm3 = million cubic metres for forestry, ** kg = kilograms for food
and industry; litres for forestry

Table 2. Patterns of primary energy consumption and related carbon dioxide emissions
in 1987. (Source: Parikh et al., 1991)
Item

World
total
(Mt)

Share of
developed
countries (%)

Per capita (kg)

Disparity ratio of
per-capita consumption

Developed

Developing

Developed /
developing

1 278

199

6

USA/
India

Primary energy
consumption (OE*):
Solid

2 309

66

14

Liquid

2 745

75

1 720

175

10

61

Gas

1 611

85

1 147

61

19

227

Total

7 009

75

4 376

453

10

35

20 984

70

12.5

1.5

8

27

8 848

64

4.8

0.7

6

14

Emissions (CO2):
Total emissions
Solid
Liquid

8 085

70

4.8

0.7

8

54

Gas

3 326

82

2.2

0.1

21

228

* Oil equivalent
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Fig 1. a) Daily per capita food calorie intake (2000 – 2002) and b) annual cereals
use including for animal feed (2003) as a function of per-capita income. Grey
diamonds: data points; black lines: fitted trends. (Source: FAO, 2005)

homes, to eat only vegetarian food, etc.), is unlikely to be effective. The greatest
challenge facing a world of rapidly developing nations is to convince those people
who have become prosperous to consume in a sustainable manner. The conflict
here is essentially between development and sustainability.
Population growth on its own does stress the climate. However, the proximate
cause is our unsustainable consumption patterns. A global population of six billion emitting greenhouse gases (GHGs) at the average level of US citizens would
produce as many as 120 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide. On the other hand, 12
billion people emitting at the rate of the average Indian citizen would produce only
12 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide, well within the Earth’s absorptive capacity (see
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Table 3. Consumption patterns for selected commodities in recent years: distribution
among developed and developing countries. (Sources: FAO, 2005; Population Reference
Bureau, 2007; cement data: http://www.indexmundi.com/minerals/?product=cement&gra
ph=production)
Category

a) Food

b) Forestry

c) Industry

Products World Share (%)
Per capita
total
(kg or litre)**
(Mt or
Mm3)*
Developed Developing Developed Developing
Cereals
(2007/08)

Disparity ratio
of per-capita
consumption
Developed/ USA/
developing India

2 126

39

61

678

240

3

6

Milk
(2007)

677

50

50

279

62

5

3

Meat
(2008)

278

41

59

93

30

3

21

Round
wood
(2003)

3 346

40

60

1 112

393

3

5

Sawn
wood
(2003)

401

74

26

249

20

12

38

Paper,
etc.
(2003)

328

71

29

193

19

10

68

Fertilizers
(2002)

142

35

65

41

18

2

4

2 310

23

77

349

357

1

3

Cement
(2005)

* Mt: million tonnes for food and industry, Mm 3: million cubic metres for forestry
** kg: kilograms for food and industry, litres for forestry

Table 4). This is not to argue that the world’s population should live like Indian
citizens do, but rather to emphasize the importance of consumption patterns. Once
we recognize that the poor also aspire to the lifestyle of the rich, it is clear that
population growth needs to be contained as much as possible as a larger population
will ultimately put greater stress on the Earth’s resources.
While most religions preach contentment and restraint, current levels of greed
and consumption do not suggest that they have succeeded in modifying the behaviour of most people. There are unfortunately few who follow Mahatma Gandhi, who practised aparigraha (i. e., not taking anything more than what one
needs). Even when at a river, Gandhi did not use a drop of water more than he
needed.
Technological development can reduce the need for resources. However, an
attitude of conservation and lifestyle changes can also be very important. Using
mass transport wherever possible, walking or cycling for short distances, cutting
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Table 4. Patterns of primary energy consumption and related carbon dioxide emissions
in 2005. (Source: EIA, 2005)
Item

World
total
(Mt)

Share (%)
Developed

Per capita (kg)

Disparity ratio of
per-capita consumption

Developing

Developed

Developing

Developed /
developing

USA /India

Primary energy consumption (OE*)
Solid

3 087

46

54

935

335

3

10

Liquid

4 269

64

36

1812

306

6

33

Gas

2 706

74

26

1323

141

9

65

Total

11 647

63

37

4860

860

6

24

28 051

59

41

10.9

2.3

5

20

Solid

11 378

46

54

3.5

1.2

3

10

Liquid

10 996

63

37

4.6

0.8

6

33

5666

74

26

2.8

0.3

9

66

Emissions (CO2)
Total emission

Gas
* Oil equivalent

consumption of meat, reducing waste, and recycling can be very effective in reducing resource use.
Yet, we cannot preach aparigraha to the nearly 300 million people who live
below the poverty line in India. In 2007 half of India’s children were underweight
(moderate to severe undernutrition) or stunted. About 30 % of all adults had a BMI
(Body Mass Index) under 18.5, which defines adult malnutrition (Planning Commission, 2008).
If the world is to be socially and politically sustainable, we must deal with poverty and deprivation. Sustainability requires economic development until a sufficient level of wealth is achieved. The poor often depend on natural resources for
food, fodder and fuel. As populations grow use of these resources often exceeds
their natural regenerative capacity. Natural resources thus become depleted and
resource use becomes unsustainable. Development can help arrest such degradation by providing alternatives and by improving the productivity of such resources.
India needs to grow rapidly for a number of years if it is to eradicate poverty and
offer its people a satisfactory standard of living. Only rapid and sustainable growth
can generate the resources needed to provide the social and physical infrastructure
for education, health services, clean water, sanitation, transport and energy. Only a
rapidly developing economy can create adequate opportunities for gainful employment for all of India’s people. However, India, like most tropical countries, is likely
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to face increasing constraints due to global climate change, restricting the attainment of its short- and long-term development goals.
The Government of India has restructured policies to achieve a new vision based
on faster, more broad-based and inclusive growth. The key goal is to reduce poverty rapidly and focus on bridging the various divides that continue to affect our
society. Inclusive growth is needed for social and political sustainability. India’s
need and right to develop cannot be denied. India recognizes that development
requires an efficient energy sector. To ensure that development is sustainable India
will eventually need to make a transition to a largely renewable energy system. Yet
it must be accepted that India’s emissions will grow and that the required share of
the global environmental space must be provided.
An even greater challenge lies in resolving conflict around the use of common global resources. The industrialized countries have emitted two thirds of all cumulated
GHG emissions. Table 5 shows the cumulative carbon dioxide emissions from
1950 – 2005 and 2000 – 2005. The share of emissions produced by Annex I countries
was around 56 % in 2000 – 2005. Over these six years Annex I countries have emitted 85 458 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (MtCO2) compared to India’s emissions
of 6614 MtCO2. India’s emissions were 1020 MtCO2 in 2000 and 1222 MtCO2 in
2005, indicating a growth rate of 3.7 % per year. Even with an emissions growth rate
of 5 % per year the sum total of India’s emissions over 30 years from 2006 – 2035
would be less than what Annex I countries have emitted between 2000 and 2005.
The developed countries, which have occupied a disproportionate share of the
environmental space, have a special responsibility not only to compensate the poor
on whom they have inflicted heavy adaptation burdens but also to reduce their resource consumption as soon as possible. While adaptation can reduce the burden
of climate change it cannot completely eliminate it, nor is it cost-free. A person
living in a coastal area adapts when the sea level rises by moving. That saves his
life but not his property. In fact, by migrating he may impose cost on others. By
delaying action, the rich are occupying more of the global space at the expense of
the poor (Parikh and Parikh, 1998). For example, the annual carbon dioxide emissions of the USA alone have increased between 1990 and 2005 by about as much
as India’s total annual emissions. The USA today emits five times as much as India
(see Fig. 2).
The right to the global atmospheric carbon space does not belong to the initial
occupiers. Unlike land, which can be fenced, global space cannot be fenced. There
is no way to prevent developing countries from emitting GHGs except through a
mutually acceptable global contract. This will require that industrialized countries
reduce their emissions and make space for developing countries. All countries have
a stake in achieving sustainability.
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Fig. 2. Annual carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion of selected countries in 1990 and 2005. (Source: Parikh, 2007)

It is clear that India has not contributed to the threat of climate change and is not
responsible for it. India’s cumulative emissions over the period 1950 – 2005 constitute less than 2 % of global emissions (see Table 5) and are well within any reasonable share of the global environment’s absorptive capacity. Even the rich in India
emit less carbon dioxide per capita than the average of developed countries. The
per-capita emissions of the richest 10 % of India’s urban population, which constitutes only 3 % of India’s total population, was less than 4 tonnes in 2003 (see
Table 6), compared with the US average of 19.9 tonnes and the European Union
average of 8.5 tonnes. However we should mention that the rich in India would like
to consume more but are unable to do so due to lack of infrastructure such as motorways.
India is extremely vulnerable to climate change. As a responsible nation India has
taken the initiative to stimulate action on climate change. Prime Minister Manmohan Singh stated at the Heiligendamm G 8 + 5 Conference (Government of India,
2008) that
‘We are determined that India’s per-capita GHG emissions are not going
to exceed those of developed countries even while pursuing policies of
development and economic growth. […] We must work together to find
pragmatic, practical solutions, which are for the benefit of entire humankind’.
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Table 5. Cumulative carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion excluding emissions
from land use changes. (Source: WRI, 2009)

1950 – 2005
2000 – 2005

MtCO2
% of world total
MtCO2
% of world total

Annex I countries

G 77 + China

China

India

Brazil

875 158

518 989

130 067

22 581

69 723

66.8

33.2

10.5

1.8

5.6

85 458

56 333

25 285

6 614

2 023

56

37

17

4

1

The implications of this are worth noting. It implies a huge commitment. If global
warming is to be limited to less than 2 ° C, this requires the stabilization of GHG
concentrations at 450 ppm (parts per million) carbon dioxide equivalents. This, in
turn, will require an 80 – 90 % reduction of emissions in industrialized countries by
2050. Thus, their per-capita emissions would need to be lowered to around 2.5
tonnes of carbon dioxide per year. Given the implementation of ambitious energy
efficiency measures and promotion of renewables, India will reach this level of percapita emission by 2030. Given current growth projection and presently available
technologies India runs a risk of exceeding this level by 2050 and thus it will have to
take steps to curtail its emissions. The ball, nevertheless, is indisputably in the court
of the industrialized countries. The more they reduce their emissions, the lower a
limit India will accept on its emissions. India should no longer be used as an excuse
by industrialized countries for delaying mitigation action.
An effective agreement on mitigation at a global level is needed and we hope that
Copenhagen will produce it. The agreement will have to be based on the principles
of equity and differentiated responsibility.
It is sometimes argued that, even though per-capita emissions of India and other
non-Annex I countries are low, India’s industries compete on the world market and
so we should have sectoral standards for emissions. There are many difficulties in
implementing sectoral standards. First, we need to decide what should be compared: carbon dioxide per tonne of product, carbon dioxide per dollar value of output, or carbon dioxide per unit value added? Should we take sectoral averages or
only consider new capacity? Should we account for the specific circumstances of a
country such as ambient air temperature, which affects the fuel efficiency of a machine or a plant? If a country has a relatively large carbon dioxide emissions quota
this is part of that country’s comparative advantage, just like skilled labour, large
capital stock or technological knowledge. Sectoral standards thus contradict the
very basis of free trade.
The principle of equal per-capita emissions, at least in the long-run, has been
widely accepted. The acceptance of this principle and the immediate allocation of
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Table 6. India’s per-capita carbon dioxide emissions of 2003 by expenditure class.(Source:
calculated by the author using the Social Accounting Matrix of India for 2003 – 4 based
on emissions from direct consumption of energy as well as indirect emissions embodied
in consumption items)
Expenditure class

Poorest

2

3

4

Richest

75

150

293

150

75

7

15

29

15

7

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

1.2

29

57

114

57

29

3

6

11

6

3

0.3

0.5

0.8

1.5

4.0

Rural populations
(millions)
(% of total)
Carbon dioxide emissions
(tonnes/person)
Urban populations
(millions)
(% of total)
Carbon dioxide emissions
(tonnes/person)

tradable emission quotas on a per-capita basis would indeed be fruitful. Not only
would it bring about a desired emission reduction, it would also stimulate technology development, reduce the costs of technology, increase incentives to rationalize
GHG emission in all countries, and ensure equitability across nations.
Instead of allocating annual emission quotas it may be more rational to allocate
global environmental space. For example, to ensure stabilization at 450 ppm carbon
dioxide equivalents we should estimate the total GHG emissions from 1990 – 2050
or till 2100 that can be emitted in terms of ‘tonne years’ of emissions, taking into
account how many years the emissions occupy the space. Quotas should be allocated on a per-capita basis in a tradable way. Alternatively, a rent could be charged
from all users for every tonne year’ of space occupied. This rent could then be distributed on a per-capita basis to all citizens of the world in inverse proportion to
their per-capita income and per-capita emissions. This is like a carbon tax levied
on a country’s cumulative emissions from 1990 onwards.
In addition to mitigation, a further major challenge is posed by the burden of adaptation. Adaptation can help mitigate some adverse impact of climate change. However,
adaptation in the form of migration out of submerged areas to urban areas can – as
Nitin Desai points out – threaten sustainability. A rise in sea level, changes in the
hydrological regime, salination ingress, coastal submergence and resulting migration further aggravate the problems already created by rapid urbanization.
Congestion already causes huge traffic jams in Indian cities leading to wasteful
burning of fossil fuels and air pollution. A large proportion of India’s population
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lives in slums without adequate sewerage facilities. Less than half the effluent from
Indian cities is treated before it is discharged into lakes, rivers and oceans. Limited
resources make it almost impossible to develop water, sanitation and transport infrastructure in pace with rapid urbanization. Mass migration induced by climate
change would be catastrophic. We must find ways to deal with these problems.
Mass transport systems must be built in large cities. Anticipating the need for them
in smaller cities, long-term transport plans should be developed and rights of way
for future mass transport corridors should be acquired now. Private builders and
developers must be required to provide proper water and sewerage infrastructure.
These, however, cannot be maintained without appropriate user charges.
While the ill-effects of urbanization on air and water quality are all too visible,
one should not forget the impact it can have on rural areas. Rural-urban migration
relieves the pressure on agricultural land. Farmers who stay behind can have more
land to till. Pressure on rural commons for fuel may decrease and some regeneration
can take place. On the other hand, more intensive cultivation can also have negative consequences for environmental sustainability. Sustainable urbanization will
have to accompany sustainable agriculture.
Viewed from a long-term perspective, in order to sustain consumption at acceptable levels we must develop technologies using renewable resources. New technologies have to be sustainable and that requires multi-disciplinary approaches and
involvement of engineers, scientists, ecologists and social scientists, as rightly emphasized by Nitin Desai. The challenge is to develop these technologies and adapt
them before we cause irreversible damage to the Earth’s biosphere. This will require
that such technologies are shared among all as global public goods. ‘Public reasoning’ at a global level is called for, as suggested by Amartya Sen.
However, technologies, while critical, are by themselves not enough. Lifestyles
will also have to be modified. Attitudes to consumption will have to change. As the
Indian sages have advised, ‘Ten Tyakten Bhunjithah’ (‘you must give something up
in order to enjoy it’). The rich in developed and developing countries alike will have
to set examples of sustainable lifestyles for the poor to emulate. The sooner this
happens the better is the chance of avoiding catastrophic climate change.
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Chapter 14

Climate change, poverty eradication,
and sustainable development

Nitin Desai

Nitin Desai, a graduate of London School of Economics, taught economics at two
British universities, worked briefly in the private sector, and had a long stint as a
government official in India before joining the UN, where he rose to the position
of Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs. He retired from this
position in 2003. His major work at the UN involved organizing a series of global
summits, including the Rio Earth Summit (1992) and the Johannesburg Sustainable
Development Summit (2002). He is at present a member of the National Security
Advisory Board and the Prime Minister’s Council on Climate Change in India, and
remains an active participant in the national and global dialogue on climate policy.
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What is the principal challenge facing humanity in the twenty-first century? Is it
the challenge of lifting billions out of poverty into a life of dignity? Or is it one of
ensuring that we do not transgress the boundaries beyond which the risks of catastrophic environmental change are unacceptably large? In my view the word ‘or’ in
the previous question is misleading. The two challenges are now so connected that
coping with one requires that we cope also with the other. That is what sustainable
development is all about – how poverty eradication and environmental protection
can be mutually supportive.
The persistence of poverty 1 can be attributed to many factors, but, of these, resource poverty is the crucial one. A large proportion of the world’s poor live in the
rural areas of the developing world and face a growing scarcity of land and water.
Many of them are in ecologically fragile regions such as arid and semi-arid zones,
mountain areas, coastal areas exposed to violent weather, and so on. A critical dimension of resource poverty is the lack of access to safe and sustainable energy. In
developing countries some 2.5 billion people are forced to rely on biomass – fuelwood, charcoal, and animal dung – to meet their energy needs for cooking. Indoor
air pollution claims the lives of 1.5 million people each year, more than half of
them below the age of five. 1.6 billion people – a quarter of humanity – live without electricity.
For all of these people in poverty, as well as for policymakers in the developing
world, development that raises productivity, production and income is understandably the highest priority. Slowing down economic growth is not an option that they
can consider. But I would argue that growth that is more mindful of the local environment is something that they can and should pursue, for it is the poor who are
most exposed to environmental stress and resource poverty. Hence, when it comes
to climate change, mitigating the risks and adapting to the changes that are unavoidable have to be components of any long-term strategy for poverty eradication.
The issue is not what we do first. Climate change is a threat that could worsen
global inequality because it will affect low-latitude developing countries to a greater
extent, and mostly in an adverse manner. Changes in water availability, the increase
in vector-borne diseases such as malaria, and the greater risk of extreme climate
events are some of the consequences that will affect the poor more than the wealthy.
Therefore, the real challenge is to find solutions that address both problems simultaneously. This is the goal of sustainable development.

1
The facts about poverty are well known: 2.6 billion people live on less than two US dollars per day, 800 million
go to bed hungry every day, 26 000 children die every day because of poverty, a billion people entered the twentyfirst century unable to read or write, 72 million children should be but are not in school, 1.1 billion people in developing countries have inadequate access to water, 2.6 billion lack basic sanitation, a billion urban dwellers live
in slum conditions, and 1.4 million children die every year due to lack of access to safe water and sanitation
(http://www.globalissues.org/article/26/poverty-facts-and-stats. Accessed 14 January 2009).
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According to the Brundtland Commission, ‘Sustainable development is a process
of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the
orientation of technological development, and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future potential to meet human needs and aspirations’ (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p. 46). The
risks associated with climate change are clearly not consistent with this notion of
sustainability. As the present author, who was involved in the writing of the Brundtland Commission’s report, has stated elsewhere that ‘Environmental resources like
biodiversity or the delicately balanced chemistry of the atmosphere are resources
which are critical to the maintenance of life on Earth. In such cases the objective
of sustainability would require conservation in a stricter sense since compensation
to preserve options may not be possible’ (Desai, 2007, pp. 506 – 9).
A sustainable development strategy that addresses this risk must involve changes
that mitigate the risk, and measures that help people to adapt to the climate change
that is unavoidable even with mitigation efforts.
Mitigation
The key to mitigation lies in rethinking energy policy. The carbon dioxide emitted
by fossil fuel use is not the only greenhouse gas, but it is by far the most important,
and the one most amenable to policy influences. In 2005 humans emitted some
27 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere as a result of fossil fuel
use – this is a little over 4 tonnes per capita. This aggregate hides huge differences –
the per-capita figures are 20 tonnes for the USA, 12 for Russia, 8 for Europe, around
3.5 for China, and 1 tonne for India (Energy Information Agency, 2006).
The scientific consensus is that to contain climate change risks to a manageable
level, by 2050 carbon dioxide emissions will have to be 50 – 75 % lower than the
business-as-usual level. The challenge of energy policy is to bring the global percapita emission of carbon dioxide down to about 1 to 1.5 tonnes within this time
frame. Another way of stating the challenge is that we need to increase our carbon
productivity tenfold from the current level of around USD 740 of GDP per tonne
of carbon dioxide emitted – an effort comparable in scale to the increase in manufacturing labour productivity over a century during the Industrial Revolution (McKinsey Global Institute, 2008, pp. 10 –11).
Climate change is a global externality and requires a depth of cooperation
between countries that goes far beyond anything we have experienced so far. The
challenge is to agree on a fair sharing of environmental space between those who
have occupied it first and those who are now in need of room to grow. A control on
emissions will be required and, as Amartya Sen states in his interview at the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium, the key questions are, who should do how much,
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and how should the costs be shared (Sen and Stern, 2007)? Should the long-term
goal be to converge towards equal per-capita emissions at a level consistent with
manageable climate change risk, say 1 – 1.5 tonnes by 2050? Or should those who
have occupied the space with their past emissions do more to create space for the
newcomers?
The risks of climate change depend on the cumulative emissions of greenhouse
gases, and judgements about the fairness of alternative proposals on limits should
take this into account. An illustrative calculation, presented in Table 1, shows that,
even with limits greater than what are on offer at the moment, the developed world
with less than one-sixth of the world population will occupy roughly one-half of
the incremental space.
Energy consumption in the developing world is rising – as it should, given the
present level of energy poverty. The big question for sustainability is whether the
increase in energy demands that will necessarily accompany the move out of poverty can be met by low-carbon supply alternatives that are environmentally sustainable. In the developed world, adjustment must extend to already established energy
consumption patterns. Thus, the real challenge is to manage demand. Is there a
price that will be paid in terms of growth as we move to alternate energy paths? Or
can the low-carbon alternatives provide an opportunity for new growth possibilities, particularly in regions deficient in fossil fuel resources, just as electricity did
when it was first introduced?
Low-carbon growth may provide new business opportunities. But it also involves
additional costs over and above the business-as-usual scenario. Some of the savings
that arise from improved efficiency may have negative or zero costs (or collateral
benefits, which amounts to the same thing). However, the required emissions reduction of 50 – 75 % by 2050 will involve moving beyond low-carbon growth to
measures that involve net additional costs. A recent McKinsey study has estimated
that the abatement required to stay below 500 ppm of greenhouse gases will cost
EUR 500 – 1100 billion in 2030, or about 0.6 – 1.4 % of that year’s projected global
GDP (McKinsey Global Institute, 2008, pp. 15 – 16). However, 40 + % of the abatement potential exists in the developing countries (excluding China), and will not
be realized unless the transfers of finance and technology are substantially larger,
more predictable, and more robust than at present. In addition, the developing world
will need financial support for adaptation actions, which poses an even greater
challenge because the rich countries do not see any direct return in terms of risk
mitigation in this case. The application of the polluter-pays principle requires that
the rich countries accept this obligation on the grounds that they are responsible for
around 70 % of accumulated carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel use since
1850.
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Table 1. Cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel use (percentage share
of world total). (Source: Author’s calculations based on data and BAU projections in
Energy Information Administration, 2006).
Developed
countries

Developing
countries

Developing
Asia

Absolute amount
(Gt CO2)

1980 – 2005

66.2 %

33.8 %

21.2 %

568

2005 – 2030 BAU

53.8 %

46.2 %

33.3 %

895

2005 – 2030 with cuts*

50.9 %

49.1 %

34.6 %

841

Cuts: In 2030 Europe 30 % below 1990 level; North America and OECD Asia at 1990 level; business as usual
(BAU) in Russia and developing countries.

*

Adaptation
Adaptation actions in the developing world have to address the links between poverty, ill health, population growth, and the deterioration of land, water and biotic
resources at the local level. In the villages of the Asia, Africa and Latin America
poverty eradication requires that the productivity of poor households is raised. This
in turn requires a systematic effort to rehabilitate degraded land and water resources,
and an integrated approach to land, water, and biotic management that respects climatic and other ecological constraints. The climatic changes which now are unavoidable will require that this will be even more necessary as a condition for poverty
eradication.
In the rural areas of the developing world the impact of climate change will be felt
directly through changes in precipitation, groundwater recharge, and river flows.
Our knowledge about impacts in developing countries is still sketchy, and not all
of the impacts will be negative. However a major change, even a favourable one,
in something as basic as climate will require substantial societal, technological,
and economic adaptation. The key instrument for such adaptation is water resource
management. If we can get that right, many other things will also fall into place.
Balancing water use and availability in a watershed or river basin, setting priorities
between competing demands, ensuring adequate drainage of used water, and maintaining water quality necessarily require that we get the land, forest, and settlement
policies right. Rational land use, forest conservation in catchment areas, restoration of degraded lands, and land engineering for water retention and drainage are
all aspects of water management. Public spending programmes for agriculture and
rural development must be tailored to agro-climatic regions, and water resource
planning must move away from civil engineering projects to become an element in
integrated land and water management.
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Climate change will change the physical geography of the planet, and this will
lead to changes in its human geography too. One dimension of this is migration.
The 60 % of the world population that lives within 100 km of the coast will be
affected by rising sea levels, worsening storm surges, saline intrusion, and so on.
Many people will migrate, and much of this migration will be from one povertystricken area to another, as we already see among conflict refugees in Africa. But,
as Amartya Sen points out, this will involve a slow process rather than sudden
large-scale migration (Sen and Stern, 2007).
The population movements induced by climate change will come on top of a
huge rural-urban shift. More and more of the population in the developing world
will live in cities, which are already under pressure. Ensuring sustainable urbanization may be the most important challenge for coping with climate risks. The critical areas that need to be addressed are water, sanitation and energy use, particularly
in transportation.
Economic and technological solutions
Energy, water and human settlements are the critical sectoral areas both for poverty
eradication and for mitigation and adaptation actions to cope with climate change
risks. The policies and programmes in these areas have to operate in a market
economy where the most important challenge is to get prices right so that they reflect full social costs from the beginning to the end of the production and consumption process, including, particularly, the costs of waste disposal. Unfortunately the
three sectors of greatest concern are precisely the ones where markets are distorted
by subsidies and often operate inequitably.
The most important policy challenge for mitigation is carbon pricing (see
Edenhofer et al. and Mirrlees, this volume). There is, at present, no cost attached
to carbon emissions in most countries, the few exceptions being those where some
form of carbon taxation is in force. The market in carbon credits that has emerged
with the establishment of emission caps fulfils a similar purpose. In a market economy the most effective instrument for promoting mitigation is to ensure through
taxes or cap-and-trade systems that the global social cost of carbon is reflected in
the calculations of companies, which decide on investments and develop new techniques, and of individuals, who consume goods and energy.
In the long run, the scale of adjustment required is such that we have to look to
radically new technologies. Our past experience shows that a single, objective-oriented approach to technology development often leads to new problems. For instance, when CFCs were first introduced for refrigeration, aerosols, and foam
rubber manufacture, they were considered safe chemicals because they are stable,
non-corrosive, do not involve any explosion hazard, and are not directly toxic to
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human beings. It was only later that their impact on the ozone layer and the consequences of this were understood (see Molina, this volume). A more germane example is that of biofuels whose indiscriminate promotion has led to inappropriate land
use and unintended increases in food prices (see Creutzig and Kammen, this volume). Hence, any mission-oriented approach to carbon-saving technologies must
be accompanied by a system of technology assessment that takes ecological and
economic dimensions into account and keeps the principle of equity in sight.
The elements of a potential climate agreement
What are the elements of a potential climate accord that could address these problems in a manner that is, in Nicholas Stern’s words, ‘effective, efficient and equitable’?
First, we must agree on a long-term goal corresponding to an acceptable risk level
for global warming. It has to be realistic enough to be attainable, yet ambitious
enough to avert the more catastrophic consequences of temperature change. This
will involve both an assessment of likely risks and value judgments about the level
and distribution of the costs and benefits of mitigation measures. One point worth
noting is the growing concern among scientists about potential tipping points that
could cause serious change to the organisation and appearance of the Earth system,
and produce consequent challenges for human society. Runaway climate change,
which would make human life on Earth difficult if not impossible, is not a part of
any projection; but we cannot currently rule out scientifically that it could be triggered.
Second, the most elementary notions of fairness require that the burden for immediate action must fall on those who are most culpable in terms of past emissions.
The calculations presented above on how future cumulative emissions would be
distributed suggest that the immediate commitments by the developed countries
would need to be greater than what is being talked about at present. If the developed countries, USA and Russia included, fail to demonstrate a responsible sense
of purpose, it will be difficult to persuade poorer countries, who have only just
started on the path of energy consumption growth, to take on any serious commitment.
Third, the developing countries will also have to contribute to mitigation measures in the long-term. But their exemption from immediate commitments does not
mean business as usual. Their energy consumption and emissions may grow. But
they can and should be assisted in using all economically viable means to promote
energy efficiency, to use lower-carbon energy alternatives, and to implement
appropriate forms of demand management. It is in the global interest to provide
concessional finance and technology transfer, first through means like the Kyoto
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Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM, see Liverman, this volume), and
second through the direct provision of soft loans and grants for mitigation efforts,
including for deforestation avoidance and reforestation. One could even integrate
the two strands by providing the soft grants for mitigation in the form of the purchase of carbon credits from developing countries that add to global mitigation
because, unlike the CDM purchases, they are not used to offset developed country
mitigation obligations.
Fourth, a certain degree of climate change is inevitable based on any realistic
assumption of what the long-term agreed mitigation goal will be. The burden of
adjustment to this change will be very unevenly distributed. Much of it will fall on
countries that have limited financial and technical capacity to take on the additional effort required. These adaptation costs must be paid for in strict proportion
to the responsibility for the problem (for example, as defined by cumulative emissions), and distributed according to need so that small island countries, for instance,
receive much more in per-capita terms, because of their greater need, than large
continental countries.
Finally, new technologies that save on carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gas
emissions, or which sequester the emissions in some way, will be needed as we
move to a point at which we do not add to the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. This will require cooperative arrangements beyond normal commercial
exchanges for the development, dissemination, and sharing of these technologies.
All of these elements are envisaged in the agreements reached in the UNFCCC at
Bali. They are being negotiated at present and are to be finalized by the end of
2009. The difficulty now is not the lack of a mandate but the willingness to recognize that time is running out and we do not have the option of concluding a weak
agreement now in the hope that the next agreement a decade from now will be
better.
Time to change our thinking
We need to change how we think, and move beyond inherited concepts to develop
a common language of discourse between economists, ecologists, engineers, and
ethical philosophers. Like an ecologist, we must respect the integrity of natural
systems; but, like an engineer, we must be willing to intervene in these systems to
meet human needs. The solutions proposed have to work in a market economy, and
this is where the economist’s concerns about balancing costs and benefits and
choosing optimally between alternatives comes in. Every solution that is proposed
will involve some distribution of responsibility within and between generations,
and within and between the political jurisdictions into which the human population
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and our planetary ecosystem are divided. This is where ethics comes in with its
judgments of what is just and fair.
Effective global action on climate change will require such a synthesis. To an
extent this has been achieved already as scientists, engineers and technologists look
for creative solutions to climate change. The consensus-building process in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the structured dialogue
that it has promoted have clearly contributed to this. The economics of climate
change are also receiving attention, while the recent seminal exercise led by Nicholas Stern has contributed hugely to the debate (Stern, 2007). But the degree of
agreement that prevails in this area is well short of a consensus. The really difficult
area is the ethical concern about burden-sharing, which has largely been left to the
cut and thrust of diplomatic negotiations, where we have not moved beyond a few
general principles such as ‘common but differentiated responsibility’.
What we need is what Amartya Sen has called ‘public reasoning’– a process of
raising awareness not just about the problem but also about how it affects people
differently, who has the capacity to cope and who needs help, the solutions that are
available and those that still need to be found, and so on (Sen and Stern, 2007). But
more than that, we need a sense of urgency. Ten years from now it may be too late
to prevent catastrophic climate change. That will be a disaster both for sustainability and for development. The time to act is now.
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Chapter 13

Climate change – learning from the
stratospheric ozone challenge

Mario Molina

Mario Molina studied physical chemistry and obtained his PhD at the University
of California, Berkeley. In 1974, well before the first measurements of the Antarctic ozone hole, he co-authored a paper that described how chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)
gases, widely used in industry at that time, destroy the atmospheric ozone layer. In
1995, Molina was honoured with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his work on
ozone depletion. As Professor of Chemistry and of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Molina continued his
research on man-made changes of atmospheric chemistry. In 2004 he joined the
faculty at the University of California in San Diego.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 12.
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The most recent findings on climate change provide clear evidence that ‘human
activities, especially the combustion of fossil fuels, are influencing the climate in
ways that threaten the well-being and continued development of human society’
(Richardson et al., 2009). At the same time, Pachauri (this volume) states that climate change ‘poses a daunting challenge, but, if acted upon quickly and effectively, one that promises a more inclusive and less vulnerable planet for the global
population as a whole’. We have, thus, an opportunity that we must not miss.
Although we know about the potentially disastrous consequences of destabilizing the climate, many people, organizations, and nations are still not responding
adequately to the urgent call for action, and insist that more evidence is needed to
warrant a global response. Such thinking is similar to that of a patient who asks for
virtual certainty that a tumour is indeed malignant before agreeing to have it removed. Yet, most patients would surely agree to have surgery even if the probability of malignancy were merely ten or twenty percent. A similar attitude is still
common when considering action on climate change. But we know that the risk of
inaction, although difficult to quantify, is very significant, and we do not need more
scientific evidence to conclude that drastic action is necessary.
If we continue to delay action we will miss a unique opportunity to make our
world a more just and healthy place for all. It is time to remember that we have
cooperated on solving global problems before, most notably the problem of ozone
depletion in the stratosphere. It might be helpful to look back at previous successes
and mistakes to increase the likelihood that our efforts to avoid climate destabilization will be successful.
Stratospheric ozone – a short history
Ozone is found mainly in the stratosphere – the second layer of our atmosphere, at
a height of about 10 – 50 km. An ozone molecule contains three atoms of oxygen
instead of the two found in normal oxygen molecules; it is formed at high altitudes
through the action of short-wavelength solar radiation on oxygen molecules. Stratospheric ozone has made it possible for life to evolve on our planet; it acts like a
sunscreen, absorbing most of the harmful ultraviolet radiation that destroys the DNA
molecule, which is essential for life as we know it.
In 1974, we discovered that chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) – then commonly used
in refrigeration and as propellants for spray cans – can have a detrimental effect on
ozone (Molina and Rowland, 1974). In the stratosphere, CFCs decompose by the
action of short wavelength solar radiation splitting off chlorine atoms, which in
turn start chain reactions that break down ozone. We concluded that CFCs could
cause a depletion of the ozone layer, potentially affecting human health and the
environment.
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Our theory was eventually confirmed by atmospheric observations, laboratory
measurements and modelling studies. In 1985 the Antarctic ozone ‘hole’ was discovered (Farman et al., 1985); in the middle of the stratosphere above Antarctica
more than 95 % of the ozone disappeared in the spring months, and subsequent
measurements confirmed that the disappearance was caused by the CFCs. These
discoveries initiated a political process that culminated in a multilateral agreement
to phase out practically all substances that are responsible for stratospheric ozone
depletion. This treaty, the Montreal Protocol, came into full force four years later,
in January 1989, and has been amended several times since then. It can be regarded
as one of the best examples of effective global collaboration on behalf of humanity
and the environment; the amount of CFCs in the atmosphere has started to decline,
and although the ozone hole still forms every year over Antarctica, the rest of the
ozone layer has started to show signs of recovery from a less severe, but still noticeable thinning.
It turns out that the CFCs that affect stratospheric ozone are also powerful greenhouse gases, and thus the Montreal Protocol has also led to significant climate
change mitigation. So far, it has been considerably more effective than the Kyoto
Protocol, the treaty that was developed in 1997 to regulate greenhouse gases, and
that is currently being reassessed (Velders et al., 2007). Most of the compounds now
replacing ozone depleting substances are hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); some of these chemicals are also strong greenhouse
gases (Velders et al., 2009), and for this reason recent amendments to the Montreal
Protocol are now aimed at accelerating their phase-out.
An example for global action: Montreal versus Kyoto treaties
The current global problem caused by greenhouse gas emissions has many similarities to the stratospheric ozone problem. In both cases it is crucial to exchange
‘business as usual’ for collaboration between nations as one global community.
But the quick and effective implementation of the Montreal Protocol to protect the
ozone layer stands in stark contrast to the Kyoto Protocol. Even though climate
change is well documented by a large numbers of scientific studies, the Kyoto Treaty
has not been successful on a global scale; global society has yet to find a way to
agree on effective actions on climate change. Several important differences between the problems of ozone depletion and climate change are discussed below.
They at least partially explain why the Montreal Protocol is more effective than the
Kyoto Protocol. Recognizing these differences might enable us to find more effective solutions to climate change.
The science behind ozone depletion is very well established. Reproducible scientific data involving atmospheric observations, laboratory measurements and
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modelling studies clearly show that the chemical processes that are initiated by
CFCs in the stratosphere result in the depletion of ozone. The basic science of climate change is also relatively straightforward; increased concentrations of greenhouse gases warm the surface of the planet. However, the Earth’s climate system
is quite complicated, and there are many feedbacks which affect the overall functioning of this system. The changes are gradual and occur in a dynamic and complex system; furthermore, at first sight these changes appear to be natural, and
hence there is more room for scepticism.
CFCs are clearly of human origin, and do not exist naturally in our atmosphere.
In contrast, carbon dioxide and methane, which are the main gases responsible for
the greenhouse effect, have predominantly natural sources and play an important
role in producing the benign climate that has facilitated the development of human
civilization in the past 12 000 or so years. In fact, greenhouse gases make life on
Earth possible; the average surface temperature of our planet would be about -15 ° C
without these gases, when in fact it is + 15 ° C as a consequence of the ‘natural’
greenhouse effect. The problem is that human activities are adding large amounts of
these ‘natural’ gases to the atmosphere, causing an enhanced anthropogenic greenhouse effect that is significantly affecting the natural climate.
The extent of change necessary to phase out CFCs was relatively small and relatively easy to monitor. This is probably the most important difference to the climate
change issue. The ozone-depleting chemicals were used mainly as refrigerants,
solvents and as propellants for spray cans, and could be replaced with other compounds, most with very similar qualities. The Montreal Protocol called for a complete phase-out of the production of ozone-depleting chemicals, which has already
been largely accomplished. Most people never even noticed the changes, as the
required transition affected only a few industries.
In contrast, climate change is caused mainly by activities related to the production and consumption of fossil fuel energy, which has so far been essential for the
functioning of our industrialized society. Effective action therefore requires a major transformation, not only involving a few industries, but affecting a great number
of activities of society. Furthermore, the unwanted side-effects from these activities involve the generation of compounds that are naturally emitted to the environment; it is much harder to monitor not only who is responsible for the unwanted
emissions but also if they are actually changing. Furthermore, it is not easy to establish the appropriate baseline to decide if the emissions in question are decreasing or increasing. It is harder still to monitor changes in the greenhouse gas emissions
related to deforestation, agricultural and land-use practices, which contribute about
one third of the total emissions responsible for climate change.
It is thus not surprising that efforts to mitigate climate change have been slow and
difficult to implement compared to those of the Montreal Protocol. Today, action
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will only be effective if there is large-scale collaboration between politicians, industry and civil society, and between most nations. It is important to communicate
the urgency of the problem to all these groups. It is also important to understand
that its solution involves costs, but these are clearly smaller than the costs associated
with inaction, as shown by recent economic studies. It is therefore essential not only
to base any solutions on the best science available, but also to clearly communicate
the short- and long-term benefits and challenges of the suggested solutions.
Opportunities to act
Because effective climate action is more urgent than the scientific community had
anticipated only a few years ago, it is imperative for society to find an effective
way to move forward in an effort that will define the future of modern societies.
Unfortunately, there is no ‘silver bullet’; however, there are technologies currently
available that could be implemented in the near future and would result in a significant reduction of greenhouse gas emissions at a relatively modest cost, namely
a few percent of global GDP (Stern, 2006; Paltsev et al., 2009; Stern and GarbettShiels, this volume). Some of these technologies involve significantly increasing the
efficiency with which energy is consumed in a variety of sectors (industry, transportation, housing, etc.); some others involve the use of renewable energy sources
(such as solar, wind and biomass); and yet others involve sequestering and capturing the carbon dioxide emitted in power plants consuming coal, oil or biomass.
The role of developing nations in mitigating climate change
So far, developing nations have not been the major contributors to anthropogenic
global climate change, but they are bearing the brunt of its effects (see Pachauri,
this volume). This has led to the common perception that developing nations are the
victims of unjust and ineffective policies, and that the industrialized nations have
the responsibility to solve the problem they created. Along these lines, any changes
to be carried out by the developing world to address the climate change issue would
have to be paid for by the industrialized countries.
At the same time – and rightly so – developing nations are striving to achieve
the same standard of living as the industrialized world, implying similar levels of
energy consumption. The problem is that so far their economic growth is being
achieved along the same path the industrialized countries followed in the past. Industrialized nations are thus reluctant to transfer the funds requested by developing
nations as they believe that these funds might not be properly employed to significantly reduce the growth of greenhouse gas emissions.
As understandable as these attitudes might be, they do not help solve the problem.
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There are not enough natural resources on our planet, and the atmosphere is not
large enough to absorb the unwanted by-products of human activities without consequences. Clearly, economic development cannot continue along the same path it
has followed in the past, and something has to change quite drastically. Developed
nations have to understand, and most of them do, that for reasons of justice they
must contribute to the solution of the problem by transferring economic resources
and technology to developing nations. In fact, an important precedent was set by
the Montreal Protocol: the creation of the ‘Multilateral Fund’. This fund was instrumental in addressing the stratospheric ozone question by providing resources
to developing nations to achieve a smooth transition to a CFC-free society. At the
same time, developing nations have to realize that they can and must aim for a different system, one not heavily tied to the consumption of energy and the combustion of fossil fuels. They also have to acknowledge that these changes are very
significant and should not occur only to the extent implied by a transfer of funds
from developed nations. The climate change problem is truly global; all nations
stand to benefit from an effective international treaty, and all nations stand to lose
if no agreement is reached.
An example of a developing country with a positive attitude is Mexico; this
country has already made a commitment to follow a low-carbon economic growth
plan and to halve its greenhouse gas emissions by the year 2050. Furthermore,
Mexico is proposing the establishment of a ‘Green Fund’ with contributions from
both developed and developing countries to facilitate the global transition to lowcarbon economies. Some of the proposed changes in Mexico will merely require
new government regulations – for example, those that lead to more efficient energy
use – while others will require economic assistance from abroad. The point is, however, that Mexico is already embarking on this new economic growth path with the
expectation that a global agreement will be reached, that this new path will improve its competitiveness in the global economy, and that it will also end up facilitating the eradication of poverty. Fortunately, it appears that other nations, such as
China and India, are also developing and beginning to implement similar plans. In
the end, it is this type of positive attitude that might lead to a successful global
treaty. The main problems that are currently being experienced in international
negotiations result from excessive demands from some industrialized countries for
‘binding commitments’ by all developing nations, or excessive demands by some
developing nations for economic contributions as a condition for change. Here
again, the Montreal Protocol stands out as an example which demonstrates that an
effective international agreement can indeed be negotiated.
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Air pollution and climate change
Air pollution continues to be a serious problem, particularly in many developing
countries. The public health impacts of poor air quality are well documented, and
thus the economic and quality-of-life benefits to society of air pollution controls
provide ample justification for their implementation. Furthermore, it turns out that
many of the measures required to address air pollution also provide important benefits in relation to climate change.
The most common components of air pollution include atmospheric ozone and
aerosols. Although ozone is most abundant in the stratosphere, the lowest layer of
the atmosphere, the troposphere, also contains ozone of natural origin. The concentration of this ‘tropospheric ozone’ has increased in recent years as a consequence of human activities, mainly the burning of fossil fuels and biomass. At high
temperatures characteristic of a combustion process, small amounts of oxygen and
nitrogen (the most abundant compounds in air) combine to form nitric oxide, which,
together with carbon monoxide and unburned gaseous organic compounds, undergo
a series of chemical reactions in the presence of sunlight to generate ozone. As a
consequence of its detrimental health effects, ozone levels are controlled in many
cities, but barely so in the background troposphere, where it acts as a powerful
greenhouse gas. Thus, reducing emissions of ozone precursors (nitrogen oxides and
gaseous organic compounds) leads not only to improved air quality, but also contributes to climate change mitigation.
Atmospheric aerosols are solid and / or liquid airborne particles. A large fraction
of man-made aerosols come in the form of smoke from burning tropical forests,
biomass, and fossil fuels. Black carbon is a component of smoke, and is generated
in part by diesel engines not fitted with modern emission control devices. It turns
out that black carbon emissions have not only serious public health impacts, but
also contribute very significantly to climate change (Ramanathan and Carmichael,
2008). On the other hand, a major component of atmospheric aerosols of human
origin comes in the form of sulphates, created by the burning of coal and oil. In
contrast to black carbon, sulphate aerosols are white and reflect or scatter incoming
solar radiation, and thus lead to climate cooling, compensating to some extent for
the anthropogenic greenhouse effect. In fact, the true impact of greenhouse gases
has been masked to some extent by this type of aerosol (Ramanathan and Feng,
2008). Nevertheless, air quality considerations alone justify the need to reduce emissions of these white aerosols, even if that means that stricter controls of greenhouse
gases and black carbon will be required to properly reduce the climate change
risk.
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The role of ethics in mitigating climate change
Even though we are moving dangerously close to reaching tipping points with nearly
irreversible consequences for the Earth’s climate system (Lenton et al., 2008), the
world as a whole is still debating what, if any, changes are needed to address the
climate change crisis. Clearly, science and knowledge alone are not enough to
move people to action. In addition to scientific communication, experts need to help
decision-makers in society to truly understand what climate change is all about.
Global environmental problems have been caused so far predominantly by developed countries, which are home to about one fourth of the global population. The
enormous challenge now facing society is to enable the economic development of
the rest of the global population, so that they too can enjoy a satisfactory standard
of living, without, however, degrading the natural environment. Our generation
has the responsibility to address the climate change problem in such a way as to
ensure that future generations have access to environment and natural resources
suitable for the continued improvement of their economic well-being. Solving the
climate change and air quality dilemmas is thus not just well justified from a purely
economic point of view, but ethical considerations imply that it is a truly imperative endeavour for our generation.
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Climate change has emerged as one of the most contentious and critical issues of
our time, with far-reaching implications for the way the human race will live and
develop, especially over this century. While skeptics continue to doubt the human
contribution to the phenomenon, the majority of the scientific community has
come to a clear conclusion regarding the reality of human-induced climate change.
These studies, many of which are included in the reports of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), clearly show that human activities are the main
reason for altered climate patterns in the last century.
The findings of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, released in 2007, indicate
that the warming of the climate system is unequivocal (Solomon et al., 2007). They
also reveal several disturbing trends regarding levels of atmospheric greenhouse
gases since the Industrial Revolution, and changes in climate over the same period.
According to the report, continued emissions would lead to further warming of
1.1 º C to 6.4 º C over the twenty-first century, depending on different scenarios of
economic growth, population projections, technological change, energy demand,
structure of energy use, and other factors (see Rahmstorf et al., this volume).
The impacts of climate change are widespread and complex, and are projected
to vary according to the timing and magnitude of change, as well as according to
adaptive capacity. It is clear, however, that climate change impacts have serious
implications for the livelihoods of billions of people worldwide, and pose one of
the greatest challenges to development in our time.
The ecological footprint, a sustainability indicator measuring the pressure exerted
by human activity on the Earth’s systems, indicates increasingly unsustainable global consumption trends (see Leape and Humphrey, this volume). The ecological
footprint is an estimate of the amount of biologically productive land and sea area
are needed to regenerate (if possible) the resources that a human consumes, and to
absorb and neutralize the corresponding waste, given prevailing technology. According to the Global Footprint Network,1 it currently takes one year and four
months to regenerate the resources consumed globally in a year. The ‘carbon footprint’2 is by far the largest component of the overall ecological footprint, comprising half of the total. Climate change is clearly one of the most pressing sustainability
challenges of the century, and one that urgently needs to be addressed as part of
mainstream development policy.

1
2

The Global Footprint Network is an international think tank working to advance sustainability.
The amount of forests and other vegetated areas to sequester carbon dioxide emissions.
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Impacts of climate change on developing countries
The IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report projected that climate change will have a
disproportionately high impact on developing countries, thereby exacerbating inequalities in health status and in access to adequate food, clean water, and other
resources. In all countries, certain sections of the population, such as the elderly
and poor, tend to be at a higher risk, thus also exacerbating inequalities within
nations.
While industrialized countries bear the greatest responsibility for the changing
climate, developing countries are already bearing the major burden of its effects.
Between 1990 and 2005, nearly 3.5 billion people were affected by natural disasters,
of which approximately 90 % live in developing countries (LaFleur et al., 2008).
As if this inequality were not enough, developing countries also have far fewer
resources to adapt to climate change than developed economies. Factors influencing vulnerability to climate change include dependence of communities on climatesensitive resources, vitality of local communities, the integrity of key infrastructures,
level of current preparedness and planning, the sophistication of public healthcare
systems, and existing exposure to conflict.
The impacts of climate change on developing economies are projected to be
severe in terms of several critical factors. These include not only access to key resources such as water, but also factors related to health and vulnerability to a rise in
sea level. Climate change also has serious implications for the Millennium Development Goals, particularly those related to environmental sustainability and poverty reduction. Some of the projected impacts include:
Access to food: In the Sahel region of Africa, warmer and drier conditions have
already led to a shorter growing season with detrimental effects on crops. In some
countries of Africa, yields from rain-fed agriculture could be reduced by up to 50 %
by 2020 (Parry et al., 2007, chapter 9). Local food supplies are projected to be
negatively affected by decreasing fish populations in large lakes due to rising water temperatures, and the shortage may be exacerbated by continued over-fishing.
These consequences would further adversely affect food security and increase malnutrition in Africa. By 2020, between 75 and 250 million people in Africa are projected to be exposed to increased water stress due to climate change (Parry et al.,
2007, chapter 9).
Health problems: In addition to malnutrition and consequent disorders in child
growth and development, projected climate change is likely to affect the health status of millions of people – particularly those with low adaptive capacity – through
increased deaths, disease, and injury due to heat waves, floods, storms, fires and
droughts; the increased burden of diarrhoeal disease; the increased frequency of
cardio-respiratory diseases due to higher concentrations of ground-level ozone
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related to climate change; and the altered geographical distribution of some infectious disease vectors (Parry et al., 2007, chapter 8).
Coastal risks: By the end of the century, many millions more people than today
are projected to experience floods every year due to the rise of sea levels (Parry et
al., 2007, chapter 6). The number of people affected by sea-level rise and by storm
floods will be highest in the mega-deltas of Asia and Africa, while small islands are
also especially vulnerable.
Migration: In addition to the existing migration due to resource scarcity, the
numbers of environmental refugees could increase as coastal flooding, extreme
weather events, famines, and conflicts that will arise due to these events become
more frequent.
Biodiversity: By 2020, significant loss of biodiversity is projected to occur in
some ecologically rich sites, including the Great Barrier Reef and Queensland Wet
Tropics. There is also risk of significant biodiversity loss through species extinction
in many areas of tropical Latin America. Increases in sea surface temperature of
about 1– 3 ° C are projected to result in more frequent coral bleaching events and
widespread mortality, unless there is thermal adaptation or acclimatization by corals (Parry et al., 2007, chapter 4).
These and the other projected vulnerabilities underscore the importance of
promoting alternative, sustainable development paths for the 80 % of the world’s
population that lives in developing countries. This poses a significant, though
achievable, challenge for the world economy, which has so far relied heavily on
fossil fuels.
Increasing emissions from developing and emerging nations
Whereas industrialized nations bear the greatest responsibility for the current situation, the contributions of emerging nations are becoming more and more problematic. Their rapidly growing economies will in the long run exacerbate the climate
change problem. Clearly, incorporating sustainable patterns of consumption in
countries at all levels of development is a critical component of a sustainable development path, and will be vital for ensuring the success of climate change policies.
At the same time, and in spite of rapid economic growth, per-capita emissions
in the emerging countries are still a fraction of the per-capita emissions in most
industrialized economies (see Narain, this volume). For instance, while China
overtook the US in 2007 in terms of absolute emissions (see Fig. 1), the USA’s percapita emissions are still four to five times higher than China’s. India’s per-capita
emissions are even lower, about one-twentieth of the US level.
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Fig. 1. Increase in carbon dioxide emissions in gigatonnes for different countries
or groups of countries. (Source: IEA, 2006)

Coping with climate change through adaptation and mitigation
Adaptation and mitigation measures both have the potential to minimize climate
change impacts. Adaptation includes initiatives and measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems to actual or expected climate change effects.
Examples include raising river or coastal dikes, and substituting more temperatureand shock-resistant plants for sensitive ones (Metz et al., 2007). Several countries
are already undertaking adaptation measures, including crop diversification, irrigation, water management, disaster risk management, and adjusted insurance rates
for people in areas that are likely to be most severely affected. Mitigation involves
technological change and substitution that reduce resource inputs and emissions
per unit of output. While several social, economic and technological policies can
indirectly enhance emissions reductions, in this context climate change mitigation
refers to policies undertaken to directly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
enhance carbon sinks such as forests (ecosystems that absorb carbon).
Adaptation requires a conscious reorientation of global priorities to ensure the
availability of adequate resources. Even though several international funds have
been established, there is still a lack of available adaptation funding, particularly in
developing countries. Only USD 163.3 million and USD 57.1 million have been
pledged to the UN’s LDCF (Least Developed Country Fund) and SCCF (Special
Climate Change Fund) funds, of which only USD 67.3 million and USD 49.3 million respectively have been received (GEF, 2007). By contrast, developed nations
spent about USD 250 billion in 2005 supporting their own agriculture (WTO, 2006),
and global military expenditure was about USD 1.2 trillion in 2006 (UNDP, 2007).
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Given their high vulnerability to climate change, developing countries urgently
need to increase their adaptive capacity. Adaptation mechanisms for developing and
emerging nations that can decrease their vulnerability include (Parry et al., 2007,
chapter 10):
• Improving access to high quality information about the impacts of climate change
and about best-response mechanisms to the anticipated effects;
• implementing early warning systems and information distribution systems to
enhance disaster preparedness;
• reducing the vulnerability of livelihoods and infrastructure to climate change;
• promoting good governance, including responsible policy and decision making;
• empowering communities and other local stakeholders so that they actively participate in vulnerability assessment and adaptation;
• mainstreaming climate change into development planning at all scales, levels
and sectors.
While adaptation measures are vital, particularly in the short term, sustainable solutions to climate change need to include a mix of adaptation and mitigation policies, suited to each country’s vulnerabilities and level of development.
It has been well established that delaying emissions reduction leads to investments that lock in more emission-intensive infrastructure and development pathways. This significantly constrains the opportunities to achieve lower stabilization
levels and increases the risk of more severe climate change impacts (Metz et al.,
2007, SPM). The fact that mitigation efforts have visible long-term impacts underscores the need to scale up current mitigation efforts. Even if the concentrations of
all greenhouse gases and aerosols were kept constant at 2000 levels, further warming of about 0.1 ° C per decade could be expected for the next two decades (Solomon et al., 2007, SPM, p. 12). Energy system inertia adds a further dimension to the
time scales involved in climate change. It has taken at least 50 years for each major
energy source to move from a 1% penetration to a major position in global supplies. This inertia, as well as the even longer periods associated with interactions
between systems, implies that abatement must begin as early as possible to ensure
stabilization of greenhouse gases and temperature at targeted levels.
Figure 2 illustrates that the maximum projected cost of mitigation would not
exceed 3 % of global GDP in 2030.
Several common drivers exist among policies addressing economic development, energy security, and health and climate change mitigation. Therefore, there
are numerous co-benefits associated with mitigation, including health benefits and
enhanced energy security. Mitigation measures present various opportunities for
no-regrets policies, which should be integrated into the overall socio-economic
policy framework.
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Fig. 2. Projected percentage increase of global GDP from today until 2030, with
and without climate mitigation measures. The difference between climate mitigating efforts or the absence thereof would be relatively small: approximately 3 %
of GDP. (Source: Pachauri, 2007)

Many technologies that have the potential to provide solutions for low-carbon development are already available, though several are not economically competitive at
present. Investments in renewable technologies would contribute towards making
them competitive with fossil fuels at an earlier stage, and this would enable greater
energy security. Policies that divert unsustainable, distortive subsidies from fossil
fuels to cleaner technologies would make resources available for increased investments in renewable energies, and thus facilitate the transition to low-carbon economies.
The four main sectors that require massive reductions in greenhouse gas emissions are energy supply, transportation, housing, and land use change:
Energy supply. The energy supply sector accounted for about 25.9 % of global
greenhouse gas emissions in 2004 (IPCC SYR, 2007, Fig. 2.1). All assessed stabilization scenarios indicate that 60 – 80 % of reductions would come from energy
supply and use and industrial processes, with energy efficiency playing a key role
in many scenarios (IPCC SYR, 2007, p. 20). Mitigation technologies for this sector
include improved supply and distribution efficiency, fuel switching from coal to gas,
nuclear power, renewable heat and power (hydropower, solar, wind, geothermal
and bioenergy), combined heat and power, and early application of carbon capture
and storage (CCS) technology (see Bruckner et al., this volume).
Transport. The transport sector accounted for about 13.2 % of global greenhouse
gas emissions in 2004 (IPCC SYR, 2007, Fig. 2.1). Rapidly growing mobility demands from developing countries pose a significant challenge in terms of ensuring
that mitigation efforts are not offset by increased transport activity. If current trends
continue, by 2035 there will be around 250 million more cars and SUVs operating
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in China and India (USAID, 2007, p. 3). The increased demand for transportation will
lead to a 2.6-fold increase in oil demand in developing Asia during this period, and
a corresponding three-fold increase in carbon dioxide emissions. Currently available mitigation technologies include more fuel-efficient vehicles, hybrid vehicles,
cleaner diesel vehicles, second-generation biofuels, electric vehicles, modal shifts
from road transport to rail and public transport systems, non-motorized transport
such as cycling or walking, and improved land-use and transport planning. Transport policies that enhance co-modality and efficient public transport systems would
be crucial in supporting technological change to reduce emissions in this sector.
Buildings. Mitigation technologies in the building sector include efficient lighting and use of natural light, more efficient electrical appliances and heating and
cooling devices, improved cooking stoves, improved insulation, passive and active
solar building designs for heating and cooling, alternative refrigeration fluids, and
the recovery and recycling of fluorinated gases. The building sector accounts for a
sizeable share of overall emissions. The expansion of this sector in the rapidly
growing transition economies provides the potential to integrate energy-efficient
buildings into the infrastructural development process at an early stage, thereby providing co-benefits. It is vital, however, that energy-efficiency regulations are adaptable, suit local conditions, and draw on sustainable local building practices.
Deforestation and land use change. The IPCC estimates that the cutting down
and degradation of forests currently account for close to 20 % of all greenhouse
gases entering the atmosphere (Metz et al., 2007, TS, Fig.1b). Deforestation and
forest degradation are significant causes of concern, particularly in the developing
nations. Key mitigation initiatives and technologies in this sector include afforestation, reforestation, forest management, reduced deforestation, harvested wood product management, use of forestry products for bioenergy to replace fossil fuels, tree
species improvement to increase biomass productivity and carbon sequestration,
improved remote sensing technologies for analysis of vegetation /soil carbon sequestration potential, and mapping land use change. Policies incorporating financial
incentives that value carbon sequestration and other ecosystem services provided
by forests would represent potentially significant mitigation measures. To this end,
the UN’s REDD (Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation) programme has been initiated, one of the goals of which is to assess whether careful
payment structures and capacity support can create the incentives to ensure actual,
lasting, achievable, reliable, and measurable emission reductions, while maintaining and improving the other ecosystem services forests provide.
A vital component of market-based climate change policies is to put an accurate
price on carbon that reflects the social costs of emissions. Policies that implement a
real or implicit price on carbon could create incentives for producers and consumers
to significantly invest in products, technologies and processes that produce low
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amounts of greenhouse gases. Such policies could include economic instruments,
government funding and regulation. For stabilization at around 550 ppm carbon
dioxide equivalent, carbon prices should reach USD 20 – 80 per tonne of carbon
dioxide equivalent by 2030 (Metz et al., 2007, SPM, p. 19). To limit global warming to the two-degree guardrail mandated by the Potsdam Memorandum (see
pp. 369 ff.), deeper cuts in the short and medium term, leading to lower concentrations of greenhouse gases, will be necessary. This implies higher price ranges. However, it should be kept in mind that appropriate policies, such as those inducing
technological development, have the potential for achieving the emissions reductions targets at generally lower price ranges.
Common but differentiated responsibility
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which
has been ratified by 192 countries, outlines the principle of common but differentiated responsibility (CISDL Legal Brief, 2002, see also Narain, this volume). This
principle recognizes the need for concerted global action, while emphasizing the
need for proportionate and appropriate action by nations, taking into account those
nations’ historical contributions to climate change. Developed nations need to reduce their per-capita emissions, and at the same time consider the requirements of
developing nations to industrialize, with overall global per-capita emissions not
exceeding acceptable agreed levels. In addition to taking the lead on mitigation,
developed nations also need to transfer financial, technical and other resources to
emerging and developing nations to facilitate adaptation and mitigation. In principle,
one could anticipate that the share of global emissions from developing countries
will initially grow in line with their social and development needs.
The contraction and convergence policy option proposes that equalizing global
per-capita emissions across countries would ensure equity in the global climate
change mitigation process. It supports climate change negotiations that aim to
equalize per-capita emissions at a future date, with the levels of permissible global
per-capita emissions and the different years by which the emissions have to be
equalized varying according to several formulae. This would allow citizens of all
countries, regardless of size or level of development, equal space in the atmosphere, and thus equal responsibility to mitigate. While there are concerns that contraction and convergence may provide incentives to high population growth rates,
it is entirely feasible, and indeed widely proposed, to place a limit on population
beyond which no further entitlements would be granted. Furthermore, countries
with high population growth rates would still have to provide resources for their
growing populations. Therefore, the economic incentive to encourage high population growth rates may not even exist.
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Adopting a sustainable development path
While there is immense potential for developing economies to integrate sustainable development initiatives into their economic and development policies, technology and capacity transfer is crucial to ensure widespread and effective
mainstreaming of low-carbon technologies. An environment that is conducive to
the transfer of low-carbon technologies would aid in implementing appropriate
future policies for emerging economies, and would combine development policy
with climate change mitigation. As mentioned earlier, there are numerous co-benefits associated with several mitigation measures, such as health benefits and enhanced energy security. Investing in sustainable infrastructure, planning cities with
minimized environmental and ecological impacts, and conducting appropriate research and development (R&D) are some of the policy options that can re-orient
an economy onto a sustainable path.
The assumption that economic growth is the panacea for all development problems, including climate change, may be worth discussing at this point. A narrow
policy approach that solely promotes economic growth provides, at best, a partial
solution to climate change by providing increased resources for adaptation while
possibly worsening the overall problem. At worst, it will instigate a highly unsustainable development path that undercuts the foundations of future economic
growth. The original inverted U-shaped Kuznets Curve suggests that with increasing economic growth income inequality will first increase, and then, after a point,
decrease. Drawing on this concept, the Environmental Kuznets Curve suggests
that economic growth would, after a point, lead to better environmental quality
(Fig. 3). This carries the implication, at least to some degree, that there is potential
for developing economies to ‘grow out’ of environmental degradation, since at a
certain income level the population’s preferences, or the increased resources due to
development, would lead to better environmental quality, including decreased pollution and sustainable management of resources. The Environmental Kuznets
Curve hypothesis is one of the most contentious empirical phenomena in environmental economics, at least in part due to its implications for economic and environmental policy in developing countries.
The Environmental Kuznets Curve for carbon dioxide emissions in particular,
which predicts that as countries develop a certain level of wealth carbon dioxide
emissions will fall, seems fraught with uncertainties on several grounds (Galeotti
et al., 2006; Stern, 2003). The most significant of these is that by the time most of
the current high emitters have developed ‘sufficiently’ to reach the other side of the
curve, it will be much too late to begin mitigation. Also, the very existence of the
Environmental Kuznets Curve for global pollutants such as carbon dioxide is contentious in the first place. Clearly, climate change mitigation is not something a
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Environmental Kuznets Curve.

developing country can simply ‘grow into’, but rather is a development path that
needs to be agreed and acted upon quickly and effectively.
Conclusion
Climate change is a critical global challenge, one that requires international and inter-sectoral collaboration on an unprecedented scale. In addition, the present direction of the global economy requires a re-orientation, both in terms of outlook and
development priorities. No country will be unaffected by climate change, and the
socio-economic links between countries may in some cases exacerbate these impacts. This poses a daunting challenge, but one – if acted upon quickly and effectively – that promises a more inclusive and less vulnerable planet for the global
population as a whole.
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Carbon offsets comprise one of the international climate regime’s core strategies
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the developing world. Carbon offsetting
involves purchasing ‘credits’ from projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
By investing in such projects, emitters can compensate for emissions that an individual, organization or country is unwilling or unable to reduce domestically. Offset projects include energy efficiency, renewable energy and forestry, and include
the full range of greenhouse gases through projects such as capture and destruction
of industrial gases and methane from landfills.1 They are managed under the flexible carbon trading options of the Kyoto Protocol known as the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) and through an emerging voluntary market. In many cases the
projects are identified and developed by private sector companies who prepare a
project development document (PDD) to begin the process of demonstrating potential greenhouse gas reductions, obtaining project financing, and, in the case of
the CDM, getting formal approval from the international CDM executive board.
The growing potential of offsets to emission reductions is indicated by the projection that the CDM will produce more than 600 million tonnes (Mt) of carbon credits (in terms of carbon dioxide equivalents) each year until 2012 (UNFCCC, 2008,
accessed on 22 November 2008) – compared, for example, to overall annual carbon
dioxide emissions from fossil fuels of about 8000 million tonnes per year (Raupach
et al., 2007).
Several other papers and commentaries in this volume refer to bargains between
North and South for emission reduction and forest projects. The use of offsets in
reducing emissions is controversial, but is an important component of the UN climate negotiations that in Bali in 2007 set out a ‘roadmap’ for a major new agreement in 2009 in Copenhagen that would include a reformed CDM. One of the main
arguments in favour of offsets is that they can contribute to sustainable development
in developing and transitional economies through promoting a variety of direct and
indirect benefits that include cheaper and healthier energy, forest and biodiversity
protection, and income and jobs for local people. But for offsets to contribute to
greenhouse gas reduction they must fund projects that 1) would not otherwise have
taken place and 2) must reduce emissions compared to what would have happened
otherwise (called additionality).
What are the problems and possibilities of carbon offsets in reducing the risks of
dangerous climate change and contributing to sustainable development? In the remainder of this paper I discuss the scientific, ethical, and economic debates over
offsets and argue that their sustainable development benefits depend critically on
1
The CDM sets out to reduce the ‘basket’ of six greenhouse gases included in the Kyoto Protocol (carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, sulphur hexafluoride, hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons). For comparative purposes these are often converted, using a weighting related to their global warming potential, to carbon dioxide
equivalent.
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the nature of the offset project, especially the type of technology and the governance mechanisms. I conclude by looking at the potential role of offsets within the
Bali roadmap to Copenhagen, and at the current proposals to regulate and reform
the offset market.
The origins of offsetting
Most of the initial carbon offset projects were forest conservation and reforestation
projects designed to compensate for corporate carbon emissions by sequestering
carbon dioxide in tropical forests, and included projects in countries such as Bolivia, Ecuador and Guatemala. Environmental non-governmental organizations were
often involved in these early voluntary projects (dating from around 1990) which
mirrored other initiatives to put a price on nature and its environmental services in
the international market place. Offsets were brought into the UNFCCC framework
in 1995 through a pilot programme (Activities Implemented Jointly – AIJ) which
was supposed to allow for emission reduction projects in other countries to generate carbon credits. The United States and Brazil were influential in the discussions
to include the developing world in the international climate regime through offsets
and carbon trading, with Brazil proposing a clean development fund and the USA
seeing offsets as a cheaper way to achieve reductions and foster developing world
participation.
The 1997 Kyoto Protocol formalized offsetting within the set of flexible mechanisms for achieving emission reductions. The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) has been called the Kyoto ‘surprise’ in that it provides a benefit to the developing world through allowing for emission reduction projects in the South.
Such projects would produce certified emission reductions (CERs) that could be
purchased and used to meet emission commitments under the protocol. The CDM
was proposed as a cost-effective way for the North to achieve emission reductions
through sustainable development in the South.
The potential for emission reductions in the developing countries was estimated
by the IPCC in 2007, and shows potential savings of many billions tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents even at relatively low carbon prices across activities that
include energy supply shifts to low carbon alternatives, energy efficiency in buildings, and forestry (see Fig. 1). The developing world (light grey in the graph) has
large potential for carbon reductions including in buildings, energy supply, and
forestry, and at higher carbon prices in industry and agriculture. Offsets are one
way to achieve these reductions without the developing world taking on their own
binding commitments.
In anticipation of the first Kyoto commitment period (2008 –12), the World Bank
catalysed the offset market through a Prototype Carbon Fund which has now grown
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Fig. 1. Estimated potential for carbon reductions (in terms of carbon dioxide
equivalents) per year as a function of carbon price in 2030. OECD represents the
industrialized countries, EIT represents Economies in Transition – many in eastern
Europe, and Non-OECD / EIT is the developing world. (Source: IPCC, 2007, p. 11)

into an investment worth almost USD two billion in ten different carbon funds supporting a wide variety of projects. A supplementary voluntary offset market also
grew rapidly during the mid 1990s – mainly since 2005 with companies such as
Climate Care and Future Forests – and developed carbon reduction projects which
could provide carbon offset credits to consumers and businesses. As of 2007 about a
billion tonnes per year of emission reductions (measured in carbon dioxide equivalents) had been contracted through the CDM and the voluntary market with carbon
credits reaching a market value of almost USD 14 billion (World Bank, 2008, p. 1).
Although forestry dominated some of the early offset projects, they have now
expanded to encompass a wide range of technologies and greenhouse gases. A
large volume of credits has been generated by large-scale projects to capture and
destroy HFC (hydrofluorocarbon) gases at refrigeration and other industrial plants
and by projects that prevent emissions of methane from landfill sites (see Table 1).
HFC and methane projects are popular with investors because the high global
warming potential of these gases generates many more credits per unit of reduction
than carbon dioxide (even though carbon dioxide has a much longer lifetime). Energy efficiency projects, ranging from manufacturing processes to light bulbs, and
renewable energy projects including small-scale hydropower, biomass, solar and
wind power, are also producing carbon credits in dozens of countries.
There are now several distinct markets for carbon offsets including the CDM
and the voluntary sector. The CDM supplies credits for compliance with the Kyoto
Protocol and with the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS). The
voluntary sector can operate in the United States (where the CDM is not yet used
because of US failure to sign the Kyoto Protocol), serves individuals and firms,
and often pilots methods and technologies not yet approved by the CDM.
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Table 1. (Source: UNEP, 2008, accessed 1 Nov 2008)
CDM Project Type

Number of
projects

Total emission reduction
credits per year (million)

95

132

2603

215

CH4 (landfill, mines) and cement

657

101

Supply side energy efficiency

425

70

Fuel switching (e.g. coal to gas)

135

44

Demand-side energy efficiency

194

8

34

2

8

1

4151

572

HFC, PFC and N2O
Renewables (hydro, biomass, wind,
solar, geothermal)

Forests
Transport
Total

The arguments for offsets
Proposals that offsets should be a significant component of international, national,
corporate and even individual responses to climate change are based on several key
arguments:
1. The atmosphere is uniformly mixed and therefore emission reductions can occur
anywhere, reduce the overall concentration of greenhouse gases and thus the
risks of dangerous climate change. We can sequester and reduce greenhouse
gases wherever it is easiest so long as there is a measurable impact on the carbon cycle.
2. It is often less costly to reduce emissions where energy use is less efficient and
land, labour and other costs are cheaper (such as in many developing countries).
3. Including offset credits into emission reduction agreements can make it easier
and cheaper for countries to join these agreements and to accept potentially
more ambitious targets. In this way, the Kyoto agreement may only have been
possible because it included flexible mechanisms and offsets.
4. Offsets provide multiple side benefits for sustainable development, especially
when projects provide cheaper and healthier energy, jobs and incomes, and/or
foster ecosystem conservation and restoration.
5. Emission reduction projects can initiate major shifts in attitudes and technologies in the developing world that set the stage for socio-technical and political
transitions to low carbon futures and participation in international agreements.
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6. Carbon offsets are a way for individuals and firms to compensate for emissions
that they are unable or unwilling to reduce. It is better than doing nothing and
creates an internal price for carbon that can drive changes in behaviour and
technology.
7. Offsets are often small, locally based projects. While possibly inefficient from
an economic standpoint, it is possible that the large quantity of projects will
encourage a greater degree of experimentation and innovation than more topdown or sectoral approaches would engender.
These arguments have convinced a wide range of international institutions, countries, corporations, NGOs and individuals to include the CDM and voluntary offsets as part of their carbon management strategy. In addition to its role in meeting
Kyoto emission reduction commitments the CDM is incorporated into EU climate
policy, and into that of countries such as the United Kingdom and Japan. In addition, voluntary offsets are used or supported by organizations that include major
banks (e. g. HSBC), airlines, and conservation groups (e. g. WWF).
The arguments against offsets
A backlash against offsets has been led by activists and the media who argue that
offsetting is unethical and ineffective (Smith, 2007) but offsets are also generating
considerable discussion in the scientific and development community (Boyd et al.,
2007, Wara, 2008). The arguments against offsetting include the following:
1. It is unethical to buy your way out of your carbon guilt by purchasing low-cost
offsets to compensate for a high-consumption lifestyle (Smith, 2007). Offsets
divert attention from the need to reduce consumption and to eliminate emissions from non-essential activities such as flying. Carbon trading has limited
the overall potential of the Kyoto and other agreements because it reduced the
need for domestic reductions.
2. Some reductions (such as of HFCs) would be cheaper or more effective if
achieved through direct payments or bans rather than through carbon finance,
which may actually result in windfall profits that are many times the actual cost
of reduction.
3. Many offset projects may not provide verifiable emission reductions because
of questions about
• measurement of GHG emissions and conversion to carbon equivalents
• the legitimacy and manipulation of baselines (emissions before the project
started) and of projections of business as usual (it is difficult to establish a
counterfactual scenario)
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• proof that carbon finance was key to the project so that emission reductions
are truly ‘additional’. Some claim that most projects were already going to
happen anyway
• permanence of reductions and risks of project failure, especially for voluntary forest offsets where some reforestation projects have failed
• the timing of delivery of reductions, especially in the voluntary sector where
some object to selling offsets as forward contracts and not as reductions already achieved
• potential leakage as emissions are displaced outside the project boundary
• rebound as higher incomes or energy savings lead to other greenhouse-gasemitting activities (which may be true of any efficiency savings, not just
offsets).
Transaction costs associated with project development and verification are too
high, especially for CDM projects (Michaelowa et al., 2003).
The sustainable development benefits of offsets are often less than claimed
because of the use of technologies that do not provide benefits to local people
(e. g. capture of industrial gases like HFCs), the lack of participation in decisions,
the unequal distribution of project benefits, lack of attention to customary land
rights, the diversion of resources such as water to the projects and negative
impacts on biodiversity (e. g. from large dams or forest monocultures).
The voluntary carbon market may include unscrupulous companies that resell
the same credit several times (‘double-counting’), confuse the consumer, and
do not adhere to criteria for additionality and sustainable development.
Some of the most important potential offsets in terms of emission reductions
and sustainable development are currently excluded from the CDM and ignored
by the voluntary market. For example, the CDM allows credits for reforestation and afforestation but does not permit credits for reducing or avoiding deforestation (which may be responsible for 20 % or more of carbon dioxide
emissions). While some consider it a problem that technologies such as nuclear
power and several geoengineering options are not eligible as offsets, others feel
that these technologies do not meet criteria for sustainable development.
Project-based offsets are inefficient and too small in scale. It would be much
more effective to fund emission reductions on a sectoral or programmatic / policy
level, e. g. for the cement or electricity sector in a country or for a national forest or energy policy.

Many of these criticisms are based on case studies rather than a structured assessment of the risks and benefits of offset projects. There is a clear need for science
and social science to undertake careful analysis of both the CDM and the voluntary market as well as for improved governance mechanisms that include self
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regulation and government oversight. But before we turn to potential reforms and
improvements, it is helpful to focus in more detail on some sustainable development aspects of offsets.
Sustainable development and the CDM
The Kyoto Protocol required the CDM to meet objectives of sustainable development but this has not been clearly defined and is currently implemented as a simple
certification by the host country. This certification states that projects meet sustainability objectives. Countries vary in how strictly they define and implement the
sustainability criteria and face a contradiction between the desire for investment
and broader sustainable development objectives (Olsen and Fenhann, 2008). While
comprehensive attention to sustainable development might examine the environmental, economic, and social benefits and costs of projects from the national to the
local scale, it appears that for some governments and project developers, job creation or energy savings only are seen as enough to justify a sustainability check off
(Brown and Corbera, 2004; Olsen, 2007).
The potential of the CDM to drive low-carbon energy transitions, to provide
sustainable development benefits to the poor and to protect ecosystems has been
less than promised, partly because of the inclusion of gases with high greenhousegas potential (HFCs, N2O) which can be easily captured in large-scale projects at
industrial plants (refrigerants, adipic acid, Teflon). These projects have dominated
the carbon credits within the CDM to date, and until 2007 less than half of all carbon credits were associated with renewables and energy efficiency (although these
project types are now expanding). It has also been argued that the large-scale industrial gas-capture projects receive far more money than needed to eliminate the
targeted greenhouse gases. Wara (2008), for example, argues that to abate all HFC
emission in the developing world would only cost USD 31 million per year whereas
the CDM could pay up to 20 times that amount for eliminating these gases. He argues that companies earned three times more from reducing emissions from their
operations in the CDM than from selling the products that are produced at the plants.
He did also note a positive effect of this – both in Europe and North America HFC
emissions have been reduced voluntarily or through regulation. However, there are
also indications of somewhat perverse incentives to maintain production levels in
installations where N2O emissions are captured as a CDM project whereas production elsewhere is scaled down in face of the current economic downturn.
Capturing industrial gases generates much fewer benefits to local people and ecosystems than energy efficiency, renewable energy, and forest projects. Unfortunately
there are very few studies which assess these benefits in a consistent, comparative,
long-term and carefully monitored fashion. Case studies suggest that the benefits
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to communities from projects involving wind or solar power or improved woodstoves can include job creation, reduced indoor air pollution, lower energy costs,
and direct carbon finance payments, while reforestation projects can protect watersheds and biodiversity.2 A recent analysis of more than 700 project design documents found that the most likely overall benefits promised for CDM projects are
jobs (66 %), economic growth (46 %), improved air quality (42 %), cheaper energy
(32 %) and conservation (13 %) (Olsen and Fenhann, 2008). This study also looked
at different technologies and found that HFC and N2O projects generate the fewest
sustainability benefits and projects on household efficiency, solar, hydro, and wind
power, and cement the most. Both cement (switch from limestone to use of waste
fly ash) and landfill / livestock methane-capture or fuel projects have environmental benefits in reduced pollution, cheaper energy and improved health.
One of the problems in linking offsets to sustainable development in very poor
communities and countries is that emissions may be so low that savings are harder
to achieve, such that projects on renewables are not alternatives to carbon-emitting
activities but the first step towards greater (if low carbon) energy use. The cost of
developing a project can also be prohibitive, both in terms of transaction costs and
in finding investors willing to take risks with certain technologies and in weakly
governed countries.
One added complication arises from factors external to the nature of offsets and
carbon markets themselves. Many potential projects with very long-term emission
reduction benefits and significant sustainable development benefits have not materialized under the CDM to date because of the prevailing relatively low carbon
prices. This concerns projects such as renewable energy and small energy-efficiency
projects. Low carbon prices are primarily due to the very modest emission-reduction targets agreed under the Kyoto Protocol which generate relatively low demand, and hence prices, for CDM offsets overall. This in fact has skewed investment
into CDM projects towards cheap and technologically easy interventions such as
industrial gas capture. One extremely important constraint is that the lack of a post2012 international agreement, combined with a political debate in the EU, UK and
USA about the future role of the CDM, has created considerable investor uncertainty and reluctance to make long-term investments.
Sustainable development and the voluntary offset market
The voluntary offset market has tended to focus on projects with greater apparent sustainable development benefits because both individual and institutional purchasers
Statement based on preliminary results from a number of student research projects in the Environmental Change
Institute (www.eci.ox.ac.uk) and Corbera (2005).
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see added value in offsets that help poor people and protect ecosystems (Lovell et
al., 2008). This is one of the reasons why many of the early voluntary offset projects
focused on forests despite the technical challenges of securing forest carbon. Voluntary offset companies often highlight the sustainable development benefits of
their carbon projects such as reduced indoor air pollution, lower energy costs or
conservation values. But sustainable development goals have also been a source of
criticism of offsets where activist and media investigations have suggested that
forests have degraded after crediting, local people have not benefited from projects,
or that profits are being made through neo-colonial practices that take advantage of
low land and labour costs (Smith, 2007; Ma’anit, 2006).
Responding to the challenge: reforming the CDM
and setting voluntary standards
Improving the effectiveness and quality of both CDM and voluntary offsets has
become a priority for both private-sector interests and governments in preparation
for the 2009 Copenhagen climate negotiations and serious greenhouse gas reductions. Several standards have been proposed to ensure the quality of offsets, with
stricter rules for both carbon and sustainable development in terms of proven additionality, appropriate technologies, and local participation and approval of projects
(Kollmuss et al., 2008).
The CDM has become a major focus of negotiations with proposals that include
scaling up to sectoral, policy or programmatic CDM, providing incentives or extra
credits for projects in poorer regions, streamlining and simplifying project approval, expanding the range of approved methods and technologies, discounting
credits to account for risk of underperformance of projects and ensure real atmospheric benefits, and shifting to a model where industrial countries take on obligations to buy and retire CDM credits directly rather than as offsets (Boyd et al.,
2007; Cosbey et al., 2005; Ellis et al., 2004; Sterk and Wittneben, 2006). Sectoral
and policy CDM has the potential to transform concentrated economic sectors representing a large share of emissions – such as cement, iron and steel, or electricity –
to lower carbon futures using CDM-type carbon finance flows to countries rather
than projects. Mechanisms might include large-scale sectoral investments linked
to no-lose targets, negotiated binding sectoral intensity targets, commitments to use
best technology and practices, or implementation of particular policies and measures (Höhne et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008).
The other important new proposal on the roadmap from Bali to Copenhagen is
to provide carbon credits to countries for avoided deforestation or reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD). Deforestation contributes up to
20 % of carbon dioxide emissions yet forest protection was excluded from the CDM
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which only provides credit for new forests or reforestation (Ebeling and Yasué, 2008;
Miles and Kapos, 2008; Schlamadinger et al., 2007). Because REDD credits may
parallel the CDM in that industrial countries may purchase them to meet emission
reduction commitments, they could dramatically shift the offset market. Unlike the
CDM which is project-based, REDD is likely to be negotiated at the country level,
and may operate separately from the international carbon market because of concerns about cheap forest credits swamping markets and reducing carbon prices or
discouraging domestic emission reductions. Several conservation NGOs are supportive of REDD because of the potential benefits to biodiversity and because
REDD would allow exactly those countries to participate in carbon markets which
have so far been largely excluded because they are poor and lack an industrial base
to reduce emissions. However, there are certain sustainable development concerns
about the participation of indigenous peoples, property rights and land tenure,
about who will actually receive the funds, how benefits will be distributed to and at
the local level, about the reduction of forest values solely to carbon, and about how
countries will choose to enforce forest protection. These are added to technical
concerns about the measurement of forest carbon and baselines, and the risk that
climate change could reduce forest carbon benefits.
What is the future of carbon offsets in terms of sustainable development?
1. It must be noted that the CDM can be viewed as an interim mechanism pending
the establishment of a broader or universal cap on carbon emissions. Offsets
may only make sense up to the point where the cost of buying emission credits
rises to a level where it would be cheaper to reduce carbon domestically.
2. The viability of both the CDM and voluntary offsets depends on assurances of
additional, permanent and verifiable emission reductions, hopefully at a scale
that produces rapid reductions, in order to address criticisms about the atmospheric benefit of offsets.
3. The sustainable-development value of offsets can be enhanced through a variety
of reforms and incentives, including standards for sustainable development (e. g.
the Gold Standard), although some new standards (such as the Voluntary Carbon Standard http://www.v-c-s.org) focus only on carbon and do not address
sustainable development because of its complexity (see also Kollmuss et al.,
2008).
4. Finally, there is an urgent need for carefully designed empirical studies of the
sustainable development benefits and risks of offsets in order to resolve some
of the urgent questions about the value of offsets and the design of new mechanisms and agreements.
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Chapter 10

Carbon justice and forestation –
the African perspective

© Martin Rowe

Wangari Maathai

Wangari Muta Maathai was born in Nyeri, Kenya, in 1940, the daughter of farmers
in the highlands of Mount Kenya. The first woman in East and Central Africa to
earn a doctoral degree, she subsequently became an associate Professor of Veterinary Anatomy in 1977 at the University of Nairobi. In the same year, she founded
the Green Belt Movement, a grassroots environmental organization which has assisted women and their families in planting more than 40 million trees across
Kenya to protect the environment and promote sustainable livelihoods. Since that
time, Wangari Maathai has campaigned tirelessly for democracy, human rights and
environmental conservation. She played a key role in the campaign to cancel debt
in Africa, and has fought for the protection of public forests. In 2004, Wangari
Maathai was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, recognizing that for peace to be maintained there needs to be sustainable and equitable distribution of resources.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 9.
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Climate stabilization will require that developing nations adopt a carbon-neutral
energy system, and have robust adaptation plans. However, many developing nations today lack the financial resources to embrace climate-friendly technologies
and protect their people from the impacts of climate change. It should therefore
stand to reason that developed countries, which bear the greatest responsibility for
past greenhouse gas emissions, must be the first to take action on climate change,
and support the Global South in this process. As described by Sunita Narain, it is
indeed the responsibility of industrialized countries to help developing countries
start the transition towards green technologies. At the same time, all developing
regions, including Africa, need to focus on the options that are available to them
right now.
Although Africa has so far contributed little to global warming, as a region it will
be one of the hardest hit by climate change. Many parts of Africa are already seeing the effects of climate change that science describes. The ice and snow on Mount
Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya are melting rapidly. Many of the rivers that flow
from these mountains have either run dry or the volume of water has been greatly
reduced. Droughts are prolonged and rains are coming at the wrong times. Poor
land use practices are contributing to the expansion of African deserts – such as the
Sahara in the north and the Kalahari in the south – as well as to forest and land
degradation across the whole continent. As most Africans rely on the primary resources of their environment for their livelihoods (soil and land to grow food crops,
water from rivers for domestic use, and forests for fuel and fodder), these changes
greatly affect the livelihoods of the African people.
According to the most recent assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, deforestation and forest degradation account for up to 20 % of
global greenhouse gas emissions. The loss of healthy, stable forests therefore represents a significant factor in anthropogenic global warming. As in many parts of the
world, deforestation is an issue of major concern in Africa. In Kenya, for example,
the proportion of national territory covered by forest has been reduced from an
original cover of about 30 % to less than 2 %. The UN recommends Kenya have at
least 10 % of its land under forestry to deliver essential ecosystem services such as
water and climate control. Reforestation programmes, combined with the protection of standing forests, riverine systems and wetlands, are one of the many ways
in which Africa can help face the huge challenge of climate change. By planting an
appropriate number of trees, and protecting those that are already there, developing
countries can help nature to regulate global temperatures.
It was in this spirit that the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),1

1

http://www.unep.org
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together with the organization which I founded, the Green Belt Movement,2 and
several other partners worldwide, including the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF),
launched the Billion Tree Campaign.3 As well as encouraging the planting of trees
and taking action particularly at the individual level, this project, which has received a tremendous response across the world, aims to educate people about the
very serious environmental risks humanity is facing.
In many developing countries we have found that environmental concerns are
sidelined by other seemingly more urgent issues. However, we cannot survive without clean drinking water, food, and clean air. Environmental concerns are not a
luxurious indulgence in Africa. When rivers dry up and soil erosion takes place,
the land loses its fertility and the people who rely on the land for food and fuel lose
their source of livelihood. These are some of the issues that governments in developing countries should stress in order to raise awareness among their own people,
to highlight the serious risks the planet is facing, and to mobilize participation to
tackle these challenges.
Forests play a major role as carbon sinks. We all have a moral duty to assist
people and governments to rehabilitate and protect standing trees and vegetation.
We need incentives in forestry to ensure indigenous forests are restored to promote
the essential ecosystem services they deliver. Of course, financial mechanisms –
both national and international – rely on principles that ensure accountability and
responsible utilization of resources. However, excessive bureaucracy may block
funds from reaching those who need them most. This especially concerns local
communities and indigenous peoples who will need to both adapt to and mitigate
climate change at grassroots level. Lack of access to financial resources and information constitute considerable barriers for pursuing the issues of justice, rights to
sustainable development, and equity.
In addition to intensified reforestation efforts, existing forests must be protected.
The Congo forest ecosystem, along with the Amazon and the forests of Southeast
Asia can make an enormous contribution to sequestering carbon. It is therefore
important to support countries that are willing to preserve their forests and which
do not encourage logging. Initiatives such as the Congo Basin Forest Fund,4 of
which I am co-chair, are extremely valuable in this effort. The Fund aims to develop the capacity of the people and institutions of this region to manage their own
forests, help local communities find livelihoods that are consistent with forest conservation, and reduce deforestation. Hopefully, such initiatives will contribute to a
collective partnership with many of the countries that want to support forest-rich
regions to retain these ecosystems, ensuring that they continue to contribute not
http://www.greenbeltmovement.org
http://www.unep.org/billiontreecampaign
4
http://www.cbf-fund.org
2
3
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only to carbon sequestration but also to the protection of biodiversity, the water
cycle, and the global climate.
Another decisive factor in climate protection is climate justice: A large number
of countries will be negatively impacted by climate change even though they have
contributed little or nothing to the problem. Accelerating climate change is leaving
little room for developing countries to increase their emissions as part of their
struggle to overcome endemic poverty. These issues need to be addressed so that
the discussion does not revolve only around the question of who is responsible but
also includes what is a fair and just response to climate change.
Sunita Narain has described various mechanisms that can help to finance zerocarbon technologies in developing countries, based on a just allocation of emission
allowances among all people of the world. The transfer of financial resources to
developing countries, helping us to leapfrog to zero-carbon technologies will be
needed. However, any initiatives developed will require careful checks and balances to ensure energy consumption is capped in developed countries. Extensive
reduction in carbon emissions needs to be achieved in developed countries before
any carbon burden is shared through a fair and equitable mechanism with developing countries. Such a mechanism will necessarily include significant financial transfers from developed to developing countries, and if this is structured correctly, new
funds for protecting forests in the developing world could be generated. However
many approaches that have been used to prevent deforestation have failed in the
past. Innovative forest protection schemes – an emergency fund for forests and an
initiative to reduce emissions from forest degradation and deforestation (REDD) –
offer promising new opportunities to conserve and restore our forests.
Countries in Africa could certainly benefit from such schemes – primarily, because they support initiatives that do not require extensive funds or heavy technology, but rather the mobilization of citizens to do the work, such as planting trees.
The experience gained in the Green Belt Movement during the past thirty years
shows that it is possible to mobilize millions of individual citizens in every country
to plant trees, prevent soil loss, harvest rain water, and practice less destructive
forms of agriculture. It is important to educate citizens about the need to protect
trees, especially indigenous mountain forests, which are sources of water and biological diversity. Through the Green Belt Movement we have learned that when
local communities understand the link between trees and their own livelihoods
they are more likely to protect them.
Many simple actions can be taken all over the world to change our consumption
patterns now. Individuals can choose to reduce, reuse, and recycle wherever they
live. Many people are opting for hybrid cars, public transportation, and alternative
sources of energy. The Green Belt Movement in Kenya is encouraging people to
plant trees to create a sustainable future. These trees serve both as carbon sinks and
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biodiversity reservoirs, thereby also making people aware of the linkages between
poverty and the environment. While political leadership is important, it is also essential to mobilize citizens. In the end, it will be citizens who move their governments to more tangible commitments. We know what needs to be done to address
climate change, and now is the time to do it.

Chapter 9

A ‘just’ climate agreement: the framework
for an effective global deal

Sunita Narain

Sunita Narain, born in 1961, joined the New-Delhi-based Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE), one of India’s leading environmental NGOs, after graduating
high school in 1982. In her work, Narain has focused on the relationship between
environment and development, and on the formation of a public consciousness
regarding the need for sustainable development. Her research interests range from
global democracy, with a special focus on climate change, to the need for local
democracy, with a focus on forest-related resource management and communitybased water issues. She is currently Director of the CSE and Director of the Society
for Environmental Communications, which publishes a fortnightly magazine, Down
To Earth.
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I remember how I first learned about global warming. It was in the late 1980s. My
colleague Anil Agarwal and I were searching for policies and practices to regenerate degraded common lands. We quickly learned to look beyond trees, at ways to
deepen democracy, so that these commons – in India, forests are mostly owned by
government agencies, but it is the poor who use them – could be regenerated. It
became clear that without community participation, planting trees was not possible. For people to be involved, the rules for engagement had to be respected. To be
respected, the rules had to be fair.
In the same period, data released by a prestigious US research institution, the
World Resources Institute, convinced our then environment minister that it was the
poor who contributed substantially to global warming – by doing ‘unsustainable’
things like growing rice or keeping animals. Anil and I were pulled into this debate
when a flummoxed chief minister of a hill state called us. He had received a government circular that asked him to prevent people from keeping animals. ‘How do I
do this?’ he asked us. ‘Do the animals of the poor really disrupt the world’s climate
system?’ We were equally perplexed. It seemed absurd. Our work told us that the
poor were the victims of environmental degradation. Suddenly they were being presented as the villains. How was this possible?
With this question in mind we embarked on our climate research journey. We
began to grasp climate change issues, and quickly learned that there was not much
difference between managing a local forest and managing the global climate. Both
are common property resources. What was needed most of all was a property rights
framework that encouraged cooperation. We argued in the following way:
• First, the world needed to differentiate between the emissions of the poor (for
example, from subsistence farming) and those of the rich (from, say, cars). Survival emissions were and could not be equivalent to luxury emissions.
• Second, managing a global common resource required cooperation between countries. Just as stray cattle or goats are likely to chew up saplings in the forest, any
country could destroy a climate protection agreement if it emitted more than the
atmosphere can take. Cooperation was only possible – and this was where our
forest experience came in useful – if benefits were distributed equally. We then
developed the concept of per-capita entitlements (each nation’s share of the atmosphere), and used the property rights of entitlement to set up rules of engagement that were fair and equitable. We said that countries using less than their
share of the atmosphere could trade their unused quota. This would give them an
incentive to invest in technologies that would not increase their emissions. But
within this process, we told climate negotiators, it was useful to think of the local
forest and learn that the issue of equity is not a luxury; it is a prerequisite.
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That was 20 years ago. Today, in 2009, we have come a long way, principally in our
acceptance that climate change is the greatest existential crisis that human beings
have ever faced. We remain weak in our commitment to bringing about change; we
are big on words and small on action. In 2009, we have reached the point where we
must commit to a very different future.
The framework would propose for this just and effective global climate deal is
as follows.
Climate change is all about the economy, stupid
It is important to note that industrialized countries have managed to de-couple
sulphur dioxide emissions from economic growth. In other words, emissions have
fallen even as national income has risen. But they have failed to do the same with
carbon dioxide emissions. Per-capita carbon dioxide emissions remain closely related to a country’s level of economic development and standard of living. It is evident that as long as the world economy is carbon-based – driven by energy from
coal, oil, and natural gas – growth cannot be substantially de-coupled from carbon
dioxide emissions.
The only way to avert environmental devastation is to reduce emissions dramatically. However, in a world where things are never quite so simple, the use of these
fuels, and hence carbon dioxide emissions, are closely linked to economic growth
and lifestyle. Every human being contributes to the carbon dioxide concentrations
in the atmosphere, though the amount emitted depends on the person’s lifestyle.
The more prosperous a country’s economy and the higher its per-capita income,
the higher is its fossil fuel consumption for power generation and transport, and
therefore the higher its greenhouse gas emissions.
Industrialized countries owe their current prosperity to ‘historical’ emissions,
which have accumulated in the atmosphere since the start of the Industrial Revolution, as well as to high levels of current emissions. Developing countries, meanwhile, have only recently set out on the path of industrialization, and their per-capita
emissions are still comparatively low.
Under these circumstances, any limit on carbon dioxide emissions amounts to a
limit on economic growth, turning climate change mitigation into an intensely
political issue. International negotiations under the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change – aimed at limiting greenhouse gas emissions – have turned into
a tug of war, with rich countries unwilling to ‘compromise their lifestyles’, and
poor countries unwilling to accept a premature cap on their right to basic development.
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Complexity is no excuse for inaction
Climate change is undoubtedly the greatest challenge of our century. Its sheer complexity and urgency seem overwhelming. For the past 18 years – the first intergovernmental negotiation took place in Washington DC in early 1991 – the world has
been haggling about what it knows but does not want to accept. It has been desperately seeking every excuse not to act, even as science has confirmed and reconfirmed that climate change is real, that it is related to carbon dioxide and other
emissions, and that these emissions are related to economic growth and wealth. In
other words, it is man-made and can destroy the world as we know it.
The scientific community is not just certain but unequivocal that climate change
and its devastating consequences are now inevitable. But along with understanding
the still obtuse science we must begin to put a human face on the effects of climate
change that are becoming evident all around us. We must see climate change in the
faces of the millions who have lost their homes in the Sidr and Nargis cyclones that
ripped through Bangladesh and then Myanmar. After all, science has clearly established that the intensity and frequency of tropical cyclones will increase as the
Earth heats up (Solomon et al., 2007). We need to see climate change in the faces
of those who lost everything in the floods caused by intense rainfall events. We
need to understand that the thousands of people who died in these disasters did so
because the rich have failed to contain the emissions upon which their growth has
been built.
Inaction of the rich world
As the call for action has become more strident and urgent (as it must), the world
has looked for small answers and petty responses. On the one hand, there is a wellorchestrated media and civil society campaign to paint the Chinese and Indians as
the villains of the piece. If they ‘cry’ about their need to develop, the response is to
tell them that they are most vulnerable. Rich countries seem to be saying: ‘We cannot afford to waste time in the blame game. Even if, in the past, the Western world
created the problem, you must, in your interest, take the lead in reparations.’
This hysteria is growing. But unfortunately, action is not keeping pace.
In late 1997, after years of protracted negotiations, the Kyoto Protocol was established. Under this agreement, the industrialized world agreed to cut its emissions by just 5.2 % of 1990 levels by 2008 – 2012. It is important to realize that the
world is nowhere close to achieving even this reduction. Not only has the world’s
largest polluter – the United States – walked out of the global agreement, even
Europe is finding it difficult to reach this modest target. A review by the secretariat
of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 2007) has found
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that between 1990 and 2006, while carbon dioxide emissions of all industrialized
countries (classified as Annex I under the convention) declined by 1.3 %, this reduction was primarily due to the countries whose economies are in transition. The
carbon dioxide emissions of the Annex I countries, excluding countries in transition, actually increased by 14.5 % (see Fig. 1).
During the same period, the carbon dioxide emissions of key polluters increased –
in the case of the US by 18 %, and by a whopping 40.5 % in Australia. Even most
European countries have seen an increase in their emissions. The only countries
that have cut carbon dioxide emissions are Sweden, the UK and Germany. But it is
important to note that emissions in the UK and Germany are beginning to increase
again. The reason is simple. The UK partly gained its emissions reduction by switching from coal to natural gas, a transition that is now predominantly completed.
Germany reduced its emissions greatly because of the reunification of the industrialized west with the economically depressed east. New answers must now be
found. In other words, these emission cuts were nowhere close to what was needed,
then or now, to avert catastrophic climate change. The industrialized countries
have reneged on their commitment. They have let us all down.
So far, the rich world has found only small answers to existential problems. It not
only wants to keep its coal-burning power plants (even as it points the finger at
China and India), but wants to build new ones. It believes it can keep polluting
while finding new ‘fixes’. The latest solution it has come up with is ‘Carbon Capture
and Storage’ – to pipe the emissions underground and hope the problem will simply go away. In this way, the rich world hopes it can have its cake and eat it too. Is
it not ironic that in spite of science telling us that drastic reductions are needed, no
country is talking seriously about limiting its energy consumption? Every analysis
shows that while efficiency is part of the answer it is meaningless without sufficiency. Cars have become more fuel-efficient but people now drive more and own
more cars. We have to realize that without a global cap on carbon emissions, any
measures to improve energy efficiency will remain ineffective.
Energy is the key
It is the world’s need for energy – to run everything from factories to cars – that is
the principle cause of climate change. After years of talking about the problem no
country has been able to de-couple its growth from the growth of carbon dioxide
emissions. No country has yet shown how to build a low-carbon economy. No country has yet been able to re-invent its pathway to growth. This, then, is the challenge.
After years of talk, the proportion of new renewable energy – wind, solar, geothermal, biofuels – comprised only about 1% of the world’s primary energy supply in
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Fig. 1. Carbon dioxide emissions of Annex I countries under the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change, excluding land use, land-use change, and forestry
(LULUCF). (Source: UNFCCC, 2007)

2006 (IEA, 2007). It is misleading to say that renewable sources add more electricity than nuclear power. It is ‘old renewable’ energy – hydroelectric power – that
makes the world light up.
One of the tragedies of the climate change debate is that the world is hiding behind the poverty of its people to fudge its climate maths. Biomass combustion contributes greatly to the renewable sector – the firewood, cow dung or leaves and twigs
used by the desperately poor in our world to cook their food and to light their
homes. It is this that is providing the world its space to breathe.

We are the change
What, then, is the way ahead? First, we must accept that the rich world must reduce
emissions drastically. There is a stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, built
up over centuries in the process of creating nations’ wealth. This has already made
our climate unstable. Poorer nations will add to this stock through their desire for
economic growth. But that is no excuse for the rich world to avoid adopting tough
and binding emission reduction targets. The principle should be that the rich reduce
so that the poor can grow. Second, any agreement must recognize that poor and
emerging countries need to grow. Their engagement should therefore not be legally
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binding but based on national targets and programmes. The challenge is to find
low-carbon growth strategies for emerging countries, without compromising their
right to develop. This can be done. It is clear that countries such as India and China
have the opportunity to ‘avoid’ additional emissions. The reason is that they are
still in the process of building their energy, transport and industrial infrastructures.
They can make investments in ‘leapfrog’ technologies so as to avoid pollution. In
other words, they can build their cities based around public transport; their energy
security based on local and distributed systems – from biofuels to renewables; and
their industries using the most energy-efficient and pollution-free technologies.
We know it is in our interest not to first pollute, then clean up; or first to be inefficient, and then to save energy. But we also know that the existing ‘green’ technologies are costly. It is not as if China and India are bent on first investing in dirty
and fuel-inefficient technologies. They invest in these, as the now rich world has
done, based on the principle, ‘first create emissions, then make money, then invest
in efficiency’.
The just deal: what does it mean?
If we know that the emerging world can leapfrog to cleaner technologies, the question is, why is this not happening? Why is it that the world talks big yet makes only
small changes?
As part of the Kyoto Protocol the ‘Clean Development Mechanism’ (CDM) was
invented to pay for the transition in the poorer world. But the mechanism was destined to fail (for ideas on CDM reform see Liverman, this volume). The rich countries were obsessed with obtaining the cheapest emission reduction options. As a
result, the price of CERs – the certified emission reduction units used in this transaction – has never reflected the cost of renewable and other high-technology options. It is a cheap and increasingly corrupt development mechanism. It is also a
convoluted mechanism, in which governments are prevented by rules from considering major change. In fact, CDM currently provides disincentives for governments
in the South to drive policies for clean energy or production. Any such policy that
is designed independently of the CDM framework does not meet the criterion of
‘additionality’, and does not qualify for funding.
The world must realize the bitter truth. Equity is a prerequisite for an effective
climate agreement. Without cooperation this global agreement will not work. It is
for this reason that the world must seriously consider the concept of equal percapita emission entitlements so that the rich reduce and the poor do not go beyond
their climate quota. We need effective and responsible action on climate change
now.
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Conditions for action on climate
Warming of the global atmosphere is possibly the biggest and most difficult economic and political issue the world has ever needed to confront. First, as emissions
of carbon dioxide are directly linked to economic growth, growth as we know it is
at risk. We will have to reinvent what we do and how we do it. There will be costs
associated with this change, but these costs will be a fraction of what we will need
to spend if we do not change. Second, admissible growth has to be shared equitably
among nations and people. The question now is: Will the world share its right to
emit (or pollute), or will it freeze inequities? Will the rich world, which has accumulated a huge ‘natural debt’ – overdrawing on its share of the global commons –
repay it so that the poorer world can grow and use the same ecological space. Third,
climate change is about international cooperation. Climate change teaches us more
than anything else that the world is one; if the rich world pumped excessive quantities of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere yesterday, then the emerging rich world
will do so today. It also tells us that the only way to control emissions is to ensure
that there is fairness and equity in the agreement, so that the greatest level of cooperation is possible.
There is clear understanding that the rich and the emerging rich worlds need to
make the transition to low-carbon economies. There is also much better understanding that the way ahead involves technologies that we already possess. The answer
will lie in increasing efficiency in both the generation of energy and in its use for the
manufacture of other products. It will also lie in changes to how we do things –
from transportation in our cities to everything else. Fact is that we know how to
change.
The imperative of energy transformation
It is increasingly understood that the de-carbonization of economies is imperative
if the world wants to tackle climate change. It will require substantial investments
to move towards a zero-carbon-energy-based economy, eliminating the use of fossil fuels altogether. It is also clear that the existing and growing use of fossil fuels
has the potential to ‘lock in’ this energy source for a much longer time than desired,
and ‘lock out’ renewable energy sources. The question is, how will the world accomplish this energy transition? And is it even possible?
The shift to renewable energy sources
How can the world make this rapid shift towards renewable energy technologies?
If the world waits for most of its oil, gas, and coal resources to be exhausted before
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making this transition – something that probably will not occur before the end of this
century – then the risk of serious climate change will be inordinately high. It is
important to understand the nature of this challenge. The twentieth century saw a
major transition away from renewable energy towards a fossil fuel-based global
economy. Between 1900 and 2000, world energy use grew more than ten-fold. Even
though the energy from renewable sources increased nearly five-fold during the
century, its share in total energy use dropped from 42 % to 19 % (IEA, 2007).
This trend has continued. The January 2007 report of the International Energy
Agency (IEA, 2007), estimates that in 2006 the share of renewable energy in the
total primary energy supply was just 13 %. Significantly, the bulk of the renewable
energy budget was made up of biomass burning and hydro-electric power. For instance, the share of renewable energy in India is estimated to be 39 %, because of
the use of biomass by the poor to cook food. The contribution of new renewables –
wind, solar, tidal and geothermal energy – was as little as 0.5 % of the world’s total
energy consumption. The challenge now is to reverse this trend.
It is clear that the market for renewable energy technologies is growing. According to the IEA, wind energy saw growth of 50 % per annum and solar energy 28 %
per annum between 1971 and end of 2006. Modern biomass energy, including new
technologies that produce ethanol from agricultural waste, also contains immense
potential. Technological advances are also taking place in the use of hydrogen fuel
cells. The cost of these technologies has also fallen; but not enough to make them
competitive with conventional energy options.
We know that the more the world gets locked into fossil-fuel-based systems, especially efficient and low-cost fossil fuel systems, the longer it will take to get out
of them. If the huge energy investments that will be made by developing countries
in the next three to four decades lock them into a carbon energy economy like that
of the industrialized countries, this will result in an enormous build-up of greenhouse gases. The governments of the world will therefore have to play a key role in
‘reinventing the energy system’, just as they have played a key role in determining
the modern carbon-based energy supply structure since the nineteenth century.
Today the biggest obstacles in the way of renewable technologies are low prices
for fossil fuels and subsidies on fossil fuels in many countries. In addition, the renewable energy sector is facing problems of declining public- and private-sector
research and development. Rapid expansion in the use of zero-carbon technologies
will come only with proactive official policies aimed at increasing research investment and creating favourable economic conditions, allowing mass production to
bring costs down even further.
If the solution lies in creating large markets for zero-carbon energy technologies,
the advantage lies with the countries of the South, the low carbon emitters. These
countries have for the most part not yet invested in the electricity grid; they are not
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yet locked into fossil-fuel-based energy systems. However, these countries require
huge investment if they are to supply energy to their millions of households.
Toward a framework for equitable entitlements
The tragedy of the atmospheric commons has been the lack of rights to this global
ecological space. As a result, industrialized countries have borrowed or drawn
heavily from it – and without any control. They have emitted greenhouse gases far
in excess of what the Earth can withstand. This was because they were not bound
by limits or quotas, and enjoyed ‘free use’ of this natural capital. Some researchers
have called this the ‘natural debt’ of the North, as opposed to the financial debt of
the South. In this context, curtailing emissions can only be achieved through the
creation of rights and entitlements of each nation to the atmosphere so that future
responsibilities are clearly demarcated. This allocation of the common space has to
be made on the basis of each nation’s past, present, and projected future contributions to the global warming crisis. The world needs to adopt the concept of equal
per-capita entitlements to greenhouse gas emissions.
Solving the climate crisis is about sharing growth among nations and people.
And clearly this has not yet happened. Between 1980 and 2005, the total emissions
of just one country (the United States) were almost double those of China, and
more than seven times those of India (see Fig. 2).
In per-capita terms, the injustice is even more unacceptable and immoral (see
Fig. 3). Historical emissions – between 1890 and 2005 – for example, amount to about
1100 tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita for the UK and the USA, compared to
66 tonnes per capita for China, and 23 tonnes per capita for India (CSE, 2008). As
yet, the world has seen no real change in this situation. No change it can believe in.
Net versus gross emissions: sharing the world’s common sinks
In 1990, the Washington-based World Resources Institute (WRI) published a report
which showed that annual greenhouse gas emissions in the developing world almost equalled those in the industrialized world, and predicted that the emissions of
the developing world would overtake those of the industrialized world in the near
future (WRI, 1990). However, the critique of this report by the Delhi-based Centre
for Science and Environment (CSE) found that the methodology used by WRI to
compute the responsibility of each nation favoured the polluter (Agarwal and Narain,
1991).
Under the WRI methodology, each nation was assigned a share of the Earth’s
ecological sinks, but the assignment was proportional to the nation’s contribution
to the Earth’s emissions. The sinks are natural systems – principally the oceans and
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Fig. 2. Cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide 1890 – 2005 in million tonnes.
Rich countries are still the major emitters of total carbon dioxide, with just 15 %
of the world’s population they account for 45 % of carbon dioxide emissions.
(Source: CSE, 2008, calculated from the carbon dioxide information of the U.S.
Department of Energy)

Fig. 3. The per-capita increase in annual carbon dioxide emissions between 1990
and 2005 in the USA is equal to three-quarters of India’s total per-capita emissions in 2005. Current annual per-capita emissions in the USA are almost 20 times
higher than in India. (Source: UNDP, 2008)
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forests – that absorb emissions. Global warming occurs because emissions exceed
the capacity of these sinks to absorb greenhouse gases. The WRI estimated that the
world produces 31 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide and 255 million tonnes of
methane every year. It then estimated that the Earth’s sinks naturally assimilate
17.5 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide and 212 million tonnes of methane annually.
On this basis, it calculated the ‘net’ emissions of each nation, by allocating a share
of the sinks to each nation, based on its gross emissions contribution.
CSE in its critique argued that while terrestrial sinks, such as forests and grasslands,
may be considered national property, oceanic sinks belong to humankind. They
can be regarded as common global property. CSE then apportioned the sinks on the
basis of a country’s share of the world’s population, arguing that each individual in
the world has equal entitlement to the global commons. This allocation, based on
individual rights to the Earth’s natural cleansing capacity, changed the calculation
of the nation’s responsibility drastically. For instance, under the WRI methodology, the USA contributed 17 % of the net emissions of the world, while the CSE
methodology calculated that it actually contributed roughly 27.4 % of net annual
emissions. Similarly, the contribution of China decreased from the WRI estimate
of 6.4 % of net annual emissions to 0.57 %, and India’s from 3.9 % to just 0.013 %
of net annual emissions.
This allocation of the Earth’s global sinks to each nation, based on population,
creates a system of per-capita emissions entitlements, which taken together form
the ‘permissible’ emissions level of each country. This, according to CSE, could
form a framework for trading between nations, as countries that exceed their annual
quotas of carbon dioxide could trade with other countries that do not use up their
‘permissible’ emissions. This would create financial incentives for countries to
keep their emissions as low as possible and to invest in zero-carbon trajectories.
Chinese proposal for burden sharing
The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences has also presented its own model for a
carbon budget based on equity and sustainability. Interestingly, the Academy says
that, while there have been a variety of proposals with different interpretations
of the equity principle for burden sharing and emissions entitlement, there is an
‘imbalance’ in the debate: only three of the 43-odd proposals for equity have come
from researchers in the South.
The Chinese proposal is based on two concepts (Pan et al., 2008): first, if we
want to ensure that basic needs are fulfilled for all citizens of the world, then there
is no space in the world for luxurious and wasteful emissions; second, emissions
need to stay within the geophysical limits of the planet. That means, if emissions
exceed the Earth’s geophysical limits, then human society must reduce its emissions
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to adjust to what the planet can withstand. The proposal accepts that the global human community has to reduce emissions by 50 % by 2050. This level then constitutes the global carbon budget that is to be shared between every individual in the
world. The budget is allocated to every individual for meeting basic needs, and
adjusted in terms of geographical, climatic and resource endowment. For the period 1900 – 2050, the total global carbon budget was 2272.5 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide, or 352.5 tonnes of accumulative carbon dioxide emissions per capita
or 2.33 tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita per year.
The Chinese proposal includes two transfers – one of the budget and one of
financial resources. As the developed countries have already exhausted their full
share – until 2050 – the proposal calculates the price of this ‘gift’ to developed
countries by the developing countries. It also transfers emissions budget to developed countries to meet basic needs. The total carbon budget acquired by developed
countries would be in excess of the global average level. For instance, the US carbon budget would increase to 7.71 tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita, as compared to 2.33 tonnes per capita in the initial budget allocation. For Non-Annex I
countries, the budget would decline from its initial allocation of 80.5 % to 58.9 %.
This basic entitlement scheme would form the basis of the trading scheme. As a
result, countries like the USA, Canada and Australia would be required to purchase
70 % of their future emissions budgets.
It also proposes a progressive carbon tax that increases the rate of taxation on
the basis of the amount of excessive emissions (from limited to moderate to severe).
This tax should not be higher than the cost of renewable energy introduction, so
that the framework supports the transition to cleaner energy.
Ad-hoc emissions budgets and entitlements
Another possible approach would be to decide upon future atmospheric concentration limits for various dates on an ad-hoc basis, allowing for some build-up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The targeted atmospheric concentrations could
then be translated into a global emissions budget that can be distributed among
nations in the form of equal per-capita entitlements. Both the targets and the emissions caps needed to meet them would be subject to periodic scientific review, and
therefore per-capita entitlements based on this approach would be subject to review as well. A country that does not use its budget during a particular year could
again have the right to trade its unused share. In this case, nations could also simply agree on an ad-hoc per-capita entitlement towards which all countries eventually will converge. This target could be more or less ambitious, but again it would
be subject to periodic review, allowing for changes based on new scientific information.
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Entitlements within countries
As much as the world needs to design a system of equity between nations, the nations of the world need to design a system of equity within each nation. It is not the
rich in India who emit less than their share of the global quota. It is the poor in
India, who do not have access to energy, who provide us the breathing space. India
had per-capita carbon dioxide emissions of 1– 1.5 tonnes per year based on different estimates in 2005. Yet this figure hides huge disparities. The urban-industrial
sector is energy-intensive and wasteful, while the rural subsistence sector is energy-poor and frugal. Currently it is estimated that only 31% of rural households
use electricity. Connecting all of India’s villages to grid-based electricity will be
expensive and difficult. It is here that the option of leapfrogging to off-grid solutions based on renewable energy technologies becomes most economically viable.
If India’s entitlements were assigned on an equal, per-capita basis, so that the country’s richer citizens pay the poor for excess energy use, this would provide both the
resources and the incentives for current low-energy users to adopt zero-emissions
technologies. In this way, too, a rights-based framework would stimulate a powerful demand for investment in new renewable energy technologies.
Let us be clear. The challenge of climate change is a make-or-break situation for the
world. It forces us, perhaps for the very first time in our history, to realize that we
live together on one Earth. It tells us that there are limits to carbon-based growth;
and more importantly that growth will have to be shared between all. Ultimately,
we cannot share a vision for how the world will combat climate change unless we
are prepared to share the common atmospheric resources of the world. The big question is whether we will meet this challenge. The most convincing answer is that we
have no choice. There is no other way.
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Goslar, and was spokesman for domestic policy of the SPD parliamentary fraction. In December 1999 he became Minister President of Lower Saxony and subsequently chairman of the SPD parliamentary fraction. From 2005 to 2009 Sigmar
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Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 7.
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We live in turbulent times. With the world economic and financial system in turmoil,
and growing concerns about competitiveness and job losses, times have been better for proponents of ambitious climate policies. However, these policies are more
necessary than ever.
They are necessary not only to avoid the worst impacts of climate change and
protect the world’s most vulnerable, but also in order to begin the restructuring of
the global economy towards ecologically oriented growth. They are necessary to
create new economic instruments and business models to ensure that the opportunities for efficiency and renewable energies are fulfilled and result in the creation
of new jobs in low-carbon industries. Hence, ambitious climate policies, which
promote the practical opportunities that are already available, are the best way to
counteract growing politics of insecurity being driven by high energy and commodity prices.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has pointed out clearly
that we are running out of time. At the 2007 UN climate conference in Bali, countries have agreed to negotiate a post-2012 agreement building on the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its Kyoto Protocol. They have
also agreed that negotiations should be concluded in 2009 at the UN climate conference in Copenhagen.
This unprecedented global negotiation effort aims to bring North, South, East and
West together in a solidarity pact to save the planet. To avoid triggering dangerous
tipping points in the climate system these negotiations must succeed in placing the
world on a path to a future with a global temperature increase of not more than
2 ° C. There is no time left for us to have a realistic second chance at agreement.
Suggestions like Lord Nicholas Stern’s global deal are therefore most welcome
and help to focus our thinking and introduce possible pathways to solutions. I agree
with most of the elements that Lord Stern puts forward and also with his assumption that we can only reach a comprehensive agreement in Copenhagen if we design package solutions and reach a comprehensive global deal.
Germany is ready to contribute its fair share to this package. In fact, we are determined to continue our leadership role and to demonstrate in practice what Lord
Stern has provided the economic analysis for: climate protection pays off.
A shared vision for climate protection to guide our efforts
A global agreement will need to spell out a vision for all countries to achieve their
national economic and development goals in a low-carbon fashion that safeguards
the environment, strengthens countries’ ability to adapt to the changes already underway and allows for sustained economic welfare. As Lord Stern describes, industrialized countries need to demonstrate their intent to lead the way on driving the
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low-carbon transition, and agree to support developing countries in their own transition.
The vision should include the objective of limiting global warming to 2 ° C compared to preindustrial levels. This would imply a long-term goal to at least halve
global emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050 compared with 1990 levels and to
bring about a peak in global emissions in the next 10 to 15 years. This will be needed
in order to ensure that no critical climate tipping points are at risk of being triggered.
Mitigation of climate change: an environmental and economic imperative
It is an economic as well as environmental necessity to put our economies on the
path to low-carbon intensity. The IPCC has provided the scientific analysis; the
Stern Review has provided the economic arguments. If we take our 2 ° C target seriously, developed countries need to adopt nationally binding caps ensuring that, collectively, they reduce their emissions by 25 – 40 % below 1990 levels by 2020.
This may seem hard to reach. In Germany, however, we are already well underway to showing that reductions in this range are economically feasible: We have
committed ourselves to reducing our 1990 emissions by 40 % by 2020. In concert
with the other EU countries that are willing to reduce their emissions by 30 % as part
of an international agreement, Germany and Europe are showing the way.
Nonetheless, no matter how ambitious our climate protection targets may be,
developed countries cannot reach the 2 ° C target on their own. We also need enhanced actions by major developing countries, which should result in a significant
deviation below business-as-usual (BAU) greenhouse gas emission growth in the
order of 15 – 30 %. Collectively, these enhanced actions should be enough to ensure
that developing country emissions peak no later than 2020 – 2025. I welcome Lord
Stern’s proposal that, guided by the overall commitment to a substantial deviation
from BAU growth, each major developing economy should submit a low-carbon
development plan that demonstrates what it will implement unilaterally domestically. I would further argue that these plans should also outline additional measures
the country could undertake, given both greater access to the global carbon market
and technological and financial support. This will indicate the degree to which the
level of ambition of developing countries would be dependent on the level of support provided by developed countries.
Financing and powering the transition to low-carbon economies
One of the major elements of a global deal is undoubtedly measurable, reportable
and verifiable financing and support for technology transfer. The review by Lord
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Stern and the analysis done by the UN Climate Secretariat on Climate Change and
Investment Flows serve as a good basis to grasp the dimension of climate protection
investments and the instruments required to achieve this. The figures are impressive: the Stern Review estimated that the overall global costs of unmitigated climate
change may add up to 5 – 20 % of our Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per year,
whereas the costs of action – stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions at 550 ppm –
can be limited to around 1% of global GDP each year.
According to the UN Climate Secretariat, additional investment and financial
flows of 200 – 210 billion US dollars will be necessary for mitigation purposes in
the year 2030 in order to return global greenhouse gas emissions to current levels.
In 2030 overall additional investment and financial flows needed for adaptation
amount to several tens of billions US dollars per year.
The numbers sound huge, but there is no reason to shy away from the challenge:
Lord Stern’s analysis reconfirms that the money and technologies needed are
broadly available.
Compared to the global volume of investments, the additional investment costs
will be rather low – in 2030 they will amount to a share of 1.1 to 1.7 %. The private
sector will play a decisive role with regard to these investments with a share of more
than 80 %. At the same time, public funds will play an important role as a catalyst,
which makes it obvious that we need additional instruments to mobilize investments.
The International Energy Agency estimates that by 2030, global investments in
energy infrastructure will have reached a level of around 20 trillion US dollars. Our
main task as political decision makers is to set the political framework so that these
trillions of dollars are spent in a climate-friendly way. Framework conditions such
as the international carbon market or national climate and energy policies are the
necessary prerequisites to make market forces work in favour of climate protection. Therefore, I strongly support the expansion of the carbon market, as promoted
by Lord Stern, which will allow the flow of funds and technologies to be directed
towards the markets of developing and newly industrialising countries.
In 2008 the international carbon market already reached a volume of 64 billion
US dollars – and this trend is set to rise. Depending on the structure of international
provisions, it is calculated that in 2025 international emissions trading may achieve
a turnover of up to EUR 800 billion, according to the UN Climate Secretariat.
During the first period of the European Emission Trading Scheme (until 2012)
Germany will auction nearly 10 % of the allowances. The revenues – around EUR
400 million annually – will be used to finance additional climate protection measures at home and in developing countries as part of our Climate Initiative. EUR
120 million will be available for projects abroad, particularly in developing countries and economies in transition, on a yearly basis starting in 2008. We will focus
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on sustainable energy systems, adaptation and sustainable forest management projects
in developing countries. With a 100 % auctioning in the future, even more financial
flows will be generated – some billion euros per year in Germany alone. I do not
see at this moment any approach other than the carbon market that can create investment flows comparable to these numbers.
Therefore, I fully support Lord Stern’s pledge that an international carbon market based on internationally binding and absolute reduction targets by industrialized countries should serve as the basis for a post-2012 climate regime under the
UNFCCC. The more ambitious our reduction targets are, the greater the returns
will be. The expansion of the international carbon market will generate significant
additional financing for developing country mitigation. To meet the huge challenges
we face, we need to create self-financing mechanisms for climate protection in the
long run. The German example shows how using revenues from emissions trading
for climate protection projects can yield a double dividend for the climate and at the
same time secure jobs and prosperity and make our economy fit for the future.
Adapting to the inevitable impacts of climate change
At the same time, we must send a clear signal to the poorest and most vulnerable
countries and people of the world that they will not be left alone to deal with the
increasing impacts of climate change. I agree with Lord Stern that in a post-2012
climate deal, we need to pay more attention to supporting adaptation in developing
countries.
As Lord Stern puts it, developed countries, whose emissions have been primarily responsible for climate change, have an obligation to pay at least part of the
additional costs that arise from adapting to the impacts of climate change. This
means that developed countries should give a firm undertaking both to honour their
existing Official Development Assistance (ODA) commitments and at the same
time to provide additional resources for adaptation to climate change.
Firstly, donors would need to agree to mainstream adaptation into their existing
bilateral and multilateral aid programmes and ‘climate proof’ their investments
without using funds from existing aid budgets. Secondly, we need additional resources to finance the additional support needed. In Germany we have committed
new and additional money as part of our International Climate Initiative to supporting adaptation in developing countries. One option that we are exploring, which also
Lord Stern points out as particularly promising, is to support disaster prevention
and develop insurance schemes to provide a safety net for poor people exposed to
climate change risk.
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‘Mission possible’
In German climate policies we are committed to practising what we preach: we
have recently adopted an energy and climate package, which is unparalleled in the
world and has brought us a large step closer to our goal of reducing our emissions
by 40 % compared to 1990 levels by 2020. This package of measures will bring
new momentum to all CO2-relevant sectors and advance climate protection in Germany.
The planned reductions are not only compatible with economic growth but offer
new business opportunities and create a large number of jobs. We are convinced
that Germany will play a pioneering role on the lead markets of the future. Successful energy and climate policy will have positive impacts for Germany as a location
for business and innovation.
Germany’s contribution to a global deal will be to lead by example. We are aware
that the implementation of European and national climate protection targets up to
2020 and beyond requires nothing less than the radical restructuring of our industrial society – and we are willing to face up to this challenge.

Chapter 7

Towards a global deal on climate change

Nicholas Stern and
Su-Lin Garbett-Shiels

Nicholas Stern is IG Patel Professor of Economics and Government at the London School of Economics and Political Science, and Chairman of the Grantham
Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment. Stern was head of the
UK Government Economic Service from 2003 – 7, and Chief Economist of the World
Bank from 2000 – 2003 and of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development from 1994 – 9. He authored the Stern Review on the Economics of Climate
Change, reporting to the UK Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer
from 2005 – 7. He was knighted for services to economics in 2004, and was appointed to the UK House of Lords as Lord Stern of Brentford in 2007.
Su-Lin Garbett-Shiels is an economic advisor working in the Stern Team at the UK’s
Department for Energy and Climate Change, leading studies on the regional economics of climate change. She was private secretary to Lord Stern during the Stern
Review on the Economics of Climate Change. Previously she worked in macroeconomics analysis teams at the UK Treasury Department.
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Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions represent the biggest market failure the world
has ever seen. GHGs cause damage and without specific policies nobody pays for
this damage. We all contribute to producing them; and many people around the
world are already suffering from the effects of past emissions. Moreover, current
emissions have the potential to cause catastrophic damage in the future. Due to the
global nature of the link between emissions and damage, we need a global response
to this problem. Failure to analyse the problem in terms of the great risks, and the
long-term and global co-operation required, will produce (and has produced) approaches to policy that are misleading and dangerous. The arguments for strong
and timely action are overwhelming. The costs of inaction, which means continuing
with current paths and practices, or ‘business as usual’ (BAU), should be measured
in terms of the possible outcomes and damages compared to a global strategy that
sets sensible targets.
The world must create and implement a global deal that is effective, efficient,
and equitable.1 The world must create this deal quickly – indeed, the meeting of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in Copenhagen in
December 2009 should be our deadline. Importantly, this deal must be implemented
with real commitment by all countries of the world.
We do not wish to pretend that reaching agreement will be easy; on the contrary,
the road to Copenhagen and beyond will be very tough and full of obstacles, principally in the form of resentment, particularly towards rich countries for their historical responsibility for high-carbon growth, and narrow perspectives of self-interest.
Central amongst these obstacles will be an argument that a first priority should be
to deal with the current economic crisis and that action on climate change can be
postponed. Often this argument comes from those who are, in any case, not keen
on taking action and who use the economic crisis as an excuse. This argument is
erroneous and must be confronted (see Rockström et al., this volume). There is no
doubt that the economic crisis is extremely serious, and requires strong, co-ordinated action, both nationally and internationally. The error lies in seeing responses
to the economic crisis and to climate change as being in conflict. They are not: the
economic crisis becomes an obstacle to urgent action on climate change only if we
allow it to do so by failing to put the arguments clearly.
There are two important lessons from the economic crisis that are relevant for
action on climate change. First, by ignoring the dangers and delaying action we
risk greatly magnifying the ensuing damages. Second, our reaction to the current
crisis should not sow the seeds of the next economic bubble, as was the case after
the dot-com bubble of the 1990s, when economic policies helped to create the
housing bubble of the 2000s, which was a prime cause of the economic crisis of
1

A more extensive discussion of a global deal is provided in the book A Blueprint for a Safer Planet (Stern, 2009)
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2008 – 9. Investments to manage climate change are less costly during a slow-down.
Furthermore, the foundations for growth in the next two or three decades (i. e. investments in low-carbon technologies) can be created now.
In order to construct and implement a deal on climate change the peoples of the
world and their leaders require a clear understanding; not only of the huge risks we
face, and thus why such a deal is necessary, but also of the whole range of technologies and policies that are available to us to make effective action possible. The
purpose of this book and this essay is to contribute to this understanding.
The price of failure will be a world that is subject to devastating physical change,
mass movement of people, and conflict. The prize of success will be sustainable
growth, a significant reduction in world poverty, and a cleaner, safer, quieter, more
diverse, and more prosperous future for all.

Risks, targets and costs
Targets
The relation between the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere and the resulting temperature increase is at the heart of any risk analysis. It is the clearest way to begin
and anchors most of the discussion. There are many models that estimate these
links: running a model many times for different parameter choices yields probability distributions of outcomes – in other words, it allows us to take into account the
uncertainties in the link between emissions and temperature changes (see Table 1).
Current concentrations of GHGs are around 430 parts per million (ppm) of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-eq – which aggregates carbon dioxide and other
GHGs). We are currently adding about 2.5 ppm CO2-eq per annum. The rate of
emissions growth appears to be accelerating, as a result of continued rapid growth
in the developing world. There seems little doubt that, in the absence of any restraining policy, the annual increase in the overall quantity of GHGs will average
somewhere above 3 ppm CO2-eq – potentially 4 ppm CO2-eq or more – over the
next 100 years. That is likely to take us beyond 750 ppm CO2-eq by the end of this
century.
This level of concentration would give us, if we were to stabilize there by 2100,
a fifty-fifty chance of a temperature increase above 5 º C. We do not really know
what the world would look like with a climate 5 º C warmer than in preindustrial
times. The most recent warm period was around three million years ago when the
world experienced temperatures 2 º C or 3 º C higher than today (Jansen et al., 2007).
Humans have not experienced anything that high (Hansen et al., 2006). During the
last glacial maximum (around 21 000 years ago) global temperatures were around
4 – 7 º C cooler than today (Solomon et al., 2007), and ice sheets extended to latitudes
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Table 1. Probabilities of exceeding a temperature increase at equilibrium (%). (Source:
based on Stern, 2007, p. 220, using Hadley Centre modelling (Murphy et al., 2004)).
Stabilization level
(in ppm CO2-eq)

2 °C

3 °C

4 °C

5 °C

6 °C

7 °C

450

78

18

3

1

0

0

500

96

44

11

3

1

0

550

99

69

24

7

2

1

600

100

94

58

24

9

4

750

100

99

82

47

22

9

just north of London and just south of New York.2 As the ice melted and sea levels
rose, and taking into account the changed topography, Britain separated from the
European continent and there was major re-routing of much of the global river
flow. Such magnitudes of temperature change can transform the planet.
The last time the Earth’s temperature lay in the region of 5 º C above the preindustrial level was in the Eocene period around 35 – 55 million years ago.3 Much of
the world was covered by swampy forests and there were alligators near the North
Pole. The point is not particularly about alligators, it is about the transformation of
the world; these kinds of variations would bring very radical changes to where and
how different types of species, including humans, could live. Many of the changes
would take place over 100 or 200 years rather than thousands or millions of years.
At a temperature increase of 5 º C most of the world’s ice and snow would disappear, most likely including the Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets and the snows and
glaciers of the Himalayas. According to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, the
former effect would – taking the two ice sheets together – eventually lead to a sealevel rise of over 10 metres, and possibly much higher. The latter effect would thoroughly disrupt the flows of the major rivers from the Himalayas, which serve
countries containing around half of the world’s population. There would be severe
torrents in the rainy season and dry rivers in the dry season. The world would probably lose more than half its species. The intensity of storms, floods and droughts is
likely to be much higher than at present.
Whilst we cannot be precise about the magnitude of the effects associated with
temperature increases of such size, it does seem reasonable to suppose that they
would be, or are at least likely to be, disastrous. They would probably involve very
2
3

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/temperature
See footnote 2.
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large movements of population from regions where human life would become
extremely difficult or impossible. History tells us that large movements of population are likely to bring major conflict, and this movement would probably be on a
huge scale.
If we fail to act there is a high probability that these devastating impacts and
conflicts will become reality. As Table 1 shows, we can cut the probability of temperature change above 5 º C from 50 % to 3 % by stabilizing emissions at 500 ppm
CO2-eq. We cannot be very precise about these probabilities (the ones we have used
here, from the Hadley Centre, are probably cautious) 4, however, the point is that
the reduction in risk is huge.
By using extremely simple models one can try to quantify the avoided damages
although our description of the risks should make it clear that it is very hard to attach convincing figures to the potential losses. Even from a very narrow perspective, world wars seem to involve losses of 15 % or more of GDP and the conflicts
we are discussing are likely to be on a greater scale, lasting longer and, of course,
affecting much more than GDP. The Stern Review (Stern, 2007), which looks at
damages up to the year 2200 and extrapolated thereafter, concluded that such costs
can be estimated as being equivalent to a 5 – 20 % loss of global GDP averaged over
space, time and possible outcomes. Such models can provide useful insights but
we warn strongly against taking them too literally.
Recent developments on the risk and potential damages
of climate change
There are a number of factors that climate change scientists and economists have
raised recently which point to a worsening of the prospects on climate risk. First,
recent data – particularly from developing countries – indicates that emissions are
growing more quickly than we thought. For example, a recent study by Max Auffhammer, University of California Berkeley, and Richard Carson, University of
California San Diego, indicates that carbon dioxide emissions in China over the
period 2004 – 10 will have grown at 11% per annum (Auffhammer and Carson,
2008). BAU assumptions used by the IPCC (Solomon et al., 2007) projected a
growth of only 2.5 – 5 % per annum. At this pace, by 2010 China will have increased
its carbon emissions from 2000 by around 1.5 – 3 billion metric tons of carbon
dioxide. To put it another way, the projected annual increase in China over the next
several years alone is greater than the current emissions produced by Germany. If
Work by the Hadley Centre and the IPCC (Murphy et al., 2004 and Wigley and Raper, 2001) suggests that
550 ppm CO2-eq is associated with a 24 % probability of exceeding 4 ° C, a level at which it is projected that significant and irreversible changes would occur. Stabilization below 500 ppm CO2-eq would be significantly less
risky (11% probability of exceeding 4 ° C). For details see Stern (2007), p. 220.
4
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indeed emissions are growing more quickly than we thought, then the dangerous
concentration levels associated with higher probabilities of disastrous temperature
increases will be reached much more quickly.
Second, the key feedbacks of the carbon cycle, such as the reduction in the absorptive capacity of the oceans (and thus the reduced effectiveness of a key carbon
sink) and the release of methane from the permafrost have not been taken into
consideration in the projected concentration increases quoted here. If these factors
are considered it is likely that stabilizing GHG concentrations at stocks associated
with lower probabilities of disastrous temperature increases could be even more
difficult.
Third, it is increasingly clear that we know little about what would happen to the
planet if we were to see very high concentrations of GHGs. However, given the
nature of feedback mechanisms scientists agree that the damages associated with
very high GHG concentrations could be enormous. Most of the current research
on damages makes conservative assumptions about the implications of high levels
of concentrations. As the Harvard economist Martin Weitzman, (Weitzman, 2008;
Weitzman, 2007 a; Weitzman, 2007 b), among others, has convincingly shown in
his research, considering the risk of very high GHG concentrations escalates the
estimations of climate change impact – and its potential cost to the economy.
The balance of the evidence implies that the level of risk suggested by the IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report (Solomon et al., 2007) and the Review (Stern, 2007) may
be underestimated. Therefore, the opinion expressed by some commentators – that
the Stern Review was alarmist – is simply wrong.
Costs of abatement
Up to this point our discussion of targets has focused on those for the stabilization
of stocks of GHGs in the atmosphere. We must now ask about the implications for
emissions pathways and how much, with good policy, GHG abatement would cost.
A broad answer was given in the Stern Review (Stern, 2007) – around 1– 2 % of
world GDP per annum to get below 550 ppm CO2-eq – but we must look at the argument in a little more detail.
Figure 1 illustrates possible paths for stabilization at 550 ppm CO2-eq (longdashed line), 500 ppm CO2-eq (dotted line), and 450 ppm CO2-eq (dot-dashed line);
the solid line represents BAU. There are many paths for stabilization at a given
level – see, for example, Stern Review, Fig. 8.2 (Stern, 2007, p. 226) – but all of
them form a similar pattern to those shown (if a path peaks later it must fall faster).
And if the carbon cycle weakens, the cuts would have to be larger to achieve stabilization at a given level – see Stern Review Fig. 8.1 (Stern, 2007, p. 222). Broadly
speaking, however, a path stabilizing at 550 ppm CO2-eq or below will have to
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Fig. 1. Business as usual (BAU) and stabilization trajectories for 450 – 550 ppm
CO2-eq. (Source: Stern, 2007, p. 233)

show emissions peaking in the next 20 years. For lower stabilization levels, the
peak will have to occur sooner. The magnitudes of the implied emission reductions
between 2000 and 2050 are around 30 % for 550 ppm CO2-eq, 50 % for 500 ppm
CO2-eq, and 70 % for 450 ppm CO2-eq. Cuts relative to BAU are indicated in the
figure. The stabilization pathway includes different options for cutting emissions
that would be more or less prominent at different times. In the earlier periods there
would be greater scope for energy efficiency and halting deforestation. With technical progress different technologies in the power and transport sector would play
an increasingly strong role.
Both the bottom-up and the top-down studies in the Stern Review (Stern, 2007)
produced figures in similar ranges – around 1% of world GDP per annum for stabilization below 550 ppm CO2-eq. We would now argue, given the growing evidence on the magnitude of the risks, that holding concentrations below 500 ppm
CO2-eq and then attempting to reduce from there to below 450 ppm CO2-eq would
be an appropriate target to limit temperature increases to not more than 2 °C which
many climate scientists believe is the threshold beyond which serious impacts
would occur. The costs involved might be of the order of 1 – 2 % of world GDP per
annum.
The calculated order of magnitude may be understood as follows. The reductions
required to keep concentrations below 500 ppm CO2-eq in 2050 may be around 65
gigatonnes CO2-eq compared to business-as-usual emissions (see Fig. 1). An average cost of USD 30 per tonne would produce an overall cost of around USD 2 trillion. If global GDP doubled by then, to USD 100 trillion, the overall cost would
equate to around 2 % of global GDP.
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As we learn more about new technologies, methods and economic policies these
costs may fall sharply and so the above projections may apply only over a few
decades. They also ignore the many co-benefits of action, including less pollution,
greater energy security, and increased biodiversity. There is, of course, considerable uncertainty over cost estimates. Bad policy or delayed decisions could produce higher figures. Greater technological progress could also result in lower
figures. Assumptions about substitutability between different goods and options
also matter.
Since the Stern Review (Stern, 2007) was published there have been a number
of new studies, both bottom-up and top-down. Significant examples of the former
include those from McKinsey (Enkvist et al., 2007) and the IEA (2007), both of
which indicated costs for given targets either in the range we suggested in the Stern
Review, or somewhat lower. Similar conclusions were drawn in the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report (Metz et al., 2007).
In summary, looking back at the Review, we would suggest that subsequent
evidence and analysis have confirmed, or at least indicated, that the range of our cost
estimates for stabilization of GHG concentrations may be on the high side. Good
policy and timely decision-making are, however, crucial to keeping costs down.
Merely adopting a ‘wait and see’ approach, or a ‘climate policy ramp’, risks not only
excessive and dangerous levels of GHG stocks but also much more costly abatement if, as is likely, we later realize that the response was delayed and inadequate.
A structure for a global deal
The balance of scientific evidence clearly demands that all countries plan credible
emissions reduction policies now. If mankind is to avoid substantial damages to
future generations, large-scale and urgent international action is required. Market
mechanisms should be central in this, with both economic instruments and discretionary policy being used to provide incentives for behavioural change. The UN
Conference of the Parties in Copenhagen in late 2009 will be decisive in determining the post-2012 policy frameworks, and designing an effective institutional architecture. It is important that the text of any deal agreed in Copenhagen is guided
by clear principles based on rigorous analytic foundations and a common understanding of the key challenges.
The challenges are far-reaching, comprehensive, and global; but they are also
manageable. The activities and technologies necessary to eliminate the bulk of the
risks associated with climate change are already available, or can be developed
through appropriate policies to support innovation. Policies must be designed and
applied carefully. Badly implemented policies can create additional market distortions, introduce perverse incentives, and foster protectionism. Care must be taken
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to ensure that additional policies are not simply layered on top of existing bad policies, such as distortionary energy market subsidies, trade restrictions, or inadequate
agricultural policies. Where possible, policies must encourage market-based solutions, minimize transactions costs, and stimulate reform of existing distortion mechanisms. For markets and entrepreneurship to work, the policy framework must be
credible, durable, and predictable, while allowing the necessary flexibility.
The following is an attempt to describe the outline of a possible global deal
(under six broad headings), based on the preceding analysis and on personal involvement in public discussion over the last two years. This work is described in full
in a paper entitled Key Elements of a Global Deal (Stern, 2008), which was published in March 2008 at the London School of Economics. The purpose of this
paper was to put forward a coherent set of proposals on global policy that satisfy
three basic principles:
• Effectiveness – it must lead to cuts in GHG emissions on the scale required to
keep the risks from climate change at acceptable levels.
• Efficiency – it must be implemented in the most cost-effective way, with mitigation being undertaken where it is cheapest.
• Equity – it must take account of the fact that it is poor countries that are often hit
earliest and hardest, while rich countries have a particular responsibility for past
emissions.
Different technologies and different policy instruments can be applied to different
sectors and countries. Indeed, the more differentiated the global strategy, the greater
the scope for learning, so it is important not to be unduly prescriptive on the details
of policy action. However, it is also important that the various initiatives address
the overall objective. A global treaty needs to be agreed by 2009 and translated into
national policy and action plans by 2012, when the current Kyoto agreement
ends.
Emissions targets
Total anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions in 1990 are estimated to have been
41 gigatonnes compared to approximately 45 gigatonnes in 2005, with significant
shifts in the international distribution of these emissions over that period (CAIT,
2008). The scale of the emissions reductions required, and the welcome rapid economic growth in populous parts of the developing world, means it is necessary for
developing countries to play an active role if the deep cuts in emissions, suggested
at the G 8 conference in Heiligendamm, Germany in June 2007 and confirmed at
Hokkaido, Japan in June 2008 and L’Aquila, Italy in 2009, are to be implemented
(G 8, 2007; G 8, 2008; G 8, 2009). By 2050, eight billion out of a world population
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of around nine billion will live in what is currently termed the developing world
(United Nations Secretariat, 2006). It is not in these countries’ national interests to
wait and allow developed countries to take the lead. Countries with strong emissions growth such as China and India will need to plan to limit and reduce emissions within the next ten to twenty years. For this they will require global
co-operation, and they are unlikely to be able or willing to achieve these ambitious
reductions without substantial technological and financial support and opportunities to develop, and ultimately export, low-carbon technologies.
Effective action must produce the following outcomes:
• World targets for global annual emissions of no more than around 30 gigatonnes
CO2-eq by 2030 and around 16 gigatonnes CO2-eq by 2050 from the present level
of 47 gigatonnes CO2-eq. These reductions are required to have a reasonable
chance of containing temperature increases to no more than 2 °C and to limit the
grave risks associated with severe climate change.
• Average per-capita global emissions will – as a matter of basic arithmetic – need to
be around 2 tonnes CO2-eq by 2050 (20 gigatonnes divided by 9 billion people).
• The developed world must lead in committing to strong mid- and long-term
targets.
• By 2020, developed countries need to demonstrate that they can deliver credible
reductions, without threatening growth, and that they can design mechanisms
and institutions to transfer funds and technologies to developing countries.
• Subject to the above, a formal declaration is needed stating that developing countries will also be expected to take on binding national targets of their own by
2020, but benefit from one-sided selling of emissions credits in the interim.
• Fast-growing middle-income developing countries will need to take immediate
action in order to stabilize and reverse emissions growth, adopting sectoral targets immediately and possibly even national targets before 2020.
• Irrespective of targets, all countries need to commit to developing the institutions, data and monitoring capabilities and policies to avoid high-GHG infrastructural lock-in.
Only sound, measured and co-ordinated policy, and timely international collaboration can deliver strong and clean growth for all at reasonable cost. It is important to
weigh up the competitiveness risks and opportunities for firms, countries, and sectors, especially where some countries or sectors apply climate policies earlier and
more ambitiously than others do.
There will be losers, and the impacts of transition will need to be managed. However, transition to a GHG-constrained world will create opportunities for companies
and sectors that anticipate new markets. Moreover, the evidence to date suggests
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that few firms are likely to relocate activities to less restrictive jurisdictions. Overstating the problems relative to the opportunities carries the risk of encouraging
involved parties to wait for others to act before taking action themselves. By contrast, the expectation of a credible global agreement would heighten the incentives
for companies and governments to act quickly and effectively.
The role of developing countries
Emission reductions on the required scale cannot be achieved without contributions from all countries, both rich and poor. Already, developing countries account
for about 50 % of energy-related carbon emissions, and their share is expected to
rise to 70 % by 2030 in the absence of appropriate policies (IEA, 2006).
The arithmetic of global climate change abatement is such that, under the Kyoto
successor treaty, the role of developing countries will have to be scaled up substantially. China, for example, currently emits about 6 tonnes CO2-eq per person, and
India is approaching 2 tonnes CO2-eq. As a matter of pure arithmetic, climate stabilization will require all countries to reduce and stabilize their emissions at around
2 tonnes CO2-eq by 2050. This target for per-capita emissions by mid-century is so
low that there is little scope for any major group to go significantly above or below
it. If one or two large countries were to merely reduce emissions to, say, three or
four tonnes per capita, it is unlikely that other major countries or groups of countries would be able to offset this by reducing emissions close to zero; as a result the
global target would most likely be missed. Indeed, all emissions trajectories should
be designed with the target of two tonnes in mind. This is a pragmatic approach and
not a strongly equitable one. It takes little account of the greater per-capita contributions of the developed countries to historical and future GHG emissions.
Achieving growth and fighting poverty are key objectives for all countries, but
particularly for the developing countries. The world community must recognize
that the poorer countries will see emissions grow for some time. But it is not slower
growth that will allow developing countries to achieve this fall in emissions. It will
be low-carbon growth using technologies demonstrated and shared by the rich
countries augmented by developing countries’ own technological advances and
drives for energy efficiency.
In principle, the best way of achieving this would be to assign emissions targets
to most countries, including major ‘emerging emitters’ such as Brazil, China, India,
and Indonesia. However, it may not be feasible politically for these countries to
make firm commitments at Copenhagen in December 2009. Developing countries
may not be ready to adopt such targets until there is substantial evidence through
actions in the developed countries that:
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1. Low-carbon economic growth is possible;
2. Financial flows to countries with cheap opportunities to abate GHGs can be
substantial; and
3. Low-carbon technologies will be available and shared, allowing developing
countries to innovate, develop, and ultimately export their own low-GHG technologies.
If developed countries meet these conditions, developing countries might be willing to discuss binding caps from 2020. These caps cannot be decided upon now,
but would be subject to the experience and performance of all countries over the
next decade, and would both differ according to local circumstances and reflect
countries’ ‘common but differentiated responsibilities’, including historical contributions to emissions. A global deal could embody the presumption that once countries meet certain baseline criteria – for example in terms of GDP per capita or
other metrics of economic development – they would be expected to adopt emission caps.
In any case, developing countries should start planning on this basis now, setting
out credible action plans to achieve ambitious stabilization targets in the long term.
Development plans have to place climate change – both mitigation and adaptation –
at their core. Deforestation, in particular, must be a key element.
International emission trading
Putting a price on greenhouse gas emissions should be a central pillar of mitigation
policy (see Edenhofer et al. and Mirrlees, this volume). It is crucial in making polluters pay for the damages they cause in order to change behaviour on the massive,
widespread, and cross-cutting scale necessary to tackle climate change. If there
was a clear price to pay for every tonne of carbon dioxide emitted, then consumers
and producers across the economy would think hard about whether there were less
carbon-intensive products they could buy, or produce. In order to provide the most
effective marginal incentive, the price needs to be credible, long-term, and applied
across the whole economy.
International cap-and-trade means, first and foremost, that an upper limit is placed
on emissions of GHGs. Imposing a fixed quantity target on the world reduces the
risk of dangerous climate change impacts and tipping points. A fixed quantity target
is therefore a direct link between the science and the policy instrument, thus ensuring that policy is effective. Trading in turn allows the required reductions in emissions to be achieved as cost-effectively as possible.
Currently there are several regional and national emissions trading schemes
in existence. The EU emissions trading scheme (ETS) achieved sales of around
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USD 50 billion in 2007 (Phase I and II), while sales under the UNFCCC’s clean
development mechanism (CDM) were approximately USD 13 billion (up from
USD 24 billion for the EU ETS and USD 6 billion for the CDM in 2006). It is a
major challenge to link, improve and expand these schemes, designing the right
institutional frameworks, laws, accrediting and monitoring systems. But the world
possesses the resources and the experience of successful cap-and-trade schemes to
do it, and the potential rewards are huge.
The vision of the international emissions trading regime outlined in this essay is
of a full cap-and-trade scheme covering all gases, sectors and including more advanced developing countries by 2020. In the transition to this goal, most of the
effort (and demand for credits) will come from developed countries, while developing countries will receive finance for low-carbon development through selling
credits. Prices high enough to generate a strong response will depend on ambitious
and binding national targets. This underpins the ‘demand side’ and will also ensure
strong action domestically. Efficiency requires that the supply side works smoothly
and effectively.

Supporting emissions reductions from deforestation
Addressing forestry as part of a global climate change deal – and in particular deforestation and forest degradation in tropical rainforest countries – is essential if
overall targets for stabilizing carbon emissions are to be met. A total of 13 million
hectares of forests are destroyed every year (FAO, 2005) – an area half the size of
the United Kingdom, or one third of the size of Japan. According to the International Panel on Climate Change, ‘forestry’ currently contributes 17.4 % of global
annual GHG emissions, the overwhelming majority of which comes from burning
or decomposition of tropical forests. These emissions include around 5.9 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide, approximately equivalent to the total annual carbon dioxide emissions from the USA (Solomon et al., 2007; IEA, 2007).5
Forestry measures, in particular to reduce deforestation, have the potential to make
a substantial and relatively immediate contribution to a low-cost global mitigation
portfolio that combines synergies with adaptation and sustainable development.
Standing forests also perform other significant environmental services, such as the
regulation of water supplies and the conservation of biodiversity.
There are many causes of tropical deforestation. It will not be possible to reduce
emissions effectively unless these drivers are addressed. Poor local communities
are often blamed, but more often it is government incentives and the demand for
World Energy Outlook 2007 estimate for US CO2 emissions in 2005, not including land-use change, is 5.8 Gt
CO2.
5
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internationally traded commodities such as timber, palm oil, and soy that drive
deforestation. The issue of biofuels is just one example of a policy, pursued by
developed and developing nations alike, that may (indirectly) play a role in incentivizing deforestation by increasing the demand for agricultural commodities and
at the same time the profits to be made from converting forests to agricultural use
(see Creutzig and Kammen, this volume).
Reducing deforestation will involve reversing this equation to make standing
forests worth conserving. Consequently, any financing framework that successfully
addresses the mitigation costs of reduced deforestation needs to be on a scale sufficient to cover these opportunity costs, as well as any transaction costs (including
administration, implementation, and enforcement) and insurance.
Global estimates for the opportunity costs involved in halving deforestation
have ranged from USD 3 billion 6 to USD 33 billion annually (Obersteiner, 2006),
with a number of estimates in between. There is likely to be a large amount of deforestation that can be avoided at modest cost although marginal costs may rise
substantially with amounts avoided. Much depends on assumptions concerning
‘leakage’, and leakage in turn depends on the scale and effectiveness of action.7
Furthermore, the administration costs associated with achieving reduced deforestation through national payment schemes (one of a number of options) have been
estimated to range from USD 250 million to USD 1 billion annually by the tenth year
of operation (Grieg-Gran, 2006).
Technology
Over the past 100 years, the global economy has developed largely on the back of
the increasing application of carbon- and energy-intensive technologies in all major sectors. In recent years this trend has accelerated, driven by (a) surging growth
in the developing world (especially China), (b) relatively low energy prices until
2005, and (c) increasing use of coal as the primary energy source for the power
sector. The underlying rate of decrease in carbon intensity, defined as tonnes of carbon per GDP, is 1% per annum. Hence, given that the world economy continues to
grow by 3 – 4 % per annum, carbon emissions will continue to grow at 2 – 3 % per
annum under a business-as-usual scenario.
The challenge of significantly reducing emissions while maintaining economic
growth requires a dramatic shift in the technologies that determine the carbon
intensity of the economy. A number of studies indicate that the required GHG abatement can be achieved through the deployment of existing and near-commercial
6
The lowest cost in the Grieg-Gran (2006) range, which does not take into account returns to selective logging
before deforestation takes place.
7
For example, Blaser et al. (2007) estimate costs of USD 12.2 billion annually to reduce emissions to zero by 2030.
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technologies. New technologies will further lower the costs of transitioning to a
low-carbon economy and are thus highly desirable. But in order for existing technologies to be fully diffused and adopted, and for new innovations to occur, three
forms of market failure must be overcome. First is the general failure to internalize
the costs of GHG emissions. This can be addressed by an appropriately determined
carbon price. Second are market failures that have restricted the deployment of many
existing energy-efficient technologies despite rising energy prices, and that cannot
easily be addressed with a price on carbon. These include principal-agent problems
(e. g., property owners not having incentives to deploy energy-saving technologies
in commercial buildings), overly high consumer discount rates, lack of information, government energy subsidies that encourage energy consumption, and energy
or carbon costs that are low in terms of individual purchase decisions but high in
aggregate terms. Third and finally, are market failures specific to the nature of technology itself. These include lock-in of high-carbon technologies due to infrastructure or increasing return effects, risk aversion in the face of technological or carbon
price uncertainty, spillovers of investment in research and development that benefit competitors, and learning-curve effects that create high prices for early adopters, thus discouraging demand.
Thus, the key message is that while a clear, appropriately determined and institutionally stable market price for carbon is necessary to stimulate the required technology response, it is not sufficient. An effective, efficient, and equitable policy
response in this area must not only motivate market forces, but also overcome market imperfections.
Adaptation
In addition to a fair distribution of the burden of emissions reduction, a further policy response is required to assist those facing the impact of emissions for which
they were not responsible. This requires support for adaptation in those countries
hardest hit by climate change. The most effective form of adaptation to a changing
climate is robust, climate-resilient development. Adaptation assistance needs to be
integrated into development spending to deliver development goals in a climateresilient manner, rather than being earmarked for climate-specific projects.
Just as adaptation planning needs to be integrated into development plans and
strategies, so adaptation funding should be integrated into development spending
at regional, national and local levels, ideally by delivery through the same multilateral channels, and not by setting up parallel processes. Money should be spent
through national development plans, reflecting overall national priorities, with
delivery following the principles of the Paris Declaration (OECD, 2005): ownership, alignment, harmonization, managing for results, and mutual accountability.
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Allocation of funding between countries will need to reflect a combination of several factors: impacts of climate change, vulnerability to those impacts, capacity for
internal investment, and the commitment and ability of local governments to deliver appropriate outcomes.
Money and other assistance will be best used if national governments are responsible for using funds to deliver broad contracts on issues such as poverty, health
and climate vulnerability. Delivery of these goals will need to be monitored and
evaluated. Based on this evaluation, recipient governments will in turn need to be
held accountable by their citizens – who stand to lose most from a changing climate – and by the international community. International financial institutions, including the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, should monitor, report
on and, where necessary, facilitate non-financial aid such as access to insurance,
technology and information, as well as other market-based facilities.
A blueprint for a safer planet
We have described how we can offer a ‘blueprint for a safer planet’. If we follow
the route we have tried to chart, or something similar, as we believe we can, we
will not only protect the planet for our grandchildren but we will also reduce dramatically the severe threat of global conflict that unmanaged climate change would
eventually cause.
It is crystal clear, however, that this is a global challenge and can be confronted
effectively only by concerted action across the world. It will require international
collaboration on an unprecedented scale; that is the only way it can work. While
there are different forms of mutual understandings and institutions that can support
such action, a spirit of internationalism, mutual dependence and shared destiny is
fundamental. If we cannot create this collaboration we will have failed future generations and ourselves.
The meeting of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
at Copenhagen in December 2009 is the most important international gathering since
the Second World War. The world set itself the task, in Bali in December 2007, of
reaching an agreement on a successor to the Kyoto Protocol by the end of 2009. If
we fail to construct a strong global deal in Copenhagen we risk years of dangerous
delay. Delay means higher concentrations and growing emissions; it means that the
starting point for both stocks and flows will make the required emission reductions
greater and more difficult to achieve; and furthermore, it means that the confidence
in future policy of the investors, those who will take the practical measures, will be
severely damaged. The emerging carbon markets, crucial to necessary incentives,
will be undermined. We cannot postpone the construction, agreement and action
on a global deal.
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We can and must now handle the short-term economic crisis, foster sound economic growth in the medium term, and protect the planet from devastating climate
change in the long term. All three can be done in unison and all three are urgent. To
try to set them against each other as a three-horse race is as confused analytically
as it is dangerous economically and environmentally. The current economic crisis
certainly requires an urgent response, but so does the climate crisis.
We need political leadership that is not only thoughtful and measured but also
courageous and inspirational. That leadership must set out the compelling scientific
and economic case for strong action. It must show not only the severe risks posed
by climate change, but also that if we act sensibly and strongly starting now, we can
dramatically reduce those risks at reasonable cost. That leadership must be courageous too in confronting the short-term, narrow and confused interests that will
make a lot of noise and argue for postponement of action, or in some cases for little
or no action. It is a time for clarity and strength in both vision and action.
Strong action on climate change will not only protect the lives and livelihoods
of our children and grandchildren, it will allow them to experience the wonder of the
natural environment which we still enjoy. Low-carbon growth will deliver much
more than this. It will also create an industrial revolution that will drive growth in
the coming decades. But still more important, it will create a world that is much
freer from conflict over scarce resources, including water and hydrocarbons; a
world that will be more secure in its energy supplies; a world that will be quieter
and cleaner; a world with greater biodiversity, less pollution, and more beautiful in
the physical and natural environment. It will also be a more co-operative world
where we have a much better chance of dealing with the many global problems,
above all entrenched poverty, that we face and will face as citizens of one planet.
This is indeed an inspirational story. But it is also a practical story, indeed the
only practical story. We have a short window of opportunity to turn it into a reality.
Whilst it is time for leadership, we must all contribute to the creation of this reality;
from my own world of the university and of policy analysis from those who will
invest in the new opportunities, and from those who will change the way they consume. We know what we have to do, and the prize is enormous. The people and
politicians of the world, community by community, nation by nation, will now
determine whether we can create and sustain the international vision, commitment
and collaboration that will allow us to take this special opportunity and to rise to
the challenge of a planet in peril.
Acknowledgements: We are very grateful for the advice and support of Elisa Fenzi
and James Rydge.
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The scientific basis
Several important findings of climate research have been confirmed in recent decades and are now generally accepted as fact by the scientific community. These
include the rapid increase in carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere during the last 150 years, from 280 ppm (a value typical for warm periods during at
least the past 700 000 years), to the 2007 level of 383 ppm (Global Carbon Project,
2008). This increase is entirely caused by humans and is primarily due to the burning of fossil fuels, with a smaller contribution from deforestation. Carbon dioxide
is a gas that affects the Earth’s climate by changing its radiation budget: an increase
in its concentration leads to a rise in near-surface temperature. If the concentration
doubles, the resulting global mean warming will likely be between 2 ° C and 4 ° C
(the most probable value is approximately 3 º C according to the IPCC – UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Solomon et al., 2007)). Since 1900, the
global climate has warmed by approximately 0.8 ° C. Temperatures in the past ten
years have been the highest since measured records began in the nineteenth century and, as shown by other climate indicators, for many centuries before that (see
Fig. 1).
Most of this warming is due to the rising concentration of carbon dioxide and
other anthropogenic gases (Solomon et al., 2007). It follows that a further increase
in carbon dioxide concentration must lead to a further rise in global mean temperature (see Fig. 2). Considering a range of plausible assumptions about future emissions, this rise will be in a range from approximately 2 º C to approximately 7 º C
above preindustrial levels.
By comparison, the last major period of global warming occurred at the end of the
last great ice age (about 15 000 years ago), and involved global warming of approximately 5 º C over a time span of 5000 years (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006).
Unchecked anthropogenic warming could reach a similar magnitude over a fraction of this time – and, of course, starting from an already warm climate.
Impacts and risks
Whether this warming constitutes ‘dangerous’ change cannot, of course, be determined by scientists alone, as such an assessment depends on societal value judgments about what is dangerous. However, science can help to state and clarify the
risks that arise from such unprecedented warming. Among the most important risks
are the following:
• Increase in sea level and loss of ice sheets. In the twentieth century global sea
level rose by 15 – 20 cm. Currently, sea level is rising at a rate of over three
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Fig. 1. Global temperature over land and ocean during the past millennium, based
on a variety of proxies including ice cores, tree rings, corals and sediment data.
The grey bands show the 25 – 75 and 5 – 95 % uncertainty ranges. (Source: Mann
et al., 2008)
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Fig. 2. IPCC projections for global mean temperature in the twenty-first century
in comparison to past variability as shown in Fig. 1. The lowest (B1) and highest
(A1FI) emission scenarios are shown with their respective projection uncertainties: for B1 emissions, warming will be between 2 º C and 3 º C, for A1FI emissions
between 4 º C and 7 º C. The 2 º C limit adopted by the EU and many countries is
also shown. (Sources: Mann et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2007)
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centimetres per decade, about 50 % faster than projected in the scenarios of the
IPCC Third Assessment Report (Rahmstorf et al., 2007). If warming is not limited, a rise of around one metre by 2100 is not unlikely (Rahmstorf, 2007). Even
if warming is halted at 3 º C, the sea level will probably keep rising by several
metres in subsequent centuries as a delayed response (see Fig. 3). Coastal cities
and low-lying islands are at risk. What is now a once-in-a-century occurrence of
extreme flooding in New York City (causing major damage, including flooded
subway stations) would happen on average about every three years if the sea
level were just one metre higher (Rosenzweig and Solecki, 2001).
Loss of ecosystems and species. If climate change continues unabated global
temperatures will reach a level higher than for millions of years and this increase
will be much too fast for many species to adapt to. A large fraction of species –
some studies suggest up to one third of all species – could be doomed to extinction
by the year 2050 (Thomas et al., 2004). Life in the oceans is not only threatened
by climate change but by the equally serious problem of ongoing global ocean
acidification, which is a direct chemical result of our carbon dioxide emissions
independent of the warming effect.
Risk of extreme events. In a warmer climate, the risk of extreme flooding events
will increase, as warmer air can hold more water (approximately 7 % more for
each degree Celsius of warming). Hurricanes are expected to become more destructive. Both physical considerations and data suggest an increase in the force
of hurricanes in response to rising sea surface temperatures (see Fig. 4).
Risk to water and food supplies. While total global agricultural production
may increase with moderate global warming due to temperature gains in colder
regions, many poorer and warmer countries may experience reductions in yields
due to water shortages and weather extremes. Agricultural productivity is expected to decline globally in the event of warming between 2 º C and 4 º C. Should
warming exceed 4 º C major losses are to be feared (Parry et al., 2007). The water
supply of major cities (such as Lima) and of agricultural lands (such as those fed
by rivers draining the Tibetan Plateau) is threatened when mountain glaciers and
snow packs disappear (WBGU, 2007).
Non-linear responses – tipping elements. Positive feedbacks have been identified for a number of climatic subsystems, and these feedbacks may self-amplify
the response to external disturbances (Lenton et al., 2008). For example, the
Arctic sea ice cover has shown a drastic reduction in recent years (see real-time
sea ice data at the National Snow and Ice Data Center, http://nsidc.org). While,
for instance, the melting of the Himalayan glaciers is a likely result of increased
temperatures, other tipping elements, like global monsoon systems, represent a
risk due to their extraordinary impact (Auffhammer et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2008), but it remains difficult to assess the probability of their occurrence. The
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Data

Fig. 3. Observed sea level up to 2000 and several recent projections up to the year
2300. (Sources: Church and White, 2006; Rahmstorf, 2007; WBGU, 2006; Vellinga
et al., 2008)
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Fig. 4. Changes in the force of tropical storms over time (Power Dissipation
Index – PDI, dotted) and the average sea-surface temperature in the tropical Atlantic from August to October (solid). For comparison the evolution of globally averaged near-surface air temperature is also shown (broken grey line). (Source:
Emanuel, 2005)
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triggering of some tipping elements, such as the major ocean circulation in the
Atlantic and the great ice sheets in Greenland and West Antarctica, is likely to be
irreversible (Toniazzo et al., 2004; Rahmstorf et al., 2005; Schoof, 2007). The
release of methane from a thawing of the Siberian and North American permafrost is an additional tipping element that may directly increase global mean
temperature and thus accelerate the process of global warming.
It is important to remember that these are merely examples. The exact consequences of such a major change in climate are difficult to predict, and surprises are
likely.
Avoiding dangerous climate change
Following the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC, 1992), in which states committed themselves to preventing ‘dangerous
interference’ with the climate system, the European Union went one step further in
pledging to limit the increase in global average temperature to 2 º C above preindustrial levels (EU limit, see Fig. 2). This means that global carbon dioxide emissions must be reduced by 50 – 80 % of the 1990 level by 2050 (Meinshausen et al.,
2009). This range of necessary emission reductions arises from uncertainty within
the carbon cycle and the physical climate system, and from different possible emission pathways up to 2050.
While the exact emission reduction pathways are uncertain, one crucial fact
clearly follows from a decision to stabilize temperatures: ultimately, carbon dioxide
emissions must be reduced to practically zero. The reasons are that few permanent
natural sinks exist, and that carbon dioxide, once released to the atmosphere, is
removed only on a millennial time scale (Solomon et al., 2009). Thus, the stabilization target of global mean temperature is determined by cumulative emissions
(Allen et al., 2009), and delayed emissions reduction results in the necessity to
reduce more rapidly.
On the issue of stabilization targets, two further issues need to be kept in mind.
First, for some major climatic subsystems, such as the great ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, a two-degree target might not be sufficient to avoid dangerous
interference. Second, due to the slow pace and delayed reaction of the global climatic system, even after phasing out anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions temperatures will not drop for several centuries and, additionally, sea level will continue
to rise (Solomon et al., 2009).
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The global deal
A global deal is required to tackle the climate-related challenges outlined in the
previous sections (see also Stern and Garbett-Shiels, this volume). If successful,
such a far-ranging international effort will not only help avoid the worst impacts of
climate change and protect the world’s most vulnerable people, but will also initiate the process of restructuring the global economy towards ecologically oriented
growth, focused on the creation of new jobs in low-carbon industries. New economic instruments and business models will be developed to put a price on carbon,
and to ensure that opportunities for efficiency and renewable energies are generated. The best way to counteract the insecurity driven by high energy and commodity prices is to demonstrate the practical opportunities available in the creation
of efficient and resilient societies. Currently, countries are focused on short-term
crises and are not able to plan proactively for a low-carbon economy.
The UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol have been guided by the findings of climate science as documented by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). In order to avoid operational disruption after the first commitment period
of the Kyoto Protocol (ending in 2012), the next round of focused negotiations are
scheduled to be completed by 2009 in Copenhagen. A post-2012 climate agreement
that would represent a major step towards accomplishing a global deal must include
the following key elements:
1. Developing a vision for international climate protection:
low-carbon development and the 2 ° C objective
The agreement should aim for all countries to achieve their national economic and
development goals within the framework of a low-carbon strategy that safeguards
the environment, strengthens their ability to adapt to the changes already underway, and allows for sustained economic welfare. Industrialized countries should
demonstrate their intention to lead the way on the low-carbon transition, and should
agree to support developing countries in their transitions. This vision acknowledges
the fundamental need for ambitious adaptation support, particularly in the world’s
poorest countries, and reiterates the commitment to achieving the UN Millennium
Development Goals. It also reaffirms that all peoples, nations and cultures have the
right to survive.
The vision should include the 2 ° C objective, which means countries agree to a
long-term goal to at least halve global emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050
compared to 1990 levels, and to bring about a peak in global emissions in the next
10 – 15 years. If countries want a higher probability of staying below 2 ° C, then a
more ambitious target should be agreed. In addition to a vision for 2050, countries
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should agree on emissions pathways for industrialized and developing countries with
benchmarks in 2020 and 2030 that lead the way to the almost complete decarbonisation required by 2050. The goals should be regularly assessed in light of the latest
scientific findings to avoid the risk of triggering critical climate tipping points.
2. Creating a global carbon market
Establishing a reliable and long-term price signal for carbon dioxide creates effective incentives for worldwide mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions (see Edenhofer et al., this volume). A carbon market generates this price signal, while also
creating the flexibility that participating companies need with regard to the timing
and location of their required emissions reductions. Alongside emissions trading,
the Kyoto mechanisms should be scaled up and the European Emissions Trading
Scheme linked up to comparable systems in other regions (for example, in North
America, Australia, Japan and other countries, including emerging economies).
Some of the Kyoto mechanisms should be reviewed, however. In particular, new
sector-based crediting mechanisms for larger emerging economies and reform of
the project-based Clean Development Mechanism for smaller developing countries are needed (see Liverman, this volume).
3. Agreeing on ambitious emissions reduction commitments
for industrialized countries
A stable and sufficiently high price level on the international carbon market presupposes ambitious, absolute and binding emissions reduction targets for industrialized countries. Such binding targets also represent a politically necessary signal
by those countries primarily responsible for the currently observed levels of climate change. By 2020 the industrialized countries should have reduced their emissions by around 30 % compared to 1990. By 2050 the emissions of this group of
countries must be reduced by approximately 80 % (or even 90 or 95 % if a higher
probability of risk reduction is desired). In order to build confidence in their intention to decarbonize their societies and encourage long-term planning, industrialized
countries should put forward low-carbon action plans. These plans need to outline
the process of economic transformation that will be undertaken to address unsustainable patterns of consumption and production (see Gell-Mann, this volume, for
a more detailed discussion of transformation to sustainability). This process must
promote a low-carbon economy and ensure deep emissions reduction targets in
line with commitments.
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4. Taking action in developing countries
One of the greatest challenges for a global deal is to build the confidence and
capacity of developing countries to provide their populations with development,
energy services and food security, while they start to decarbonize their societies.
There is no model for developing countries to follow. The mitigation agreement
should therefore provide significant external incentives for developing countries to
move beyond business-as-usual (BAU) pathways, but should also expect them to
undertake ‘no-regrets’ and low-cost measures based on their own means as well.
Overall, actions undertaken in developing countries should result in a substantial reduction of emissions below BAU. Collectively, these actions would be enough
to ensure that developing country emissions peak no later than 2020 – 2025, a requirement if global warming is to remain below 2 ° C.
Guided by the commitment to a substantial deviation from BAU, each major
developing economy should submit a set of actions that can be incorporated into a
low-carbon action plan. This would include measures that the country will implement unilaterally in defining its national baseline. The action plan would also outline what other measures can be taken conditional upon greater access to the global
carbon market and technological and financial support.
What could such a low-carbon action plan look like? Some countries could
assume sectoral obligations (for example, in the electricity sector); others could
adopt more ambitious national policies and measures (for example, on renewables
targets and housing standards); and yet other countries could adopt national efficiency targets (for example, on energy consumption in relation to GDP). Each plan
should describe in a quantitatively verifiable way the substantial deviation from
BAU.
5. Reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD)
and other land use sectors
Climate change cannot be solved by addressing the energy system alone. Improved
ecosystem management would avoid a substantial amount of emissions and restore
many of the carbon sinks that once existed. In particular, about 17 % of global
emissions are caused by deforestation and forest degradation (Metz et al., 2007,
Fig. TS.1b). Therefore, the new climate change agreement needs to include enhanced
actions for this sector. Each country could submit a national deforestation plan.
This plan would outline the country’s commitment and strategy to reduce deforestation emissions from an agreed national baseline, provided that financial support from industrialized countries is guaranteed. The agreement must also include
the most efficient mechanism to provide this funding within the framework of a
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carbon market: a commitment by industrialized countries to auction a percentage
of their national allocation and designate it to REDD. In addition, a credible monitoring and review mechanism should be included to assess if, when, and how deforestation credits might be permitted to enter the global carbon market without
jeopardizing market stability or causing the carbon price to fall dramatically.
In addition to tropical forests, peatlands and agriculture are priority areas where
action is needed. A recent study of the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) suggests that the agricultural sector could be broadly carbon-neutral by
2030 if best management practices were widely adopted (Trumper et al., 2009).
Other societal goals could be achieved alongside carbon storage, such as improved
soil fertility, new employment and income-generating opportunities, and biodiversity conservation.
6. Promoting technology:
investment, innovation and transfer
The agreement should include a scaled-up technology cooperation mechanism, one
that strikes a balance between building the capacity of all major economies to
become innovation leaders, and supporting the needs of some countries for technology transfer.
Support for technology cooperation and diffusion needs to be rapidly expanded
in order to meet the mitigation and adaptation challenges posed by climate change.
A robust and comprehensive approach is needed to correct market failures and
provide support along the entire technology innovation chain. This approach should
leverage public and private finance to spur innovation and technology cooperation,
with substantial focus on the international agreement but even greater focus on bringing bi-lateral and private capital in line with low-carbon action plans and strategies.
To address the need for rapid technology development and diffusion in the nearterm the agreement should include a ‘technology development objective’ to at least
double current levels of research, development and demonstration by 2012 and
quadruple those budgets by 2020. In order to ensure focused investment, the agreement should contain a commitment from all countries to jointly develop a set of
strategically important adaptation and mitigation technologies incorporated in
‘technology action programmes’. The agreement should also include a new fund
with two distinct functions: to increase investment in research, development &
demonstration (RD & D); and to increase diffusion of new technologies in developing countries. The fund, through matching grants and other blended financing,
would leverage public financing to catalyze a shift of private investment into lowcarbon technologies. Private companies and developing countries would bid into
this new fund.
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Furthermore, to protect the interests of the innovator while also promoting diffusion of low-carbon technologies, the agreement should contain a ‘protect and share’
framework for managing intellectual property rights (IPR). This would facilitate
joint ventures and public-private partnerships, and define systems for enhanced
access, conditional on strengthened IPR protection. Countries failing to robustly
protect low-carbon IPR would run the risk of losing their access to the proposed
technology fund.
7. Supporting adaptation: climate-proof investments
and risk management
The post-2012 agreement should send a clear signal to the poorest and most vulnerable countries of the world that they will not be left alone to deal with the increasing
impacts of climate change. A new ‘global adaptation framework’ will need to be
created to provide the vision, strategy and coordination to respond to catastrophes
and climate-change impacts as they occur.
This framework needs to incorporate the key institutions with relevant expertise
(Food and Agriculture Organization, World Health Organization, World Bank,
UNDP, Red Cross, etc.) and should join up efforts inside and outside the Convention. It should base those strategies on input from regional adaptation centres, regional information systems on climate risks in developing countries, and national
plans. The confidence of the donor community could be enhanced by assuring that
the billions raised will be applied to the most urgent and critical needs.
In support of this framework, industrialized countries should give a firm undertaking both to honour their existing official development assistance (ODA) commitments and to provide additional resources for adaptation to climate change. A
substantial share of the new resources should be channelled through an Adaptation
Fund in order to promote predictability and transparency. In addition, donors should
scale up their investment in disaster prevention and response, and should develop
a global reinsurance scheme to provide a safety net for poor people exposed to
climate change risk. Also, donors should agree to incorporate adaptation strategies
and measures into their existing bilateral and multilateral aid programmes, and ‘climate-proof’ their investments without diverting funds from existing aid budgets.
8. Financing
A major element of the agreement will be measurable, reportable and verifiable
financing. It is estimated that by 2015 the annual costs of action in developing countries will be approximately USD 70 billion for mitigation efforts in the power and
transport sectors (Anderson, 2006), and USD 90 billion for adaptation (UNDP, 2007).
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This compares with the 2008 ODA levels of approximately USD 120 billion (OECD,
2009). Developing countries will have to meet some of these costs themselves but
will also expect substantial international support. The mix of financing responsibility between industrialized and developing countries will determine the ‘fairness’
of abatement commitments.
The expansion of the international carbon market will generate significant additional financing for mitigation programmes in developing countries.1 These will
be concentrated in industrializing middle-income countries such as China, India,
Brazil and Mexico. As noted above, additional funding is needed in the areas of
adaptation, reduction of emissions from deforestation, and technology cooperation.
While the technology fund can likely leverage private sector funding, adaptation
and deforestation will be more dependent on public funding. A number of potential
mechanisms exist to generate the needed revenue: a) industrialized countries could
pledge to contribute a share of their auction revenues from domestic emissions
trading to mitigation and adaptation in developing countries; b) a share of each
country’s ‘assigned amount’ for the next commitment period could be monetized
and invested in a set of international funds; c) a tax could be introduced on international bunker fuels to generate revenue (as well as to include the aviation and
maritime sectors in national commitments); and d) countries could pledge direct
budgetary support based on a set of agreed criteria.
In order to leverage external funding such as bi-lateral funds, measurable, reportable and verifiable criteria need to be agreed upon. This would enable donors to
get ‘credit’ for contributions to low-carbon development plans not only through
UNFCCC-related funds but also through other multilateral and bilateral initiatives.
9. Including international air and maritime transport
The sector with the most rapidly increasing emissions worldwide is international
aviation and maritime transport. Up to now these sources have been exempt from
emissions restrictions. The post-2012 regime should include targets to reduce emissions from these sectors.
In the midst of a financial crisis it may be difficult to imagine that a global deal
such as that outlined above is possible. Countries are focusing on national economic priorities and job creation, dealing with a recession that is raising fears and
could lead to greater isolationism. If a post-2012 agreement is not reached and the
focus continues to rest on national-level activities, it is highly unlikely that the
The World Bank (Capoor and Ambrosi, 2007) estimated CDM flows at USD 5 billion per year in 2006, and the
UNFCCC (2006) estimates substantial future growth, generating USD 12 billion per year by 2012.
1
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scientific challenge of climate change mitigation will be met. International agreements are created to raise the level of ambition, to generate a shared vision for a
common endeavour, and to stimulate action at a faster pace than countries would
normally pursue. Such agreements provide not only motivation but also the security that other major economies are also taking significant investment decisions to
move in a new direction. A global deal on climate change is needed to build trust
between industrialized and developing countries, trust that will be hard to rebuild
if a deal is not struck. Exceptional and determined leadership is likewise needed to
ensure that global transformation happens in time.
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The essays in this book draw attention to the urgency of the sustainability challenge, which in the past decade has been brought to the forefront by the growing
understanding of the nature and impacts of anthropogenic changes in atmospheric
chemistry. They highlight some of the ways in which we can harness technology,
human ingenuity and innovation to address critical sustainability issues particularly in managing the energy demands of the twenty-first century.
In this essay we present a broad perspective on sustainability to look at the wider
set of direct and indirect pressures that humans are placing on the planet’s renewable
natural resources and biodiversity, drawing on data presented in the 2008 Living
Planet Report (WWF et al., 2008). The Living Planet Report presents a stark picture of how humanity is living beyond our means as our consumption of natural
resources exceeds their regenerative capacity and of the resulting decline in the
Earth’s biodiversity. If current trends are allowed to continue, by the mid 2030s we
would need two planets to meet the demands we place on the planet’s natural
capital.
So what will the world look like in 2050? We believe that if we continue our current consumption patterns and development pathways, humankind may be facing
ecological collapse on an unprecedented scale due to degradation of natural capital
and loss in ecosystem services. Jared Diamond has explained how ‘ecocide’ – the
loss in vital ecosystem services – has led to the collapse of past civilisations that
were unable to adapt to environmental changes, whether man-made or natural (Diamond, 2006). In the modern world, examples of how we are eroding the planet’s
natural capital through overuse and misuse of natural resources are all around us.
With widespread starvation, reduced life expectancy, environmental insecurity,
and loss of social capital the consequences of ecological collapse at a global scale
would eclipse our current concerns about rising food prices, water shortages and
increased environmental risk.
Humanity has the capability to reverse the current trajectory of ecological decline,
however, and to shape a future where humans live in harmony with nature. Such a
‘Great Transformation’ (see Potsdam Memorandum, this volume) will require bold
action at a global scale to reduce our footprint and maintain or increase the resilience
of natural systems. In this essay we will point out some of the major steps the global
community should take in order to avoid a global environmental collapse.
Challenges to sustainability
The 2008 Living Planet Report, produced by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
with its partners the Global Footprint Network and the Zoological Society of London
(WWF et al., 2008), provides a vivid picture of the path we are on. It offers three
insights that define the challenge of sustainability. The first and most fundamental
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is the sheer volume of humanity’s consumption – we are devouring the world’s natural capital to the point where we are endangering our future prosperity. The second
insight is interdependence – almost every country now depends upon the resources
of others; better management of the planet’s natural resources has thus become a
shared responsibility. Finally, the Report charts the challenge of decoupling development and footprint – the relationships among human well-being, income, population, and sustainability.
The ecological credit crunch
The 2008 Living Planet Report offers two measures of sustainability. The Ecological Footprint measures our demand on the biosphere in terms of the area of biologically productive land and sea required to provide the resources we use and to
absorb our waste. A country’s footprint is calculated on an annual basis as the sum
of the cropland, grazing land, forest and fishing grounds required to produce the
food, fibre and timber it consumes, to sequester the carbon dioxide it emits from
energy use, and to provide space for its infrastructure.
The Ecological Footprint can be compared to biocapacity, a measure of the
capacity of ecosystems, including agro-ecosystems, to produce useful biological
materials and to absorb waste products in a given year. In 2005, the global Ecological Footprint was 17.5 billion global hectares (gha), or 2.7 gha per person (a global
hectare is a hectare with world-average capacity to produce resources and absorb
wastes, Ewing et al., 2008). On the supply side, the total biocapacity was 13.6 billion gha, or 2.1 gha per person, made up of cropland, grazing land, forest and fishing grounds. Our demands thus exceeded the planet’s regenerative capacity by over
30 % (compared to 25 % in 2003). The growth of Ecological Footprint over time is
shown in Figure 1a, where one planet represents the biocapacity of the planet based
on contemporaneous management schemes and extraction technologies.
The second measure is the Living Planet Index (LPI), which tracks the populations
of 1686 vertebrate species across all regions of the world (Collen et al., 2009). It indicates that global biodiversity has declined by nearly 30 % over just the past 35
years (see Fig. 1b). The LPI shows that wild species and natural ecosystems are
under pressure across all biomes and regions. As human appropriation of the planet’s resources increases, so we can expect increased impacts on the living organisms whose abundance in ecosystems is critical in maintaining habitat stability and
in providing the ecosystem services that underpin human well-being.
So what does the future hold? Figure 2 projects the growth in the Ecological
Footprint up to 2050 based on a set of moderate scenarios for future demands on
renewable resources. Based on this, our annual demands on the planet’s regenerative capacity will exceed that capacity by 100 % by the mid 2030s, or, in other words,
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Fig. 1. Evolution in (a) humanity’s Ecological Footprint and (b) the Living Planet
Index. Changes in footprint are expressed in number of planet Earths where one
planet represents the biocapacity available in a given year. (Source: WWF et al.,
2008)

we would need two planets to keep up with our demands for natural resources and
waste assimilation.
While appealing in its simplicity, this business-as-usual scenario is conservative
in that it assumes only very limited feedback between anthropogenic pressures and
future bio-productivity. In practice, excessive demands on natural systems – measured as overshoot in footprint terms and shown as accumulated ecological debt
in Figure 2 – are already compromising and will continue to compromise the planet’s
regenerative capacity.
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Fig. 2. 2050 scenario for ecological overshoot based on projected carbon emissions (Nacicenovic and Swart, 2000), moderate population growth (United Nations
Population Division, 2006), utilization of food, fibre and forest products (FAO,
2002; FAO, 2006), and fisheries (Worm et al., 2006). Changes in footprint are expressed in number of planet Earths where one planet represents the biocapacity
available in a given year. (Source: WWF et al., 2008)

We can already see how the direct impacts of resource over-extraction, ranging from
fisheries collapse (e.g. Worm et al., 2006) to deforestation, are undermining ecosystem services. A simple analogy could be pulled up between drawing on natural
capital and drawing on capital in the bank, but in reality things are not so straightforward. For example, there are significant time lags between cause and effect for
many pressures, the effects of changing atmospheric chemistry on ocean chemistry
being a classic example. In addition, responses to environmental pressures are frequently synergistic and non-linear; scientists talk of thresholds, tipping points and
discontinuities (e. g. Folke et al., 2002). Extensive changes in marine ecosystem
structure as a result of fisheries pressure (e.g. Sherman, 1994; Worm et al., 2006)
and arctic amplification with near-surface temperature rises in the region nearly two
times the global average (e. g. Graversen et al., 2008) are examples of such complexity.
Furthermore, not all anthropogenic pressures are readily measured in Ecological
Footprint terms. One notable omission is the discharge of pollutants other than carbon dioxide, including other greenhouse gases, toxic chemicals and radioactivity.
Similarly, conventional footprint accounting does not take measure of the now
pervasive but indirect environmental effects of agricultural production, ranging
from soil erosion to hydrological changes and biodiversity loss, nor of factors which
may limit biocapacity, such as water availability, an issue of growing concern in the
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face of climate change (IPCC, 2007). The contribution of such factors to overshoot will eventually be seen in national footprint accounts as results of declines
in biocapacity. More sophisticated projections of overshoot are now being developed using dynamic footprint accounting which attempts to incorporate the influence of land use and disturbance, species diversity, and pollution (Lenzen et al.,
2007).
An interconnected world
Just as conventional trade statistics describe the growth and changing patterns of
international trade, ecological and water footprint analyses are revealing the way
in which we draw on the environmental assets of other countries and regions to
support our consumption patterns. Ecological Footprint accounts show that countries are increasingly relying on one another’s biocapacity to support their preferred patterns of consumption. In 1961 the total footprint of goods and services
traded internationally was 8 % of humanity’s total footprint. By 2005, this had risen
to more than 40 % of a much greater footprint. The imports of high-income countries averaged 61 % of their total consumption footprint.
We are also increasingly relying on the water supplies of other countries to support our lifestyles. The water footprint of a country is the total volume of water used
globally to produce the goods and services consumed by its inhabitants (Chapagain and Hoekstra, 2004; Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2007). Part of this footprint, the
external water footprint, results from consumption of imported goods, or in other
words, water that is used in the country which produces these goods. Worldwide,
the external water footprint accounts for 16 % of the average person’s water footprint, though this varies enormously within and between countries. Twenty-seven
countries have an external water footprint which accounts for more than half of
their total water use.
As we externalize our water footprint and Ecological Footprint we also externalize the environmental impact associated with the goods and services we consume.
A significant part of the Ecological Footprint is made up of carbon emissions that
enter the global atmosphere, but food and fibre imports represent direct pressures
on the ecological assets of other countries. The impact of the water footprint
depends on where and when water is extracted. Water use in an area where water
is plentiful is unlikely to have an adverse effect on people or the environment, but
the same level of water use in an area experiencing water shortages may result in
the drying up of rivers and the destruction of ecosystems, with associated loss of
ecosystem services, biodiversity and livelihoods.
The global commodity markets and agricultural policies that sustain our consumption patterns generally overlook the environmental, economic and social
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costs to producer countries and the global environment. Production of palm oil for
margarines and biscuits, soy production for animal fodder, shrimp farming, timber
trade and biofuels are driving the destruction of some of the world’s most valuable
and biodiverse ecosystems.
Footprint, income and development
Sustainable development has been defined as ‘improving the quality of human life
while living within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems’ (IUCN et al.,
1991). One can see the difficulty of this challenge by mapping development
progress against growth in footprint (WWF et al., 2006).
Countries’ progress towards sustainability can be assessed using the Human Development Index (HDI) as a measure of quality of life and Ecological Footprint as
a measure of demand on supporting ecosystems (see Fig. 3). An HDI value of more
than 0.8 is considered to be ‘high-human development’. A footprint to global biocapacity per capita ratio of less than one is sustainable insofar as that it is replicable
at a global level.
Figure 3 illustrates that as regions develop their footprint quickly becomes unsustainable. In fact, no region meets both criteria for sustainable development. Asia
Pacific and Africa have been successful in achieving significant increases in HDI
while still living within the available biocapacity per capita, but neither region
meets the criterion for human well-being. North America and Western Europe have
continued to achieve gains in human development, but their footprints soared
disproportionately over the same period and are now several times greater than sustainable levels. In 2003, just one country met both criteria for sustainable development (Moran et al., 2008).
Figure 4 shows how relative contribution of population and per capita footprint
in driving overall national footprint has evolved in countries in different income
categories (based on the World Bank’s 2005 categorization). On a global scale,
both population and average per capita footprint have increased since 1961. Since
around 1970, however, population growth has been the principal driver in the growth
of total footprint. Despite advances in agricultural productivity, the more than doubling of world population between 1961 and 2005 has its corollary in the halving
of the average available biocapacity per capita.
The principal driver of increased footprint in high-income countries has been the
growth in per person footprint, which grew by 76 % from 1961 to 2005. The 15 %
of the world’s population that live in high-income countries account for 36 % of
humanity’s 2005 total footprint. In contrast, the principal driver of footprint in low
and medium-income countries, as well as at a global scale, has been population.
Population in low-income countries nearly trebled between 1961 and 2005 while in
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are met. (Source: Moran et al., 2008)

middle-income countries it more than doubled. The per capita footprint of lowincome countries actually decreased over this period while middle-income countries saw a 21% increase.
These data speak for themselves. Neither the rapid population growth nor the
reckless consumption seen in different parts of the world are sustainable and both
issues deserve our attention.
Clearly, a key challenge for this century is that faced by emerging economies such
as China. China’s per capita footprint and population roughly doubled between
1961 and 2005 producing more than a four-fold increase in its total Ecological
Footprint. While population growth has remained steady, growth in per capita footprint has escalated in recent years and has overtaken population as the principal
factor driving national footprint growth. China’s HDI grew from 0.53 in 1975 to
0.77, at the threshold of high human development, in 2005. Will China now join
the ranks of countries like Korea whose footprint growth has accelerated relative
to its gains in HDI or will it find a ‘third way’ (see Potsdam Memorandum, this
volume)? The challenge here is that of decoupling human development from footprint: how do we enable development without costing the Earth?
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Fig. 4. Evolution of per capita footprint, biocapacity and population between 1961
and 2005 for the world and for high-income, middle-income and low-income
countries. (Source: WWF et al., 2008)

Turning the tide: towards sustainability
An end to overshoot
The above paragraphs have highlighted some aspects of the multi-faceted challenge we face in finding the ‘third way’ between environmental destabilization and
persisting underdevelopment that the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium was
concerned with. The fundamental imperative for achieving sustainability is to ensure
that humanity’s global footprint stays within the Earth’s capacity to sustain life,
while achieving an acceptable standard of living for all.
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Figure 5 charts a conceptual return to sustainability where humanity’s footprint
is reduced over the next three decades to fall within the planet’s biocapacity. Instead of accumulating ecological debt we would maintain an ecological reserve,
providing a buffer against environmental variability and shocks.
In the following paragraphs we present a two-pronged approach to maintaining
and restoring the ecosystem services on which humanity depends, building on this
conceptual framework of Ecological Footprint, biocapacity and overshoot but extending practical action beyond the metrics included in national footprint accounts.
Turning the tide on humanity’s footprint
Humanity’s footprint is a product of population, consumption per capita and
resource use and waste production intensity. Managing our footprint to sustain our
natural capital requires re-examining the nature of the pressures exerted by each of
the production sectors that meet our basic food, fibre and timber requirements:
forestry, grazing, agriculture and fisheries. It means reconsidering the way we convert some of the world’s richest ecosystems into built-up land and redefining the
resource-intensive lifestyles that come with city living. And it means curbing the
pollution that is overwhelming the assimilative capacity of natural systems and
building up a toxic legacy for future generations.
We need to tackle all aspects of our footprint in order to sustain sustainable lifestyles, but one area deserves particular attention. In 2005, energy demands in our
homes, industry and transportation represented the largest component of our footprint, with energy production from fossil fuels accounting for nearly 45 % of the
global footprint. High-income countries saw a nine-fold growth in the carbon component of their footprint between 1961 and 2005: this is a development pathway the
global community cannot afford to see replicated at a global scale. WWF developed
a ‘Climate Solutions Model’ to illustrate how it is technically possible to dramatically reduce climate-threatening emissions from energy services while meeting the
needs of both the developing and developed countries in the twenty-first century
(see Box).
Building resilience
While we reduce our footprint, we must also find ways to restore the Earth’s ability
to support us, its biocapacity. Biocapacity can at least theoretically be increased by
enhancing either the area of land or water available, or the productivity of those
lands or waters.
The major challenge to maintaining biocapacity is the ongoing destabilization
of ecosystems and attrition of ecosystem services. A recent study suggests that by
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Fig. 5. A conceptual return to sustainability. (Source: WWF et al., 2008)

‘Climate Solutions’ – Meeting the Carbon Challenge
Inspired by Pacala and Socolow’s (2004) energy wedges, the WWF Climate
Solutions Model explores whether it is possible to meet the projected 2050 demand for global energy services while achieving significant reductions in global
greenhouse gas emissions through a concerted shift to already-available and
more sustainable energy resources and technologies (Mallon et al., 2007).
Figure 6 shows an output of the model which achieves reductions of 60 – 80 %
in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050 yet meets the three-fold increase in energy
services projected in the IPCC’s A1B scenario (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000).
The model embraces three parallel strategies:
• Breaking the link between energy services and primary energy production
by expansion of energy efficiency in industry, buildings, and all forms of
transport to stabilize the overall energy demand by 2025;
• Concurrent growth of low- to zero-emissions technolzogies through the use
of renewable energies such as wind, hydro, solar and thermal, and bio-energy;
• An expansion of carbon capture and storage to phase out remaining emissions from conventional fossil fuels used for power and industrial processes.
In addition, an increase in the use of natural gas is proposed as an interim measure, creating a gas bubble which extends from 2010 to 2040.
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Fig. 6. Output of the WWF Climate Solutions Model. Energy efficiency and demand reduction (middle grey) allow the rising demand for energy services to be
met by a more or less level supply of energy by 2025. This is complemented by
introduction of zero- and low-emission energy supply technologies (light grey).
By 2040, fossil-fuel use (dark grey) is reduced to a residual level for applications
which are hard to substitute. The scenario provides spare capacity as a contingency, represented by energy supply in light grey shown below the x-axis. (Source:
Mallon et al., 2007)

2050 biodiversity decline will be the strongest negative influence on biocapacity as
a result of the associated impacts on ecosystem functioning (Lenzen et al., 2007).
Yet, the global community is not on track to meet even the modest goal of the Convention on Biological Diversity, to reduce by 2010 the rate at which global biodiversity is being lost. Biodiversity conservation and ecosystem restoration can thus
be seen as crucial management approaches in the face of growing pressures on
ecosystems.
Practical measures to maintain and build resilience include putting in place
effective protected area systems, integrated into surrounding landscapes, with the
effective participation of local communities. But critical ecosystem services cannot be maintained simply through allocating specific areas to biodiversity conservation. Management and restoration of ecosystems, and measures to reduce direct
and indirect pressures on biodiversity all have a role to play, and such efforts need
to encompass highly modified landscapes as well as relatively pristine areas.
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A global agenda
In the face of growing human populations, uneven distribution of biocapacity and
water resources, and the effects of climate change now being felt, the rising oil and
food prices experienced in 2008 provided a glimpse of some of the stark choices
that may face decision makers in the decades to come as they try to improve the
quality of human life while remaining within the capacity of supporting ecosystems. The Earth simply cannot support the growing demands we are placing on its
ecosystems; we are threatening our future prosperity and security.
In the following conclusive paragraphs we will set out four cross-cutting elements of a global agenda to reduce humanity’s footprint and build ecosystem resilience.
Global action
We will only meet the challenge of sustainability if we find a way to mobilize global
action. The most pressing need is for action to curb humanity’s emissions of carbon into the atmosphere – which accounts for nearly half of our Ecological Footprint. Specifically, the transformations of technology and infrastructure needed to
achieve the climate solutions outlined above depend on three policy imperatives.
These are strong leadership to agree on targets, strategies and investments in energy
development; a global effort, with every country acting in accordance with its local
challenges and capacity; and urgency, to address the real-world constraints on industrial transition and the risks of becoming locked in to energy-intensive technologies
(Mallon et al, 2007).
While the specific challenges faced by developed and developing countries differ,
the scale and ubiquitous nature of environmental challenges – from global warming to resource depletion – call for a global response for political as well as practical
reasons. Looking ahead to 2050, the world’s leaders and society as a whole will
need to face some thornier issues surrounding global sustainability that go to the
very root of our identities and industrial economy, namely population growth and
burgeoning individual consumption. This implies a fundamental transition, at a global scale.
Market transformation
Success will also require that we find ways to harness global markets for the cause
of sustainability. The pioneering efforts of the Forest Stewardship Council (for wood
products) and the Marine Stewardship Council (for fisheries) are paving the way for
a wide range of initiatives to create markets for companies who commit themselves
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to producing goods sustainably. A powerful blend of best practice, innovative partnerships and market opportunities offers a formula for transforming the production
of commodities such as timber, pulp and paper, cotton, palm oil, soy and wildcaught and farmed seafood.
Further efforts are needed to increase the market share of ecologically and socially sustainable goods and services. These include developing positive incentives
for provisioning and trade of these goods and services, removing trade-distorting
and environmentally harmful subsidies, and establishing disincentives for providing goods and services that impede the long-term goal of achieving sustainability.
In the long run, we will need to develop more sophisticated tools to better account for externalities and resource scarcity in the pricing of goods and services.
The concept of virtual water, originally developed in the 1990s to show how the
import of water-intensive commodities can be an effective strategy for a country
experiencing internal water shortages (Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2007), provides a
basis for rethinking comparative advantage in trade of environmental assets.
Ecosystem-based management
On the ground, or in the water, sustainability requires that we learn to manage natural systems on nature’s terms – shifting from management of individual resources
like timber or water to management of whole ecosystems. We need an ambitious
effort to secure biodiversity and ecosystem services that takes us beyond traditional habitat and species protection measures to an integrated and system-wide
approach to conservation. Ecosystem-based management is an adaptive approach
that aims to achieve sustainable use of natural resources by balancing the social
and economic needs of human communities with the maintenance of healthy ecosystems.1 Implementing ecosystem-based management requires mainstreaming
environmental protection and conservation action into decision making from local
to regional levels, and requires new ways of working across sectors and between
state and non-state actors.
Strategic alliance with the scientific community
The final element is to reinforce science-based decision making. Environmental
science has come of age in recent decades. Panels and processes such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
have brought scientific understanding into the heart of the public debate and the
Ecosystem-based management can be seen as the practical application of the ecosystem approach that has been
adopted by the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity
1
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policy process, and have succeeded in transcending the disciplinary silos that still
characterize so much scientific endeavour. Their findings have had profound impacts on the way we think about our impacts on the planet and on the nature of our
responses.
There is little doubt that investment in strengthening scientific capacity both in
the developed and developing world could further inform our choices and broaden
our options towards a more sustainable future. To be effective, a new global contract between science and society (see Part V, this volume) will entail a broadening
of the dialogue between policy makers, NGOs and the media on the one hand and
the scientific community on the other. This will assure that scientists are able to
communicate in clear and compelling terms the actions that need to be taken to
sustain human well-being and that policy makers and society as a whole are able
to respond with confidence.
The level of economic and social transformation required to put humanity on the
pathway to sustainability may look daunting, but we only need to look back a few
decades to see just how fast our societies and lifestyle can change. Some of the
ingredients of this transformation have been set out above, bringing with them new
opportunities to harness technology and innovation, to rebuild our energy economy,
to reinvigorate and reform our food production systems, and to build a future in
which humans live in harmony with nature and the natural systems on which we
depend. Climate change brings a fresh imperative and a renewed momentum to harness humankind’s ingenuity: we believe the challenge can be met but our response
in the next decade may determine whether we thrive or decline as a species.
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Transformations of the twenty-first century
Climate change is now almost universally recognized as one of the gravest threats
to life and well-being on this planet. Unfortunately, any potential response to this
threat is complicated, if not hobbled, by four other factors.
First, there is another unfinished global policy agenda – the eradication of poverty and global inequality – whose only widely accepted solution – economic
growth – conflicts directly with climate stabilization. Second, climate change has
emerged as part of a complex mosaic of challenges, some of which are closely related to it. A short list of these challenges includes trans-national epidemics (such
as HIV/AIDS, SARS, and Avian Flu), environmental degradation and biodiversity
loss, accelerating water stress, increased frequency and / or intensity of various catastrophic events (floods, droughts, hurricanes, cyclones, tsunamis, and earthquakes),
and threats to global security (especially from terrorism). Moreover, economic globalization has revived the spectre of runaway financial epidemics as manifested in
the recent global financial crisis and subsequent economic recession. The current
global economic crisis is not only the deepest since the 1930s, it occurs simultaneously with global climate change and ecological crises, all of which are closely interwoven; with unsustainable, excessive consumption and production patterns
humanity has applied the logic of sub-prime lending not only to the housing sector
but also to the global ecosystem. At the same time, economic globalization has
eroded the capacity of states to cope with financial or other epidemics, or more
broadly to protect social welfare and environmental resources by regulating financial and corporate capital.
Third, the human impacts of climate change are determined by the social and
ecological resilience of human societies and the natural capital that supports them.
The dramatic ‘hockey-stick’ pattern of temperature and greenhouse gas accumulation from anthropogenic emissions applies to virtually all critical ecosystem services of the Earth, as observed in land degradation, loss of biodiversity, deforestation,
overfishing, and air pollution (see Fig. 1). Over half of the cumulative anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have been absorbed by terrestrial ecosystems (in
forests and soils) and the oceans (Canadell et al., 2007).
We can expect unforeseen positive feedbacks from climate change, when the
warming interacts with the broad spectrum of hockey-stick patterns. It remains unclear though, what human-induced surprises could be triggered, even though several of the risks have been identified (e. g., abrupt change in the African and Indian
monsoons, accelerated melting of glaciers, abrupt savannization of rainforests;
Lenton et al., 2008), and have even been observed (the abrupt collapse of the Arctic summer ice in 2007). A key element of this unknown is the global degradation of
ecosystem functions (e. g., carbon sequestration) and services (e. g., food and fish
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Fig. 1. Hockey-stick pattern of key ecosystem functions in the Earth system
under pressure from human drivers. (Source: Steffen et al., 2003, p. 133)

production). The UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, presented in 2005 (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005), was the first global health check on the state
of the planet’s ecosystems. It concluded that we have degraded 60 % of key ecosystem services, which are not only fundamentally important for human well-being,
but particularly critical for poor communities, and a key feature of our capacity to
adapt to climate change.
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Fourth, climate change upsets the very foundation of modern society. The growth
momentum of the industrial age since the middle of the eighteenth century has
been built upon the harnessing of energy from fossil fuels, and the bulk of modern
physical infrastructure and corporate profitability is premised on the continued
availability of fossil fuels. An effective resolution to the crisis will imply a radical
transformation of both the technological and corporate basis of industrial activity.
This, in turn, will only occur if pushed by a fundamental social transformation.
But the problem goes deeper than fossil fuels. Climate change is the thin end
of the wedge of an irresolvable conflict between finite resources and unending
growth. Continued and unending economic growth has become the very definition
of progress and the basis for social solidarity in industrial society. Ultimately, this
conflict will be resolved only by weaning post-industrial society from its continued reliance on growth, and thus by critically reassessing growth itself and some of
the core values that underpin it: competition, entrepreneurship and consumption.
Climate change is ultimately the visible face of an absolutely unprecedented challenge to the international community. This challenge forces us to simultaneously
ask (a) how to sustain the process of economic development in poor countries
(both fast- and slow-growing ones), (b) how to move existing infrastructure and
economic institutions away from their almost exclusive reliance on fossil fuels,
(c) how to continue to enhance social welfare while weaning modern society from
its dependence on unending growth and resource use, (d) how to strengthen the
conventional locus of policy making – the nation state – while creating effective
institutions for local and global governance, and (e) how to do all this while simultaneously addressing other areas requiring immediate attention – health, environment, financial instability, and political conflict.
This will require novel instruments and institutions of global governance, a
dramatic change of direction of technological progress towards resource productivity, and strong incentive structures locally and globally, encouraging all actors
to abandon unsustainable technologies and habits and to work towards a sustainable future. Most of all, it will require enlightened and responsible global leadership
that serves to unite people from all nations in a common cause rather than creating
divisions, friction, and distrust.
The climate challenge: crisis and opportunity
The climate community has long articulated the 2 º C limit (namely an average temperature increase of no more than 2 º C over preindustrial levels) as the safe threshold beyond which irreversible, costly and even catastrophic change becomes likely.
The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
(IPCC) interprets this target as implying a stabilization of carbon concentration at
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450 parts per million (ppm) CO2 equivalent, which in turn means drastic reductions
in global carbon emissions. The scientific assessment in the IPCC cautioned that
even stabilization at 450 ppm CO2 equivalent constitutes no less than a 30 % risk of
exceeding 2 º C, and more recent science suggests a need to keep the carbon dioxide concentration below 350 ppm, which would correspond to approximately
400 ppm CO2 equivalent, to avoid accelerated and dangerous climate change (Hansen
et al., 2008). Today, in 2009, we have already reached 385 ppm CO2 and almost
450 ppm CO2 equivalent.
As mentioned already, the carbon stabilization goal has emerged at a time when
the pre-existing common agenda of humankind, namely poverty eradication and
reduction of global inequality, is still unfinished. The well-known ‘champagne glass
figure’ (see Fig. 2) from the cover of the 1992 Human Development Report depicts
this issue vividly. The poorest 20 % of the global population earned only 1.4 % of
the global net income, while the richest 20 % received 82.7 %, a ratio of 1: 60. This
inequality appears to be widening rather than narrowing. In 2004, the corresponding ratio was estimated at 1: 90.
The only sure way to reduce this inequality, and thereby also to address associated social ills – poverty, unequal access to basic human needs (nutrition, health,
education, and right to due process and participation), and protection from predatory behaviour – is economic growth in poor countries. A few countries, especially
in Eastern Asia, have taken off into what appears to be a robust growth pathway,
but they still face enormous challenges that call for global cooperation: how to
protect the momentum from getting derailed by external pressures, how to make it
compatible with resource limits, and how to extend it to areas where poverty persists. Other countries and regions are showing slow or intermittent growth, and
there too global cooperation is of paramount importance to increase the momentum of growth by addressing familiar obstacles of governance, institutions, and
human resources. Economic growth, however, is an imperative not only in developing countries. It provides the foundation for the successful operation of a modern economy. While it is now becoming clear that our love affair with economic
growth must come to an end, the means of achieving this transition are far from
clear.
All this, in other words, represents an unfinished global responsibility. The only
hope of obtaining the requisite political support in rich countries is to gradually
de-couple welfare from growth so as to accommodate social needs within the resource portfolio of a finite biosphere. Likewise, the only hope of marshalling the
energies of four-fifths of the world behind newer challenges that are assuming
ever-greater importance is that the sustainable development agenda in poor countries continues to be viewed as a common global agenda until such time as the most
glaring inequalities have been eliminated.
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Fig. 2. The ‘champagne glass’ of global inequity. There is large and growing inequity in the distribution of wealth, with 20 % of the world’s richest inhabitants
receiving more than 80 % of the world’s income, while the poorest 20 % receive
approximately 1%. (Source: adapted from UN HDR, 1992)

In the absence of concerted global action, climate change, foremost among the
newer challenges, will remain on a collision course with development and growth.
With the existing technological portfolio, continuing growth in rich as well as poor
countries would lead to a threefold increase in carbon dioxide emissions by the end
of the century, with consequences that can only be described as catastrophic. On the
other hand, without additional measures, many of which require visionary action,
any serious response to the climate challenge will disable the growth process, undermine societal welfare in rich as well as poor countries, and deal a severe blow to
prospects of global solidarity.
Crises as springboards for collective action
The Chinese pictogram for the word ‘crisis’ is a combination of two characters:
threat and opportunity. The current financial and economic crisis represents not
only a threat but also an opportunity. Long-term solutions will require fundamental
change to the way financial markets and global financial institutions are regulated.
The Bretton Woods institutions, set up to rebuild a war-torn world after the Second
World War, are not configured to deal with the global social, economic, and ecological crises humanity faces today. The financial crisis has triggered a healthy
insight that these and other institutions will require reform. The huge sums invested in various ‘stimulus’ packages, which amount to thousands of billions of
US dollars, could be directed towards investment in low-carbon technologies and
practices. The large investments now being generated to ‘save’ predominantly rich
economies from collapse expose by comparison the ridiculously paltry amounts
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allocated to ‘development’ in poor countries in the world (with global development
aid in the order of USD 80 billion compared to stimulus spending of more than
USD 1000 billion in the United States alone). These factors constitute an opportunity.
There is a risk, however, that the large stimulus funding will be re-invested in the old
‘business-as-usual’ economic system that was the original cause of the crisis, thereby
stimulating more unsustainable consumption and growth (see Töpfer, this volume).
In the past, great crises have often served to unite people by creating a common
cause of action. Through enlightened leadership and an engaged populace, crises
have often regenerated societal trust and collective action on the basis of new visions, new institutions, and new laws and agreements. The example of the economic
crises of the inter-war period, leading to the emergence of the welfare state, is often
given. At the international level, acute problems have similarly served as springboards for testing and improving means of international coordination, balancing
interests, sharing burdens, learning about and managing impacts, and expanding
scientific understanding.
Such exploitation of opportunity has been evident in recent crises. Global epidemics have stimulated unprecedented international cooperation between countries and institutions that otherwise are not closely linked. Global dissemination of
information on violent genocides has provoked the international community into
developing new institutions to ensure dignity and human rights for everybody. The
increased frequency as well as awareness of natural disasters (including earthquakes,
floods, droughts, and storms) has led to charitable actions and solidarity as well as
the beginnings of investments in institutional coping capacity. All of these developments have been pushed, supported, and monitored by global social movements
for the environment, human rights, women’s rights, and the rights of indigenous
communities.
However, crises can also lead to more regressive responses. The rapid growth in
international migration in recent decades, driven by economic, political, security,
or environmental factors, has fostered a fortress response. Similarly, while the Cold
War created a stimulus for the peace movement and arenas of international cooperation, the so-called ‘War on Terror’ has triggered a more paranoid response by governments as well as civil societies. Finally, globalization has weakened traditional
institutions that protect the vulnerable, including the organs of the welfare state,
and has undermined social solidarity, although the response of countries affected
by the Asian financial crisis helped balance some of these trends.
The great transition or a fortress world?
This, then, is the challenge for the leaders of the twenty-first century: how to pilot
the world towards unity of action and common purpose on a sustainable pathway
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that builds resilience and steers away from undesirable tipping points, rather than
to the erection of divisions, barriers, and fortresses? The pursuit of sustainability is
deeply embedded in the agenda of global solidarity. Actions within borders impact
and are impacted by those beyond borders, and all foreign policy has become, in
essence, global domestic policy. Actions within one sphere affect and are affected
by actions as well as omissions in others, and the major questions regarding the
basis of human welfare have been reopened.
What follows is a brief list of issues thrown up by this challenge. While there are
powerful forces that seek to divide and fragment, there are also equally powerful
visions of a world that enable us to overcome differences, and unite all people in a
common future. These visions include at minimum the following elements.
Democracy and participation
One of the most powerful forces both in bringing people together and enabling a
search for collective solutions is the institutionalization of democracy and participation at all levels. At local and national levels, it means the participation of the
entire population, including women, children, the poor, and elderly people.
At a global level, it means strengthening the United Nations system, making it
more effective, transparent, and responsible. It also means ensuring that markets
work fairly in the service of global prosperity, welfare, and sustainability, and that
market institutions support rather than subvert democracy. Finally, in the twentieth
century we learned of the power of an engaged civil society to harness entrepreneurial energies, provide common visions, challenge conventional wisdom, and
monitor and render transparent the workings of governments.
The development agenda
After a long period of unfulfilled promise, there is evidence that the development
momentum has picked up sufficiently to address the concerns of large numbers of
poor people, especially in Asian countries. It is a matter of tremendous importance
that this momentum be sustained and expanded.
Economic growth is a necessary but not sufficient condition for eradicating the
worst aspects of poverty. The world community sought to address this in a targeted
approach through the Millennium Development Goals. This initiative, which aims
to reduce by half the number of people living in extreme poverty by 2015, supports
funding programs and raises awareness of global poverty. However, to achieve
global development targets, a change in rich countries’ policy is urgently needed.
Investments in innovative options are required to meet the needs of the poor, for
whom traditional approaches are not appropriate. These options include community
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development and micro-credit schemes. There is also a need to shift towards more
integrated approaches, which lead to sustainability in both resource management
and service delivery systems.
The energy system revolution
The climate challenge is associated closely with the energy system. The Industrial
Revolution was based ultimately on the harnessing of increasing volumes of fossil
fuels. The challenge now is to engender a transformation to a radically new structure that is not dependent on fossil fuels. However, the first energy revolution has
yet to reach the vast majority of the world’s population (see Nakicenovic, this volume). While the energy systems of industrial countries have reached a stable level,
those in developing countries still have to grow considerably.
Most of the instruments being considered at a global level to address climate
change are indirect in nature. They include national emission targets, trading
schemes, and support for the emergence of an emissions market. All these have found
much greater acceptance in industrialized countries than in poor countries, mainly
because they are at best irrelevant and at worst inimical to the development agenda.
An early idea for incorporating development concerns into the emissions trading
framework was that of equitable emission rights. It remained on the sidelines of
the climate debate until the recent courageous statement by German Chancellor
Angela Merkel that national emission entitlements should gradually converge
towards equal per-capita levels (a proposal presented in August 2007 on the occasion of her visit to Japan). The idea of equal rights to the global commons represents the spirit within which a consensus solution could be found. A global climate
regime for greenhouse gas emissions that builds on the principles of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, stating that burden-sharing must be based
on capacity and responsibility, has been developed by the Stockholm Environment
Institute with partners (Baer et al., 2007, p. 95). This so-called Greenhouse Development Rights (GDR) framework couples climate science with the right to development among the world’s poor. It clearly shows that if humanity is serious about
solving the climate crisis in an equitable way that still allows room for development
among the poor majority on the planet, emission reductions in many industrialized
countries (essentially OECD countries) will have to already exceed 100 % by 2020.
This is achievable if industrialized countries, in addition to reducing emissions
domestically, commit to investing in emission cuts in developing countries.
By itself, however, the assignment of rights to development will not produce a
miraculous transformation of existing energy systems and infrastructures. Immediate infrastructure investment in alternative energy systems is needed to set such a
transformation in motion; it will also require the development of institutions that
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can help poor people to defend and benefit from their new rights. For purposes of
immediate action, it might be necessary to shift from the language of ‘rights and
targets’ to the language of ‘investment and action’ aimed at engendering a new energy revolution.
A change in values: long-term thinking and sustainable lifestyles
Beyond government regulation and institutional settings, individual values will
shape future developments. Teaching our children new ways to view the world may
even have the strongest impact in the long run. A transition to more sustainable
values and life styles will take place gradually. The example of the demographic
transition is highly relevant. It represents a fundamental revision of the entire bases
of traditional society: the notion of family and kin relationships, the basis for economic organization, the relation between men and women, parents and children,
and between citizens and the state. This transition has occurred within the space of
one generation in many developing countries.
Placing climate policy in context
A number of elements of a potential response are being debated in the policy community. These include political / institutional interventions, and ecological, economic,
technological, and discursive instruments.
Linking three disconnected UN processes
Climate change, as clearly pointed out in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, is
already today impacting on the lives of poor communities. The most vulnerable are
hardest hit, and are expected to bear the greatest burden of a climate crisis they have
not caused (see Pachauri, this volume). Already the 2015 UN Millennium Development Goal targets of halving hunger, poverty and health threats are at risk due to
climate change. At the same time, nowhere are ecosystem services so fundamental
to human well-being as in the fight against poverty, and these ecosystems are negatively affected by climate change.
Despite these close relationships between climate change, ecosystems and development, there is a disconnect between the three UN processes supporting the governance and management of these domains: the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC); the UN Convention for Biological Diversity (UN CBD),
the UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (UN MA) and the follow-up process
to establish an equivalent to the IPCC on biological diversity and ecosystem services
(the Intergovernmental Platform on Biological Diversity and Ecosystem Services,
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IPBES); and the UN Millennium Development Goals (UN MDGs) of halving hunger and poverty by 2015 and ensuring sustainable development among the world’s
poor (see Fig. 3). There is an urgent need, as well as an opportunity, for a comprehensive policy-coherent effort to connect these processes within the framework of
the UN system.

Political / institutional instruments
The challenge of global sustainability requires investment in institutions of democratic governance at all levels; local, national, and global. At the global level, the
overriding imperative is to invest in the UN system. At the national level, a key
goal is build political constituencies in all nations for effective and fair global
engagement, expanding the reach of participatory and democratic institutions, and
channelling support for strengthening development in poorer countries. At the local
level, there is a need to establish participatory institutions of self governance. In
rural areas, there has been considerable experience with community organization
programmes led by visionary leaders from civil society and government. These programmes must be expanded in order to address the livelihood needs of the majority
of poor and undernourished people from rural areas. An increasing share of the
world’s population lives in mega-cities that are difficult to manage. There is a need
for concerted investment in the governance institutions of urban areas, and also to
improve the basis of rural-urban exchange.
Other important areas where institutional investments are needed include education at all levels, economic justice and income distribution, law enforcement, property rights, damage compensation, (international) burden sharing, and political
transparency and participation.
Technological instruments
Technology is a broad term that includes not only the machines used in the production of goods and services, but also infrastructure and know-how for the organization of society.
Much of the discussion on climate change has focused on the deployment of renewable energy technologies on a large scale. However, the instruments that are
being used to stimulate such deployment are mostly indirect in character. The ambivalence of global policy-makers sends conflicting signals to the private sector
and the research community. The time has come for the global public sector to
show its hand by committing itself to a large-scale infrastructure investment program, along the lines, for example, of the Apollo Programme, to help realize the
potential of the technological portfolio. Such an investment would provide a clear
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Climate change
(UNFCCC)

Ecosystem services

Development

(UN, CBD, UN MA and IPBES)

(UN MDGs)

Fig. 3. Three currently disconnected global UN policy and development processes
that require urgent linking. The possibilities of stabilizing climate change and
adaptation to unavoidable climate change (mandated to the UNFCCC) will require
active stewardship of biological diversity and ecosystem services (mandated to
the follow-up process of the UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (UN MA),
the UN Convention for Biological Diversity (UN CBD), and the international initiative to establish the Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) – an
equivalent to the IPCC on ecosystems). Ecosystem services are directly impacted
by climate change. Climate change undermines the ability to reach the UN Millennium Development Goals (UN MDGs). Investment in development to support the
majority on the planet living in poverty will determine the final outcome of anthropogenic climate change. Ecosystems form the fundamental basis for social and
economic development, and therefore also the basis for achieving the MDGs.
(Source: J. Rockström)

and unambiguous signal to the private sector and spur both the development and
deployment of technological options.
However, the idea of technology goes far beyond renewable energy infrastructure. It includes concepts of ecological efficiency, social organization, and social
control of technology.
The investment in energy efficiency will not take place without adequate public
support. The nature of urbanization and urban infrastructure development reflects
the current inappropriate incentive schemes, and alternative pathways will need
clear and unambiguous support from governments. Moreover, the idea of social
control of technology assumes even greater urgency in a situation that demands extensive and sustained intervention. It is absolutely critical that technological choices
be subjected to sustained and persistent criticism from civil society, parliaments,
mass media, and academia. The chances and risks provided by new technologies
have to be assessed in a broad and continuous social discourse.
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A final issue concerns technological extension. A good example is the Green
Revolution, which saw the transfer of the knowledge of an emerging technological
system from a few hundred scientists into the hands of several million farmers
(most of them illiterate) within a span of a decade. This revolution was engendered
by support for an expertly crafted and interlocked system, which included education,
research, policy, extension, input supplies, credit, and a marketing infrastructure.
Compared to this highly professional system, the new technological transition is
being handled in an ad-hoc and unprofessional manner.
Ecological instruments
Tragic as it is, under massive pressure from investors and market fundamentalists,
many states worldwide have more or less given up on regulating resource use,
water and energy markets, and even pollution. Some of the biggest problems, if not
scandals, are biopiracy, patents on genes and other private appropriations of biodiversity. The ecological agenda is linked inextricably with the agenda of reviving
the developmental state, which can forge political consensus for sustainability,
implement environmental regulations, and protect biodiversity against piracy. For
example, a case could be made for placing a significant proportion of the world’s
land area (say 15 %) under protection. As the conversion of land to agricultural uses
is the most important factor in biodiversity loss, economic and political means have
to be improved to make agriculture more ecologically sustainable.
Ecological instruments are based increasingly on solid and reliable research.
However, there is enormous variation in research capacity between countries and
regions. Indeed, the areas that are richest in biodiversity as well as in traditional
knowledge of husbandry are often the ones with the least support from the organized research community. There is a need to build organized research capacity at
national and local levels, and provide support for continuous investigation of impacts in priority areas: the maintenance of freshwater resources and soil functions,
conservation of biodiversity, the management of environmental conflicts, and the
protection of indigenous knowledge.
Economic instruments
There is considerable controversy surrounding the strength and limitations of economic instruments. On the one hand, it is clear that measures that go against economic common sense are difficult to sustain over long periods. As such, it is widely
accepted that policy measures should incorporate ‘ecological and social truth’ into
economic activities by internalizing unwanted environmental, health and distributional impacts.
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However, economic instruments suffer from some major shortcomings with regard to the agenda of sustainable development.
First, economic instruments are often found to be in conflict with the goal of
equity. This is clearly visible in the controversy over climate change. Most economic instruments (including the volatility of oil prices and the unequivocal longterm trend towards higher oil prices) are highly regressive in nature, and subversive
of the development and poverty agendas. In this case, it is wiser to rely on more
direct policy approaches for engendering the transition in a fair and effective manner. Second, the issue of equity pertains especially to access to energy, industrial
resources, financial markets, global public goods, and social infrastructure. A number
of initiatives (e. g., micro-credit organizations) have tried to overcome the barriers
created by the unfettered functioning of markets. These need to be supported. Third,
volatile markets and a focus on short-term profitability must be rejected in favour
of longer-term perspectives and higher predictability. Fourth, as already mentioned,
in the absence of strong legal and political safeguards against the expropriation of
the rights of poor and vulnerable groups, the exclusive reliance on market instruments will prove to be harmful.
Discursive instruments
Communication is essential for meeting the challenges of the twenty-first century.
This requires access to information exchange channels, together with expanded
and improved observation systems in the social and environmental spheres. The
Internet and mobile telephone networks have already started to improve this access
in areas that were until recently excluded. Remote parts of poor African countries
have become a part of ‘online humanity’. If the gain of information and empathy
is not to remain virtual, a global discourse on ethical and power issues is of vital
importance. This can help to share values with respect to nature, justice, and the human position.
This is of particular relevance to the need for value change. The building of a
global political constituency for a transition to a sustainable pathway requires that we
move beyond the current situation in which people seem to be concerned only with
very narrowly defined parochial interests. Current evidence suggests that the willingness to cooperate internationally in rich societies strongly depends on two things:
direct involvement and impact, and available methods and technologies to react.
Conclusions: a strategic vision
Today’s challenges provide the chance to develop global mechanisms for sustainable
development. They can act as springboards towards higher resource productivity
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and efficiency, environmentally friendly technologies, and sustainable habits and
lifestyles.
The above discussion brings up a number of issues that require thorough consideration. However, the discussion has focused mostly on the individual components
of the policy framework, not on the framework itself. It may be useful to provide a
brief reflection on the strategic vision that can hold these diverse components together.
We must recognize that the response of the global leadership to the current crisis
has been extremely slow. Even now, there is considerable scepticism both about
the commitment and capacity of the global political system. The necessary response
must bring together a global constituency for change. This will not happen through
piecemeal or desultory interventions.
What is needed is a bold and strategic vision that can address the goals discussed
here – economic development, biodiversity conservation, and climate stabilization –
directly and in an integrated manner, instead of indirectly and disjointedly. For this,
it may be necessary to shift from the language of targets and trading to the language
of investment. A concrete example of a direct and integrated approach to climate
and development would be a globally funded public investment programme in four
areas: deployment of renewable energy technologies, institutions for promoting
energy efficiency, governance of biodiversity and ecosystem services, and institutions and structures for enhancing adaptation capacity.
However, such a programme will test the limits of current governance arrangements. Existing means of international exchange and cooperation will have to be
improved, and new global governance structures developed. Since large social and
political transformations are inevitable, the world needs blueprints for action to
sustain its struggle for universal goals – the eradication of poverty and inequity,
reversing environmental degradation, protecting human security, and ensuring interregional and intergenerational justice. If these transformations are managed
with skill, empathy and foresight in a globalizing multi-polar world, they can drive
a broad agenda of sustainability and development within borders and beyond.
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Global change in the twenty-first century
The collective outcome of global humanity in action is, in our time, worldwide
environmental degradation of a magnitude not seen before. Climate change and
land-use-driven planetary deforestation are the two tips of a dangerous iceberg that
signals a deep crisis in the relationship of humans to their material environment
(see Fig. 1). These changes herald a transformation of Planet Earth that is on par
with a number of major fluctuations, interruptions and transitions in the Earth’s
history. The root cause is the explosive growth of human material turnover and
population (see Kohn, this volume) in the last several decades.
The question that largely remains open at this point is whether the Earth’s transition to a new state of operation will be largely suffered by humankind (and with it
a great many other species that share the planet), as a consequence of humanity’s
myopic focus on short-term advantages. Or whether, instead, humanity will be
able to collectively influence the ongoing transition, at least to some extent, or
even divert it in ways that would allow human societies and the greater environment to continue through the transition phase with considerable, but still manageable losses (see Fig. 2). In other words, the question is whether human societies
will be able to develop the collective cognitive power to re-order their affairs in a
manner that reflects an understanding of the interconnected workings of the planetary system, and whether they can come to a common understanding of major
desired and undesired developments and the associated required revisions in the
functioning of today’s societies.
Should this challenge one day be successfully met, it would impressively testify
to an ability of human cultures to produce, explain and justify collective responsibilities that reach beyond the present; a mental and cultural ability that, one could
argue, is in many ways at the root of the differentiation of humans from other higher
life forms. If the challenge is not met, however, the ongoing evolutionary experiment of rational intelligence may have reached its planetary limits.
The global anthropogenic transformation that has been set in train will have
fundamental consequences not only for the state of the atmosphere, oceans and
land surfaces, but equally for human societies (Costanza et al., 2007). There is no
particular reason to believe that social structures are more resilient to change under
systemic forcing than the environment. They will be equally, if not more, affected.
Tipping points that may cause state changes in characteristic parameters or spatial
patterns are known to exist in the Earth’s climate system and in the biosphere interacting with it (Lenton et al., 2008). Similarly, tipping points can be expected to
exist in the even more complex networked systems of societies. Currently, however, little is known about them.
A number of recent crises within the cultural, social and economic systems of
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the world’s societies have revealed intrinsic features of the self-organisation of these
societies. In contrast, the influence of societies on the environment is still largely
perceived as being external, and similarly the feedbacks of the ensuing changes on
societies remain largely outside their self-reflection processes. The causal perception loop between societal and environmental dynamics is not closed in many important topical areas. However, thanks to recent efforts, the case of climate change
is increasingly becoming a notable exception. The tipping points and disruptions
that lurk in this loop are at the centre of the problems facing humanity in the twentyfirst century.
Three prototypical solution pathways seem to be available and are supported by
three strands of discourse: the technocentric, the value-oriented and the rationalistic-scientific strands.
Technological pathways
There is a widespread belief, or rather a hope, that technological progress will
outpace growth in such a way as to make possible a breakthrough to clean, green,
environmentally friendly technology without interrupting economic and material
growth. This is the paradigm favoured in many current discussions about global
change and the prospects of sustainable development. The ultimately technological
causes of the great environmental problems currently at hand will, according to
this school of thought, also lead in the medium term to means of surmounting
them, if only technological developments are wisely steered in the right direction.
According to this view, the currently observed biodiversity losses, climate change
and environmental pollution are merely a dirty bottleneck through which human
civilisation and with it the planet has to pass before a sustainable high-tech future
unfolds. This argument is widespread: the most important debates on recycling,
dematerialization, efficiency increases and semi-closed material loops all make use
of it. Without this type of thinking, the world would already be in a much worse
state. But in all of these scenarios, primary energy use is set to triple by the end of
the century. How credible is it that the projected increase in available energy will
lead to a decrease in the volume of materials used?
The fundamental problem is that there is little historical evidence that technological progress in material use and waste per produced unit has, on a large scale,
been effective in reducing the overall material throughput of societies. Despite very
substantial advances across the board in efficiency and in the material and energetic
intensities of industrial processes, economic growth has up to now mostly outstripped
these gains. Both the net harvest of materials from the environment as well as net
waste flows into the environment have increased with time, often dramatically,
when viewed across large regions and many sectors. Achieving a transition to a
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lower level of socioeconomic metabolic turnover of materials would in fact be a
first in human history; from hunter-gatherers to agricultural cultures to industrialized societies there has been a steady increase in the material throughput required
to maintain, grow and reproduce human societies (Haberl and Fischer-Kowalski,
2007). History does not support the expectation that future technologies will, in their
sum, be considerably more efficient and crucially less damaging to the environment
in their production and implementation while economic growth continues. Such an
expectation entails the crucial assumption that the future will somehow be qualitatively different from the past in this respect. This is almost completely speculative.
So while next-generation technology certainly will be an indispensable, immensely
important factor in achieving a more sustainable future, unless the problem of growth
is tackled it is very possible that a purely technological solution will, despite all
progress, fall short. Since so much of the current world is based on growth, with the
rich nations struggling to cope even with reduced growth, the rapidly industrializing
nations greatly concerned about the robustness of their growth, and poor nations
very justifiably aspiring to grow out of their poverty, this is a worrisome prospect.
The world of values
A second approach to the transition problem is embodied in the wide-ranging discourses on values, justice, and generic rights of the natural world. In this approach
the solution is not sought primarily in technology but in the cultural power of
humans: to frame their lives through cultural identity constructions and societal
orders, built upon political and ethical systems, religious understandings and spiritual relationships to the world. At the core of this approach are central questions
concerning who we are as humans, who we should and can be, and what our place
in this world is.
From these questions follow directions for societies. While many such systems
have placed humans in a controlling, possessing position in the world, providing
the ethical, religious, spiritual, tribal or national underpinning of environmental
appropriations, many of the same and a number of alternative cultural systems, not
only in indigenous cultures, emphasize respect for life in general, for the world and
its inherited orders, for other humans and for the self as the best path towards a rich
existence. In this view, the limits to growth are given where it impinges on the
inherent rights of others, whether in this or a future generation, whether geographically close or afar, and whether in the human domain or in the wider domains of
life. They are given where growth compromises the particular quality of the existence of the other. This world view appeals for a revision or even revolution of
lifestyles, values and priorities driven by alternate cultural self-constructions. Justice
is a core element of this debate.
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There are two problems with such a value-oriented approach to achieving the
reordering of human material relations to the world required for a sustainability
transition. For one, history shows that for the mainstream of human cultures, appeals to become more responsible and to champion the good have too often lacked
the power to overcome the material orders of societies, which people have often
been reluctant to compromise. Humans seem disposed to put material wealth before
mental well-being, though often the two are connected; a materially poor life is a
happy one only with great difficulty, and often only in artificial monastic settings.
Also, the strongly structured social orders characteristic of humans and most primates produce a close relationship between power and material control, making
material production an element of deeply engrained social relations, and thus a difficult factor to overcome.
A second problem with this approach is that transforming value systems and
thereby, to some extent, engineering a transition of cultural identities to a state that
is compatible with sustainability is likely to conflict with the most fundamental of
modern human values, that of individual freedom. Proactive cultural construction
has too often been a tool of dictatorships and tyranny, with devastating consequences, for people not to be wary of consciously engineered value systems. Cultural construction is an ongoing human experiment that does not seem to be bound
by a peaceful human inclination, once more for reasons probably rooted in the
problematic but deeply constituting legacy of humans’ primate past.
However, if a controlled transition in the interlinked social-environmental world
system is to be achieved, transitional progress has to be made not just in the environmental domain, where the impacts have to be lessened, but also in the social
domain, where the problems have their origin. The power of cultural re-invention
should not be underestimated in this context. It is precisely what allowed humans
to flourish in all corners of the world. When in the brains of early homo sapiens
environmental and technological knowledge began to mix with their old and profound social intelligence, the foundations were laid for the experiment of nature
unfolding in modern humans. Culture is elementary to our condition. Therefore, to
ignore the powers of the cultural dimension in seeking solutions would amount to
negating the core factor that has made modern humans what we are.
Perhaps for this reason, particularly in the American discourse, the solution for
sustainability seems often to be sought in a combination of green technological
breakthroughs and value changes (Raskin et al., 2002). Unfortunately, as shown,
technology probably will not be sufficient and value changes in a free world not
a priority over material accumulation. This leaves this vision, despite the central
position of culture for the human species, uncomfortably adrift of the workings of
the real world.
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Pathways through rationality
The third proposed avenue for engineering the collective sustainability transition
rapidly is to rely once again on the hope that the rational side of the human intellect
will in the end overcome the intricate webs of human societal and technological
identity constructions. Admittedly, it is a hope that may be as questionable as that
concerning values. The progress of rational thought since the Enlightenment has
undoubtedly produced great improvements in the human condition, proving its
power to transform, but it has also degraded the world by removing richness in
cultural meaning and by tending to produce universalistic, dominating economic
and technological structures. This has been called the totalitarian aspect of the dialectics of the Enlightenment (Horkheimer and Adorno, 1947). The hope is that, in
the end, the intellect rooted in the human mind will understand the lock-in, transcend it, and, driven by the will to be something particular in the world, open up
new avenues. We can question whether revolutions and cataclysmic crises are necessary to stimulate such breakthroughs. But certainly there is a deep conviction,
particularly in European thought, that rational solutions to problems can be found,
and implemented, even if the ultimate objectives of such rational action remain
rooted in culturally formed self-understanding.
It is here that science enters the debate. Certainly humankind requires an analytical, diagnostic and prognostic science of the Earth system before the problems
it faces can be adequately viewed and understood. Climate change is not a problem
that can be described purely as socially constructed in the way some other aspects
of human reality can; if emissions continue, climate change will occur irrespective
of the prevalent social discourse. Planetary realities are impinging on the symbolic
and discursive systems of humans in challenging new ways. It is only very recently
that humans have even begun to see and appreciate the Earth as a physical, chemical and biological system. Concerning scientific insights into the world, it is worth
remembering that a mere 200 years ago the meaning of prehistoric finds such as
dinosaur bones or hand axes was unknown. Nobody knew how old the Earth was,
that there were ice ages, where the sun obtains its energy from, or, how chemistry
works. There was no knowledge of genes or epigenetics, no theory of evolution,
and little to be called historical science.
It is only on the basis of this newly created scientific image of the Earth, rather
than the earlier cosmological, religious, cultural images of the Earth, that a warning can now be sounded, perhaps just in time, about the consequences of human
action on the planet; only computer models built with the knowledge of Earth system science are now able to project climate change and land-use scenarios and the
resulting impacts on the world’s ecosystems in a way that will affect political action.
It is the system of rational analysis that has contributed this crucial element to
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human reflection. Despite the large remaining uncertainties and gaps in knowledge,
what has become known is significant enough to have triggered the current global
debates on climate change, land use and sustainability.
The question now is whether the expectation that rational insights have the power
to influence and ultimately transcend cultural and economic practices is warranted.
That is, whether the powers of the collective human brain will allow a narrow
escape from the predicament by steering the tools of culture, economy and social
relations in directions that sustainably support a future free of unmanageable tipping point transitions in either the environment or in societies. Is this a realistic
prospect? Realities around the world are more strongly shaped by cultural and economic forces than by rational analysis. The deeper challenge, therefore, is how to
integrate the findings of the sciences into the sometimes fast-changing, sometimes
sluggish societal self-constructions that dominate human processes. If this is not
successful, rational analysis will remain a marginal activity in the government of
human affairs, its power of insight and foresight wasted.
Looking at the Earth as a system
Murray Gell-Mann argues that a way forward might best become apparent if we
take a ‘crude look at the whole’ as our starting point (Gell-Mann, this volume). This
formulation encapsulates his analysis that relevant Earth system processes are firmly
interconnected and that the ‘whole’ includes identifiable macroscopic properties,
including transitional behaviour. His proposal is based in science, the rationalistic
vein of analysis, but goes far beyond it by building on the realization that, in the
end, it is the human mind that has to come to conclusions and has to find ways to
bridge the gaps between the realities of social structures, cultures and sciences, and
bring it all together in a mentally adequate manner. It is for this reason that the
disciplinary segregation inherited from the history of science is not suited to the
problem of climate change. A more comprehensive approach to applying the intellect
to the problems of the world – a crude look at the whole – is needed.
Alexander von Humboldt championed a similar approach, depicting the complexities of world landscapes that he encountered by describing their natural history,
geology, ecology and human colonization in narratives composed of well-selected
details, arranged to provide insight into the larger whole (von Humboldt, 1807).
They were meticulously accurate and highly selective in their depiction, and formed
a whole of consciously aesthetic quality, as a means of facilitating the incorporation of scientific knowledge into the human mind.
James Lovelock (2003) has argued in a closely related vein against reductionism
in Earth system science. He writes that reductionist disciplinary approaches, despite
their indisputable successes, are fundamentally unsuited to explaining the major
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systemic interconnections that form the whole of the planet; and hence make it
more difficult, if not impossible, to understand the change underway in that whole.
By drawing analogies between the planetary and the human body Lovelock observes that just as the human phenomenon cannot be understood from the mere
sum of its biochemical states, so the Earth as a whole cannot be understood from a
merely reductionist summation of its physical and chemical states. He then describes
the Earth as a self-regulating system in which humans are in danger of marginalizing
themselves through their own actions.
Hans Joachim Schellnhuber (1999) has described the emergence of the modern
scientific enterprise as a series of revolutions that have signalled the advent of
systemic reflection in the life of the planet; the original Copernican revolution,
looking out into the heavenly world, has been followed by a recent ‘second Copernican revolution’, looking inward into the workings of the planet. In both cases,
optical instruments led the way, producing essential images that helped establish a
coherent new science. The insights gained were not initially of immediate relevance to daily lives, but subsequently shifted perceptions of human identity in a
most profound manner while also opening up new methodological avenues. Building on new knowledge, and using the tools of scientific Earth system analysis,
humankind is now in the process of forming a disembodied, networked collective
Global Subject that is attempting to order its affairs in the world while struggling
with the intimidating complexity of the task.
Earth system analysis
So how, then, can a crude look at the planetary whole be achieved? Based on
Schellnhuber’s analysis, three elements support an adequately reflective consciousness. First, a highly developed, comprehensive science of Earth system analysis is
required, using medium-complexity computer simulation as an important synthetic
tool for projecting the joint dynamics of geosphere, biosphere and anthroposphere
into the past and into the future. Second, a comprehensive, global-scale Earth observation system is needed to provide the essential empirical links between the past
or present states of the planet (including the many local realities in its regions), and
theoretically constructed macroscopic images of these states. And third, a globally
networked, multi-hubbed system of communication, negotiation and goal-setting
is required to enable distributed, multifaceted communication, understanding and
then management of a considerable number of processes relevant to the basic functioning of the Earth system. Together, these elements will constitute the distributed,
collective, networked global consciousness that may steer planetary processes out
of dangerous territory by influencing the powerful dynamics of the anthroposphere.
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Current medium-complexity Earth system modelling already provides to some
extent crude looks at the whole. Profound insights have been generated in the past
30 years about the functioning of the Earth system and its many interlinked biogeochemical cycles, geophysical balances and system feedbacks. Nonetheless, these
models still treat the main cause of today’s disruption of global biogeochemical
and energetic balances – human action – as largely external. Neither the deeper
social drivers nor the impacts of the change on these drivers are yet part of most
modelling systems, partly because the processes of the anthroposphere cannot yet
be systematically computerized. Again, one of the deeper reasons for this deficiency
lies in the disciplinary structure of the sciences, out of which Earth system science
has grown.
A similar gap is evident in current global Earth observation, which is required
to provide humankind with sensory feedback on the Earth’s history and current
state. Current observations focus strongly on non-human systems. With the notable
exception of global economic and related national statistics, the all-important human dimension is subject merely to weak, largely unsystematic or under-evaluated
observation. A more comprehensive observation of the whole, particularly of the
exchange processes between human societies and their environment, is urgently
required if a crude look at the whole is to be achieved. One of the greatest challenges in sustainability research is to develop methods to identify the details on the
basis of which a crude look at the Earth system and its interactions with humans
can be achieved. The challenge is to bring local realities into the framework of global interconnections. That process involves more than creating a loose mosaic by
reductionist summation of separate parts.
In terms of communication and decision-making structures working with crude
looks at the whole, the global transitions to be managed in this century are of a
magnitude that will require coordinated international, though not necessarily unified, approaches. Bodies such as the Security Council of the United Nations may
recognize that it is in their remit to pro-actively anticipate the geopolitical dangers
resulting from mismanagement of the looming food, climate, energy, industrialization, population, and resource crises. In order to avoid, limit, channel, or manage
these dangers the world will need coordinated optimization of resource use, adherence to agreed bottom-line standards of international justice, joint financing of
overarching countermeasures, stimulation of education and innovation, and the
sustainable regulation of many resources that, under the prevalent economic and
political paradigms, are not coherently managed. If the impending change is to be
managed rather than suffered, human societies will need to adopt self-engineered
paths to sustainability. These will have to lead to substantial reductions in worldwide human material extraction, emission and waste flows.
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New cosmologies
In summary, there is still widespread failure to appreciate that the methods of the
twentieth century are not fully adequate to address the transformative crisis at hand.
The assumption persists that somehow societies will be able to more or less continue on their current paths, with some adaptation to environmental changes, but
little or only gradual alteration in basic functions. This may turn out to be one of
the greatest misconceptions of our time. The adaptive powers of societies are certainly strong, but most likely are too slow to keep pace with environmental changes,
and even at a slow pace they will likely transform societies. The challenges of the
twenty-first century will be fundamentally different in quantity and quality from
those of the twentieth century because the fundamentals of the problems to be tackled are very different. The question now is whether an investment can be made –
intellectually, financially, and culturally – in finding pathways that will allow a
future based on sustainable use rather than profligate consumption of resources.
It is only for this reason of urgency that we can probably not avoid adopting the
very uncomfortable word ‘engineering’: the world can no longer avert dangerous
change unless human societies actively engineer, or manage, a rapid way out of
their predicament. This engineering or management will engage multiple sectors:
technological engineering (as in new energy and production technologies), societal
engineering (as is currently happening in the form of a politically agreed transition
in the world’s energy systems and in the creation of international institutional structures), environmental engineering (as in the world system of human-controlled
nature reserves), and perhaps even – as a very last resort that is better avoided –
limited, targeted geoengineering. Engineering, however, is by definition built on a
rationalistic basis, and is subject to the fundamental cultural risks associated with
that. To be truly effective it must pay particular attention to matters of design: it
must by design be deeply embedded in a social and value-based analysis looking
at consequences and pitfalls.
In this manner, the three strands of technological, value-oriented and rationalistic-scientific approaches are interwoven in this process of Earth system management and are not mutually exclusive. All of them must be applied in order for
humankind to turn a potential dead-end into a bottleneck that in turn may lead to
a sustainable opening. In fact, closer analysis shows that these three approaches
operate on different levels. The rationalistic-scientific approach deals with understanding the control problem at hand. The technological and value-oriented strands
have to do with means for exercising the necessary, albeit surely very partial, control in the technological and social domains. In addition, the value-based approach
is concerned with the question of what the operating principles and directions
should be, beyond merely avoiding the worst.
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The global transformations now under way are the latest expression of a transformation that probably began with the advent of symbolic information processing
in the brains of humans, or more precisely in the brains of the latest species of
humans, homo sapiens, some 100 000 years ago. Ever since that transformation the
human domain has been structured according to ideas of culture, religion, language,
tribe, nation, place, personal identities and histories, leading ultimately to the still
somewhat mysterious processes of agriculture and industrialization that are now
causing such dangerous systemic side effects. In that sense, many of the dynamics
of the anthroposphere are a cultural phenomenon. The ultimate root causes of the
global transformation will be found in these intrinsic, still poorly understood processes of human culture. Ways forward will therefore, ultimately, have to also be
anchored in social and cultural dimensions.
Environmental feedbacks from human action have always been an integral part
of societal dynamics, but for the first time they now have to be considered on a
global scale. For the first time in human history, a systemic understanding of the
Earth system needs to enter cultural processes. Therefore, the crude narratives of
the whole to emerge from this process will inevitably need to depart from sociocultural narratives if they are to be effective since they must ultimately aim at affecting societal structures. Taking a crude look at the whole in this sense puts an
immense responsibility on the human mind to develop well-founded narratives that
are in full resonance with the latest scientific findings (Lucht and Pachauri, 2004).
The process of constructing such views is not without dangers. Human history
is replete with societal visions of nature and the natural that have clouded the practice of human interaction with the environment. It takes a culturally embedded and
reflective, yet highly capable science to prevent such misguided approaches. This
will be all the more difficult as comprehensive, fundamental theories of ecological
systems are not yet available (if they even exist). Attempts at a theoretical explanation of the historical evolution of human societies and their interactions with the
environment are fragmentary at best and the underlying assumptions deeply controversial among historians, economists, sociologists and anthropologists. We lack
guiding theories of society-environment interactions, let alone of society-environment co-evolution. Yet such insights are required to form a framework upon which
new interpretations of the human as well as the planetary condition can be formulated.
I therefore propose that the key factor in taking a crude look at the whole is a
belief, maybe even merely a hope, that the human mind – in this case the collective
mind of networked humanity – will be able to construct mental images of the whole
that are more than mere figments of cultural or scientific projection. Rather, they
must be equally founded in rational analysis and cultural production. These mental
images have to take the form, I propose, of new cosmologies, cosmologies that
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blend cultural narratives of the position of humans in the world with the findings
of Earth system analysis, encompassing both the natural world and the human
condition in its cultural expression. These new cosmologies will do one thing: they
will once more describe the place of humans in the Earth system.
The required sustainability transition will certainly not happen by accident. It
will not merely emerge – by chance or by necessity. Achieving it will require a collectively conscious societal effort based on a reflective Earth system science that
takes into account the full extent of the human experience, expressed in new cosmologies. Such a transformation will likely open up interesting new pathways for
human societies on our planet. It will require that humankind applies its unprecedented scientific knowledge determinedly to the problems facing the world, and
shows a great openness to renewed discourses on values, priorities, justice and
self-images, with consequences that will structure societies, through the power of
narratives. Such societal self-engineering is not a small intervention, however the
consequence of inaction will be equally transforming. It is, in the end, a question
of identity because the damage done will be largely irreversible.
The ultimate question, I suggest, is: What will we do with our freedom? This question can only be answered by the human mind. This is what is meant by taking,
through a science of Earth system analysis that is comprehensively embedded in
sustainably re-empowered cultural practices, a crude but well-defined and essential
look at the whole.
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Chapter 2

Integrated sustainability and the underlying
threat of urbanization

Geoffrey B. West

Geoffrey B. West, born in England in 1940, received his BA from Cambridge University in mathematics and physics in 1961, and his doctorate from Stanford University in 1966. He later joined the Stanford faculty in 1970. His primary interests
have been in elementary particles, their interactions and cosmological implications.
He was the founder of the high-energy physics group at Los Alamos National Laboratory. In 2003 West joined the Santa Fe Institute as a distinguished professor and
was named its president in 2005. His interest in universal scaling laws led him to
develop quantitative models of organisms based on universal principles. Recently
he extended these ideas to studying quantitatively the structure and dynamics of
cities and corporations, including the relationships between efficiency, growth, innovation and sustainability. He has received numerous awards and was included in
Time Magazine’s 2006 list of the 100 most influential people in the world.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 1.
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In this essay I want to emphasize two major themes that have not received the attention I believe they deserve if we are to seriously tackle the question of long-term
global sustainability in its broadest sense. In so doing I take for granted that it is
important and fundamental to formulate the questions, problems and solutions relating to sustainability within a scientific paradigm. Such a paradigm can provide
a credible platform for the socio-political leadership inevitably needed to effect
change. An underlying motif will be a rallying call to recognize the importance
of breaking down the boundaries between traditional academic disciplines. This
includes the equally pressing question, not addressed here, of the inter-relationship
between science, culture and politics – the ‘three cultures problem’.1 In this respect
some of what I have to say builds on remarks made by my colleague Murray GellMann, who emphasized transdisciplinarity, and encouraged the development of
coarse-grained descriptions of complex systems. The two major themes I will address here are:
1. The need for a broad, integrated scientific framework that encompasses a
quantitative, predictive, mechanistic theory for understanding the relationship
between human engineered systems, both social and physical, and the ‘natural’
environment. Somewhat whimsically, I shall refer to this conceptual framework as the grand unified theory of sustainability.
2. As a corollary to this, the recognition that cities and the ever-expanding urbanization of the planet have played a seminal underlying role in bringing us to this
critical point in the planet’s history. Intimately related to this are questions of
the dynamics of innovation, cycles of boom and bust, the seemingly inevitable
increase in the pace of life, and the spectre of a planet of slums, pollution, disease, and conflict.
In recent years increasing worldwide attention has been paid to a multitude of
threatening phenomena, such as global climate change and the incipient crises in
food, energy and water availability. The recognition of an impending crisis has led
to burgeoning national and international concern about questions of global sustainability, and has stimulated a proliferation of programmes focused on many of these
issues. These have been promoted not only by leading governmental and international organizations but also by corporate and other non-governmental institutions.
However, most of these programmes and almost all existing approaches to the
challenge of global sustainability have focused on relatively specific issues, such
1
This is a take on the title of the lectures given by C. P. Snow in 1959 highlighting the divide between the sciences
and the humanities (Snow, 1993). Interestingly, Snow himself embraced all three cultures; he was a scientist, a
well-known author, and very much involved in politics and high-level governmental decisions in an advisory
capacity.
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as the environmental consequences of future energy sources, the economic consequences of climate change, and the social impact of future energy and environmental choices. While such focused studies are of obvious importance and, indeed, are
where most of our research efforts should be directed, they are not sufficient. No
overarching, integrated conceptual framework has yet been developed that can
provide a long-term big picture uniting the many highly inter-related themes underlying sustainability. Existing approaches have, to a large degree, failed to come
to grips with the essence of the long-term sustainability challenge; namely, the pervasive interconnectedness and interdependency of energy, resources, environmental, ecological, economic, social, and political systems. Early attempts along these
lines include the well-known Club of Rome report in 1972 (Meadows et al., 1972)
and, more recently, the Stern report to the UK government in 2007 (Stern, 2007).
However, there has not yet been any attempt to develop an explicit, overarching,
systematic, conceptual scientific framework. Without such an integrated ‘bigger
picture’, we risk repeating the classic mistake of developing short-term, highlyfocused ‘solutions’ tailored to a narrow sector of the totality, ignoring the tight relationships between issues, and their dependence on a myriad of other problems. This
approach inevitably leads to long-term and potentially disastrous consequences. A
well-known, small-scale example currently under discussion is the advocacy of
biofuels. This has generally ignored the potential consequences of vastly increased
biomass production for water demand, biodiversity, or the increased cost and reduced availability of food for human consumption, and its effects on markets (see,
for example, Inderwildi and King (2009); Creutzig and Kammen, this volume). For
a comprehensive approach to sustainability, we need to overcome such ‘stovepiping’ and provide an integrated holistic framework that addresses the pervasive
interdependencies and interconnectedness of different systems.
A grand unified theory of sustainability?
It is becoming increasingly clear that one of the most profound challenges facing
science and society today is the need for an integrated conceptual framework for
understanding sustainability in its broadest sense. Such a framework is essential if
we are to gain a comprehensive understanding of the multitude of strongly interacting factors that fall under the umbrella of sustainability, and which are typically
treated as effectively independent. These include the following: (a) energy, food and
resource production and consumption; (b) ecology, the environment, and climate
change; (c) human population, health, and well-being; (d) the global economy,
including the nature of risk and the dynamics of financial markets; and (e) the social, cultural, and political institutions and organizational structures upon which
the preceding depend. Such a comprehensive understanding of the interacting and
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interdependent systems is critical if humankind is to make informed choices between
the many competing ‘solutions’ to the energy, environment, economic, and social
problems that constitute the sustainability challenge.
A priori, it is not at all clear whether such a lofty goal is indeed achievable. The
extent of the problem is daunting and, until recently, very little attention had been
given to thinking in these terms. Only now are tools and techniques being developed to address such questions, and it is far from apparent that anything like a
serious quantifiable unified theory of sustainability is at all possible. Nevertheless, I
would like to take a provocative position and suggest that such an exercise is worthwhile even if it fails, since it may, in any case, stimulate potentially new systemic
ways of thinking, or even lead to an alternative, complementary paradigm. Perhaps
most importantly, it may, at the very least, stimulate new questions, new areas of
investigation or innovative ways of thinking that would otherwise not be quite so
apparent when viewed only from a more restricted, highly focused perspective.
The concept of complex adaptive systems provides a potential framework for
developing such an integrated, systemic, conceptual approach 2. The ideas inherent
in ‘complexity science’ have been developing slowly over the past 20 years and
are now generally viewed as an exciting new paradigm for addressing the kinds
of problems posed by the challenge of sustainability. Furthermore, the culture of
complexity science has stimulated the emergence of a serious transdisciplinary
approach, which is clearly required to address many of the key issues. The exploration of complex systems stemmed to a large degree from the realization that many
mysteries of nature involve nonlinear behaviour. In these systems multiple feedback mechanisms play a major role, and the whole is substantially greater than,
and often significantly different from, the sum of its parts. Many systems are composed of myriad relatively simple individual components. Yet, once aggregated
they take on collective characteristics that are not manifested in, nor could be easily predicted based on, the components themselves. Such ‘emergent phenomena’
are typical of all social systems and characterize the kinds of interactions and problems associated with economies, markets, urban communities, the environment,
the weather, the health system, and other complex systems. The study of complex
systems has taught us to be wary of naively deconstructing the system into independently acting component parts, and that a small perturbation in one part of the
system may have major unforeseen consequences elsewhere. This familiar phenomenon was spectacularly manifested last year by the meltdown of financial markets
across the globe, apparently stimulated by misconceived dynamics in the relatively
localized US mortgage industry, with potentially devastating social and commercial consequences worldwide.
2

A good modern overview is provided by Mitchell (2008). See also Waldrop (1993).
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The developing science of complexity embraces an integrated systemic approach
that brings together a broad spectrum of powerful techniques and concepts. These
include agent-based modelling, cellular automata, network theory, multi-scale thinking (both temporal and spatial), field theory, statistical physics, scaling theory, and
the renormalization group. Furthermore, it addresses transdisciplinary questions
and concepts that are central to any discussion of sustainability. These include
adaptability, evolvability, robustness, resilience, regulation, and conflict. In addition, an important lesson learned in investigating many complex phenomena is that,
while it is not typically possible to predict detailed aspects of the system, it is
sometimes possible to derive a ‘coarse-grained’ description that allows for quantitative predictions of the generic, salient features of the system. The development
of such a quantitatively predictive, coarse-grained theoretical framework encompassing the challenges of risk, financial markets, climate, the environment, health,
pollution, urbanization, etc. would be a major accomplishment. It would allow not
only an assessment of long-term questions of sustainability but would also provide
the basis for cost-benefit analyses of alternative scenarios involving all of these
highly-coupled phenomena.
As funding agencies and universities worldwide are beginning to recognize,
complexity science coupled with a transdisciplinary approach will play an increasingly important role in the academic landscape of the twenty-first century. To quote
Stephen Hawking 3: ‘Q: Some say that while the twentieth century was the century
of physics, we are now entering the century of biology. What do you think of this?
A: I think the next century will be the century of complexity.’ What has yet to be
appreciated, however, is that bringing such a perspective to the challenge of global
sustainability and the long-term survival of our planet will be critical because it
inherently recognizes the kinds of interconnectedness and interdependencies so
frequently ignored in current discourse.
As an example, we need to develop a natural framework for understanding the
fundamental and critical problem of how human social dynamics (manifested by
the dominance of urban living – the source of and solution to most of our problems)
drives the changing environment (usually in a negative way), as well as the reverse
interaction of how the changing environment influences engineered and evolving
human systems. A major challenge of the twenty-first century is the fundamental
question as to whether human-engineered social systems, from economies to cities, which have only evolved over the past 5000 years, can coexist with the ‘natural’ biological world, which evolved over billions of years. We will only have a
sustainable planet that can support over 10 billion people living in ‘harmony’ with
Stephen Hawking quoted in an interview on January 23, 2000 in the San Jose Mercury News; see http://www.
mercurycenter.com/resources/search.
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the biosphere from which we evolved if we understand the principles and underlying dynamics of this social-environmental coupling.
The increasing worldwide attention paid to issues of sustainability is both gratifying and frightening; gratifying because it is one of the most critical issues facing
humankind, and frightening because we risk the possibility of squandering huge
financial investments and enormous social capital if we continue to pursue limited
and single-system approaches to sustainability without developing a unifying framework. Now is the time to recognize that a broad, multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional initiative, guided by a broader, more integrated and unified perspective, is
likely to play an important role in yielding sound scientific conclusions. A strong
case can be made that now is the time to initiate a dedicated Manhattan-style project
or Apollo-style programme for global sustainability in the integrated, systemic sense
described here.
The central role of cities and urbanization:
can we avoid a planet of slums?
In this last section I would like to present an example of how the broad perspective
implicit in ‘complexity science’ can be usefully applied to a key issue in global sustainability, namely urbanization and the role of cities. This will be a highly condensed overview of a large body of work, some of which is well established but
parts of which are perhaps a little more speculative. Though justice cannot be done
in just a few paragraphs, this illustrates a way of thinking inspired by ideas falling
under the rubric of complexity.
The future of humanity and the long-term sustainability of the planet are inextricably linked to the fate of our cities. It is estimated that in 2005 an historic
threshold was crossed with more than half of the world’s population now living in
urban centres (UN, 2005). This is in marked contrast to the situation that pertained
for almost the entire time-span of human existence over the last several thousand
years, when almost all human beings resided in non-urban environments. For example, even as recently as the birth of the United States at the end of the eighteenth
century, only a small percentage of Americans were urban dwellers, whereas today
more than 80 % live in cities. By 2050, this will very likely be true for the entire
planet. The extraordinary growth of cities is often associated with the rapid rise of
standards of living, prosperity and quality of life. Indeed, the more urbanized countries are, on average, richer. Moreover, the world’s two most populous countries –
China and India – are undergoing unprecedented experiments in rapid urbanization,
with unforeseeable consequences for their future resource consumption, their impact on the natural environment, and social stability.
Cities have traditionally been, and continue to be, the sources of creativity,
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innovation and wealth production. They are hubs of social activity, the magnets
that attract creative individuals, vacuum cleaners that suck up innovation, and
stimulants for ideas, growth and wealth production. Analyses of data confirm this
(Bettencourt et al., 2007); regardless of which indicator one looks at, the larger the
city the more innovative ‘social capital’ is produced. For example, if a city doubles
in size, then, on average, wages, wealth, the number of patents and number of educational and research institutions all increase by approximately 15 % on a per-capita
basis. We refer to this systematic phenomenon as ‘superlinear scaling’; the larger
the city, the more the average individual resident owns, produces and consumes,
whether it be goods, resources or ideas. As urban creatures we all participate in the
multiple networks of intense human interaction manifested in the metropolitan
buzz of productivity, speed, and ingenuity. This is the good news about cities and
why they have been so attractive and seductive.
Now to the bad news: similar analyses of data representing the negative side of
urban life manifest an analogous ‘superlinear’ behaviour. By approximately the
same degree as for the positive indicators, negative indicators of human social
behaviour also systematically increase with city size: doubling the size of a city not
only increases wages, wealth and innovation by approximately 15 % but also increases the amount of crime, pollution and disease to the same degree (on a percapita basis). Apparently, the good, the bad and the ugly seem to come hand in glove
as an integrated, almost predictable, package. A person may move to a bigger city
drawn by more innovation, a greater sense of ‘action’ and better wages, but they can
also expect to confront an equivalent increase in garbage, theft, stomach flu, and
AIDS.
Until the middle of the last century, this dual nature of cities as the origin of
wealth and ideas and, at the same time, the source of pollution and disease was not
perceived as a serious threat because cities were still sub-dominant in terms of population. As cities began to dominate, their entropy production inevitably led to degradation of the environment, non-linear consequences for the climate, severe stresses
on resources and energy, and the beginnings of the multiple problems we face under
the banner of sustainability as we enter the twenty-first century. Cities have emerged
as the source of the biggest challenges the planet has faced since humans became
social, yet cities are also the source of the solution since they are the reservoir of
creativity and ideas.
This remarkable and seemingly inextricable link between the benefits and costs
of community structure very likely has its origins in the ‘universal’ dynamic of the
network structure and group clustering of human interactions; when humans began
serious interpersonal interactions about 10 000 years ago, forming sizeable communities, discovering economies of scale and the fruits of wealth creation, they
brought a fundamentally new dynamic to the planet, a dynamic that went beyond
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biology. The resource and energy networks that have evolved in the ‘natural world’
to sustain biological organisms and ecosystems are primarily dominated by economies of scale (‘sublinear scaling’) – roughly speaking, the larger the organism, the
less energy is required per second to support each one of its cells (West et al., 1997;
West and Brown, 2005). The dynamics of such networks constrain the pace of biological life to decrease systematically with increasing size. For example, large
mammals live longer, take longer to mature, have slower heart rates, and cells that
work less hard than those of small mammals, all to the same degree; (doubling the
mass of a mammal increases time-scales, such as its lifespan and time to maturity,
by about 20 % on average and, concomitantly, decreases all rates, such as its heartrate, by the same amount). Small creatures live life in the fast lane while large ones
move ponderously, though more efficiently, through life (think of a mouse versus
an elephant!). The social networks that underlie the ‘superlinear scaling’ of wealth
creation, innovation, crime and pollution behave in exactly the opposite fashion to
these biological networks; the larger the organization, the faster the pace of life
(Bettencourt et al., 2007). In large cities, disease spreads more quickly, business is
transacted more rapidly and people walk faster, all approximately to the same degree and in approximately the same systematic, predictable fashion (as a rule by
approximately 15 %).
In biology a further consequence of economies of scale and of sublinear scaling
is that organisms like mammals eventually stop growing, reaching some approximately fixed size at maturity (West et al., 2001). Over time-scales that are very
long compared to human social time-scales, biological systems are relatively stable and sustainable, with major changes taking place over many thousands to many
millions of years. On the other hand, in social organizations where growth is driven
by the superlinear scaling associated with wealth creation and social innovation,
growth is unbounded, never reaching an ‘asymptotic’ stable state, and proceeding
at a rate that is faster than exponential (Bettencourt et al., 2007). To sustain such
growth in light of resource limitation requires continuous cycles of paradigm-shifting innovations such as those associated in human history with the discovery of
iron, steam, coal, computation, and, most recently, digital information technology.
Indeed, the litany of such discoveries is testament to the extraordinary ingenuity of
the human social mind in overcoming the looming threat of running out of the perceived essential resource. However, there is a serious catch: theory dictates that, to
sustain continuous growth – one of the primary assumptions upon which modern
societies have evolved – such discoveries must occur at an increasingly accelerated pace; the time between successive innovations must inevitably get shorter and
shorter. So, if we insist on continuous growth driven by wealth creation, not only
does the pace of life inevitably quicken, but we must innovate at a faster and faster
rate!
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Until recently the period of time between major innovations far exceeded the
productive life span of a human being. Beginning towards the end of the twentieth
century this was no longer true; a typical human now lives significantly longer
than the period between major innovations. The period between the most recent
major shift from the ‘Computer Age’ to the ‘Information and Digital Age’ was only
about 20 years, which is to be compared with the order of thousands of years between the Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages. Furthermore, the time differential to the
next significant innovation is destined to be even shorter. This is surely not sustainable, and, if nothing changes, we are heading for a major crash and a potential collapse of the entire socio-economic fabric. The challenges are clear: Can we return
to an analogue of the ‘biological’ phase whence we evolved and be satisfied with
‘sublinear scaling’ and its attendant natural limiting, or no-growth, asymptotically
stable configuration? Is this even possible? Can we have the kind of vibrant, innovative, creative society driven by ideas and wealth creation as manifested by the best
of our world’s cities and social organizations, or are we destined to a planet of urban slums and the ultimate spectre of devastation raised by Cormac McCarthy’s
novel The Road (McCarthy, 2007)?
Given the special, unique role of cities as the originators of many of our present
problems and their continuing role as the super-exponential driver towards potential disaster, understanding their dynamics, growth and evolution in a scientifically
predictable, quantitative framework is crucial to achieving long-term sustainability on the planet. Perhaps of even greater importance for the immediate future is to
develop such a theory within the context of a ‘grand unified theory of sustainability’
by bringing together the multiple studies, simulations, databases, models, theories
and speculations concerning global warming, the environment, financial markets,
risk, economies, health care, social conflict and the myriad other characteristics of
man as a social being interacting with his environment.
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Chapter 1

Transformations of the twenty-first century:
transitions to greater sustainability

Murray Gell-Mann

Murray Gell-Mann, born in 1929 in New York City, obtained his PhD in physics in
1951 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He was awarded the Nobel Prize
for Physics in 1969 for ‘his contributions and discoveries concerning the classification of elementary particles and their interactions’. Gell-Mann had found that
subatomic particles such as neutrons and protons are composed of building blocks
that he called ‘quarks’. As Distinguished Fellow at the Santa Fe Institute and Professor Emeritus at the California Institute of Technology, Gell-Mann conducts theoretical research in several fields of science.
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A great deal of research and teaching in the sciences and the humanities, especially
at universities, is confined to individual departments representing particular fields
of knowledge. While specialization and sub-specialization are inevitable and
necessary, they need to be supplemented by research and teaching that transcend
sometimes narrow disciplinary boundaries. Many institutions, within or outside of
universities, carry out such transdisciplinary activities (e. g., Hirsch et al., 2008).
The Santa Fe Institute, which I helped to found more than twenty years ago, and
where I now work, is a place where it is the rule rather than the exception to have
transdisciplinary problems studied by self-organized teams of people originally
trained in many different specialties. These teams recognize and exploit similarities
and connections between topics in very different fields. Similarly, the participants
of the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium may have started out as specialists in
very different fields – in the physical sciences, the life sciences, the social and behavioural sciences, or history – but they convened at the symposium to discuss a
common concern for the future.
I have often spoken in public about the need for such research and about institutional arrangements for making it happen. What I have to say here may sound
similar, but it really concerns a very different topic, one not concerned with academic disciplines in pure research and teaching, but rather with policy solutions
that will affect the future of human societies. The Potsdam Symposium was largely
concerned with policy-relevant studies, not only in relation to energy and global
climate change but more generally in relation to the future of the human race and
the biosphere of Planet Earth including all other species with which we share that
biosphere.
In considering any very complex system, we tend to break it up into more manageable parts or aspects and to study these more or less separately. For example,
when looking at the longer-term human future, we might divide the various issues
into military and diplomatic issues (some might say security and foreign affairs);
political issues, including domestic politics in each country or region; ideological
issues; environmental issues, including those related to water, air, energy and biological diversity; human health and wellness issues; family issues; demographic
issues; economic issues, including the crucial socioeconomic challenge of relieving extreme poverty; technology issues; scientific research issues; institutional or
governance issues; issues of democracy and human rights; and so forth.
Other items might be added to such a list, but the general idea is clear. In each of
these categories we have experts who have built their careers around the issues
involved. Likewise, we have NGOs, promoting, for example, environmental protection, human rights, arms control, or child health. In many cases, there are government departments or UN specialized agencies devoted to these issues.
As mentioned above, it is natural, when faced with a very complex system, to
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try to break it up into subsystems or aspects defined in advance, such as the categories just listed. The difficulty is that any attempt to understand a nonlinear system,
especially a complex one, by assembling descriptions of various parts or aspects
will work only if those parts or aspects interact weakly, so that the whole system is
decomposable. But that is not true of the world problématique. In that sense there
is truth in the old adage that the whole is more than the sum of its parts.
A look at the listed categories reveals the problem of isolated analysis. Can we
really separate environmental issues from those involving population growth? Can
we consider these issues in isolation from technological change or from economic
policy? Can we think about the attempts to alleviate extreme poverty without considering the unwise, environmentally destructive projects that are sometimes carried
out in the name of that worthy cause? Can we discuss issues of global governance
without considering politics in the various countries and regions, or without looking at the competition and conflict between differing ideologies? If military and
diplomatic policies fail and mankind is plunged into a hugely destructive war, can
our other objectives be attained? Is economic growth not threatened by the widespread prevalence of fatal or debilitating diseases? Can we omit questions about
democracy and human rights?
And what if democratic processes bring to power elements of society hostile to
human rights and to tolerance or elements that favour environmental destruction or
aggressive war? While separate consideration of the various aspects of the world
situation is necessary and desirable, it very badly needs to be complemented by
integrative thinking that not only combines studies of those aspects but also takes
into account the strong interactions among them.
We must rid ourselves of the notion that careful study of a problem based on a
narrow range of issues is the only kind of work to be taken seriously, while integrative thinking is to be relegated to cocktail party conversation. This prejudice exists
in a great many places in our society, including academia and most bureaucracies.
Some of my remarks on this subject were quoted near the beginning of Thomas
Friedman’s book The Lexus and the Olive Tree (1999). He came to a similar conclusion through his work for the New York Times. Before he became a columnist,
he was assigned to cover first one set of issues, then a different set, and then yet
another set. Each time he was reassigned he observed that the issue he was reporting
was intimately connected with issues he had covered earlier.
What we need then, is not just detailed work on separate issues, but also the
efforts of teams of brilliant thinkers, many of them specialists, devoted to considering the ‘whole ball of wax’. It can, of course, be argued that this is too big a job for
any single group of people, no matter how talented or erudite. This is true. Of course
such an ambitious aim can be accomplished only crudely, and that is why I refer to
it as taking a ‘Crude Look at the Whole’ (CLAW).
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The chief of an organization – for example, a head of government or a CEO –
has to act as if he or she is taking into account all aspects of policy, including the
interactions among them. It is not easy, however, for the chief to take a ‘CLAW’ if
everyone else in the organization is concerned only with a partial view. Even if
some people are assigned to look at the big picture, it doesn’t always work. A few
years ago the CEO of a major corporation told me that he had a strategic planning
staff to help him think about the future of the whole business, but that members of
that staff suffered from three defects: they seemed largely disconnected from the
rest of the company; no one could understand what they said; and everyone else
in the company seemed to hate them. Unfortunately, this negative response to an
attempt at integration seems to be the norm throughout our modern societies.
Despite such experiences, it is vitally important that we supplement our specialized studies of policy problems with serious attempts to unite them. For such an
effort to succeed, some kind of simplification is naturally required. Certain things
have to be treated in a cursory fashion and others in more detail. But that process
(physical scientists would call it ‘coarse graining’) cannot be accomplished through
pre-defined categories. It must follow from the nature of the world system itself.
The required form of coarse graining must first be discovered.
Let us take, for example, the relationship between weather and climate: no clear
results will emerge from examining the weather at each isolated location and each
short interval of time, and if we ignore the strong interaction with other phenomena. But much can be learned from a study of weather suitably averaged over space
and time and examined in tandem with certain information about ocean currents,
the nature and quantities of atmospheric pollutants, fluctuations in solar radiation,
and so forth. That is a simple example of a non-trivial form of coarse graining.
In trying to investigate future scenarios, however, it is necessary to go beyond
averaging processes that produce relatively smooth trends. It is necessary to allow
as well for less smooth effects, stemming from situations where chance plays a
huge role or where major transitions may occur, like the interlinked transitions or
transformations that will have to take place if anything like sustainability is to be
achieved.
Sustainability is one of today’s favourite catchwords. It is rarely defined in a careful or consistent way, so perhaps I can be forgiven for attaching to it my own set of
meanings. Broadly conceived, sustainability refers to quality of human life and of
the environment that is not gained at the expense of the future. But I use the term
in a much more inclusive way than most people: sustainability is not restricted to
environmental, demographic and economic matters, but refers also to political,
military, diplomatic, social and institutional or governance issues. Ultimately, sustainability depends on ideological issues and lifestyle choices. As used here, the
term sustainability refers as much to sustainable peace, sustainable global security
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arrangements, sustainable democracy and human rights, and sustainable communities and institutions as it does to sustainable population, economic activity, and
ecological integrity. All of these are closely interlinked, and security in the narrow
sense is a critical part of the mix. In the presence of highly destructive war, it is
impossible to protect nature effectively or to keep certain human social ties from
dissolving. Conversely, if resources are abused and human population grows rapidly, or if communities lose their cohesion, conflicts are more likely to occur. If great
and conspicuous inequalities are present, people will be reluctant to restrain quantitative economic growth in favour of qualitative growth, as would be required to
achieve a measure of economic and environmental sustainability. At the same time,
great inequalities may provide the excuse for demagogues to exploit or revive ethnic or class hatreds, and to provoke deadly conflict.
In my book The Quark and the Jaguar (Gell-Mann, 1994) I suggest that we study
possible paths towards sustainability (in this very general sense) during the course
of this century, in the spirit of taking a ‘CLAW’. The idea of such studies would be
to seek out paths towards sustainability even if they may appear rather improbable.
It is, of course, important that we not take these studies of possible future developments too seriously, but rather treat them as ‘prostheses for the imagination’.
I employ a modified version of a scheme introduced by my friend James Gustave
Speth, then President of the World Resources Institute, later head of the United
Nations Development Program, and now Dean of the School of Forestry and Environmental Studies at Yale University (Speth, 2008). The scheme involves a set of
interlinked transitions that must occur if the world is to switch from present trends
to greater sustainability:
1. A demographic transition to a roughly stable human population worldwide and
in each broad region. Without this, talk of sustainability seems pointless.
2. A technological transition to methods of supplying human needs and satisfying human desires with much lower environmental impact per person at a given
level of conventional prosperity.
3. An economic transition to a situation where growth in quality gradually replaces growth in quantity, while extreme poverty, which cries out for quantitative growth, is alleviated. The economic transition must, of course, involve what
economists call ‘the internalization of externalities’. Prices will have to come
much closer to reflecting true costs, including damage to the future.
4. A social transition to a society with less inequality, which, as pointed out earlier, should make the shift from quantitative to qualitative growth more acceptable. The social transition includes a successful struggle against large-scale
corruption, which can vitiate attempts to regulate any human activity through
law.
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5. An institutional transition to more effective means of coping with conflict and
with the management of the biosphere in the presence of human economic
activity. We are now in an era of simultaneous globalization and fragmentation, in which the relevance of national governments is declining somewhat,
even though the power to take action is still concentrated largely at that level.
Most of our problems involving security – whether in the narrow or the broad
sense – have global implications and require transnational institutions for their
solution. We already have a wide variety of such institutions, formal and informal, and many of them are gradually gaining in effectiveness. However, they
need to become far more effective. Meanwhile, national and local institutions
need to become more responsive and, in many places, much less corrupt. Such
changes require the development of a strong sense of community and responsibility at many levels, within a climate of political and economic freedom.
Achieving the necessary balance between cooperation and competition and
stabilizing commitments in the long run are difficult challenges at every level.
6. An informational transition in the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge
and understanding. This will allow us to better cope at local, national, and transnational levels with technological advances, environmental and demographic
issues, social and economic problems, questions of international security, and
the strong interactions among all of them. Only if there is a higher degree of
understanding, among ordinary people as well as elite groups, of the complex
issues facing humanity is there any hope of achieving sustainability. But so far
most of the debate on the new digital society focuses on the dissemination and
storage of information, much of which is extremely useful but some of which
is false or badly organized. We need to support and better reward the difficult
work of converting that raw information into knowledge and understanding.
This point illustrates particularly well the pervasive need for a ‘Crude Look at
the Whole’.
7. An ideological transition to a world view that combines local, sectarian, national, and regional loyalties with a ‘planetary consciousness’, a sense of solidarity with all human beings and, to some extent, all other living beings. Only
by acknowledging the interdependence of all people and, indeed, of all life can
we hope to broaden our individual outlooks so that they reach out in time and
space to embrace vital long-term issues and worldwide problems in addition to
immediate concerns close to home. This transition may seem even more utopian
than some of the others. However if we are to reduce and eliminate conflict
based on destructive particularism it is essential that groups of people that have
traditionally been in conflict with one another acknowledge their common humanity. Such a progressive extension of the concept of ‘us’ has, after all, been
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a theme in human history from time immemorial. One dramatic manifestation
of this is the greatly diminished likelihood of armed conflict in Western Europe.
That achievement has been aided by the long process of creating and developing European institutions, from the Coal and Steel Community to the European
Union.
When studying these transformations, which are closely connected to the issues
debated at the Symposium, it is especially important to devote considerable effort
to integrative work. What actually happens in the world will depend not only on
studies but on the behaviour of a huge multitude of human actors all over the globe,
and in the end it is the nature of those actors that matters most. What will happen
to human nature in the long-term future? Will it be changed artificially through the
application of science and technology? Will it rather just continue to be gradually
modified by culture and, if so, how? Will devotion to one’s own country, ethnic
group, religion or class really be supplemented by a planetary consciousness that
defines ‘us’ as part of the entire human race and, to some extent, the other organisms
with which we share the biosphere? Or will human cussedness lead us into disasters
made ever worse by our advancing technology?
It is possible that disciplined yet imaginative speculation about the longer-term
future can be of some help in seizing opportunities and in avoiding some of the
worst catastrophes. But in thinking about the future let us take seriously the idea of
a ‘Crude Look at the Whole’.
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A great deal of research and teaching in the sciences and the humanities, especially
at universities, is confined to individual departments representing particular fields
of knowledge. While specialization and sub-specialization are inevitable and
necessary, they need to be supplemented by research and teaching that transcend
sometimes narrow disciplinary boundaries. Many institutions, within or outside of
universities, carry out such transdisciplinary activities (e. g., Hirsch et al., 2008).
The Santa Fe Institute, which I helped to found more than twenty years ago, and
where I now work, is a place where it is the rule rather than the exception to have
transdisciplinary problems studied by self-organized teams of people originally
trained in many different specialties. These teams recognize and exploit similarities
and connections between topics in very different fields. Similarly, the participants
of the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium may have started out as specialists in
very different fields – in the physical sciences, the life sciences, the social and behavioural sciences, or history – but they convened at the symposium to discuss a
common concern for the future.
I have often spoken in public about the need for such research and about institutional arrangements for making it happen. What I have to say here may sound
similar, but it really concerns a very different topic, one not concerned with academic disciplines in pure research and teaching, but rather with policy solutions
that will affect the future of human societies. The Potsdam Symposium was largely
concerned with policy-relevant studies, not only in relation to energy and global
climate change but more generally in relation to the future of the human race and
the biosphere of Planet Earth including all other species with which we share that
biosphere.
In considering any very complex system, we tend to break it up into more manageable parts or aspects and to study these more or less separately. For example,
when looking at the longer-term human future, we might divide the various issues
into military and diplomatic issues (some might say security and foreign affairs);
political issues, including domestic politics in each country or region; ideological
issues; environmental issues, including those related to water, air, energy and biological diversity; human health and wellness issues; family issues; demographic
issues; economic issues, including the crucial socioeconomic challenge of relieving extreme poverty; technology issues; scientific research issues; institutional or
governance issues; issues of democracy and human rights; and so forth.
Other items might be added to such a list, but the general idea is clear. In each of
these categories we have experts who have built their careers around the issues
involved. Likewise, we have NGOs, promoting, for example, environmental protection, human rights, arms control, or child health. In many cases, there are government departments or UN specialized agencies devoted to these issues.
As mentioned above, it is natural, when faced with a very complex system, to
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try to break it up into subsystems or aspects defined in advance, such as the categories just listed. The difficulty is that any attempt to understand a nonlinear system,
especially a complex one, by assembling descriptions of various parts or aspects
will work only if those parts or aspects interact weakly, so that the whole system is
decomposable. But that is not true of the world problématique. In that sense there
is truth in the old adage that the whole is more than the sum of its parts.
A look at the listed categories reveals the problem of isolated analysis. Can we
really separate environmental issues from those involving population growth? Can
we consider these issues in isolation from technological change or from economic
policy? Can we think about the attempts to alleviate extreme poverty without considering the unwise, environmentally destructive projects that are sometimes carried
out in the name of that worthy cause? Can we discuss issues of global governance
without considering politics in the various countries and regions, or without looking at the competition and conflict between differing ideologies? If military and
diplomatic policies fail and mankind is plunged into a hugely destructive war, can
our other objectives be attained? Is economic growth not threatened by the widespread prevalence of fatal or debilitating diseases? Can we omit questions about
democracy and human rights?
And what if democratic processes bring to power elements of society hostile to
human rights and to tolerance or elements that favour environmental destruction or
aggressive war? While separate consideration of the various aspects of the world
situation is necessary and desirable, it very badly needs to be complemented by
integrative thinking that not only combines studies of those aspects but also takes
into account the strong interactions among them.
We must rid ourselves of the notion that careful study of a problem based on a
narrow range of issues is the only kind of work to be taken seriously, while integrative thinking is to be relegated to cocktail party conversation. This prejudice exists
in a great many places in our society, including academia and most bureaucracies.
Some of my remarks on this subject were quoted near the beginning of Thomas
Friedman’s book The Lexus and the Olive Tree (1999). He came to a similar conclusion through his work for the New York Times. Before he became a columnist,
he was assigned to cover first one set of issues, then a different set, and then yet
another set. Each time he was reassigned he observed that the issue he was reporting
was intimately connected with issues he had covered earlier.
What we need then, is not just detailed work on separate issues, but also the
efforts of teams of brilliant thinkers, many of them specialists, devoted to considering the ‘whole ball of wax’. It can, of course, be argued that this is too big a job for
any single group of people, no matter how talented or erudite. This is true. Of course
such an ambitious aim can be accomplished only crudely, and that is why I refer to
it as taking a ‘Crude Look at the Whole’ (CLAW).
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The chief of an organization – for example, a head of government or a CEO –
has to act as if he or she is taking into account all aspects of policy, including the
interactions among them. It is not easy, however, for the chief to take a ‘CLAW’ if
everyone else in the organization is concerned only with a partial view. Even if
some people are assigned to look at the big picture, it doesn’t always work. A few
years ago the CEO of a major corporation told me that he had a strategic planning
staff to help him think about the future of the whole business, but that members of
that staff suffered from three defects: they seemed largely disconnected from the
rest of the company; no one could understand what they said; and everyone else
in the company seemed to hate them. Unfortunately, this negative response to an
attempt at integration seems to be the norm throughout our modern societies.
Despite such experiences, it is vitally important that we supplement our specialized studies of policy problems with serious attempts to unite them. For such an
effort to succeed, some kind of simplification is naturally required. Certain things
have to be treated in a cursory fashion and others in more detail. But that process
(physical scientists would call it ‘coarse graining’) cannot be accomplished through
pre-defined categories. It must follow from the nature of the world system itself.
The required form of coarse graining must first be discovered.
Let us take, for example, the relationship between weather and climate: no clear
results will emerge from examining the weather at each isolated location and each
short interval of time, and if we ignore the strong interaction with other phenomena. But much can be learned from a study of weather suitably averaged over space
and time and examined in tandem with certain information about ocean currents,
the nature and quantities of atmospheric pollutants, fluctuations in solar radiation,
and so forth. That is a simple example of a non-trivial form of coarse graining.
In trying to investigate future scenarios, however, it is necessary to go beyond
averaging processes that produce relatively smooth trends. It is necessary to allow
as well for less smooth effects, stemming from situations where chance plays a
huge role or where major transitions may occur, like the interlinked transitions or
transformations that will have to take place if anything like sustainability is to be
achieved.
Sustainability is one of today’s favourite catchwords. It is rarely defined in a careful or consistent way, so perhaps I can be forgiven for attaching to it my own set of
meanings. Broadly conceived, sustainability refers to quality of human life and of
the environment that is not gained at the expense of the future. But I use the term
in a much more inclusive way than most people: sustainability is not restricted to
environmental, demographic and economic matters, but refers also to political,
military, diplomatic, social and institutional or governance issues. Ultimately, sustainability depends on ideological issues and lifestyle choices. As used here, the
term sustainability refers as much to sustainable peace, sustainable global security
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arrangements, sustainable democracy and human rights, and sustainable communities and institutions as it does to sustainable population, economic activity, and
ecological integrity. All of these are closely interlinked, and security in the narrow
sense is a critical part of the mix. In the presence of highly destructive war, it is
impossible to protect nature effectively or to keep certain human social ties from
dissolving. Conversely, if resources are abused and human population grows rapidly, or if communities lose their cohesion, conflicts are more likely to occur. If great
and conspicuous inequalities are present, people will be reluctant to restrain quantitative economic growth in favour of qualitative growth, as would be required to
achieve a measure of economic and environmental sustainability. At the same time,
great inequalities may provide the excuse for demagogues to exploit or revive ethnic or class hatreds, and to provoke deadly conflict.
In my book The Quark and the Jaguar (Gell-Mann, 1994) I suggest that we study
possible paths towards sustainability (in this very general sense) during the course
of this century, in the spirit of taking a ‘CLAW’. The idea of such studies would be
to seek out paths towards sustainability even if they may appear rather improbable.
It is, of course, important that we not take these studies of possible future developments too seriously, but rather treat them as ‘prostheses for the imagination’.
I employ a modified version of a scheme introduced by my friend James Gustave
Speth, then President of the World Resources Institute, later head of the United
Nations Development Program, and now Dean of the School of Forestry and Environmental Studies at Yale University (Speth, 2008). The scheme involves a set of
interlinked transitions that must occur if the world is to switch from present trends
to greater sustainability:
1. A demographic transition to a roughly stable human population worldwide and
in each broad region. Without this, talk of sustainability seems pointless.
2. A technological transition to methods of supplying human needs and satisfying human desires with much lower environmental impact per person at a given
level of conventional prosperity.
3. An economic transition to a situation where growth in quality gradually replaces growth in quantity, while extreme poverty, which cries out for quantitative growth, is alleviated. The economic transition must, of course, involve what
economists call ‘the internalization of externalities’. Prices will have to come
much closer to reflecting true costs, including damage to the future.
4. A social transition to a society with less inequality, which, as pointed out earlier, should make the shift from quantitative to qualitative growth more acceptable. The social transition includes a successful struggle against large-scale
corruption, which can vitiate attempts to regulate any human activity through
law.
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5. An institutional transition to more effective means of coping with conflict and
with the management of the biosphere in the presence of human economic
activity. We are now in an era of simultaneous globalization and fragmentation, in which the relevance of national governments is declining somewhat,
even though the power to take action is still concentrated largely at that level.
Most of our problems involving security – whether in the narrow or the broad
sense – have global implications and require transnational institutions for their
solution. We already have a wide variety of such institutions, formal and informal, and many of them are gradually gaining in effectiveness. However, they
need to become far more effective. Meanwhile, national and local institutions
need to become more responsive and, in many places, much less corrupt. Such
changes require the development of a strong sense of community and responsibility at many levels, within a climate of political and economic freedom.
Achieving the necessary balance between cooperation and competition and
stabilizing commitments in the long run are difficult challenges at every level.
6. An informational transition in the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge
and understanding. This will allow us to better cope at local, national, and transnational levels with technological advances, environmental and demographic
issues, social and economic problems, questions of international security, and
the strong interactions among all of them. Only if there is a higher degree of
understanding, among ordinary people as well as elite groups, of the complex
issues facing humanity is there any hope of achieving sustainability. But so far
most of the debate on the new digital society focuses on the dissemination and
storage of information, much of which is extremely useful but some of which
is false or badly organized. We need to support and better reward the difficult
work of converting that raw information into knowledge and understanding.
This point illustrates particularly well the pervasive need for a ‘Crude Look at
the Whole’.
7. An ideological transition to a world view that combines local, sectarian, national, and regional loyalties with a ‘planetary consciousness’, a sense of solidarity with all human beings and, to some extent, all other living beings. Only
by acknowledging the interdependence of all people and, indeed, of all life can
we hope to broaden our individual outlooks so that they reach out in time and
space to embrace vital long-term issues and worldwide problems in addition to
immediate concerns close to home. This transition may seem even more utopian
than some of the others. However if we are to reduce and eliminate conflict
based on destructive particularism it is essential that groups of people that have
traditionally been in conflict with one another acknowledge their common humanity. Such a progressive extension of the concept of ‘us’ has, after all, been
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a theme in human history from time immemorial. One dramatic manifestation
of this is the greatly diminished likelihood of armed conflict in Western Europe.
That achievement has been aided by the long process of creating and developing European institutions, from the Coal and Steel Community to the European
Union.
When studying these transformations, which are closely connected to the issues
debated at the Symposium, it is especially important to devote considerable effort
to integrative work. What actually happens in the world will depend not only on
studies but on the behaviour of a huge multitude of human actors all over the globe,
and in the end it is the nature of those actors that matters most. What will happen
to human nature in the long-term future? Will it be changed artificially through the
application of science and technology? Will it rather just continue to be gradually
modified by culture and, if so, how? Will devotion to one’s own country, ethnic
group, religion or class really be supplemented by a planetary consciousness that
defines ‘us’ as part of the entire human race and, to some extent, the other organisms
with which we share the biosphere? Or will human cussedness lead us into disasters
made ever worse by our advancing technology?
It is possible that disciplined yet imaginative speculation about the longer-term
future can be of some help in seizing opportunities and in avoiding some of the
worst catastrophes. But in thinking about the future let us take seriously the idea of
a ‘Crude Look at the Whole’.
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Chapter 2

Integrated sustainability and the underlying
threat of urbanization

Geoffrey B. West

Geoffrey B. West, born in England in 1940, received his BA from Cambridge University in mathematics and physics in 1961, and his doctorate from Stanford University in 1966. He later joined the Stanford faculty in 1970. His primary interests
have been in elementary particles, their interactions and cosmological implications.
He was the founder of the high-energy physics group at Los Alamos National Laboratory. In 2003 West joined the Santa Fe Institute as a distinguished professor and
was named its president in 2005. His interest in universal scaling laws led him to
develop quantitative models of organisms based on universal principles. Recently
he extended these ideas to studying quantitatively the structure and dynamics of
cities and corporations, including the relationships between efficiency, growth, innovation and sustainability. He has received numerous awards and was included in
Time Magazine’s 2006 list of the 100 most influential people in the world.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 1.
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In this essay I want to emphasize two major themes that have not received the attention I believe they deserve if we are to seriously tackle the question of long-term
global sustainability in its broadest sense. In so doing I take for granted that it is
important and fundamental to formulate the questions, problems and solutions relating to sustainability within a scientific paradigm. Such a paradigm can provide
a credible platform for the socio-political leadership inevitably needed to effect
change. An underlying motif will be a rallying call to recognize the importance
of breaking down the boundaries between traditional academic disciplines. This
includes the equally pressing question, not addressed here, of the inter-relationship
between science, culture and politics – the ‘three cultures problem’.1 In this respect
some of what I have to say builds on remarks made by my colleague Murray GellMann, who emphasized transdisciplinarity, and encouraged the development of
coarse-grained descriptions of complex systems. The two major themes I will address here are:
1. The need for a broad, integrated scientific framework that encompasses a
quantitative, predictive, mechanistic theory for understanding the relationship
between human engineered systems, both social and physical, and the ‘natural’
environment. Somewhat whimsically, I shall refer to this conceptual framework as the grand unified theory of sustainability.
2. As a corollary to this, the recognition that cities and the ever-expanding urbanization of the planet have played a seminal underlying role in bringing us to this
critical point in the planet’s history. Intimately related to this are questions of
the dynamics of innovation, cycles of boom and bust, the seemingly inevitable
increase in the pace of life, and the spectre of a planet of slums, pollution, disease, and conflict.
In recent years increasing worldwide attention has been paid to a multitude of
threatening phenomena, such as global climate change and the incipient crises in
food, energy and water availability. The recognition of an impending crisis has led
to burgeoning national and international concern about questions of global sustainability, and has stimulated a proliferation of programmes focused on many of these
issues. These have been promoted not only by leading governmental and international organizations but also by corporate and other non-governmental institutions.
However, most of these programmes and almost all existing approaches to the
challenge of global sustainability have focused on relatively specific issues, such
1
This is a take on the title of the lectures given by C. P. Snow in 1959 highlighting the divide between the sciences
and the humanities (Snow, 1993). Interestingly, Snow himself embraced all three cultures; he was a scientist, a
well-known author, and very much involved in politics and high-level governmental decisions in an advisory
capacity.
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as the environmental consequences of future energy sources, the economic consequences of climate change, and the social impact of future energy and environmental choices. While such focused studies are of obvious importance and, indeed, are
where most of our research efforts should be directed, they are not sufficient. No
overarching, integrated conceptual framework has yet been developed that can
provide a long-term big picture uniting the many highly inter-related themes underlying sustainability. Existing approaches have, to a large degree, failed to come
to grips with the essence of the long-term sustainability challenge; namely, the pervasive interconnectedness and interdependency of energy, resources, environmental, ecological, economic, social, and political systems. Early attempts along these
lines include the well-known Club of Rome report in 1972 (Meadows et al., 1972)
and, more recently, the Stern report to the UK government in 2007 (Stern, 2007).
However, there has not yet been any attempt to develop an explicit, overarching,
systematic, conceptual scientific framework. Without such an integrated ‘bigger
picture’, we risk repeating the classic mistake of developing short-term, highlyfocused ‘solutions’ tailored to a narrow sector of the totality, ignoring the tight relationships between issues, and their dependence on a myriad of other problems. This
approach inevitably leads to long-term and potentially disastrous consequences. A
well-known, small-scale example currently under discussion is the advocacy of
biofuels. This has generally ignored the potential consequences of vastly increased
biomass production for water demand, biodiversity, or the increased cost and reduced availability of food for human consumption, and its effects on markets (see,
for example, Inderwildi and King (2009); Creutzig and Kammen, this volume). For
a comprehensive approach to sustainability, we need to overcome such ‘stovepiping’ and provide an integrated holistic framework that addresses the pervasive
interdependencies and interconnectedness of different systems.
A grand unified theory of sustainability?
It is becoming increasingly clear that one of the most profound challenges facing
science and society today is the need for an integrated conceptual framework for
understanding sustainability in its broadest sense. Such a framework is essential if
we are to gain a comprehensive understanding of the multitude of strongly interacting factors that fall under the umbrella of sustainability, and which are typically
treated as effectively independent. These include the following: (a) energy, food and
resource production and consumption; (b) ecology, the environment, and climate
change; (c) human population, health, and well-being; (d) the global economy,
including the nature of risk and the dynamics of financial markets; and (e) the social, cultural, and political institutions and organizational structures upon which
the preceding depend. Such a comprehensive understanding of the interacting and
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interdependent systems is critical if humankind is to make informed choices between
the many competing ‘solutions’ to the energy, environment, economic, and social
problems that constitute the sustainability challenge.
A priori, it is not at all clear whether such a lofty goal is indeed achievable. The
extent of the problem is daunting and, until recently, very little attention had been
given to thinking in these terms. Only now are tools and techniques being developed to address such questions, and it is far from apparent that anything like a
serious quantifiable unified theory of sustainability is at all possible. Nevertheless, I
would like to take a provocative position and suggest that such an exercise is worthwhile even if it fails, since it may, in any case, stimulate potentially new systemic
ways of thinking, or even lead to an alternative, complementary paradigm. Perhaps
most importantly, it may, at the very least, stimulate new questions, new areas of
investigation or innovative ways of thinking that would otherwise not be quite so
apparent when viewed only from a more restricted, highly focused perspective.
The concept of complex adaptive systems provides a potential framework for
developing such an integrated, systemic, conceptual approach 2. The ideas inherent
in ‘complexity science’ have been developing slowly over the past 20 years and
are now generally viewed as an exciting new paradigm for addressing the kinds
of problems posed by the challenge of sustainability. Furthermore, the culture of
complexity science has stimulated the emergence of a serious transdisciplinary
approach, which is clearly required to address many of the key issues. The exploration of complex systems stemmed to a large degree from the realization that many
mysteries of nature involve nonlinear behaviour. In these systems multiple feedback mechanisms play a major role, and the whole is substantially greater than,
and often significantly different from, the sum of its parts. Many systems are composed of myriad relatively simple individual components. Yet, once aggregated
they take on collective characteristics that are not manifested in, nor could be easily predicted based on, the components themselves. Such ‘emergent phenomena’
are typical of all social systems and characterize the kinds of interactions and problems associated with economies, markets, urban communities, the environment,
the weather, the health system, and other complex systems. The study of complex
systems has taught us to be wary of naively deconstructing the system into independently acting component parts, and that a small perturbation in one part of the
system may have major unforeseen consequences elsewhere. This familiar phenomenon was spectacularly manifested last year by the meltdown of financial markets
across the globe, apparently stimulated by misconceived dynamics in the relatively
localized US mortgage industry, with potentially devastating social and commercial consequences worldwide.
2

A good modern overview is provided by Mitchell (2008). See also Waldrop (1993).
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The developing science of complexity embraces an integrated systemic approach
that brings together a broad spectrum of powerful techniques and concepts. These
include agent-based modelling, cellular automata, network theory, multi-scale thinking (both temporal and spatial), field theory, statistical physics, scaling theory, and
the renormalization group. Furthermore, it addresses transdisciplinary questions
and concepts that are central to any discussion of sustainability. These include
adaptability, evolvability, robustness, resilience, regulation, and conflict. In addition, an important lesson learned in investigating many complex phenomena is that,
while it is not typically possible to predict detailed aspects of the system, it is
sometimes possible to derive a ‘coarse-grained’ description that allows for quantitative predictions of the generic, salient features of the system. The development
of such a quantitatively predictive, coarse-grained theoretical framework encompassing the challenges of risk, financial markets, climate, the environment, health,
pollution, urbanization, etc. would be a major accomplishment. It would allow not
only an assessment of long-term questions of sustainability but would also provide
the basis for cost-benefit analyses of alternative scenarios involving all of these
highly-coupled phenomena.
As funding agencies and universities worldwide are beginning to recognize,
complexity science coupled with a transdisciplinary approach will play an increasingly important role in the academic landscape of the twenty-first century. To quote
Stephen Hawking 3: ‘Q: Some say that while the twentieth century was the century
of physics, we are now entering the century of biology. What do you think of this?
A: I think the next century will be the century of complexity.’ What has yet to be
appreciated, however, is that bringing such a perspective to the challenge of global
sustainability and the long-term survival of our planet will be critical because it
inherently recognizes the kinds of interconnectedness and interdependencies so
frequently ignored in current discourse.
As an example, we need to develop a natural framework for understanding the
fundamental and critical problem of how human social dynamics (manifested by
the dominance of urban living – the source of and solution to most of our problems)
drives the changing environment (usually in a negative way), as well as the reverse
interaction of how the changing environment influences engineered and evolving
human systems. A major challenge of the twenty-first century is the fundamental
question as to whether human-engineered social systems, from economies to cities, which have only evolved over the past 5000 years, can coexist with the ‘natural’ biological world, which evolved over billions of years. We will only have a
sustainable planet that can support over 10 billion people living in ‘harmony’ with
Stephen Hawking quoted in an interview on January 23, 2000 in the San Jose Mercury News; see http://www.
mercurycenter.com/resources/search.
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the biosphere from which we evolved if we understand the principles and underlying dynamics of this social-environmental coupling.
The increasing worldwide attention paid to issues of sustainability is both gratifying and frightening; gratifying because it is one of the most critical issues facing
humankind, and frightening because we risk the possibility of squandering huge
financial investments and enormous social capital if we continue to pursue limited
and single-system approaches to sustainability without developing a unifying framework. Now is the time to recognize that a broad, multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional initiative, guided by a broader, more integrated and unified perspective, is
likely to play an important role in yielding sound scientific conclusions. A strong
case can be made that now is the time to initiate a dedicated Manhattan-style project
or Apollo-style programme for global sustainability in the integrated, systemic sense
described here.
The central role of cities and urbanization:
can we avoid a planet of slums?
In this last section I would like to present an example of how the broad perspective
implicit in ‘complexity science’ can be usefully applied to a key issue in global sustainability, namely urbanization and the role of cities. This will be a highly condensed overview of a large body of work, some of which is well established but
parts of which are perhaps a little more speculative. Though justice cannot be done
in just a few paragraphs, this illustrates a way of thinking inspired by ideas falling
under the rubric of complexity.
The future of humanity and the long-term sustainability of the planet are inextricably linked to the fate of our cities. It is estimated that in 2005 an historic
threshold was crossed with more than half of the world’s population now living in
urban centres (UN, 2005). This is in marked contrast to the situation that pertained
for almost the entire time-span of human existence over the last several thousand
years, when almost all human beings resided in non-urban environments. For example, even as recently as the birth of the United States at the end of the eighteenth
century, only a small percentage of Americans were urban dwellers, whereas today
more than 80 % live in cities. By 2050, this will very likely be true for the entire
planet. The extraordinary growth of cities is often associated with the rapid rise of
standards of living, prosperity and quality of life. Indeed, the more urbanized countries are, on average, richer. Moreover, the world’s two most populous countries –
China and India – are undergoing unprecedented experiments in rapid urbanization,
with unforeseeable consequences for their future resource consumption, their impact on the natural environment, and social stability.
Cities have traditionally been, and continue to be, the sources of creativity,
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innovation and wealth production. They are hubs of social activity, the magnets
that attract creative individuals, vacuum cleaners that suck up innovation, and
stimulants for ideas, growth and wealth production. Analyses of data confirm this
(Bettencourt et al., 2007); regardless of which indicator one looks at, the larger the
city the more innovative ‘social capital’ is produced. For example, if a city doubles
in size, then, on average, wages, wealth, the number of patents and number of educational and research institutions all increase by approximately 15 % on a per-capita
basis. We refer to this systematic phenomenon as ‘superlinear scaling’; the larger
the city, the more the average individual resident owns, produces and consumes,
whether it be goods, resources or ideas. As urban creatures we all participate in the
multiple networks of intense human interaction manifested in the metropolitan
buzz of productivity, speed, and ingenuity. This is the good news about cities and
why they have been so attractive and seductive.
Now to the bad news: similar analyses of data representing the negative side of
urban life manifest an analogous ‘superlinear’ behaviour. By approximately the
same degree as for the positive indicators, negative indicators of human social
behaviour also systematically increase with city size: doubling the size of a city not
only increases wages, wealth and innovation by approximately 15 % but also increases the amount of crime, pollution and disease to the same degree (on a percapita basis). Apparently, the good, the bad and the ugly seem to come hand in glove
as an integrated, almost predictable, package. A person may move to a bigger city
drawn by more innovation, a greater sense of ‘action’ and better wages, but they can
also expect to confront an equivalent increase in garbage, theft, stomach flu, and
AIDS.
Until the middle of the last century, this dual nature of cities as the origin of
wealth and ideas and, at the same time, the source of pollution and disease was not
perceived as a serious threat because cities were still sub-dominant in terms of population. As cities began to dominate, their entropy production inevitably led to degradation of the environment, non-linear consequences for the climate, severe stresses
on resources and energy, and the beginnings of the multiple problems we face under
the banner of sustainability as we enter the twenty-first century. Cities have emerged
as the source of the biggest challenges the planet has faced since humans became
social, yet cities are also the source of the solution since they are the reservoir of
creativity and ideas.
This remarkable and seemingly inextricable link between the benefits and costs
of community structure very likely has its origins in the ‘universal’ dynamic of the
network structure and group clustering of human interactions; when humans began
serious interpersonal interactions about 10 000 years ago, forming sizeable communities, discovering economies of scale and the fruits of wealth creation, they
brought a fundamentally new dynamic to the planet, a dynamic that went beyond
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biology. The resource and energy networks that have evolved in the ‘natural world’
to sustain biological organisms and ecosystems are primarily dominated by economies of scale (‘sublinear scaling’) – roughly speaking, the larger the organism, the
less energy is required per second to support each one of its cells (West et al., 1997;
West and Brown, 2005). The dynamics of such networks constrain the pace of biological life to decrease systematically with increasing size. For example, large
mammals live longer, take longer to mature, have slower heart rates, and cells that
work less hard than those of small mammals, all to the same degree; (doubling the
mass of a mammal increases time-scales, such as its lifespan and time to maturity,
by about 20 % on average and, concomitantly, decreases all rates, such as its heartrate, by the same amount). Small creatures live life in the fast lane while large ones
move ponderously, though more efficiently, through life (think of a mouse versus
an elephant!). The social networks that underlie the ‘superlinear scaling’ of wealth
creation, innovation, crime and pollution behave in exactly the opposite fashion to
these biological networks; the larger the organization, the faster the pace of life
(Bettencourt et al., 2007). In large cities, disease spreads more quickly, business is
transacted more rapidly and people walk faster, all approximately to the same degree and in approximately the same systematic, predictable fashion (as a rule by
approximately 15 %).
In biology a further consequence of economies of scale and of sublinear scaling
is that organisms like mammals eventually stop growing, reaching some approximately fixed size at maturity (West et al., 2001). Over time-scales that are very
long compared to human social time-scales, biological systems are relatively stable and sustainable, with major changes taking place over many thousands to many
millions of years. On the other hand, in social organizations where growth is driven
by the superlinear scaling associated with wealth creation and social innovation,
growth is unbounded, never reaching an ‘asymptotic’ stable state, and proceeding
at a rate that is faster than exponential (Bettencourt et al., 2007). To sustain such
growth in light of resource limitation requires continuous cycles of paradigm-shifting innovations such as those associated in human history with the discovery of
iron, steam, coal, computation, and, most recently, digital information technology.
Indeed, the litany of such discoveries is testament to the extraordinary ingenuity of
the human social mind in overcoming the looming threat of running out of the perceived essential resource. However, there is a serious catch: theory dictates that, to
sustain continuous growth – one of the primary assumptions upon which modern
societies have evolved – such discoveries must occur at an increasingly accelerated pace; the time between successive innovations must inevitably get shorter and
shorter. So, if we insist on continuous growth driven by wealth creation, not only
does the pace of life inevitably quicken, but we must innovate at a faster and faster
rate!
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Until recently the period of time between major innovations far exceeded the
productive life span of a human being. Beginning towards the end of the twentieth
century this was no longer true; a typical human now lives significantly longer
than the period between major innovations. The period between the most recent
major shift from the ‘Computer Age’ to the ‘Information and Digital Age’ was only
about 20 years, which is to be compared with the order of thousands of years between the Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages. Furthermore, the time differential to the
next significant innovation is destined to be even shorter. This is surely not sustainable, and, if nothing changes, we are heading for a major crash and a potential collapse of the entire socio-economic fabric. The challenges are clear: Can we return
to an analogue of the ‘biological’ phase whence we evolved and be satisfied with
‘sublinear scaling’ and its attendant natural limiting, or no-growth, asymptotically
stable configuration? Is this even possible? Can we have the kind of vibrant, innovative, creative society driven by ideas and wealth creation as manifested by the best
of our world’s cities and social organizations, or are we destined to a planet of urban slums and the ultimate spectre of devastation raised by Cormac McCarthy’s
novel The Road (McCarthy, 2007)?
Given the special, unique role of cities as the originators of many of our present
problems and their continuing role as the super-exponential driver towards potential disaster, understanding their dynamics, growth and evolution in a scientifically
predictable, quantitative framework is crucial to achieving long-term sustainability on the planet. Perhaps of even greater importance for the immediate future is to
develop such a theory within the context of a ‘grand unified theory of sustainability’
by bringing together the multiple studies, simulations, databases, models, theories
and speculations concerning global warming, the environment, financial markets,
risk, economies, health care, social conflict and the myriad other characteristics of
man as a social being interacting with his environment.
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Global change in the twenty-first century
The collective outcome of global humanity in action is, in our time, worldwide
environmental degradation of a magnitude not seen before. Climate change and
land-use-driven planetary deforestation are the two tips of a dangerous iceberg that
signals a deep crisis in the relationship of humans to their material environment
(see Fig. 1). These changes herald a transformation of Planet Earth that is on par
with a number of major fluctuations, interruptions and transitions in the Earth’s
history. The root cause is the explosive growth of human material turnover and
population (see Kohn, this volume) in the last several decades.
The question that largely remains open at this point is whether the Earth’s transition to a new state of operation will be largely suffered by humankind (and with it
a great many other species that share the planet), as a consequence of humanity’s
myopic focus on short-term advantages. Or whether, instead, humanity will be
able to collectively influence the ongoing transition, at least to some extent, or
even divert it in ways that would allow human societies and the greater environment to continue through the transition phase with considerable, but still manageable losses (see Fig. 2). In other words, the question is whether human societies
will be able to develop the collective cognitive power to re-order their affairs in a
manner that reflects an understanding of the interconnected workings of the planetary system, and whether they can come to a common understanding of major
desired and undesired developments and the associated required revisions in the
functioning of today’s societies.
Should this challenge one day be successfully met, it would impressively testify
to an ability of human cultures to produce, explain and justify collective responsibilities that reach beyond the present; a mental and cultural ability that, one could
argue, is in many ways at the root of the differentiation of humans from other higher
life forms. If the challenge is not met, however, the ongoing evolutionary experiment of rational intelligence may have reached its planetary limits.
The global anthropogenic transformation that has been set in train will have
fundamental consequences not only for the state of the atmosphere, oceans and
land surfaces, but equally for human societies (Costanza et al., 2007). There is no
particular reason to believe that social structures are more resilient to change under
systemic forcing than the environment. They will be equally, if not more, affected.
Tipping points that may cause state changes in characteristic parameters or spatial
patterns are known to exist in the Earth’s climate system and in the biosphere interacting with it (Lenton et al., 2008). Similarly, tipping points can be expected to
exist in the even more complex networked systems of societies. Currently, however, little is known about them.
A number of recent crises within the cultural, social and economic systems of
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the world’s societies have revealed intrinsic features of the self-organisation of these
societies. In contrast, the influence of societies on the environment is still largely
perceived as being external, and similarly the feedbacks of the ensuing changes on
societies remain largely outside their self-reflection processes. The causal perception loop between societal and environmental dynamics is not closed in many important topical areas. However, thanks to recent efforts, the case of climate change
is increasingly becoming a notable exception. The tipping points and disruptions
that lurk in this loop are at the centre of the problems facing humanity in the twentyfirst century.
Three prototypical solution pathways seem to be available and are supported by
three strands of discourse: the technocentric, the value-oriented and the rationalistic-scientific strands.
Technological pathways
There is a widespread belief, or rather a hope, that technological progress will
outpace growth in such a way as to make possible a breakthrough to clean, green,
environmentally friendly technology without interrupting economic and material
growth. This is the paradigm favoured in many current discussions about global
change and the prospects of sustainable development. The ultimately technological
causes of the great environmental problems currently at hand will, according to
this school of thought, also lead in the medium term to means of surmounting
them, if only technological developments are wisely steered in the right direction.
According to this view, the currently observed biodiversity losses, climate change
and environmental pollution are merely a dirty bottleneck through which human
civilisation and with it the planet has to pass before a sustainable high-tech future
unfolds. This argument is widespread: the most important debates on recycling,
dematerialization, efficiency increases and semi-closed material loops all make use
of it. Without this type of thinking, the world would already be in a much worse
state. But in all of these scenarios, primary energy use is set to triple by the end of
the century. How credible is it that the projected increase in available energy will
lead to a decrease in the volume of materials used?
The fundamental problem is that there is little historical evidence that technological progress in material use and waste per produced unit has, on a large scale,
been effective in reducing the overall material throughput of societies. Despite very
substantial advances across the board in efficiency and in the material and energetic
intensities of industrial processes, economic growth has up to now mostly outstripped
these gains. Both the net harvest of materials from the environment as well as net
waste flows into the environment have increased with time, often dramatically,
when viewed across large regions and many sectors. Achieving a transition to a
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lower level of socioeconomic metabolic turnover of materials would in fact be a
first in human history; from hunter-gatherers to agricultural cultures to industrialized societies there has been a steady increase in the material throughput required
to maintain, grow and reproduce human societies (Haberl and Fischer-Kowalski,
2007). History does not support the expectation that future technologies will, in their
sum, be considerably more efficient and crucially less damaging to the environment
in their production and implementation while economic growth continues. Such an
expectation entails the crucial assumption that the future will somehow be qualitatively different from the past in this respect. This is almost completely speculative.
So while next-generation technology certainly will be an indispensable, immensely
important factor in achieving a more sustainable future, unless the problem of growth
is tackled it is very possible that a purely technological solution will, despite all
progress, fall short. Since so much of the current world is based on growth, with the
rich nations struggling to cope even with reduced growth, the rapidly industrializing
nations greatly concerned about the robustness of their growth, and poor nations
very justifiably aspiring to grow out of their poverty, this is a worrisome prospect.
The world of values
A second approach to the transition problem is embodied in the wide-ranging discourses on values, justice, and generic rights of the natural world. In this approach
the solution is not sought primarily in technology but in the cultural power of
humans: to frame their lives through cultural identity constructions and societal
orders, built upon political and ethical systems, religious understandings and spiritual relationships to the world. At the core of this approach are central questions
concerning who we are as humans, who we should and can be, and what our place
in this world is.
From these questions follow directions for societies. While many such systems
have placed humans in a controlling, possessing position in the world, providing
the ethical, religious, spiritual, tribal or national underpinning of environmental
appropriations, many of the same and a number of alternative cultural systems, not
only in indigenous cultures, emphasize respect for life in general, for the world and
its inherited orders, for other humans and for the self as the best path towards a rich
existence. In this view, the limits to growth are given where it impinges on the
inherent rights of others, whether in this or a future generation, whether geographically close or afar, and whether in the human domain or in the wider domains of
life. They are given where growth compromises the particular quality of the existence of the other. This world view appeals for a revision or even revolution of
lifestyles, values and priorities driven by alternate cultural self-constructions. Justice
is a core element of this debate.
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There are two problems with such a value-oriented approach to achieving the
reordering of human material relations to the world required for a sustainability
transition. For one, history shows that for the mainstream of human cultures, appeals to become more responsible and to champion the good have too often lacked
the power to overcome the material orders of societies, which people have often
been reluctant to compromise. Humans seem disposed to put material wealth before
mental well-being, though often the two are connected; a materially poor life is a
happy one only with great difficulty, and often only in artificial monastic settings.
Also, the strongly structured social orders characteristic of humans and most primates produce a close relationship between power and material control, making
material production an element of deeply engrained social relations, and thus a difficult factor to overcome.
A second problem with this approach is that transforming value systems and
thereby, to some extent, engineering a transition of cultural identities to a state that
is compatible with sustainability is likely to conflict with the most fundamental of
modern human values, that of individual freedom. Proactive cultural construction
has too often been a tool of dictatorships and tyranny, with devastating consequences, for people not to be wary of consciously engineered value systems. Cultural construction is an ongoing human experiment that does not seem to be bound
by a peaceful human inclination, once more for reasons probably rooted in the
problematic but deeply constituting legacy of humans’ primate past.
However, if a controlled transition in the interlinked social-environmental world
system is to be achieved, transitional progress has to be made not just in the environmental domain, where the impacts have to be lessened, but also in the social
domain, where the problems have their origin. The power of cultural re-invention
should not be underestimated in this context. It is precisely what allowed humans
to flourish in all corners of the world. When in the brains of early homo sapiens
environmental and technological knowledge began to mix with their old and profound social intelligence, the foundations were laid for the experiment of nature
unfolding in modern humans. Culture is elementary to our condition. Therefore, to
ignore the powers of the cultural dimension in seeking solutions would amount to
negating the core factor that has made modern humans what we are.
Perhaps for this reason, particularly in the American discourse, the solution for
sustainability seems often to be sought in a combination of green technological
breakthroughs and value changes (Raskin et al., 2002). Unfortunately, as shown,
technology probably will not be sufficient and value changes in a free world not
a priority over material accumulation. This leaves this vision, despite the central
position of culture for the human species, uncomfortably adrift of the workings of
the real world.
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Pathways through rationality
The third proposed avenue for engineering the collective sustainability transition
rapidly is to rely once again on the hope that the rational side of the human intellect
will in the end overcome the intricate webs of human societal and technological
identity constructions. Admittedly, it is a hope that may be as questionable as that
concerning values. The progress of rational thought since the Enlightenment has
undoubtedly produced great improvements in the human condition, proving its
power to transform, but it has also degraded the world by removing richness in
cultural meaning and by tending to produce universalistic, dominating economic
and technological structures. This has been called the totalitarian aspect of the dialectics of the Enlightenment (Horkheimer and Adorno, 1947). The hope is that, in
the end, the intellect rooted in the human mind will understand the lock-in, transcend it, and, driven by the will to be something particular in the world, open up
new avenues. We can question whether revolutions and cataclysmic crises are necessary to stimulate such breakthroughs. But certainly there is a deep conviction,
particularly in European thought, that rational solutions to problems can be found,
and implemented, even if the ultimate objectives of such rational action remain
rooted in culturally formed self-understanding.
It is here that science enters the debate. Certainly humankind requires an analytical, diagnostic and prognostic science of the Earth system before the problems
it faces can be adequately viewed and understood. Climate change is not a problem
that can be described purely as socially constructed in the way some other aspects
of human reality can; if emissions continue, climate change will occur irrespective
of the prevalent social discourse. Planetary realities are impinging on the symbolic
and discursive systems of humans in challenging new ways. It is only very recently
that humans have even begun to see and appreciate the Earth as a physical, chemical and biological system. Concerning scientific insights into the world, it is worth
remembering that a mere 200 years ago the meaning of prehistoric finds such as
dinosaur bones or hand axes was unknown. Nobody knew how old the Earth was,
that there were ice ages, where the sun obtains its energy from, or, how chemistry
works. There was no knowledge of genes or epigenetics, no theory of evolution,
and little to be called historical science.
It is only on the basis of this newly created scientific image of the Earth, rather
than the earlier cosmological, religious, cultural images of the Earth, that a warning can now be sounded, perhaps just in time, about the consequences of human
action on the planet; only computer models built with the knowledge of Earth system science are now able to project climate change and land-use scenarios and the
resulting impacts on the world’s ecosystems in a way that will affect political action.
It is the system of rational analysis that has contributed this crucial element to
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human reflection. Despite the large remaining uncertainties and gaps in knowledge,
what has become known is significant enough to have triggered the current global
debates on climate change, land use and sustainability.
The question now is whether the expectation that rational insights have the power
to influence and ultimately transcend cultural and economic practices is warranted.
That is, whether the powers of the collective human brain will allow a narrow
escape from the predicament by steering the tools of culture, economy and social
relations in directions that sustainably support a future free of unmanageable tipping point transitions in either the environment or in societies. Is this a realistic
prospect? Realities around the world are more strongly shaped by cultural and economic forces than by rational analysis. The deeper challenge, therefore, is how to
integrate the findings of the sciences into the sometimes fast-changing, sometimes
sluggish societal self-constructions that dominate human processes. If this is not
successful, rational analysis will remain a marginal activity in the government of
human affairs, its power of insight and foresight wasted.
Looking at the Earth as a system
Murray Gell-Mann argues that a way forward might best become apparent if we
take a ‘crude look at the whole’ as our starting point (Gell-Mann, this volume). This
formulation encapsulates his analysis that relevant Earth system processes are firmly
interconnected and that the ‘whole’ includes identifiable macroscopic properties,
including transitional behaviour. His proposal is based in science, the rationalistic
vein of analysis, but goes far beyond it by building on the realization that, in the
end, it is the human mind that has to come to conclusions and has to find ways to
bridge the gaps between the realities of social structures, cultures and sciences, and
bring it all together in a mentally adequate manner. It is for this reason that the
disciplinary segregation inherited from the history of science is not suited to the
problem of climate change. A more comprehensive approach to applying the intellect
to the problems of the world – a crude look at the whole – is needed.
Alexander von Humboldt championed a similar approach, depicting the complexities of world landscapes that he encountered by describing their natural history,
geology, ecology and human colonization in narratives composed of well-selected
details, arranged to provide insight into the larger whole (von Humboldt, 1807).
They were meticulously accurate and highly selective in their depiction, and formed
a whole of consciously aesthetic quality, as a means of facilitating the incorporation of scientific knowledge into the human mind.
James Lovelock (2003) has argued in a closely related vein against reductionism
in Earth system science. He writes that reductionist disciplinary approaches, despite
their indisputable successes, are fundamentally unsuited to explaining the major
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systemic interconnections that form the whole of the planet; and hence make it
more difficult, if not impossible, to understand the change underway in that whole.
By drawing analogies between the planetary and the human body Lovelock observes that just as the human phenomenon cannot be understood from the mere
sum of its biochemical states, so the Earth as a whole cannot be understood from a
merely reductionist summation of its physical and chemical states. He then describes
the Earth as a self-regulating system in which humans are in danger of marginalizing
themselves through their own actions.
Hans Joachim Schellnhuber (1999) has described the emergence of the modern
scientific enterprise as a series of revolutions that have signalled the advent of
systemic reflection in the life of the planet; the original Copernican revolution,
looking out into the heavenly world, has been followed by a recent ‘second Copernican revolution’, looking inward into the workings of the planet. In both cases,
optical instruments led the way, producing essential images that helped establish a
coherent new science. The insights gained were not initially of immediate relevance to daily lives, but subsequently shifted perceptions of human identity in a
most profound manner while also opening up new methodological avenues. Building on new knowledge, and using the tools of scientific Earth system analysis,
humankind is now in the process of forming a disembodied, networked collective
Global Subject that is attempting to order its affairs in the world while struggling
with the intimidating complexity of the task.
Earth system analysis
So how, then, can a crude look at the planetary whole be achieved? Based on
Schellnhuber’s analysis, three elements support an adequately reflective consciousness. First, a highly developed, comprehensive science of Earth system analysis is
required, using medium-complexity computer simulation as an important synthetic
tool for projecting the joint dynamics of geosphere, biosphere and anthroposphere
into the past and into the future. Second, a comprehensive, global-scale Earth observation system is needed to provide the essential empirical links between the past
or present states of the planet (including the many local realities in its regions), and
theoretically constructed macroscopic images of these states. And third, a globally
networked, multi-hubbed system of communication, negotiation and goal-setting
is required to enable distributed, multifaceted communication, understanding and
then management of a considerable number of processes relevant to the basic functioning of the Earth system. Together, these elements will constitute the distributed,
collective, networked global consciousness that may steer planetary processes out
of dangerous territory by influencing the powerful dynamics of the anthroposphere.
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Current medium-complexity Earth system modelling already provides to some
extent crude looks at the whole. Profound insights have been generated in the past
30 years about the functioning of the Earth system and its many interlinked biogeochemical cycles, geophysical balances and system feedbacks. Nonetheless, these
models still treat the main cause of today’s disruption of global biogeochemical
and energetic balances – human action – as largely external. Neither the deeper
social drivers nor the impacts of the change on these drivers are yet part of most
modelling systems, partly because the processes of the anthroposphere cannot yet
be systematically computerized. Again, one of the deeper reasons for this deficiency
lies in the disciplinary structure of the sciences, out of which Earth system science
has grown.
A similar gap is evident in current global Earth observation, which is required
to provide humankind with sensory feedback on the Earth’s history and current
state. Current observations focus strongly on non-human systems. With the notable
exception of global economic and related national statistics, the all-important human dimension is subject merely to weak, largely unsystematic or under-evaluated
observation. A more comprehensive observation of the whole, particularly of the
exchange processes between human societies and their environment, is urgently
required if a crude look at the whole is to be achieved. One of the greatest challenges in sustainability research is to develop methods to identify the details on the
basis of which a crude look at the Earth system and its interactions with humans
can be achieved. The challenge is to bring local realities into the framework of global interconnections. That process involves more than creating a loose mosaic by
reductionist summation of separate parts.
In terms of communication and decision-making structures working with crude
looks at the whole, the global transitions to be managed in this century are of a
magnitude that will require coordinated international, though not necessarily unified, approaches. Bodies such as the Security Council of the United Nations may
recognize that it is in their remit to pro-actively anticipate the geopolitical dangers
resulting from mismanagement of the looming food, climate, energy, industrialization, population, and resource crises. In order to avoid, limit, channel, or manage
these dangers the world will need coordinated optimization of resource use, adherence to agreed bottom-line standards of international justice, joint financing of
overarching countermeasures, stimulation of education and innovation, and the
sustainable regulation of many resources that, under the prevalent economic and
political paradigms, are not coherently managed. If the impending change is to be
managed rather than suffered, human societies will need to adopt self-engineered
paths to sustainability. These will have to lead to substantial reductions in worldwide human material extraction, emission and waste flows.
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New cosmologies
In summary, there is still widespread failure to appreciate that the methods of the
twentieth century are not fully adequate to address the transformative crisis at hand.
The assumption persists that somehow societies will be able to more or less continue on their current paths, with some adaptation to environmental changes, but
little or only gradual alteration in basic functions. This may turn out to be one of
the greatest misconceptions of our time. The adaptive powers of societies are certainly strong, but most likely are too slow to keep pace with environmental changes,
and even at a slow pace they will likely transform societies. The challenges of the
twenty-first century will be fundamentally different in quantity and quality from
those of the twentieth century because the fundamentals of the problems to be tackled are very different. The question now is whether an investment can be made –
intellectually, financially, and culturally – in finding pathways that will allow a
future based on sustainable use rather than profligate consumption of resources.
It is only for this reason of urgency that we can probably not avoid adopting the
very uncomfortable word ‘engineering’: the world can no longer avert dangerous
change unless human societies actively engineer, or manage, a rapid way out of
their predicament. This engineering or management will engage multiple sectors:
technological engineering (as in new energy and production technologies), societal
engineering (as is currently happening in the form of a politically agreed transition
in the world’s energy systems and in the creation of international institutional structures), environmental engineering (as in the world system of human-controlled
nature reserves), and perhaps even – as a very last resort that is better avoided –
limited, targeted geoengineering. Engineering, however, is by definition built on a
rationalistic basis, and is subject to the fundamental cultural risks associated with
that. To be truly effective it must pay particular attention to matters of design: it
must by design be deeply embedded in a social and value-based analysis looking
at consequences and pitfalls.
In this manner, the three strands of technological, value-oriented and rationalistic-scientific approaches are interwoven in this process of Earth system management and are not mutually exclusive. All of them must be applied in order for
humankind to turn a potential dead-end into a bottleneck that in turn may lead to
a sustainable opening. In fact, closer analysis shows that these three approaches
operate on different levels. The rationalistic-scientific approach deals with understanding the control problem at hand. The technological and value-oriented strands
have to do with means for exercising the necessary, albeit surely very partial, control in the technological and social domains. In addition, the value-based approach
is concerned with the question of what the operating principles and directions
should be, beyond merely avoiding the worst.
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The global transformations now under way are the latest expression of a transformation that probably began with the advent of symbolic information processing
in the brains of humans, or more precisely in the brains of the latest species of
humans, homo sapiens, some 100 000 years ago. Ever since that transformation the
human domain has been structured according to ideas of culture, religion, language,
tribe, nation, place, personal identities and histories, leading ultimately to the still
somewhat mysterious processes of agriculture and industrialization that are now
causing such dangerous systemic side effects. In that sense, many of the dynamics
of the anthroposphere are a cultural phenomenon. The ultimate root causes of the
global transformation will be found in these intrinsic, still poorly understood processes of human culture. Ways forward will therefore, ultimately, have to also be
anchored in social and cultural dimensions.
Environmental feedbacks from human action have always been an integral part
of societal dynamics, but for the first time they now have to be considered on a
global scale. For the first time in human history, a systemic understanding of the
Earth system needs to enter cultural processes. Therefore, the crude narratives of
the whole to emerge from this process will inevitably need to depart from sociocultural narratives if they are to be effective since they must ultimately aim at affecting societal structures. Taking a crude look at the whole in this sense puts an
immense responsibility on the human mind to develop well-founded narratives that
are in full resonance with the latest scientific findings (Lucht and Pachauri, 2004).
The process of constructing such views is not without dangers. Human history
is replete with societal visions of nature and the natural that have clouded the practice of human interaction with the environment. It takes a culturally embedded and
reflective, yet highly capable science to prevent such misguided approaches. This
will be all the more difficult as comprehensive, fundamental theories of ecological
systems are not yet available (if they even exist). Attempts at a theoretical explanation of the historical evolution of human societies and their interactions with the
environment are fragmentary at best and the underlying assumptions deeply controversial among historians, economists, sociologists and anthropologists. We lack
guiding theories of society-environment interactions, let alone of society-environment co-evolution. Yet such insights are required to form a framework upon which
new interpretations of the human as well as the planetary condition can be formulated.
I therefore propose that the key factor in taking a crude look at the whole is a
belief, maybe even merely a hope, that the human mind – in this case the collective
mind of networked humanity – will be able to construct mental images of the whole
that are more than mere figments of cultural or scientific projection. Rather, they
must be equally founded in rational analysis and cultural production. These mental
images have to take the form, I propose, of new cosmologies, cosmologies that
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blend cultural narratives of the position of humans in the world with the findings
of Earth system analysis, encompassing both the natural world and the human
condition in its cultural expression. These new cosmologies will do one thing: they
will once more describe the place of humans in the Earth system.
The required sustainability transition will certainly not happen by accident. It
will not merely emerge – by chance or by necessity. Achieving it will require a collectively conscious societal effort based on a reflective Earth system science that
takes into account the full extent of the human experience, expressed in new cosmologies. Such a transformation will likely open up interesting new pathways for
human societies on our planet. It will require that humankind applies its unprecedented scientific knowledge determinedly to the problems facing the world, and
shows a great openness to renewed discourses on values, priorities, justice and
self-images, with consequences that will structure societies, through the power of
narratives. Such societal self-engineering is not a small intervention, however the
consequence of inaction will be equally transforming. It is, in the end, a question
of identity because the damage done will be largely irreversible.
The ultimate question, I suggest, is: What will we do with our freedom? This question can only be answered by the human mind. This is what is meant by taking,
through a science of Earth system analysis that is comprehensively embedded in
sustainably re-empowered cultural practices, a crude but well-defined and essential
look at the whole.
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Transformations of the twenty-first century
Climate change is now almost universally recognized as one of the gravest threats
to life and well-being on this planet. Unfortunately, any potential response to this
threat is complicated, if not hobbled, by four other factors.
First, there is another unfinished global policy agenda – the eradication of poverty and global inequality – whose only widely accepted solution – economic
growth – conflicts directly with climate stabilization. Second, climate change has
emerged as part of a complex mosaic of challenges, some of which are closely related to it. A short list of these challenges includes trans-national epidemics (such
as HIV/AIDS, SARS, and Avian Flu), environmental degradation and biodiversity
loss, accelerating water stress, increased frequency and / or intensity of various catastrophic events (floods, droughts, hurricanes, cyclones, tsunamis, and earthquakes),
and threats to global security (especially from terrorism). Moreover, economic globalization has revived the spectre of runaway financial epidemics as manifested in
the recent global financial crisis and subsequent economic recession. The current
global economic crisis is not only the deepest since the 1930s, it occurs simultaneously with global climate change and ecological crises, all of which are closely interwoven; with unsustainable, excessive consumption and production patterns
humanity has applied the logic of sub-prime lending not only to the housing sector
but also to the global ecosystem. At the same time, economic globalization has
eroded the capacity of states to cope with financial or other epidemics, or more
broadly to protect social welfare and environmental resources by regulating financial and corporate capital.
Third, the human impacts of climate change are determined by the social and
ecological resilience of human societies and the natural capital that supports them.
The dramatic ‘hockey-stick’ pattern of temperature and greenhouse gas accumulation from anthropogenic emissions applies to virtually all critical ecosystem services of the Earth, as observed in land degradation, loss of biodiversity, deforestation,
overfishing, and air pollution (see Fig. 1). Over half of the cumulative anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have been absorbed by terrestrial ecosystems (in
forests and soils) and the oceans (Canadell et al., 2007).
We can expect unforeseen positive feedbacks from climate change, when the
warming interacts with the broad spectrum of hockey-stick patterns. It remains unclear though, what human-induced surprises could be triggered, even though several of the risks have been identified (e. g., abrupt change in the African and Indian
monsoons, accelerated melting of glaciers, abrupt savannization of rainforests;
Lenton et al., 2008), and have even been observed (the abrupt collapse of the Arctic summer ice in 2007). A key element of this unknown is the global degradation of
ecosystem functions (e. g., carbon sequestration) and services (e. g., food and fish
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Fig. 1. Hockey-stick pattern of key ecosystem functions in the Earth system
under pressure from human drivers. (Source: Steffen et al., 2003, p. 133)

production). The UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, presented in 2005 (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005), was the first global health check on the state
of the planet’s ecosystems. It concluded that we have degraded 60 % of key ecosystem services, which are not only fundamentally important for human well-being,
but particularly critical for poor communities, and a key feature of our capacity to
adapt to climate change.
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Fourth, climate change upsets the very foundation of modern society. The growth
momentum of the industrial age since the middle of the eighteenth century has
been built upon the harnessing of energy from fossil fuels, and the bulk of modern
physical infrastructure and corporate profitability is premised on the continued
availability of fossil fuels. An effective resolution to the crisis will imply a radical
transformation of both the technological and corporate basis of industrial activity.
This, in turn, will only occur if pushed by a fundamental social transformation.
But the problem goes deeper than fossil fuels. Climate change is the thin end
of the wedge of an irresolvable conflict between finite resources and unending
growth. Continued and unending economic growth has become the very definition
of progress and the basis for social solidarity in industrial society. Ultimately, this
conflict will be resolved only by weaning post-industrial society from its continued reliance on growth, and thus by critically reassessing growth itself and some of
the core values that underpin it: competition, entrepreneurship and consumption.
Climate change is ultimately the visible face of an absolutely unprecedented challenge to the international community. This challenge forces us to simultaneously
ask (a) how to sustain the process of economic development in poor countries
(both fast- and slow-growing ones), (b) how to move existing infrastructure and
economic institutions away from their almost exclusive reliance on fossil fuels,
(c) how to continue to enhance social welfare while weaning modern society from
its dependence on unending growth and resource use, (d) how to strengthen the
conventional locus of policy making – the nation state – while creating effective
institutions for local and global governance, and (e) how to do all this while simultaneously addressing other areas requiring immediate attention – health, environment, financial instability, and political conflict.
This will require novel instruments and institutions of global governance, a
dramatic change of direction of technological progress towards resource productivity, and strong incentive structures locally and globally, encouraging all actors
to abandon unsustainable technologies and habits and to work towards a sustainable future. Most of all, it will require enlightened and responsible global leadership
that serves to unite people from all nations in a common cause rather than creating
divisions, friction, and distrust.
The climate challenge: crisis and opportunity
The climate community has long articulated the 2 º C limit (namely an average temperature increase of no more than 2 º C over preindustrial levels) as the safe threshold beyond which irreversible, costly and even catastrophic change becomes likely.
The Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
(IPCC) interprets this target as implying a stabilization of carbon concentration at
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450 parts per million (ppm) CO2 equivalent, which in turn means drastic reductions
in global carbon emissions. The scientific assessment in the IPCC cautioned that
even stabilization at 450 ppm CO2 equivalent constitutes no less than a 30 % risk of
exceeding 2 º C, and more recent science suggests a need to keep the carbon dioxide concentration below 350 ppm, which would correspond to approximately
400 ppm CO2 equivalent, to avoid accelerated and dangerous climate change (Hansen
et al., 2008). Today, in 2009, we have already reached 385 ppm CO2 and almost
450 ppm CO2 equivalent.
As mentioned already, the carbon stabilization goal has emerged at a time when
the pre-existing common agenda of humankind, namely poverty eradication and
reduction of global inequality, is still unfinished. The well-known ‘champagne glass
figure’ (see Fig. 2) from the cover of the 1992 Human Development Report depicts
this issue vividly. The poorest 20 % of the global population earned only 1.4 % of
the global net income, while the richest 20 % received 82.7 %, a ratio of 1: 60. This
inequality appears to be widening rather than narrowing. In 2004, the corresponding ratio was estimated at 1: 90.
The only sure way to reduce this inequality, and thereby also to address associated social ills – poverty, unequal access to basic human needs (nutrition, health,
education, and right to due process and participation), and protection from predatory behaviour – is economic growth in poor countries. A few countries, especially
in Eastern Asia, have taken off into what appears to be a robust growth pathway,
but they still face enormous challenges that call for global cooperation: how to
protect the momentum from getting derailed by external pressures, how to make it
compatible with resource limits, and how to extend it to areas where poverty persists. Other countries and regions are showing slow or intermittent growth, and
there too global cooperation is of paramount importance to increase the momentum of growth by addressing familiar obstacles of governance, institutions, and
human resources. Economic growth, however, is an imperative not only in developing countries. It provides the foundation for the successful operation of a modern economy. While it is now becoming clear that our love affair with economic
growth must come to an end, the means of achieving this transition are far from
clear.
All this, in other words, represents an unfinished global responsibility. The only
hope of obtaining the requisite political support in rich countries is to gradually
de-couple welfare from growth so as to accommodate social needs within the resource portfolio of a finite biosphere. Likewise, the only hope of marshalling the
energies of four-fifths of the world behind newer challenges that are assuming
ever-greater importance is that the sustainable development agenda in poor countries continues to be viewed as a common global agenda until such time as the most
glaring inequalities have been eliminated.
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Fig. 2. The ‘champagne glass’ of global inequity. There is large and growing inequity in the distribution of wealth, with 20 % of the world’s richest inhabitants
receiving more than 80 % of the world’s income, while the poorest 20 % receive
approximately 1%. (Source: adapted from UN HDR, 1992)

In the absence of concerted global action, climate change, foremost among the
newer challenges, will remain on a collision course with development and growth.
With the existing technological portfolio, continuing growth in rich as well as poor
countries would lead to a threefold increase in carbon dioxide emissions by the end
of the century, with consequences that can only be described as catastrophic. On the
other hand, without additional measures, many of which require visionary action,
any serious response to the climate challenge will disable the growth process, undermine societal welfare in rich as well as poor countries, and deal a severe blow to
prospects of global solidarity.
Crises as springboards for collective action
The Chinese pictogram for the word ‘crisis’ is a combination of two characters:
threat and opportunity. The current financial and economic crisis represents not
only a threat but also an opportunity. Long-term solutions will require fundamental
change to the way financial markets and global financial institutions are regulated.
The Bretton Woods institutions, set up to rebuild a war-torn world after the Second
World War, are not configured to deal with the global social, economic, and ecological crises humanity faces today. The financial crisis has triggered a healthy
insight that these and other institutions will require reform. The huge sums invested in various ‘stimulus’ packages, which amount to thousands of billions of
US dollars, could be directed towards investment in low-carbon technologies and
practices. The large investments now being generated to ‘save’ predominantly rich
economies from collapse expose by comparison the ridiculously paltry amounts
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allocated to ‘development’ in poor countries in the world (with global development
aid in the order of USD 80 billion compared to stimulus spending of more than
USD 1000 billion in the United States alone). These factors constitute an opportunity.
There is a risk, however, that the large stimulus funding will be re-invested in the old
‘business-as-usual’ economic system that was the original cause of the crisis, thereby
stimulating more unsustainable consumption and growth (see Töpfer, this volume).
In the past, great crises have often served to unite people by creating a common
cause of action. Through enlightened leadership and an engaged populace, crises
have often regenerated societal trust and collective action on the basis of new visions, new institutions, and new laws and agreements. The example of the economic
crises of the inter-war period, leading to the emergence of the welfare state, is often
given. At the international level, acute problems have similarly served as springboards for testing and improving means of international coordination, balancing
interests, sharing burdens, learning about and managing impacts, and expanding
scientific understanding.
Such exploitation of opportunity has been evident in recent crises. Global epidemics have stimulated unprecedented international cooperation between countries and institutions that otherwise are not closely linked. Global dissemination of
information on violent genocides has provoked the international community into
developing new institutions to ensure dignity and human rights for everybody. The
increased frequency as well as awareness of natural disasters (including earthquakes,
floods, droughts, and storms) has led to charitable actions and solidarity as well as
the beginnings of investments in institutional coping capacity. All of these developments have been pushed, supported, and monitored by global social movements
for the environment, human rights, women’s rights, and the rights of indigenous
communities.
However, crises can also lead to more regressive responses. The rapid growth in
international migration in recent decades, driven by economic, political, security,
or environmental factors, has fostered a fortress response. Similarly, while the Cold
War created a stimulus for the peace movement and arenas of international cooperation, the so-called ‘War on Terror’ has triggered a more paranoid response by governments as well as civil societies. Finally, globalization has weakened traditional
institutions that protect the vulnerable, including the organs of the welfare state,
and has undermined social solidarity, although the response of countries affected
by the Asian financial crisis helped balance some of these trends.
The great transition or a fortress world?
This, then, is the challenge for the leaders of the twenty-first century: how to pilot
the world towards unity of action and common purpose on a sustainable pathway
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that builds resilience and steers away from undesirable tipping points, rather than
to the erection of divisions, barriers, and fortresses? The pursuit of sustainability is
deeply embedded in the agenda of global solidarity. Actions within borders impact
and are impacted by those beyond borders, and all foreign policy has become, in
essence, global domestic policy. Actions within one sphere affect and are affected
by actions as well as omissions in others, and the major questions regarding the
basis of human welfare have been reopened.
What follows is a brief list of issues thrown up by this challenge. While there are
powerful forces that seek to divide and fragment, there are also equally powerful
visions of a world that enable us to overcome differences, and unite all people in a
common future. These visions include at minimum the following elements.
Democracy and participation
One of the most powerful forces both in bringing people together and enabling a
search for collective solutions is the institutionalization of democracy and participation at all levels. At local and national levels, it means the participation of the
entire population, including women, children, the poor, and elderly people.
At a global level, it means strengthening the United Nations system, making it
more effective, transparent, and responsible. It also means ensuring that markets
work fairly in the service of global prosperity, welfare, and sustainability, and that
market institutions support rather than subvert democracy. Finally, in the twentieth
century we learned of the power of an engaged civil society to harness entrepreneurial energies, provide common visions, challenge conventional wisdom, and
monitor and render transparent the workings of governments.
The development agenda
After a long period of unfulfilled promise, there is evidence that the development
momentum has picked up sufficiently to address the concerns of large numbers of
poor people, especially in Asian countries. It is a matter of tremendous importance
that this momentum be sustained and expanded.
Economic growth is a necessary but not sufficient condition for eradicating the
worst aspects of poverty. The world community sought to address this in a targeted
approach through the Millennium Development Goals. This initiative, which aims
to reduce by half the number of people living in extreme poverty by 2015, supports
funding programs and raises awareness of global poverty. However, to achieve
global development targets, a change in rich countries’ policy is urgently needed.
Investments in innovative options are required to meet the needs of the poor, for
whom traditional approaches are not appropriate. These options include community
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development and micro-credit schemes. There is also a need to shift towards more
integrated approaches, which lead to sustainability in both resource management
and service delivery systems.
The energy system revolution
The climate challenge is associated closely with the energy system. The Industrial
Revolution was based ultimately on the harnessing of increasing volumes of fossil
fuels. The challenge now is to engender a transformation to a radically new structure that is not dependent on fossil fuels. However, the first energy revolution has
yet to reach the vast majority of the world’s population (see Nakicenovic, this volume). While the energy systems of industrial countries have reached a stable level,
those in developing countries still have to grow considerably.
Most of the instruments being considered at a global level to address climate
change are indirect in nature. They include national emission targets, trading
schemes, and support for the emergence of an emissions market. All these have found
much greater acceptance in industrialized countries than in poor countries, mainly
because they are at best irrelevant and at worst inimical to the development agenda.
An early idea for incorporating development concerns into the emissions trading
framework was that of equitable emission rights. It remained on the sidelines of
the climate debate until the recent courageous statement by German Chancellor
Angela Merkel that national emission entitlements should gradually converge
towards equal per-capita levels (a proposal presented in August 2007 on the occasion of her visit to Japan). The idea of equal rights to the global commons represents the spirit within which a consensus solution could be found. A global climate
regime for greenhouse gas emissions that builds on the principles of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, stating that burden-sharing must be based
on capacity and responsibility, has been developed by the Stockholm Environment
Institute with partners (Baer et al., 2007, p. 95). This so-called Greenhouse Development Rights (GDR) framework couples climate science with the right to development among the world’s poor. It clearly shows that if humanity is serious about
solving the climate crisis in an equitable way that still allows room for development
among the poor majority on the planet, emission reductions in many industrialized
countries (essentially OECD countries) will have to already exceed 100 % by 2020.
This is achievable if industrialized countries, in addition to reducing emissions
domestically, commit to investing in emission cuts in developing countries.
By itself, however, the assignment of rights to development will not produce a
miraculous transformation of existing energy systems and infrastructures. Immediate infrastructure investment in alternative energy systems is needed to set such a
transformation in motion; it will also require the development of institutions that
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can help poor people to defend and benefit from their new rights. For purposes of
immediate action, it might be necessary to shift from the language of ‘rights and
targets’ to the language of ‘investment and action’ aimed at engendering a new energy revolution.
A change in values: long-term thinking and sustainable lifestyles
Beyond government regulation and institutional settings, individual values will
shape future developments. Teaching our children new ways to view the world may
even have the strongest impact in the long run. A transition to more sustainable
values and life styles will take place gradually. The example of the demographic
transition is highly relevant. It represents a fundamental revision of the entire bases
of traditional society: the notion of family and kin relationships, the basis for economic organization, the relation between men and women, parents and children,
and between citizens and the state. This transition has occurred within the space of
one generation in many developing countries.
Placing climate policy in context
A number of elements of a potential response are being debated in the policy community. These include political / institutional interventions, and ecological, economic,
technological, and discursive instruments.
Linking three disconnected UN processes
Climate change, as clearly pointed out in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, is
already today impacting on the lives of poor communities. The most vulnerable are
hardest hit, and are expected to bear the greatest burden of a climate crisis they have
not caused (see Pachauri, this volume). Already the 2015 UN Millennium Development Goal targets of halving hunger, poverty and health threats are at risk due to
climate change. At the same time, nowhere are ecosystem services so fundamental
to human well-being as in the fight against poverty, and these ecosystems are negatively affected by climate change.
Despite these close relationships between climate change, ecosystems and development, there is a disconnect between the three UN processes supporting the governance and management of these domains: the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC); the UN Convention for Biological Diversity (UN CBD),
the UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (UN MA) and the follow-up process
to establish an equivalent to the IPCC on biological diversity and ecosystem services
(the Intergovernmental Platform on Biological Diversity and Ecosystem Services,
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IPBES); and the UN Millennium Development Goals (UN MDGs) of halving hunger and poverty by 2015 and ensuring sustainable development among the world’s
poor (see Fig. 3). There is an urgent need, as well as an opportunity, for a comprehensive policy-coherent effort to connect these processes within the framework of
the UN system.

Political / institutional instruments
The challenge of global sustainability requires investment in institutions of democratic governance at all levels; local, national, and global. At the global level, the
overriding imperative is to invest in the UN system. At the national level, a key
goal is build political constituencies in all nations for effective and fair global
engagement, expanding the reach of participatory and democratic institutions, and
channelling support for strengthening development in poorer countries. At the local
level, there is a need to establish participatory institutions of self governance. In
rural areas, there has been considerable experience with community organization
programmes led by visionary leaders from civil society and government. These programmes must be expanded in order to address the livelihood needs of the majority
of poor and undernourished people from rural areas. An increasing share of the
world’s population lives in mega-cities that are difficult to manage. There is a need
for concerted investment in the governance institutions of urban areas, and also to
improve the basis of rural-urban exchange.
Other important areas where institutional investments are needed include education at all levels, economic justice and income distribution, law enforcement, property rights, damage compensation, (international) burden sharing, and political
transparency and participation.
Technological instruments
Technology is a broad term that includes not only the machines used in the production of goods and services, but also infrastructure and know-how for the organization of society.
Much of the discussion on climate change has focused on the deployment of renewable energy technologies on a large scale. However, the instruments that are
being used to stimulate such deployment are mostly indirect in character. The ambivalence of global policy-makers sends conflicting signals to the private sector
and the research community. The time has come for the global public sector to
show its hand by committing itself to a large-scale infrastructure investment program, along the lines, for example, of the Apollo Programme, to help realize the
potential of the technological portfolio. Such an investment would provide a clear
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Fig. 3. Three currently disconnected global UN policy and development processes
that require urgent linking. The possibilities of stabilizing climate change and
adaptation to unavoidable climate change (mandated to the UNFCCC) will require
active stewardship of biological diversity and ecosystem services (mandated to
the follow-up process of the UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (UN MA),
the UN Convention for Biological Diversity (UN CBD), and the international initiative to establish the Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) – an
equivalent to the IPCC on ecosystems). Ecosystem services are directly impacted
by climate change. Climate change undermines the ability to reach the UN Millennium Development Goals (UN MDGs). Investment in development to support the
majority on the planet living in poverty will determine the final outcome of anthropogenic climate change. Ecosystems form the fundamental basis for social and
economic development, and therefore also the basis for achieving the MDGs.
(Source: J. Rockström)

and unambiguous signal to the private sector and spur both the development and
deployment of technological options.
However, the idea of technology goes far beyond renewable energy infrastructure. It includes concepts of ecological efficiency, social organization, and social
control of technology.
The investment in energy efficiency will not take place without adequate public
support. The nature of urbanization and urban infrastructure development reflects
the current inappropriate incentive schemes, and alternative pathways will need
clear and unambiguous support from governments. Moreover, the idea of social
control of technology assumes even greater urgency in a situation that demands extensive and sustained intervention. It is absolutely critical that technological choices
be subjected to sustained and persistent criticism from civil society, parliaments,
mass media, and academia. The chances and risks provided by new technologies
have to be assessed in a broad and continuous social discourse.
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A final issue concerns technological extension. A good example is the Green
Revolution, which saw the transfer of the knowledge of an emerging technological
system from a few hundred scientists into the hands of several million farmers
(most of them illiterate) within a span of a decade. This revolution was engendered
by support for an expertly crafted and interlocked system, which included education,
research, policy, extension, input supplies, credit, and a marketing infrastructure.
Compared to this highly professional system, the new technological transition is
being handled in an ad-hoc and unprofessional manner.
Ecological instruments
Tragic as it is, under massive pressure from investors and market fundamentalists,
many states worldwide have more or less given up on regulating resource use,
water and energy markets, and even pollution. Some of the biggest problems, if not
scandals, are biopiracy, patents on genes and other private appropriations of biodiversity. The ecological agenda is linked inextricably with the agenda of reviving
the developmental state, which can forge political consensus for sustainability,
implement environmental regulations, and protect biodiversity against piracy. For
example, a case could be made for placing a significant proportion of the world’s
land area (say 15 %) under protection. As the conversion of land to agricultural uses
is the most important factor in biodiversity loss, economic and political means have
to be improved to make agriculture more ecologically sustainable.
Ecological instruments are based increasingly on solid and reliable research.
However, there is enormous variation in research capacity between countries and
regions. Indeed, the areas that are richest in biodiversity as well as in traditional
knowledge of husbandry are often the ones with the least support from the organized research community. There is a need to build organized research capacity at
national and local levels, and provide support for continuous investigation of impacts in priority areas: the maintenance of freshwater resources and soil functions,
conservation of biodiversity, the management of environmental conflicts, and the
protection of indigenous knowledge.
Economic instruments
There is considerable controversy surrounding the strength and limitations of economic instruments. On the one hand, it is clear that measures that go against economic common sense are difficult to sustain over long periods. As such, it is widely
accepted that policy measures should incorporate ‘ecological and social truth’ into
economic activities by internalizing unwanted environmental, health and distributional impacts.
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However, economic instruments suffer from some major shortcomings with regard to the agenda of sustainable development.
First, economic instruments are often found to be in conflict with the goal of
equity. This is clearly visible in the controversy over climate change. Most economic instruments (including the volatility of oil prices and the unequivocal longterm trend towards higher oil prices) are highly regressive in nature, and subversive
of the development and poverty agendas. In this case, it is wiser to rely on more
direct policy approaches for engendering the transition in a fair and effective manner. Second, the issue of equity pertains especially to access to energy, industrial
resources, financial markets, global public goods, and social infrastructure. A number
of initiatives (e. g., micro-credit organizations) have tried to overcome the barriers
created by the unfettered functioning of markets. These need to be supported. Third,
volatile markets and a focus on short-term profitability must be rejected in favour
of longer-term perspectives and higher predictability. Fourth, as already mentioned,
in the absence of strong legal and political safeguards against the expropriation of
the rights of poor and vulnerable groups, the exclusive reliance on market instruments will prove to be harmful.
Discursive instruments
Communication is essential for meeting the challenges of the twenty-first century.
This requires access to information exchange channels, together with expanded
and improved observation systems in the social and environmental spheres. The
Internet and mobile telephone networks have already started to improve this access
in areas that were until recently excluded. Remote parts of poor African countries
have become a part of ‘online humanity’. If the gain of information and empathy
is not to remain virtual, a global discourse on ethical and power issues is of vital
importance. This can help to share values with respect to nature, justice, and the human position.
This is of particular relevance to the need for value change. The building of a
global political constituency for a transition to a sustainable pathway requires that we
move beyond the current situation in which people seem to be concerned only with
very narrowly defined parochial interests. Current evidence suggests that the willingness to cooperate internationally in rich societies strongly depends on two things:
direct involvement and impact, and available methods and technologies to react.
Conclusions: a strategic vision
Today’s challenges provide the chance to develop global mechanisms for sustainable
development. They can act as springboards towards higher resource productivity
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and efficiency, environmentally friendly technologies, and sustainable habits and
lifestyles.
The above discussion brings up a number of issues that require thorough consideration. However, the discussion has focused mostly on the individual components
of the policy framework, not on the framework itself. It may be useful to provide a
brief reflection on the strategic vision that can hold these diverse components together.
We must recognize that the response of the global leadership to the current crisis
has been extremely slow. Even now, there is considerable scepticism both about
the commitment and capacity of the global political system. The necessary response
must bring together a global constituency for change. This will not happen through
piecemeal or desultory interventions.
What is needed is a bold and strategic vision that can address the goals discussed
here – economic development, biodiversity conservation, and climate stabilization –
directly and in an integrated manner, instead of indirectly and disjointedly. For this,
it may be necessary to shift from the language of targets and trading to the language
of investment. A concrete example of a direct and integrated approach to climate
and development would be a globally funded public investment programme in four
areas: deployment of renewable energy technologies, institutions for promoting
energy efficiency, governance of biodiversity and ecosystem services, and institutions and structures for enhancing adaptation capacity.
However, such a programme will test the limits of current governance arrangements. Existing means of international exchange and cooperation will have to be
improved, and new global governance structures developed. Since large social and
political transformations are inevitable, the world needs blueprints for action to
sustain its struggle for universal goals – the eradication of poverty and inequity,
reversing environmental degradation, protecting human security, and ensuring interregional and intergenerational justice. If these transformations are managed
with skill, empathy and foresight in a globalizing multi-polar world, they can drive
a broad agenda of sustainability and development within borders and beyond.
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The essays in this book draw attention to the urgency of the sustainability challenge, which in the past decade has been brought to the forefront by the growing
understanding of the nature and impacts of anthropogenic changes in atmospheric
chemistry. They highlight some of the ways in which we can harness technology,
human ingenuity and innovation to address critical sustainability issues particularly in managing the energy demands of the twenty-first century.
In this essay we present a broad perspective on sustainability to look at the wider
set of direct and indirect pressures that humans are placing on the planet’s renewable
natural resources and biodiversity, drawing on data presented in the 2008 Living
Planet Report (WWF et al., 2008). The Living Planet Report presents a stark picture of how humanity is living beyond our means as our consumption of natural
resources exceeds their regenerative capacity and of the resulting decline in the
Earth’s biodiversity. If current trends are allowed to continue, by the mid 2030s we
would need two planets to meet the demands we place on the planet’s natural
capital.
So what will the world look like in 2050? We believe that if we continue our current consumption patterns and development pathways, humankind may be facing
ecological collapse on an unprecedented scale due to degradation of natural capital
and loss in ecosystem services. Jared Diamond has explained how ‘ecocide’ – the
loss in vital ecosystem services – has led to the collapse of past civilisations that
were unable to adapt to environmental changes, whether man-made or natural (Diamond, 2006). In the modern world, examples of how we are eroding the planet’s
natural capital through overuse and misuse of natural resources are all around us.
With widespread starvation, reduced life expectancy, environmental insecurity,
and loss of social capital the consequences of ecological collapse at a global scale
would eclipse our current concerns about rising food prices, water shortages and
increased environmental risk.
Humanity has the capability to reverse the current trajectory of ecological decline,
however, and to shape a future where humans live in harmony with nature. Such a
‘Great Transformation’ (see Potsdam Memorandum, this volume) will require bold
action at a global scale to reduce our footprint and maintain or increase the resilience
of natural systems. In this essay we will point out some of the major steps the global
community should take in order to avoid a global environmental collapse.
Challenges to sustainability
The 2008 Living Planet Report, produced by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
with its partners the Global Footprint Network and the Zoological Society of London
(WWF et al., 2008), provides a vivid picture of the path we are on. It offers three
insights that define the challenge of sustainability. The first and most fundamental
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is the sheer volume of humanity’s consumption – we are devouring the world’s natural capital to the point where we are endangering our future prosperity. The second
insight is interdependence – almost every country now depends upon the resources
of others; better management of the planet’s natural resources has thus become a
shared responsibility. Finally, the Report charts the challenge of decoupling development and footprint – the relationships among human well-being, income, population, and sustainability.
The ecological credit crunch
The 2008 Living Planet Report offers two measures of sustainability. The Ecological Footprint measures our demand on the biosphere in terms of the area of biologically productive land and sea required to provide the resources we use and to
absorb our waste. A country’s footprint is calculated on an annual basis as the sum
of the cropland, grazing land, forest and fishing grounds required to produce the
food, fibre and timber it consumes, to sequester the carbon dioxide it emits from
energy use, and to provide space for its infrastructure.
The Ecological Footprint can be compared to biocapacity, a measure of the
capacity of ecosystems, including agro-ecosystems, to produce useful biological
materials and to absorb waste products in a given year. In 2005, the global Ecological Footprint was 17.5 billion global hectares (gha), or 2.7 gha per person (a global
hectare is a hectare with world-average capacity to produce resources and absorb
wastes, Ewing et al., 2008). On the supply side, the total biocapacity was 13.6 billion gha, or 2.1 gha per person, made up of cropland, grazing land, forest and fishing grounds. Our demands thus exceeded the planet’s regenerative capacity by over
30 % (compared to 25 % in 2003). The growth of Ecological Footprint over time is
shown in Figure 1a, where one planet represents the biocapacity of the planet based
on contemporaneous management schemes and extraction technologies.
The second measure is the Living Planet Index (LPI), which tracks the populations
of 1686 vertebrate species across all regions of the world (Collen et al., 2009). It indicates that global biodiversity has declined by nearly 30 % over just the past 35
years (see Fig. 1b). The LPI shows that wild species and natural ecosystems are
under pressure across all biomes and regions. As human appropriation of the planet’s resources increases, so we can expect increased impacts on the living organisms whose abundance in ecosystems is critical in maintaining habitat stability and
in providing the ecosystem services that underpin human well-being.
So what does the future hold? Figure 2 projects the growth in the Ecological
Footprint up to 2050 based on a set of moderate scenarios for future demands on
renewable resources. Based on this, our annual demands on the planet’s regenerative capacity will exceed that capacity by 100 % by the mid 2030s, or, in other words,
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Fig. 1. Evolution in (a) humanity’s Ecological Footprint and (b) the Living Planet
Index. Changes in footprint are expressed in number of planet Earths where one
planet represents the biocapacity available in a given year. (Source: WWF et al.,
2008)

we would need two planets to keep up with our demands for natural resources and
waste assimilation.
While appealing in its simplicity, this business-as-usual scenario is conservative
in that it assumes only very limited feedback between anthropogenic pressures and
future bio-productivity. In practice, excessive demands on natural systems – measured as overshoot in footprint terms and shown as accumulated ecological debt
in Figure 2 – are already compromising and will continue to compromise the planet’s
regenerative capacity.
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Fig. 2. 2050 scenario for ecological overshoot based on projected carbon emissions (Nacicenovic and Swart, 2000), moderate population growth (United Nations
Population Division, 2006), utilization of food, fibre and forest products (FAO,
2002; FAO, 2006), and fisheries (Worm et al., 2006). Changes in footprint are expressed in number of planet Earths where one planet represents the biocapacity
available in a given year. (Source: WWF et al., 2008)

We can already see how the direct impacts of resource over-extraction, ranging from
fisheries collapse (e.g. Worm et al., 2006) to deforestation, are undermining ecosystem services. A simple analogy could be pulled up between drawing on natural
capital and drawing on capital in the bank, but in reality things are not so straightforward. For example, there are significant time lags between cause and effect for
many pressures, the effects of changing atmospheric chemistry on ocean chemistry
being a classic example. In addition, responses to environmental pressures are frequently synergistic and non-linear; scientists talk of thresholds, tipping points and
discontinuities (e. g. Folke et al., 2002). Extensive changes in marine ecosystem
structure as a result of fisheries pressure (e.g. Sherman, 1994; Worm et al., 2006)
and arctic amplification with near-surface temperature rises in the region nearly two
times the global average (e. g. Graversen et al., 2008) are examples of such complexity.
Furthermore, not all anthropogenic pressures are readily measured in Ecological
Footprint terms. One notable omission is the discharge of pollutants other than carbon dioxide, including other greenhouse gases, toxic chemicals and radioactivity.
Similarly, conventional footprint accounting does not take measure of the now
pervasive but indirect environmental effects of agricultural production, ranging
from soil erosion to hydrological changes and biodiversity loss, nor of factors which
may limit biocapacity, such as water availability, an issue of growing concern in the
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face of climate change (IPCC, 2007). The contribution of such factors to overshoot will eventually be seen in national footprint accounts as results of declines
in biocapacity. More sophisticated projections of overshoot are now being developed using dynamic footprint accounting which attempts to incorporate the influence of land use and disturbance, species diversity, and pollution (Lenzen et al.,
2007).
An interconnected world
Just as conventional trade statistics describe the growth and changing patterns of
international trade, ecological and water footprint analyses are revealing the way
in which we draw on the environmental assets of other countries and regions to
support our consumption patterns. Ecological Footprint accounts show that countries are increasingly relying on one another’s biocapacity to support their preferred patterns of consumption. In 1961 the total footprint of goods and services
traded internationally was 8 % of humanity’s total footprint. By 2005, this had risen
to more than 40 % of a much greater footprint. The imports of high-income countries averaged 61 % of their total consumption footprint.
We are also increasingly relying on the water supplies of other countries to support our lifestyles. The water footprint of a country is the total volume of water used
globally to produce the goods and services consumed by its inhabitants (Chapagain and Hoekstra, 2004; Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2007). Part of this footprint, the
external water footprint, results from consumption of imported goods, or in other
words, water that is used in the country which produces these goods. Worldwide,
the external water footprint accounts for 16 % of the average person’s water footprint, though this varies enormously within and between countries. Twenty-seven
countries have an external water footprint which accounts for more than half of
their total water use.
As we externalize our water footprint and Ecological Footprint we also externalize the environmental impact associated with the goods and services we consume.
A significant part of the Ecological Footprint is made up of carbon emissions that
enter the global atmosphere, but food and fibre imports represent direct pressures
on the ecological assets of other countries. The impact of the water footprint
depends on where and when water is extracted. Water use in an area where water
is plentiful is unlikely to have an adverse effect on people or the environment, but
the same level of water use in an area experiencing water shortages may result in
the drying up of rivers and the destruction of ecosystems, with associated loss of
ecosystem services, biodiversity and livelihoods.
The global commodity markets and agricultural policies that sustain our consumption patterns generally overlook the environmental, economic and social
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costs to producer countries and the global environment. Production of palm oil for
margarines and biscuits, soy production for animal fodder, shrimp farming, timber
trade and biofuels are driving the destruction of some of the world’s most valuable
and biodiverse ecosystems.
Footprint, income and development
Sustainable development has been defined as ‘improving the quality of human life
while living within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems’ (IUCN et al.,
1991). One can see the difficulty of this challenge by mapping development
progress against growth in footprint (WWF et al., 2006).
Countries’ progress towards sustainability can be assessed using the Human Development Index (HDI) as a measure of quality of life and Ecological Footprint as
a measure of demand on supporting ecosystems (see Fig. 3). An HDI value of more
than 0.8 is considered to be ‘high-human development’. A footprint to global biocapacity per capita ratio of less than one is sustainable insofar as that it is replicable
at a global level.
Figure 3 illustrates that as regions develop their footprint quickly becomes unsustainable. In fact, no region meets both criteria for sustainable development. Asia
Pacific and Africa have been successful in achieving significant increases in HDI
while still living within the available biocapacity per capita, but neither region
meets the criterion for human well-being. North America and Western Europe have
continued to achieve gains in human development, but their footprints soared
disproportionately over the same period and are now several times greater than sustainable levels. In 2003, just one country met both criteria for sustainable development (Moran et al., 2008).
Figure 4 shows how relative contribution of population and per capita footprint
in driving overall national footprint has evolved in countries in different income
categories (based on the World Bank’s 2005 categorization). On a global scale,
both population and average per capita footprint have increased since 1961. Since
around 1970, however, population growth has been the principal driver in the growth
of total footprint. Despite advances in agricultural productivity, the more than doubling of world population between 1961 and 2005 has its corollary in the halving
of the average available biocapacity per capita.
The principal driver of increased footprint in high-income countries has been the
growth in per person footprint, which grew by 76 % from 1961 to 2005. The 15 %
of the world’s population that live in high-income countries account for 36 % of
humanity’s 2005 total footprint. In contrast, the principal driver of footprint in low
and medium-income countries, as well as at a global scale, has been population.
Population in low-income countries nearly trebled between 1961 and 2005 while in
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shaded box represents a domain where both criteria for ‘sustainable development’
are met. (Source: Moran et al., 2008)

middle-income countries it more than doubled. The per capita footprint of lowincome countries actually decreased over this period while middle-income countries saw a 21% increase.
These data speak for themselves. Neither the rapid population growth nor the
reckless consumption seen in different parts of the world are sustainable and both
issues deserve our attention.
Clearly, a key challenge for this century is that faced by emerging economies such
as China. China’s per capita footprint and population roughly doubled between
1961 and 2005 producing more than a four-fold increase in its total Ecological
Footprint. While population growth has remained steady, growth in per capita footprint has escalated in recent years and has overtaken population as the principal
factor driving national footprint growth. China’s HDI grew from 0.53 in 1975 to
0.77, at the threshold of high human development, in 2005. Will China now join
the ranks of countries like Korea whose footprint growth has accelerated relative
to its gains in HDI or will it find a ‘third way’ (see Potsdam Memorandum, this
volume)? The challenge here is that of decoupling human development from footprint: how do we enable development without costing the Earth?
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Fig. 4. Evolution of per capita footprint, biocapacity and population between 1961
and 2005 for the world and for high-income, middle-income and low-income
countries. (Source: WWF et al., 2008)

Turning the tide: towards sustainability
An end to overshoot
The above paragraphs have highlighted some aspects of the multi-faceted challenge we face in finding the ‘third way’ between environmental destabilization and
persisting underdevelopment that the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium was
concerned with. The fundamental imperative for achieving sustainability is to ensure
that humanity’s global footprint stays within the Earth’s capacity to sustain life,
while achieving an acceptable standard of living for all.
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Figure 5 charts a conceptual return to sustainability where humanity’s footprint
is reduced over the next three decades to fall within the planet’s biocapacity. Instead of accumulating ecological debt we would maintain an ecological reserve,
providing a buffer against environmental variability and shocks.
In the following paragraphs we present a two-pronged approach to maintaining
and restoring the ecosystem services on which humanity depends, building on this
conceptual framework of Ecological Footprint, biocapacity and overshoot but extending practical action beyond the metrics included in national footprint accounts.
Turning the tide on humanity’s footprint
Humanity’s footprint is a product of population, consumption per capita and
resource use and waste production intensity. Managing our footprint to sustain our
natural capital requires re-examining the nature of the pressures exerted by each of
the production sectors that meet our basic food, fibre and timber requirements:
forestry, grazing, agriculture and fisheries. It means reconsidering the way we convert some of the world’s richest ecosystems into built-up land and redefining the
resource-intensive lifestyles that come with city living. And it means curbing the
pollution that is overwhelming the assimilative capacity of natural systems and
building up a toxic legacy for future generations.
We need to tackle all aspects of our footprint in order to sustain sustainable lifestyles, but one area deserves particular attention. In 2005, energy demands in our
homes, industry and transportation represented the largest component of our footprint, with energy production from fossil fuels accounting for nearly 45 % of the
global footprint. High-income countries saw a nine-fold growth in the carbon component of their footprint between 1961 and 2005: this is a development pathway the
global community cannot afford to see replicated at a global scale. WWF developed
a ‘Climate Solutions Model’ to illustrate how it is technically possible to dramatically reduce climate-threatening emissions from energy services while meeting the
needs of both the developing and developed countries in the twenty-first century
(see Box).
Building resilience
While we reduce our footprint, we must also find ways to restore the Earth’s ability
to support us, its biocapacity. Biocapacity can at least theoretically be increased by
enhancing either the area of land or water available, or the productivity of those
lands or waters.
The major challenge to maintaining biocapacity is the ongoing destabilization
of ecosystems and attrition of ecosystem services. A recent study suggests that by
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Fig. 5. A conceptual return to sustainability. (Source: WWF et al., 2008)

‘Climate Solutions’ – Meeting the Carbon Challenge
Inspired by Pacala and Socolow’s (2004) energy wedges, the WWF Climate
Solutions Model explores whether it is possible to meet the projected 2050 demand for global energy services while achieving significant reductions in global
greenhouse gas emissions through a concerted shift to already-available and
more sustainable energy resources and technologies (Mallon et al., 2007).
Figure 6 shows an output of the model which achieves reductions of 60 – 80 %
in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050 yet meets the three-fold increase in energy
services projected in the IPCC’s A1B scenario (Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000).
The model embraces three parallel strategies:
• Breaking the link between energy services and primary energy production
by expansion of energy efficiency in industry, buildings, and all forms of
transport to stabilize the overall energy demand by 2025;
• Concurrent growth of low- to zero-emissions technolzogies through the use
of renewable energies such as wind, hydro, solar and thermal, and bio-energy;
• An expansion of carbon capture and storage to phase out remaining emissions from conventional fossil fuels used for power and industrial processes.
In addition, an increase in the use of natural gas is proposed as an interim measure, creating a gas bubble which extends from 2010 to 2040.
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Fig. 6. Output of the WWF Climate Solutions Model. Energy efficiency and demand reduction (middle grey) allow the rising demand for energy services to be
met by a more or less level supply of energy by 2025. This is complemented by
introduction of zero- and low-emission energy supply technologies (light grey).
By 2040, fossil-fuel use (dark grey) is reduced to a residual level for applications
which are hard to substitute. The scenario provides spare capacity as a contingency, represented by energy supply in light grey shown below the x-axis. (Source:
Mallon et al., 2007)

2050 biodiversity decline will be the strongest negative influence on biocapacity as
a result of the associated impacts on ecosystem functioning (Lenzen et al., 2007).
Yet, the global community is not on track to meet even the modest goal of the Convention on Biological Diversity, to reduce by 2010 the rate at which global biodiversity is being lost. Biodiversity conservation and ecosystem restoration can thus
be seen as crucial management approaches in the face of growing pressures on
ecosystems.
Practical measures to maintain and build resilience include putting in place
effective protected area systems, integrated into surrounding landscapes, with the
effective participation of local communities. But critical ecosystem services cannot be maintained simply through allocating specific areas to biodiversity conservation. Management and restoration of ecosystems, and measures to reduce direct
and indirect pressures on biodiversity all have a role to play, and such efforts need
to encompass highly modified landscapes as well as relatively pristine areas.
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A global agenda
In the face of growing human populations, uneven distribution of biocapacity and
water resources, and the effects of climate change now being felt, the rising oil and
food prices experienced in 2008 provided a glimpse of some of the stark choices
that may face decision makers in the decades to come as they try to improve the
quality of human life while remaining within the capacity of supporting ecosystems. The Earth simply cannot support the growing demands we are placing on its
ecosystems; we are threatening our future prosperity and security.
In the following conclusive paragraphs we will set out four cross-cutting elements of a global agenda to reduce humanity’s footprint and build ecosystem resilience.
Global action
We will only meet the challenge of sustainability if we find a way to mobilize global
action. The most pressing need is for action to curb humanity’s emissions of carbon into the atmosphere – which accounts for nearly half of our Ecological Footprint. Specifically, the transformations of technology and infrastructure needed to
achieve the climate solutions outlined above depend on three policy imperatives.
These are strong leadership to agree on targets, strategies and investments in energy
development; a global effort, with every country acting in accordance with its local
challenges and capacity; and urgency, to address the real-world constraints on industrial transition and the risks of becoming locked in to energy-intensive technologies
(Mallon et al, 2007).
While the specific challenges faced by developed and developing countries differ,
the scale and ubiquitous nature of environmental challenges – from global warming to resource depletion – call for a global response for political as well as practical
reasons. Looking ahead to 2050, the world’s leaders and society as a whole will
need to face some thornier issues surrounding global sustainability that go to the
very root of our identities and industrial economy, namely population growth and
burgeoning individual consumption. This implies a fundamental transition, at a global scale.
Market transformation
Success will also require that we find ways to harness global markets for the cause
of sustainability. The pioneering efforts of the Forest Stewardship Council (for wood
products) and the Marine Stewardship Council (for fisheries) are paving the way for
a wide range of initiatives to create markets for companies who commit themselves
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to producing goods sustainably. A powerful blend of best practice, innovative partnerships and market opportunities offers a formula for transforming the production
of commodities such as timber, pulp and paper, cotton, palm oil, soy and wildcaught and farmed seafood.
Further efforts are needed to increase the market share of ecologically and socially sustainable goods and services. These include developing positive incentives
for provisioning and trade of these goods and services, removing trade-distorting
and environmentally harmful subsidies, and establishing disincentives for providing goods and services that impede the long-term goal of achieving sustainability.
In the long run, we will need to develop more sophisticated tools to better account for externalities and resource scarcity in the pricing of goods and services.
The concept of virtual water, originally developed in the 1990s to show how the
import of water-intensive commodities can be an effective strategy for a country
experiencing internal water shortages (Hoekstra and Chapagain, 2007), provides a
basis for rethinking comparative advantage in trade of environmental assets.
Ecosystem-based management
On the ground, or in the water, sustainability requires that we learn to manage natural systems on nature’s terms – shifting from management of individual resources
like timber or water to management of whole ecosystems. We need an ambitious
effort to secure biodiversity and ecosystem services that takes us beyond traditional habitat and species protection measures to an integrated and system-wide
approach to conservation. Ecosystem-based management is an adaptive approach
that aims to achieve sustainable use of natural resources by balancing the social
and economic needs of human communities with the maintenance of healthy ecosystems.1 Implementing ecosystem-based management requires mainstreaming
environmental protection and conservation action into decision making from local
to regional levels, and requires new ways of working across sectors and between
state and non-state actors.
Strategic alliance with the scientific community
The final element is to reinforce science-based decision making. Environmental
science has come of age in recent decades. Panels and processes such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
have brought scientific understanding into the heart of the public debate and the
Ecosystem-based management can be seen as the practical application of the ecosystem approach that has been
adopted by the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity
1
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policy process, and have succeeded in transcending the disciplinary silos that still
characterize so much scientific endeavour. Their findings have had profound impacts on the way we think about our impacts on the planet and on the nature of our
responses.
There is little doubt that investment in strengthening scientific capacity both in
the developed and developing world could further inform our choices and broaden
our options towards a more sustainable future. To be effective, a new global contract between science and society (see Part V, this volume) will entail a broadening
of the dialogue between policy makers, NGOs and the media on the one hand and
the scientific community on the other. This will assure that scientists are able to
communicate in clear and compelling terms the actions that need to be taken to
sustain human well-being and that policy makers and society as a whole are able
to respond with confidence.
The level of economic and social transformation required to put humanity on the
pathway to sustainability may look daunting, but we only need to look back a few
decades to see just how fast our societies and lifestyle can change. Some of the
ingredients of this transformation have been set out above, bringing with them new
opportunities to harness technology and innovation, to rebuild our energy economy,
to reinvigorate and reform our food production systems, and to build a future in
which humans live in harmony with nature and the natural systems on which we
depend. Climate change brings a fresh imperative and a renewed momentum to harness humankind’s ingenuity: we believe the challenge can be met but our response
in the next decade may determine whether we thrive or decline as a species.
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The scientific basis
Several important findings of climate research have been confirmed in recent decades and are now generally accepted as fact by the scientific community. These
include the rapid increase in carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere during the last 150 years, from 280 ppm (a value typical for warm periods during at
least the past 700 000 years), to the 2007 level of 383 ppm (Global Carbon Project,
2008). This increase is entirely caused by humans and is primarily due to the burning of fossil fuels, with a smaller contribution from deforestation. Carbon dioxide
is a gas that affects the Earth’s climate by changing its radiation budget: an increase
in its concentration leads to a rise in near-surface temperature. If the concentration
doubles, the resulting global mean warming will likely be between 2 ° C and 4 ° C
(the most probable value is approximately 3 º C according to the IPCC – UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Solomon et al., 2007)). Since 1900, the
global climate has warmed by approximately 0.8 ° C. Temperatures in the past ten
years have been the highest since measured records began in the nineteenth century and, as shown by other climate indicators, for many centuries before that (see
Fig. 1).
Most of this warming is due to the rising concentration of carbon dioxide and
other anthropogenic gases (Solomon et al., 2007). It follows that a further increase
in carbon dioxide concentration must lead to a further rise in global mean temperature (see Fig. 2). Considering a range of plausible assumptions about future emissions, this rise will be in a range from approximately 2 º C to approximately 7 º C
above preindustrial levels.
By comparison, the last major period of global warming occurred at the end of the
last great ice age (about 15 000 years ago), and involved global warming of approximately 5 º C over a time span of 5000 years (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006).
Unchecked anthropogenic warming could reach a similar magnitude over a fraction of this time – and, of course, starting from an already warm climate.
Impacts and risks
Whether this warming constitutes ‘dangerous’ change cannot, of course, be determined by scientists alone, as such an assessment depends on societal value judgments about what is dangerous. However, science can help to state and clarify the
risks that arise from such unprecedented warming. Among the most important risks
are the following:
• Increase in sea level and loss of ice sheets. In the twentieth century global sea
level rose by 15 – 20 cm. Currently, sea level is rising at a rate of over three
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Fig. 1. Global temperature over land and ocean during the past millennium, based
on a variety of proxies including ice cores, tree rings, corals and sediment data.
The grey bands show the 25 – 75 and 5 – 95 % uncertainty ranges. (Source: Mann
et al., 2008)
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Fig. 2. IPCC projections for global mean temperature in the twenty-first century
in comparison to past variability as shown in Fig. 1. The lowest (B1) and highest
(A1FI) emission scenarios are shown with their respective projection uncertainties: for B1 emissions, warming will be between 2 º C and 3 º C, for A1FI emissions
between 4 º C and 7 º C. The 2 º C limit adopted by the EU and many countries is
also shown. (Sources: Mann et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2007)
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centimetres per decade, about 50 % faster than projected in the scenarios of the
IPCC Third Assessment Report (Rahmstorf et al., 2007). If warming is not limited, a rise of around one metre by 2100 is not unlikely (Rahmstorf, 2007). Even
if warming is halted at 3 º C, the sea level will probably keep rising by several
metres in subsequent centuries as a delayed response (see Fig. 3). Coastal cities
and low-lying islands are at risk. What is now a once-in-a-century occurrence of
extreme flooding in New York City (causing major damage, including flooded
subway stations) would happen on average about every three years if the sea
level were just one metre higher (Rosenzweig and Solecki, 2001).
Loss of ecosystems and species. If climate change continues unabated global
temperatures will reach a level higher than for millions of years and this increase
will be much too fast for many species to adapt to. A large fraction of species –
some studies suggest up to one third of all species – could be doomed to extinction
by the year 2050 (Thomas et al., 2004). Life in the oceans is not only threatened
by climate change but by the equally serious problem of ongoing global ocean
acidification, which is a direct chemical result of our carbon dioxide emissions
independent of the warming effect.
Risk of extreme events. In a warmer climate, the risk of extreme flooding events
will increase, as warmer air can hold more water (approximately 7 % more for
each degree Celsius of warming). Hurricanes are expected to become more destructive. Both physical considerations and data suggest an increase in the force
of hurricanes in response to rising sea surface temperatures (see Fig. 4).
Risk to water and food supplies. While total global agricultural production
may increase with moderate global warming due to temperature gains in colder
regions, many poorer and warmer countries may experience reductions in yields
due to water shortages and weather extremes. Agricultural productivity is expected to decline globally in the event of warming between 2 º C and 4 º C. Should
warming exceed 4 º C major losses are to be feared (Parry et al., 2007). The water
supply of major cities (such as Lima) and of agricultural lands (such as those fed
by rivers draining the Tibetan Plateau) is threatened when mountain glaciers and
snow packs disappear (WBGU, 2007).
Non-linear responses – tipping elements. Positive feedbacks have been identified for a number of climatic subsystems, and these feedbacks may self-amplify
the response to external disturbances (Lenton et al., 2008). For example, the
Arctic sea ice cover has shown a drastic reduction in recent years (see real-time
sea ice data at the National Snow and Ice Data Center, http://nsidc.org). While,
for instance, the melting of the Himalayan glaciers is a likely result of increased
temperatures, other tipping elements, like global monsoon systems, represent a
risk due to their extraordinary impact (Auffhammer et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2008), but it remains difficult to assess the probability of their occurrence. The
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Data

Fig. 3. Observed sea level up to 2000 and several recent projections up to the year
2300. (Sources: Church and White, 2006; Rahmstorf, 2007; WBGU, 2006; Vellinga
et al., 2008)
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Fig. 4. Changes in the force of tropical storms over time (Power Dissipation
Index – PDI, dotted) and the average sea-surface temperature in the tropical Atlantic from August to October (solid). For comparison the evolution of globally averaged near-surface air temperature is also shown (broken grey line). (Source:
Emanuel, 2005)
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triggering of some tipping elements, such as the major ocean circulation in the
Atlantic and the great ice sheets in Greenland and West Antarctica, is likely to be
irreversible (Toniazzo et al., 2004; Rahmstorf et al., 2005; Schoof, 2007). The
release of methane from a thawing of the Siberian and North American permafrost is an additional tipping element that may directly increase global mean
temperature and thus accelerate the process of global warming.
It is important to remember that these are merely examples. The exact consequences of such a major change in climate are difficult to predict, and surprises are
likely.
Avoiding dangerous climate change
Following the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC, 1992), in which states committed themselves to preventing ‘dangerous
interference’ with the climate system, the European Union went one step further in
pledging to limit the increase in global average temperature to 2 º C above preindustrial levels (EU limit, see Fig. 2). This means that global carbon dioxide emissions must be reduced by 50 – 80 % of the 1990 level by 2050 (Meinshausen et al.,
2009). This range of necessary emission reductions arises from uncertainty within
the carbon cycle and the physical climate system, and from different possible emission pathways up to 2050.
While the exact emission reduction pathways are uncertain, one crucial fact
clearly follows from a decision to stabilize temperatures: ultimately, carbon dioxide
emissions must be reduced to practically zero. The reasons are that few permanent
natural sinks exist, and that carbon dioxide, once released to the atmosphere, is
removed only on a millennial time scale (Solomon et al., 2009). Thus, the stabilization target of global mean temperature is determined by cumulative emissions
(Allen et al., 2009), and delayed emissions reduction results in the necessity to
reduce more rapidly.
On the issue of stabilization targets, two further issues need to be kept in mind.
First, for some major climatic subsystems, such as the great ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, a two-degree target might not be sufficient to avoid dangerous
interference. Second, due to the slow pace and delayed reaction of the global climatic system, even after phasing out anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions temperatures will not drop for several centuries and, additionally, sea level will continue
to rise (Solomon et al., 2009).
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The global deal
A global deal is required to tackle the climate-related challenges outlined in the
previous sections (see also Stern and Garbett-Shiels, this volume). If successful,
such a far-ranging international effort will not only help avoid the worst impacts of
climate change and protect the world’s most vulnerable people, but will also initiate the process of restructuring the global economy towards ecologically oriented
growth, focused on the creation of new jobs in low-carbon industries. New economic instruments and business models will be developed to put a price on carbon,
and to ensure that opportunities for efficiency and renewable energies are generated. The best way to counteract the insecurity driven by high energy and commodity prices is to demonstrate the practical opportunities available in the creation
of efficient and resilient societies. Currently, countries are focused on short-term
crises and are not able to plan proactively for a low-carbon economy.
The UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol have been guided by the findings of climate science as documented by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). In order to avoid operational disruption after the first commitment period
of the Kyoto Protocol (ending in 2012), the next round of focused negotiations are
scheduled to be completed by 2009 in Copenhagen. A post-2012 climate agreement
that would represent a major step towards accomplishing a global deal must include
the following key elements:
1. Developing a vision for international climate protection:
low-carbon development and the 2 ° C objective
The agreement should aim for all countries to achieve their national economic and
development goals within the framework of a low-carbon strategy that safeguards
the environment, strengthens their ability to adapt to the changes already underway, and allows for sustained economic welfare. Industrialized countries should
demonstrate their intention to lead the way on the low-carbon transition, and should
agree to support developing countries in their transitions. This vision acknowledges
the fundamental need for ambitious adaptation support, particularly in the world’s
poorest countries, and reiterates the commitment to achieving the UN Millennium
Development Goals. It also reaffirms that all peoples, nations and cultures have the
right to survive.
The vision should include the 2 ° C objective, which means countries agree to a
long-term goal to at least halve global emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050
compared to 1990 levels, and to bring about a peak in global emissions in the next
10 – 15 years. If countries want a higher probability of staying below 2 ° C, then a
more ambitious target should be agreed. In addition to a vision for 2050, countries
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should agree on emissions pathways for industrialized and developing countries with
benchmarks in 2020 and 2030 that lead the way to the almost complete decarbonisation required by 2050. The goals should be regularly assessed in light of the latest
scientific findings to avoid the risk of triggering critical climate tipping points.
2. Creating a global carbon market
Establishing a reliable and long-term price signal for carbon dioxide creates effective incentives for worldwide mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions (see Edenhofer et al., this volume). A carbon market generates this price signal, while also
creating the flexibility that participating companies need with regard to the timing
and location of their required emissions reductions. Alongside emissions trading,
the Kyoto mechanisms should be scaled up and the European Emissions Trading
Scheme linked up to comparable systems in other regions (for example, in North
America, Australia, Japan and other countries, including emerging economies).
Some of the Kyoto mechanisms should be reviewed, however. In particular, new
sector-based crediting mechanisms for larger emerging economies and reform of
the project-based Clean Development Mechanism for smaller developing countries are needed (see Liverman, this volume).
3. Agreeing on ambitious emissions reduction commitments
for industrialized countries
A stable and sufficiently high price level on the international carbon market presupposes ambitious, absolute and binding emissions reduction targets for industrialized countries. Such binding targets also represent a politically necessary signal
by those countries primarily responsible for the currently observed levels of climate change. By 2020 the industrialized countries should have reduced their emissions by around 30 % compared to 1990. By 2050 the emissions of this group of
countries must be reduced by approximately 80 % (or even 90 or 95 % if a higher
probability of risk reduction is desired). In order to build confidence in their intention to decarbonize their societies and encourage long-term planning, industrialized
countries should put forward low-carbon action plans. These plans need to outline
the process of economic transformation that will be undertaken to address unsustainable patterns of consumption and production (see Gell-Mann, this volume, for
a more detailed discussion of transformation to sustainability). This process must
promote a low-carbon economy and ensure deep emissions reduction targets in
line with commitments.
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4. Taking action in developing countries
One of the greatest challenges for a global deal is to build the confidence and
capacity of developing countries to provide their populations with development,
energy services and food security, while they start to decarbonize their societies.
There is no model for developing countries to follow. The mitigation agreement
should therefore provide significant external incentives for developing countries to
move beyond business-as-usual (BAU) pathways, but should also expect them to
undertake ‘no-regrets’ and low-cost measures based on their own means as well.
Overall, actions undertaken in developing countries should result in a substantial reduction of emissions below BAU. Collectively, these actions would be enough
to ensure that developing country emissions peak no later than 2020 – 2025, a requirement if global warming is to remain below 2 ° C.
Guided by the commitment to a substantial deviation from BAU, each major
developing economy should submit a set of actions that can be incorporated into a
low-carbon action plan. This would include measures that the country will implement unilaterally in defining its national baseline. The action plan would also outline what other measures can be taken conditional upon greater access to the global
carbon market and technological and financial support.
What could such a low-carbon action plan look like? Some countries could
assume sectoral obligations (for example, in the electricity sector); others could
adopt more ambitious national policies and measures (for example, on renewables
targets and housing standards); and yet other countries could adopt national efficiency targets (for example, on energy consumption in relation to GDP). Each plan
should describe in a quantitatively verifiable way the substantial deviation from
BAU.
5. Reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD)
and other land use sectors
Climate change cannot be solved by addressing the energy system alone. Improved
ecosystem management would avoid a substantial amount of emissions and restore
many of the carbon sinks that once existed. In particular, about 17 % of global
emissions are caused by deforestation and forest degradation (Metz et al., 2007,
Fig. TS.1b). Therefore, the new climate change agreement needs to include enhanced
actions for this sector. Each country could submit a national deforestation plan.
This plan would outline the country’s commitment and strategy to reduce deforestation emissions from an agreed national baseline, provided that financial support from industrialized countries is guaranteed. The agreement must also include
the most efficient mechanism to provide this funding within the framework of a
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carbon market: a commitment by industrialized countries to auction a percentage
of their national allocation and designate it to REDD. In addition, a credible monitoring and review mechanism should be included to assess if, when, and how deforestation credits might be permitted to enter the global carbon market without
jeopardizing market stability or causing the carbon price to fall dramatically.
In addition to tropical forests, peatlands and agriculture are priority areas where
action is needed. A recent study of the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) suggests that the agricultural sector could be broadly carbon-neutral by
2030 if best management practices were widely adopted (Trumper et al., 2009).
Other societal goals could be achieved alongside carbon storage, such as improved
soil fertility, new employment and income-generating opportunities, and biodiversity conservation.
6. Promoting technology:
investment, innovation and transfer
The agreement should include a scaled-up technology cooperation mechanism, one
that strikes a balance between building the capacity of all major economies to
become innovation leaders, and supporting the needs of some countries for technology transfer.
Support for technology cooperation and diffusion needs to be rapidly expanded
in order to meet the mitigation and adaptation challenges posed by climate change.
A robust and comprehensive approach is needed to correct market failures and
provide support along the entire technology innovation chain. This approach should
leverage public and private finance to spur innovation and technology cooperation,
with substantial focus on the international agreement but even greater focus on bringing bi-lateral and private capital in line with low-carbon action plans and strategies.
To address the need for rapid technology development and diffusion in the nearterm the agreement should include a ‘technology development objective’ to at least
double current levels of research, development and demonstration by 2012 and
quadruple those budgets by 2020. In order to ensure focused investment, the agreement should contain a commitment from all countries to jointly develop a set of
strategically important adaptation and mitigation technologies incorporated in
‘technology action programmes’. The agreement should also include a new fund
with two distinct functions: to increase investment in research, development &
demonstration (RD & D); and to increase diffusion of new technologies in developing countries. The fund, through matching grants and other blended financing,
would leverage public financing to catalyze a shift of private investment into lowcarbon technologies. Private companies and developing countries would bid into
this new fund.
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Furthermore, to protect the interests of the innovator while also promoting diffusion of low-carbon technologies, the agreement should contain a ‘protect and share’
framework for managing intellectual property rights (IPR). This would facilitate
joint ventures and public-private partnerships, and define systems for enhanced
access, conditional on strengthened IPR protection. Countries failing to robustly
protect low-carbon IPR would run the risk of losing their access to the proposed
technology fund.
7. Supporting adaptation: climate-proof investments
and risk management
The post-2012 agreement should send a clear signal to the poorest and most vulnerable countries of the world that they will not be left alone to deal with the increasing
impacts of climate change. A new ‘global adaptation framework’ will need to be
created to provide the vision, strategy and coordination to respond to catastrophes
and climate-change impacts as they occur.
This framework needs to incorporate the key institutions with relevant expertise
(Food and Agriculture Organization, World Health Organization, World Bank,
UNDP, Red Cross, etc.) and should join up efforts inside and outside the Convention. It should base those strategies on input from regional adaptation centres, regional information systems on climate risks in developing countries, and national
plans. The confidence of the donor community could be enhanced by assuring that
the billions raised will be applied to the most urgent and critical needs.
In support of this framework, industrialized countries should give a firm undertaking both to honour their existing official development assistance (ODA) commitments and to provide additional resources for adaptation to climate change. A
substantial share of the new resources should be channelled through an Adaptation
Fund in order to promote predictability and transparency. In addition, donors should
scale up their investment in disaster prevention and response, and should develop
a global reinsurance scheme to provide a safety net for poor people exposed to
climate change risk. Also, donors should agree to incorporate adaptation strategies
and measures into their existing bilateral and multilateral aid programmes, and ‘climate-proof’ their investments without diverting funds from existing aid budgets.
8. Financing
A major element of the agreement will be measurable, reportable and verifiable
financing. It is estimated that by 2015 the annual costs of action in developing countries will be approximately USD 70 billion for mitigation efforts in the power and
transport sectors (Anderson, 2006), and USD 90 billion for adaptation (UNDP, 2007).
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This compares with the 2008 ODA levels of approximately USD 120 billion (OECD,
2009). Developing countries will have to meet some of these costs themselves but
will also expect substantial international support. The mix of financing responsibility between industrialized and developing countries will determine the ‘fairness’
of abatement commitments.
The expansion of the international carbon market will generate significant additional financing for mitigation programmes in developing countries.1 These will
be concentrated in industrializing middle-income countries such as China, India,
Brazil and Mexico. As noted above, additional funding is needed in the areas of
adaptation, reduction of emissions from deforestation, and technology cooperation.
While the technology fund can likely leverage private sector funding, adaptation
and deforestation will be more dependent on public funding. A number of potential
mechanisms exist to generate the needed revenue: a) industrialized countries could
pledge to contribute a share of their auction revenues from domestic emissions
trading to mitigation and adaptation in developing countries; b) a share of each
country’s ‘assigned amount’ for the next commitment period could be monetized
and invested in a set of international funds; c) a tax could be introduced on international bunker fuels to generate revenue (as well as to include the aviation and
maritime sectors in national commitments); and d) countries could pledge direct
budgetary support based on a set of agreed criteria.
In order to leverage external funding such as bi-lateral funds, measurable, reportable and verifiable criteria need to be agreed upon. This would enable donors to
get ‘credit’ for contributions to low-carbon development plans not only through
UNFCCC-related funds but also through other multilateral and bilateral initiatives.
9. Including international air and maritime transport
The sector with the most rapidly increasing emissions worldwide is international
aviation and maritime transport. Up to now these sources have been exempt from
emissions restrictions. The post-2012 regime should include targets to reduce emissions from these sectors.
In the midst of a financial crisis it may be difficult to imagine that a global deal
such as that outlined above is possible. Countries are focusing on national economic priorities and job creation, dealing with a recession that is raising fears and
could lead to greater isolationism. If a post-2012 agreement is not reached and the
focus continues to rest on national-level activities, it is highly unlikely that the
The World Bank (Capoor and Ambrosi, 2007) estimated CDM flows at USD 5 billion per year in 2006, and the
UNFCCC (2006) estimates substantial future growth, generating USD 12 billion per year by 2012.
1
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scientific challenge of climate change mitigation will be met. International agreements are created to raise the level of ambition, to generate a shared vision for a
common endeavour, and to stimulate action at a faster pace than countries would
normally pursue. Such agreements provide not only motivation but also the security that other major economies are also taking significant investment decisions to
move in a new direction. A global deal on climate change is needed to build trust
between industrialized and developing countries, trust that will be hard to rebuild
if a deal is not struck. Exceptional and determined leadership is likewise needed to
ensure that global transformation happens in time.
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The scientific basis
Several important findings of climate research have been confirmed in recent decades and are now generally accepted as fact by the scientific community. These
include the rapid increase in carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere during the last 150 years, from 280 ppm (a value typical for warm periods during at
least the past 700 000 years), to the 2007 level of 383 ppm (Global Carbon Project,
2008). This increase is entirely caused by humans and is primarily due to the burning of fossil fuels, with a smaller contribution from deforestation. Carbon dioxide
is a gas that affects the Earth’s climate by changing its radiation budget: an increase
in its concentration leads to a rise in near-surface temperature. If the concentration
doubles, the resulting global mean warming will likely be between 2 ° C and 4 ° C
(the most probable value is approximately 3 º C according to the IPCC – UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Solomon et al., 2007)). Since 1900, the
global climate has warmed by approximately 0.8 ° C. Temperatures in the past ten
years have been the highest since measured records began in the nineteenth century and, as shown by other climate indicators, for many centuries before that (see
Fig. 1).
Most of this warming is due to the rising concentration of carbon dioxide and
other anthropogenic gases (Solomon et al., 2007). It follows that a further increase
in carbon dioxide concentration must lead to a further rise in global mean temperature (see Fig. 2). Considering a range of plausible assumptions about future emissions, this rise will be in a range from approximately 2 º C to approximately 7 º C
above preindustrial levels.
By comparison, the last major period of global warming occurred at the end of the
last great ice age (about 15 000 years ago), and involved global warming of approximately 5 º C over a time span of 5000 years (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006).
Unchecked anthropogenic warming could reach a similar magnitude over a fraction of this time – and, of course, starting from an already warm climate.
Impacts and risks
Whether this warming constitutes ‘dangerous’ change cannot, of course, be determined by scientists alone, as such an assessment depends on societal value judgments about what is dangerous. However, science can help to state and clarify the
risks that arise from such unprecedented warming. Among the most important risks
are the following:
• Increase in sea level and loss of ice sheets. In the twentieth century global sea
level rose by 15 – 20 cm. Currently, sea level is rising at a rate of over three
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Fig. 1. Global temperature over land and ocean during the past millennium, based
on a variety of proxies including ice cores, tree rings, corals and sediment data.
The grey bands show the 25 – 75 and 5 – 95 % uncertainty ranges. (Source: Mann
et al., 2008)
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Fig. 2. IPCC projections for global mean temperature in the twenty-first century
in comparison to past variability as shown in Fig. 1. The lowest (B1) and highest
(A1FI) emission scenarios are shown with their respective projection uncertainties: for B1 emissions, warming will be between 2 º C and 3 º C, for A1FI emissions
between 4 º C and 7 º C. The 2 º C limit adopted by the EU and many countries is
also shown. (Sources: Mann et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2007)
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centimetres per decade, about 50 % faster than projected in the scenarios of the
IPCC Third Assessment Report (Rahmstorf et al., 2007). If warming is not limited, a rise of around one metre by 2100 is not unlikely (Rahmstorf, 2007). Even
if warming is halted at 3 º C, the sea level will probably keep rising by several
metres in subsequent centuries as a delayed response (see Fig. 3). Coastal cities
and low-lying islands are at risk. What is now a once-in-a-century occurrence of
extreme flooding in New York City (causing major damage, including flooded
subway stations) would happen on average about every three years if the sea
level were just one metre higher (Rosenzweig and Solecki, 2001).
Loss of ecosystems and species. If climate change continues unabated global
temperatures will reach a level higher than for millions of years and this increase
will be much too fast for many species to adapt to. A large fraction of species –
some studies suggest up to one third of all species – could be doomed to extinction
by the year 2050 (Thomas et al., 2004). Life in the oceans is not only threatened
by climate change but by the equally serious problem of ongoing global ocean
acidification, which is a direct chemical result of our carbon dioxide emissions
independent of the warming effect.
Risk of extreme events. In a warmer climate, the risk of extreme flooding events
will increase, as warmer air can hold more water (approximately 7 % more for
each degree Celsius of warming). Hurricanes are expected to become more destructive. Both physical considerations and data suggest an increase in the force
of hurricanes in response to rising sea surface temperatures (see Fig. 4).
Risk to water and food supplies. While total global agricultural production
may increase with moderate global warming due to temperature gains in colder
regions, many poorer and warmer countries may experience reductions in yields
due to water shortages and weather extremes. Agricultural productivity is expected to decline globally in the event of warming between 2 º C and 4 º C. Should
warming exceed 4 º C major losses are to be feared (Parry et al., 2007). The water
supply of major cities (such as Lima) and of agricultural lands (such as those fed
by rivers draining the Tibetan Plateau) is threatened when mountain glaciers and
snow packs disappear (WBGU, 2007).
Non-linear responses – tipping elements. Positive feedbacks have been identified for a number of climatic subsystems, and these feedbacks may self-amplify
the response to external disturbances (Lenton et al., 2008). For example, the
Arctic sea ice cover has shown a drastic reduction in recent years (see real-time
sea ice data at the National Snow and Ice Data Center, http://nsidc.org). While,
for instance, the melting of the Himalayan glaciers is a likely result of increased
temperatures, other tipping elements, like global monsoon systems, represent a
risk due to their extraordinary impact (Auffhammer et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,
2008), but it remains difficult to assess the probability of their occurrence. The
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Fig. 3. Observed sea level up to 2000 and several recent projections up to the year
2300. (Sources: Church and White, 2006; Rahmstorf, 2007; WBGU, 2006; Vellinga
et al., 2008)
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Fig. 4. Changes in the force of tropical storms over time (Power Dissipation
Index – PDI, dotted) and the average sea-surface temperature in the tropical Atlantic from August to October (solid). For comparison the evolution of globally averaged near-surface air temperature is also shown (broken grey line). (Source:
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triggering of some tipping elements, such as the major ocean circulation in the
Atlantic and the great ice sheets in Greenland and West Antarctica, is likely to be
irreversible (Toniazzo et al., 2004; Rahmstorf et al., 2005; Schoof, 2007). The
release of methane from a thawing of the Siberian and North American permafrost is an additional tipping element that may directly increase global mean
temperature and thus accelerate the process of global warming.
It is important to remember that these are merely examples. The exact consequences of such a major change in climate are difficult to predict, and surprises are
likely.
Avoiding dangerous climate change
Following the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC, 1992), in which states committed themselves to preventing ‘dangerous
interference’ with the climate system, the European Union went one step further in
pledging to limit the increase in global average temperature to 2 º C above preindustrial levels (EU limit, see Fig. 2). This means that global carbon dioxide emissions must be reduced by 50 – 80 % of the 1990 level by 2050 (Meinshausen et al.,
2009). This range of necessary emission reductions arises from uncertainty within
the carbon cycle and the physical climate system, and from different possible emission pathways up to 2050.
While the exact emission reduction pathways are uncertain, one crucial fact
clearly follows from a decision to stabilize temperatures: ultimately, carbon dioxide
emissions must be reduced to practically zero. The reasons are that few permanent
natural sinks exist, and that carbon dioxide, once released to the atmosphere, is
removed only on a millennial time scale (Solomon et al., 2009). Thus, the stabilization target of global mean temperature is determined by cumulative emissions
(Allen et al., 2009), and delayed emissions reduction results in the necessity to
reduce more rapidly.
On the issue of stabilization targets, two further issues need to be kept in mind.
First, for some major climatic subsystems, such as the great ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, a two-degree target might not be sufficient to avoid dangerous
interference. Second, due to the slow pace and delayed reaction of the global climatic system, even after phasing out anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions temperatures will not drop for several centuries and, additionally, sea level will continue
to rise (Solomon et al., 2009).
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The global deal
A global deal is required to tackle the climate-related challenges outlined in the
previous sections (see also Stern and Garbett-Shiels, this volume). If successful,
such a far-ranging international effort will not only help avoid the worst impacts of
climate change and protect the world’s most vulnerable people, but will also initiate the process of restructuring the global economy towards ecologically oriented
growth, focused on the creation of new jobs in low-carbon industries. New economic instruments and business models will be developed to put a price on carbon,
and to ensure that opportunities for efficiency and renewable energies are generated. The best way to counteract the insecurity driven by high energy and commodity prices is to demonstrate the practical opportunities available in the creation
of efficient and resilient societies. Currently, countries are focused on short-term
crises and are not able to plan proactively for a low-carbon economy.
The UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol have been guided by the findings of climate science as documented by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). In order to avoid operational disruption after the first commitment period
of the Kyoto Protocol (ending in 2012), the next round of focused negotiations are
scheduled to be completed by 2009 in Copenhagen. A post-2012 climate agreement
that would represent a major step towards accomplishing a global deal must include
the following key elements:
1. Developing a vision for international climate protection:
low-carbon development and the 2 ° C objective
The agreement should aim for all countries to achieve their national economic and
development goals within the framework of a low-carbon strategy that safeguards
the environment, strengthens their ability to adapt to the changes already underway, and allows for sustained economic welfare. Industrialized countries should
demonstrate their intention to lead the way on the low-carbon transition, and should
agree to support developing countries in their transitions. This vision acknowledges
the fundamental need for ambitious adaptation support, particularly in the world’s
poorest countries, and reiterates the commitment to achieving the UN Millennium
Development Goals. It also reaffirms that all peoples, nations and cultures have the
right to survive.
The vision should include the 2 ° C objective, which means countries agree to a
long-term goal to at least halve global emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050
compared to 1990 levels, and to bring about a peak in global emissions in the next
10 – 15 years. If countries want a higher probability of staying below 2 ° C, then a
more ambitious target should be agreed. In addition to a vision for 2050, countries
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should agree on emissions pathways for industrialized and developing countries with
benchmarks in 2020 and 2030 that lead the way to the almost complete decarbonisation required by 2050. The goals should be regularly assessed in light of the latest
scientific findings to avoid the risk of triggering critical climate tipping points.
2. Creating a global carbon market
Establishing a reliable and long-term price signal for carbon dioxide creates effective incentives for worldwide mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions (see Edenhofer et al., this volume). A carbon market generates this price signal, while also
creating the flexibility that participating companies need with regard to the timing
and location of their required emissions reductions. Alongside emissions trading,
the Kyoto mechanisms should be scaled up and the European Emissions Trading
Scheme linked up to comparable systems in other regions (for example, in North
America, Australia, Japan and other countries, including emerging economies).
Some of the Kyoto mechanisms should be reviewed, however. In particular, new
sector-based crediting mechanisms for larger emerging economies and reform of
the project-based Clean Development Mechanism for smaller developing countries are needed (see Liverman, this volume).
3. Agreeing on ambitious emissions reduction commitments
for industrialized countries
A stable and sufficiently high price level on the international carbon market presupposes ambitious, absolute and binding emissions reduction targets for industrialized countries. Such binding targets also represent a politically necessary signal
by those countries primarily responsible for the currently observed levels of climate change. By 2020 the industrialized countries should have reduced their emissions by around 30 % compared to 1990. By 2050 the emissions of this group of
countries must be reduced by approximately 80 % (or even 90 or 95 % if a higher
probability of risk reduction is desired). In order to build confidence in their intention to decarbonize their societies and encourage long-term planning, industrialized
countries should put forward low-carbon action plans. These plans need to outline
the process of economic transformation that will be undertaken to address unsustainable patterns of consumption and production (see Gell-Mann, this volume, for
a more detailed discussion of transformation to sustainability). This process must
promote a low-carbon economy and ensure deep emissions reduction targets in
line with commitments.
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4. Taking action in developing countries
One of the greatest challenges for a global deal is to build the confidence and
capacity of developing countries to provide their populations with development,
energy services and food security, while they start to decarbonize their societies.
There is no model for developing countries to follow. The mitigation agreement
should therefore provide significant external incentives for developing countries to
move beyond business-as-usual (BAU) pathways, but should also expect them to
undertake ‘no-regrets’ and low-cost measures based on their own means as well.
Overall, actions undertaken in developing countries should result in a substantial reduction of emissions below BAU. Collectively, these actions would be enough
to ensure that developing country emissions peak no later than 2020 – 2025, a requirement if global warming is to remain below 2 ° C.
Guided by the commitment to a substantial deviation from BAU, each major
developing economy should submit a set of actions that can be incorporated into a
low-carbon action plan. This would include measures that the country will implement unilaterally in defining its national baseline. The action plan would also outline what other measures can be taken conditional upon greater access to the global
carbon market and technological and financial support.
What could such a low-carbon action plan look like? Some countries could
assume sectoral obligations (for example, in the electricity sector); others could
adopt more ambitious national policies and measures (for example, on renewables
targets and housing standards); and yet other countries could adopt national efficiency targets (for example, on energy consumption in relation to GDP). Each plan
should describe in a quantitatively verifiable way the substantial deviation from
BAU.
5. Reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD)
and other land use sectors
Climate change cannot be solved by addressing the energy system alone. Improved
ecosystem management would avoid a substantial amount of emissions and restore
many of the carbon sinks that once existed. In particular, about 17 % of global
emissions are caused by deforestation and forest degradation (Metz et al., 2007,
Fig. TS.1b). Therefore, the new climate change agreement needs to include enhanced
actions for this sector. Each country could submit a national deforestation plan.
This plan would outline the country’s commitment and strategy to reduce deforestation emissions from an agreed national baseline, provided that financial support from industrialized countries is guaranteed. The agreement must also include
the most efficient mechanism to provide this funding within the framework of a
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carbon market: a commitment by industrialized countries to auction a percentage
of their national allocation and designate it to REDD. In addition, a credible monitoring and review mechanism should be included to assess if, when, and how deforestation credits might be permitted to enter the global carbon market without
jeopardizing market stability or causing the carbon price to fall dramatically.
In addition to tropical forests, peatlands and agriculture are priority areas where
action is needed. A recent study of the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) suggests that the agricultural sector could be broadly carbon-neutral by
2030 if best management practices were widely adopted (Trumper et al., 2009).
Other societal goals could be achieved alongside carbon storage, such as improved
soil fertility, new employment and income-generating opportunities, and biodiversity conservation.
6. Promoting technology:
investment, innovation and transfer
The agreement should include a scaled-up technology cooperation mechanism, one
that strikes a balance between building the capacity of all major economies to
become innovation leaders, and supporting the needs of some countries for technology transfer.
Support for technology cooperation and diffusion needs to be rapidly expanded
in order to meet the mitigation and adaptation challenges posed by climate change.
A robust and comprehensive approach is needed to correct market failures and
provide support along the entire technology innovation chain. This approach should
leverage public and private finance to spur innovation and technology cooperation,
with substantial focus on the international agreement but even greater focus on bringing bi-lateral and private capital in line with low-carbon action plans and strategies.
To address the need for rapid technology development and diffusion in the nearterm the agreement should include a ‘technology development objective’ to at least
double current levels of research, development and demonstration by 2012 and
quadruple those budgets by 2020. In order to ensure focused investment, the agreement should contain a commitment from all countries to jointly develop a set of
strategically important adaptation and mitigation technologies incorporated in
‘technology action programmes’. The agreement should also include a new fund
with two distinct functions: to increase investment in research, development &
demonstration (RD & D); and to increase diffusion of new technologies in developing countries. The fund, through matching grants and other blended financing,
would leverage public financing to catalyze a shift of private investment into lowcarbon technologies. Private companies and developing countries would bid into
this new fund.
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Furthermore, to protect the interests of the innovator while also promoting diffusion of low-carbon technologies, the agreement should contain a ‘protect and share’
framework for managing intellectual property rights (IPR). This would facilitate
joint ventures and public-private partnerships, and define systems for enhanced
access, conditional on strengthened IPR protection. Countries failing to robustly
protect low-carbon IPR would run the risk of losing their access to the proposed
technology fund.
7. Supporting adaptation: climate-proof investments
and risk management
The post-2012 agreement should send a clear signal to the poorest and most vulnerable countries of the world that they will not be left alone to deal with the increasing
impacts of climate change. A new ‘global adaptation framework’ will need to be
created to provide the vision, strategy and coordination to respond to catastrophes
and climate-change impacts as they occur.
This framework needs to incorporate the key institutions with relevant expertise
(Food and Agriculture Organization, World Health Organization, World Bank,
UNDP, Red Cross, etc.) and should join up efforts inside and outside the Convention. It should base those strategies on input from regional adaptation centres, regional information systems on climate risks in developing countries, and national
plans. The confidence of the donor community could be enhanced by assuring that
the billions raised will be applied to the most urgent and critical needs.
In support of this framework, industrialized countries should give a firm undertaking both to honour their existing official development assistance (ODA) commitments and to provide additional resources for adaptation to climate change. A
substantial share of the new resources should be channelled through an Adaptation
Fund in order to promote predictability and transparency. In addition, donors should
scale up their investment in disaster prevention and response, and should develop
a global reinsurance scheme to provide a safety net for poor people exposed to
climate change risk. Also, donors should agree to incorporate adaptation strategies
and measures into their existing bilateral and multilateral aid programmes, and ‘climate-proof’ their investments without diverting funds from existing aid budgets.
8. Financing
A major element of the agreement will be measurable, reportable and verifiable
financing. It is estimated that by 2015 the annual costs of action in developing countries will be approximately USD 70 billion for mitigation efforts in the power and
transport sectors (Anderson, 2006), and USD 90 billion for adaptation (UNDP, 2007).
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This compares with the 2008 ODA levels of approximately USD 120 billion (OECD,
2009). Developing countries will have to meet some of these costs themselves but
will also expect substantial international support. The mix of financing responsibility between industrialized and developing countries will determine the ‘fairness’
of abatement commitments.
The expansion of the international carbon market will generate significant additional financing for mitigation programmes in developing countries.1 These will
be concentrated in industrializing middle-income countries such as China, India,
Brazil and Mexico. As noted above, additional funding is needed in the areas of
adaptation, reduction of emissions from deforestation, and technology cooperation.
While the technology fund can likely leverage private sector funding, adaptation
and deforestation will be more dependent on public funding. A number of potential
mechanisms exist to generate the needed revenue: a) industrialized countries could
pledge to contribute a share of their auction revenues from domestic emissions
trading to mitigation and adaptation in developing countries; b) a share of each
country’s ‘assigned amount’ for the next commitment period could be monetized
and invested in a set of international funds; c) a tax could be introduced on international bunker fuels to generate revenue (as well as to include the aviation and
maritime sectors in national commitments); and d) countries could pledge direct
budgetary support based on a set of agreed criteria.
In order to leverage external funding such as bi-lateral funds, measurable, reportable and verifiable criteria need to be agreed upon. This would enable donors to
get ‘credit’ for contributions to low-carbon development plans not only through
UNFCCC-related funds but also through other multilateral and bilateral initiatives.
9. Including international air and maritime transport
The sector with the most rapidly increasing emissions worldwide is international
aviation and maritime transport. Up to now these sources have been exempt from
emissions restrictions. The post-2012 regime should include targets to reduce emissions from these sectors.
In the midst of a financial crisis it may be difficult to imagine that a global deal
such as that outlined above is possible. Countries are focusing on national economic priorities and job creation, dealing with a recession that is raising fears and
could lead to greater isolationism. If a post-2012 agreement is not reached and the
focus continues to rest on national-level activities, it is highly unlikely that the
The World Bank (Capoor and Ambrosi, 2007) estimated CDM flows at USD 5 billion per year in 2006, and the
UNFCCC (2006) estimates substantial future growth, generating USD 12 billion per year by 2012.
1
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scientific challenge of climate change mitigation will be met. International agreements are created to raise the level of ambition, to generate a shared vision for a
common endeavour, and to stimulate action at a faster pace than countries would
normally pursue. Such agreements provide not only motivation but also the security that other major economies are also taking significant investment decisions to
move in a new direction. A global deal on climate change is needed to build trust
between industrialized and developing countries, trust that will be hard to rebuild
if a deal is not struck. Exceptional and determined leadership is likewise needed to
ensure that global transformation happens in time.
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Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions represent the biggest market failure the world
has ever seen. GHGs cause damage and without specific policies nobody pays for
this damage. We all contribute to producing them; and many people around the
world are already suffering from the effects of past emissions. Moreover, current
emissions have the potential to cause catastrophic damage in the future. Due to the
global nature of the link between emissions and damage, we need a global response
to this problem. Failure to analyse the problem in terms of the great risks, and the
long-term and global co-operation required, will produce (and has produced) approaches to policy that are misleading and dangerous. The arguments for strong
and timely action are overwhelming. The costs of inaction, which means continuing
with current paths and practices, or ‘business as usual’ (BAU), should be measured
in terms of the possible outcomes and damages compared to a global strategy that
sets sensible targets.
The world must create and implement a global deal that is effective, efficient,
and equitable.1 The world must create this deal quickly – indeed, the meeting of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in Copenhagen in
December 2009 should be our deadline. Importantly, this deal must be implemented
with real commitment by all countries of the world.
We do not wish to pretend that reaching agreement will be easy; on the contrary,
the road to Copenhagen and beyond will be very tough and full of obstacles, principally in the form of resentment, particularly towards rich countries for their historical responsibility for high-carbon growth, and narrow perspectives of self-interest.
Central amongst these obstacles will be an argument that a first priority should be
to deal with the current economic crisis and that action on climate change can be
postponed. Often this argument comes from those who are, in any case, not keen
on taking action and who use the economic crisis as an excuse. This argument is
erroneous and must be confronted (see Rockström et al., this volume). There is no
doubt that the economic crisis is extremely serious, and requires strong, co-ordinated action, both nationally and internationally. The error lies in seeing responses
to the economic crisis and to climate change as being in conflict. They are not: the
economic crisis becomes an obstacle to urgent action on climate change only if we
allow it to do so by failing to put the arguments clearly.
There are two important lessons from the economic crisis that are relevant for
action on climate change. First, by ignoring the dangers and delaying action we
risk greatly magnifying the ensuing damages. Second, our reaction to the current
crisis should not sow the seeds of the next economic bubble, as was the case after
the dot-com bubble of the 1990s, when economic policies helped to create the
housing bubble of the 2000s, which was a prime cause of the economic crisis of
1

A more extensive discussion of a global deal is provided in the book A Blueprint for a Safer Planet (Stern, 2009)
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2008 – 9. Investments to manage climate change are less costly during a slow-down.
Furthermore, the foundations for growth in the next two or three decades (i. e. investments in low-carbon technologies) can be created now.
In order to construct and implement a deal on climate change the peoples of the
world and their leaders require a clear understanding; not only of the huge risks we
face, and thus why such a deal is necessary, but also of the whole range of technologies and policies that are available to us to make effective action possible. The
purpose of this book and this essay is to contribute to this understanding.
The price of failure will be a world that is subject to devastating physical change,
mass movement of people, and conflict. The prize of success will be sustainable
growth, a significant reduction in world poverty, and a cleaner, safer, quieter, more
diverse, and more prosperous future for all.

Risks, targets and costs
Targets
The relation between the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere and the resulting temperature increase is at the heart of any risk analysis. It is the clearest way to begin
and anchors most of the discussion. There are many models that estimate these
links: running a model many times for different parameter choices yields probability distributions of outcomes – in other words, it allows us to take into account the
uncertainties in the link between emissions and temperature changes (see Table 1).
Current concentrations of GHGs are around 430 parts per million (ppm) of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-eq – which aggregates carbon dioxide and other
GHGs). We are currently adding about 2.5 ppm CO2-eq per annum. The rate of
emissions growth appears to be accelerating, as a result of continued rapid growth
in the developing world. There seems little doubt that, in the absence of any restraining policy, the annual increase in the overall quantity of GHGs will average
somewhere above 3 ppm CO2-eq – potentially 4 ppm CO2-eq or more – over the
next 100 years. That is likely to take us beyond 750 ppm CO2-eq by the end of this
century.
This level of concentration would give us, if we were to stabilize there by 2100,
a fifty-fifty chance of a temperature increase above 5 º C. We do not really know
what the world would look like with a climate 5 º C warmer than in preindustrial
times. The most recent warm period was around three million years ago when the
world experienced temperatures 2 º C or 3 º C higher than today (Jansen et al., 2007).
Humans have not experienced anything that high (Hansen et al., 2006). During the
last glacial maximum (around 21 000 years ago) global temperatures were around
4 – 7 º C cooler than today (Solomon et al., 2007), and ice sheets extended to latitudes
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Table 1. Probabilities of exceeding a temperature increase at equilibrium (%). (Source:
based on Stern, 2007, p. 220, using Hadley Centre modelling (Murphy et al., 2004)).
Stabilization level
(in ppm CO2-eq)

2 °C

3 °C

4 °C

5 °C

6 °C

7 °C

450

78

18

3

1

0

0

500

96

44

11

3

1

0

550

99

69

24

7

2

1

600

100

94

58

24

9

4

750

100

99

82

47

22

9

just north of London and just south of New York.2 As the ice melted and sea levels
rose, and taking into account the changed topography, Britain separated from the
European continent and there was major re-routing of much of the global river
flow. Such magnitudes of temperature change can transform the planet.
The last time the Earth’s temperature lay in the region of 5 º C above the preindustrial level was in the Eocene period around 35 – 55 million years ago.3 Much of
the world was covered by swampy forests and there were alligators near the North
Pole. The point is not particularly about alligators, it is about the transformation of
the world; these kinds of variations would bring very radical changes to where and
how different types of species, including humans, could live. Many of the changes
would take place over 100 or 200 years rather than thousands or millions of years.
At a temperature increase of 5 º C most of the world’s ice and snow would disappear, most likely including the Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets and the snows and
glaciers of the Himalayas. According to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, the
former effect would – taking the two ice sheets together – eventually lead to a sealevel rise of over 10 metres, and possibly much higher. The latter effect would thoroughly disrupt the flows of the major rivers from the Himalayas, which serve
countries containing around half of the world’s population. There would be severe
torrents in the rainy season and dry rivers in the dry season. The world would probably lose more than half its species. The intensity of storms, floods and droughts is
likely to be much higher than at present.
Whilst we cannot be precise about the magnitude of the effects associated with
temperature increases of such size, it does seem reasonable to suppose that they
would be, or are at least likely to be, disastrous. They would probably involve very
2
3

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/temperature
See footnote 2.
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large movements of population from regions where human life would become
extremely difficult or impossible. History tells us that large movements of population are likely to bring major conflict, and this movement would probably be on a
huge scale.
If we fail to act there is a high probability that these devastating impacts and
conflicts will become reality. As Table 1 shows, we can cut the probability of temperature change above 5 º C from 50 % to 3 % by stabilizing emissions at 500 ppm
CO2-eq. We cannot be very precise about these probabilities (the ones we have used
here, from the Hadley Centre, are probably cautious) 4, however, the point is that
the reduction in risk is huge.
By using extremely simple models one can try to quantify the avoided damages
although our description of the risks should make it clear that it is very hard to attach convincing figures to the potential losses. Even from a very narrow perspective, world wars seem to involve losses of 15 % or more of GDP and the conflicts
we are discussing are likely to be on a greater scale, lasting longer and, of course,
affecting much more than GDP. The Stern Review (Stern, 2007), which looks at
damages up to the year 2200 and extrapolated thereafter, concluded that such costs
can be estimated as being equivalent to a 5 – 20 % loss of global GDP averaged over
space, time and possible outcomes. Such models can provide useful insights but
we warn strongly against taking them too literally.
Recent developments on the risk and potential damages
of climate change
There are a number of factors that climate change scientists and economists have
raised recently which point to a worsening of the prospects on climate risk. First,
recent data – particularly from developing countries – indicates that emissions are
growing more quickly than we thought. For example, a recent study by Max Auffhammer, University of California Berkeley, and Richard Carson, University of
California San Diego, indicates that carbon dioxide emissions in China over the
period 2004 – 10 will have grown at 11% per annum (Auffhammer and Carson,
2008). BAU assumptions used by the IPCC (Solomon et al., 2007) projected a
growth of only 2.5 – 5 % per annum. At this pace, by 2010 China will have increased
its carbon emissions from 2000 by around 1.5 – 3 billion metric tons of carbon
dioxide. To put it another way, the projected annual increase in China over the next
several years alone is greater than the current emissions produced by Germany. If
Work by the Hadley Centre and the IPCC (Murphy et al., 2004 and Wigley and Raper, 2001) suggests that
550 ppm CO2-eq is associated with a 24 % probability of exceeding 4 ° C, a level at which it is projected that significant and irreversible changes would occur. Stabilization below 500 ppm CO2-eq would be significantly less
risky (11% probability of exceeding 4 ° C). For details see Stern (2007), p. 220.
4
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indeed emissions are growing more quickly than we thought, then the dangerous
concentration levels associated with higher probabilities of disastrous temperature
increases will be reached much more quickly.
Second, the key feedbacks of the carbon cycle, such as the reduction in the absorptive capacity of the oceans (and thus the reduced effectiveness of a key carbon
sink) and the release of methane from the permafrost have not been taken into
consideration in the projected concentration increases quoted here. If these factors
are considered it is likely that stabilizing GHG concentrations at stocks associated
with lower probabilities of disastrous temperature increases could be even more
difficult.
Third, it is increasingly clear that we know little about what would happen to the
planet if we were to see very high concentrations of GHGs. However, given the
nature of feedback mechanisms scientists agree that the damages associated with
very high GHG concentrations could be enormous. Most of the current research
on damages makes conservative assumptions about the implications of high levels
of concentrations. As the Harvard economist Martin Weitzman, (Weitzman, 2008;
Weitzman, 2007 a; Weitzman, 2007 b), among others, has convincingly shown in
his research, considering the risk of very high GHG concentrations escalates the
estimations of climate change impact – and its potential cost to the economy.
The balance of the evidence implies that the level of risk suggested by the IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report (Solomon et al., 2007) and the Review (Stern, 2007) may
be underestimated. Therefore, the opinion expressed by some commentators – that
the Stern Review was alarmist – is simply wrong.
Costs of abatement
Up to this point our discussion of targets has focused on those for the stabilization
of stocks of GHGs in the atmosphere. We must now ask about the implications for
emissions pathways and how much, with good policy, GHG abatement would cost.
A broad answer was given in the Stern Review (Stern, 2007) – around 1– 2 % of
world GDP per annum to get below 550 ppm CO2-eq – but we must look at the argument in a little more detail.
Figure 1 illustrates possible paths for stabilization at 550 ppm CO2-eq (longdashed line), 500 ppm CO2-eq (dotted line), and 450 ppm CO2-eq (dot-dashed line);
the solid line represents BAU. There are many paths for stabilization at a given
level – see, for example, Stern Review, Fig. 8.2 (Stern, 2007, p. 226) – but all of
them form a similar pattern to those shown (if a path peaks later it must fall faster).
And if the carbon cycle weakens, the cuts would have to be larger to achieve stabilization at a given level – see Stern Review Fig. 8.1 (Stern, 2007, p. 222). Broadly
speaking, however, a path stabilizing at 550 ppm CO2-eq or below will have to
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Fig. 1. Business as usual (BAU) and stabilization trajectories for 450 – 550 ppm
CO2-eq. (Source: Stern, 2007, p. 233)

show emissions peaking in the next 20 years. For lower stabilization levels, the
peak will have to occur sooner. The magnitudes of the implied emission reductions
between 2000 and 2050 are around 30 % for 550 ppm CO2-eq, 50 % for 500 ppm
CO2-eq, and 70 % for 450 ppm CO2-eq. Cuts relative to BAU are indicated in the
figure. The stabilization pathway includes different options for cutting emissions
that would be more or less prominent at different times. In the earlier periods there
would be greater scope for energy efficiency and halting deforestation. With technical progress different technologies in the power and transport sector would play
an increasingly strong role.
Both the bottom-up and the top-down studies in the Stern Review (Stern, 2007)
produced figures in similar ranges – around 1% of world GDP per annum for stabilization below 550 ppm CO2-eq. We would now argue, given the growing evidence on the magnitude of the risks, that holding concentrations below 500 ppm
CO2-eq and then attempting to reduce from there to below 450 ppm CO2-eq would
be an appropriate target to limit temperature increases to not more than 2 °C which
many climate scientists believe is the threshold beyond which serious impacts
would occur. The costs involved might be of the order of 1 – 2 % of world GDP per
annum.
The calculated order of magnitude may be understood as follows. The reductions
required to keep concentrations below 500 ppm CO2-eq in 2050 may be around 65
gigatonnes CO2-eq compared to business-as-usual emissions (see Fig. 1). An average cost of USD 30 per tonne would produce an overall cost of around USD 2 trillion. If global GDP doubled by then, to USD 100 trillion, the overall cost would
equate to around 2 % of global GDP.
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As we learn more about new technologies, methods and economic policies these
costs may fall sharply and so the above projections may apply only over a few
decades. They also ignore the many co-benefits of action, including less pollution,
greater energy security, and increased biodiversity. There is, of course, considerable uncertainty over cost estimates. Bad policy or delayed decisions could produce higher figures. Greater technological progress could also result in lower
figures. Assumptions about substitutability between different goods and options
also matter.
Since the Stern Review (Stern, 2007) was published there have been a number
of new studies, both bottom-up and top-down. Significant examples of the former
include those from McKinsey (Enkvist et al., 2007) and the IEA (2007), both of
which indicated costs for given targets either in the range we suggested in the Stern
Review, or somewhat lower. Similar conclusions were drawn in the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report (Metz et al., 2007).
In summary, looking back at the Review, we would suggest that subsequent
evidence and analysis have confirmed, or at least indicated, that the range of our cost
estimates for stabilization of GHG concentrations may be on the high side. Good
policy and timely decision-making are, however, crucial to keeping costs down.
Merely adopting a ‘wait and see’ approach, or a ‘climate policy ramp’, risks not only
excessive and dangerous levels of GHG stocks but also much more costly abatement if, as is likely, we later realize that the response was delayed and inadequate.
A structure for a global deal
The balance of scientific evidence clearly demands that all countries plan credible
emissions reduction policies now. If mankind is to avoid substantial damages to
future generations, large-scale and urgent international action is required. Market
mechanisms should be central in this, with both economic instruments and discretionary policy being used to provide incentives for behavioural change. The UN
Conference of the Parties in Copenhagen in late 2009 will be decisive in determining the post-2012 policy frameworks, and designing an effective institutional architecture. It is important that the text of any deal agreed in Copenhagen is guided
by clear principles based on rigorous analytic foundations and a common understanding of the key challenges.
The challenges are far-reaching, comprehensive, and global; but they are also
manageable. The activities and technologies necessary to eliminate the bulk of the
risks associated with climate change are already available, or can be developed
through appropriate policies to support innovation. Policies must be designed and
applied carefully. Badly implemented policies can create additional market distortions, introduce perverse incentives, and foster protectionism. Care must be taken
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to ensure that additional policies are not simply layered on top of existing bad policies, such as distortionary energy market subsidies, trade restrictions, or inadequate
agricultural policies. Where possible, policies must encourage market-based solutions, minimize transactions costs, and stimulate reform of existing distortion mechanisms. For markets and entrepreneurship to work, the policy framework must be
credible, durable, and predictable, while allowing the necessary flexibility.
The following is an attempt to describe the outline of a possible global deal
(under six broad headings), based on the preceding analysis and on personal involvement in public discussion over the last two years. This work is described in full
in a paper entitled Key Elements of a Global Deal (Stern, 2008), which was published in March 2008 at the London School of Economics. The purpose of this
paper was to put forward a coherent set of proposals on global policy that satisfy
three basic principles:
• Effectiveness – it must lead to cuts in GHG emissions on the scale required to
keep the risks from climate change at acceptable levels.
• Efficiency – it must be implemented in the most cost-effective way, with mitigation being undertaken where it is cheapest.
• Equity – it must take account of the fact that it is poor countries that are often hit
earliest and hardest, while rich countries have a particular responsibility for past
emissions.
Different technologies and different policy instruments can be applied to different
sectors and countries. Indeed, the more differentiated the global strategy, the greater
the scope for learning, so it is important not to be unduly prescriptive on the details
of policy action. However, it is also important that the various initiatives address
the overall objective. A global treaty needs to be agreed by 2009 and translated into
national policy and action plans by 2012, when the current Kyoto agreement
ends.
Emissions targets
Total anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions in 1990 are estimated to have been
41 gigatonnes compared to approximately 45 gigatonnes in 2005, with significant
shifts in the international distribution of these emissions over that period (CAIT,
2008). The scale of the emissions reductions required, and the welcome rapid economic growth in populous parts of the developing world, means it is necessary for
developing countries to play an active role if the deep cuts in emissions, suggested
at the G 8 conference in Heiligendamm, Germany in June 2007 and confirmed at
Hokkaido, Japan in June 2008 and L’Aquila, Italy in 2009, are to be implemented
(G 8, 2007; G 8, 2008; G 8, 2009). By 2050, eight billion out of a world population
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of around nine billion will live in what is currently termed the developing world
(United Nations Secretariat, 2006). It is not in these countries’ national interests to
wait and allow developed countries to take the lead. Countries with strong emissions growth such as China and India will need to plan to limit and reduce emissions within the next ten to twenty years. For this they will require global
co-operation, and they are unlikely to be able or willing to achieve these ambitious
reductions without substantial technological and financial support and opportunities to develop, and ultimately export, low-carbon technologies.
Effective action must produce the following outcomes:
• World targets for global annual emissions of no more than around 30 gigatonnes
CO2-eq by 2030 and around 16 gigatonnes CO2-eq by 2050 from the present level
of 47 gigatonnes CO2-eq. These reductions are required to have a reasonable
chance of containing temperature increases to no more than 2 °C and to limit the
grave risks associated with severe climate change.
• Average per-capita global emissions will – as a matter of basic arithmetic – need to
be around 2 tonnes CO2-eq by 2050 (20 gigatonnes divided by 9 billion people).
• The developed world must lead in committing to strong mid- and long-term
targets.
• By 2020, developed countries need to demonstrate that they can deliver credible
reductions, without threatening growth, and that they can design mechanisms
and institutions to transfer funds and technologies to developing countries.
• Subject to the above, a formal declaration is needed stating that developing countries will also be expected to take on binding national targets of their own by
2020, but benefit from one-sided selling of emissions credits in the interim.
• Fast-growing middle-income developing countries will need to take immediate
action in order to stabilize and reverse emissions growth, adopting sectoral targets immediately and possibly even national targets before 2020.
• Irrespective of targets, all countries need to commit to developing the institutions, data and monitoring capabilities and policies to avoid high-GHG infrastructural lock-in.
Only sound, measured and co-ordinated policy, and timely international collaboration can deliver strong and clean growth for all at reasonable cost. It is important to
weigh up the competitiveness risks and opportunities for firms, countries, and sectors, especially where some countries or sectors apply climate policies earlier and
more ambitiously than others do.
There will be losers, and the impacts of transition will need to be managed. However, transition to a GHG-constrained world will create opportunities for companies
and sectors that anticipate new markets. Moreover, the evidence to date suggests
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that few firms are likely to relocate activities to less restrictive jurisdictions. Overstating the problems relative to the opportunities carries the risk of encouraging
involved parties to wait for others to act before taking action themselves. By contrast, the expectation of a credible global agreement would heighten the incentives
for companies and governments to act quickly and effectively.
The role of developing countries
Emission reductions on the required scale cannot be achieved without contributions from all countries, both rich and poor. Already, developing countries account
for about 50 % of energy-related carbon emissions, and their share is expected to
rise to 70 % by 2030 in the absence of appropriate policies (IEA, 2006).
The arithmetic of global climate change abatement is such that, under the Kyoto
successor treaty, the role of developing countries will have to be scaled up substantially. China, for example, currently emits about 6 tonnes CO2-eq per person, and
India is approaching 2 tonnes CO2-eq. As a matter of pure arithmetic, climate stabilization will require all countries to reduce and stabilize their emissions at around
2 tonnes CO2-eq by 2050. This target for per-capita emissions by mid-century is so
low that there is little scope for any major group to go significantly above or below
it. If one or two large countries were to merely reduce emissions to, say, three or
four tonnes per capita, it is unlikely that other major countries or groups of countries would be able to offset this by reducing emissions close to zero; as a result the
global target would most likely be missed. Indeed, all emissions trajectories should
be designed with the target of two tonnes in mind. This is a pragmatic approach and
not a strongly equitable one. It takes little account of the greater per-capita contributions of the developed countries to historical and future GHG emissions.
Achieving growth and fighting poverty are key objectives for all countries, but
particularly for the developing countries. The world community must recognize
that the poorer countries will see emissions grow for some time. But it is not slower
growth that will allow developing countries to achieve this fall in emissions. It will
be low-carbon growth using technologies demonstrated and shared by the rich
countries augmented by developing countries’ own technological advances and
drives for energy efficiency.
In principle, the best way of achieving this would be to assign emissions targets
to most countries, including major ‘emerging emitters’ such as Brazil, China, India,
and Indonesia. However, it may not be feasible politically for these countries to
make firm commitments at Copenhagen in December 2009. Developing countries
may not be ready to adopt such targets until there is substantial evidence through
actions in the developed countries that:
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1. Low-carbon economic growth is possible;
2. Financial flows to countries with cheap opportunities to abate GHGs can be
substantial; and
3. Low-carbon technologies will be available and shared, allowing developing
countries to innovate, develop, and ultimately export their own low-GHG technologies.
If developed countries meet these conditions, developing countries might be willing to discuss binding caps from 2020. These caps cannot be decided upon now,
but would be subject to the experience and performance of all countries over the
next decade, and would both differ according to local circumstances and reflect
countries’ ‘common but differentiated responsibilities’, including historical contributions to emissions. A global deal could embody the presumption that once countries meet certain baseline criteria – for example in terms of GDP per capita or
other metrics of economic development – they would be expected to adopt emission caps.
In any case, developing countries should start planning on this basis now, setting
out credible action plans to achieve ambitious stabilization targets in the long term.
Development plans have to place climate change – both mitigation and adaptation –
at their core. Deforestation, in particular, must be a key element.
International emission trading
Putting a price on greenhouse gas emissions should be a central pillar of mitigation
policy (see Edenhofer et al. and Mirrlees, this volume). It is crucial in making polluters pay for the damages they cause in order to change behaviour on the massive,
widespread, and cross-cutting scale necessary to tackle climate change. If there
was a clear price to pay for every tonne of carbon dioxide emitted, then consumers
and producers across the economy would think hard about whether there were less
carbon-intensive products they could buy, or produce. In order to provide the most
effective marginal incentive, the price needs to be credible, long-term, and applied
across the whole economy.
International cap-and-trade means, first and foremost, that an upper limit is placed
on emissions of GHGs. Imposing a fixed quantity target on the world reduces the
risk of dangerous climate change impacts and tipping points. A fixed quantity target
is therefore a direct link between the science and the policy instrument, thus ensuring that policy is effective. Trading in turn allows the required reductions in emissions to be achieved as cost-effectively as possible.
Currently there are several regional and national emissions trading schemes
in existence. The EU emissions trading scheme (ETS) achieved sales of around
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USD 50 billion in 2007 (Phase I and II), while sales under the UNFCCC’s clean
development mechanism (CDM) were approximately USD 13 billion (up from
USD 24 billion for the EU ETS and USD 6 billion for the CDM in 2006). It is a
major challenge to link, improve and expand these schemes, designing the right
institutional frameworks, laws, accrediting and monitoring systems. But the world
possesses the resources and the experience of successful cap-and-trade schemes to
do it, and the potential rewards are huge.
The vision of the international emissions trading regime outlined in this essay is
of a full cap-and-trade scheme covering all gases, sectors and including more advanced developing countries by 2020. In the transition to this goal, most of the
effort (and demand for credits) will come from developed countries, while developing countries will receive finance for low-carbon development through selling
credits. Prices high enough to generate a strong response will depend on ambitious
and binding national targets. This underpins the ‘demand side’ and will also ensure
strong action domestically. Efficiency requires that the supply side works smoothly
and effectively.

Supporting emissions reductions from deforestation
Addressing forestry as part of a global climate change deal – and in particular deforestation and forest degradation in tropical rainforest countries – is essential if
overall targets for stabilizing carbon emissions are to be met. A total of 13 million
hectares of forests are destroyed every year (FAO, 2005) – an area half the size of
the United Kingdom, or one third of the size of Japan. According to the International Panel on Climate Change, ‘forestry’ currently contributes 17.4 % of global
annual GHG emissions, the overwhelming majority of which comes from burning
or decomposition of tropical forests. These emissions include around 5.9 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide, approximately equivalent to the total annual carbon dioxide emissions from the USA (Solomon et al., 2007; IEA, 2007).5
Forestry measures, in particular to reduce deforestation, have the potential to make
a substantial and relatively immediate contribution to a low-cost global mitigation
portfolio that combines synergies with adaptation and sustainable development.
Standing forests also perform other significant environmental services, such as the
regulation of water supplies and the conservation of biodiversity.
There are many causes of tropical deforestation. It will not be possible to reduce
emissions effectively unless these drivers are addressed. Poor local communities
are often blamed, but more often it is government incentives and the demand for
World Energy Outlook 2007 estimate for US CO2 emissions in 2005, not including land-use change, is 5.8 Gt
CO2.
5
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internationally traded commodities such as timber, palm oil, and soy that drive
deforestation. The issue of biofuels is just one example of a policy, pursued by
developed and developing nations alike, that may (indirectly) play a role in incentivizing deforestation by increasing the demand for agricultural commodities and
at the same time the profits to be made from converting forests to agricultural use
(see Creutzig and Kammen, this volume).
Reducing deforestation will involve reversing this equation to make standing
forests worth conserving. Consequently, any financing framework that successfully
addresses the mitigation costs of reduced deforestation needs to be on a scale sufficient to cover these opportunity costs, as well as any transaction costs (including
administration, implementation, and enforcement) and insurance.
Global estimates for the opportunity costs involved in halving deforestation
have ranged from USD 3 billion 6 to USD 33 billion annually (Obersteiner, 2006),
with a number of estimates in between. There is likely to be a large amount of deforestation that can be avoided at modest cost although marginal costs may rise
substantially with amounts avoided. Much depends on assumptions concerning
‘leakage’, and leakage in turn depends on the scale and effectiveness of action.7
Furthermore, the administration costs associated with achieving reduced deforestation through national payment schemes (one of a number of options) have been
estimated to range from USD 250 million to USD 1 billion annually by the tenth year
of operation (Grieg-Gran, 2006).
Technology
Over the past 100 years, the global economy has developed largely on the back of
the increasing application of carbon- and energy-intensive technologies in all major sectors. In recent years this trend has accelerated, driven by (a) surging growth
in the developing world (especially China), (b) relatively low energy prices until
2005, and (c) increasing use of coal as the primary energy source for the power
sector. The underlying rate of decrease in carbon intensity, defined as tonnes of carbon per GDP, is 1% per annum. Hence, given that the world economy continues to
grow by 3 – 4 % per annum, carbon emissions will continue to grow at 2 – 3 % per
annum under a business-as-usual scenario.
The challenge of significantly reducing emissions while maintaining economic
growth requires a dramatic shift in the technologies that determine the carbon
intensity of the economy. A number of studies indicate that the required GHG abatement can be achieved through the deployment of existing and near-commercial
6
The lowest cost in the Grieg-Gran (2006) range, which does not take into account returns to selective logging
before deforestation takes place.
7
For example, Blaser et al. (2007) estimate costs of USD 12.2 billion annually to reduce emissions to zero by 2030.
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technologies. New technologies will further lower the costs of transitioning to a
low-carbon economy and are thus highly desirable. But in order for existing technologies to be fully diffused and adopted, and for new innovations to occur, three
forms of market failure must be overcome. First is the general failure to internalize
the costs of GHG emissions. This can be addressed by an appropriately determined
carbon price. Second are market failures that have restricted the deployment of many
existing energy-efficient technologies despite rising energy prices, and that cannot
easily be addressed with a price on carbon. These include principal-agent problems
(e. g., property owners not having incentives to deploy energy-saving technologies
in commercial buildings), overly high consumer discount rates, lack of information, government energy subsidies that encourage energy consumption, and energy
or carbon costs that are low in terms of individual purchase decisions but high in
aggregate terms. Third and finally, are market failures specific to the nature of technology itself. These include lock-in of high-carbon technologies due to infrastructure or increasing return effects, risk aversion in the face of technological or carbon
price uncertainty, spillovers of investment in research and development that benefit competitors, and learning-curve effects that create high prices for early adopters, thus discouraging demand.
Thus, the key message is that while a clear, appropriately determined and institutionally stable market price for carbon is necessary to stimulate the required technology response, it is not sufficient. An effective, efficient, and equitable policy
response in this area must not only motivate market forces, but also overcome market imperfections.
Adaptation
In addition to a fair distribution of the burden of emissions reduction, a further policy response is required to assist those facing the impact of emissions for which
they were not responsible. This requires support for adaptation in those countries
hardest hit by climate change. The most effective form of adaptation to a changing
climate is robust, climate-resilient development. Adaptation assistance needs to be
integrated into development spending to deliver development goals in a climateresilient manner, rather than being earmarked for climate-specific projects.
Just as adaptation planning needs to be integrated into development plans and
strategies, so adaptation funding should be integrated into development spending
at regional, national and local levels, ideally by delivery through the same multilateral channels, and not by setting up parallel processes. Money should be spent
through national development plans, reflecting overall national priorities, with
delivery following the principles of the Paris Declaration (OECD, 2005): ownership, alignment, harmonization, managing for results, and mutual accountability.
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Allocation of funding between countries will need to reflect a combination of several factors: impacts of climate change, vulnerability to those impacts, capacity for
internal investment, and the commitment and ability of local governments to deliver appropriate outcomes.
Money and other assistance will be best used if national governments are responsible for using funds to deliver broad contracts on issues such as poverty, health
and climate vulnerability. Delivery of these goals will need to be monitored and
evaluated. Based on this evaluation, recipient governments will in turn need to be
held accountable by their citizens – who stand to lose most from a changing climate – and by the international community. International financial institutions, including the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, should monitor, report
on and, where necessary, facilitate non-financial aid such as access to insurance,
technology and information, as well as other market-based facilities.
A blueprint for a safer planet
We have described how we can offer a ‘blueprint for a safer planet’. If we follow
the route we have tried to chart, or something similar, as we believe we can, we
will not only protect the planet for our grandchildren but we will also reduce dramatically the severe threat of global conflict that unmanaged climate change would
eventually cause.
It is crystal clear, however, that this is a global challenge and can be confronted
effectively only by concerted action across the world. It will require international
collaboration on an unprecedented scale; that is the only way it can work. While
there are different forms of mutual understandings and institutions that can support
such action, a spirit of internationalism, mutual dependence and shared destiny is
fundamental. If we cannot create this collaboration we will have failed future generations and ourselves.
The meeting of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
at Copenhagen in December 2009 is the most important international gathering since
the Second World War. The world set itself the task, in Bali in December 2007, of
reaching an agreement on a successor to the Kyoto Protocol by the end of 2009. If
we fail to construct a strong global deal in Copenhagen we risk years of dangerous
delay. Delay means higher concentrations and growing emissions; it means that the
starting point for both stocks and flows will make the required emission reductions
greater and more difficult to achieve; and furthermore, it means that the confidence
in future policy of the investors, those who will take the practical measures, will be
severely damaged. The emerging carbon markets, crucial to necessary incentives,
will be undermined. We cannot postpone the construction, agreement and action
on a global deal.
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We can and must now handle the short-term economic crisis, foster sound economic growth in the medium term, and protect the planet from devastating climate
change in the long term. All three can be done in unison and all three are urgent. To
try to set them against each other as a three-horse race is as confused analytically
as it is dangerous economically and environmentally. The current economic crisis
certainly requires an urgent response, but so does the climate crisis.
We need political leadership that is not only thoughtful and measured but also
courageous and inspirational. That leadership must set out the compelling scientific
and economic case for strong action. It must show not only the severe risks posed
by climate change, but also that if we act sensibly and strongly starting now, we can
dramatically reduce those risks at reasonable cost. That leadership must be courageous too in confronting the short-term, narrow and confused interests that will
make a lot of noise and argue for postponement of action, or in some cases for little
or no action. It is a time for clarity and strength in both vision and action.
Strong action on climate change will not only protect the lives and livelihoods
of our children and grandchildren, it will allow them to experience the wonder of the
natural environment which we still enjoy. Low-carbon growth will deliver much
more than this. It will also create an industrial revolution that will drive growth in
the coming decades. But still more important, it will create a world that is much
freer from conflict over scarce resources, including water and hydrocarbons; a
world that will be more secure in its energy supplies; a world that will be quieter
and cleaner; a world with greater biodiversity, less pollution, and more beautiful in
the physical and natural environment. It will also be a more co-operative world
where we have a much better chance of dealing with the many global problems,
above all entrenched poverty, that we face and will face as citizens of one planet.
This is indeed an inspirational story. But it is also a practical story, indeed the
only practical story. We have a short window of opportunity to turn it into a reality.
Whilst it is time for leadership, we must all contribute to the creation of this reality;
from my own world of the university and of policy analysis from those who will
invest in the new opportunities, and from those who will change the way they consume. We know what we have to do, and the prize is enormous. The people and
politicians of the world, community by community, nation by nation, will now
determine whether we can create and sustain the international vision, commitment
and collaboration that will allow us to take this special opportunity and to rise to
the challenge of a planet in peril.
Acknowledgements: We are very grateful for the advice and support of Elisa Fenzi
and James Rydge.
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The German contribution to a global deal

Sigmar Gabriel
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in his home town as local president of Die Falken, the youth group of the Social
Democratic Party of Germany (SPD). He joined the SPD in 1977. He studied at the
University of Göttingen to become a grammar-school teacher. Gabriel was elected
to the Landtag (state parliament) of Lower Saxony in 1990, and served there until
2005, becoming SPD parliamentary leader in 1998. During this time he was a member of the Landtag’s environment committee, was a local councillor of the town of
Goslar, and was spokesman for domestic policy of the SPD parliamentary fraction. In December 1999 he became Minister President of Lower Saxony and subsequently chairman of the SPD parliamentary fraction. From 2005 to 2009 Sigmar
Gabriel was the German Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 7.
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We live in turbulent times. With the world economic and financial system in turmoil,
and growing concerns about competitiveness and job losses, times have been better for proponents of ambitious climate policies. However, these policies are more
necessary than ever.
They are necessary not only to avoid the worst impacts of climate change and
protect the world’s most vulnerable, but also in order to begin the restructuring of
the global economy towards ecologically oriented growth. They are necessary to
create new economic instruments and business models to ensure that the opportunities for efficiency and renewable energies are fulfilled and result in the creation
of new jobs in low-carbon industries. Hence, ambitious climate policies, which
promote the practical opportunities that are already available, are the best way to
counteract growing politics of insecurity being driven by high energy and commodity prices.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has pointed out clearly
that we are running out of time. At the 2007 UN climate conference in Bali, countries have agreed to negotiate a post-2012 agreement building on the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and its Kyoto Protocol. They have
also agreed that negotiations should be concluded in 2009 at the UN climate conference in Copenhagen.
This unprecedented global negotiation effort aims to bring North, South, East and
West together in a solidarity pact to save the planet. To avoid triggering dangerous
tipping points in the climate system these negotiations must succeed in placing the
world on a path to a future with a global temperature increase of not more than
2 ° C. There is no time left for us to have a realistic second chance at agreement.
Suggestions like Lord Nicholas Stern’s global deal are therefore most welcome
and help to focus our thinking and introduce possible pathways to solutions. I agree
with most of the elements that Lord Stern puts forward and also with his assumption that we can only reach a comprehensive agreement in Copenhagen if we design package solutions and reach a comprehensive global deal.
Germany is ready to contribute its fair share to this package. In fact, we are determined to continue our leadership role and to demonstrate in practice what Lord
Stern has provided the economic analysis for: climate protection pays off.
A shared vision for climate protection to guide our efforts
A global agreement will need to spell out a vision for all countries to achieve their
national economic and development goals in a low-carbon fashion that safeguards
the environment, strengthens countries’ ability to adapt to the changes already underway and allows for sustained economic welfare. As Lord Stern describes, industrialized countries need to demonstrate their intent to lead the way on driving the
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low-carbon transition, and agree to support developing countries in their own transition.
The vision should include the objective of limiting global warming to 2 ° C compared to preindustrial levels. This would imply a long-term goal to at least halve
global emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050 compared with 1990 levels and to
bring about a peak in global emissions in the next 10 to 15 years. This will be needed
in order to ensure that no critical climate tipping points are at risk of being triggered.
Mitigation of climate change: an environmental and economic imperative
It is an economic as well as environmental necessity to put our economies on the
path to low-carbon intensity. The IPCC has provided the scientific analysis; the
Stern Review has provided the economic arguments. If we take our 2 ° C target seriously, developed countries need to adopt nationally binding caps ensuring that, collectively, they reduce their emissions by 25 – 40 % below 1990 levels by 2020.
This may seem hard to reach. In Germany, however, we are already well underway to showing that reductions in this range are economically feasible: We have
committed ourselves to reducing our 1990 emissions by 40 % by 2020. In concert
with the other EU countries that are willing to reduce their emissions by 30 % as part
of an international agreement, Germany and Europe are showing the way.
Nonetheless, no matter how ambitious our climate protection targets may be,
developed countries cannot reach the 2 ° C target on their own. We also need enhanced actions by major developing countries, which should result in a significant
deviation below business-as-usual (BAU) greenhouse gas emission growth in the
order of 15 – 30 %. Collectively, these enhanced actions should be enough to ensure
that developing country emissions peak no later than 2020 – 2025. I welcome Lord
Stern’s proposal that, guided by the overall commitment to a substantial deviation
from BAU growth, each major developing economy should submit a low-carbon
development plan that demonstrates what it will implement unilaterally domestically. I would further argue that these plans should also outline additional measures
the country could undertake, given both greater access to the global carbon market
and technological and financial support. This will indicate the degree to which the
level of ambition of developing countries would be dependent on the level of support provided by developed countries.
Financing and powering the transition to low-carbon economies
One of the major elements of a global deal is undoubtedly measurable, reportable
and verifiable financing and support for technology transfer. The review by Lord
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Stern and the analysis done by the UN Climate Secretariat on Climate Change and
Investment Flows serve as a good basis to grasp the dimension of climate protection
investments and the instruments required to achieve this. The figures are impressive: the Stern Review estimated that the overall global costs of unmitigated climate
change may add up to 5 – 20 % of our Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per year,
whereas the costs of action – stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions at 550 ppm –
can be limited to around 1% of global GDP each year.
According to the UN Climate Secretariat, additional investment and financial
flows of 200 – 210 billion US dollars will be necessary for mitigation purposes in
the year 2030 in order to return global greenhouse gas emissions to current levels.
In 2030 overall additional investment and financial flows needed for adaptation
amount to several tens of billions US dollars per year.
The numbers sound huge, but there is no reason to shy away from the challenge:
Lord Stern’s analysis reconfirms that the money and technologies needed are
broadly available.
Compared to the global volume of investments, the additional investment costs
will be rather low – in 2030 they will amount to a share of 1.1 to 1.7 %. The private
sector will play a decisive role with regard to these investments with a share of more
than 80 %. At the same time, public funds will play an important role as a catalyst,
which makes it obvious that we need additional instruments to mobilize investments.
The International Energy Agency estimates that by 2030, global investments in
energy infrastructure will have reached a level of around 20 trillion US dollars. Our
main task as political decision makers is to set the political framework so that these
trillions of dollars are spent in a climate-friendly way. Framework conditions such
as the international carbon market or national climate and energy policies are the
necessary prerequisites to make market forces work in favour of climate protection. Therefore, I strongly support the expansion of the carbon market, as promoted
by Lord Stern, which will allow the flow of funds and technologies to be directed
towards the markets of developing and newly industrialising countries.
In 2008 the international carbon market already reached a volume of 64 billion
US dollars – and this trend is set to rise. Depending on the structure of international
provisions, it is calculated that in 2025 international emissions trading may achieve
a turnover of up to EUR 800 billion, according to the UN Climate Secretariat.
During the first period of the European Emission Trading Scheme (until 2012)
Germany will auction nearly 10 % of the allowances. The revenues – around EUR
400 million annually – will be used to finance additional climate protection measures at home and in developing countries as part of our Climate Initiative. EUR
120 million will be available for projects abroad, particularly in developing countries and economies in transition, on a yearly basis starting in 2008. We will focus
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on sustainable energy systems, adaptation and sustainable forest management projects
in developing countries. With a 100 % auctioning in the future, even more financial
flows will be generated – some billion euros per year in Germany alone. I do not
see at this moment any approach other than the carbon market that can create investment flows comparable to these numbers.
Therefore, I fully support Lord Stern’s pledge that an international carbon market based on internationally binding and absolute reduction targets by industrialized countries should serve as the basis for a post-2012 climate regime under the
UNFCCC. The more ambitious our reduction targets are, the greater the returns
will be. The expansion of the international carbon market will generate significant
additional financing for developing country mitigation. To meet the huge challenges
we face, we need to create self-financing mechanisms for climate protection in the
long run. The German example shows how using revenues from emissions trading
for climate protection projects can yield a double dividend for the climate and at the
same time secure jobs and prosperity and make our economy fit for the future.
Adapting to the inevitable impacts of climate change
At the same time, we must send a clear signal to the poorest and most vulnerable
countries and people of the world that they will not be left alone to deal with the
increasing impacts of climate change. I agree with Lord Stern that in a post-2012
climate deal, we need to pay more attention to supporting adaptation in developing
countries.
As Lord Stern puts it, developed countries, whose emissions have been primarily responsible for climate change, have an obligation to pay at least part of the
additional costs that arise from adapting to the impacts of climate change. This
means that developed countries should give a firm undertaking both to honour their
existing Official Development Assistance (ODA) commitments and at the same
time to provide additional resources for adaptation to climate change.
Firstly, donors would need to agree to mainstream adaptation into their existing
bilateral and multilateral aid programmes and ‘climate proof’ their investments
without using funds from existing aid budgets. Secondly, we need additional resources to finance the additional support needed. In Germany we have committed
new and additional money as part of our International Climate Initiative to supporting adaptation in developing countries. One option that we are exploring, which also
Lord Stern points out as particularly promising, is to support disaster prevention
and develop insurance schemes to provide a safety net for poor people exposed to
climate change risk.
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‘Mission possible’
In German climate policies we are committed to practising what we preach: we
have recently adopted an energy and climate package, which is unparalleled in the
world and has brought us a large step closer to our goal of reducing our emissions
by 40 % compared to 1990 levels by 2020. This package of measures will bring
new momentum to all CO2-relevant sectors and advance climate protection in Germany.
The planned reductions are not only compatible with economic growth but offer
new business opportunities and create a large number of jobs. We are convinced
that Germany will play a pioneering role on the lead markets of the future. Successful energy and climate policy will have positive impacts for Germany as a location
for business and innovation.
Germany’s contribution to a global deal will be to lead by example. We are aware
that the implementation of European and national climate protection targets up to
2020 and beyond requires nothing less than the radical restructuring of our industrial society – and we are willing to face up to this challenge.

Chapter 9

A ‘just’ climate agreement: the framework
for an effective global deal

Sunita Narain

Sunita Narain, born in 1961, joined the New-Delhi-based Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE), one of India’s leading environmental NGOs, after graduating
high school in 1982. In her work, Narain has focused on the relationship between
environment and development, and on the formation of a public consciousness
regarding the need for sustainable development. Her research interests range from
global democracy, with a special focus on climate change, to the need for local
democracy, with a focus on forest-related resource management and communitybased water issues. She is currently Director of the CSE and Director of the Society
for Environmental Communications, which publishes a fortnightly magazine, Down
To Earth.
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I remember how I first learned about global warming. It was in the late 1980s. My
colleague Anil Agarwal and I were searching for policies and practices to regenerate degraded common lands. We quickly learned to look beyond trees, at ways to
deepen democracy, so that these commons – in India, forests are mostly owned by
government agencies, but it is the poor who use them – could be regenerated. It
became clear that without community participation, planting trees was not possible. For people to be involved, the rules for engagement had to be respected. To be
respected, the rules had to be fair.
In the same period, data released by a prestigious US research institution, the
World Resources Institute, convinced our then environment minister that it was the
poor who contributed substantially to global warming – by doing ‘unsustainable’
things like growing rice or keeping animals. Anil and I were pulled into this debate
when a flummoxed chief minister of a hill state called us. He had received a government circular that asked him to prevent people from keeping animals. ‘How do I
do this?’ he asked us. ‘Do the animals of the poor really disrupt the world’s climate
system?’ We were equally perplexed. It seemed absurd. Our work told us that the
poor were the victims of environmental degradation. Suddenly they were being presented as the villains. How was this possible?
With this question in mind we embarked on our climate research journey. We
began to grasp climate change issues, and quickly learned that there was not much
difference between managing a local forest and managing the global climate. Both
are common property resources. What was needed most of all was a property rights
framework that encouraged cooperation. We argued in the following way:
• First, the world needed to differentiate between the emissions of the poor (for
example, from subsistence farming) and those of the rich (from, say, cars). Survival emissions were and could not be equivalent to luxury emissions.
• Second, managing a global common resource required cooperation between countries. Just as stray cattle or goats are likely to chew up saplings in the forest, any
country could destroy a climate protection agreement if it emitted more than the
atmosphere can take. Cooperation was only possible – and this was where our
forest experience came in useful – if benefits were distributed equally. We then
developed the concept of per-capita entitlements (each nation’s share of the atmosphere), and used the property rights of entitlement to set up rules of engagement that were fair and equitable. We said that countries using less than their
share of the atmosphere could trade their unused quota. This would give them an
incentive to invest in technologies that would not increase their emissions. But
within this process, we told climate negotiators, it was useful to think of the local
forest and learn that the issue of equity is not a luxury; it is a prerequisite.
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That was 20 years ago. Today, in 2009, we have come a long way, principally in our
acceptance that climate change is the greatest existential crisis that human beings
have ever faced. We remain weak in our commitment to bringing about change; we
are big on words and small on action. In 2009, we have reached the point where we
must commit to a very different future.
The framework would propose for this just and effective global climate deal is
as follows.
Climate change is all about the economy, stupid
It is important to note that industrialized countries have managed to de-couple
sulphur dioxide emissions from economic growth. In other words, emissions have
fallen even as national income has risen. But they have failed to do the same with
carbon dioxide emissions. Per-capita carbon dioxide emissions remain closely related to a country’s level of economic development and standard of living. It is evident that as long as the world economy is carbon-based – driven by energy from
coal, oil, and natural gas – growth cannot be substantially de-coupled from carbon
dioxide emissions.
The only way to avert environmental devastation is to reduce emissions dramatically. However, in a world where things are never quite so simple, the use of these
fuels, and hence carbon dioxide emissions, are closely linked to economic growth
and lifestyle. Every human being contributes to the carbon dioxide concentrations
in the atmosphere, though the amount emitted depends on the person’s lifestyle.
The more prosperous a country’s economy and the higher its per-capita income,
the higher is its fossil fuel consumption for power generation and transport, and
therefore the higher its greenhouse gas emissions.
Industrialized countries owe their current prosperity to ‘historical’ emissions,
which have accumulated in the atmosphere since the start of the Industrial Revolution, as well as to high levels of current emissions. Developing countries, meanwhile, have only recently set out on the path of industrialization, and their per-capita
emissions are still comparatively low.
Under these circumstances, any limit on carbon dioxide emissions amounts to a
limit on economic growth, turning climate change mitigation into an intensely
political issue. International negotiations under the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change – aimed at limiting greenhouse gas emissions – have turned into
a tug of war, with rich countries unwilling to ‘compromise their lifestyles’, and
poor countries unwilling to accept a premature cap on their right to basic development.
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Complexity is no excuse for inaction
Climate change is undoubtedly the greatest challenge of our century. Its sheer complexity and urgency seem overwhelming. For the past 18 years – the first intergovernmental negotiation took place in Washington DC in early 1991 – the world has
been haggling about what it knows but does not want to accept. It has been desperately seeking every excuse not to act, even as science has confirmed and reconfirmed that climate change is real, that it is related to carbon dioxide and other
emissions, and that these emissions are related to economic growth and wealth. In
other words, it is man-made and can destroy the world as we know it.
The scientific community is not just certain but unequivocal that climate change
and its devastating consequences are now inevitable. But along with understanding
the still obtuse science we must begin to put a human face on the effects of climate
change that are becoming evident all around us. We must see climate change in the
faces of the millions who have lost their homes in the Sidr and Nargis cyclones that
ripped through Bangladesh and then Myanmar. After all, science has clearly established that the intensity and frequency of tropical cyclones will increase as the
Earth heats up (Solomon et al., 2007). We need to see climate change in the faces
of those who lost everything in the floods caused by intense rainfall events. We
need to understand that the thousands of people who died in these disasters did so
because the rich have failed to contain the emissions upon which their growth has
been built.
Inaction of the rich world
As the call for action has become more strident and urgent (as it must), the world
has looked for small answers and petty responses. On the one hand, there is a wellorchestrated media and civil society campaign to paint the Chinese and Indians as
the villains of the piece. If they ‘cry’ about their need to develop, the response is to
tell them that they are most vulnerable. Rich countries seem to be saying: ‘We cannot afford to waste time in the blame game. Even if, in the past, the Western world
created the problem, you must, in your interest, take the lead in reparations.’
This hysteria is growing. But unfortunately, action is not keeping pace.
In late 1997, after years of protracted negotiations, the Kyoto Protocol was established. Under this agreement, the industrialized world agreed to cut its emissions by just 5.2 % of 1990 levels by 2008 – 2012. It is important to realize that the
world is nowhere close to achieving even this reduction. Not only has the world’s
largest polluter – the United States – walked out of the global agreement, even
Europe is finding it difficult to reach this modest target. A review by the secretariat
of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 2007) has found
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that between 1990 and 2006, while carbon dioxide emissions of all industrialized
countries (classified as Annex I under the convention) declined by 1.3 %, this reduction was primarily due to the countries whose economies are in transition. The
carbon dioxide emissions of the Annex I countries, excluding countries in transition, actually increased by 14.5 % (see Fig. 1).
During the same period, the carbon dioxide emissions of key polluters increased –
in the case of the US by 18 %, and by a whopping 40.5 % in Australia. Even most
European countries have seen an increase in their emissions. The only countries
that have cut carbon dioxide emissions are Sweden, the UK and Germany. But it is
important to note that emissions in the UK and Germany are beginning to increase
again. The reason is simple. The UK partly gained its emissions reduction by switching from coal to natural gas, a transition that is now predominantly completed.
Germany reduced its emissions greatly because of the reunification of the industrialized west with the economically depressed east. New answers must now be
found. In other words, these emission cuts were nowhere close to what was needed,
then or now, to avert catastrophic climate change. The industrialized countries
have reneged on their commitment. They have let us all down.
So far, the rich world has found only small answers to existential problems. It not
only wants to keep its coal-burning power plants (even as it points the finger at
China and India), but wants to build new ones. It believes it can keep polluting
while finding new ‘fixes’. The latest solution it has come up with is ‘Carbon Capture
and Storage’ – to pipe the emissions underground and hope the problem will simply go away. In this way, the rich world hopes it can have its cake and eat it too. Is
it not ironic that in spite of science telling us that drastic reductions are needed, no
country is talking seriously about limiting its energy consumption? Every analysis
shows that while efficiency is part of the answer it is meaningless without sufficiency. Cars have become more fuel-efficient but people now drive more and own
more cars. We have to realize that without a global cap on carbon emissions, any
measures to improve energy efficiency will remain ineffective.
Energy is the key
It is the world’s need for energy – to run everything from factories to cars – that is
the principle cause of climate change. After years of talking about the problem no
country has been able to de-couple its growth from the growth of carbon dioxide
emissions. No country has yet shown how to build a low-carbon economy. No country has yet been able to re-invent its pathway to growth. This, then, is the challenge.
After years of talk, the proportion of new renewable energy – wind, solar, geothermal, biofuels – comprised only about 1% of the world’s primary energy supply in
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Fig. 1. Carbon dioxide emissions of Annex I countries under the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change, excluding land use, land-use change, and forestry
(LULUCF). (Source: UNFCCC, 2007)

2006 (IEA, 2007). It is misleading to say that renewable sources add more electricity than nuclear power. It is ‘old renewable’ energy – hydroelectric power – that
makes the world light up.
One of the tragedies of the climate change debate is that the world is hiding behind the poverty of its people to fudge its climate maths. Biomass combustion contributes greatly to the renewable sector – the firewood, cow dung or leaves and twigs
used by the desperately poor in our world to cook their food and to light their
homes. It is this that is providing the world its space to breathe.

We are the change
What, then, is the way ahead? First, we must accept that the rich world must reduce
emissions drastically. There is a stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, built
up over centuries in the process of creating nations’ wealth. This has already made
our climate unstable. Poorer nations will add to this stock through their desire for
economic growth. But that is no excuse for the rich world to avoid adopting tough
and binding emission reduction targets. The principle should be that the rich reduce
so that the poor can grow. Second, any agreement must recognize that poor and
emerging countries need to grow. Their engagement should therefore not be legally
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binding but based on national targets and programmes. The challenge is to find
low-carbon growth strategies for emerging countries, without compromising their
right to develop. This can be done. It is clear that countries such as India and China
have the opportunity to ‘avoid’ additional emissions. The reason is that they are
still in the process of building their energy, transport and industrial infrastructures.
They can make investments in ‘leapfrog’ technologies so as to avoid pollution. In
other words, they can build their cities based around public transport; their energy
security based on local and distributed systems – from biofuels to renewables; and
their industries using the most energy-efficient and pollution-free technologies.
We know it is in our interest not to first pollute, then clean up; or first to be inefficient, and then to save energy. But we also know that the existing ‘green’ technologies are costly. It is not as if China and India are bent on first investing in dirty
and fuel-inefficient technologies. They invest in these, as the now rich world has
done, based on the principle, ‘first create emissions, then make money, then invest
in efficiency’.
The just deal: what does it mean?
If we know that the emerging world can leapfrog to cleaner technologies, the question is, why is this not happening? Why is it that the world talks big yet makes only
small changes?
As part of the Kyoto Protocol the ‘Clean Development Mechanism’ (CDM) was
invented to pay for the transition in the poorer world. But the mechanism was destined to fail (for ideas on CDM reform see Liverman, this volume). The rich countries were obsessed with obtaining the cheapest emission reduction options. As a
result, the price of CERs – the certified emission reduction units used in this transaction – has never reflected the cost of renewable and other high-technology options. It is a cheap and increasingly corrupt development mechanism. It is also a
convoluted mechanism, in which governments are prevented by rules from considering major change. In fact, CDM currently provides disincentives for governments
in the South to drive policies for clean energy or production. Any such policy that
is designed independently of the CDM framework does not meet the criterion of
‘additionality’, and does not qualify for funding.
The world must realize the bitter truth. Equity is a prerequisite for an effective
climate agreement. Without cooperation this global agreement will not work. It is
for this reason that the world must seriously consider the concept of equal percapita emission entitlements so that the rich reduce and the poor do not go beyond
their climate quota. We need effective and responsible action on climate change
now.
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Conditions for action on climate
Warming of the global atmosphere is possibly the biggest and most difficult economic and political issue the world has ever needed to confront. First, as emissions
of carbon dioxide are directly linked to economic growth, growth as we know it is
at risk. We will have to reinvent what we do and how we do it. There will be costs
associated with this change, but these costs will be a fraction of what we will need
to spend if we do not change. Second, admissible growth has to be shared equitably
among nations and people. The question now is: Will the world share its right to
emit (or pollute), or will it freeze inequities? Will the rich world, which has accumulated a huge ‘natural debt’ – overdrawing on its share of the global commons –
repay it so that the poorer world can grow and use the same ecological space. Third,
climate change is about international cooperation. Climate change teaches us more
than anything else that the world is one; if the rich world pumped excessive quantities of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere yesterday, then the emerging rich world
will do so today. It also tells us that the only way to control emissions is to ensure
that there is fairness and equity in the agreement, so that the greatest level of cooperation is possible.
There is clear understanding that the rich and the emerging rich worlds need to
make the transition to low-carbon economies. There is also much better understanding that the way ahead involves technologies that we already possess. The answer
will lie in increasing efficiency in both the generation of energy and in its use for the
manufacture of other products. It will also lie in changes to how we do things –
from transportation in our cities to everything else. Fact is that we know how to
change.
The imperative of energy transformation
It is increasingly understood that the de-carbonization of economies is imperative
if the world wants to tackle climate change. It will require substantial investments
to move towards a zero-carbon-energy-based economy, eliminating the use of fossil fuels altogether. It is also clear that the existing and growing use of fossil fuels
has the potential to ‘lock in’ this energy source for a much longer time than desired,
and ‘lock out’ renewable energy sources. The question is, how will the world accomplish this energy transition? And is it even possible?
The shift to renewable energy sources
How can the world make this rapid shift towards renewable energy technologies?
If the world waits for most of its oil, gas, and coal resources to be exhausted before
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making this transition – something that probably will not occur before the end of this
century – then the risk of serious climate change will be inordinately high. It is
important to understand the nature of this challenge. The twentieth century saw a
major transition away from renewable energy towards a fossil fuel-based global
economy. Between 1900 and 2000, world energy use grew more than ten-fold. Even
though the energy from renewable sources increased nearly five-fold during the
century, its share in total energy use dropped from 42 % to 19 % (IEA, 2007).
This trend has continued. The January 2007 report of the International Energy
Agency (IEA, 2007), estimates that in 2006 the share of renewable energy in the
total primary energy supply was just 13 %. Significantly, the bulk of the renewable
energy budget was made up of biomass burning and hydro-electric power. For instance, the share of renewable energy in India is estimated to be 39 %, because of
the use of biomass by the poor to cook food. The contribution of new renewables –
wind, solar, tidal and geothermal energy – was as little as 0.5 % of the world’s total
energy consumption. The challenge now is to reverse this trend.
It is clear that the market for renewable energy technologies is growing. According to the IEA, wind energy saw growth of 50 % per annum and solar energy 28 %
per annum between 1971 and end of 2006. Modern biomass energy, including new
technologies that produce ethanol from agricultural waste, also contains immense
potential. Technological advances are also taking place in the use of hydrogen fuel
cells. The cost of these technologies has also fallen; but not enough to make them
competitive with conventional energy options.
We know that the more the world gets locked into fossil-fuel-based systems, especially efficient and low-cost fossil fuel systems, the longer it will take to get out
of them. If the huge energy investments that will be made by developing countries
in the next three to four decades lock them into a carbon energy economy like that
of the industrialized countries, this will result in an enormous build-up of greenhouse gases. The governments of the world will therefore have to play a key role in
‘reinventing the energy system’, just as they have played a key role in determining
the modern carbon-based energy supply structure since the nineteenth century.
Today the biggest obstacles in the way of renewable technologies are low prices
for fossil fuels and subsidies on fossil fuels in many countries. In addition, the renewable energy sector is facing problems of declining public- and private-sector
research and development. Rapid expansion in the use of zero-carbon technologies
will come only with proactive official policies aimed at increasing research investment and creating favourable economic conditions, allowing mass production to
bring costs down even further.
If the solution lies in creating large markets for zero-carbon energy technologies,
the advantage lies with the countries of the South, the low carbon emitters. These
countries have for the most part not yet invested in the electricity grid; they are not
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yet locked into fossil-fuel-based energy systems. However, these countries require
huge investment if they are to supply energy to their millions of households.
Toward a framework for equitable entitlements
The tragedy of the atmospheric commons has been the lack of rights to this global
ecological space. As a result, industrialized countries have borrowed or drawn
heavily from it – and without any control. They have emitted greenhouse gases far
in excess of what the Earth can withstand. This was because they were not bound
by limits or quotas, and enjoyed ‘free use’ of this natural capital. Some researchers
have called this the ‘natural debt’ of the North, as opposed to the financial debt of
the South. In this context, curtailing emissions can only be achieved through the
creation of rights and entitlements of each nation to the atmosphere so that future
responsibilities are clearly demarcated. This allocation of the common space has to
be made on the basis of each nation’s past, present, and projected future contributions to the global warming crisis. The world needs to adopt the concept of equal
per-capita entitlements to greenhouse gas emissions.
Solving the climate crisis is about sharing growth among nations and people.
And clearly this has not yet happened. Between 1980 and 2005, the total emissions
of just one country (the United States) were almost double those of China, and
more than seven times those of India (see Fig. 2).
In per-capita terms, the injustice is even more unacceptable and immoral (see
Fig. 3). Historical emissions – between 1890 and 2005 – for example, amount to about
1100 tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita for the UK and the USA, compared to
66 tonnes per capita for China, and 23 tonnes per capita for India (CSE, 2008). As
yet, the world has seen no real change in this situation. No change it can believe in.
Net versus gross emissions: sharing the world’s common sinks
In 1990, the Washington-based World Resources Institute (WRI) published a report
which showed that annual greenhouse gas emissions in the developing world almost equalled those in the industrialized world, and predicted that the emissions of
the developing world would overtake those of the industrialized world in the near
future (WRI, 1990). However, the critique of this report by the Delhi-based Centre
for Science and Environment (CSE) found that the methodology used by WRI to
compute the responsibility of each nation favoured the polluter (Agarwal and Narain,
1991).
Under the WRI methodology, each nation was assigned a share of the Earth’s
ecological sinks, but the assignment was proportional to the nation’s contribution
to the Earth’s emissions. The sinks are natural systems – principally the oceans and
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Fig. 2. Cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide 1890 – 2005 in million tonnes.
Rich countries are still the major emitters of total carbon dioxide, with just 15 %
of the world’s population they account for 45 % of carbon dioxide emissions.
(Source: CSE, 2008, calculated from the carbon dioxide information of the U.S.
Department of Energy)

Fig. 3. The per-capita increase in annual carbon dioxide emissions between 1990
and 2005 in the USA is equal to three-quarters of India’s total per-capita emissions in 2005. Current annual per-capita emissions in the USA are almost 20 times
higher than in India. (Source: UNDP, 2008)
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forests – that absorb emissions. Global warming occurs because emissions exceed
the capacity of these sinks to absorb greenhouse gases. The WRI estimated that the
world produces 31 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide and 255 million tonnes of
methane every year. It then estimated that the Earth’s sinks naturally assimilate
17.5 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide and 212 million tonnes of methane annually.
On this basis, it calculated the ‘net’ emissions of each nation, by allocating a share
of the sinks to each nation, based on its gross emissions contribution.
CSE in its critique argued that while terrestrial sinks, such as forests and grasslands,
may be considered national property, oceanic sinks belong to humankind. They
can be regarded as common global property. CSE then apportioned the sinks on the
basis of a country’s share of the world’s population, arguing that each individual in
the world has equal entitlement to the global commons. This allocation, based on
individual rights to the Earth’s natural cleansing capacity, changed the calculation
of the nation’s responsibility drastically. For instance, under the WRI methodology, the USA contributed 17 % of the net emissions of the world, while the CSE
methodology calculated that it actually contributed roughly 27.4 % of net annual
emissions. Similarly, the contribution of China decreased from the WRI estimate
of 6.4 % of net annual emissions to 0.57 %, and India’s from 3.9 % to just 0.013 %
of net annual emissions.
This allocation of the Earth’s global sinks to each nation, based on population,
creates a system of per-capita emissions entitlements, which taken together form
the ‘permissible’ emissions level of each country. This, according to CSE, could
form a framework for trading between nations, as countries that exceed their annual
quotas of carbon dioxide could trade with other countries that do not use up their
‘permissible’ emissions. This would create financial incentives for countries to
keep their emissions as low as possible and to invest in zero-carbon trajectories.
Chinese proposal for burden sharing
The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences has also presented its own model for a
carbon budget based on equity and sustainability. Interestingly, the Academy says
that, while there have been a variety of proposals with different interpretations
of the equity principle for burden sharing and emissions entitlement, there is an
‘imbalance’ in the debate: only three of the 43-odd proposals for equity have come
from researchers in the South.
The Chinese proposal is based on two concepts (Pan et al., 2008): first, if we
want to ensure that basic needs are fulfilled for all citizens of the world, then there
is no space in the world for luxurious and wasteful emissions; second, emissions
need to stay within the geophysical limits of the planet. That means, if emissions
exceed the Earth’s geophysical limits, then human society must reduce its emissions
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to adjust to what the planet can withstand. The proposal accepts that the global human community has to reduce emissions by 50 % by 2050. This level then constitutes the global carbon budget that is to be shared between every individual in the
world. The budget is allocated to every individual for meeting basic needs, and
adjusted in terms of geographical, climatic and resource endowment. For the period 1900 – 2050, the total global carbon budget was 2272.5 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide, or 352.5 tonnes of accumulative carbon dioxide emissions per capita
or 2.33 tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita per year.
The Chinese proposal includes two transfers – one of the budget and one of
financial resources. As the developed countries have already exhausted their full
share – until 2050 – the proposal calculates the price of this ‘gift’ to developed
countries by the developing countries. It also transfers emissions budget to developed countries to meet basic needs. The total carbon budget acquired by developed
countries would be in excess of the global average level. For instance, the US carbon budget would increase to 7.71 tonnes of carbon dioxide per capita, as compared to 2.33 tonnes per capita in the initial budget allocation. For Non-Annex I
countries, the budget would decline from its initial allocation of 80.5 % to 58.9 %.
This basic entitlement scheme would form the basis of the trading scheme. As a
result, countries like the USA, Canada and Australia would be required to purchase
70 % of their future emissions budgets.
It also proposes a progressive carbon tax that increases the rate of taxation on
the basis of the amount of excessive emissions (from limited to moderate to severe).
This tax should not be higher than the cost of renewable energy introduction, so
that the framework supports the transition to cleaner energy.
Ad-hoc emissions budgets and entitlements
Another possible approach would be to decide upon future atmospheric concentration limits for various dates on an ad-hoc basis, allowing for some build-up of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The targeted atmospheric concentrations could
then be translated into a global emissions budget that can be distributed among
nations in the form of equal per-capita entitlements. Both the targets and the emissions caps needed to meet them would be subject to periodic scientific review, and
therefore per-capita entitlements based on this approach would be subject to review as well. A country that does not use its budget during a particular year could
again have the right to trade its unused share. In this case, nations could also simply agree on an ad-hoc per-capita entitlement towards which all countries eventually will converge. This target could be more or less ambitious, but again it would
be subject to periodic review, allowing for changes based on new scientific information.
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Entitlements within countries
As much as the world needs to design a system of equity between nations, the nations of the world need to design a system of equity within each nation. It is not the
rich in India who emit less than their share of the global quota. It is the poor in
India, who do not have access to energy, who provide us the breathing space. India
had per-capita carbon dioxide emissions of 1– 1.5 tonnes per year based on different estimates in 2005. Yet this figure hides huge disparities. The urban-industrial
sector is energy-intensive and wasteful, while the rural subsistence sector is energy-poor and frugal. Currently it is estimated that only 31% of rural households
use electricity. Connecting all of India’s villages to grid-based electricity will be
expensive and difficult. It is here that the option of leapfrogging to off-grid solutions based on renewable energy technologies becomes most economically viable.
If India’s entitlements were assigned on an equal, per-capita basis, so that the country’s richer citizens pay the poor for excess energy use, this would provide both the
resources and the incentives for current low-energy users to adopt zero-emissions
technologies. In this way, too, a rights-based framework would stimulate a powerful demand for investment in new renewable energy technologies.
Let us be clear. The challenge of climate change is a make-or-break situation for the
world. It forces us, perhaps for the very first time in our history, to realize that we
live together on one Earth. It tells us that there are limits to carbon-based growth;
and more importantly that growth will have to be shared between all. Ultimately,
we cannot share a vision for how the world will combat climate change unless we
are prepared to share the common atmospheric resources of the world. The big question is whether we will meet this challenge. The most convincing answer is that we
have no choice. There is no other way.
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Chapter 10

Carbon justice and forestation –
the African perspective

© Martin Rowe

Wangari Maathai

Wangari Muta Maathai was born in Nyeri, Kenya, in 1940, the daughter of farmers
in the highlands of Mount Kenya. The first woman in East and Central Africa to
earn a doctoral degree, she subsequently became an associate Professor of Veterinary Anatomy in 1977 at the University of Nairobi. In the same year, she founded
the Green Belt Movement, a grassroots environmental organization which has assisted women and their families in planting more than 40 million trees across
Kenya to protect the environment and promote sustainable livelihoods. Since that
time, Wangari Maathai has campaigned tirelessly for democracy, human rights and
environmental conservation. She played a key role in the campaign to cancel debt
in Africa, and has fought for the protection of public forests. In 2004, Wangari
Maathai was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, recognizing that for peace to be maintained there needs to be sustainable and equitable distribution of resources.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 9.
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Climate stabilization will require that developing nations adopt a carbon-neutral
energy system, and have robust adaptation plans. However, many developing nations today lack the financial resources to embrace climate-friendly technologies
and protect their people from the impacts of climate change. It should therefore
stand to reason that developed countries, which bear the greatest responsibility for
past greenhouse gas emissions, must be the first to take action on climate change,
and support the Global South in this process. As described by Sunita Narain, it is
indeed the responsibility of industrialized countries to help developing countries
start the transition towards green technologies. At the same time, all developing
regions, including Africa, need to focus on the options that are available to them
right now.
Although Africa has so far contributed little to global warming, as a region it will
be one of the hardest hit by climate change. Many parts of Africa are already seeing the effects of climate change that science describes. The ice and snow on Mount
Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya are melting rapidly. Many of the rivers that flow
from these mountains have either run dry or the volume of water has been greatly
reduced. Droughts are prolonged and rains are coming at the wrong times. Poor
land use practices are contributing to the expansion of African deserts – such as the
Sahara in the north and the Kalahari in the south – as well as to forest and land
degradation across the whole continent. As most Africans rely on the primary resources of their environment for their livelihoods (soil and land to grow food crops,
water from rivers for domestic use, and forests for fuel and fodder), these changes
greatly affect the livelihoods of the African people.
According to the most recent assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, deforestation and forest degradation account for up to 20 % of
global greenhouse gas emissions. The loss of healthy, stable forests therefore represents a significant factor in anthropogenic global warming. As in many parts of the
world, deforestation is an issue of major concern in Africa. In Kenya, for example,
the proportion of national territory covered by forest has been reduced from an
original cover of about 30 % to less than 2 %. The UN recommends Kenya have at
least 10 % of its land under forestry to deliver essential ecosystem services such as
water and climate control. Reforestation programmes, combined with the protection of standing forests, riverine systems and wetlands, are one of the many ways
in which Africa can help face the huge challenge of climate change. By planting an
appropriate number of trees, and protecting those that are already there, developing
countries can help nature to regulate global temperatures.
It was in this spirit that the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),1

1

http://www.unep.org
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together with the organization which I founded, the Green Belt Movement,2 and
several other partners worldwide, including the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF),
launched the Billion Tree Campaign.3 As well as encouraging the planting of trees
and taking action particularly at the individual level, this project, which has received a tremendous response across the world, aims to educate people about the
very serious environmental risks humanity is facing.
In many developing countries we have found that environmental concerns are
sidelined by other seemingly more urgent issues. However, we cannot survive without clean drinking water, food, and clean air. Environmental concerns are not a
luxurious indulgence in Africa. When rivers dry up and soil erosion takes place,
the land loses its fertility and the people who rely on the land for food and fuel lose
their source of livelihood. These are some of the issues that governments in developing countries should stress in order to raise awareness among their own people,
to highlight the serious risks the planet is facing, and to mobilize participation to
tackle these challenges.
Forests play a major role as carbon sinks. We all have a moral duty to assist
people and governments to rehabilitate and protect standing trees and vegetation.
We need incentives in forestry to ensure indigenous forests are restored to promote
the essential ecosystem services they deliver. Of course, financial mechanisms –
both national and international – rely on principles that ensure accountability and
responsible utilization of resources. However, excessive bureaucracy may block
funds from reaching those who need them most. This especially concerns local
communities and indigenous peoples who will need to both adapt to and mitigate
climate change at grassroots level. Lack of access to financial resources and information constitute considerable barriers for pursuing the issues of justice, rights to
sustainable development, and equity.
In addition to intensified reforestation efforts, existing forests must be protected.
The Congo forest ecosystem, along with the Amazon and the forests of Southeast
Asia can make an enormous contribution to sequestering carbon. It is therefore
important to support countries that are willing to preserve their forests and which
do not encourage logging. Initiatives such as the Congo Basin Forest Fund,4 of
which I am co-chair, are extremely valuable in this effort. The Fund aims to develop the capacity of the people and institutions of this region to manage their own
forests, help local communities find livelihoods that are consistent with forest conservation, and reduce deforestation. Hopefully, such initiatives will contribute to a
collective partnership with many of the countries that want to support forest-rich
regions to retain these ecosystems, ensuring that they continue to contribute not
http://www.greenbeltmovement.org
http://www.unep.org/billiontreecampaign
4
http://www.cbf-fund.org
2
3
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only to carbon sequestration but also to the protection of biodiversity, the water
cycle, and the global climate.
Another decisive factor in climate protection is climate justice: A large number
of countries will be negatively impacted by climate change even though they have
contributed little or nothing to the problem. Accelerating climate change is leaving
little room for developing countries to increase their emissions as part of their
struggle to overcome endemic poverty. These issues need to be addressed so that
the discussion does not revolve only around the question of who is responsible but
also includes what is a fair and just response to climate change.
Sunita Narain has described various mechanisms that can help to finance zerocarbon technologies in developing countries, based on a just allocation of emission
allowances among all people of the world. The transfer of financial resources to
developing countries, helping us to leapfrog to zero-carbon technologies will be
needed. However, any initiatives developed will require careful checks and balances to ensure energy consumption is capped in developed countries. Extensive
reduction in carbon emissions needs to be achieved in developed countries before
any carbon burden is shared through a fair and equitable mechanism with developing countries. Such a mechanism will necessarily include significant financial transfers from developed to developing countries, and if this is structured correctly, new
funds for protecting forests in the developing world could be generated. However
many approaches that have been used to prevent deforestation have failed in the
past. Innovative forest protection schemes – an emergency fund for forests and an
initiative to reduce emissions from forest degradation and deforestation (REDD) –
offer promising new opportunities to conserve and restore our forests.
Countries in Africa could certainly benefit from such schemes – primarily, because they support initiatives that do not require extensive funds or heavy technology, but rather the mobilization of citizens to do the work, such as planting trees.
The experience gained in the Green Belt Movement during the past thirty years
shows that it is possible to mobilize millions of individual citizens in every country
to plant trees, prevent soil loss, harvest rain water, and practice less destructive
forms of agriculture. It is important to educate citizens about the need to protect
trees, especially indigenous mountain forests, which are sources of water and biological diversity. Through the Green Belt Movement we have learned that when
local communities understand the link between trees and their own livelihoods
they are more likely to protect them.
Many simple actions can be taken all over the world to change our consumption
patterns now. Individuals can choose to reduce, reuse, and recycle wherever they
live. Many people are opting for hybrid cars, public transportation, and alternative
sources of energy. The Green Belt Movement in Kenya is encouraging people to
plant trees to create a sustainable future. These trees serve both as carbon sinks and
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biodiversity reservoirs, thereby also making people aware of the linkages between
poverty and the environment. While political leadership is important, it is also essential to mobilize citizens. In the end, it will be citizens who move their governments to more tangible commitments. We know what needs to be done to address
climate change, and now is the time to do it.
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Carbon offsets comprise one of the international climate regime’s core strategies
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the developing world. Carbon offsetting
involves purchasing ‘credits’ from projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
By investing in such projects, emitters can compensate for emissions that an individual, organization or country is unwilling or unable to reduce domestically. Offset projects include energy efficiency, renewable energy and forestry, and include
the full range of greenhouse gases through projects such as capture and destruction
of industrial gases and methane from landfills.1 They are managed under the flexible carbon trading options of the Kyoto Protocol known as the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) and through an emerging voluntary market. In many cases the
projects are identified and developed by private sector companies who prepare a
project development document (PDD) to begin the process of demonstrating potential greenhouse gas reductions, obtaining project financing, and, in the case of
the CDM, getting formal approval from the international CDM executive board.
The growing potential of offsets to emission reductions is indicated by the projection that the CDM will produce more than 600 million tonnes (Mt) of carbon credits (in terms of carbon dioxide equivalents) each year until 2012 (UNFCCC, 2008,
accessed on 22 November 2008) – compared, for example, to overall annual carbon
dioxide emissions from fossil fuels of about 8000 million tonnes per year (Raupach
et al., 2007).
Several other papers and commentaries in this volume refer to bargains between
North and South for emission reduction and forest projects. The use of offsets in
reducing emissions is controversial, but is an important component of the UN climate negotiations that in Bali in 2007 set out a ‘roadmap’ for a major new agreement in 2009 in Copenhagen that would include a reformed CDM. One of the main
arguments in favour of offsets is that they can contribute to sustainable development
in developing and transitional economies through promoting a variety of direct and
indirect benefits that include cheaper and healthier energy, forest and biodiversity
protection, and income and jobs for local people. But for offsets to contribute to
greenhouse gas reduction they must fund projects that 1) would not otherwise have
taken place and 2) must reduce emissions compared to what would have happened
otherwise (called additionality).
What are the problems and possibilities of carbon offsets in reducing the risks of
dangerous climate change and contributing to sustainable development? In the remainder of this paper I discuss the scientific, ethical, and economic debates over
offsets and argue that their sustainable development benefits depend critically on
1
The CDM sets out to reduce the ‘basket’ of six greenhouse gases included in the Kyoto Protocol (carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, sulphur hexafluoride, hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons). For comparative purposes these are often converted, using a weighting related to their global warming potential, to carbon dioxide
equivalent.
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the nature of the offset project, especially the type of technology and the governance mechanisms. I conclude by looking at the potential role of offsets within the
Bali roadmap to Copenhagen, and at the current proposals to regulate and reform
the offset market.
The origins of offsetting
Most of the initial carbon offset projects were forest conservation and reforestation
projects designed to compensate for corporate carbon emissions by sequestering
carbon dioxide in tropical forests, and included projects in countries such as Bolivia, Ecuador and Guatemala. Environmental non-governmental organizations were
often involved in these early voluntary projects (dating from around 1990) which
mirrored other initiatives to put a price on nature and its environmental services in
the international market place. Offsets were brought into the UNFCCC framework
in 1995 through a pilot programme (Activities Implemented Jointly – AIJ) which
was supposed to allow for emission reduction projects in other countries to generate carbon credits. The United States and Brazil were influential in the discussions
to include the developing world in the international climate regime through offsets
and carbon trading, with Brazil proposing a clean development fund and the USA
seeing offsets as a cheaper way to achieve reductions and foster developing world
participation.
The 1997 Kyoto Protocol formalized offsetting within the set of flexible mechanisms for achieving emission reductions. The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) has been called the Kyoto ‘surprise’ in that it provides a benefit to the developing world through allowing for emission reduction projects in the South.
Such projects would produce certified emission reductions (CERs) that could be
purchased and used to meet emission commitments under the protocol. The CDM
was proposed as a cost-effective way for the North to achieve emission reductions
through sustainable development in the South.
The potential for emission reductions in the developing countries was estimated
by the IPCC in 2007, and shows potential savings of many billions tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents even at relatively low carbon prices across activities that
include energy supply shifts to low carbon alternatives, energy efficiency in buildings, and forestry (see Fig. 1). The developing world (light grey in the graph) has
large potential for carbon reductions including in buildings, energy supply, and
forestry, and at higher carbon prices in industry and agriculture. Offsets are one
way to achieve these reductions without the developing world taking on their own
binding commitments.
In anticipation of the first Kyoto commitment period (2008 –12), the World Bank
catalysed the offset market through a Prototype Carbon Fund which has now grown
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Fig. 1. Estimated potential for carbon reductions (in terms of carbon dioxide
equivalents) per year as a function of carbon price in 2030. OECD represents the
industrialized countries, EIT represents Economies in Transition – many in eastern
Europe, and Non-OECD / EIT is the developing world. (Source: IPCC, 2007, p. 11)

into an investment worth almost USD two billion in ten different carbon funds supporting a wide variety of projects. A supplementary voluntary offset market also
grew rapidly during the mid 1990s – mainly since 2005 with companies such as
Climate Care and Future Forests – and developed carbon reduction projects which
could provide carbon offset credits to consumers and businesses. As of 2007 about a
billion tonnes per year of emission reductions (measured in carbon dioxide equivalents) had been contracted through the CDM and the voluntary market with carbon
credits reaching a market value of almost USD 14 billion (World Bank, 2008, p. 1).
Although forestry dominated some of the early offset projects, they have now
expanded to encompass a wide range of technologies and greenhouse gases. A
large volume of credits has been generated by large-scale projects to capture and
destroy HFC (hydrofluorocarbon) gases at refrigeration and other industrial plants
and by projects that prevent emissions of methane from landfill sites (see Table 1).
HFC and methane projects are popular with investors because the high global
warming potential of these gases generates many more credits per unit of reduction
than carbon dioxide (even though carbon dioxide has a much longer lifetime). Energy efficiency projects, ranging from manufacturing processes to light bulbs, and
renewable energy projects including small-scale hydropower, biomass, solar and
wind power, are also producing carbon credits in dozens of countries.
There are now several distinct markets for carbon offsets including the CDM
and the voluntary sector. The CDM supplies credits for compliance with the Kyoto
Protocol and with the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS). The
voluntary sector can operate in the United States (where the CDM is not yet used
because of US failure to sign the Kyoto Protocol), serves individuals and firms,
and often pilots methods and technologies not yet approved by the CDM.
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Table 1. (Source: UNEP, 2008, accessed 1 Nov 2008)
CDM Project Type

Number of
projects

Total emission reduction
credits per year (million)

95

132

2603

215

CH4 (landfill, mines) and cement

657

101

Supply side energy efficiency

425

70

Fuel switching (e.g. coal to gas)

135

44

Demand-side energy efficiency

194

8

34

2

8

1

4151

572

HFC, PFC and N2O
Renewables (hydro, biomass, wind,
solar, geothermal)

Forests
Transport
Total

The arguments for offsets
Proposals that offsets should be a significant component of international, national,
corporate and even individual responses to climate change are based on several key
arguments:
1. The atmosphere is uniformly mixed and therefore emission reductions can occur
anywhere, reduce the overall concentration of greenhouse gases and thus the
risks of dangerous climate change. We can sequester and reduce greenhouse
gases wherever it is easiest so long as there is a measurable impact on the carbon cycle.
2. It is often less costly to reduce emissions where energy use is less efficient and
land, labour and other costs are cheaper (such as in many developing countries).
3. Including offset credits into emission reduction agreements can make it easier
and cheaper for countries to join these agreements and to accept potentially
more ambitious targets. In this way, the Kyoto agreement may only have been
possible because it included flexible mechanisms and offsets.
4. Offsets provide multiple side benefits for sustainable development, especially
when projects provide cheaper and healthier energy, jobs and incomes, and/or
foster ecosystem conservation and restoration.
5. Emission reduction projects can initiate major shifts in attitudes and technologies in the developing world that set the stage for socio-technical and political
transitions to low carbon futures and participation in international agreements.
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6. Carbon offsets are a way for individuals and firms to compensate for emissions
that they are unable or unwilling to reduce. It is better than doing nothing and
creates an internal price for carbon that can drive changes in behaviour and
technology.
7. Offsets are often small, locally based projects. While possibly inefficient from
an economic standpoint, it is possible that the large quantity of projects will
encourage a greater degree of experimentation and innovation than more topdown or sectoral approaches would engender.
These arguments have convinced a wide range of international institutions, countries, corporations, NGOs and individuals to include the CDM and voluntary offsets as part of their carbon management strategy. In addition to its role in meeting
Kyoto emission reduction commitments the CDM is incorporated into EU climate
policy, and into that of countries such as the United Kingdom and Japan. In addition, voluntary offsets are used or supported by organizations that include major
banks (e. g. HSBC), airlines, and conservation groups (e. g. WWF).
The arguments against offsets
A backlash against offsets has been led by activists and the media who argue that
offsetting is unethical and ineffective (Smith, 2007) but offsets are also generating
considerable discussion in the scientific and development community (Boyd et al.,
2007, Wara, 2008). The arguments against offsetting include the following:
1. It is unethical to buy your way out of your carbon guilt by purchasing low-cost
offsets to compensate for a high-consumption lifestyle (Smith, 2007). Offsets
divert attention from the need to reduce consumption and to eliminate emissions from non-essential activities such as flying. Carbon trading has limited
the overall potential of the Kyoto and other agreements because it reduced the
need for domestic reductions.
2. Some reductions (such as of HFCs) would be cheaper or more effective if
achieved through direct payments or bans rather than through carbon finance,
which may actually result in windfall profits that are many times the actual cost
of reduction.
3. Many offset projects may not provide verifiable emission reductions because
of questions about
• measurement of GHG emissions and conversion to carbon equivalents
• the legitimacy and manipulation of baselines (emissions before the project
started) and of projections of business as usual (it is difficult to establish a
counterfactual scenario)
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• proof that carbon finance was key to the project so that emission reductions
are truly ‘additional’. Some claim that most projects were already going to
happen anyway
• permanence of reductions and risks of project failure, especially for voluntary forest offsets where some reforestation projects have failed
• the timing of delivery of reductions, especially in the voluntary sector where
some object to selling offsets as forward contracts and not as reductions already achieved
• potential leakage as emissions are displaced outside the project boundary
• rebound as higher incomes or energy savings lead to other greenhouse-gasemitting activities (which may be true of any efficiency savings, not just
offsets).
Transaction costs associated with project development and verification are too
high, especially for CDM projects (Michaelowa et al., 2003).
The sustainable development benefits of offsets are often less than claimed
because of the use of technologies that do not provide benefits to local people
(e. g. capture of industrial gases like HFCs), the lack of participation in decisions,
the unequal distribution of project benefits, lack of attention to customary land
rights, the diversion of resources such as water to the projects and negative
impacts on biodiversity (e. g. from large dams or forest monocultures).
The voluntary carbon market may include unscrupulous companies that resell
the same credit several times (‘double-counting’), confuse the consumer, and
do not adhere to criteria for additionality and sustainable development.
Some of the most important potential offsets in terms of emission reductions
and sustainable development are currently excluded from the CDM and ignored
by the voluntary market. For example, the CDM allows credits for reforestation and afforestation but does not permit credits for reducing or avoiding deforestation (which may be responsible for 20 % or more of carbon dioxide
emissions). While some consider it a problem that technologies such as nuclear
power and several geoengineering options are not eligible as offsets, others feel
that these technologies do not meet criteria for sustainable development.
Project-based offsets are inefficient and too small in scale. It would be much
more effective to fund emission reductions on a sectoral or programmatic / policy
level, e. g. for the cement or electricity sector in a country or for a national forest or energy policy.

Many of these criticisms are based on case studies rather than a structured assessment of the risks and benefits of offset projects. There is a clear need for science
and social science to undertake careful analysis of both the CDM and the voluntary market as well as for improved governance mechanisms that include self
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regulation and government oversight. But before we turn to potential reforms and
improvements, it is helpful to focus in more detail on some sustainable development aspects of offsets.
Sustainable development and the CDM
The Kyoto Protocol required the CDM to meet objectives of sustainable development but this has not been clearly defined and is currently implemented as a simple
certification by the host country. This certification states that projects meet sustainability objectives. Countries vary in how strictly they define and implement the
sustainability criteria and face a contradiction between the desire for investment
and broader sustainable development objectives (Olsen and Fenhann, 2008). While
comprehensive attention to sustainable development might examine the environmental, economic, and social benefits and costs of projects from the national to the
local scale, it appears that for some governments and project developers, job creation or energy savings only are seen as enough to justify a sustainability check off
(Brown and Corbera, 2004; Olsen, 2007).
The potential of the CDM to drive low-carbon energy transitions, to provide
sustainable development benefits to the poor and to protect ecosystems has been
less than promised, partly because of the inclusion of gases with high greenhousegas potential (HFCs, N2O) which can be easily captured in large-scale projects at
industrial plants (refrigerants, adipic acid, Teflon). These projects have dominated
the carbon credits within the CDM to date, and until 2007 less than half of all carbon credits were associated with renewables and energy efficiency (although these
project types are now expanding). It has also been argued that the large-scale industrial gas-capture projects receive far more money than needed to eliminate the
targeted greenhouse gases. Wara (2008), for example, argues that to abate all HFC
emission in the developing world would only cost USD 31 million per year whereas
the CDM could pay up to 20 times that amount for eliminating these gases. He argues that companies earned three times more from reducing emissions from their
operations in the CDM than from selling the products that are produced at the plants.
He did also note a positive effect of this – both in Europe and North America HFC
emissions have been reduced voluntarily or through regulation. However, there are
also indications of somewhat perverse incentives to maintain production levels in
installations where N2O emissions are captured as a CDM project whereas production elsewhere is scaled down in face of the current economic downturn.
Capturing industrial gases generates much fewer benefits to local people and ecosystems than energy efficiency, renewable energy, and forest projects. Unfortunately
there are very few studies which assess these benefits in a consistent, comparative,
long-term and carefully monitored fashion. Case studies suggest that the benefits
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to communities from projects involving wind or solar power or improved woodstoves can include job creation, reduced indoor air pollution, lower energy costs,
and direct carbon finance payments, while reforestation projects can protect watersheds and biodiversity.2 A recent analysis of more than 700 project design documents found that the most likely overall benefits promised for CDM projects are
jobs (66 %), economic growth (46 %), improved air quality (42 %), cheaper energy
(32 %) and conservation (13 %) (Olsen and Fenhann, 2008). This study also looked
at different technologies and found that HFC and N2O projects generate the fewest
sustainability benefits and projects on household efficiency, solar, hydro, and wind
power, and cement the most. Both cement (switch from limestone to use of waste
fly ash) and landfill / livestock methane-capture or fuel projects have environmental benefits in reduced pollution, cheaper energy and improved health.
One of the problems in linking offsets to sustainable development in very poor
communities and countries is that emissions may be so low that savings are harder
to achieve, such that projects on renewables are not alternatives to carbon-emitting
activities but the first step towards greater (if low carbon) energy use. The cost of
developing a project can also be prohibitive, both in terms of transaction costs and
in finding investors willing to take risks with certain technologies and in weakly
governed countries.
One added complication arises from factors external to the nature of offsets and
carbon markets themselves. Many potential projects with very long-term emission
reduction benefits and significant sustainable development benefits have not materialized under the CDM to date because of the prevailing relatively low carbon
prices. This concerns projects such as renewable energy and small energy-efficiency
projects. Low carbon prices are primarily due to the very modest emission-reduction targets agreed under the Kyoto Protocol which generate relatively low demand, and hence prices, for CDM offsets overall. This in fact has skewed investment
into CDM projects towards cheap and technologically easy interventions such as
industrial gas capture. One extremely important constraint is that the lack of a post2012 international agreement, combined with a political debate in the EU, UK and
USA about the future role of the CDM, has created considerable investor uncertainty and reluctance to make long-term investments.
Sustainable development and the voluntary offset market
The voluntary offset market has tended to focus on projects with greater apparent sustainable development benefits because both individual and institutional purchasers
Statement based on preliminary results from a number of student research projects in the Environmental Change
Institute (www.eci.ox.ac.uk) and Corbera (2005).
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see added value in offsets that help poor people and protect ecosystems (Lovell et
al., 2008). This is one of the reasons why many of the early voluntary offset projects
focused on forests despite the technical challenges of securing forest carbon. Voluntary offset companies often highlight the sustainable development benefits of
their carbon projects such as reduced indoor air pollution, lower energy costs or
conservation values. But sustainable development goals have also been a source of
criticism of offsets where activist and media investigations have suggested that
forests have degraded after crediting, local people have not benefited from projects,
or that profits are being made through neo-colonial practices that take advantage of
low land and labour costs (Smith, 2007; Ma’anit, 2006).
Responding to the challenge: reforming the CDM
and setting voluntary standards
Improving the effectiveness and quality of both CDM and voluntary offsets has
become a priority for both private-sector interests and governments in preparation
for the 2009 Copenhagen climate negotiations and serious greenhouse gas reductions. Several standards have been proposed to ensure the quality of offsets, with
stricter rules for both carbon and sustainable development in terms of proven additionality, appropriate technologies, and local participation and approval of projects
(Kollmuss et al., 2008).
The CDM has become a major focus of negotiations with proposals that include
scaling up to sectoral, policy or programmatic CDM, providing incentives or extra
credits for projects in poorer regions, streamlining and simplifying project approval, expanding the range of approved methods and technologies, discounting
credits to account for risk of underperformance of projects and ensure real atmospheric benefits, and shifting to a model where industrial countries take on obligations to buy and retire CDM credits directly rather than as offsets (Boyd et al.,
2007; Cosbey et al., 2005; Ellis et al., 2004; Sterk and Wittneben, 2006). Sectoral
and policy CDM has the potential to transform concentrated economic sectors representing a large share of emissions – such as cement, iron and steel, or electricity –
to lower carbon futures using CDM-type carbon finance flows to countries rather
than projects. Mechanisms might include large-scale sectoral investments linked
to no-lose targets, negotiated binding sectoral intensity targets, commitments to use
best technology and practices, or implementation of particular policies and measures (Höhne et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2008).
The other important new proposal on the roadmap from Bali to Copenhagen is
to provide carbon credits to countries for avoided deforestation or reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD). Deforestation contributes up to
20 % of carbon dioxide emissions yet forest protection was excluded from the CDM
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which only provides credit for new forests or reforestation (Ebeling and Yasué, 2008;
Miles and Kapos, 2008; Schlamadinger et al., 2007). Because REDD credits may
parallel the CDM in that industrial countries may purchase them to meet emission
reduction commitments, they could dramatically shift the offset market. Unlike the
CDM which is project-based, REDD is likely to be negotiated at the country level,
and may operate separately from the international carbon market because of concerns about cheap forest credits swamping markets and reducing carbon prices or
discouraging domestic emission reductions. Several conservation NGOs are supportive of REDD because of the potential benefits to biodiversity and because
REDD would allow exactly those countries to participate in carbon markets which
have so far been largely excluded because they are poor and lack an industrial base
to reduce emissions. However, there are certain sustainable development concerns
about the participation of indigenous peoples, property rights and land tenure,
about who will actually receive the funds, how benefits will be distributed to and at
the local level, about the reduction of forest values solely to carbon, and about how
countries will choose to enforce forest protection. These are added to technical
concerns about the measurement of forest carbon and baselines, and the risk that
climate change could reduce forest carbon benefits.
What is the future of carbon offsets in terms of sustainable development?
1. It must be noted that the CDM can be viewed as an interim mechanism pending
the establishment of a broader or universal cap on carbon emissions. Offsets
may only make sense up to the point where the cost of buying emission credits
rises to a level where it would be cheaper to reduce carbon domestically.
2. The viability of both the CDM and voluntary offsets depends on assurances of
additional, permanent and verifiable emission reductions, hopefully at a scale
that produces rapid reductions, in order to address criticisms about the atmospheric benefit of offsets.
3. The sustainable-development value of offsets can be enhanced through a variety
of reforms and incentives, including standards for sustainable development (e. g.
the Gold Standard), although some new standards (such as the Voluntary Carbon Standard http://www.v-c-s.org) focus only on carbon and do not address
sustainable development because of its complexity (see also Kollmuss et al.,
2008).
4. Finally, there is an urgent need for carefully designed empirical studies of the
sustainable development benefits and risks of offsets in order to resolve some
of the urgent questions about the value of offsets and the design of new mechanisms and agreements.
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Insights into the climate challenge

Rajendra Pachauri

Rajendra Pachauri was born in Nainital, India, in 1940. He studied industrial engineering at North Carolina State University in Raleigh, USA, where he also obtained
a PhD in industrial engineering and a PhD in economics. In 1982 he joined the
Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), which conducts research in the fields of
energy, environment, forestry, biotechnology, and the conservation of natural resources, providing professional support to governments, institutions, and corporate
organizations worldwide. In 2002, Pachauri was elected Chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Established by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme in 1988, the
IPCC assesses scientific, technical and socioeconomic information relevant to the
understanding of climate change, its potential impacts, and options for adaptation
and mitigation.
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Climate change has emerged as one of the most contentious and critical issues of
our time, with far-reaching implications for the way the human race will live and
develop, especially over this century. While skeptics continue to doubt the human
contribution to the phenomenon, the majority of the scientific community has
come to a clear conclusion regarding the reality of human-induced climate change.
These studies, many of which are included in the reports of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), clearly show that human activities are the main
reason for altered climate patterns in the last century.
The findings of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report, released in 2007, indicate
that the warming of the climate system is unequivocal (Solomon et al., 2007). They
also reveal several disturbing trends regarding levels of atmospheric greenhouse
gases since the Industrial Revolution, and changes in climate over the same period.
According to the report, continued emissions would lead to further warming of
1.1 º C to 6.4 º C over the twenty-first century, depending on different scenarios of
economic growth, population projections, technological change, energy demand,
structure of energy use, and other factors (see Rahmstorf et al., this volume).
The impacts of climate change are widespread and complex, and are projected
to vary according to the timing and magnitude of change, as well as according to
adaptive capacity. It is clear, however, that climate change impacts have serious
implications for the livelihoods of billions of people worldwide, and pose one of
the greatest challenges to development in our time.
The ecological footprint, a sustainability indicator measuring the pressure exerted
by human activity on the Earth’s systems, indicates increasingly unsustainable global consumption trends (see Leape and Humphrey, this volume). The ecological
footprint is an estimate of the amount of biologically productive land and sea area
are needed to regenerate (if possible) the resources that a human consumes, and to
absorb and neutralize the corresponding waste, given prevailing technology. According to the Global Footprint Network,1 it currently takes one year and four
months to regenerate the resources consumed globally in a year. The ‘carbon footprint’2 is by far the largest component of the overall ecological footprint, comprising half of the total. Climate change is clearly one of the most pressing sustainability
challenges of the century, and one that urgently needs to be addressed as part of
mainstream development policy.

1
2

The Global Footprint Network is an international think tank working to advance sustainability.
The amount of forests and other vegetated areas to sequester carbon dioxide emissions.
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Impacts of climate change on developing countries
The IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report projected that climate change will have a
disproportionately high impact on developing countries, thereby exacerbating inequalities in health status and in access to adequate food, clean water, and other
resources. In all countries, certain sections of the population, such as the elderly
and poor, tend to be at a higher risk, thus also exacerbating inequalities within
nations.
While industrialized countries bear the greatest responsibility for the changing
climate, developing countries are already bearing the major burden of its effects.
Between 1990 and 2005, nearly 3.5 billion people were affected by natural disasters,
of which approximately 90 % live in developing countries (LaFleur et al., 2008).
As if this inequality were not enough, developing countries also have far fewer
resources to adapt to climate change than developed economies. Factors influencing vulnerability to climate change include dependence of communities on climatesensitive resources, vitality of local communities, the integrity of key infrastructures,
level of current preparedness and planning, the sophistication of public healthcare
systems, and existing exposure to conflict.
The impacts of climate change on developing economies are projected to be
severe in terms of several critical factors. These include not only access to key resources such as water, but also factors related to health and vulnerability to a rise in
sea level. Climate change also has serious implications for the Millennium Development Goals, particularly those related to environmental sustainability and poverty reduction. Some of the projected impacts include:
Access to food: In the Sahel region of Africa, warmer and drier conditions have
already led to a shorter growing season with detrimental effects on crops. In some
countries of Africa, yields from rain-fed agriculture could be reduced by up to 50 %
by 2020 (Parry et al., 2007, chapter 9). Local food supplies are projected to be
negatively affected by decreasing fish populations in large lakes due to rising water temperatures, and the shortage may be exacerbated by continued over-fishing.
These consequences would further adversely affect food security and increase malnutrition in Africa. By 2020, between 75 and 250 million people in Africa are projected to be exposed to increased water stress due to climate change (Parry et al.,
2007, chapter 9).
Health problems: In addition to malnutrition and consequent disorders in child
growth and development, projected climate change is likely to affect the health status of millions of people – particularly those with low adaptive capacity – through
increased deaths, disease, and injury due to heat waves, floods, storms, fires and
droughts; the increased burden of diarrhoeal disease; the increased frequency of
cardio-respiratory diseases due to higher concentrations of ground-level ozone
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related to climate change; and the altered geographical distribution of some infectious disease vectors (Parry et al., 2007, chapter 8).
Coastal risks: By the end of the century, many millions more people than today
are projected to experience floods every year due to the rise of sea levels (Parry et
al., 2007, chapter 6). The number of people affected by sea-level rise and by storm
floods will be highest in the mega-deltas of Asia and Africa, while small islands are
also especially vulnerable.
Migration: In addition to the existing migration due to resource scarcity, the
numbers of environmental refugees could increase as coastal flooding, extreme
weather events, famines, and conflicts that will arise due to these events become
more frequent.
Biodiversity: By 2020, significant loss of biodiversity is projected to occur in
some ecologically rich sites, including the Great Barrier Reef and Queensland Wet
Tropics. There is also risk of significant biodiversity loss through species extinction
in many areas of tropical Latin America. Increases in sea surface temperature of
about 1– 3 ° C are projected to result in more frequent coral bleaching events and
widespread mortality, unless there is thermal adaptation or acclimatization by corals (Parry et al., 2007, chapter 4).
These and the other projected vulnerabilities underscore the importance of
promoting alternative, sustainable development paths for the 80 % of the world’s
population that lives in developing countries. This poses a significant, though
achievable, challenge for the world economy, which has so far relied heavily on
fossil fuels.
Increasing emissions from developing and emerging nations
Whereas industrialized nations bear the greatest responsibility for the current situation, the contributions of emerging nations are becoming more and more problematic. Their rapidly growing economies will in the long run exacerbate the climate
change problem. Clearly, incorporating sustainable patterns of consumption in
countries at all levels of development is a critical component of a sustainable development path, and will be vital for ensuring the success of climate change policies.
At the same time, and in spite of rapid economic growth, per-capita emissions
in the emerging countries are still a fraction of the per-capita emissions in most
industrialized economies (see Narain, this volume). For instance, while China
overtook the US in 2007 in terms of absolute emissions (see Fig. 1), the USA’s percapita emissions are still four to five times higher than China’s. India’s per-capita
emissions are even lower, about one-twentieth of the US level.
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Fig. 1. Increase in carbon dioxide emissions in gigatonnes for different countries
or groups of countries. (Source: IEA, 2006)

Coping with climate change through adaptation and mitigation
Adaptation and mitigation measures both have the potential to minimize climate
change impacts. Adaptation includes initiatives and measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human systems to actual or expected climate change effects.
Examples include raising river or coastal dikes, and substituting more temperatureand shock-resistant plants for sensitive ones (Metz et al., 2007). Several countries
are already undertaking adaptation measures, including crop diversification, irrigation, water management, disaster risk management, and adjusted insurance rates
for people in areas that are likely to be most severely affected. Mitigation involves
technological change and substitution that reduce resource inputs and emissions
per unit of output. While several social, economic and technological policies can
indirectly enhance emissions reductions, in this context climate change mitigation
refers to policies undertaken to directly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
enhance carbon sinks such as forests (ecosystems that absorb carbon).
Adaptation requires a conscious reorientation of global priorities to ensure the
availability of adequate resources. Even though several international funds have
been established, there is still a lack of available adaptation funding, particularly in
developing countries. Only USD 163.3 million and USD 57.1 million have been
pledged to the UN’s LDCF (Least Developed Country Fund) and SCCF (Special
Climate Change Fund) funds, of which only USD 67.3 million and USD 49.3 million respectively have been received (GEF, 2007). By contrast, developed nations
spent about USD 250 billion in 2005 supporting their own agriculture (WTO, 2006),
and global military expenditure was about USD 1.2 trillion in 2006 (UNDP, 2007).
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Given their high vulnerability to climate change, developing countries urgently
need to increase their adaptive capacity. Adaptation mechanisms for developing and
emerging nations that can decrease their vulnerability include (Parry et al., 2007,
chapter 10):
• Improving access to high quality information about the impacts of climate change
and about best-response mechanisms to the anticipated effects;
• implementing early warning systems and information distribution systems to
enhance disaster preparedness;
• reducing the vulnerability of livelihoods and infrastructure to climate change;
• promoting good governance, including responsible policy and decision making;
• empowering communities and other local stakeholders so that they actively participate in vulnerability assessment and adaptation;
• mainstreaming climate change into development planning at all scales, levels
and sectors.
While adaptation measures are vital, particularly in the short term, sustainable solutions to climate change need to include a mix of adaptation and mitigation policies, suited to each country’s vulnerabilities and level of development.
It has been well established that delaying emissions reduction leads to investments that lock in more emission-intensive infrastructure and development pathways. This significantly constrains the opportunities to achieve lower stabilization
levels and increases the risk of more severe climate change impacts (Metz et al.,
2007, SPM). The fact that mitigation efforts have visible long-term impacts underscores the need to scale up current mitigation efforts. Even if the concentrations of
all greenhouse gases and aerosols were kept constant at 2000 levels, further warming of about 0.1 ° C per decade could be expected for the next two decades (Solomon et al., 2007, SPM, p. 12). Energy system inertia adds a further dimension to the
time scales involved in climate change. It has taken at least 50 years for each major
energy source to move from a 1% penetration to a major position in global supplies. This inertia, as well as the even longer periods associated with interactions
between systems, implies that abatement must begin as early as possible to ensure
stabilization of greenhouse gases and temperature at targeted levels.
Figure 2 illustrates that the maximum projected cost of mitigation would not
exceed 3 % of global GDP in 2030.
Several common drivers exist among policies addressing economic development, energy security, and health and climate change mitigation. Therefore, there
are numerous co-benefits associated with mitigation, including health benefits and
enhanced energy security. Mitigation measures present various opportunities for
no-regrets policies, which should be integrated into the overall socio-economic
policy framework.
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Fig. 2. Projected percentage increase of global GDP from today until 2030, with
and without climate mitigation measures. The difference between climate mitigating efforts or the absence thereof would be relatively small: approximately 3 %
of GDP. (Source: Pachauri, 2007)

Many technologies that have the potential to provide solutions for low-carbon development are already available, though several are not economically competitive at
present. Investments in renewable technologies would contribute towards making
them competitive with fossil fuels at an earlier stage, and this would enable greater
energy security. Policies that divert unsustainable, distortive subsidies from fossil
fuels to cleaner technologies would make resources available for increased investments in renewable energies, and thus facilitate the transition to low-carbon economies.
The four main sectors that require massive reductions in greenhouse gas emissions are energy supply, transportation, housing, and land use change:
Energy supply. The energy supply sector accounted for about 25.9 % of global
greenhouse gas emissions in 2004 (IPCC SYR, 2007, Fig. 2.1). All assessed stabilization scenarios indicate that 60 – 80 % of reductions would come from energy
supply and use and industrial processes, with energy efficiency playing a key role
in many scenarios (IPCC SYR, 2007, p. 20). Mitigation technologies for this sector
include improved supply and distribution efficiency, fuel switching from coal to gas,
nuclear power, renewable heat and power (hydropower, solar, wind, geothermal
and bioenergy), combined heat and power, and early application of carbon capture
and storage (CCS) technology (see Bruckner et al., this volume).
Transport. The transport sector accounted for about 13.2 % of global greenhouse
gas emissions in 2004 (IPCC SYR, 2007, Fig. 2.1). Rapidly growing mobility demands from developing countries pose a significant challenge in terms of ensuring
that mitigation efforts are not offset by increased transport activity. If current trends
continue, by 2035 there will be around 250 million more cars and SUVs operating
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in China and India (USAID, 2007, p. 3). The increased demand for transportation will
lead to a 2.6-fold increase in oil demand in developing Asia during this period, and
a corresponding three-fold increase in carbon dioxide emissions. Currently available mitigation technologies include more fuel-efficient vehicles, hybrid vehicles,
cleaner diesel vehicles, second-generation biofuels, electric vehicles, modal shifts
from road transport to rail and public transport systems, non-motorized transport
such as cycling or walking, and improved land-use and transport planning. Transport policies that enhance co-modality and efficient public transport systems would
be crucial in supporting technological change to reduce emissions in this sector.
Buildings. Mitigation technologies in the building sector include efficient lighting and use of natural light, more efficient electrical appliances and heating and
cooling devices, improved cooking stoves, improved insulation, passive and active
solar building designs for heating and cooling, alternative refrigeration fluids, and
the recovery and recycling of fluorinated gases. The building sector accounts for a
sizeable share of overall emissions. The expansion of this sector in the rapidly
growing transition economies provides the potential to integrate energy-efficient
buildings into the infrastructural development process at an early stage, thereby providing co-benefits. It is vital, however, that energy-efficiency regulations are adaptable, suit local conditions, and draw on sustainable local building practices.
Deforestation and land use change. The IPCC estimates that the cutting down
and degradation of forests currently account for close to 20 % of all greenhouse
gases entering the atmosphere (Metz et al., 2007, TS, Fig.1b). Deforestation and
forest degradation are significant causes of concern, particularly in the developing
nations. Key mitigation initiatives and technologies in this sector include afforestation, reforestation, forest management, reduced deforestation, harvested wood product management, use of forestry products for bioenergy to replace fossil fuels, tree
species improvement to increase biomass productivity and carbon sequestration,
improved remote sensing technologies for analysis of vegetation /soil carbon sequestration potential, and mapping land use change. Policies incorporating financial
incentives that value carbon sequestration and other ecosystem services provided
by forests would represent potentially significant mitigation measures. To this end,
the UN’s REDD (Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation) programme has been initiated, one of the goals of which is to assess whether careful
payment structures and capacity support can create the incentives to ensure actual,
lasting, achievable, reliable, and measurable emission reductions, while maintaining and improving the other ecosystem services forests provide.
A vital component of market-based climate change policies is to put an accurate
price on carbon that reflects the social costs of emissions. Policies that implement a
real or implicit price on carbon could create incentives for producers and consumers
to significantly invest in products, technologies and processes that produce low
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amounts of greenhouse gases. Such policies could include economic instruments,
government funding and regulation. For stabilization at around 550 ppm carbon
dioxide equivalent, carbon prices should reach USD 20 – 80 per tonne of carbon
dioxide equivalent by 2030 (Metz et al., 2007, SPM, p. 19). To limit global warming to the two-degree guardrail mandated by the Potsdam Memorandum (see
pp. 369 ff.), deeper cuts in the short and medium term, leading to lower concentrations of greenhouse gases, will be necessary. This implies higher price ranges. However, it should be kept in mind that appropriate policies, such as those inducing
technological development, have the potential for achieving the emissions reductions targets at generally lower price ranges.
Common but differentiated responsibility
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which
has been ratified by 192 countries, outlines the principle of common but differentiated responsibility (CISDL Legal Brief, 2002, see also Narain, this volume). This
principle recognizes the need for concerted global action, while emphasizing the
need for proportionate and appropriate action by nations, taking into account those
nations’ historical contributions to climate change. Developed nations need to reduce their per-capita emissions, and at the same time consider the requirements of
developing nations to industrialize, with overall global per-capita emissions not
exceeding acceptable agreed levels. In addition to taking the lead on mitigation,
developed nations also need to transfer financial, technical and other resources to
emerging and developing nations to facilitate adaptation and mitigation. In principle,
one could anticipate that the share of global emissions from developing countries
will initially grow in line with their social and development needs.
The contraction and convergence policy option proposes that equalizing global
per-capita emissions across countries would ensure equity in the global climate
change mitigation process. It supports climate change negotiations that aim to
equalize per-capita emissions at a future date, with the levels of permissible global
per-capita emissions and the different years by which the emissions have to be
equalized varying according to several formulae. This would allow citizens of all
countries, regardless of size or level of development, equal space in the atmosphere, and thus equal responsibility to mitigate. While there are concerns that contraction and convergence may provide incentives to high population growth rates,
it is entirely feasible, and indeed widely proposed, to place a limit on population
beyond which no further entitlements would be granted. Furthermore, countries
with high population growth rates would still have to provide resources for their
growing populations. Therefore, the economic incentive to encourage high population growth rates may not even exist.
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Adopting a sustainable development path
While there is immense potential for developing economies to integrate sustainable development initiatives into their economic and development policies, technology and capacity transfer is crucial to ensure widespread and effective
mainstreaming of low-carbon technologies. An environment that is conducive to
the transfer of low-carbon technologies would aid in implementing appropriate
future policies for emerging economies, and would combine development policy
with climate change mitigation. As mentioned earlier, there are numerous co-benefits associated with several mitigation measures, such as health benefits and enhanced energy security. Investing in sustainable infrastructure, planning cities with
minimized environmental and ecological impacts, and conducting appropriate research and development (R&D) are some of the policy options that can re-orient
an economy onto a sustainable path.
The assumption that economic growth is the panacea for all development problems, including climate change, may be worth discussing at this point. A narrow
policy approach that solely promotes economic growth provides, at best, a partial
solution to climate change by providing increased resources for adaptation while
possibly worsening the overall problem. At worst, it will instigate a highly unsustainable development path that undercuts the foundations of future economic
growth. The original inverted U-shaped Kuznets Curve suggests that with increasing economic growth income inequality will first increase, and then, after a point,
decrease. Drawing on this concept, the Environmental Kuznets Curve suggests
that economic growth would, after a point, lead to better environmental quality
(Fig. 3). This carries the implication, at least to some degree, that there is potential
for developing economies to ‘grow out’ of environmental degradation, since at a
certain income level the population’s preferences, or the increased resources due to
development, would lead to better environmental quality, including decreased pollution and sustainable management of resources. The Environmental Kuznets
Curve hypothesis is one of the most contentious empirical phenomena in environmental economics, at least in part due to its implications for economic and environmental policy in developing countries.
The Environmental Kuznets Curve for carbon dioxide emissions in particular,
which predicts that as countries develop a certain level of wealth carbon dioxide
emissions will fall, seems fraught with uncertainties on several grounds (Galeotti
et al., 2006; Stern, 2003). The most significant of these is that by the time most of
the current high emitters have developed ‘sufficiently’ to reach the other side of the
curve, it will be much too late to begin mitigation. Also, the very existence of the
Environmental Kuznets Curve for global pollutants such as carbon dioxide is contentious in the first place. Clearly, climate change mitigation is not something a
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Environmental Kuznets Curve.

developing country can simply ‘grow into’, but rather is a development path that
needs to be agreed and acted upon quickly and effectively.
Conclusion
Climate change is a critical global challenge, one that requires international and inter-sectoral collaboration on an unprecedented scale. In addition, the present direction of the global economy requires a re-orientation, both in terms of outlook and
development priorities. No country will be unaffected by climate change, and the
socio-economic links between countries may in some cases exacerbate these impacts. This poses a daunting challenge, but one – if acted upon quickly and effectively – that promises a more inclusive and less vulnerable planet for the global
population as a whole.
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Chapter 13

Climate change – learning from the
stratospheric ozone challenge

Mario Molina

Mario Molina studied physical chemistry and obtained his PhD at the University
of California, Berkeley. In 1974, well before the first measurements of the Antarctic ozone hole, he co-authored a paper that described how chlorofluorocarbon (CFC)
gases, widely used in industry at that time, destroy the atmospheric ozone layer. In
1995, Molina was honoured with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his work on
ozone depletion. As Professor of Chemistry and of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Molina continued his
research on man-made changes of atmospheric chemistry. In 2004 he joined the
faculty at the University of California in San Diego.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 12.
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The most recent findings on climate change provide clear evidence that ‘human
activities, especially the combustion of fossil fuels, are influencing the climate in
ways that threaten the well-being and continued development of human society’
(Richardson et al., 2009). At the same time, Pachauri (this volume) states that climate change ‘poses a daunting challenge, but, if acted upon quickly and effectively, one that promises a more inclusive and less vulnerable planet for the global
population as a whole’. We have, thus, an opportunity that we must not miss.
Although we know about the potentially disastrous consequences of destabilizing the climate, many people, organizations, and nations are still not responding
adequately to the urgent call for action, and insist that more evidence is needed to
warrant a global response. Such thinking is similar to that of a patient who asks for
virtual certainty that a tumour is indeed malignant before agreeing to have it removed. Yet, most patients would surely agree to have surgery even if the probability of malignancy were merely ten or twenty percent. A similar attitude is still
common when considering action on climate change. But we know that the risk of
inaction, although difficult to quantify, is very significant, and we do not need more
scientific evidence to conclude that drastic action is necessary.
If we continue to delay action we will miss a unique opportunity to make our
world a more just and healthy place for all. It is time to remember that we have
cooperated on solving global problems before, most notably the problem of ozone
depletion in the stratosphere. It might be helpful to look back at previous successes
and mistakes to increase the likelihood that our efforts to avoid climate destabilization will be successful.
Stratospheric ozone – a short history
Ozone is found mainly in the stratosphere – the second layer of our atmosphere, at
a height of about 10 – 50 km. An ozone molecule contains three atoms of oxygen
instead of the two found in normal oxygen molecules; it is formed at high altitudes
through the action of short-wavelength solar radiation on oxygen molecules. Stratospheric ozone has made it possible for life to evolve on our planet; it acts like a
sunscreen, absorbing most of the harmful ultraviolet radiation that destroys the DNA
molecule, which is essential for life as we know it.
In 1974, we discovered that chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) – then commonly used
in refrigeration and as propellants for spray cans – can have a detrimental effect on
ozone (Molina and Rowland, 1974). In the stratosphere, CFCs decompose by the
action of short wavelength solar radiation splitting off chlorine atoms, which in
turn start chain reactions that break down ozone. We concluded that CFCs could
cause a depletion of the ozone layer, potentially affecting human health and the
environment.
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Our theory was eventually confirmed by atmospheric observations, laboratory
measurements and modelling studies. In 1985 the Antarctic ozone ‘hole’ was discovered (Farman et al., 1985); in the middle of the stratosphere above Antarctica
more than 95 % of the ozone disappeared in the spring months, and subsequent
measurements confirmed that the disappearance was caused by the CFCs. These
discoveries initiated a political process that culminated in a multilateral agreement
to phase out practically all substances that are responsible for stratospheric ozone
depletion. This treaty, the Montreal Protocol, came into full force four years later,
in January 1989, and has been amended several times since then. It can be regarded
as one of the best examples of effective global collaboration on behalf of humanity
and the environment; the amount of CFCs in the atmosphere has started to decline,
and although the ozone hole still forms every year over Antarctica, the rest of the
ozone layer has started to show signs of recovery from a less severe, but still noticeable thinning.
It turns out that the CFCs that affect stratospheric ozone are also powerful greenhouse gases, and thus the Montreal Protocol has also led to significant climate
change mitigation. So far, it has been considerably more effective than the Kyoto
Protocol, the treaty that was developed in 1997 to regulate greenhouse gases, and
that is currently being reassessed (Velders et al., 2007). Most of the compounds now
replacing ozone depleting substances are hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); some of these chemicals are also strong greenhouse
gases (Velders et al., 2009), and for this reason recent amendments to the Montreal
Protocol are now aimed at accelerating their phase-out.
An example for global action: Montreal versus Kyoto treaties
The current global problem caused by greenhouse gas emissions has many similarities to the stratospheric ozone problem. In both cases it is crucial to exchange
‘business as usual’ for collaboration between nations as one global community.
But the quick and effective implementation of the Montreal Protocol to protect the
ozone layer stands in stark contrast to the Kyoto Protocol. Even though climate
change is well documented by a large numbers of scientific studies, the Kyoto Treaty
has not been successful on a global scale; global society has yet to find a way to
agree on effective actions on climate change. Several important differences between the problems of ozone depletion and climate change are discussed below.
They at least partially explain why the Montreal Protocol is more effective than the
Kyoto Protocol. Recognizing these differences might enable us to find more effective solutions to climate change.
The science behind ozone depletion is very well established. Reproducible scientific data involving atmospheric observations, laboratory measurements and
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modelling studies clearly show that the chemical processes that are initiated by
CFCs in the stratosphere result in the depletion of ozone. The basic science of climate change is also relatively straightforward; increased concentrations of greenhouse gases warm the surface of the planet. However, the Earth’s climate system
is quite complicated, and there are many feedbacks which affect the overall functioning of this system. The changes are gradual and occur in a dynamic and complex system; furthermore, at first sight these changes appear to be natural, and
hence there is more room for scepticism.
CFCs are clearly of human origin, and do not exist naturally in our atmosphere.
In contrast, carbon dioxide and methane, which are the main gases responsible for
the greenhouse effect, have predominantly natural sources and play an important
role in producing the benign climate that has facilitated the development of human
civilization in the past 12 000 or so years. In fact, greenhouse gases make life on
Earth possible; the average surface temperature of our planet would be about -15 ° C
without these gases, when in fact it is + 15 ° C as a consequence of the ‘natural’
greenhouse effect. The problem is that human activities are adding large amounts of
these ‘natural’ gases to the atmosphere, causing an enhanced anthropogenic greenhouse effect that is significantly affecting the natural climate.
The extent of change necessary to phase out CFCs was relatively small and relatively easy to monitor. This is probably the most important difference to the climate
change issue. The ozone-depleting chemicals were used mainly as refrigerants,
solvents and as propellants for spray cans, and could be replaced with other compounds, most with very similar qualities. The Montreal Protocol called for a complete phase-out of the production of ozone-depleting chemicals, which has already
been largely accomplished. Most people never even noticed the changes, as the
required transition affected only a few industries.
In contrast, climate change is caused mainly by activities related to the production and consumption of fossil fuel energy, which has so far been essential for the
functioning of our industrialized society. Effective action therefore requires a major transformation, not only involving a few industries, but affecting a great number
of activities of society. Furthermore, the unwanted side-effects from these activities involve the generation of compounds that are naturally emitted to the environment; it is much harder to monitor not only who is responsible for the unwanted
emissions but also if they are actually changing. Furthermore, it is not easy to establish the appropriate baseline to decide if the emissions in question are decreasing or increasing. It is harder still to monitor changes in the greenhouse gas emissions
related to deforestation, agricultural and land-use practices, which contribute about
one third of the total emissions responsible for climate change.
It is thus not surprising that efforts to mitigate climate change have been slow and
difficult to implement compared to those of the Montreal Protocol. Today, action
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will only be effective if there is large-scale collaboration between politicians, industry and civil society, and between most nations. It is important to communicate
the urgency of the problem to all these groups. It is also important to understand
that its solution involves costs, but these are clearly smaller than the costs associated
with inaction, as shown by recent economic studies. It is therefore essential not only
to base any solutions on the best science available, but also to clearly communicate
the short- and long-term benefits and challenges of the suggested solutions.
Opportunities to act
Because effective climate action is more urgent than the scientific community had
anticipated only a few years ago, it is imperative for society to find an effective
way to move forward in an effort that will define the future of modern societies.
Unfortunately, there is no ‘silver bullet’; however, there are technologies currently
available that could be implemented in the near future and would result in a significant reduction of greenhouse gas emissions at a relatively modest cost, namely
a few percent of global GDP (Stern, 2006; Paltsev et al., 2009; Stern and GarbettShiels, this volume). Some of these technologies involve significantly increasing the
efficiency with which energy is consumed in a variety of sectors (industry, transportation, housing, etc.); some others involve the use of renewable energy sources
(such as solar, wind and biomass); and yet others involve sequestering and capturing the carbon dioxide emitted in power plants consuming coal, oil or biomass.
The role of developing nations in mitigating climate change
So far, developing nations have not been the major contributors to anthropogenic
global climate change, but they are bearing the brunt of its effects (see Pachauri,
this volume). This has led to the common perception that developing nations are the
victims of unjust and ineffective policies, and that the industrialized nations have
the responsibility to solve the problem they created. Along these lines, any changes
to be carried out by the developing world to address the climate change issue would
have to be paid for by the industrialized countries.
At the same time – and rightly so – developing nations are striving to achieve
the same standard of living as the industrialized world, implying similar levels of
energy consumption. The problem is that so far their economic growth is being
achieved along the same path the industrialized countries followed in the past. Industrialized nations are thus reluctant to transfer the funds requested by developing
nations as they believe that these funds might not be properly employed to significantly reduce the growth of greenhouse gas emissions.
As understandable as these attitudes might be, they do not help solve the problem.
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There are not enough natural resources on our planet, and the atmosphere is not
large enough to absorb the unwanted by-products of human activities without consequences. Clearly, economic development cannot continue along the same path it
has followed in the past, and something has to change quite drastically. Developed
nations have to understand, and most of them do, that for reasons of justice they
must contribute to the solution of the problem by transferring economic resources
and technology to developing nations. In fact, an important precedent was set by
the Montreal Protocol: the creation of the ‘Multilateral Fund’. This fund was instrumental in addressing the stratospheric ozone question by providing resources
to developing nations to achieve a smooth transition to a CFC-free society. At the
same time, developing nations have to realize that they can and must aim for a different system, one not heavily tied to the consumption of energy and the combustion of fossil fuels. They also have to acknowledge that these changes are very
significant and should not occur only to the extent implied by a transfer of funds
from developed nations. The climate change problem is truly global; all nations
stand to benefit from an effective international treaty, and all nations stand to lose
if no agreement is reached.
An example of a developing country with a positive attitude is Mexico; this
country has already made a commitment to follow a low-carbon economic growth
plan and to halve its greenhouse gas emissions by the year 2050. Furthermore,
Mexico is proposing the establishment of a ‘Green Fund’ with contributions from
both developed and developing countries to facilitate the global transition to lowcarbon economies. Some of the proposed changes in Mexico will merely require
new government regulations – for example, those that lead to more efficient energy
use – while others will require economic assistance from abroad. The point is, however, that Mexico is already embarking on this new economic growth path with the
expectation that a global agreement will be reached, that this new path will improve its competitiveness in the global economy, and that it will also end up facilitating the eradication of poverty. Fortunately, it appears that other nations, such as
China and India, are also developing and beginning to implement similar plans. In
the end, it is this type of positive attitude that might lead to a successful global
treaty. The main problems that are currently being experienced in international
negotiations result from excessive demands from some industrialized countries for
‘binding commitments’ by all developing nations, or excessive demands by some
developing nations for economic contributions as a condition for change. Here
again, the Montreal Protocol stands out as an example which demonstrates that an
effective international agreement can indeed be negotiated.
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Air pollution and climate change
Air pollution continues to be a serious problem, particularly in many developing
countries. The public health impacts of poor air quality are well documented, and
thus the economic and quality-of-life benefits to society of air pollution controls
provide ample justification for their implementation. Furthermore, it turns out that
many of the measures required to address air pollution also provide important benefits in relation to climate change.
The most common components of air pollution include atmospheric ozone and
aerosols. Although ozone is most abundant in the stratosphere, the lowest layer of
the atmosphere, the troposphere, also contains ozone of natural origin. The concentration of this ‘tropospheric ozone’ has increased in recent years as a consequence of human activities, mainly the burning of fossil fuels and biomass. At high
temperatures characteristic of a combustion process, small amounts of oxygen and
nitrogen (the most abundant compounds in air) combine to form nitric oxide, which,
together with carbon monoxide and unburned gaseous organic compounds, undergo
a series of chemical reactions in the presence of sunlight to generate ozone. As a
consequence of its detrimental health effects, ozone levels are controlled in many
cities, but barely so in the background troposphere, where it acts as a powerful
greenhouse gas. Thus, reducing emissions of ozone precursors (nitrogen oxides and
gaseous organic compounds) leads not only to improved air quality, but also contributes to climate change mitigation.
Atmospheric aerosols are solid and / or liquid airborne particles. A large fraction
of man-made aerosols come in the form of smoke from burning tropical forests,
biomass, and fossil fuels. Black carbon is a component of smoke, and is generated
in part by diesel engines not fitted with modern emission control devices. It turns
out that black carbon emissions have not only serious public health impacts, but
also contribute very significantly to climate change (Ramanathan and Carmichael,
2008). On the other hand, a major component of atmospheric aerosols of human
origin comes in the form of sulphates, created by the burning of coal and oil. In
contrast to black carbon, sulphate aerosols are white and reflect or scatter incoming
solar radiation, and thus lead to climate cooling, compensating to some extent for
the anthropogenic greenhouse effect. In fact, the true impact of greenhouse gases
has been masked to some extent by this type of aerosol (Ramanathan and Feng,
2008). Nevertheless, air quality considerations alone justify the need to reduce emissions of these white aerosols, even if that means that stricter controls of greenhouse
gases and black carbon will be required to properly reduce the climate change
risk.
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The role of ethics in mitigating climate change
Even though we are moving dangerously close to reaching tipping points with nearly
irreversible consequences for the Earth’s climate system (Lenton et al., 2008), the
world as a whole is still debating what, if any, changes are needed to address the
climate change crisis. Clearly, science and knowledge alone are not enough to
move people to action. In addition to scientific communication, experts need to help
decision-makers in society to truly understand what climate change is all about.
Global environmental problems have been caused so far predominantly by developed countries, which are home to about one fourth of the global population. The
enormous challenge now facing society is to enable the economic development of
the rest of the global population, so that they too can enjoy a satisfactory standard
of living, without, however, degrading the natural environment. Our generation
has the responsibility to address the climate change problem in such a way as to
ensure that future generations have access to environment and natural resources
suitable for the continued improvement of their economic well-being. Solving the
climate change and air quality dilemmas is thus not just well justified from a purely
economic point of view, but ethical considerations imply that it is a truly imperative endeavour for our generation.
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What is the principal challenge facing humanity in the twenty-first century? Is it
the challenge of lifting billions out of poverty into a life of dignity? Or is it one of
ensuring that we do not transgress the boundaries beyond which the risks of catastrophic environmental change are unacceptably large? In my view the word ‘or’ in
the previous question is misleading. The two challenges are now so connected that
coping with one requires that we cope also with the other. That is what sustainable
development is all about – how poverty eradication and environmental protection
can be mutually supportive.
The persistence of poverty 1 can be attributed to many factors, but, of these, resource poverty is the crucial one. A large proportion of the world’s poor live in the
rural areas of the developing world and face a growing scarcity of land and water.
Many of them are in ecologically fragile regions such as arid and semi-arid zones,
mountain areas, coastal areas exposed to violent weather, and so on. A critical dimension of resource poverty is the lack of access to safe and sustainable energy. In
developing countries some 2.5 billion people are forced to rely on biomass – fuelwood, charcoal, and animal dung – to meet their energy needs for cooking. Indoor
air pollution claims the lives of 1.5 million people each year, more than half of
them below the age of five. 1.6 billion people – a quarter of humanity – live without electricity.
For all of these people in poverty, as well as for policymakers in the developing
world, development that raises productivity, production and income is understandably the highest priority. Slowing down economic growth is not an option that they
can consider. But I would argue that growth that is more mindful of the local environment is something that they can and should pursue, for it is the poor who are
most exposed to environmental stress and resource poverty. Hence, when it comes
to climate change, mitigating the risks and adapting to the changes that are unavoidable have to be components of any long-term strategy for poverty eradication.
The issue is not what we do first. Climate change is a threat that could worsen
global inequality because it will affect low-latitude developing countries to a greater
extent, and mostly in an adverse manner. Changes in water availability, the increase
in vector-borne diseases such as malaria, and the greater risk of extreme climate
events are some of the consequences that will affect the poor more than the wealthy.
Therefore, the real challenge is to find solutions that address both problems simultaneously. This is the goal of sustainable development.

1
The facts about poverty are well known: 2.6 billion people live on less than two US dollars per day, 800 million
go to bed hungry every day, 26 000 children die every day because of poverty, a billion people entered the twentyfirst century unable to read or write, 72 million children should be but are not in school, 1.1 billion people in developing countries have inadequate access to water, 2.6 billion lack basic sanitation, a billion urban dwellers live
in slum conditions, and 1.4 million children die every year due to lack of access to safe water and sanitation
(http://www.globalissues.org/article/26/poverty-facts-and-stats. Accessed 14 January 2009).
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According to the Brundtland Commission, ‘Sustainable development is a process
of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the
orientation of technological development, and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future potential to meet human needs and aspirations’ (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p. 46). The
risks associated with climate change are clearly not consistent with this notion of
sustainability. As the present author, who was involved in the writing of the Brundtland Commission’s report, has stated elsewhere that ‘Environmental resources like
biodiversity or the delicately balanced chemistry of the atmosphere are resources
which are critical to the maintenance of life on Earth. In such cases the objective
of sustainability would require conservation in a stricter sense since compensation
to preserve options may not be possible’ (Desai, 2007, pp. 506 – 9).
A sustainable development strategy that addresses this risk must involve changes
that mitigate the risk, and measures that help people to adapt to the climate change
that is unavoidable even with mitigation efforts.
Mitigation
The key to mitigation lies in rethinking energy policy. The carbon dioxide emitted
by fossil fuel use is not the only greenhouse gas, but it is by far the most important,
and the one most amenable to policy influences. In 2005 humans emitted some
27 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere as a result of fossil fuel
use – this is a little over 4 tonnes per capita. This aggregate hides huge differences –
the per-capita figures are 20 tonnes for the USA, 12 for Russia, 8 for Europe, around
3.5 for China, and 1 tonne for India (Energy Information Agency, 2006).
The scientific consensus is that to contain climate change risks to a manageable
level, by 2050 carbon dioxide emissions will have to be 50 – 75 % lower than the
business-as-usual level. The challenge of energy policy is to bring the global percapita emission of carbon dioxide down to about 1 to 1.5 tonnes within this time
frame. Another way of stating the challenge is that we need to increase our carbon
productivity tenfold from the current level of around USD 740 of GDP per tonne
of carbon dioxide emitted – an effort comparable in scale to the increase in manufacturing labour productivity over a century during the Industrial Revolution (McKinsey Global Institute, 2008, pp. 10 –11).
Climate change is a global externality and requires a depth of cooperation
between countries that goes far beyond anything we have experienced so far. The
challenge is to agree on a fair sharing of environmental space between those who
have occupied it first and those who are now in need of room to grow. A control on
emissions will be required and, as Amartya Sen states in his interview at the Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium, the key questions are, who should do how much,
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and how should the costs be shared (Sen and Stern, 2007)? Should the long-term
goal be to converge towards equal per-capita emissions at a level consistent with
manageable climate change risk, say 1 – 1.5 tonnes by 2050? Or should those who
have occupied the space with their past emissions do more to create space for the
newcomers?
The risks of climate change depend on the cumulative emissions of greenhouse
gases, and judgements about the fairness of alternative proposals on limits should
take this into account. An illustrative calculation, presented in Table 1, shows that,
even with limits greater than what are on offer at the moment, the developed world
with less than one-sixth of the world population will occupy roughly one-half of
the incremental space.
Energy consumption in the developing world is rising – as it should, given the
present level of energy poverty. The big question for sustainability is whether the
increase in energy demands that will necessarily accompany the move out of poverty can be met by low-carbon supply alternatives that are environmentally sustainable. In the developed world, adjustment must extend to already established energy
consumption patterns. Thus, the real challenge is to manage demand. Is there a
price that will be paid in terms of growth as we move to alternate energy paths? Or
can the low-carbon alternatives provide an opportunity for new growth possibilities, particularly in regions deficient in fossil fuel resources, just as electricity did
when it was first introduced?
Low-carbon growth may provide new business opportunities. But it also involves
additional costs over and above the business-as-usual scenario. Some of the savings
that arise from improved efficiency may have negative or zero costs (or collateral
benefits, which amounts to the same thing). However, the required emissions reduction of 50 – 75 % by 2050 will involve moving beyond low-carbon growth to
measures that involve net additional costs. A recent McKinsey study has estimated
that the abatement required to stay below 500 ppm of greenhouse gases will cost
EUR 500 – 1100 billion in 2030, or about 0.6 – 1.4 % of that year’s projected global
GDP (McKinsey Global Institute, 2008, pp. 15 – 16). However, 40 + % of the abatement potential exists in the developing countries (excluding China), and will not
be realized unless the transfers of finance and technology are substantially larger,
more predictable, and more robust than at present. In addition, the developing world
will need financial support for adaptation actions, which poses an even greater
challenge because the rich countries do not see any direct return in terms of risk
mitigation in this case. The application of the polluter-pays principle requires that
the rich countries accept this obligation on the grounds that they are responsible for
around 70 % of accumulated carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel use since
1850.
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Table 1. Cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel use (percentage share
of world total). (Source: Author’s calculations based on data and BAU projections in
Energy Information Administration, 2006).
Developed
countries

Developing
countries

Developing
Asia

Absolute amount
(Gt CO2)

1980 – 2005

66.2 %

33.8 %

21.2 %

568

2005 – 2030 BAU

53.8 %

46.2 %

33.3 %

895

2005 – 2030 with cuts*

50.9 %

49.1 %

34.6 %

841

Cuts: In 2030 Europe 30 % below 1990 level; North America and OECD Asia at 1990 level; business as usual
(BAU) in Russia and developing countries.

*

Adaptation
Adaptation actions in the developing world have to address the links between poverty, ill health, population growth, and the deterioration of land, water and biotic
resources at the local level. In the villages of the Asia, Africa and Latin America
poverty eradication requires that the productivity of poor households is raised. This
in turn requires a systematic effort to rehabilitate degraded land and water resources,
and an integrated approach to land, water, and biotic management that respects climatic and other ecological constraints. The climatic changes which now are unavoidable will require that this will be even more necessary as a condition for poverty
eradication.
In the rural areas of the developing world the impact of climate change will be felt
directly through changes in precipitation, groundwater recharge, and river flows.
Our knowledge about impacts in developing countries is still sketchy, and not all
of the impacts will be negative. However a major change, even a favourable one,
in something as basic as climate will require substantial societal, technological,
and economic adaptation. The key instrument for such adaptation is water resource
management. If we can get that right, many other things will also fall into place.
Balancing water use and availability in a watershed or river basin, setting priorities
between competing demands, ensuring adequate drainage of used water, and maintaining water quality necessarily require that we get the land, forest, and settlement
policies right. Rational land use, forest conservation in catchment areas, restoration of degraded lands, and land engineering for water retention and drainage are
all aspects of water management. Public spending programmes for agriculture and
rural development must be tailored to agro-climatic regions, and water resource
planning must move away from civil engineering projects to become an element in
integrated land and water management.
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Climate change will change the physical geography of the planet, and this will
lead to changes in its human geography too. One dimension of this is migration.
The 60 % of the world population that lives within 100 km of the coast will be
affected by rising sea levels, worsening storm surges, saline intrusion, and so on.
Many people will migrate, and much of this migration will be from one povertystricken area to another, as we already see among conflict refugees in Africa. But,
as Amartya Sen points out, this will involve a slow process rather than sudden
large-scale migration (Sen and Stern, 2007).
The population movements induced by climate change will come on top of a
huge rural-urban shift. More and more of the population in the developing world
will live in cities, which are already under pressure. Ensuring sustainable urbanization may be the most important challenge for coping with climate risks. The critical areas that need to be addressed are water, sanitation and energy use, particularly
in transportation.
Economic and technological solutions
Energy, water and human settlements are the critical sectoral areas both for poverty
eradication and for mitigation and adaptation actions to cope with climate change
risks. The policies and programmes in these areas have to operate in a market
economy where the most important challenge is to get prices right so that they reflect full social costs from the beginning to the end of the production and consumption process, including, particularly, the costs of waste disposal. Unfortunately the
three sectors of greatest concern are precisely the ones where markets are distorted
by subsidies and often operate inequitably.
The most important policy challenge for mitigation is carbon pricing (see
Edenhofer et al. and Mirrlees, this volume). There is, at present, no cost attached
to carbon emissions in most countries, the few exceptions being those where some
form of carbon taxation is in force. The market in carbon credits that has emerged
with the establishment of emission caps fulfils a similar purpose. In a market economy the most effective instrument for promoting mitigation is to ensure through
taxes or cap-and-trade systems that the global social cost of carbon is reflected in
the calculations of companies, which decide on investments and develop new techniques, and of individuals, who consume goods and energy.
In the long run, the scale of adjustment required is such that we have to look to
radically new technologies. Our past experience shows that a single, objective-oriented approach to technology development often leads to new problems. For instance, when CFCs were first introduced for refrigeration, aerosols, and foam
rubber manufacture, they were considered safe chemicals because they are stable,
non-corrosive, do not involve any explosion hazard, and are not directly toxic to
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human beings. It was only later that their impact on the ozone layer and the consequences of this were understood (see Molina, this volume). A more germane example is that of biofuels whose indiscriminate promotion has led to inappropriate land
use and unintended increases in food prices (see Creutzig and Kammen, this volume). Hence, any mission-oriented approach to carbon-saving technologies must
be accompanied by a system of technology assessment that takes ecological and
economic dimensions into account and keeps the principle of equity in sight.
The elements of a potential climate agreement
What are the elements of a potential climate accord that could address these problems in a manner that is, in Nicholas Stern’s words, ‘effective, efficient and equitable’?
First, we must agree on a long-term goal corresponding to an acceptable risk level
for global warming. It has to be realistic enough to be attainable, yet ambitious
enough to avert the more catastrophic consequences of temperature change. This
will involve both an assessment of likely risks and value judgments about the level
and distribution of the costs and benefits of mitigation measures. One point worth
noting is the growing concern among scientists about potential tipping points that
could cause serious change to the organisation and appearance of the Earth system,
and produce consequent challenges for human society. Runaway climate change,
which would make human life on Earth difficult if not impossible, is not a part of
any projection; but we cannot currently rule out scientifically that it could be triggered.
Second, the most elementary notions of fairness require that the burden for immediate action must fall on those who are most culpable in terms of past emissions.
The calculations presented above on how future cumulative emissions would be
distributed suggest that the immediate commitments by the developed countries
would need to be greater than what is being talked about at present. If the developed countries, USA and Russia included, fail to demonstrate a responsible sense
of purpose, it will be difficult to persuade poorer countries, who have only just
started on the path of energy consumption growth, to take on any serious commitment.
Third, the developing countries will also have to contribute to mitigation measures in the long-term. But their exemption from immediate commitments does not
mean business as usual. Their energy consumption and emissions may grow. But
they can and should be assisted in using all economically viable means to promote
energy efficiency, to use lower-carbon energy alternatives, and to implement
appropriate forms of demand management. It is in the global interest to provide
concessional finance and technology transfer, first through means like the Kyoto
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Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM, see Liverman, this volume), and
second through the direct provision of soft loans and grants for mitigation efforts,
including for deforestation avoidance and reforestation. One could even integrate
the two strands by providing the soft grants for mitigation in the form of the purchase of carbon credits from developing countries that add to global mitigation
because, unlike the CDM purchases, they are not used to offset developed country
mitigation obligations.
Fourth, a certain degree of climate change is inevitable based on any realistic
assumption of what the long-term agreed mitigation goal will be. The burden of
adjustment to this change will be very unevenly distributed. Much of it will fall on
countries that have limited financial and technical capacity to take on the additional effort required. These adaptation costs must be paid for in strict proportion
to the responsibility for the problem (for example, as defined by cumulative emissions), and distributed according to need so that small island countries, for instance,
receive much more in per-capita terms, because of their greater need, than large
continental countries.
Finally, new technologies that save on carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gas
emissions, or which sequester the emissions in some way, will be needed as we
move to a point at which we do not add to the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. This will require cooperative arrangements beyond normal commercial
exchanges for the development, dissemination, and sharing of these technologies.
All of these elements are envisaged in the agreements reached in the UNFCCC at
Bali. They are being negotiated at present and are to be finalized by the end of
2009. The difficulty now is not the lack of a mandate but the willingness to recognize that time is running out and we do not have the option of concluding a weak
agreement now in the hope that the next agreement a decade from now will be
better.
Time to change our thinking
We need to change how we think, and move beyond inherited concepts to develop
a common language of discourse between economists, ecologists, engineers, and
ethical philosophers. Like an ecologist, we must respect the integrity of natural
systems; but, like an engineer, we must be willing to intervene in these systems to
meet human needs. The solutions proposed have to work in a market economy, and
this is where the economist’s concerns about balancing costs and benefits and
choosing optimally between alternatives comes in. Every solution that is proposed
will involve some distribution of responsibility within and between generations,
and within and between the political jurisdictions into which the human population
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and our planetary ecosystem are divided. This is where ethics comes in with its
judgments of what is just and fair.
Effective global action on climate change will require such a synthesis. To an
extent this has been achieved already as scientists, engineers and technologists look
for creative solutions to climate change. The consensus-building process in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the structured dialogue
that it has promoted have clearly contributed to this. The economics of climate
change are also receiving attention, while the recent seminal exercise led by Nicholas Stern has contributed hugely to the debate (Stern, 2007). But the degree of
agreement that prevails in this area is well short of a consensus. The really difficult
area is the ethical concern about burden-sharing, which has largely been left to the
cut and thrust of diplomatic negotiations, where we have not moved beyond a few
general principles such as ‘common but differentiated responsibility’.
What we need is what Amartya Sen has called ‘public reasoning’– a process of
raising awareness not just about the problem but also about how it affects people
differently, who has the capacity to cope and who needs help, the solutions that are
available and those that still need to be found, and so on (Sen and Stern, 2007). But
more than that, we need a sense of urgency. Ten years from now it may be too late
to prevent catastrophic climate change. That will be a disaster both for sustainability and for development. The time to act is now.
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Nitin Desai has described clearly the development challenge that the world faces.
The extent of global poverty, ill health, illiteracy and ill-being is such that one cannot question the need for development. As Mahatma Gandhi said, even God would
not dare to appear before a hungry person in any form other than food.
The threat to sustainability arises mainly from the unsustainable consumption
patterns of the rich. In a paper prepared for the Secretariat of the UN Conference
on Sustainable Development at Rio in 1992, Parikh et al. (1991) pointed out that
the bulk of global resource use was by the people living in developed countries
(Annex I countries 1), who constituted 25 % of the global population but consumed
more than 70 % of most resources (see Tables 1 and 2). Even their consumption of
cereals accounted for nearly half of the total global consumption. One would have
thought that the human stomach has a limited capacity and food consumption
would saturate, but if we count as human consumption the grain consumed by the
cow that becomes the hamburger, then food consumption keeps growing with income. Figure 1 shows that while direct consumption of food in terms of calories per
person saturates, total use of cereals including for animal feed continues to increase
in line with income.
The share of global resource use by developing countries has increased over the
years compared to the data in Table 1 as poorer nations aspire to the consumption
patterns of the rich. This is clearly seen in Table 3 which provides more recent data
on consumption. The disparity ratio of per-capita cereal consumption has changed
little while the ratios for milk and meat consumption have been reduced, largely
due to economic growth in China and India. In spite of larger populations in developing countries, in 2007 the developed countries still consumed 39 % of cereals,
50 % of milk, 41% of meat, 40 % of round wood, 74 % of sawn wood and 71 % of
paper. The shares of fertilizer and cement use by developing countries have increased due to development of modern intensive agriculture and infrastructure.
Table 4 shows data for primary energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions in 2005. It shows that disparity ratios of per-capita consumption have come
down compared to Table 2 but the developed countries still consume 63 % of total
primary energy in the world and produce 59 % of global carbon dioxide emissions.
Globalization and the communication and information revolution have made
people all over the world aware of the lifestyle of the rich. The rapidly growing
economies of an increasing number of countries are bringing such consumption
within the reach of an ever increasing number of people. Preaching to them to
forego goods they have long strived for (to not own cars, to live in small crowded
Annex I countries are industrialized countries and economies in transition that have signed the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992).
1
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Table 1. Consumption patterns for selected commodities in 1987: distribution among
developed and developing countries. (Source: Parikh et al., 1991)
Category

a) Food

b) Forestry

c) Industry

Products

World
total
(Mt or
Mm3)*

Cereals

Share of
developed
countries
(%)

Per capita
(kg or litre)**

Disparity ratio of
per-capita consumption

Developed

Developing

Developed /
developing

USA /
India

1801

48

717

247

3

6

Milk

533

72

320

39

8

4

Meat

114

64

61

11

6

52

2 410

46

888

339

3

6

Sawn wood

338

78

213

19

11

18

Paper, etc.

224

81

148

11

14

115

Round
wood

Fertilizers
Cement

141

60

70

15

5

6

1036

52

451

130

3

7

* Mt = million tonnes for food and industry, Mm3 = million cubic metres for forestry, ** kg = kilograms for food
and industry; litres for forestry

Table 2. Patterns of primary energy consumption and related carbon dioxide emissions
in 1987. (Source: Parikh et al., 1991)
Item

World
total
(Mt)

Share of
developed
countries (%)

Per capita (kg)

Disparity ratio of
per-capita consumption

Developed

Developing

Developed /
developing

1 278

199

6

USA/
India

Primary energy
consumption (OE*):
Solid

2 309

66

14

Liquid

2 745

75

1 720

175

10

61

Gas

1 611

85

1 147

61

19

227

Total

7 009

75

4 376

453

10

35

20 984

70

12.5

1.5

8

27

8 848

64

4.8

0.7

6

14

Emissions (CO2):
Total emissions
Solid
Liquid

8 085

70

4.8

0.7

8

54

Gas

3 326

82

2.2

0.1

21

228

* Oil equivalent
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Fig 1. a) Daily per capita food calorie intake (2000 – 2002) and b) annual cereals
use including for animal feed (2003) as a function of per-capita income. Grey
diamonds: data points; black lines: fitted trends. (Source: FAO, 2005)

homes, to eat only vegetarian food, etc.), is unlikely to be effective. The greatest
challenge facing a world of rapidly developing nations is to convince those people
who have become prosperous to consume in a sustainable manner. The conflict
here is essentially between development and sustainability.
Population growth on its own does stress the climate. However, the proximate
cause is our unsustainable consumption patterns. A global population of six billion emitting greenhouse gases (GHGs) at the average level of US citizens would
produce as many as 120 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide. On the other hand, 12
billion people emitting at the rate of the average Indian citizen would produce only
12 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide, well within the Earth’s absorptive capacity (see
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Table 3. Consumption patterns for selected commodities in recent years: distribution
among developed and developing countries. (Sources: FAO, 2005; Population Reference
Bureau, 2007; cement data: http://www.indexmundi.com/minerals/?product=cement&gra
ph=production)
Category

a) Food

b) Forestry

c) Industry

Products World Share (%)
Per capita
total
(kg or litre)**
(Mt or
Mm3)*
Developed Developing Developed Developing
Cereals
(2007/08)

Disparity ratio
of per-capita
consumption
Developed/ USA/
developing India

2 126

39

61

678

240

3

6

Milk
(2007)

677

50

50

279

62

5

3

Meat
(2008)

278

41

59

93

30

3

21

Round
wood
(2003)

3 346

40

60

1 112

393

3

5

Sawn
wood
(2003)

401

74

26

249

20

12

38

Paper,
etc.
(2003)

328

71

29

193

19

10

68

Fertilizers
(2002)

142

35

65

41

18

2

4

2 310

23

77

349

357

1

3

Cement
(2005)

* Mt: million tonnes for food and industry, Mm 3: million cubic metres for forestry
** kg: kilograms for food and industry, litres for forestry

Table 4). This is not to argue that the world’s population should live like Indian
citizens do, but rather to emphasize the importance of consumption patterns. Once
we recognize that the poor also aspire to the lifestyle of the rich, it is clear that
population growth needs to be contained as much as possible as a larger population
will ultimately put greater stress on the Earth’s resources.
While most religions preach contentment and restraint, current levels of greed
and consumption do not suggest that they have succeeded in modifying the behaviour of most people. There are unfortunately few who follow Mahatma Gandhi, who practised aparigraha (i. e., not taking anything more than what one
needs). Even when at a river, Gandhi did not use a drop of water more than he
needed.
Technological development can reduce the need for resources. However, an
attitude of conservation and lifestyle changes can also be very important. Using
mass transport wherever possible, walking or cycling for short distances, cutting
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Table 4. Patterns of primary energy consumption and related carbon dioxide emissions
in 2005. (Source: EIA, 2005)
Item

World
total
(Mt)

Share (%)
Developed

Per capita (kg)

Disparity ratio of
per-capita consumption

Developing

Developed

Developing

Developed /
developing

USA /India

Primary energy consumption (OE*)
Solid

3 087

46

54

935

335

3

10

Liquid

4 269

64

36

1812

306

6

33

Gas

2 706

74

26

1323

141

9

65

Total

11 647

63

37

4860

860

6

24

28 051

59

41

10.9

2.3

5

20

Solid

11 378

46

54

3.5

1.2

3

10

Liquid

10 996

63

37

4.6

0.8

6

33

5666

74

26

2.8

0.3

9

66

Emissions (CO2)
Total emission

Gas
* Oil equivalent

consumption of meat, reducing waste, and recycling can be very effective in reducing resource use.
Yet, we cannot preach aparigraha to the nearly 300 million people who live
below the poverty line in India. In 2007 half of India’s children were underweight
(moderate to severe undernutrition) or stunted. About 30 % of all adults had a BMI
(Body Mass Index) under 18.5, which defines adult malnutrition (Planning Commission, 2008).
If the world is to be socially and politically sustainable, we must deal with poverty and deprivation. Sustainability requires economic development until a sufficient level of wealth is achieved. The poor often depend on natural resources for
food, fodder and fuel. As populations grow use of these resources often exceeds
their natural regenerative capacity. Natural resources thus become depleted and
resource use becomes unsustainable. Development can help arrest such degradation by providing alternatives and by improving the productivity of such resources.
India needs to grow rapidly for a number of years if it is to eradicate poverty and
offer its people a satisfactory standard of living. Only rapid and sustainable growth
can generate the resources needed to provide the social and physical infrastructure
for education, health services, clean water, sanitation, transport and energy. Only a
rapidly developing economy can create adequate opportunities for gainful employment for all of India’s people. However, India, like most tropical countries, is likely
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to face increasing constraints due to global climate change, restricting the attainment of its short- and long-term development goals.
The Government of India has restructured policies to achieve a new vision based
on faster, more broad-based and inclusive growth. The key goal is to reduce poverty rapidly and focus on bridging the various divides that continue to affect our
society. Inclusive growth is needed for social and political sustainability. India’s
need and right to develop cannot be denied. India recognizes that development
requires an efficient energy sector. To ensure that development is sustainable India
will eventually need to make a transition to a largely renewable energy system. Yet
it must be accepted that India’s emissions will grow and that the required share of
the global environmental space must be provided.
An even greater challenge lies in resolving conflict around the use of common global resources. The industrialized countries have emitted two thirds of all cumulated
GHG emissions. Table 5 shows the cumulative carbon dioxide emissions from
1950 – 2005 and 2000 – 2005. The share of emissions produced by Annex I countries
was around 56 % in 2000 – 2005. Over these six years Annex I countries have emitted 85 458 million tonnes of carbon dioxide (MtCO2) compared to India’s emissions
of 6614 MtCO2. India’s emissions were 1020 MtCO2 in 2000 and 1222 MtCO2 in
2005, indicating a growth rate of 3.7 % per year. Even with an emissions growth rate
of 5 % per year the sum total of India’s emissions over 30 years from 2006 – 2035
would be less than what Annex I countries have emitted between 2000 and 2005.
The developed countries, which have occupied a disproportionate share of the
environmental space, have a special responsibility not only to compensate the poor
on whom they have inflicted heavy adaptation burdens but also to reduce their resource consumption as soon as possible. While adaptation can reduce the burden
of climate change it cannot completely eliminate it, nor is it cost-free. A person
living in a coastal area adapts when the sea level rises by moving. That saves his
life but not his property. In fact, by migrating he may impose cost on others. By
delaying action, the rich are occupying more of the global space at the expense of
the poor (Parikh and Parikh, 1998). For example, the annual carbon dioxide emissions of the USA alone have increased between 1990 and 2005 by about as much
as India’s total annual emissions. The USA today emits five times as much as India
(see Fig. 2).
The right to the global atmospheric carbon space does not belong to the initial
occupiers. Unlike land, which can be fenced, global space cannot be fenced. There
is no way to prevent developing countries from emitting GHGs except through a
mutually acceptable global contract. This will require that industrialized countries
reduce their emissions and make space for developing countries. All countries have
a stake in achieving sustainability.
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Fig. 2. Annual carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion of selected countries in 1990 and 2005. (Source: Parikh, 2007)

It is clear that India has not contributed to the threat of climate change and is not
responsible for it. India’s cumulative emissions over the period 1950 – 2005 constitute less than 2 % of global emissions (see Table 5) and are well within any reasonable share of the global environment’s absorptive capacity. Even the rich in India
emit less carbon dioxide per capita than the average of developed countries. The
per-capita emissions of the richest 10 % of India’s urban population, which constitutes only 3 % of India’s total population, was less than 4 tonnes in 2003 (see
Table 6), compared with the US average of 19.9 tonnes and the European Union
average of 8.5 tonnes. However we should mention that the rich in India would like
to consume more but are unable to do so due to lack of infrastructure such as motorways.
India is extremely vulnerable to climate change. As a responsible nation India has
taken the initiative to stimulate action on climate change. Prime Minister Manmohan Singh stated at the Heiligendamm G 8 + 5 Conference (Government of India,
2008) that
‘We are determined that India’s per-capita GHG emissions are not going
to exceed those of developed countries even while pursuing policies of
development and economic growth. […] We must work together to find
pragmatic, practical solutions, which are for the benefit of entire humankind’.
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Table 5. Cumulative carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion excluding emissions
from land use changes. (Source: WRI, 2009)

1950 – 2005
2000 – 2005

MtCO2
% of world total
MtCO2
% of world total

Annex I countries

G 77 + China

China

India

Brazil

875 158

518 989

130 067

22 581

69 723

66.8

33.2

10.5

1.8

5.6

85 458

56 333

25 285

6 614

2 023

56

37

17

4

1

The implications of this are worth noting. It implies a huge commitment. If global
warming is to be limited to less than 2 ° C, this requires the stabilization of GHG
concentrations at 450 ppm (parts per million) carbon dioxide equivalents. This, in
turn, will require an 80 – 90 % reduction of emissions in industrialized countries by
2050. Thus, their per-capita emissions would need to be lowered to around 2.5
tonnes of carbon dioxide per year. Given the implementation of ambitious energy
efficiency measures and promotion of renewables, India will reach this level of percapita emission by 2030. Given current growth projection and presently available
technologies India runs a risk of exceeding this level by 2050 and thus it will have to
take steps to curtail its emissions. The ball, nevertheless, is indisputably in the court
of the industrialized countries. The more they reduce their emissions, the lower a
limit India will accept on its emissions. India should no longer be used as an excuse
by industrialized countries for delaying mitigation action.
An effective agreement on mitigation at a global level is needed and we hope that
Copenhagen will produce it. The agreement will have to be based on the principles
of equity and differentiated responsibility.
It is sometimes argued that, even though per-capita emissions of India and other
non-Annex I countries are low, India’s industries compete on the world market and
so we should have sectoral standards for emissions. There are many difficulties in
implementing sectoral standards. First, we need to decide what should be compared: carbon dioxide per tonne of product, carbon dioxide per dollar value of output, or carbon dioxide per unit value added? Should we take sectoral averages or
only consider new capacity? Should we account for the specific circumstances of a
country such as ambient air temperature, which affects the fuel efficiency of a machine or a plant? If a country has a relatively large carbon dioxide emissions quota
this is part of that country’s comparative advantage, just like skilled labour, large
capital stock or technological knowledge. Sectoral standards thus contradict the
very basis of free trade.
The principle of equal per-capita emissions, at least in the long-run, has been
widely accepted. The acceptance of this principle and the immediate allocation of
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Table 6. India’s per-capita carbon dioxide emissions of 2003 by expenditure class.(Source:
calculated by the author using the Social Accounting Matrix of India for 2003 – 4 based
on emissions from direct consumption of energy as well as indirect emissions embodied
in consumption items)
Expenditure class

Poorest

2

3

4

Richest

75

150

293

150

75

7

15

29

15

7

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

1.2

29

57

114

57

29

3

6

11

6

3

0.3

0.5

0.8

1.5

4.0

Rural populations
(millions)
(% of total)
Carbon dioxide emissions
(tonnes/person)
Urban populations
(millions)
(% of total)
Carbon dioxide emissions
(tonnes/person)

tradable emission quotas on a per-capita basis would indeed be fruitful. Not only
would it bring about a desired emission reduction, it would also stimulate technology development, reduce the costs of technology, increase incentives to rationalize
GHG emission in all countries, and ensure equitability across nations.
Instead of allocating annual emission quotas it may be more rational to allocate
global environmental space. For example, to ensure stabilization at 450 ppm carbon
dioxide equivalents we should estimate the total GHG emissions from 1990 – 2050
or till 2100 that can be emitted in terms of ‘tonne years’ of emissions, taking into
account how many years the emissions occupy the space. Quotas should be allocated on a per-capita basis in a tradable way. Alternatively, a rent could be charged
from all users for every tonne year’ of space occupied. This rent could then be distributed on a per-capita basis to all citizens of the world in inverse proportion to
their per-capita income and per-capita emissions. This is like a carbon tax levied
on a country’s cumulative emissions from 1990 onwards.
In addition to mitigation, a further major challenge is posed by the burden of adaptation. Adaptation can help mitigate some adverse impact of climate change. However,
adaptation in the form of migration out of submerged areas to urban areas can – as
Nitin Desai points out – threaten sustainability. A rise in sea level, changes in the
hydrological regime, salination ingress, coastal submergence and resulting migration further aggravate the problems already created by rapid urbanization.
Congestion already causes huge traffic jams in Indian cities leading to wasteful
burning of fossil fuels and air pollution. A large proportion of India’s population
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lives in slums without adequate sewerage facilities. Less than half the effluent from
Indian cities is treated before it is discharged into lakes, rivers and oceans. Limited
resources make it almost impossible to develop water, sanitation and transport infrastructure in pace with rapid urbanization. Mass migration induced by climate
change would be catastrophic. We must find ways to deal with these problems.
Mass transport systems must be built in large cities. Anticipating the need for them
in smaller cities, long-term transport plans should be developed and rights of way
for future mass transport corridors should be acquired now. Private builders and
developers must be required to provide proper water and sewerage infrastructure.
These, however, cannot be maintained without appropriate user charges.
While the ill-effects of urbanization on air and water quality are all too visible,
one should not forget the impact it can have on rural areas. Rural-urban migration
relieves the pressure on agricultural land. Farmers who stay behind can have more
land to till. Pressure on rural commons for fuel may decrease and some regeneration
can take place. On the other hand, more intensive cultivation can also have negative consequences for environmental sustainability. Sustainable urbanization will
have to accompany sustainable agriculture.
Viewed from a long-term perspective, in order to sustain consumption at acceptable levels we must develop technologies using renewable resources. New technologies have to be sustainable and that requires multi-disciplinary approaches and
involvement of engineers, scientists, ecologists and social scientists, as rightly emphasized by Nitin Desai. The challenge is to develop these technologies and adapt
them before we cause irreversible damage to the Earth’s biosphere. This will require
that such technologies are shared among all as global public goods. ‘Public reasoning’ at a global level is called for, as suggested by Amartya Sen.
However, technologies, while critical, are by themselves not enough. Lifestyles
will also have to be modified. Attitudes to consumption will have to change. As the
Indian sages have advised, ‘Ten Tyakten Bhunjithah’ (‘you must give something up
in order to enjoy it’). The rich in developed and developing countries alike will have
to set examples of sustainable lifestyles for the poor to emulate. The sooner this
happens the better is the chance of avoiding catastrophic climate change.
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Since 2007, the perceptions of the international community all over the world about
the dangers of climate change and about the need for vigorous response strategies
have changed dramatically. This change was triggered by the release of the Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4) Climate Change 2007 by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) and by the ongoing scientific progress in the field of
global climate change. The scientific consensus reported in the AR4 received an
unprecedented echo in the media and subsequently raised the public awareness concerning global climate change and its adverse impacts to an extent never seen before. As a result, the report encouraged numerous initiatives to combat global climate
change – most notably the European Union’s decision to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by 20 % by 2020 (compared to the amount of GHGs emitted in
1990). In addition, more than 100 countries followed the European example and
adopted a global warming limit of 2 ° C or below (relative to preindustrial levels)
as a long-term climate protection goal.
In order to assess the opportunity to stabilize carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations at a level that is compatible with the EU climate protection goal, the following issues need to be addressed. Which temperature changes are to be expected in
the business-as-usual case, in other words, if no specific measures directed at mitigating climate change are implemented? Is there thus a real necessity to change
course? If there is a real necessity, could cheap energy efficiency improvements
solve the problem? If we need other, additional climate protection options, then
which technologies are available and how great are the potential and available resources for the respective options? And finally, how should these options be combined in order to achieve least-cost climate protection?
Projected energy demand and associated business-as-usual
greenhouse gas emissions
An extensive review of recent long-term scenarios (Fisher et al., 2007) revealed
that enhanced economic growth is expected to lead to a significant increase in gross
domestic product (GDP) during the twenty-first century (see Fig. 1a) – throughout
the world but especially in the developing countries and emerging markets. The
expected rise in prosperity will reveal itself in a significant increase in the demand
for energy services. Motivated by the first oil crisis, humankind was able to reduce
the primary energy input required to produce one GDP unit (the so-called primary
energy intensity) und is expected to do so further in the future (see Fig. 1b). Unfortunately, the historical improvements in energy intensities were not sufficient to
fully offset the GDP growth, resulting in increased energy consumption.
The respective increase in energy efficiency in the scenarios is more than compensated by the anticipated huge economic growth. In the business-as-usual case,
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Fig. 1. a) Projected global economic growth and b) changes in primary energy
intensity. (Source: adapted from Fisher et al., 2007, pp. 180 and 184)

the demand for global primary energy is therefore projected to increase substantially during the twenty-first century (see Fig. 2 a).
Similarly to the development of the primary energy intensity, the carbon intensity (the amount of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of primary energy) is – with
few exceptions – projected to decrease as well (see Fig. 2 b). This development
reflects the global tendency to initially replace coal by oil and subsequently oil by
gas, nuclear energy, and renewable energies.
Despite the substantial decarbonization projected to take place during the entire
twenty-first century, even in the reference scenarios that do not include any explicit policies directed at mitigating climate change, the overwhelming majority of
the emission projections exhibit considerably higher emissions in 2100 compared
with those in 2000 (see Fig. 3 a). Due to the long life-time of carbon dioxide, this
implies increasing carbon dioxide concentrations and in turn, increasing changes
in global mean temperature throughout the twenty-first century. Figure 3 b shows
the respective changes (together with the uncertainty range due to differences in
the applied general circulation models, right-hand bars) for representative emission scenarios (so-called SRES scenarios, see Nakicenovic et al., 2000) taken from
the set of emissions scenarios shown in Figure 3 a.
The threat of global climate change:
avoiding the unmanageable
Compared with the preceding Third Assessment Report, the IPCC AR4 reflects a
considerable improvement in our understanding of global warming. The report itself
and the ongoing scientific progress achieved since then show an increasing recognition that the severity of the global climate change problem has been significantly
underestimated in the past (Smith et al., 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009).
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Fig. 2. a) Projected increase in primary energy supply and b) expected carbon
intensity changes. (Source: adapted from Fisher et al., 2007, pp. 183 – 4)
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Fig. 3. a) Projected growth of carbon dioxide emissions and b) associated global
mean temperature changes (relative to the temperature in 2000). (Source: adapted
from Fisher et al., 2007, p. 187; IPCC, 2007, p. 14)

According to its mandate, the IPCC is charged with summarizing the published
scientific findings on global warming, its potential impacts, and opportunities to
mitigate them. As a scientific council, the IPCC itself is not allowed to give specific policy recommendations concerning a suitable ceiling on global mean temperature rise to avoid dangerous interference with the climate system. Nevertheless,
the information provided in AR4 (see Yohe et al., 2007) supports the prominent
climate protection goal that seeks to constrain global mean temperature change to
less than 2 ° C. This temperature threshold has been recommended by various advisory groups (e. g., the German Advisory Council on Global Change) in the past and
became the official climate protection goal of the European Community in 2005.
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Since then, more than 100 countries have adopted this global warming limit (Meinshausen et al., 2009).
Assuming a best-guess climate sensitivity, staying below 2 °C implies that the
CO2-equivalent concentration would need to be stabilized at below 445 ppm (see
Fig. 4 a), compared to current concentrations of about 430 ppm CO2-equivalent.
That effectively means that we are already right at the limit of acceptable GHG
concentrations in our atmosphere. Consequently, global emissions must decline significantly over the coming decades, with a global peak in emissions in the next five
years. By 2050, emissions need to be reduced well below 50 % (compared with
the emissions in 2000). Halving emissions by 2050 would still bear the risk of
exceeding 2 ° C with a probability of up to 50 %. Stronger emission reduction and
more stringent stabilization goals are obviously necessary to decrease this probability.1
The boundaries of the corresponding emissions corridor shown in Figure 4 b are
based on the range of scenarios discussed in the literature that stabilize at 2 °C
(with high probability), and are not necessarily admissible emissions paths themselves. Those paths that exhibit high values in the first half of the century have to
decline rapidly thereafter and to become low-lying trajectories in the second half
of the twenty-first century. A delay in implementing effective emission mitigation
measures at an early stage might even require negative emissions in the long term,
and would be extremely difficult to achieve. One possibility to achieve negative
emissions is by using biomass energy in combination with carbon capture and storage technologies (BECCS) – an option that has recently attracted increasing scientific interest.
Energy efficiency improvement: necessary, but not sufficient
Achieving the deep emission reductions discussed above requires a comprehensive
global mitigation effort. Existing climate protection strategies in industrialized
countries need to be further tightened. Simultaneously, ambitious mitigation measures need to be implemented in developing countries, where most of the increase
in greenhouse gas emissions is expected in the coming decades (Fisher et al., 2007,
p. 199). Fortunately, numerous options are available that can facilitate the achievement of this goal:
• Improvement in energy efficiency
• Switching between fossil fuel types (e. g., replacement of coal by gas)
• Zero- or low-carbon energy conversion technologies (e. g., renewable energies)
1

A recent discussion of this issue was provided by Meinshausen et al. (2009).
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Fig. 4. a) Different carbon dioxide concentration ceilings (expressed in terms of
CO2-equivalent concentrations), their corresponding global mean temperature
changes, latest point in time to shift to declining emissions and percentage emissions reduction in 2050 required to obey the stabilization goal. b) Set of emission
pathways which meet the most stringent goal listed in the left-hand table. To meet
the low stabilization level some scenarios deploy removal of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere (negative emissions). (Source: adapted from Fisher et al., 2007,
p. 199 and p. 229)

• Capture and storage of carbon from fossil fuels
• Reduction of non-CO2 greenhouse gases (multi-gas strategy)
• Mitigation through improved land-use (e. g., reduced deforestation and afforestation)
Strategies to reduce multi-gas emissions can help achieve climate protection targets at substantially lower cost compared with emission mitigation efforts that
address the release of carbon dioxide only. This is especially the case during the
first half of the century, but in the long run it is essential to achieve deep reductions
of carbon dioxide in any case, since carbon dioxide has a very long life-time (more
than 20 % of emissions remain in the atmosphere over thousands of years, Archer
et al., 2009). In addition, land-use mitigation options could provide 15 – 40 % of the
total cumulative abatement over the twenty-first century. Most such options are
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projected to be cost-effective strategies across the entire century (Fisher et al.,
2007, p. 172).
A tremendous decrease in energy intensity in the coming decades is essential if
we are not to transgress the aforementioned 2 ° C guardrail. Technological improvements and structural changes are expected to result in considerably lower greenhouse gas emissions than would otherwise be experienced. Assuming energy and
carbon intensities frozen at current levels, for instance, would imply hypothetical
average cumulative business-as-usual emissions that are roughly twice as high (see
Fig. 5 a) as the baseline emissions projected for the suite of emissions trajectories
depicted in Figure 3 a. The same message is visualized in Figure 5 b. Once again,
assuming no improvement in the energy intensity (for instance, in the case of the
SRES A2 scenario considered here), would result in considerably higher hypothetical emissions, even under business-as-usual conditions.
Many low-cost options to improve energy efficiency and to change the relative
shares of fossil fuels in the provision of end energy are already contained in the
baseline development. Therefore, there is restricted potential to achieve deep emission reductions by additional cost-effective energy efficiency improvement and
fossil fuel switching measures.
An example showing a stabilization of the carbon dioxide concentration at
550 ppm is given in Figure 5 b where the (additional) contribution of demand
reductions is small compared with the shares achieved by switching to low-carbon
fuels (including shifts to nuclear energy and renewables) and carbon sequestration
technologies (scrubbing). In order to achieve deep emission reductions (e. g., more
than 50 % by 2050 compared to 2000), energy efficiency improvement and fossil
fuel switching measures do not suffice. In addition, the application of low-carbon
technologies becomes imperative.
Innovative low-carbon technologies
Fortunately, numerous technologies exist which are capable of providing final energy while producing no or significantly less carbon dioxide compared with conventional fossil fuel burning (renewables, nuclear energy, and carbon capture and
storage).
As Table 1 shows, there is abundant technological potential for renewable energies worldwide that would, in principle, suffice to meet even the highest projections of the total global primary energy demand in 2100 (see Fig. 2). The available
wind potential (600 EJ / yr) alone would hypothetically be able to cover the entire
primary energy demand of the world in 2005 (490 EJ). Even higher potentials are
estimated for solar and geothermal energy (see Kohn, this volume).
Some important sources (especially wind and solar energy) exhibit an intermittent
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Fig. 5. a) Range of the global cumulative emissions emitted until 2100 for the
different non-intervention scenarios shown in Fig. 3 a. ‘Frozen technology’ refers
to the range hypothetical scenarios would exhibit without any improvement in
energy and carbon intensities. The next bar shows the cumulative emissions assuming frozen carbon intensities and the third bar exhibits those emissions expected
in the baseline (non-intervention) scenarios – where both energy and carbon intensity improvements are taking place. b) Contribution of different mitigation
options to achieve a stabilization of carbon dioxide concentrations at 550 ppm
(assuming a baseline development according to the IPCC SRES A2 baseline scenario without measures and policies directed at reducing GHG emissions). (Source:
Fisher et al., 2007, pp. 219 – 20)

availability dependent on daytime, season and weather conditions. In addition, renewable energy sources (with the exception of large-scale hydro-energy) are widely
dispersed compared to fossil fuel deposits. Innovative concepts are available which
can mitigate these drawbacks considerably by a combination of distributed usage
(including appropriate communication strategies), storage, demand response, increased power system stability through the use of flexible alternating current transmission systems (FACTS) and interregional exchange (see Luther, this volume).
Although renewables are in principle able to substitute fossil fuels completely,
further research is needed to design integrated systems that exhibit low costs for
the systems services envisaged here.
Nuclear energy is able to produce electricity with no (if only emissions at the
power plant site are considered) or medium to low carbon emissions (if upstream
emissions related to fuel supply and the construction of the power plants are taken
into account). Under the present design of light-water reactors with a ‘oncethrough’ fuel cycle, however, the finite uranium resources (see Table 1) constrain
the ability of nuclear energy to be the main lasting alternative to fossil fuel usage.
Fast-spectrum reactors operated in a ‘closed’ fuel cycle by extracting the unused
uranium and plutonium produced would solve this problem, albeit by accepting
that reprocessing of the spent fuel increases the proliferation risks and security
concerns. Beyond the long-term fuel resource constraints without recycling, there
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Table 1. Summary of global energy resources (including potential reserves) and their
share of primary energy supply in 2005 (490 EJ). For renewable energies the technical
potential is shown which takes into account conversion efficiencies as well as constraints
on the available area. In contrast to the economic potential no explicit reference to cost
is made. (Source: Sims et al., 2007, p. 264)
Energy class

Specific energy source

Estimated available
energy resource (EJ)

Fossil energy

Coal (conventional)
Coal (unconventional)
Gas (conventional)
Gas (unconventional)
Coalbed methane
Tight sands
Hydrates
Oil (conventional)
Oil (unconventional)

> 100 000
32 000
13 500
18 000
> 8 000
8 000
> 60 000
10 000
35 000

25.0

7 400
220 000
* 5x10 9

5.3

60/yr
2/yr
600/yr
250/yr

5.1
0.2
0.2
1.8
7.6
0.4
< 0.1
0.0

Nuclear

Uranium
Uranium recycle
Fusion

Renewable

Hydro (>10 MW)
Hydro (< 10 MW)
Wind
Biomass (modern)
Biomass (traditional)
Geothermal
Solar Photovoltaics
Ocean (all sources)

5000/yr
1600/yr
** 7/yr

2005 share of
total supply (%)

21.0
0.3
0.7
33.0
0.6

* estimated ** exploitable

are major barriers to an extended usage of nuclear energy. They comprise huge
investment costs associated with investment uncertainties, unresolved waste management issues, security aspects in general, and – for some countries – the resulting adverse public opinion (Sims et al., 2007, p. 254). As in the case of renewables,
for advanced nuclear systems to make a higher contribution to the total share of
energy would also require substantial cost reductions. Worldwide, only a few consortia are able to build nuclear power plants. With the current generation of power
plants rapidly approaching the end of its lifetime, a significant share of the capacity of the nuclear industry is already needed even to secure a constant contribution
made by nuclear energy to overall electricity production. On a global scale, sharing
nuclear know-how is significantly constrained by commercial interests and security
concerns. This could cause a significant bottleneck in attempts to solve the climate
problem involving a pronounced contribution from nuclear energy.
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Fossil fuel usage in combination with carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies is a further option whereby a share of the future global energy supply
could be produced with significantly lower carbon dioxide emissions. From a resource perspective, lower power plant efficiencies would result in an accelerated
depletion of the fossil fuel resources. Due to the abundant availability of coal and
potentially also hydrates (see Table 1), this, however, would not impose a major
restriction on extensive application of coal-fired CCS technologies.
Although CCS can play a role in mitigating global climate change – at least as a
transitional technology – its actual contribution may nevertheless be limited by the
restricted availability of suitable geological disposal opportunities as well as by
concerns about unintended leakage, risks associated with an accidental release of
carbon dioxide, and environmental consequences. While deep ocean sequestration
is another option, ocean eddy diffusion could potentially lead to a much larger region being affected with undesirable consequences than would be the case for sequestration in geological formations. Moreover, residence times of sequestered
carbon dioxide are expected to be in the order of hundreds of years in the ocean,
while potentially orders of magnitudes larger in formations. Finally, some of the
authors (Edenhofer et al., 2005; Held et al., 2006) have suggested bond schemes to
utilize the investigative power of the capital market to search for the most trustworthy combinations of CCS operators and geological formations. Such schemes
are much harder to envisage for ocean sequestration. For all of these reasons, current schemes to operationalize CCS focus on geological formations rather than the
deep ocean. CCS technologies imply higher costs compared to conventional fossil
conversion, so that substantial cost reductions would be necessary to make this option an attractive one.
Low-concentration stabilization scenarios
The role of oil / gas prices
Currently the world experiences significant changes in the prices of raw materials
and energy in particular. Though primary energy prices have returned to moderate
levels, the future availability of fossil energy carriers is unclear. Scarcity of resources
is reflected in high extraction costs, which in turn imply high energy prices. Increasing oil and gas prices influence technological change in the following ways.
First, they foster additional investments in exploring and exploiting new and more
costly oil fields including those holding non-conventional oil. Second, increasing
oil prices make options like coal-to-liquid profitable if coal is relatively abundant
and cheap. In a climate protection scenario, the extensive use of coal can only become an option if it is combined with CCS. In a scenario assuming relatively cheap
coal and expensive oil and gas, the ‘clean’ coal option becomes more important
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compared to a scenario exhibiting low costs for all fossil fuels (see Fig. 6). Third,
high oil prices may also improve overall energy efficiency, reducing the emissions
up to the end of the century even in scenarios without any explicit mitigation policies or measures. It should be noted that long-term price trajectories of fossil fuels
are quite uncertain. It is less uncertain that prices of oil and gas will increase faster
than the price of coal because of the large coal reserves. However, large negative
externalities associated with coal production and coal usage are likely to increase
the cost of coal in the long run.
Figure 6 reveals the relative importance of different emission mitigation options
in achieving a stabilization of the carbon dioxide concentration at 450 ppm as obtained with the model REMIND, developed at the Potsdam Institute for Climate
Impact Research (see Bauer et al., 2008; Leimbach et al., 2009).2
The upper boundary of the corridor shows the business-as-usual emission trajectory which is dependent on the costs of fossil fuels. It is noteworthy that the
increase of oil and gas prices does not alter the portfolio of mitigation measures
substantially. Energy efficiency improvements (here including shifting between
use of different fossil fuels, co-generation, and changing demand for final energy)
play an important role in meeting this goal. A further considerable reduction of the
emissions is realized through the application of CCS technologies, applied to both
fossil fuels and biomass. Other renewables, especially solar photovoltaics and
wind energy, as well as nuclear energy (light-water reactors), contribute significant
shares. Although included in the general analysis, fast breeder reactors did not find
application here because of their high capital costs compared to other mitigation
options.

2
REMIND comprises a top-down optimal growth model of the world economy combined with a bottom-up technology-rich description of the global energy supply system. In addition, the model contains a carbon cycle and
climate system sub-module. Taken together, these modules are able to determine least-cost climate protection paths
that are compatible with prescribed ceilings on global mean temperature change (e. g., the 2 ° C EU climate protection guardrail). In contrast to traditional integrated assessment models, the model especially takes into account the
possibility of induced technological change. In order to achieve this goal, learning curves are used in an endogenous way. This specific feature allows the determination of long-term cost-efficient strategies that minimize the
integral climate protection cost over the entire time span considered (e. g., 150 years).
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Fig. 6. The contribution of various mitigation options computed with the model
REMIND for achieving the climate change stabilization target (450 ppm carbon
dioxide). The upper boundary indicates the business-as-usual emissions, while the
lower boundary represents the emissions in the mitigation scenario. The gap in between is filled by the contributions (so-called ‘wedges’) of emission mitigation options distinguished by the differently shaded areas. Panel a) shows the results for
the case with cheap fossil fuels; panel b) shows the case with high costs for oil and
gas. The pure rate of time preference for both cases is 3 % per year (see below).

The role of discounting
The Stern Review (2006) has launched an exciting debate about the appropriate
pure rate of time preference.3 The report argued that the pure rate of time preference is an ethical value judgment about the weight and importance of future generations in current investment decisions. It points out that there is no ethical reason
why future generations should be regarded as less important in current investment
decisions than the current generation. However, the pure rates of time preference
observed on capital markets are much higher than the rate derived from ethical
considerations. The Stern Review states that a pure rate of time preference of 0.1%
is in accordance with intergenerational justice. Some authors choose a pure rate of
time preference of 3 % in accordance with empirically observed behaviour on capital markets (see for example Toth, 1995). However the issue is much more complex, as Frederick et al. (2002) showed in an overview on the concept and measurement
of discounting.
A lower pure time preference rate (1% per year) favours – already in the businessas-usual (BAU) scenario – the application of emerging technologies for using renewable energies (especially wind and biomass energy sources in early decades of
In economics, the pure rate of time preference is used to quantify how present consumer utility is valued compared to future consumer utility. Someone with a high time preference is focused substantially on his well-being
in the present and the immediate future, while someone with low time preference places more emphasis on his
well-being in the distant future. In this subsection only the issue of the pure rate of time preference is discussed
and not the related issue of the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution, which is assumed to be equal to one.
3
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the twenty-first century, see Fig. 7) while reducing, in part, the necessity to use CCS
technologies.
Figure 8 shows the influence of excluding some of the different low-carbon technologies discussed above. As can be clearly seen, the exclusion of CCS technologies would result in a significant increase in the emission mitigation costs computed
with the model REMIND. Compared to that, abstaining from applying additional
renewables in order to combat global climate change would have a small influence,
whereas the exclusion of nuclear energy would result in additional costs that are
almost negligible compared to the overall mitigation burden.
Creating a novel global energy system: the challenge ahead
As already pointed out above, achieving deep emission reductions requires a comprehensive global effort which includes both a complete change in the energy supply
of industrialized countries and the establishment of low-carbon systems in developing countries and emerging markets – in short, nothing less than the creation of
a completely novel global energy supply system. This would represent a true paradigm change compared with the current fossil-based energy systems and would
take several decades to implement. In order to achieve this goal, the emissions
mitigation measures must start immediately and rapidly engage the entire world.
There is no time to waste. In a common effort, industrialized countries have to use
their scientific capacity and creativity to develop and apply low-carbon technologies and to prove that a high standard of living can be sustained while producing
considerably lower emissions in order to facilitate the early adoption of these technologies in the fast-growing emerging markets. The ultimate goal is a global carbon-free society.
Designing a cost-effective strategy to meet the climate protection targets discussed
above (e. g., to limit global mean temperature increase to less than 2 ° C relative to
the preindustrial value) is a complex and dynamic problem. Although some conventional technologies (most notably, combined heat and power) might become
economically viable once the costs of emission certificates increase, a major contribution towards achieving deep emissions reductions must be provided by the
application of innovative low-carbon technologies. Unfortunately, some of these
technologies are still prohibitively expensive. Anticipating learning capability and
associated cost-reduction potential, however, is a key to resolving this problem.
While from an aggregated economic point of view, instantaneous massive investments into low-emission technologies seem to be optimal (Edenhofer et al., 2006),
more myopic agents (such as energy suppliers) may collectively act in such a way
that the present-day energy system is conserved and consequently the global economy remains trapped in a suboptimal state.
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Fig. 8. (Monetary) consumption differences (i. e., relative reduction of per capita
consumption in the stabilization case compared to the business-as-usual scenario).
In the ‘all options’ case, all greenhouse gas mitigation opportunities discussed in
Figures 6 and 7 (energy efficiency improvement combined with fuel shifting, renewables, nuclear energy and the application of CCS) are taken into consideration
irrespective of their business-as-usual usage. In the other cases, some options are
restricted to their respective usage in the business-as-usual scenario (REMIND
model results, pure rate of time preference of 3 % per year).

Therefore, low-carbon technologies can only enter the market place if the cost of
fossil fuel usage is increased significantly (e. g., through a worldwide carbon certificate market or carbon tax, see Edenhofer et al., this volume). Without a reasonable price for carbon there are simply not enough incentives for firms and investors
to foster a search process for the most cost-effective low-carbon technologies.
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Fortunately, there are some recent promising initiatives in this direction: Chancellor Merkel has proposed a global carbon trading system, which would allow the
reduction of emissions according to the 2 ° C limit, at the same time implementing
an allocation scheme that endows each citizen with the same emission rights. This
proposal presupposes a global carbon market – otherwise the costs imposed on
industrialized countries would not be acceptable. Negotiations have already started
to harmonize and link the European Emission Trading Scheme with emission trading schemes emerging in California and elsewhere in the United States. The appropriate timing is essential because of the need for a continued signal to the carbon
markets. Emissions trading, and related flexible mechanisms, are likely to remain
a core element of any post-2012 regime.
Admittedly, emissions trading is only one necessary condition for achieving low
stabilization targets. In fact, the Stern Review found that only 40 % of the low-carbon future can be financed through the carbon market (Stern, 2006). What is needed
is a comprehensive suite of policies to shift the International Energy Agency’s estimated figure of USD 20 trillion of energy investments by 2030 into low-carbon
technologies and to assure these investments in the first place. On the national
level, policy frameworks such as quota schemes or feed-in tariffs – or even a reasonably designed technology policy supporting demonstration projects for CCS
but also for solar thermal power plants and other innovative technologies – are
recommended. These would in particular allow the cost reductions inherent in technologies with high learning potential to be realized. On the international level, new
innovative technology co-operation mechanisms will be required to both deploy
existing technologies in emerging economies and develop and share new low-carbon technologies.
From a long-term perspective, a comprehensive global emission mitigation effort requires enhanced innovation to create novel low-carbon technologies, incentives to support their initial diffusion and the internalization of external costs (e.g.
through emissions trading). Such a response to the dangers of global climate change
would induce a transition towards a truly sustainable global energy system as a glorious ‘side effect’.
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The challenge of climate change1
Climate change 1is a market externality.2 Market actors emit greenhouse gases
(GHGs), leading to costs in terms of climate change damages that are not paid by
the emitters themselves, but by others. The result of this market failure is that more
than the optimal level of GHGs is emitted. If the external costs were included in the
costs of emitting GHGs (‘internalizing the costs’), it would become unprofitable to
continue emitting GHGs at the current rate. Internalization of the costs is thus essential for effective long-term reductions in GHG emissions.
Two major types of market instruments have been proposed to internalize the
cost of pollution: Pigovian pollution taxes 3 (a price signal), and tradable pollution
permits (a quantity signal). The idea of Pigovian taxes is to make the polluter pay
the external costs of pollution, thus bringing together the social and private costs
of polluting, and therefore adjusting pollution to the efficient level. The key difficulty with Pigovian taxes is calculating which level of tax will counterbalance the
pollution externality (i. e., calculating the marginal damages 4 of pollution). In contrast, tradable pollution permits give rise to a price on pollution that reflects the
relative scarcity of pollution permits; for example, the quantity of the permits will
determine its price. The key difficulty here is in setting the quantity of permits, and
thus the overall pollution, to the efficient level. It is a long-standing debate in environmental economics which of the two instruments is superior in varying circumstances (Hepburn, 2006).
Based on the concern that there are tipping points in the Earth’s climate system,
the triggering of which could dramatically increase climate change damages (and
the uncertainty about them), policymakers need to decide to avoid dangerous interference with the climate system (as expressed in Article 2 of the Framework Convention on Climate Change). This decision would most likely involve setting a
climate protection target, for example in terms of a maximum temperature rise.
This text focuses on the design of climate policy instruments. It does not derive a global cumulative carbon
budget that would allow us to achieve either an optimal temperature goal or an optimal cost-benefit ratio. To do
this, questions of ethics, equity and environmental effectiveness would have to be discussed. Within this text we
instead assume that these questions have already been resolved by a careful application of welfare economics and
ethics. Therefore, we limit our analysis to the design of policy instruments necessary to address the market failures associated with man-made climate change. The results presented here remain valid in a cost-benefit-analysis
(CBA) in which the damages are taken into account explicitly. Such a CBA would be one method to derive the
optimal carbon budget (for further discussion of this point see Edenhofer and Kalkuhl, 2009).
2
A market externality is the impact (positive or negative) of a market transaction on a third party that is not directly involved in the transaction. In terms of climate change, this means that the price paid for energy does not
reflect the climate change due to energy production and the resulting damages to all people suffering from climate
change.
3
A Pigovian tax is designed to raise a market activity’s price to its true costs, including external costs.
4
In economics, the term ‘marginal’ is used to describe the change of an aggregated value associated with the last
unit produced or emitted. The marginal cost is the change in total cost that arises when the quantity produced
changes by one unit, thus it is the cost of producing one more unit of a good. The marginal damage of carbon dioxide would be the additional damage caused by emitting one additional tonne of carbon dioxide.
1
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Such a target can be converted to a total maximum carbon budget that may be used
without incurring an unacceptably high probability of violating the climate protection target (Meinshausen et al., 2009). Once the carbon budget is set, the question
remains how to cost-effectively allocate its usage over time.
Moreover, climate protection requires the transformation of the existing energy
and transport infrastructure into an energy-efficient, low-carbon infrastructure.
This transformation is an ongoing project involving huge long-term investments,
for example in low-carbon power plants and the energy-efficient refurbishment of
existing buildings. These investments will only occur if stable long-term expectations about the carbon price persist. Research has shown that early investments
into efficient energy use and clean technologies can greatly reduce the economic
cost of climate protection (Grubb et al., 1995, Edenhofer et al., 2009 b). Therefore,
creating stable, long-term expectations about future carbon prices – implemented
through either a quantity or price regulation – and designing credible long-term
road maps for climate protection are central tasks for policymakers.
Introduction to the debate on price versus quantity instruments
To contribute to the debate about climate change policy instruments, we developed
a conceptual computer-based economic model. Before using the model for a detailed analysis of the economic properties of tax and quantity instruments in the
subsequent sections, we begin by stating three arguments that cannot be treated in
our single-region model because they relate to international concerns:
1. International harmonization of carbon prices: Since climate change can
only be tackled globally, a meaningful effort will have to rely on the implementation of carbon pricing mechanisms in most regions of the world. It is a clear
advantage of emission trading schemes (ETSs) that mechanisms creating (i) an
integrated international cap-and-trade system, and (ii) incentives for reducing
emissions in regions without an emissions cap (as attempted by the clean development mechanism, CDM) are conceivable. This would lead to the emergence of a globally harmonized carbon price.5
2. International burden sharing: Another advantage of implementing carbon
markets rather than carbon taxes is that international burden sharing of the
costs of climate change and emissions abatement can be more easily achieved
Taxes are a policy instrument that most nations and political parties are very sensitive about. The ongoing difficulties encountered in the process of harmonizing taxes among EU countries demonstrate how complicated international tax harmonization would be. Emissions trading systems do not yet carry a similar ideological burden.
Therefore, it seems plausible that introducing and linking ETSs will be more feasible. Furthermore, most nations
already levy energy taxes, some of them justified by climate change. It is not clear if a harmonized carbon tax
would replace or complement existing taxes.
5
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by adjusting regional caps and allowing for interregional trade in permits.
Admittedly, the tax revenues could also be recycled to yield the same outcome as ETS burden-sharing schemes. However, the institutional prerequisites
might be more demanding for an international tax scheme in which an international body has to be endowed with the power to transfer the tax income
from one nation state to another, a mechanism that has proven difficult in the
past.
3. Setting the baseline: 6 Closely linked to the question of burden sharing is the
question of baseline setting. While all evidence speaks in favour of auctioning
permits at a national level, how should permits be distributed between the
states participating in an ETS? The possibility of changing this distribution by
setting different baselines allows for international burden sharing, but at the
same time it creates a very difficult negotiation topic: As it is necessary to set
an individual baseline for each country, each country will try to influence the
negotiations to increase its own baseline. A tax, by contrast, does not necessarily create this problem. Setting an equal tax without tax exemptions can therefore be appealing due to its simplicity and perceived equal treatment of all
parties. Whether this difference is seen as an advantage or disadvantage compared with an ETS depends on the assumptions about the political process leading to an international agreement, and the negotiation position of the different
nations involved.
Frameworks to explore price and quantity policies
Cost-benefit analysis versus carbon budget constraint
The difference between price and quantity instruments has been mostly discussed
within a cost-benefit analysis framework. Under such a framework both the economic costs and benefits of a given strategy are evaluated. The difficulty of such an
analysis is that it raises many questions about the value of goods that cannot be
bought or sold, such as ‘what is the value of clean air?’
Weitzman (1974) has shown within a static framework that price instruments are
superior to quantity instruments if marginal abatement costs increase faster than
marginal damages. The extension of Weitzman’s famous framework to a stockpollutant problem such as climate change, in which not the annual emissions themselves but the cumulative stock of all previous emissions produces climate change
damages, was undertaken by Newell and Pizer (2003). Under their – quite specific

6
A baseline is the amount of emissions against which efforts of countries to decrease GHG emissions are measured. A country with a fast-growing population might have a growing baseline to reflect the fact that it will find
reducing total emissions more difficult than a country with decreasing population.
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and partly questionable – assumptions,7 taxes will usually be preferred in the first
periods when marginal damages do not change much as GHG concentrations are still
low and severe climate damages are still far away and are therefore reduced through
discounting; in later periods marginal damages of emissions rise due to higher GHG
concentration and discounting will have less effect. Then, the marginal damages
increase faster than marginal mitigation costs and a quantity instrument like an ETS
performs better.
In contrast to Weitzman’s cost-benefit framework, we do not perform a full costbenefit analysis. Instead, we assume a given and fixed carbon budget and discuss
instruments to achieve this target with minimum costs. Such a framework circumvents the need to estimate an appropriate damage function required for cost-benefit
analysis, which would be very difficult because the exact future damages resulting
from an incremental amount of emissions are extremely sensitive to future emission paths, climate sensitivity and available technologies (Stern, 2008). Furthermore,
other side effects of high carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere, such as
ocean acidification, would have to be considered. To complicate the problem, valuation of damages is not possible without normative assumptions about the needs
and preferences of future generations. Finally, the Earth system as a whole has a
value of its own that exceeds its economically quantifiable value. Hence, we will
compare taxes and ETSs in the context of achieving a given cumulated carbon
budget (‘all nations together may not emit more than a certain amount of carbon
dioxide – for example, 1000 gigatonnes carbon dioxide equivalents – over the next
few hundred years’) at maximum welfare.8
Social planner model versus game theory
The debate about prices versus quantities has mostly been discussed within the
framework of a social planner. Such a model assumes a benevolent planner with
full foresight who takes all decisions. While the social planner framework defines

They allow negative net emissions, assume exponential decrease of abatement costs (the costs associated with
reducing emissions), decay of carbon dioxide with a half-life of 84 years (newer scientific research claims a halflife of temperature change of >1000 years, see Matthews and Caldeira, 2008), and set damages from global warming to 1.85 % of GDP at 3 ° C temperature (a survey among environmental economists estimated the loss at 6.5 %
GDP at 3 °C temperature increase, see Roughgarden and Schneider, 1999).
8
Welfare is here calculated as the time-discounted sum of the logarithm of consumption over the next hundred
years. While this indicator does not encompass all that is included in the common usage of the term ‘welfare’, it
is one of the main measurements used in economics due to the methodological difficulties of including more complex concepts like ‘sustainability’ or ‘happiness’. Different efforts have been made to create a more holistic indicator for welfare like the Index of Sustainable Welfare (ISEW), the Genuine Progress Indicator (GNI), the Gross
National Happiness Product (GNHP) or the Happy Planet Index (HPI). However, these alternative concepts all
suffer from limitations (Lawn, 2005) and have not succeeded in replacing purely monetary measures like GDP or
consumption.
7
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a benchmark of ‘first best’9 solutions, it does not allow the assessment of policy
instruments when multiple externalities – such as market imperfections, technological spillovers or incomplete futures markets – require correction.
In contrast, a game theoretic model with different actors who all maximize their
own welfare allows the inclusion of market failures and is therefore better suited to
the analysis of policy instruments targeting multiple externalities.
General features of our model
To address the above-mentioned concerns, we developed a model with the following main features.10 First, it is an endogenous growth model; saving rates and the
resulting economic growth are internally calculated by the model according to certain production equations, and not directly prescribed by the programmer. Second,
the model allows the analysis of further market externalities besides climate change,
such as monopolistic market power or property risk. Third, it is a general equilibrium model that comprises multiple economic sectors that interact with each other.
Fourth, the model reproduces the existing asymmetry between government regulation and reactions of the economic sector by explicitly representing the government as the leader of a Stackelberg game.11 Finally, it is a qualitative model that is
not calibrated to data from a specific country.
Starting from a given inter-temporal carbon budget there are two different policy design options to achieve an economically efficient emissions reduction. Price
instruments (taxes) reduce demand for economic factors and thus decrease emissions. In contrast, quantity instruments (ETS) limit emissions directly by restricting the available amount of permits and thus cumulative emissions. After first
analyzing a deterministic setting in which all parameters are fixed and known by
all actors, we will discuss what happens when uncertainty comes into play, for
example about resource extraction costs or the learning potential of renewable
energy.
For the sake of simplicity, we do not distinguish between various types of fossil
resources. Therefore, emissions are proportional to resource consumption, and the
problem of climate protection is reduced to the problem of fossil resource conservation.

‘First best’ meaning the optimal solution in a world in which all markets function properly.
For a detailed description of the model, see Edenhofer et al. (2009 a).
11
A Stackelberg game assumes a hierarchical asymmetry: one player (Stackelberg leader) makes his decision
before the other players (Stackelberg followers) by considering information about the expected reaction of the
followers to his move. Here, the government (leader) assumes profit-maximizing behaviour of the economic sectors (followers), who react to the tax path announced by the government.
9

10
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Observations in a deterministic setting
The results of our model may at first seem surprising, but they are in fact in line
with economic intuition; both types of market instruments – optimally implemented price and quantity instruments – can have the same economic efficiency. If
the government possesses all necessary information for estimating economic development and no further market failures occur, an optimal emission tax as well as
a cumulative permit trading scheme both achieve climate protection at minimal
cost. Both instruments result in the same carbon price, which increases until backstop technologies 12 are competitive and replace their carbon-based alternatives
(see Fig. 1). As expected, the price grows with the net interest rate corrected by an
extraction cost term (Hotelling, 1931).
Different institutional requirements arise from choosing either a tax or an ETS.
The tax requires that the government is able to impose the optimal time path of the
tax (see Fig. 1), which is often hampered by political conflicts. Otherwise the private sector cannot reach its inter-temporal market equilibrium. In the case of tradable emission permits, the government has to be able to enforce the cap. Furthermore,
to reach the optimal price path for the permits, the futures markets for the fixed stock
of permits must be complete; it must be possible to trade permits for each time
step in the future.
Distribution of rents
The carbon budget creates a scarcity rent for the permit owners. Scarcity rents are
profits to the owner of a scarce good that arise from the fact that the price of the
good increases when supply of the good decreases. In this case, the government
decreases supply by limiting the total amount of emissions.
In this perspective, creating rents is at the heart of environmental policy. The
translation of resource scarcity into rents is the reason why purely economic agents
care about the environment. It is a common understanding within welfare economics that rents can be removed from private agents without distorting the efficiency
of resource allocation. One advantage of an emission tax is that it transfers the rent
to the government. These revenues can then be redistributed or used to reduce existing tax distortions.
In contrast, if permits are freely allocated according to previous emissions, the
ETS leaves this rent to permit owners, thereby decreasing social welfare. This effect
was observed during the first period of the European ETS when power companies
Backstop technologies are energy technologies that do not produce any carbon dioxide and are assumed to have
infinite potential. In our simplified model, renewable energies are modelled as a backstop technology.
12
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Fig. 1. Optimal carbon price in order to achieve the carbon budget (values are
indexed with regard to the first year of simulation). The curve shows a kink once
the backstop technology has replaced its carbon-based alternatives. Dotted lines
show the sensitivity of the optimal resource tax with respect to different parameterizations of economic factors; here the cost-decreasing learning effects within
renewable energy production, which are assumed to be low, high or standard.
(Source: based on calculations in Edenhofer et al., 2009 a)

made billions in windfall profits13 by incorporating market prices for emission permits into their electricity prices without actually having to pay for these permits
(Sijm et al., 2006). However, if the permits are fully auctioned, the rent is again
transferred to the government, so the outcome is totally symmetric to using a resource tax.
Input and output regulation
Taxation or quantity regulation can be imposed on goods with different levels of
refinement along the production process (for example, on the amount of fossil fuel
resources, of secondary energy or of final output). To achieve efficient emission
reductions, an instrument must be directly related to the economic factor causing
the emission. An energy tax (output instrument) that does not discriminate between
different sources of the taxed energy is generally not efficient. Although an energy
Windfall profits are unexpected profits through unforeseen changes in the market; e. g., through changed government regulation.
13
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tax reduces emissions due to a decrease in energy consumption, it has almost no
influence on factor allocation or resource substitution within the energy production
process. In contrast, a resource tax (input instrument) leads to optimal factor reallocation as energy is partly replaced by capital or labour.14
Thus, internalizing an externality is most efficient when the polluting factor
with most substitution possibilities is regulated, rather than some aggregated good
for which no environmentally friendly substitute exists. If only the aggregated final
product is regulated, (for example, by a value-added tax), consumers have no substitution possibilities; they can only reduce their demand. If energy in general is
taxed, production firms can decrease secondary energy use by either decreasing
output or switching to less energy-intensive production processes, so they have at
least some substitution possibilities. If GHG emissions are directly taxed, many
more substitution possibilities are tapped; power producers can increase power
plant efficiency or use less emission-intensive options like natural gas or renewable
energy, and production firms can decide to use less energy-intensive production
processes or buy energy from power producers using renewable sources.
Sectoral coverage
It is worth mentioning that a regulatory instrument has to cover all relevant sectors;
i. e., all resource flows through the economy (Hargrave, 2000). This can be done by
an upstream system where the resource extracting sector is regulated, or by a downstream system where the producer of the final product has to report the total carbon
content along the production chain of a product, and either pay taxes or buy permits
for this amount of carbon (see Fig. 2). In an idealized world of complete sectoral
coverage and zero monitoring and transaction costs these approaches are equivalent.
If transaction costs exist, it seems plausible that regulating few actors (resource
mining companies) through upstream regulation will prove easier than regulating
many actors (production companies or even households) through downstream regulation. In real life, transaction costs are widely persistent and substantial, which is
reflected in the difficulties of the different carbon footprint projects that try to determine how much carbon was emitted all along the production chain to produce a
final good.
In real-world policy implementations, it is commonly observed that individual
sectors are exempt from tax or quantity regulations (Rupp and Bailey, 2003; Bach,
2005). This decreases the coverage of production sectors by the regulation, thereby
reducing substitution possibilities and strongly increasing total cost. Hence,
Investing in energy efficiency would be an example of replacing energy with capital, while the replacement of
automated production by manual labour would represent a shift towards labour.
14
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Fig. 2. Exemplary production chain. (Source: adapted from Edenhofer et al.,
2009 a)

exempting sectors from the regulation will lead to much higher costs for society
compared to a regulation covering all sectors.
Supply-side dynamics and the green paradox
In his 2008 paper on global warming, Hans-Werner Sinn develops the ‘green paradox’. With regard to the strategic behaviour of resource owners he concludes that
rising resource taxes accelerate extraction and therefore worsen global warming.
His analysis relies fundamentally on the assumption that resource owners take
only the resource budget given by nature into account. Thus, resource owners will
extract the entire resource stock, and resource taxes will only change the timing but
not the total amount of extraction. Within Sinn’s framework, an asymmetry of
price and quantity instruments arises, since an ETS in which the number of permits
is lower than the potential resources that could be extracted automatically restricts
the total amount of resources that will be extracted. In contrast, only a few price
instruments will be able slow down resource extraction. Possible market-based
policy instruments (in contrast to command-and-control instruments, such as a
moratorium on coal power plants), suffer from credibility problems or high transaction costs, or imply huge, politically unfeasible transfer payments to resource owners (Edenhofer and Kalkuhl, 2009).
In our model, however, both the resource tax and the ETS will impose the carbon
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budget onto the resource owners’ extraction problem.15 Our resource tax is high
enough and rises in such a way that it removes the rent from resource owners. As the
demand-price relation for the resource is known by the regulator, the tax is fixed to
the right level so that the pure extraction costs plus the tax yield a resource price at
which demand is reduced to the amount allowed by the carbon budget. Thus, resource owners cannot sell more resources than the carbon budget allows without
incurring losses. Another important difference between our model and Sinn’s is that
the mitigation target is not derived endogenously from cost-benefit analysis, but
externally as a resource budget. Thus the concept of ‘internalization’ gains a new
meaning: price as well as quantity instruments transform the resource scarcity rent
into a climate rent that protects the atmosphere as a global common.
It follows from our analysis that a successful climate protection policy instrument manages to (i) devaluate the resource owners’ scarcity rent, and (ii) establish
an optimal resource price by a public authority that governs the global common on
behalf of humankind. The quantity instrument directly transforms the resource rent
into a climate rent by announcing a fixed permit budget. Thus, resource owners
realize that the scarce permit stock has already devalued their – now abundant –
resource stock and that there is almost no room left for rent-making.
An optimal price instrument also implicitly fixes a carbon budget. However, it
does not directly communicate the politically-set carbon budget; resource owners
only perceive the tax rate and might ignore the fact that the government imposes
the tax in such a way that it fixes the carbon budget. Thus the tax obscures the
devaluation of the resource rent. If resource owners do not perceive the intended
quantity effect of the tax, they cannot determine the resource extraction path correctly. The resulting extraction path then is non-optimal, which could possibly result
in too much resources being extracted.
The ETS and the tax are thus only equivalent if the resource owners anticipate the
correct time path of the tax and believe that the public authority is committed to
safeguarding the carbon budget.
Introducing uncertainty
In real life, we do not know too much about the future – the development of oil
prices or the future enforcement of energy efficiency standards are examples where
our knowledge is limited and uncertainty comes into play. We therefore analyzed
exemplarily the effect of wrong estimation of important parameters on our model
results. To demonstrate the sensitivity of results to model parameters, Figure 1 shows
A more formal discussion about the explicit assumptions and technical implementations of specific policy instruments can be found in Edenhofer and Kalkuhl, (2009).
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the changes in the optimal carbon price path when the cost-decreasing learning
effect within renewable energy production is varied.
Optimal resource taxing
If the regulator implements a price instrument, the calculation of the optimal resource tax requires exact estimation of supply, demand, technology and substitution
options – at least for the next century. These informational requirements are highly
demanding and probably beyond the computational capacity of a real-world government or research institution. If the government errs in predicting crucial parameters that are related to resource consumption, it misses either the protection target
(accompanied by overconsumption) or, through too restrictive climate protection,
the optimal consumption path (see Fig. 3).
Optimal issuing of permits
In contrast to direct resource pricing, a quantity restriction directly controls the
amount of emissions, and hence prevents violation of the climate target. However,
the regulator has to decide about the timing of permit issuing, and thus faces the
same uncertainties about future demand as in the tax model. Wrong estimation of
economic parameters leads to suboptimal timing and causes welfare losses.
If the regulator allows banking and borrowing of permits, he shifts the uncertainties about future demand to the private sector; private agents risk their profits
if they cannot predict these parameters correctly (Krysiak, 2008). Permits can be
used at any time in the future. It is up to the private firms to decide when to use their
permits according to their estimation about future permit prices.
Futures markets and institutional equivalents
For a permit market to function successfully, it is necessary that future prices are
already known or that traders believe that they can predict them (Dasgupta and
Heal, 1979, p. 108). Futures markets can be distorted by insecure property rights,
imperfect information, limited access to markets in the future, or uncertainty about
regulator’s future policies. For example, the collapse of permit prices within the
first trading period of the EU ETS was caused by an over-allocation of permits and
the absence of banking, which would have allowed the transfer of permits to the
future (see also Brunner et al., 2009).
As a successful ETS will cover all relevant economic sectors and activities, the
permit market will be highly fragmented and private agents will have difficulty
coordinating their plans. Furthermore, assessment of futures markets requires
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Fig. 3. Deviation from climate target and optimal consumption if the government
does not estimate economic parameters correctly in order to calculate the optimal
resource tax. Wrong estimation of parameters risks violating both the climate protection target as well as the cost-effective consumption target. (Source: Edenhofer
et al., 2009 a)

research that is always costly to undertake. Hence, in a completely deregulated permit market, only economically powerful enterprises could afford private market
research and information collection. However, markets are not efficient if not all
relevant information is freely available for all market participants. Therefore, an
institution is required to provide information about future carbon markets, such as
the costs and risks of long-term abatement options. With the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) there already exists an institution that has a very
strong reputation for compiling relevant data on technologies and their costs. The
reports of the IPCC could be enhanced in such a way that its content can be better
captured by investors, firms and banks for financing the long-term transition to a
low-carbon economy.
One possible institution that could improve the planning security of enterprises
would be a carbon bank endowed with a carbon budget. Such a bank would manage permits by maximizing net present value of its permit stock. It could define
trading ratios to influence the time-path of mitigation if market discount rates differ from socially optimal discount rates.16 As an independent institution like a central bank, the carbon bank reduces regulatory uncertainty about future policies that
16
The discount rate describes how future assets (bonds, capital stocks, investments, etc.) are devalued just because their pay-off lies in the future. It equals the interest rate on capital markets and depends on the economic
growth rate and normative aspects about distribution of wealth over time and the valuation of future consumption
compared to current consumption. A high discount rate implies a high devaluation of future consumption; a discount rate of zero values present and future consumption equally.
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might be exposed to political pressure (elections or public finance). Nevertheless,
it should react with flexibility to new insights into the climate system.
A market combined with research and banking institutions might respond in a
more effective way to parameter changes than a government with only limited
capability for fine-tuning due to the nature of the political decision-making process. Experience shows, however, that markets are not always efficient and also
often suffer from failure.
A symmetric safety valve
Another possibility for reducing short-term volatility of permit prices and thereby
investor risk would be to establish a symmetric safety valve as proposed by Roberts and Spence (1976), and Burtraw et al. (2009). Such a safety valve would take
the form of a regular ETS with two constraints:
• If the permit price drops below a certain value, say EUR 15 per ton of carbon
dioxide, the issuing government buys permits until the permit price rises above
the price floor.
• If the permit price rises above a certain value, say EUR 300 per ton of carbon
dioxide, the government sells further permits until the price drops below this
price ceiling.
The price floor would reduce the risk of investment in clean technologies as investors will always receive a minimum return for their investment. The price ceiling
would weaken one of the main advantages of a cap, namely that the environmental
goal is reached at all times. Yet, it could soften the economic impacts of unexpected events by loosening the cap. It could thus increase the credibility and stability of the ETS; if temporal relief systems for critical times are defined in advance,
the political promise of sticking to the system even through a crisis becomes more
plausible.
Such a symmetric safety valve would reduce short-term market fluctuations, but
not in itself lead to optimal inter-temporal permit allocation. To reach this goal, the
safety valve has to be combined with the above-mentioned measures to promote
functioning futures markets.
Regulation of additional market failures
In this section we discuss other forms of market failure and the policies required to
correct them. A main characteristic of taxes is their capability to directly influence
price. Hence, a tax is more flexible than an ETS and can often correct additional
market failures that are caused by sub-optimal pricing of a single factor. It turns
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out, however, that similar welfare improvements can be achieved with an ETS if it
is complemented by additional policy instruments.
Monopolistic market power
Monopolistic market power in the resource sector increases the resource price
above the optimal level, thus leading to a more conservative resource extraction
path (see Fig. 4). Although this might contribute to climate protection, it is not an
economically efficient approach as the monopolist provides resources on a suboptimal level in order to generate substantial rents. Furthermore, it does not guarantee
compliance with the carbon budget in the long run, as the resource owners will
extract their whole resource stock if it is profitable to do so.17 Hence, market power
in the resource sector cannot replace climate policy. On the contrary, in the case of
climate protection it enhances welfare if governments not only reduce emissions
but also regulate a monopolistic resource owner.
The advantage of a resource tax lies in its ability to address two market failures
at the same time: the climate protection target (which is not anticipated by resource
extractors) and monopolistic market power. A quantity policy cannot directly correct the effects of monopolistic market power. However, if the permit market is
competitive and the total amount of emission permits is less than the total amount
of resources, competition between resource owners will be increased as they will
not be able to sell all of their resources. Therefore, a reduction of monopolistic
power can be expected.
Expropriation risk – when ownership of resources is insecure
If resource owners expect that their property rights are insecure,18 they will change
their extraction timing. As considered by Sinn (2008), risk of expropriation results
in resource owners discounting their revenues at a higher rate (they add a risk premium onto the discount rate), leading to accelerated extraction (see Fig. 4). This
behaviour is plausible. For example, if I am not sure that I will still be the owner
of a certain oil field in 20 years, I will prefer to extract and sell the oil now at a
slightly cheaper price and invest the money elsewhere rather than risk losing the
oil. One option to remove the effect of expropriation risk and flatten the extraction
path is to subsidize the resource price after an initial period of taxation. This makes
The complete extraction of the resource stock in the absence of climate policy depends on some basic assumptions about the substitutability of fossil resources and the dynamics of extraction costs, as well as on the timeframe considered.
18
One example of insecure property rights might be authoritarian regimes of oil-exporting countries that are under
a certain threat of losing control over their oil resources.
17
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Fig. 4. Impact of several market imperfections on resource extraction. If property
rights for resources are insecure, resource owners will extract the resources faster
than the economic optimum, while a monopolistic resource owner will slow down
resource extraction (values are indexed with regard to the first year of simulation). (Source: based on calculations in Edenhofer et al., 2009 a)

future extraction more attractive than immediate extraction. However, such a subsidy shifts income from households to resource owners.
Another option is to institute an optimal price or quantity instrument that effectively expropriates the resource owners, thereby removing both the resource rent
and the uncertainty of resource property rights. The problem of insecure property
rights then only persists for permit owners who face regulatory uncertainties about
future trading ratios or permit caps. Although the carbon budget is always adhered
to, the timing in this case is suboptimal because higher effective discount rates are
used to compensate for uncertainty.
Policies to push technological change
Is carbon pricing the only important action that a government should take in order
to avoid dangerous climate change? Conventional economic wisdom would say
yes, as The Economist (2008) did when it criticized subsidies for clean technologies. Admittedly, a high carbon price is an incentive for investing in clean technologies. However, carbon prices alone fail to push clean technologies towards an
optimal level because usually there are additional market failures with respect to
innovation-driven technologies (Edenhofer et al., 2006).
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Typical market failures result from the nature of knowledge; while research has
to be funded by someone, the gains from the resulting knowledge will not be fully
captured by the funding firm. Intellectual property rights such as patents exist, but
beyond direct marketing, knowledge is spread through formal and informal channels, and advancements in production processes are copied by other firms. Therefore, society as a whole benefits from research much more than the company
funding the research and development (R & D). As a consequence, individual companies will invest less than the economic optimum in R & D (Jones and Williams,
2000). Also, other spillover effects exist, such as ‘learning by doing’; for many
goods, the production cost decreases by a certain amount each time that total cumulated production capacity of this good is doubled. Accordingly, all companies
of a certain industry can profit from the total experience gained in that industry.
This effect is readily observable for photovoltaic modules, where the cost per watt
has fallen from about USD 50 to less than USD 3 over the last 33 years (Junginger
et al., 2008). To overcome these externalities and reach the economic optimum,
economists recommend subsidies for investments that are related to spillover effects (Romer, 1986) or public R & D expenditures (Jones, 1995; Popp, 2004; Edenhofer et al., 2005).
Our model supports the thesis that it is important to apply further instruments in
addition to the tax or ETS. In particular, these comprise public R & D expenditures,
both for energy efficiency and renewable energy technology, and investment subsidies to internalize spillovers of ‘learning by doing’ effects within the renewable
energy sector. Although underinvestment in clean technology markets can be addressed by specific technology subsidies, one might ask if an additional increase of
the carbon tax could induce sufficient higher investment. However, we calculated
that without explicit technology subsidies, the effect of a further increase of the
resource tax is not significantly different from the effect of basic quantity regulation (see Fig. 5 a). As renewable energy production remains far below its optimal
level, long-term consumption is reduced remarkably in comparison to a world in
which an explicit technology subsidy is implemented (see Fig. 5 b).
Summary and conclusions
It is widely accepted that a price on carbon dioxide is required for successful climate
protection. This can be achieved either through price mechanisms such as taxes on
emissions or through quantity mechanisms such as emissions trading schemes. In
this text we discussed and compared the effects of and the issues surrounding the
implementation of different price and quantity regulations under a carbon budget
constraint. The following conclusions apply to the design of all instruments:
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Fig. 5. a) Renewable energy production and b) total consumption of goods with
and without technology policy; i. e., explicit technology subsidies (values are indexed with regard to the first year of simulation). (Source: based on calculations
in Edenhofer et al., 2009 a)

• It is important to stabilize investor expectations about the stringency of future
carbon constraints by providing a credible long-term signal of future carbon
prices. Future carbon prices need to be (i) sufficiently high and (ii) consistent,
so that long-term investments are adjusted accordingly. This is the prerequisite
for making the energy, production and transport infrastructure less carbon-intensive.
• For a price instrument, this requires a credible long-term commitment to a rising
carbon tax trajectory. For a quantity instrument, the requirements are a fixed
total cap and either well-functioning futures markets or an institution that
allocates the total permits in all future times.
• Governments should capture the scarcity rent of carbon. Revenues from taxes
or permit auctioning should be used to (i) offset distortionary taxes, (ii) subsidize
abatement technologies to offset other market externalities from technological
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spillover, or (iii) counteract the regressive effect of the carbon constraint (distributional equity). While carbon taxes will directly deliver annual revenues to
governments, a cap-and-trade system will require auctioning of permits to raise
a comparable revenue stream. Therefore, auctioning is strongly preferred to
handing out permits for free.
Regulation of fossil fuel input (e. g., a resource tax) is better than output regulation of secondary energy (e. g., an electricity tax) because the regulation directly
addresses the pollution externality, exploiting all substitution and efficiency options along the production chain.
The point of regulation should be upstream (at the level of fossil fuel producers
and importers) rather than downstream, to allow broad coverage of sectors with
low transaction costs.
It is important to take into account additional market externalities besides climate change that affect the efficiency of taxes and quantity instruments. This
includes, among other factors, the risk of expropriation and monopolistic energy markets.
Technology spillover effects require additional policy instruments such as subsidies for clean technologies.
The climate protection target will only be achieved if the scarcity rent of resource owners is devaluated. A cap on cumulative emissions directly communicates this devaluation, while a tax only achieves the devaluation if the regulator
convinces resource owners that he will adjust the tax in such a way that he safeguards the total carbon budget. Otherwise, the resource owners might not extract
resources along the optimal path, which could possibly result in excessive extraction of resources.
If a carbon bank is entitled to issue allowances according to a publicly known
cumulative carbon budget, the budget is made explicit and transparent, and can
be anticipated easily by resource owners. If this is the case, the resource owners
cannot increase their rents by deviating from the social optimal extraction path. It
should be noted that even if the long-term credibility of a carbon bank can be
taken for granted, the short-term volatility of prices remains a daunting issue.
Thus, the main challenges for an ETS are reducing the volatility of spot permit
prices and creating stable expectations about future permit prices.

The preference for a tax or a quantity instrument in a realistic setting with uncertainty hinges on the assessment of whether governments or markets are better suited
to bear risks and make predictions about the future:
• A price instrument places the risk of misjudging the right tax rate on the government. Possible consequences of predicting the wrong mitigation costs are either
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economic losses (if taxes are too high), or environmental losses due to non-compliance with the carbon budget (if taxes are too low).
• In contrast, a quantity instrument always achieves the environmental goal by
observing the carbon budget. It moves the risk to the economic agents, with profit
losses as a consequence of wrong predictions of future permit prices.
Although markets are often seen as more capable of collecting information than a
centralized authority, this will entirely depend on the implementation of an efficient
carbon market, including mature futures markets or other institutions for stabilizing future price expectations, such as insurance schemes, hedging strategies, or an
international carbon bank. The choice of a quantity instrument can also provoke new
market failures, as a new permit market is created that may be subject to speculations and myopic investment decisions.
Finally, since climate change is a global problem, the effort to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions must be global. The long-term goal therefore should be the international harmonization of carbon prices. This will probably be more difficult to achieve
with a system of national carbon taxes than with a global system or regionally interlinked systems of emissions trading.
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When people do things that emit greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, they cause
damage – damage to other people; in the present, in the future, and all over the
world. To an economist, it is clear that emitters should pay a price equal to the value
of the damage caused. That is what we call the carbon price (though non-carbon
greenhouse gas emitters need to be charged too). With carbon prices in place, now
and in the future, people will burn fossil fuels only if the value of doing so is greater
than the cost of the fuel and the combustion device, and the damage caused by the
increases in temperature it brings about. Supplying energy by less damaging processes will pay off. The invention and development of new energy technologies will
be more profitable. However, leaving aside general principles it is not easy to estimate the damage caused by global warming, and there is considerable disagreement
about what should count as damage, and about the economic cost of that damage.
As many non-economists have recognized, our relatively carbon-free atmosphere is an exhaustible resource. This is the approach taken by Edenhofer and his
co-authors who, instead of computing the social cost of carbon, consider the simplified problem of optimally allocating a maximum admissible quantity of emissions – a carbon budget. According to Hotelling’s principle, the price of an
exhaustible resource should, uncertainties apart, rise at a rate equal to the rate of
interest. Consequently, Edenhofer and his co-authors report their finding that the
carbon price should rise over time, at least for an initial period until backstop technologies become more competitive. But if global warming is already causing damage, and going to cause more in the immediate future, Hotelling’s principle has to
be modified. I am sure that is the case. It is quite possible that the carbon price
should not be rising; it should perhaps already be as high as it is ever going to be.
In particular, rough calculations suggest that it should already be much higher than
the prices that have so far emerged in cap-and-trade markets.
Carbon prices can be determined in markets, in order to equate the emissions
people wish to make to the quantity of emissions that is compatible with mitigation
goals. Many have argued that it is easier to estimate the desired quantity of carbon
emissions than to estimate the value of the damage caused by emissions; others that
it is easier to estimate the carbon price. Neither position is tenable. If we seek an
optimal solution, prices and quantities have to be estimated together, as I shall explain. It is possible to develop a plan for present and future emission levels that
would have a good chance of keeping damage from warming within tolerable
bounds. Such a plan can be resolved into target quantities for individual countries or
industries, as in the case of the Kyoto Protocol. While proceeding in this way has the
advantage that it is readily understood and relatively easy to discuss, it is, however,
unlikely to gain the universal coverage necessary to achieve the desired effect.
Even taking the future course of emissions as a given, it is a daunting task to
estimate the damage. Not only do we need to estimate the extent to which a unit of
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emissions will reduce national incomes (the total of the individual incomes that we
actually care about), we need to do that for long periods of time, far into the future.
We also need to assess forms of damage that are not easily quantifiable in monetary
terms, particularly loss of life and environmental destruction. Certainly, future economic damage should be discounted. Equating the discount rate to the average rate
of return to capital investment may be helpful in estimating it; but that rate of return cannot be estimated independently of considerations of future climate change
damages. In any case, the discount rate should not be applied to the value of life
and environment lost. That matters, because it means that the equivalent value of
such destruction is important now, even if it happens a century hence.
There is also a strong case for increasing damage estimates to allow for uncertainty about the future size of national incomes, which will partially offset the
discount rate. Anticipated lower national incomes in the future would require us to
adjust the discount rate downwards. That is another reason why damage must be
estimated a long way ahead. I agree with Nicholas Stern and Martin Weitzman that
the effective discount rate for standard economic damage should be low, perhaps
two or three percent, though I think we all have different reasons.
The level of damage at any future time depends on how much global warming
actually takes place. Our estimate of the carbon price therefore also depends on the
extent of global warming, which will be influenced by the controls and carbon markets and taxes that are put in place. Certainly very different levels of damage are
possible, up to widespread loss of life. The question is whether marginal (i. e., additional) damage increases with the level of damage.
It might be thought that, following the initial decades in which global warming
begins to have a significant impact (i. e., the present day), the marginal damage
from further unit increases in emissions will not vary much with the level of future
damage. This view is supported by estimates quoted in the Stern Report, which imply that the marginal damage will not increase from 2 ° C to 4 ° C of warming. These
figures may well reflect the simple ways of estimating future damage that have so
far been employed in attempts to quantify the effects of warming. However, when
one considers urban reconstruction, population displacement, and likely death tolls
from high and rising water levels, all costs and damages that should not be discounted, it is hard not to believe that marginal damage will increase with the level
of future carbon concentration, and will be very high if concentrations reach a level
where the temperature increase is 4 ° C or more.
If it is true that marginal damage from global warming will increase with the
extent of warming, serious consequences follow for countries that wish to effectively address the climate change problem. If it becomes clear that many countries
are not going to radically reduce their emissions, the marginal social cost of warming will be all the greater. It might then be the duty of compliant countries to reduce
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their emissions to zero as quickly as possible. The value for them of a global deal
is great, as are the advantages of subsidising carbon savings in other countries.
The claim that marginal damage increases with carbon concentration provides
an answer to the following question: how can we be sure that a carbon price calculated by estimating future marginal damage will be high enough to assure effective
mitigation that keeps the carbon concentration from pushing temperatures above a
tolerable level, say 3 ° C? The price estimate based on future concentrations above
that level would surely be more than high enough to prevent it. Effective mitigation measures that draw down carbon concentrations would surely be undertaken
since the cost of radical cuts in greenhouse gas emissions is comparatively low (it is
reliably estimated to be only a modest fraction of national incomes, less than 5 %).
This argument also shows that we cannot estimate the appropriate carbon price
simply by discounting future marginal damage, since that depends on what future
carbon prices will be. We need a full dynamic model, to be solved simultaneously
for optimal emissions and optimal carbon price. A cruder version of this model is
to estimate the desirable carbon price on the basis of realistic forecasts of temperatures and water levels, given policy commitments as shown by actual carbon prices,
nation by nation, and adjust it year by year. I expect that the desirable carbon price
would fall over time, as countries improved their mitigation policies.
Is it easier, then, to estimate the quantity of emissions that we should have? It is
easier to propose a particular quantity plan than a price-and-tax plan, and that is
what the global-warming community has done, and what most governments have
accepted, in a rather quixotic way. Laying out a carefully estimated scenario is indeed a great achievement, and makes some kind of international agreement possible.
But it is something very different from the calculation of an optimal plan, which
(some) economists might prefer. It leaves open the question of how much pollution
each nation or person may cause. Now that is certainly hard to estimate, in the
sense of giving an optimal prescription to each nation. The nearer decisions come
down to the individual level, the more we must move to price rather than quantity,
because different individuals should have different ‘carbon footprints’ – they have
different tastes, live in places that create different needs, and have different possibilities for emission reductions.
The way that carbon markets work now creates many anomalies. The main one
is that the level of carbon prices seems much too low, when compared with the sorts
of figures that are estimated on the economic basis I outlined. The carbon price
needs to be estimated on the basis of future damage, as a check on the level and effectiveness of the quantity constraints that carbon markets are supposed to embody.
One reason for the low price is the provision for buying emission permits from
emission-reduction projects in other countries. Of course that has the beneficial
effect of reducing net emissions in other countries. But it is offset by increasing net
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emissions above what was supposed to be the agreed level for the country, or group
of countries, operating the carbon market. There is no net advantage for global
warming from that. This flaw in the current implementation of carbon markets could
have been remedied if the quantity of permits made available each year had been
reduced by the amount expected to be purchased from emission-reducers. As things
are, these external purchases brought the carbon price down, reducing the price to
users of the kinds of consumption and investment that have a relatively large impact on global warming, and reducing the incentive to introduce and develop green
technologies.
I am not arguing that there should be no subsidy for emission-reducing projects,
such as forests. On the contrary, it is most desirable to encourage projects that absorb greenhouse gases. We should talk of a carbon price, not a carbon tax, because
it should operate as a subsidy to activities that absorb greenhouse gases from the
atmosphere, as well as a tax on the emission of greenhouse gases. The low carbon
prices in the cap-and-trade markets are evidence that, for the time being, expansion
of forests (to take a major example) and some other flora is the most efficient way
of reducing global warming. Since the carbon price ought to be, based on any estimate, considerably higher than the current price, there should be a very rapid expansion of carbon-absorbing flora. But, for obvious reasons, it cannot last for long,
because there is only limited space before the value of producing food makes further
expansion undesirable.
The more general problem with carbon markets is inclusiveness. Not everything
can be covered by a carbon market, though it seems governments are very far from
requiring permits wherever they should. Farmers should have to purchase annual
permits for their farm animals, just as they should be able to sell annual permits on
the basis of their woodland. It is a complicated issue, however: the quantity of
permits should be related to the type of animal, its age, and other characteristics.
This will no doubt seem quite impossible in the European Union. Can we envisage
it in India and Africa? Yet, if not, how are we going to get emissions down to 80 %
of 1990 levels by 2050, with cuts increasing in intervening years; or even the somewhat more modest ambition of the G 8 countries? In many cases, it is simply easier
to apply the carbon price as a tax than to require purchase of permits. The tax rate
could be based automatically on the price in the carbon market. One argument for
setting quantities of carbon permits (within each country) and allowing them to be
traded in a market is that allowable emissions are then produced by those for whom
it is most valuable. If the market does not cover the full range of emission activities,
this will not happen to the extent it should.
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Action on climate change is urgently needed. Substantial uncertainty about the
importance of the problem remains,1 but this uncertainty means we should worry
more, not less, because while things may not be as bad as the most likely scenarios
suggest, outcomes could also be a lot worse.2 What, therefore, should be the West’s
top priority for climate change policy?
The critical issue
The critical issue is that no strategy will work unless it is consistent with developing countries’ continued economic growth.3 So we are unlikely to be able to reduce
the use of ‘dirty’ energy sufficiently unless we can find a cheap, clean, substitute.4
And that requires innovation.
Developing countries are not going to give up the immediate aspirations of their
(often growing) populations in exchange for environmental benefits that arise largely
in the future. These nations simply do not have the luxury of worrying about preserving the environment for their great-grandchildren. China, for example, stresses
even in the Foreword to its National Climate Change Programme that ‘economic
and social development and poverty eradication are [its] first and overriding priorities’.5 Whether or not this is morally right (though it may be justified for a developing country) is irrelevant. It is a political imperative for the leadership of a
country in which, according to the latest figures, about 200 million people live
below the World Bank’s ‘dollar-a-day’ poverty line, and in which 100 million are
illiterate.6
See Klemperer (2007), and also, e. g., Table 1 of Nicholas Stern’s paper in this volume.
See Klemperer (2008 a), and also Topic 6.2 in the IPCC’s 4th Synthesis Report, 2007.
3
This point applies across the polluting sectors, including, for example, deforestation (see, for example, Angelsen
and Kaimowitz (1999), Lambin et al. (2001)), but I am focusing here on energy, where policy may be most essential. See also Sunita Narain’s essay in this volume for a discussion of developing countries’ climate change
priorities.
4
I am not arguing that systems for pricing carbon, such as carbon taxes or a ‘cap and trade’ permit system, are not
helpful. But they are not sufficient.
5
However, the Chinese government is merely quoting the statement of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992) that ‘economic and social development and poverty eradication are the
first and overriding priorities of the developing country Parties’ (article 4, paragraph 7).
6
This is not, of course, to suggest the Chinese are less ‘moral’ than the West – on the contrary, their value system
may place more weight on, and their culture offers more support to, intergenerational justice. And, of course, many
people from all parts of the world are concerned about the effects of climate change on current as well as future
generations, and regard environmental protection as a necessity, not a luxury. (In China, Pan Yue, deputy director
of China’s state Environmental Protection Administration, who was named the New Statesman’s ‘Person of the
Year 2007’, is just one notable example.)
I focus especially on China among the rapidly-developing countries, because of its size, and because of my focus
on energy use; other countries are obviously especially important in the context of deforestation. Keidel (2007)
estimated that 300 million Chinese lived below the ‘dollar-a-day’ poverty line (which is calculated on the basis of
‘purchasing power parity’ exchange rates that compare prices across different countries), but Chen and Ravallion’s (2008) more recent work suggests an estimate of 200 million for 2005, and that this number is rapidly declining. The World Bank (2008) gives an illiteracy figure of 100 million for 2000; the UN (2007) give an estimate
of 130 million for 2003.
1
2
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Thus, although China has probably now overtaken the US to become the world’s
number one polluting nation,7 its officials emphasize that it has no obligation to
cut emissions under the Kyoto Protocol. Moreover, it seems unlikely to do so voluntarily, at least on the scale required – consider, for example, China’s recentlyannounced plan to build 97 new airports in the next 12 years (while the UK has
agonized about whether to build a single extra runway at Heathrow!).
The challenge
Much recent research suggests that we need to stabilize greenhouse-gas concentrations below 400 parts per million (ppm) carbon dioxide equivalent if we wish ‘to
preserve a planet similar to that on which civilization developed and to which life
on Earth is adapted’.8 Indeed, the IPCC says that stabilization at around 380 ppm
carbon dioxide equivalent would yield a more than 20 % probability that global
warming will exceed 2 ° C, the level that is commonly referred to as the threshold
for ‘dangerous’ warming (and the EU has adopted the target of keeping the temperature increase below this level).9
Perhaps these estimates are pessimistic. But even stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations at 500 ppm carbon dioxide equivalent (whereby temperature increases
above 2 ° C would be very likely10) requires a roughly 50 % reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions by 2050. Allowing for population growth, this requires a twothirds fall in per-capita emissions to about 2 – 2.5 tonnes carbon dioxide equivalent
by that date.11
7
See Auffhammer and Carson (2007). Note also that China’s energy intensity is 1.5 times the global average
(World Bank (2008) figure for 2005).
8
Hansen et al. (2008) write that achieving this objective requires stabilization at 350 ppm CO2; including all greenhouse gases, this would correspond to a little under 400 ppm CO2 equivalent if today’s relative atmospheric concentrations of the different greenhouse gases were maintained. In 2005 levels were 380 ppm CO2 and 430 ppm
CO2 equivalent (Stern 2007, Section 1.2). The campaign to set a target of 350 ppm CO2 endorsed by, among others,
Al Gore at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Poznań, 2008 (see http://www.un.org/climatechange/blog/2008/121208.shtml) is based upon Hansen et al. (2008), and refers to levels of CO2 alone, but most
current debate refers to CO2 equivalent levels.
9
See IPCC (2007), Table 3.9, Working Group III Report ‘Mitigation of Climate Change’. A probability of 20% is
obtained at 378 ppm CO2 equivalent even using calculations that ‘do not take into account the full range of biogeophysical feedbacks that may occur’. The claim that temperature increases should not exceed 2 °C above preindustrial levels is now routine in official documents (see, e. g., EU, 2005), as well as the media.
10
Stabilization at 500 ppm CO2 equivalent yields a temperature increase above 2 °C in the vast majority of scenarios according to the IPCC (2007, Figure 3.38, p. 228), and with a probability of 48 – 96% depending on the
model used, according to Stern (2007, Box 8.1). Possible emissions pathways, and the associated risks, are discussed extensively in the eight articles forming Section VI of Schellnhuber et al. (2006).
11
Stabilization at 500 ppm CO2 equivalent is thought to require global emissions to be reduced to about 20 gigatonnes by 2050, at which date the global population is projected to be about nine billion (Stern, 2008). The scale
of the challenge is illustrated by the fact that the latest edition of Shell’s (2008) highly-respected Energy Scenarios
implies that 650 ppm CO2 equivalent is an optimistic outcome, and that 1000 ppm or more is also plausible – see
Prinn et al. (2008) who analyse a range of reputable emissions scenarios and find that all lie between 550 and
1780 ppm in 2100. The UK has committed to cutting its CO2 equivalent emissions by 80 % by 2050 and to reducing
them to between 2.1 and 2.6 tonnes per person (Committee on Climate Change Report, 2008).
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The United States, Canada and Australia now each emit well over 20 tonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalent per head annually, while the EU and Japan each emit a
little above 10 tonnes per head. However, there are signs that these regions may
reduce their emissions, because their already-rich populations can afford to worry
about their children and grandchildren.
India’s per-capita emissions are still below two tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, and most of sub-Saharan Africa is well below one tonne of carbon dioxide
equivalent. However, China and several other rapidly-developing countries already
emit more than six tonnes per head.12 So the key challenge is: how do we persuade
countries like China to more than halve their emissions when they are so focused
on economic growth?
The (limited) efficacy of trade policy
The West does have some leverage: the French President Nicolas Sarkozy was right
to suggest, for example, that the EU should threaten to tax imports from countries
that have neither a carbon tax nor a cap-and-trade permit system.13 If the threat
were carried out, and the EU taxed imports’ embodied carbon emissions at a rate
equal to the price of an EU Allowance, this would be equivalent to introducing
these countries’ export sectors into the EU’s permit system, and would reduce emissions in exactly the same way.
Taxing ‘dirty’ imports would have other advantages too: it would reduce emitters’
incentives to flee the EU for more lax jurisdictions;14 it would solve any problem
of EU firms being disadvantaged relative to non-EU competitors; and it would
therefore also greatly weaken the case for giving free permits to firms,15 thereby
enhancing the EU’s ability to raise revenues for other climate change mitigation activities. Many economists argue that import taxes undermine free trade. They are
12
China’s 2006 emissions are estimated to be 6.0 tonnes CO2 equivalent per head. Other large rapidly-developing
countries with high emissions include Turkey (5.7 tonnes per head), Mexico (6.4 tonnes per head), South Africa
(10.6 tonnes per head), the Russian Federation (15.4 tonnes per head), Brazil (5.4 tonnes per head counting conventionally, plus 7.25 tonnes per head extra due to land use change, i. e., deforestation), and Indonesia (2.7 tonnes
per head conventionally, plus 11.5 tonnes per head due to land use change). All the national per-capita emissions
figures in this section are Ecofys (2008) estimates for 2006.
13
See, for example, Barchfield (2008).
14
This incentive can be exaggerated. It operates mostly in the long run, and is mitigated by the expectation of
future carbon regulation in developing countries.
15
Witness the comment of Sigmar Gabriel, German Environment Minister, in justifying Germany’s recent backtracking on the principle of full auctioning of permits: ‘As long as European companies are governed by stricter
climate protection regulations than their competitors in countries like China, we have to seek to establish special
rules’ (Bryant et al., 2008). Unless there is substantial foreign competition, giving permits to companies for free
represents an unnecessary and improper handout of windfall profits, since consumer prices rise to reflect permits’
value, independent of how they are allocated – see Binmore and Klemperer (2002, section 2), Fries (2008), Klemperer (2004; 2008 b).
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wrong in theory because the absence of any charge for carbon emissions is effectively
a subsidy, for which the import taxes simply compensate. And they are also wrong
in practice, because we should care more about carbon emissions than about the
health of the WTO.
Of course, the practical problems of implementation would be substantial. So
we would very much hope never to have to carry out Sarkozy’s threat. However, if
the EU promised not to tax imports from countries that introduced their own carbon taxes or permit systems for their exports, many countries would likely introduce these measures; the exporting country, rather than the EU, would then collect
the revenues from the taxes or permit sales. Moreover, having introduced tax or
permit systems for exports (and benefited from the revenues), developing countries might later extend them to other sectors of their economies.
However, even China’s substantial export sector represents only around one third
of its GDP, although a large proportion of these exports do go to developed-world
countries that might plausibly impose an import tax.16 But while the West can also
make other threats, such as to exclude uncooperative countries from international
organizations and sporting events, or to encourage consumer boycotts, etc.,17 the
bottom line is that it has only limited influence over the developing world.
China, in particular, seems unlikely to incur significant abatement costs unless
it is compensated; this is probably the binding constraint on any global deal (India
matters hugely too, of course, but its per-capita emissions are so much lower that
it will probably participate in any agreement that China will accept 18).
The need for more research and development (R &D)
So what conclusions can we draw?
First, whether we like it or not, China (and India and others) will continue to
develop nuclear energy. Therefore, unless the West continues to develop it too, the
safety, storage and handling issues will be resolved in developing countries, in
many of which there is both less democratic accountability than in Europe and the
US, and also more pressure to take shortcuts than in richer countries.19
Second, China (and India and others) will continue to exploit its enormous coal
reserves. Therefore, we urgently need research and development on low-cost Carbon
16
The developed world (largely EU, USA, Japan, Canada, and Australia) accounts for about five-eighths of China’s exports. About 40 % of this total goes to the EU, and a similar volume to the USA. See IMF (2008) data for
2007 for the export figures in this paragraph, which are calculated using nominal exchange rates (purchasing
power parity rates are substantially different); using nominal values, China’s exports ‘are on average no more or
less carbon-intensive than domestic consumption and investment’ (Weber et al., 2008).
17
See Aldy, Orszag and Stiglitz (2001).
18
As noted above, India is still below the commonly-suggested target of 2 – 2.5 tonnes of CO2 equivalent emissions per head.
19
Thomas Bruckner et al. discuss issues about nuclear energy, and also coal use and CCS, in this volume.
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Capture and Storage (CCS) technologies to remove coal plants’ emissions. The UK
government is right to subsidize a demonstration CCS plant.20 It should probably
subsidize several. It is also right to focus on developing technology that can be
retrofitted to traditional plants. China, after all, is building one such plant every
five days.
Crucially, however, it will always be cheaper to burn coal (and oil and gas) without CCS than with it. We can encourage developing countries to use CCS through
a revised Clean Development Mechanism21, or – even better – by including these
countries in an emissions trading scheme that allocates them enough permits so
that they make money by participating. However, Western electorates will only be
willing to transfer limited resources to the developing world. There may also be
problems monitoring whether CCS technology is being used as claimed, or whether
leakage occurs at the storage sites. So CCS alone will not suffice.22 Only clean
energy sources that are cheaper than those currently available are likely to prevent
further emissions growth in the developing world.23
If large-scale nuclear power is politically unacceptable, substantial investment
in clean energy R & D is the only alternative. But the private sector will not do this
unaided. Businesses know that when an innovation is sufficiently important, the
innovator gets little of the benefit; for example, the developers of drugs for AIDS,
and of vaccines for Anthrax and bird flu, were threatened with compulsory licenses
in many countries (including in the United States) until they ‘voluntarily’ licensed
their innovations cheaply. The difficulties of getting effective patent protection in the
first place (which means any innovator fears being copied, and then forced to compete with imitators), the riskiness of much energy R & D, and the large scale of some
of the necessary investments (for example, research into fusion) are further reasons
why business is reluctant to undertake the necessary R & D without subsidies.24
So it is catastrophic that – as the Stern Report emphasized 25 – public expenditure
on energy R & D has been declining in most countries over the last 30 years, and it
is shameful that most of Europe spends a much smaller fraction of its GDP on
public energy R & D than even the USA and Japan. The UK is one of the worst offenders.
See http://www.berr.gov.uk/whatwedo/energy/sources/sustainable/ccs/ccs-demo/page40961.html.
Diana Liverman discusses various proposals to reform the Clean Development Mechanism in this volume.
22
A dramatically cheaper ‘geo-engineering’ solution that sucks CO2 directly from the sea or the atmosphere (in
effect making all existing energy sources clean) might suffice. Here too, public money for R & D is essential for
the reasons discussed below.
23
For example, further development of solar energy may be a particularly promising avenue for the substitution
of dirty energy – see the discussion by Walter Kohn in this volume.
24
Even if these problems did not apply, private enterprise would accomplish less innovation than would be socially optimal, because – as argued above – it is implausible that the international community will make a credible
commitment to set a price for greenhouse-gas emissions that equals their full social costs.
25
See figure 16.3 of the Stern Review (2007), which draws on data from the IEA.
20
21
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Publicly-funded R&D
Calling for more publicly-funded R & D raises two questions: how should the funds
be raised?; and how should they be targeted? Countries should agree that each will
support more R & D if others do likewise, thus increasing all countries’ incentives
to do so. Furthermore, if the EU’s cap-and-trade emissions permits were all auctioned, rather than largely given away free,26 the expected revenues would be at
least 30 billion euros per year (based on current carbon prices 27), and could be
greater still if the scheme were expanded to include more sources of emissions.28 A
large fraction of the auction proceeds could and should be pledged to R & D funding.29 Similar approaches should be taken outside the EU.
Economics has less to say about how best to spend the money.30 It seems that,
even with a clear and apparently relatively easily achievable goal, innovative processes can be highly unpredictable.31 That suggests distributing the money to a variety of different actors and approaches. Existing funding at both national and EU
levels should be increased, especially for basic science (and science teaching).32
There is probably a greater role for publicly-funded prizes for specific achievements than is now common – witness the success of the XPrizes.33 The vagueness
of these remarks demonstrates an urgent need for research into the economics of
innovation!
26
The permits will mostly be given out to companies free until 2012. (See note 15 for the (lack of) justification for
this.) As of December 2008, the EU plans to auction 100 % of permits for electricity generation in 2013, apart from
some ‘derogations’; it plans to auction 20 % of industrial permits by then, rising to 70 % by 2020, for industries
not considered at risk of ‘carbon leakage’; see EU (2008).
27
The number of emissions allowances (EUAs) to be allocated annually (2083 million tonnes CO2 in the period
2008 – 2012; see European Commission (2007) and Committee on Climate Change report (2008, p. 151)) multiplied by their market price (EUR 15.30 at mid-December 2008, see http://www.pointcarbon.com) yields about
EUR 30 billion. Note, however, that this carbon price is low, relative both to the recent past and to some expectations. (The Committee on Climate Change report (2008, p. 169) uses a carbon price of EUR 51/ tCO2 in 2020 based
on ‘the assumption of an EU 30 % GHG target and central fossil fuel prices [which] corresponds to the post-global-deal world [it is] expecting and planning for’.)
28
The EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme will cover aviation for the first time from 2012 (European Commission,
2008).
29
As of December 2008, the EU plans to hypothecate the proceeds from the sales of 200 million emissions allowances in the post-2012 period to the development of CCS and renewable energy sources; see EU (2008). Hypothecation violates economic orthodoxy, of course, but it seems consistent with practical politics in this context.
30
See, however, the useful discussion in Arrow et al. (2008).
31
For example, Bresnahan (2008) documents that even though e-commerce was an obvious application of the PC,
many of the obvious players – including Citibank who invested USD 300 million, and an IBM-Sears-RoebuckCBS joint-venture – made very large R&D investments in unsuccessful attempts to develop it; e-commerce only
eventually arrived after academics-turned-entrepreneurs developed the web browser.
32
The danger is that special interests will misdirect funding to particular firms, industries, etc. One way to reduce
the likelihood of this is to allocate funding through institutions such as the National Science Foundation in the
USA, and the Royal Society and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council in the UK.
33
The prototype is the Ansari X Prize, which offered USD 10 million to the team who could most convincingly
pioneer space tourism. This reportedly galvanized substantial private sector investment, which resulted in overcoming the technological challenges (Kalil (2006), p. 5 – 7, see also Masters and Delbecq (2008)). Further prizes
have been announced in genomics, environmentally friendly vehicles, and moon transportation (see http://www.
xprize.org). Publicly-funded prizes can also take the form of government purchase guarantees.
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Conclusion
More R & D of clean energy is probably the highest priority of all. There are other
priorities too, of course. In particular, curbing deforestation is a cheap and cost-effective solution, and has the collateral benefit of preserving biodiversity. But finding a clean energy source that is cheaper than those currently available is the only
politically plausible way of curbing growth in developing nations’ emissions.
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The Earth has been entrusted in our care, and we are all responsible for it. This
responsibility challenges the way we think and act on two different levels: first, we
need to think beyond the local environment in which we live; second, we need to
think beyond our own lifetimes here on Earth. In other words, acting responsibly
at a global level also means thinking of those who have not yet been born, who will
follow us in future generations. And it means thinking of those who suffer the
worst consequences of our actions, even though they may live in other parts of the
world.
The UN Millennium Development Goals underline the fact that all people share
the need for healthy food, clean water and safety. Climate change will threaten each
of these essential conditions of life, and will challenge our ability to adapt. We
therefore need to find ways in which we can fulfil our responsibilities towards all
life on Earth more effectively.
What is now quite obviously an essential and urgently necessary step for combating climate change has been looming on the horizon for quite some time: we need
greater resource and energy efficiency and independence from fossil fuels, but also
effective and fair ways to pursue welfare and prosperity. The most recent IPCC
Report sent an unequivocal message: climate change is accelerating, and is almost
certainly largely man-made. Although some uncertainties remain, nobody can seriously deny that the rate and intensity of change in key environmental parameters
poses an unprecedented risk to the long-term stability of social, economic and environmental systems worldwide.
The international debate about climate change has finally acknowledged the
urgent need for action. With her comments at the G 8 Summit in Heiligendamm,
Chancellor Angela Merkel put Germany’s position in a nutshell: ‘Accelerated climate change is a serious threat. … Therefore, we need determined action from the
international community. … We need to work together to promote innovation and
technological developments for climate protection.’ The international community
must treat the subject of climate change with priority. It is a problem that affects
the wealthy, developed world, as well as emerging and developing nations.
Science has played a significant role in making us realize that urgent action is
needed. Thanks to improved scientific understanding of global climate change, we
have finally increased the pace of our response. Around the world, we are not only
seriously discussing how to deal with climate change and its consequences for politics, the economy and society; we are also about to reach a global consensus that
joint emission reduction targets are absolutely necessary. What we now need are
ambitious climate protection goals in Germany, in the European Union and beyond. We also need more extensive research to strengthen the scientific foundations for our decisions and actions.
This essay aims to shed light on what climate change means for technological
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innovation policies in an increasingly globalized economy and society. What impact will climate change have on our efforts to achieve sustainable development?
And how does this translate into scientific and technological progress?
Climate change as a challenge for
technological innovation policy
There is an urgent need today to find joint solutions to the emerging effects of
global climate change. The need for a global solution to this global problem is one
of the most important lessons that we have learned from the findings of climate
change research. As an issue it has fully penetrated the international political
agenda during the past decade.
The challenges we face as a result of climate change are highly complex. Extensive research is being carried out to find knowledge-based approaches that answer
some of the main societal questions. Can climate change still be mitigated to such
an extent that adverse outcomes are averted? How can societies adapt to the changes
that are inevitable? Who will gain from climate change and who will lose, and how
can we provide fair compensation? Are there ways to manage our common resources to the benefit of all, and to achieve long-term sustainability for human life
on Earth?
Ever since the German government began supporting measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, it has also committed itself to playing a leading role in implementation of reduction strategies. In order to accelerate this process, the German
Ministry of Education and Research commissioned a large number of experts from
science, industry and politics to draw up a comprehensive ‘High-Tech Strategy on
Climate Protection’ (BMBF, 2008). It was presented in October 2007 at a climate
research summit in Berlin.
This strategy has involved pooling strengths and resources, and identifying areas where we believe renewed action, new strategies, and targeted support are
needed to achieve technological advances. The core aim of the Strategy is to achieve
sustainable energy supply and utilization alongside sustainable use of natural resources. We need to focus consistently on this aim to ensure that research makes a
lasting contribution to attaining the climate goals that we have set.
We also have to realize that dealing with climate change requires more than
technological progress. We also need to improve public understanding of the problem. A further important goal is to develop and promote fundamental changes in
society, the economy, institutional structures, and lifestyle and consumption patterns of individuals. We need a change of consciousness in our society: individual
citizens must accept their share of responsibility and recognize that their decisions
also influence global processes and the environment.
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Scientific research plays a key role in climate protection by providing a broad
knowledge base for political decisions and for strategy and investment planning.
To support this process we need novel forms of communication and collaboration
between climate researchers and decision-makers (see Kadner, this volume). Germany’s High-Tech Strategy on Climate Protection focuses on this information
process. That is why a ‘Climate Service Center’ was established in January 2009 in
Germany, allowing climate-related knowledge to be pooled, evaluated and disseminated.
Three considerations are particularly important for Germany’s national and international strategies on climate change.
1. Climate protection as a global driver of innovation
and economic growth
We need strategic alliances and partnerships between science, industry and politics.
These innovation alliances should pursue joint strategies that enhance the existing
potentials of each partner. These strategies will increase awareness in society, industry, and politics that climate protection does not merely require restrictions, but
may offer new opportunities and prospects.
‘Green markets’ and environmental goods already account for 5 % of industrial
production and 1.8 million jobs in Germany. To further promote this development,
we need the business community to join the public sector in significantly increasing investment in research and technology. The current financial and economic
crisis underlines the necessity of redirecting our investments and establishing new
fields of innovation and business.
Research and investment in alternative energy sources and in mitigation of and
adaptation to climate change will be among the main priorities in Germany in the
next few years. Germany has a strong international reputation for scientific research
and is a world leader in sectors relevant to climate protection, resource efficiency
and new energy systems. For this reason, we in Germany believe that investing in
climate protection is more than just a moral obligation. We believe that it will also
pay dividends. Germany is already a leading exporter of environmental technologies (Fig. 1).
Germany’s experience shows that climate protection measures can contribute to
economic growth, prosperity, and the creation of new jobs.
Innovation policy plays a key role in this process. With the High-Tech Strategy
on Climate Protection, Germany is helping to mobilize private research efforts and
capital with the aim of accelerating critical innovation processes that enhance climate protection. To this end, we have initiated the following cross-industry innovation alliances:
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Fig. 1. World market share of major suppliers of environmental technologies
from 1993 to 2006. (Source: adapted from Legler et al., 2007, p. 110)

Solar cells. This alliance aims to develop new and significantly improved solar
cells based on organic materials (see Heeger, this volume). The medium-term plan
is to develop mobile solar energy converters that are cheap to produce, have an
efficiency rate of 10 %, (i. e., transforming 10 % of the incident solar energy into
exploitable electrical energy), and a lifespan of more than 20 years.
Energy storage. A second innovation alliance focuses on the development of
highly efficient energy storage solutions. This is an important technological link
for efficient use of renewable energy sources. Currently, lithium-ion batteries represent the most promising energy storage technology. However, the storage capacity and reliability of these batteries need to be improved, allowing for more flexible
applications in mobile devices, for stationary energy storage in the energy sector,
and for use in vehicles.
Auto industry. Because the car industry plays such a major role in Germany’s
economy, it comes as no surprise that we are supporting the development of innovative technologies such as automotive electronics systems that reduce carbon dioxide emissions and fuel consumption. Computer-based communication and data
exchange technologies for cars also need to be developed. These will enable drivers to communicate with other road users and traffic infrastructure systems – for
example, in the form of traffic congestion warnings, minimum distance regulations, and traffic control – thereby greatly reducing traffic-based emissions.
Carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) represent one of the most promising innovations in the field of materials research. They have higher electric conductivity than copper, lower thermic conductivity than diamonds, and an elasticity ten
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times greater than steel. If we succeed in transferring these properties to new, macroscopic materials, we would be able to improve numerous applications in energy
and environmental technologies, light-weight construction, and energy storage.
Financial investments. For every euro that the German government invests in
these alliances, the private sector has agreed to add a further five euros to help new
innovative technologies become marketable. This should greatly speed up the integration of these new technologies into the market, and will in turn accelerate effective climate protection.
We have also begun speaking to partners from the financial sector about their
role in climate protection. We believe that this step is long overdue. It will encourage investments in resource and energy efficiency and in renewable energy. So far,
investment in this area has been limited, and substantial deficits in research and
information still exist. In cooperation with major German financial services providers, we have established the ‘Finance Forum: Climate Change’. Our goal is to enable
financial markets to make an effective contribution to climate protection and adaptation.
Establishment of public-private networks. Last but not least, we are developing new instruments to support and finance the development of regional clusters in
cutting-edge fields of technology such as energy efficiency and sustainable energy
generation. The aim is to establish several highly integrated public-private networks
that include commercial companies, research organizations and political institutions. They will work together to identify the potential commercial opportunities of
new ideas and to translate research findings into marketable products and services.
2. Strategic partnerships with future generations
A second important area concerns the relationship between generations: We must
make sure that each new generation is aware of – and passionate about – the issues
and responsibilities that relate to climate protection. In other words, we also need
to form strategic partnerships with future generations. Young people tend to be
open-minded about issues relating to climate protection and are usually willing to
face their individual responsibility in the global context. That is why we must give
young people the tools and skills they need.
The support of young researchers is therefore an integral part of the High-Tech
Strategy, and, indeed, is key to the success of our overall climate strategy. We must
fill the next generation with enthusiasm for science and technology and offer young
people interesting career opportunities in these fields.
Among young researchers, international exchange of experience and knowledge
has become routine. After all, innovation comes about not only thanks to the wisdom of the old and experienced, but also thanks to the inquisitiveness of the young.
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Modern means of communication greatly facilitate the exchange of ideas. However, we must not forget that personal contact with inspiring personalities will
probably remain the most important source of enthusiasm for science and research.
That is why we need more networks and platforms that facilitate encounters between leading researchers and young people. At the same time, we need to create
settings in which children and young people can develop a fascination for research
and technology.
Research funding and education are two sides of the same coin; it is all about
securing our future. We need to structure our education system in such a way that
it challenges and supports young people according to their individual talents and
abilities. A society that loses interest in its talented young people has no future.
That is why we need to ensure that young people do not see climate change only as
a threat. It should also challenge them to think and act in new, innovative and unconventional ways. High-quality education programmes with plenty of transfer opportunities will be a key factor in attracting more young people to science.
3. International cooperation – the key to sustainability
To ensure effective climate protection, adaptation and resource management, the
science and research communities need to act globally. In the future, the institutional and regulatory framework will no longer be created just at a national level.
International cooperation – also beyond established partnerships – is becoming
ever more important. That is why we need European and international innovation
alliances. Germany’s High-Tech Strategy on Climate Protection aims to create targeted links between European and international partners.
The European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) is just one of many
beacons of European innovation policy. Looking beyond Europe, we have a strong
interest in involving developing and emerging countries, and engaging them in an
intensive, open dialogue about the opportunities and risks of science and technology. The time has also come for us to enter into innovation alliances with the
countries whose development will play an enormous role in our future decisions
about global emissions. The partners in these alliances should all stand on an equal
footing, acknowledging the role of industrialized nations in the past while also
recognizing the present and future need for climate protection measures in all
countries.
As one of the world’s largest economies, Germany has a responsibility to engage in a mutual learning process. This is the only way we can improve our understanding of what it will take to achieve sustainable development. We can pool our
strengths by increasing international research cooperation and developing joint
research agendas. The science and research communities are giving us access to a
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large base of knowledge and experience, which is also aiding the development of
effective global solutions.
Outlook
Modern democracies are knowledge-based societies. Policy-makers derive their
legitimacy not just from the democratic consent of citizens, but also by basing their
political decisions on the most up-to-date knowledge available. Regardless of individual interests, the science and research communities have an obligation to deal
with issues that are of fundamental relevance to common welfare and to the future
of our society.
Given the complexity of many of the societal, economic and ecological challenges we face, we need solution-oriented research. We need reliable and honest
advice on scientific matters as well as speedy access to new findings and technological advances, which will encourage the development and production of innovative technological applications.
The tasks and solutions confronting us today in the field of climate protection
are so complex that they hardly ever fall neatly within one single discipline. They
require an interdisciplinary, international and intercultural dialogue (see also GellMann, this volume). That was one of the reasons why the Leopoldina, Germany’s
Academy of Natural Scientists, was renamed The National Academy of Sciences
in mid-2008. It will represent German science at an international level. In addition
to promoting the sciences, the Leopoldina sees its main mission in the interdisciplinary study and dissemination of scientific findings. It will offer a setting for encounters, discussions and exchanges in which the boundaries between disciplines and
countries can be transcended more effectively.
To ensure that our research agendas are successful, we must increase our investments in science and research. The European Union has set itself a target for 2010:
three percent of gross domestic product is to be invested in research and development (R & D). This will require both the public and the private sector to considerably increase their R & D spending. The money we invest today in research and
development will form the basis for the prosperity of future generations. In light of
the current financial and economic crisis this principle is more valid than ever.
Germany has a great tradition of scientific innovation, and we want to apply this
experience more effectively as an instrument for achieving global sustainability.
We cannot consider our efforts successful until we have reconciled the demands of
preserving the Earth’s resources not only with prosperity and welfare, but also with
the development of a free, dynamic and informed society. We want a society that
is capable of thinking in terms of integrated and interrelated systems, and is capable
of achieving sustainability, both for its own benefit and that of future generations.
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Chapter 21

Energy research and technology for a transition
toward a more sustainable future

Nebojsa Nakicenovic

Nebojsa Nakicenovic, born in 1949 in former Yugoslavia, studied economics and
computer science at Princeton University, and completed his doctorate at the University of Vienna, Austria. In 1973 he joined the International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA) near Vienna to conduct studies on long-term, global
energy prospects and on the restructuring of the global automotive industry. Later
he led programmes on the dynamics of technological and social change and environmentally compatible energy strategies. Nakicenovic is currently Deputy Director of IIASA, Professor of Energy Economics and Head of the Energy Economics
Group at the Vienna University of Technology, and Director of the Global Energy
Assessment. His research focuses on the diffusion of new technologies and their
interactions with the environment.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 20.
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The last fifty years of unprecedented development in the world have improved the
human condition enormously but at the same time have resulted in widening gaps
between rich and poor and in adverse environmental impacts on all scales, from indoor air pollution to climate change and biodiversity loss. Current patterns of development are thus clearly unsustainable. We need a fundamental paradigm change
to produce a shift toward more sustainable development paths. This includes affordable access to adequate energy services. In her contribution to the present book,
Annette Schavan also calls for fundamental innovations to help achieve structural
changes in society, the economy, institutional structures, and in lifestyle and consumption patterns.
The recent financial crisis and the ensuing ever-deeper economic depression are
no doubt going to bring additional hardship, especially to those without access to
basic human needs. A predominant social issue that is increasingly becoming a major preoccupation for world leaders is how to address social inequality and poverty,
especially in the developing world (Karekezi and Sihag, 2004). The longer the
economic crisis deepens, the more threatened those living in poverty will be.
In response to the call to fight social inequality and poverty, world leaders endorsed the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as agreed
upon by the Millennium General Assembly of the UN in 2000 and further advanced
at the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. The MDGs include eight
specific goals but the primary objective is to halve extreme poverty by 2015 (Elliot,
2005). It is becoming increasingly evident that at current trends this goal will not
be achieved even decades later in the poorest countries and regions of the world.
Thus, it is urgent that significant effort is devoted toward the achievement of the
MDGs.
Currently, it is estimated that about 2.6 billion people live on less than USD 2
a day and up to 3 billion on less than USD 2.5 per day (Chen and Ravallion, 2008;
World Bank, 2008) – 75 % of whom reside in rural areas (IADB, 2005). Furthermore, it is estimated that 1.4 billion people live in extreme poverty (World Bank,
2008). This estimate is an upward revision from the previous one of 1 billion people living in extreme poverty. This trend underscores the importance of increasing
efforts to meet the MDGs.
Affordable access to modern energy services has a significant role to play in
meeting development goals as it is a fundamental prerequisite for reaching virtually all MDGs. However, modern energy services in the majority of developing
countries are characterized by inequality of access, notably between the poor and
the affluent, but also between rural and urban areas. At the national level, this is
demonstrated by the low levels of modern energy in the primary energy supply
mix, and by low electrification and low electricity consumption levels.
About 2 billion people or approximately a third of the world’s population are
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without access to modern energy and about 1.6 billion are without access to electricity – the very symbol of affluence and modernity – while about 2.4 billion still
cook with traditional forms of biomass (Nakicenovic et al., 1998; Saghir, 2005;
UN-Energy, 2005). Limited access to cleaner energy services supplied by modern
energy carriers is an important contributor to rising levels of poverty in some subSaharan African countries (UNDP, 2007; Takada and Fracchia, 2007).
It is estimated that the cost of connecting a household without prior access to
electricity is in the order of USD 1000 (Goldemberg, J., personal communication),
resulting in total capital needs of about USD 500 billion, assuming an average of
four persons per household and two billion people without access. Distributed over
twenty years, this translates into annual investment requirements of some USD 25
billion. This represents a huge investment that is lacking, yet it does not appear
excessive in comparison to the gigantic scale of the government guarantees and
debt cancellation in the financial sector since the economic crisis emerged. To be
effective, this kind of investment would have to be enhanced initially by a certain
level of free energy for the poorest, say 700 – 1000 kWh per year or about 2 – 3 kWh
per day (WGBU, 2009).
Thus, there is a clear need to embark on a new development path toward sustainable and affordable access to adequate energy services. Fortunately, many policies
and measures directed toward increasing access to modern energy services have
multiple benefits for other development goals, from the reduction of indoor air pollution and its assaults on human health to reductions of greenhouse gas emissions.
Some may argue that this transformation toward more sustainable development
paths and energy patterns in the world will be difficult to achieve because falling
consumer demand leads to a vicious circle that results in ever-decreasing employment reducing further the demand for traditional goods and services.
At the same time, this crisis of the ‘old’ is an opportunity for the ‘new’ to emerge.
It is an opportunity that needs to be seized and should not go to waste. Joseph
Schumpeter referred to paradigm-changing transformations of this kind as ‘gales
of creative destruction’ (Schumpeter, 1942). As old techno-economic and institutional development paths encounter their limits, the chances for fundamentally
new development paths to emerge and eventually diffuse become more likely.
Decarbonization of the global economy toward a carbon-free future is such a
paradigm-changing transformation. It appears to be a must, given the ever-morethreatening manifestations of global climate change. In her contribution to the present
book, Annette Schavan quotes the unequivocal message of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007) that climate change is accelerating and is almost
certainly largely caused by humans. Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions over
the last two centuries, since the beginning of the industrial revolution, have increased
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atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide from some 280 ppm to over 380 ppm
today. The IPCC estimates that the global average surface temperature has increased by some 0.8 ° C during the last century. Annette Schavan also observes that
the negative effects of climate change can already be felt, and quotes the Federal
Chancellor, Angela Merkel, saying that determined action from the international
community is required to promote innovation and technological developments to
support climate protection.
The necessary change toward wider access to modern energy services together
with climate protection and decarbonization of the global economy is effectively
blocked today by the addictive dependence on fossil energy sources. This explains
the need for the Schumpeterian ‘gales of creative destruction’. Today, 80 % of global energy comes from fossil sources, and this situation needs to be reversed so
that 80 % of energy would be carbon-free or carbon-neutral well before the end of
the century. The old energy systems need to be replaced by innovative, environmentally and climate-friendly alternatives. In parallel, the reliance on inadequate,
traditional energy by the poor, which constitutes some 10 – 20 % of primary energy
today (see Fig. 1), also needs to be replaced by modern renewable and other clean
energy sources as well as efficient end-use devices from modern stoves to advanced
lighting, communication and information technologies. For that to occur, we need
vigorous private and public research and development efforts and partnerships in
order to create the necessary scientific foundations for the paradigm-changing
transformations. In this context, Annette Schavan argues that we need science and
research to gain a better understanding of the complexity of the processes and interactions within the climate and the Earth system. She further argues that the important aim is to create fundamental innovations to help achieve structural changes
in society, the economy, institutional structures, and in lifestyle and consumption
patterns. We need to establish a foundation for the deployment and adoption of
new systems and services that lead toward complete decarbonization of the global
economy, and that involve all the world’s population, from those without access to
energy today to those living in affluence at high levels of consumption.
In other words, research and development (R & D) that lead to the diffusion of new
and advanced technologies and practices represent a possible solution to the double
challenge of providing development opportunities to those who are excluded and
allowing for further development benefitting the more affluent. As Annette Schavan points out, this needs to occur without risking irreversible changes in ecological,
biophysical and biochemical systems. As regards energy, this implies a shift from
traditional energy sources to clean fossils and modern renewable energy in the case
of those currently excluded from access, and a shift from fossil energy sources to
carbon-free and carbon-neutral energy services in the more developed parts of the
world. In all cases this means a vigorous improvement of energy efficiency, from
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Fig. 1. History and possible future of global primary energy showing the relative
shares of the most important energy sources. The future developments are consistent with stabilization of global temperature increase at about 2 °C above preindustrial levels. (Sources: Riahi and Nakicenovic, 2007; IIASA, 2007)

supply to end use, expanding shares of renewables, more natural gas and less coal,
vigorous deployment of carbon capture and storage, and in some cases – where it is
socially acceptable and economically viable – also nuclear energy.
Figure 1 shows the historical evolution of global primary energy and one possible
future development path toward decarbonization. It is an illustration of the needed
transformational change of the global energy system. New energy technologies
and practices but also changes in lifestyles and behaviour are prerequisites in order
to shift the energy system from its current dependence on fossil energy toward
complete decarbonization well before the end of the century.1
This particular scenario describes a future world that stabilizes concentrations of
greenhouse gases just above the current levels and thereby limits the temperature
increase to about 2 ° C. Even a global temperature increase of 2 ° C would lead to
significant disruptions of natural ecosystems, threatening water availability and
communities in coastal areas (IPCC, 2007). The poor and those who are excluded
would bear the brunt of such changes. Nevertheless, a 2 ° C world would probably
avoid the most severe adverse – and perhaps also irreversible – consequences associated with higher magnitudes of global warming. Therefore, this particular scenario can be characterized as a transition toward sustainability that enables the
This will require vigorous introduction of carbon-free sources of energy and carbon capture and storage (CCS)
from fossil energy, and perhaps also biomass, in order to reduce carbon emissions to zero or even turn them negative toward the end of the century.
1
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fulfilment of the MDGs through provisioning energy services in most of the world
while simultaneously avoiding more drastic climatic changes (UN-Energy, 2005).
The current investments in the global energy system are estimated at some
USD 500 billion per year (Nakicenovic and Kimura, 2005). This includes investments in energy production, conversion and distribution but excludes most of the
end use such as vehicles, heating systems or industrial facilities. Adding end-use
investments would bring the estimate to some USD 750 billion per year. The sustainable scenario depicted in Figure 1 would require at least twice this investment effort
during the coming decades to the tune of about USD 1 trillion per year or about
USD 20 trillion until 2030. In comparison, the investments needed to provide access
to modern forms of energy to the two billion people currently living without it are
relatively small, at about USD 25 billion per year or about USD 500 billion until
2030.
The nature of technological change and the associated deep uncertainties require
that innovations are adopted as early as possible in order to lead to lower costs and
wider diffusion in the following decades. The longer we wait before introducing
these advanced technologies, the higher the required emissions reduction will be.
At the same time, we may miss the window of opportunity for achieving substantial cost reductions through technological learning as a function of cumulative experience and investments. This requires research, development and deployment
(RD & D) as well as investments in order to achieve accelerated diffusion and adoption of advanced energy technologies.
Current global energy research and development (R & D) trends are unfortunately
going in the opposite direction. Public annual expenditure in this area in OECD
countries has declined to some USD 8 billion today from about USD 12 billion two
decades ago, while private ones are estimated to have declined proportionally and
are now about four times the public efforts (IEA and OECD, 2008). This means that
today we are investing less than USD 10 per person in the world per year in energyrelated R & D activities. Many studies indicate that this sum needs to increase by at
least a factor of two to three in order to enable the transition toward new and advanced technologies in the energy systems (Bierbaum et al., 2007). However, it
needs to be noted that Finland, Japan and Switzerland constitute important exceptions with substantially higher public and private spending on energy R & D efforts.
In her essay, Annette Schavan suggests 3 % of gross domestic product (GDP) as a
goal for future R & D efforts. Tripling global energy R & D and assuming the current
4 % share of global energy in total R&D efforts translates into some 1.5 % of global
GDP.
As mentioned, the required investments in energy systems, an estimated USD 20
trillion needed between now and 2030, are at least a factor of a hundred greater
than the needed R & D efforts. This translates into about twice the current level of
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investment, with most of the requirements being in developing parts of the world.
To achieve a transition toward more sustainable development paths substantially
larger investment in energy infrastructures and energy R & D is needed. All told,
R & D efforts need to be tripled and energy investments at least doubled in order to
assure the timely replacement of energy technologies and infrastructures.
The salient finding of a number of recent integrated assessment studies is that
the additional costs needed to achieve a more sustainable future and climate stabilization are relatively small in comparison to these overall investment needs. Often
they are ‘negative’, namely lower than those projected by traditional scenarios of
future developments, sometimes called business-as-usual (BAU) scenarios. However, attaining a more sustainable type of future requires higher ‘up-front’ investments until about 2030. The great benefit of these additional investments in a future
characterized by carbon-leaner energy systems and a more sustainable development
path is that in the long run (by 2050 and beyond) the investments would be substantially lower compared to the BAU alternatives. The reason for this is that the
cumulative nature of technological change translates the early investment in decarbonization and a sustainable energy future into lower costs of the energy systems
in the long run, along with the co-benefit of climate stabilization. This all points to
the need for radical change in energy policies to assure sufficient investment in our
common future. Accelerated technological change in energy production and end
use needs to be promoted. In other words, the global financial and economic crisis
offers a unique opportunity to invest in new technologies and practices that would
generate employment and affluence in most parts of the world. Seizing this chance
today would pave the way for the eradication of poverty as well as a more sustainable future with lower rates of climate change. The crisis of the ‘old’ is a historic
chance to sow the seeds of the ‘new’.
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Chapter 22

A world powered predominantly
by solar and wind energy

Walter Kohn

Walter Kohn, born in Vienna in 1923, majored in mathematics and physics at the
University of Toronto and obtained his PhD at Harvard University. In 1957 he became a US citizen. Professor Kohn was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
1998 ‘for his development of the density-functional theory’. His work revolutionized scientists’ approach to the electronic structure of atoms, molecules and solid
materials. As Emeritus and Research Professor at the University of California in
Santa Barbara, Kohn is today collaborating with younger colleagues on research in
this field. He was the executive producer of the documentary film The Power of the
Sun, which dealt broadly with solar energy, was first shown in 2005, and was later
shown internationally in 10 languages. The film presents the history, science and
applications of solar energy, both in the developed and less developed world.
Note: An addendum to this chapter is available at http://www.nobel-cause.de/book/
chapter22_addendum.pdf.
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It is widely agreed that during this century humankind is facing two critical energy-related challenges:
1. Decline in oil and natural gas production. Total oil and natural gas production, currently providing about 60 % of global energy needs (see Fig. 1), is expected
to peak in 10 to 30 years, with oil likely to peak first (IEA, 2004, p. 129).1 Oil production in current oil fields is estimated to drop by about one half within a mere 20
or 30 years after passing its peak (see Fig. 2). Natural gas is expected to follow a
similar pattern with a delay of two to three decades.
2. Increase in greenhouse gases. By the end of this century, accumulation of
anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the
Earth’s atmosphere is expected to lead to a major increase of mean global surface
temperature in a range from approximately 2 º C to approximately 7 º C above preindustrial levels (see Rahmstorf et al., this volume; IPCC, 2007), accompanied by
significant acidification of ocean waters (WBGU, 2006; Hofmann and Schellnhuber, 2009) and a very substantial rise in the global ocean level (IPCC, 2007;
Rahmstorf, 2007).
Both the exhaustion of oil and gas as well as global warming are due, in about
equal measure, to two causes. First, the world’s population is increasing rapidly,
mostly in the less developed world (LDW) and in India, from 6.7 billion in 2009 to
an estimated levelling off at 9 to 10 billion in about 2050 (see Fig. 3).
Second, per-capita consumption of fossil fuels has grown strongly since the Industrial Revolution in the developed world and is currently increasing rapidly in
China, India (IEA, 2007) and the LDW. The governing simple mathematics for the
global consumption of any commodity over a given period is:
(consumption) = (population) x (per-capita consumption)
At present, total consumption of energy is continuing to grow rapidly in China,
India and in the LDW, but is fairly stable in the developed world.
The data shown in Figures 2 and 3 imply that, due to the continuing growth of
world population, per-capita oil production will peak around 2015 (see Fig. 4),
while the peak of total oil production, which (because much later) is harder to estimate, will occur some 15 or more years later.
The following are some broad principles for dealing with the global challenges
of energy supply and climate change:

1
The effects of the dramatic global economic downturn beginning in the summer of 2008 may not yet be fully
reflected in data for the period after the middle of 2008.
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• They must be addressed without delay and with strong global cooperation.
• The growth of world population must be halted by about the middle of this century, or earlier, at no more than 9 billion, and gradually reversed.
• Energy conservation and efficiency in both consumption 2 and all forms of production must be substantially enhanced.
• Large-scale development of solar and wind power, and other established sustainable energy sources, must begin without delay.
• Four other major energy sources raise enormous problems that must be recognised. Coal generates pollution and is, without the costly capture and sequestration of CO2, the greatest single cause of global warming. Nuclear fission reactors,
with their as yet ineffective surveillance, are unacceptably easy stepping stones
to nuclear weapons, as recent history has shown. Global-scale bio-energy production, which is CO2-neutral in the steady state, strongly competes with food
production for land and water. Nuclear fusion, while well established in the laboratory and in the hydrogen bomb, is still far from proven as a practical energy
source.
Examples include rapid replacement of SUVs and similar vehicles by much lighter, more fuel-efficient cars, and
of incandescent by compact fluorescent lights; greatly expanded public transportation, especially in the USA and
Canada; proper insulation of buildings; green architecture such as energy-neutral housing, and green city planning.
2

(Million barrels/day)/(world population in billions)
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Fig. 4. Global oil production per person. Illustrative graph using data shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. (Source: W. Kohn)

The revolution in energy production
In 2001, oil, coal, gas, biomass, nuclear, and other energy sources respectively accounted for approximately 35 %, 23 %, 21%, 11%, 7 %, and 3 % of global energy
consumption (Dell and Rand, 2004; see Fig. 1). By the time oil and gas supplies are
effectively exhausted in about the middle of this century, there probably will not
yet be a safe and cost-effective technology available for carbon capture and storage, at least not on the required scale for burning of coal. This naturally shifts attention to solar and wind energy.
Solar energy is by far the most abundant source of energy (Sawin and Moomaw,
2008), but it is still substantially more costly than oil- or natural-gas-derived energy (U.S. Department of Energy, 2005). It currently accounts for less than 1% of
total world energy production (Worldwatch Institute, 2007). However, its share is
likely to increase greatly as projected growth rates of production are tremendous:
a 30 % increase per year is a reasonable estimate (EPIA, 2008; BP, 2009).
Wind energy is currently much cheaper and more widely produced than solar
energy. Its annual percentage increase is similar to that of solar energy (Global
Wind Energy Council, 2008). The total average available wind energy up to the practical maximum height of about 80 metres above the ground (the typical hub height
of large wind turbines) is much less than available solar energy. Nevertheless,
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according to current estimates, wind energy by itself could also supply the world’s
total energy needs several times over (Archer and Jacobson, 2005).
Given the limited amount of remaining fossil fuels and their dangerous impact
on our climate, it is obvious that the infrastructure for acceptable alternative energies must be created rapidly, beginning immediately. Otherwise the world faces a
frustrating choice between, on the one hand, a global economic meltdown and a
violent scramble for dwindling oil and gas deposits, and, on the other, the dangerous use of coal and/or nuclear energy on a vast scale.
A world powered predominantly by solar and wind energy
Of course, the real-world problems of coping with continuing population growth,
disappearing oil and natural gas resources, and continuing global warming, are
enormously complex and intricately connected. Global warming is fairly uniform
across the globe. However, energy demands and availability vary enormously. Available solar and wind energy depends strongly on geography and local climate, and
varies strongly with season, time of day, and weather. This creates additional, subsidiary challenges of cost-efficient energy storage and transportation.
I shall, of course, not even attempt to deal with all these issues within a few pages,
but instead shall discuss a greatly simplified model for a world powered predominantly by solar and wind energy, which I shall call ‘sol-wind energy’, combining
solar and wind energy into a single entity. The expression ‘sol-wind energy’ reflects
the fact that these two energy sources are complementary, plentiful, clean, GHGneutral, and are likely to decrease in cost to a similar value of under 10 US cent /
kilowatt hour. I believe that this model provides a general perspective for acceptable and achievable future energy provision.
The relevance of this model for the real world derives from three facts:
• Solar energy incident per year on Planet Earth exceeds the total present human
consumption of energy by a factor of about 10 000 (U.S. Department of Energy
2005); available wind energy alone, indirectly also derived from incident sunlight, is, of course, much smaller, but also greatly exceeds total present energy
consumption (Archer and Jacobson, 2005).
• The required materials are effectively infinitely abundant: for photovoltaic energy the main material required is silicon; for photothermal energy various effective light-absorbers; and for the capture of wind energy the main material
required is steel.
• Although the current contribution of sol-wind energy is still less than 1% of
humankind’s total energy consumption (REN21, 2008), in recent years production has been growing at the enormous rate of approximately 30 % per year (see
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above). If extrapolated, this represents growth by a factor of about 200 in two
decades and more than a factor of 2000 in three decades. According to this
model, the production of sol-wind energy would substantially exceed the current
annual production of total energy in a mere 20 to 30 years.
The assumption underlying this model – that sol-wind energy production will continue to grow by about 30 % annually for the next 20, or even 30, years – is, of course,
extremely optimistic. Nevertheless, it is consistent with the data of the last several
years, and also with the effectively unlimited availability of the required materials.
Is this growth also consistent with the availability of labour required to produce,
maintain and operate the necessary sol-wind equipment in the short available timespan? I do not have a firm answer to this question; however I can offer the following argument: Today the effective cost of sol-wind power production is about three
times higher than the average cost for all forms of energy, including indirect costs
due to pollution and global warming. This implies about three times greater labour
requirements. Assuming approximately constant future per-capita use of energy,
and disregarding possible major scientific-technological advances in energy production, conservation, and efficiency, this suggests that the per-capita labour requirement to produce sol-wind energy would be also about three times greater than
today. This substantial load would, of course, be very heavy, but not necessarily
prohibitive. Unforeseeable future developments make this estimate very rough
and, I believe, probably much too high.
Urgency
The clean and safe sol-wind model described above is emerging from the fossil
fuel model of the last two centuries. This new model is the logical consequence of
the rapid exhaustion of oil and natural gas over the next 10 to 30 years. Of course,
the change of most of the world’s energy infrastructure from fossil fuel to sol-wind
during this very short time is a huge challenge. Every year waited means a year
less before the dreaded global peak-oil year, when uncertainty will begin to morph
into a new reality (peak oil happened as predicted in the USA in about 1970; predicted by Hubbert, 1956, and described by Hirsch et al., 2005).
This transformation will be among the greatest challenges ever faced by humankind. We need to do everything in our power – and as rapidly as possible – to stop
global warming, including, as previously stated, rapid stabilization, followed by reduction of world population, immediate major per-capita reduction of anthropogenic
GHG emissions, dramatic energy conservation, and improved energy efficiency. The
time to wait for absolute certainty is far behind us; it has become a time for urgent
preventive action.
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Energy supply and global warming are make-or-break twin challenges of our
times. Unless we put our collective minds to it, the second half of the present century will be a disaster. On the other hand, if we put our minds to it now, I am convinced that we can look forward to a better future, in which solar and wind energy
predominate.
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Chapter 23

Low-cost ‘plastic’ solar cells:
a dream becoming a reality

Alan Heeger

Alan Heeger was born in 1936 in Sioux City, Iowa, USA. He enrolled in studies of
physics and mathematics at the University of Nebraska and obtained his PhD at the
University of California in Berkeley in 1961. In 2000 he received the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry ‘for the discovery and development of conductive polymers’. Together
with Alan G. MacDiarmid at the University of Pennsylvania, Heeger discovered
that plastic can be made electrically conductive. He subsequently helped to develop conductive polymer research into a field of great importance for chemists as
well as physicists. As Professor of Physics and Professor of Materials at the University of California at Santa Barbara, Alan Heeger remains active in these research
areas. His current research focuses on low-cost plastic solar cells made from semiconducting polymers.
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The problem
It is clear to all of us that we have an energy problem. Luckily, the power from the
sun is available to help solve this energy problem.
We installed solar cells on the roof of our house a year ago. It is a wonderful
technology: when the sun comes up in the morning my electric meter runs backwards! My electric bill (i. e., my monthly cost of electricity) has dropped to zero.
The problem is, however, that the purchase cost (including installation) was much
too high. Depending on the details of how the cost of energy increases in the coming years, more than ten years will be required for the savings to repay the installation cost.
There are two problems that we must solve to enable widespread use of photovoltaic solar cell technology. The first is the cost. The second is that we need to
produce a lot of area. At noon on a sunny day, we receive one kilowatt per square
metre of energy from the sun. This corresponds to sufficient energy received on
Earth in one hour to satisfy all of the energy needs for the planet for one year!
Thus, the ability to produce low-cost, efficient solar modules in areas sufficiently
large to enable significant energy production is a major opportunity.
The solution: ‘plastic’ solar cells
An exciting new technology that can produce low-cost solar cells in large quantities uses ‘photovoltaic inks’. These inks are organic semiconducting polymers which
are in solution with common solvents. Different absorption and transmission associated with the different molecular structures are the reason for different colours
of the inks. The unique quality of these coloured liquids is that they have electronic
functionality and can be used for printing.
Printing technology was invented by Gutenberg in 1545, more than four hundred and fifty years ago. If printing technology could be used for the fabrication of
solar cells, then we could produce low-cost, high efficiency solar cells in large quantities. Indeed, the principles of this old mature technology can be adapted to print
solar cells roll-to-roll like newspapers. The potential impact of such printed ‘plastic’ solar cells on the market for solar technology could be tremendous.
The demonstration sample of a plastic solar cell, shown in Figure 1, has been
fabricated by a company called Konarka Technologies. The name of the company
stems from a temple dedicated to the Indian Sun God. Initially, this product will be
quite expensive, and will therefore only be used by people who can afford it. Possible points of initial use are battery chargers and boats. However, once plastic
solar cells are available with high efficiency and printed in large quantities, they will
become much more affordable. They could then be given to poor families all over
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Fig. 1. Solar module, printed on a roll-to-roll tool similar to a printing tool. Its advantages over standard solar cells are flexibility, light weight, low cost, and potential for mass production. (Source: A. Heeger)

the world. The access to energy from the sun could then change the lives of millions
of people.
The technology: how to create plastic solar cells
The technology to print plastic solar cells originated from a discovery made in our
laboratory at UC Santa Barbara in 1992. We were interested in the potential interaction between our semiconducting polymers with the famous fullerene molecules.
We had no concept of solar cells; these initial experiments were motivated purely
by curiosity. We discovered that following the absorption of a photon an electron
transfer reaction (from polymer to fullerene) occurs on a remarkably short time
scale. The rate of this photo-induced electron transfer is two orders of magnitude
faster than the first step in photosynthesis. This ultra-fast electron transfer reaction
implies that we separate charge (create mobile charge carriers) with a quantum efficiency that approaches unity: every absorbed photon yields a pair of separated
charges! This high efficiency of charge separation and mobile carrier generation
provides the scientific foundation for creating a technology to produce high efficiency solar cells.
However, our materials, cast from solution into thin films, are very disordered.
The analogy would be tangled cooked spaghetti in a bowl rather than rigid straight
spaghetti in a box. Because of this disorder, the charges that are separated by
photo-induced charge transfer will not travel very far before they recombine. In
order to collect these charges, we had to invent a new kind of material comprising
charge-separating junctions between two materials – so-called heterojunctions between the donor and the acceptor. Because of the short recombination length, the
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heterojunction cannot simply be a bi-layer, as is often the case in the semiconductor world. We had to create a nano-morphology with interpenetrating networks of
the two components on a length scale of a few nanometres, roughly a hundred angstroms (1 angstrom is equal to 0.1 nanometre). A conceptual sketch of this nanomorphology is shown in Figure 2 a.
As demonstrated in Figure 2 b, this remarkable nano-structure can already be
constructed. How was it formed? The answer is simple, but elegant: we were able
to achieve this structure through controlled phase separation of two incompatible
components both of which are soluble in the same solvent. When cast as films
from solution, the phases of the two components separate as the solvent quickly
evaporates. After separation, the two components self-assemble into the material
depicted in Figure 2. This so-called bulk heterojunction material has charge-separating junctions everywhere. Each component forms a network that can deliver
charges to the electrodes.
By using this bulk heterojunction concept, we can collect photo-generated charge
carriers. You might wonder how the electrons know which way to go (for example
up and not down). Again this is a simple problem. All one needs to do is to break
the symmetry by using two different metals for the electrodes. We were able to
control the morphology of the heterojunction material, and are now able to efficiently collect the photo-generated charge carriers. With the specific materials shown
in Figure 2, a power conversion efficiency of 5 % can be achieved.
The best solar cells fabricated from inorganic semiconductors are triple junction
devices that yield power conversion efficiencies in excess of 40 %, but because of
the high processing costs, these are prohibitively expensive. They can be used in
space applications, but not for the kinds of applications we are discussing here.
The question is what we can expect to achieve using low-cost plastic solar cells.
Improving the efficiency of plastic solar cells
The particular material shown in Figure 2, which resulted in solar cells with 5 %
efficiency, has an absorption spectrum poorly matched to the solar spectrum: the
band gap is too large, missing more than half of the solar spectrum (see Fig. 3).
Obviously, there is an opportunity to improve the efficiency of solar energy absorption by doing the proper science. Synthesizing new macromolecules with electronic structures that yield absorption spectra better matched to the solar spectrum
could eventually improve the performance of our solar cells by at least a factor of
two (see Fig. 4).
Figure 4 a depicts such a different molecular structure with a smaller energy gap:
the absorption spectrum of the polymers now extends beyond red into the near
infrared (see Fig. 4 b). Improved performance is achieved through the use of
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the nano-morphology with ubiquitous charge-separating
junctions – so-called bulk heterojunction material. a) Conceptual sketch. The black
material is an interconnected network of the fullerene (PCBM) and the white material is an interconnected network of a semiconducting polymer (P3HT). Each of
the two components is fully interconnected. b) Electron micrograph. The small
white bar on the bottom left represents 100 nanometre. (Source: Kim et al., 2007;
Ma et al., 2007).
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Fig. 3. The solar emission spectrum as received on Earth at twelve noon on a sunny
day (fluctuating black line) is not well matched by the absorption spectrum of
P3HT (see Fig. 2) solar cells (smooth grey line). (Source: Peet et al., 2007).
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Fig. 4. a) Semiconducting polymers with smaller band gaps matching the solar
spectrum better than the original polymers used. b) The improved conversion efficiency is shown (dashed line), particularly at wavelengths beyond 650 nm. Wavelengths above 750 nm belong to the infrared spectrum. (Source: adapted from Peet
et al., 2007)

processing additives (Lee et al., 2007; Peet et al., 2007). While these polymers still
do not absorb far enough into the infrared, future synthesis of new molecules with
absorption spectra that are even better matched to the solar spectrum will lead to
even higher efficiencies.
The next step is to create multi-layer systems. This is possible with the same
printing technology, i. e., by processing multi-layers from solution in successive
depositions of electronic inks. Multiple layers will further increase the performance of the solar cells. This is because of the simple fact that if two batteries –
regular batteries or solar batteries – with voltages V1 and V2 are connected in series
(‘tandem cells’), then the voltage will be the sum of the two (V1 + V2). By connecting batteries in series, we can increase the open circuit voltage, and can take better
advantage of the energy delivered in the solar spectrum.
Figure 5 shows that these multi-layer structures can in fact be fabricated. Despite the fact that the depicted films were cast from solution, the interfaces are very
well defined – a result that gives us confidence in the success of our approach. By
fabricating tandem cells, we have been able to show the expected increase in voltage. So far, we have been able to demonstrate power conversion efficiencies as
high as 6.5 % (Kim et al., 2007).
While 6.5 % represents important progress, it is not high enough. Fortunately,
there are many opportunities to further improve the efficiency. A slightly different
architecture (Kim et al., 2006) enables us to better harvest the incoming photons and
thereby improve efficiency by an additional 25 – 50 %, approaching conversion efficiencies as high as 8 – 9 %. (This architecture adds an ‘optical spacer’ layer between
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Fig. 5. Multi-layer structure of plastic solar cells connected in series (tandem
cells). The images on the left are electron micrographs of cross-sections cut through
multilayer structure, sliced down like a meat cutter in a delicatessen, turned over
and then imaged by electron microscopy. (Source: Kim et al., 2007)

the active bulk heterojunction layer and the metal electrode.) Also, we can expect
more than a 50 % efficiency improvement by creating molecular structures where
the energy gap is even better matched to the solar spectrum than our current molecules (see Figs. 3 and 4). It must be emphasized that although we have made some
improvements in the charge collection efficiency, we are still collecting only approximately half of the photo-generated carriers. In addition, we foresee optimizing the nano-scale morphology to further improve the charge collection efficiency.
By precisely tuning the molecular structure, there is an opportunity to optimize the
electrochemistry of semiconducting polymers, and thus to increase the open circuit
voltage. It has been demonstrated that in this way power conversion efficiency can
be improved by another 50 %. The tandem cell configuration offers something
between 50 % improvement and a doubling of conversion efficiency (Kim et al.,
2007).
When the increments for these independent potential improvements are added up,
then we could potentially achieve power conversion efficiency in excess of 25 % –
an efficiency approaching that achieved by existing inorganic solar cells. Each
of these separate efficiency improvements have been successfully implemented
already. However, realizing all of these improvements at the same time is difficult.
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Combining independent improvements is the main challenge we will continue to
work on in our laboratories. We are confident that we will reach efficiencies that
will enable a major impact on the future solar cell technology, and thus on our
future energy system.
The lifetime of plastic solar cells
One of the questions that people often ask me is whether this ‘plastic stuff’ will
have sufficiently long lifetime in outdoor applications to be actually useful. Although we have been able to make plastic solar cells less sensitive to oxygen or
water vapour, they do need barrier films as protective layers. Thanks to the already
achieved reduction in sensitivity of the solar cells, inexpensive barrier films such
as those used for food packaging can be applied. By depositing, for example, a
very thin layer of titanium oxide (a very common material), overall sensitivity of
the cells to oxygen or water vapour has been reduced by a factor of 100. We hope
that this reduction in sensitivity to oxygen and water will be sufficient to yield the
long lifetimes that are required.
Progress on the lifetime issues continues to be promising. The efficiency of
plastic solar modules that were on the rooftop for testing over a year (see Fig. 6 a)
did not decrease; in fact a slight increase was recorded. In the course of November,
the efficiency started to fall and people got a little worried. However, it turned out
that the temperature coefficient of the efficiency is opposite to that of silicon. When
winter came, the efficiency decreased slightly, but it came up again in spring
(Hauch et al., 2008). This different temperature coefficient of the efficiency is an
advantage, since solar cells increase in temperature when sitting in the heat of the
sun. The initial data provide evidence that the lifetime of our solar cells may be
sufficient for large-scale applications. Of course, accelerated lifetime testing must
continue to provide information on the longer time degradation.
Clearly, plastic solar cells have a very promising future as they are lightweight,
portable, and can be produced quickly in large quantities. In addition, their flexibility makes plastic solar cells useful not only for standard areas such as rooftops
(see Fig. 6 b), but also for a vast number of new applications such as tent and umbrella surfaces, backpacks, or sails. In terms of efficiency of plastic solar cells,
improvement efforts have produced some impressive figures of merit. If you evaluate plastic and standard solar cells in terms of watts per gram, plastic solar cells
are already more than competitive.
Our goal is to achieve a roll-to-roll manufacturing of low-cost plastic solar cells.
With such a production, plastic solar cells could become a very important contribution on our path towards a renewable energy system.
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a)

b)

Fig. 6. a) Plastic solar cell testing in progress on the rooftop of Konarka Technologies, and b) the author on his own rooftop placing a plastic solar cell next to a
conventional silicon solar cell. Although silicon solar cells work well, they have
the disadvantage of being heavy and expensive. In contrast, plastic solar cells are
lightweight, flexible and potentially produced at very low costs. Building them directly into the roofing tiles is an exciting opportunity. (Sources: a) Konarka Technologies, Inc., b) Discovery Channel science)
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Smart grids, smart loads, and energy storage
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The energy system of the future must be sustainable and must, therefore, be largely
based on renewable energy sources. Solar energy will play by far the most important
role, but wind energy, biomass, hydro energy, geothermal energy, ocean energy, and
others will also contribute to a sustainable energy supply. The use of fossil fuels
will remain essential in the next few decades, during which a sustainable energy
supply system must be established (WBGU, 2003). However, during this transition
period the carbon-dioxide emission rates of fossil fuels must be greatly reduced,
for example through technological advances and the large-scale introduction of carbon-capture technologies such as sequestration. In this context it is essential that
reliable and cost-effective carbon dioxide sequestration technologies become available quickly.
Due to energy scarcity, the rising cost of energy, and the fact that carbon dioxide
emissions must be greatly reduced, efficiency of energy use will become increasingly important. In sustainable energy systems this will lead to buildings characterized by an extremely low demand for external energy input for heating and
air-conditioning, and to a highly efficient transport system based largely on electric
batteries, biofuels, and novel fuels like hydrogen (generated using electricity from
renewable sources) or hydrogen derivatives. Simultaneously, electricity will become
by far the most important form of distributed and traded energy. The question this
raises is how to implement a reliable electricity supply system that distributes the
required energy and that is powered to a large extent by fluctuating energies from
solar and wind resources.
The answer has several principal components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

distributed energy generation and smart grids;
energy meteorology;
smart loads;
careful use of dispatchable sources for electricity generation; and
energy storage systems (both centralized and decentralized).

The balance in electricity supply will be provided by a mix of electricity generating systems powered by fossil fuels, biomass, or hydro energy (point 4 from above).
This point will be addressed in combination with the discussion of point 1. In general, it will be essential to merge information technologies, power generation, power
distribution, energy storage, and demand-side management in an optimal way.
Distributed energy generation and smart grids
In contrast to fossil-fuel and nuclear systems, renewable energy sources – particularly
solar, wind and biomass – are characterized by a relatively low spatial power density (W/m2). Thus, these technologies will necessarily be large-area technologies
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(several percent of the global land surface will be required), and they will be applied in a highly distributed manner (to use as far as possible existing anthropogenic
structures such as buildings as installation sites and in order to avoid unacceptable
environmental effects). The low power density leads, on the one hand, to relatively
high initial investment costs (however, the ‘fuel’ for operation is free); on the other
hand, large-area statistical effects even out the characteristic fluctuations of solar
and wind energy availability.
The temporal variations in solar and wind energy fluxes have two components:
a trend pattern (daily and seasonal), and a random (or stochastic) component. The
stochastic component is characterized by a spatial coherence that decays approximately exponentially with increasing distance between the sites. That is, the power
fluctuations of two wind turbines situated at the same site are considerably larger
than the fluctuations of the lumped power output of two turbines installed much
further (e. g., 100 km) apart. The ‘decay constant‘ mentioned above is roughly inversely proportional to the frequency of the power fluctuations. In other words, highfrequency fluctuations (in the range of seconds to minutes) are evened out much
more effectively than low-frequency fluctuations (in the range of hours) (Beyer et al.,
1993). By means of computer simulation it has been shown that for large-area grids
(with spatial dimensions exceeding 1000 km) and distributed generation of wind
and solar electricity, the stochastic fluctuations with frequencies higher than 30 minutes are almost completely eliminated (Bubenzer and Luther, 2003).
Thus, if very low-frequency fluctuations are compensated by dispatchable electricity generators connected to the grid (powered, for example, by fossil fuels, hydro
power or biomass) a reliable electricity supply can be guaranteed. In order to implement such an electricity supply scheme, two prerequisites have to be met: strong
bidirectional grids, and the availability of sufficient and suitable dispatchable power
generation capacity. This will, of course, require investments in grids as well as
appropriate power plants.
As part of this infrastructure build-up, electricity generation from fossil fuels
will also be decentralized to a certain extent. This will have the advantage that the
locally generated waste heat from power plants can be used, for example, for district heating, dehumidification of air, and/or cooling of air, thereby increasing the
overall efficiency of the energy supply system.
The effectiveness of evening out the stochastic fluctuations depends greatly on the
spatial extension of the grid. By using an intercontinental grid (e. g., from western
France to eastern Russia) that spans several time zones, even the daily trend component of the solar energy flux can be significantly evened out. Such long distance
electricity transport (e. g., by means of high-voltage, direct current links) is technically state of the art. Thus, in particular a large-area network of solar and wind power
plants can produce a considerable amount of base power with the same reliability
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as conventional power plants. The fraction of this base power component compared
to the peak power of the whole installation (the capacity credit) depends greatly, of
course, on the spatial extension of the network. Naturally, strong bidirectional electricity transport over long distances is essential for this scheme. Today, high-voltage
direct-current technology would be the technology of choice. In the future this may
be complemented by transmission lines based on high-temperature superconductors.
In distributed power generation schemes, a very large number of power generators will be connected to the distribution grid. Each generator will have its own
power electronics unit that serves as the interface with the grid. If these units are
designed properly, and if they are connected via information technology links,
several additional benefits can be realized in future smart grids: (i) increase of
power quality in the grid by means of local suppression of harmonics, local provision of reactive power and local voltage control, and (ii) increase of power supply
security (e. g., in the case of natural disasters or terrorism) by forming island grids
that guarantee at least a basic electricity supply. In such cases the cold-start capability of grids has to be addressed carefully in the design of the networks.
Energy meteorology
In order to assess and predict the behaviour of smart distributed electricity grids
that are largely powered by solar and wind energy, the temporal and spatial behaviour of the solar and wind energy fluxes must be known with high precision. A
combination of distributed ground-based measurements and satellite information
(most likely special sensor systems will be needed) seems to be the best way to
collect the required data. Using elaborated meteorological models and suitable data
distribution systems (e. g., the Internet), essential information concerning the meteorological energy fluxes and the status of the grid will be readily available whenever and wherever it is needed.
Statistical information is essential to optimally design (i) the spatial distribution
of solar and wind electricity generators, (ii) the optimal fraction of solar- and windgenerated electricity in the grid (taking into account their partly complementary
behaviour), (iii) the structure of the grid, and (iv) the information and control system of the entire network. Real-time information on the energy production of the
individual electricity generators is essential for operating the smart distributed electricity supply system in an optimal way. This includes control of solar and wind
power stations (in the event of electricity surpluses), control of smart loads (see
below), control of dispatchable power plants (including distributed fossil fuel-powered combined heat /cold power units), and optimization of the power quality in the
grid.
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‘Energy weather forecasts’ for several days will be highly useful in efficiently
operating dispatchable power plants and storage systems. All this information will
also be essential for the electricity stock markets.
With the help of the information supplied by the required advanced energy meteorology systems, the hardware requirements of smart distributed energy supply
systems can be considerably reduced; information in this case would substitute for
hardware.
Smart loads
Today’s electricity supply systems are designed to ensure that most of the power
plants can operate for the longest possible amount of time during a year. Economically this is sensible given the high investments in the power supply system. Since
generation and load must match at any point in time, this means that the temporal
variations of the lumped load must be smoothened as far as possible. Generally,
this is achieved via sophisticated tariff structures such as penalizing peak loads,
favouring electric night-time heating, and switching off large loads (e. g., refrigerating units, air-conditioners, etc) by the utility companies.
The same set of tools will also be applied in solar-dominated electricity supply
systems. However, in contrast to today’s approach, the lumped load pattern will be
shaped such that there is a peak around noon times. A prerequisite for this are smart
loads; loads that can easily react to external tariff signals (e. g., washing machines,
heating units, etc.) and /or loads that can be externally switched off or on by the
utility companies. In all these cases the quality of energy services has, of course, to
be maintained.
The realization of smart loads generally includes two components: a certain ‘technical intelligence’ within the load combined with connection to an information
network (in this case the issue of data security will have to be addressed carefully),
and a certain storage capacity for energy in various forms. Examples of the latter
include batteries in electronic devices, the heat capacity of buildings, the heat capacity of cooling units, compressed air, and process heat storage systems (for heat
temperatures greater than 100 ° C). It is not necessary that all the switching or control of loads will be done automatically (locally or remotely); the consumer who
reacts to tariff signals will also create smart loads.
The largest single type of smart load will very likely be electric cars. The car
batteries can be charged according to current demand (priority charging), the prevailing electricity tariff (via smart electronics), or remotely controlled by a utility
company. If more than 50 % of local transport needs is met by battery-powered
electric vehicles, this will constitute a smart load representing 10 – 20 % of total
energy demand in Western Europe (Langniß et al., 1998).
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Energy storage systems
By applying the above-mentioned schemes to large-area electricity grids, a high
penetration of the grids with fluctuating energy inputs is feasible without the need
for large energy-storage systems. This has been shown both by computer simulations and in practice (e. g., in Denmark and in Northern Germany). A large-area
smart electricity supply system in Europe can handle a penetration with fluctuating
energy inputs of at least 30 % without applying bulk energy storage (Langniß et al.,
1998). A prerequisite for this are, of course, targeted investments in grids, loads
and information technology.
A higher penetration of grids with fluctuating energy inputs will require increasingly large energy-storage systems. Today, the main options for high-capacity storage are electrochemical systems and hydro power, although the latter has only a
limited capacity on a global scale (WBGU, 2003).
Among the electrochemical storage systems, hydrogen-based systems have in
principle an unlimited capacity; using electricity-powered electrolysers, water is
split into hydrogen and oxygen (Luque and Hegedus, 2003). These gases are stored
and later recombined in a fuel cell to generate electricity. The main disadvantage
of this process is its low energy-efficiency. Even in future optimized systems, the
overall efficiency will not be much higher than 50 %. Other storage options include
advanced batteries (in particular for cars and other smart loads), redox systems
(e. g., on the basis of vanadium compounds), supercapacitors, compressed air systems, and superconducting units. In solar thermal-power plants the possibility exists to store thermal energy at a high temperature, enabling an extension of the daily
operating time by several hours. All of these technologies provide the basis for an
appropriate storage of electricity on different time scales and with different capacities per unit; some are suitable to stabilize the grid on a short time-scale (seconds),
while others may be utilized for bulk electricity storage. Some of the technologies
mentioned above are not yet available for use in electricity supply systems. Further
targeted research and development is needed.
Conclusion
By applying the concepts of smart grids, smart loads and energy storage, grids with
a high penetration of fluctuating energy inputs from solar and wind sources can be
designed and operated reliably, while at the same time maintaining a high degree
of energy security and power quality. The three concepts have to be viewed and
optimized as a whole (this is why, from a technical point of view, ‘unbundling’ of
power supply systems does not seem to be the best path towards a sustainable energy system).
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As a rule of thumb, the larger the spatial extension of such a grid, the smaller the
(relative) investment needed to construct and to operate the energy supply system.
Investments in storage systems, in transmission lines, and in smart control technologies have to be seen as three necessary steps that complement each other.
Given today’s penetration levels, there is presently no urgent technological need
for large centralized bulk energy storage systems (e. g., on the basis of hydrogen),
provided that proper investment is made in enhancing grid capacity (including
smart loads, etc.). Bulk storage capacity will become important once the penetration of fluctuating energy inputs in large-area grids exceeds 20 – 30 %.
The latter statement does not apply to small-area systems such as remote power
systems or village and island power supplies. In these cases storage demand will
become important much earlier, because of the inability to even out the fluctuations in energy input through statistical effects, and because of the relatively small
number of (smart) loads. From this it follows that, if economically and politically
feasible, such units should be electrically linked and operated as larger-area smart
systems.
The world-wide installation of a sustainable electricity supply system based to a
large extent on solar and wind energy sources is not, fundamentally, a technological problem. A basic set of proven energy conversion and distribution technologies
already exists and will be further developed. This will lead to a considerable reduction of the cost of energy from renewable sources. Political will, coherence and a
suitable global financing scheme are required to transform today’s energy supply
system towards sustainability.
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Renewable energy resources are abundant in all of Europe and neighbouring countries. Nonetheless, the current share of modern renewable energy sources in the
European energy mix is very low, due to past political and technological decisions.
If we are to prevent dangerous climate change, the political decisions that have
shaped the current energy mix need to be revised to fully recognize the role of renewables in the immediate future, and to create a suitable environment for a sustainable energy system.
The idea of using solar energy for mechanical operations is very old, and its
‘development across the centuries has given birth to various curious devices’, as
Augustin Mouchot stated as early as 1878 at the Universal Exposition in Paris. In
1861 Mouchot developed a steam engine powered entirely by the sun. But its high
cost, coupled with the falling price of coal, doomed his invention to become a footnote in energy history. Since then, due to strong belief in the overarching advantages
of fossil energy sources, investment and research in renewable energy technologies have comprised a negligible fraction of the funds provided for fossil and nuclear energy sources. Things slowly began to change during the energy crises in
the 1970s, and gained momentum in recent years due to high energy prices and
price volatility, and due to the threats posed by climate change.
It is the common view that the long-term climate target for Europe is an 80 %
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 (see, for example, 2009 / 29 / EC,
2009, p. 8). Reducing EU emissions by 80 % in 40 years is a huge challenge and
will require a transformation of the entire energy system, with great implications
for societies and economies. In some sectors – such as the power sector – technological solutions that could enable significant emissions reductions already exist and
many new technologies are being developed. Other sectors – such as agriculture or
transport – could have a more difficult time reducing emissions at the required
magnitude. For these reasons, we believe that the European power sector will have
to be the first sector to be fully decarbonized by 2050. This paper discusses the
European power sector and how to achieve its decarbonization.
The SuperSmart Grid
There are several options for decarbonizing the power sector. None of them is easy,
most require new mental models and political reform, but many are feasible. Among
the main options discussed today are energy efficiency, carbon capture and storage
(CCS), nuclear power, and renewables (see Bruckner et al., this volume). Demandside action such as energy efficiency measures will be increasingly important, but
this point is not discussed in detail in this paper. On the supply side, the renewable
energy option is the only truly sustainable solution, and therefore the less risky option, regardless of whether long-term investment risks, environmental risks, policy
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risks or other related risks are in focus. This option comprises a variety of technologies, some of them already mature (like hydropower, onshore wind, and biomass)
and others in different development phases (offshore wind, photovoltaic (PV), and
concentrating solar power (CSP)).
Within the broad field of renewable options, there are two main approaches. The
first approach involves centralized, utility-scale power generation spread over a
wide area. It requires electricity to be transported over long distances, from generation sites to load and storage areas. This is possible with minimum losses by
using high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission technologies, which have
been in use for decades on all continents. This approach is widely known as SuperGrid. The second approach – the virtual power plant – consists of a multitude of
scattered generation sources which are aggregated together and managed by intelligent technologies (such as two-way communication between consumers and producers, as well as between producers), and Smart Meters, which enable consumers
to manage their load – and thus their electricity cost – automatically. This intelligent operation of decentralized renewable power production, combined with demand-side management measures to better match the volatile supply with the
demand are commonly known as SmartGrid. These two approaches are often perceived as exclusive alternatives, but it is conceptually necessary and technically
possible to merge them. The combination of these two approaches is what we call
the SuperSmart Grid (SSG). We strongly believe that by combining them we can
not only speed up the decarbonization process, but also open the way to further
develop technologies that can address very different energy needs in Europe, in
neighbouring countries, and elsewhere in the world.
A first step towards a Northern European SuperSmart Grid was recently taken
by the Swedish EU presidency. One of its main objectives is the creation of an interconnected power grid in and around the Baltic sea (known as the Baltic sea
power ring) and a joint Baltic power market. A Northern European power market,
if successful, could form the nucleus of a pan-European energy market. The Nordic experience with running an international power market could also strongly
contribute to the success of the Baltic market. Another example of development
towards a SuperSmart Grid is the proposed North Sea grid for integration of wind
power – supplying almost 15 % of the electricity needs of the seven North Sea
countries by 2020 – and, as a positive side-effect, the physical unification of the
North Sea power markets (Woyne et al., 2008). Gregor Czisch, a SuperGrid energy
expert at Kassel University, states that the potential for offshore wind in the North
Sea is 6600 TWh/a, or almost twice the current EU-27 electricity consumption
(Czisch, 2005). While this figure may be contested, it nonetheless indicates the
potential that can be harnessed by grid expansion projects. A similar approach to
the SuperSmart Grid is currently being implemented in the United States, although
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there it is only called Smart Grid, and is supported by the American stimulus package. Theoretically, the SuperSmart Grid approach could be applied to every power
system currently in place.
In Europe, an important first step towards a large-scale, trans-continental SuperGrid for Europe and North Africa was recently taken by the Desertec Industrial
Initiative, based on the work of Franz Trieb at the German Aerospace Center and
the Desertec Foundation (Club of Rome, 2008; DLR, 2005; DLR, 2006; DLR, 2007).
In this initiative, 12 companies – among them Munich Re, Deutsche Bank, E.ON and
Siemens – have agreed to ‘analyse and develop the technical, economic, political,
social and ecological framework for carbon-free power generation in the deserts
of North Africa’. The long-term goal of the Desertec consortium is to produce approximately 15 % of European electricity requirements from renewable sources as
dispatchable power, mainly from thermal solar power plants, in the Sahara desert,
and to transport this electricity into the European power grid (DII, 2009).
Reducing costs through learning effects
The cost of almost any technology starts off high and decreases over time, as increasing cumulative production triggers learning effects (costs are reduced through
‘learning by doing’) and economies of scale; each piece becomes cheaper as total
production increases, since the costs of machines, for example, can be distributed
over greater production (Coulomb and Neuhoff, 2006). Today, the costs of CSP are
about EUR 0.25 per kWh in Spain and some EUR 0.15 per kWh in southern USA
and in the desert of North Africa. These costs are expected to decrease by at least
20 – 40 % in the next decade if 20 GW of new capacity goes online (Munich Re,
2009; Club of Rome, 2008; DLR, 2006; Ummel and Wheeler, 2008). CSP technology is still far from mass production and it remains to be seen how quickly these
learning rates can indeed be achieved or even exceeded.
For wind, the principle is similar, although onshore wind technology has already
passed through a large part of its learning curve, limiting the potential for further
cost reductions. Nonetheless, onshore wind power can be expected to become some
10 % cheaper per doubling of the cumulated capacity 1 and can at normal sites (see
section on quality of sites below) asymptotically reach about EUR 0.06 per kWh in
the long run (Krohn et al., 2009; GWEC, 2009; Neij, 2008; Nitsch, 2008). Offshore
wind technology is still rather expensive and has only been installed at relatively
small scales. The production costs today are about EUR 0.15 per kWh, but are expected to be half of that – EUR 0.075 per kWh – in 2020 (Nitsch, 2008).
In the decade up to 2009, the cumulated global wind capacity has doubled about every three years. This trend is
expected to remain the same in the medium-term future.
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By comparison, the production costs of new nuclear and coal power based on
current world market fuel prices, a carbon dioxide cost of EUR 20 per tonne, and
investment costs as provided by the companies constructing new power stations in
Europe – excluding costs of all insurances, decommissioning, final storage, interest fees for capital invested during the construction time and all external costs –
are between EUR 0.055 and 0.075 per kWh (Olkiluoto 3, nuclear) and EUR
0.045 – 0.055 per kWh (Neurath 2 and 3, lignite), depending on interest rate and
economic lifetime (AFP, 2008; Ernst & Young, 2006; RWE, 2009). A recent metastudy of the costs of new nuclear power stations puts the costs at EUR 0.085 – 0.145
per kWh (Cooper, 2009). It should be noted that nuclear power is one of the few
technologies that is not getting cheaper with time; instead, new nuclear power
tends to become more expensive with time (Cooper, 2009; Neij, 2008).
A sustained level of wind and solar power expansion is therefore the key to making renewable technologies competitive, reaching grid parity 2 and eventually becoming the cheapest option for new power stations. Such large cost reductions are
not only important for the cost-efficient implementation of renewable electricity in
Europe, but also extremely relevant for investments in developing countries where
resources are limited and investment competition among different sectors is high.
Developing countries today simply cannot invest in the still much more expensive
renewable technologies. Today, the upfront investment for electricity generation is
substantially lower for old fossil-fuel-based technologies than for renewable energy technologies. That is a major reason why large amounts continue to be invested
in old technologies, even in developed countries,3 despite the threats posed by climate change, the risks of increasing fuel costs, and the risk of an increasing carbon
price. Strong European investment in renewable power generation technologies
will bring the costs of these technologies down, which will make the renewable
option the cheapest and least risky solution to satisfy the rapidly increasing electricity demand in developing countries. Therefore, the impact of European leadership in renewables expansion will extend far beyond the immediate emissions
reductions in the European power system since, together with the considerable US
efforts in green investments, it can pave the way for even greater reductions globally.

There are numerous definitions of grid parity. Here, we refer to the break-even point of the costs of producing
your own electricity and the price of electricity from the grid, including taxes and grid fees.
3
Between 2007 and 2012 RWE plans to invest EUR 12 billion in power plants, lines and open-pit mines; E.ON
even plans to invest EUR 30 billion between 2009 and 2011, mainly in ‘renewing and maintaining … and expanding our conventional generation capacity’ (E.ON, 2009; RWE, 2007).
2
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Reducing costs by choosing only the best sites
Today, the generation costs of most forms of new renewable electricity are still
higher than those of fossil-fuelled electricity, with the possible exception of onshore wind power on good sites (see cost estimates above). The renewables – except for biomass and biogas – have a completely different cost structure to fossil
power; investment accounts for by far the greatest share of generation costs, as the
fuel costs are zero. Instead of fuel price, the quality of the production site – for
example as measured by average wind speed and direct solar insolation 4 – becomes the main variable for determining the production costs. That means that
good sites have much lower production costs than marginal sites.
In Europe, the renewable energy potential is high and is probably sufficient to
satisfy the current levels of electricity demand (see Fig. 1). However, resources are
not evenly distributed and in some countries the renewable potentials exceed the
national demand. For example, Sweden and Spain with their extensive renewable
resources (biomass, wind and hydro for the former, and solar for the latter) could
achieve a 100 % renewable power system if they decided to. Other countries, such
as France, Germany, Italy and the Benelux countries, are not as rich in renewable
resources, mainly due to high population density and geography. The economic
potentials in these countries are much too low for a completely carbon-neutral power
system based on renewables and they would have to utilize bad, and thus expensive, production sites in order to achieve very high shares of renewable power.
In the event that European electricity demand should increase significantly in
the future, for example by the widespread introduction of electromobility, even the
combined and optimally interconnected domestic EU potentials, at reasonable economic cost, may not be large enough.
Enormous potentials for renewable power are found just outside of Europe, for
example in the neighbouring North African countries. The solar energy potential is
immense all across the Sahara Desert and there is a multitude of very good wind
sites, for example along the Red Sea and the coasts of Morocco. The economic
solar and wind power potentials of the five countries on the southern Mediterranean rim is two orders of magnitude larger than the combined electricity demand
of Europe and North Africa in any realistic scenario (see Fig. 2). Utilizing these
resources would allow ‘cherry-picking’ of production sites. Marginal sites could
be completely discarded and only the best ones utilized for electricity production,
which would allow for high economic efficiency of the transformed renewable
power system by providing dispatchable and controllable capacity (for explanations of these terms, see below). Moreover, if electromobility or other large new
4

incident solar radiation
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Fig. 1. Electricity consumption today and in 2030 (EU ‘business as usual’ case)
and the economic potentials for all renewable electricity sources in different regions of the EU-27.5 (Sources: DLR, 2005; DLR, 2006; Eurostat, 2009; Resch et
al., 2006)
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Fig. 2. The economic potential for renewable electricity in the EU-27 and North
Africa. Note that this scale is 100 times larger than the scale in Figure 1. Graphically comparing the consumption of Europe (approximately 3000 TWh / a) or North
Africa (approximately 200 TWh / a) is not useful, since the potentials are so much
larger than any realistic consumption. (Sources: DLR, 2005; DLR, 2006)
It should be noted that the potentials in the figure above are averages. As most renewable sources are intermittent, these numbers only indicate that the potentials are, on average, sufficient to decarbonize the power system,
but do not indicate that sufficient production will be available at any given time (see section on generation intermittency).
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power consuming systems emerge in the future, utilizing the resources in North
Africa and other neighbouring regions may be the only way for Europe to sustainably decarbonize its power system at reasonable costs.
Maintaining and improving geopolitical security of supply
The transformation and decarbonization of the power system can only succeed if
energy supply is secured at all times. Often, the idea of Europe importing renewable electricity from North Africa is criticized for getting Europe into yet another
energy import dependency (see for example Zeller, 2009), adding to Europe’s already
high import dependency (see Fig. 3) and, as a consequence, jeopardizing European
security of supply.
The main option to increase security of supply is to diversify sources, increase
the share of domestic fuels and make the power system more flexible.6 A well developed SmartGrid with a large share of decentralized and distributed renewables
generation, linked into a highly flexible grid capable of transporting electricity
over vast distances and in all directions, would greatly improve Europe’s security
of electricity supply (EC, 2006; Jansen et al., 2004; Ocaña and Hariton, 2002; Ötz
et al., 2007; Scheepers et al., 2006). Including North Africa in the European power
system can lead to further diversification of source countries, fuels and technologies, and reduce import dependency on fossil fuels even in the transition phase to
a completely renewable power system, thus improving overall security of electricity supply (Ötz et al., 2007; DII, 2009). In the long run, imports of renewables will
be the only imports to the electricity sector, and the total import dependency will
be much lower than it is today.
It is a matter of good governance to ensure that these imports are secure and
beneficial for both sides. The twin objectives of guaranteeing European electricity
supply while avoiding colonial tendencies – real or perceived – and the resource
curse7 for the exporting countries are equally important and should be pursued in
tandem. Good governance is not usually addressed in today’s world energy market, but it can be. Norway, for example, which today exports large amounts of gas
and oil to other European countries (see Fig. 3), is considered at least as secure as
any EU member state, it does not suffer from the resource curse, and does not feel
colonized or exploited by its energy customers.
An electricity relationship between the EU and its different North African partners
Or, to put it in the almost 100-year-old words of Winston Churchill, ‘safety and certainty in oil lie in variety, and
variety alone’ (Ladoucette, 2002)
The resource curse refers to the paradox that countries with large exports of unrefined natural resources tend to
have a slower economic and social development, suffer more corruption and are less democratic than countries
with only small exports of natural resources
6

7
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‘solid fuel’ category of Eurostat statistics, based on average heating values and with
the assumption that all lignite is domestic. (Sources: BP, 2008; DG TREN, 2008;
Euracoal, 2008 a; Euracoal 2008 b; Euratom, 2008; Eurostat, 2009)

will create interdependency and must be based on clear and stable treaties, as well
as the economic and development needs of both sides. A number of specific issues
must be explicitly addressed:
• A business model that takes into consideration and satisfies North African power
demand and expectations should be developed to guarantee stable and longlasting cooperation.
• The desert land that, from a European perspective, seems empty and worthless
is in fact inhabited by different peoples, such as numerous Bedouin tribes. Although only a small fraction of the Sahara Desert will be exploited, power stations and power lines will be an intrusion into these lands, and the people living
there must be included in the planning of CSP and wind capacities.
• If the rights of the desert peoples, as well as local populations in general, are not
recognized, European and North African security of supply may be at greater risk
and the threat of attacks against power plants and lines may increase. Terrorist
attacks against the long power lines through the desert will be a real threat to
both North African and European security of supply and measures to minimize
this risk will be required. However, a comparison with the gas sector may prove
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useful: already today, long pipelines stretching from southern and central Algeria and Libya to the coast exist and are not targets for terrorists, despite their
exposed situation. The terrorist threat against energy installations will always be
present and must be taken seriously in any location, but should not be exaggerated.
A fair and well thought-out deal between North Africans and Europeans will set
the fundaments for a reliable electricity supply and avoid the sort of disruptions
or blackmail seen in the Russian-Ukrainian-European gas relationship in recent
years.
Handling generation intermittency
The greatest difficulty with renewable energy sources is that they are intermittent
and supply-controlled (see Luther, this volume). Fossil-fuelled power plants, on the
other hand, are demand-controlled and can be operated whenever there is demand,
which is one of their major advantages. A wind power plant can only produce electricity at times when there is wind, and these times may or may not coincide with
the times of consumption in the surroundings. CSP production is not necessarily as
intermittent as wind, due to the possibility of thermal storage directly in the power
station. Some of the heat generated during the day can be stored and used, for example, at night. If the storage and the mirror fields are large enough, a CSP station
at a very good site, for example in the desert, can provide firm capacity most of the
time (Trieb et al., 2009; DLR, 2006). By adding back-up systems, such as a fossilor biomass-fuelled combustion chamber to replace or support the solar field during
longer periods with little or no sun, firm capacity can be guaranteed at any time.
The ‘intelligent’ operation of CSP plants with intrinsic thermal storage, combined
with other, entirely supply-controlled power sources in a broad electricity mix,
could be one of the easiest ways – and therefore also one of the cheapest ways – to
handle intermittency. In principal, however, all existing renewable power options,
except biomass-based ones, are, to different degrees, supply-controlled and intermittent. As electricity has to be consumed instantly, this stochastic behaviour of
renewable electricity production has to be managed.
Electricity storage and back-up capacities are often mentioned as necessary
tools to maintain stability in power systems with high penetrations of renewables.
These options have the advantages that they are easily controllable and fit well into
the paradigm of the current system. The main disadvantages are their high costs:
long-term storage (on the scale of weeks) and short-term storage (‘peak shaving’,
on the scale of a few hours or up to a day) cost from EUR 0.37 per kWh (long-term
pressurized air) – or even EUR 0.5 per kWh for lithium-ion batteries – to EUR
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0.1– 0.2 per kWh for most short-term technologies, with a singular minimum cost
of EUR 0.05 per kWh for short-term pressurized air storage (Leonhard et al., 2008).
Even if the costs were to decrease by 50 %, most electricity storage technologies
would still be too expensive. They would be uneconomical compared to fossil
power and CSP with thermal storage even if the electricity generation were costfree.8 The costs of back-up generation vary greatly depending on the power system
configuration and electricity mix, but some EUR 0.02 – 0.04 / kWh are realistic wind
back-up costs at current wind penetrations. Due to the low load factor 9 of photovoltaic power, the back-up costs can be expected to be higher than this. The backup costs tend to increase with higher penetrations of intermittent renewables
(RAENG, 2004; IEA et al., 2005), and will probably not be viable on a very large
scale. Depending on the configuration and size of thermal storage, the need for and
costs of back-up and electrical storage for CSP electricity could be significantly
lower than for wind; if the thermal storage were large enough, no electrical storage
outside of the power plant would be needed.
Another way to deal with intermittency, and the one advocated in the SuperSmart Grid concept, is a mix of different generation technologies in a SmartGrid
virtual power plant approach, as well as stochastic smoothing over vast distances.
A virtual power plant consists of a number of renewable power stations of different
kinds and with different fuels – a broad fuel mix of wind, solar, bio and hydro is
the key – that are operated as an aggregate power plant. The combination of supply-controlled technologies (such as wind and PV) and demand-controlled technologies (such as biogas or hydropower with dams, and CSP with thermal storage)
makes it possible to operate the aggregate of supply-controlled renewable power
stations in a demand-controlled way, offering dispatchable capacity 10 or – in the
future – even base-load11 generation (Mackensen et al., 2008). If the power system
is geographically larger than a weather system, which it would be in a SuperGrid
Europe, there will always be wind somewhere and sun somewhere else within the
area (alternatively, at night electricity from CSP storage plants can be used). If the
grid is efficient, densely meshed and flexible, electricity can flow from A (with
high production) to B (with low production) at one moment and from B to A in the
This is true only in the current accounting system, which does not include environmental externalities
The load factor is a measurement of the utilization of a power plant and is defined as the quota of the actual
yearly production divided by the maximum potential yearly production. Wind power plants typically have load
factors of 25 – 30 %, whereas photovoltaics usually lie around 10 –15 %. Baseload power stations, such as lignite
and nuclear power plants, typically have load factors between 80 and 90 %. CSP equipped with storage capacity
can provide a similar base load to fossil fuels.
10
The term ‘dispatchable capacity’ refers to power stations which can provide capacity on demand and when
electricity is needed.
11
Base-load generation involves power plants that operate permanently at full or almost full capacity and are
characterized by very high load factors (see above). In the current system design, these power stations provide the
base of the supply system, whereas peak-load power plants handle fluctuations and provide electricity during times
of high or volatile consumption.
8

9
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next when the weather system has moved and the production pattern has changed,
even if the two points are thousands of kilometres apart.
According to Gregor Czisch (2005), this correlated and stochastic smoothing 12
over all of Europe as well as North Africa and the Middle East is enough to satisfy
power demand at any given time, completely without electric storage and back-up.
Even if the power system, for example during the transition phase, does not allow
for sufficient smoothing to meet demand at exactly all times, correlated and stochastic smoothing will greatly reduce the need for back-up or storage. The costs of
transmitting the renewable electricity to just about any point in Europe, which
would be up to about 3000 km, with high-voltage direct current (HVDC, see below) power lines is about EUR 0.01– 0.02 / kWh (Czisch, 2005; DLR, 2006; Jochem
et al., 2008; May, 2005), which makes correlated and stochastic smoothing in combination with dispatchable CSP power by far the cheapest option for handling intermittent renewable energy resources.
Expanding power grids and generation capacities: a policy matter
Today, the power grid is a major bottleneck for a further large-scale expansion of
renewable electricity production. Already today, many power lines – especially
cross-border interconnectors – are congested and overloaded (Battaglini et al., 2009;
DENA, 2005). Long-term strategic planning for a truly European power grid, also
recognising the benefits of stochastic smoothing, is urgently required. Currently, expansion plans are made nationally on the basis of ‘business as usual’ developments
and with a time-frame of about ten years. The implementation of such plans generally takes much longer than that, due to bureaucracy and strong opposition by the
public. By the time the planned lines are finished, the 2020 renewables targets – and
possibly the climate target as well – will no longer be reachable.
The transmission system operators (TSOs) are today neither requested nor
paid to have a vision for the future power system. Therefore, they generally do not
engage in investigating different development scenarios for future required European transmission capacity. They are not encouraged to have an international, not
to mention pan-European, approach to grid expansions, but rather to optimize the
national system in the short- to medium term, which is often not the best solution
from a long-term perspective. For the integration of electricity produced in North
Africa and offshore in the North and Baltic Sea regions into the European power

12
Correlated smoothing refers to smoothing effects emerging from weather correlations over large distances and
among energy generation technologies in a broad technology mix, whereas stochastic smoothing is an effect
caused by a random input of wind and solar power (mainly PV) over the wide geographical spread of the power
grid.
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system, HVDC lines will be required. Such power lines have much lower losses
than conventional AC (alternating current) power lines, and are cheaper to build
over long distances.13 On short-distance lines, including almost all national power
lines, HVDC is, however, more expensive than AC; the break-even point is about
800 –1000 km (DLR, 2006). Therefore, HVDC lines are economically suboptimal
in a national, short-term perspective, and TSOs are today de facto not allowed to
build these. Thus, the nationally limited grid regulations based on short-term economic efficiency prevent Europe from reaching the longer-term renewables and
climate targets in an economically sound way.
Due to these obstacles (national borders, focus on short-term economic efficiency), there is a risk that Europe will build itself into a situation far from a comfortable pathway to the 2050 emission reduction targets. A first step to tackling this
problem would be to give the newly created European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) the mandate to develop expansion
plans for different carbon-neutral electricity mixes until 2050, including different
scenarios of entirely renewable power systems, and allowing for imports of electricity from outside the European borders. The short-term and nationally limited
perspective on regulation must be abandoned, and long-term, pan-European regulations introduced, which would allow the financing and the construction of the
required HVDC lines. The process of restructuring and expanding the transmission
grid must be inclusive and involve NGOs and affected communities. The communication and discussions of the grid expansion issue must be far more holistic than
is currently the case – especially from the side of green NGOs – and the focus must
be expanded to include both generation and transmission. The Renewables Grid
Initiative,14 bringing together NGOs and TSOs, is a first step in this direction.
Moreover, long-term targets and planning are fundamental to building up the
supply chains of new renewable generation capacities, which today are not sufficient to realize the required transformation of the electricity system at the required
pace. The capacities for the production of new renewable power stations are growing fast, but demand is growing even faster in some regions. Limitations in the
renewable power station supply chains already hamper renewables expansion in
some areas, especially in the wind power sector, and these supply chain constraints
are an important determinant of how fast the transformation of the system can be
(see, for example, EWEA, 2009; Krohn et al., 2009). It is the task of policymakers
to clearly define the long-term direction and create confidence for investors to channel funds into expanding the supply chains, in order to ensure a faster pace in the

13
HVDC lines have full load losses of about 2 – 3 % per 1000 km, whereas conventional high-voltage alternating
current (HVAC) lines have losses of 7–10 % per 1000 km (Battaglini et al., 2009; Czisch, 2005; DLR, 2006).
14
http://www.renewables-grid.eu
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transition towards a renewable power system. It is important to note that serious
supply chain bottlenecks are present for new renewable generation technologies
and transmission lines, but also for other potential options such as CCS and, most
significantly, nuclear energy. Although these technologies are well established, the
power plant construction capacity at present is limited and the supply chain would
need to be expanded to ensure power supply even in a fossil-fuel-based future
power system (DG TREN, 2008).
Conclusion and outlook
The potential for renewables in Europe and North Africa is sufficient to entirely
decarbonize the power system. However, this can only be achieved through a coordinated pan-European and trans-Mediterranean approach and not by single countries autonomously, as the renewable electricity potentials for most countries are
simply not large enough. For some countries costs will be too high and intermittency of supply will cause serious trouble, adding to the cost problem. These problems could be addressed and eased by developing a unified European power market,
equipped with smart technologies, and by unifying the European and North African markets into a pan-European, trans-Mediterranean SuperGrid. Such a SuperSmart Grid has the potential to satisfy any electricity needs of the future, to minimize
costs by enabling cherry-picking of sites, and manage intermittency problems.
Strong political leadership is required to foster and promote the transition to a
largely renewable-based power system. European and American efforts to develop
renewable technologies will generate a lot of synergies and accelerate economies
of scale. Reduced investment costs and the expected increase in fossil fuel energy
prices will provide the economic stimulus to channel investments into renewable
technologies, not only in Europe and other developed countries, but also in developing countries. This will contribute greatly to reducing emissions worldwide, and
at the same time help guarantee developing countries’ right to economic development. It is a difficult process, but achievable nonetheless.
During the second half of the twentieth century, Europe was divided. Most people
thought that this division was impossible to overcome, but the vision of reunification was still in the minds of people on both sides. In early 1989, the East German
leader Erich Honecker stated that the Berlin Wall would endure for another 100
years. Just a few months later the wall fell. The vision of a power system based
entirely on renewable energy sources is not new; it has been discussed for decades,
with Desertec in recent years taking the lead in advocating energy cooperation
with North Africa to meet Europe’s and North Africa’s energy needs. The interest
among politicians and the business community in the renewable energy option has
never been greater than today, and that interest keeps on growing. Nonetheless, the
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dominance of fossil fuels seems insurmountable. However, sooner or later, just
like the Berlin Wall, the fossil-based energy system will crumble, and the time of
renewables will come.
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Transport is currently responsible for 13 % of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and it contributes 23 % of global carbon dioxide emissions from fuel combustion (International Energy Agency, 2008). Global transport-related carbon dioxide
emissions are expected to increase by 57 % in the period 2005 – 2030, making this
the fastest growing sector globally. At the same time, there is broad consensus in
science and politics that global GHG emissions must be reduced by more than 80 %
from 1990 levels by 2050 to avoid perilous global warming. It is clear that the
transport sector will need to be central to mitigation efforts. One important contribution towards this goal can be to reduce the carbon content of fuels or, more
generally, vehicle propellants. In this essay, we investigate the potential of biofuels
and electric mobility to decarbonize car transportation. As with most areas of a
sustainable energy economy, large improvements are possible, but they require a
‘systems science’ approach that works across disciplines and considers traditional
vehicles approaches and stationary power. Science, technology, policy, economics,
and cultural awareness must be utilized in concert.
Innovations in response to challenges: from lead to carbon
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, the highest-profile environmental issue in the
vehicle and fuel industries was the establishment of a ban on lead additives in petrol – encapsulated by the slogan get the lead out. After initial uncertainty and some
opposition based on the fear that prices would rise and vehicle performance would
suffer, the transition to unleaded fuels proved remarkably easy and effective. Between 1970 and 1987 the average blood-lead level in the US population dropped by
75 %, and the blood-lead levels of up to two million children were reduced to below toxic levels every year as leaded petrol use was curtailed.1 In direct response
to the reduction in atmospheric lead the IQ levels of previously lead-exposed urban
children increased (Thomas, 1995).
The US Congress also enacted the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) 2
regulations, a sustained effort to raise average vehicle efficiency standards in response to the 1973 Arab oil embargo. This measure increased vehicle mileage
standards by more than 25 %. Such examples demonstrate that ambitious, yet achievable, targets can be codified, enforced, and adjusted as technological, economic,
and environmental needs change. These targets set a precedent for what is possible.
In other words, technological innovation combined with economic and environmental necessity is altering the landscape of vehicle efficiency. Today’s innovation
is reminiscent of the effort to get the lead out, only this time the goal is to get the
1
2

http://www.thenation.com/doc/20000320/kitman
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/rules/cafe/overview.htm
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carbon out of transportation fuels. One policy measure that supports ambitious
emission-reduction targets is the low-carbon fuel standard.
The low-carbon fuel standard is a simple and elegant concept that targets the
amount of GHGs produced per unit of energy delivered to the vehicle; i. e. the vehicle’s so-called ‘carbon intensity’3. In January 2007, California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-1-07,4 which called for a 10 % reduction in the carbon intensity of his state’s transportation fuels by 2020. Eight months
later, a coalition that included one of the authors (DMK) and other researchers at
the University of California and non-governmental groups responded with a technical analysis 5 of low-carbon fuels that could be used to meet that mandate. The
report relies upon life-cycle analysis of different fuel types, taking into consideration the ecological footprint of all activities included in the production, transport,
storage, and use of the fuel.
If a low-carbon fuel standard were established, fuel providers would track the
‘global warming intensity’ (GWI) of their products and express it as a standardized
unit of measure – the grams of carbon dioxide equivalent per megajoule (gCO2e /
MJ) of fuel delivered to the vehicle. This value measures not only direct vehicle
emissions but also indirect emissions, such as those induced by land-use changes
related to biofuel production. The global warming intensity also provides a common
frame of reference to compare propellants as diverse as petrol and electricity. Before
discussing the GWI of biofuels and ‘electromobility’, let us contrast the low-carbon fuel standard with current policies on biofuels.
Problematic biofuel policies
Unfortunately, the first biofuel policies were developed before the true impact of
global warming was known, with the main examples coming from the USA and EU.
In the USA, two current policies promote biofuels: a USD 0.51 tax credit per gallon
of ethanol used as motor fuel, and a mandate that up to 7.5 billion gallons (5 – 6 %
of total US fuel demand) of ‘renewable fuel’ be available at US petrol stations by
2012. The EU aims that by 2020 biofuels will account for 10 % of fuels used in the
transport sector.6
Government policies to promote biofuels intend to improve environmental quality (for example, to reduce the impact of global warming) and aim to support agriculture and to reduce petroleum imports. In practice, however, current government
3
Our team published a paper and an open-access life-cycle model, called ‘EBAMM’, which has been widely used
to assess the carbon impacts of a broad range of fuels (Farrell et al., 2006).
4
http://gov.ca.gov/executive-order/5172
5
http://www.energy.ca.gov/low_carbon_fuel_standard/UC-1000-2007-002-PT1.PDF
6
http://www.euractiv.com/en/transport/biofuels-transport/article-152282
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biofuel policies tend to function most directly as agricultural support mechanisms,
involving measures such as subsidies or mandates for the consumption of biofuels.
By contrast, the environmental impacts of biofuels, and more specifically the GHG
emissions related to fuel production, are often not measured, let alone used to
adapt financial incentives or to guide government regulation. Yield maximization
for a number of agricultural staple crops often involves high levels of fossil-fuel
inputs (e. g., for fertilizers), further complicating the mix of rationales for biofuel
support programmes. It is important to apply a fairly broad framework on biofuel
policies to avoid repeating past mistakes.
Sustainability and economic path dependency. The biofuel industry has been
growing rapidly and can be very profitable when world oil prices are high. Government policies to further subsidize, mandate, and otherwise promote biofuels are
being implemented, and more are proposed. Given the large investments in research and capital that continue to flow into the biofuels sector, it is time to carefully assess the types and magnitudes of the incentives that are meant to mitigate
global warming. By engaging in this analysis, we can reward sustainable biofuel
efforts, and avoid the very real possibility that the economy could be further saddled with the legacy costs of short-sighted investments.
Global warming impact. Biofuels are often proposed as a solution to environmental problems, especially climate change. However, biofuels can have a positive
or negative global warming impact relative to petrol, depending on the precise
production pathway (Farrell et al., 2006), as we will discuss in the next section. To
distinguish between these two cases, and the myriad of other feedstock-to-fuel pathways, as illustrated in Figure 1, clear standards, guidelines, and models are needed.
Development of novel biofuels. Many new fuels, feedstocks, and processing technologies are now emerging, and numerous others are under consideration (Tilman
et al., 2006; Gray, 2007; Stephanopoulos, 2007). These are being developed as biofuel technologies per se; they are not merely adaptations of pre-existing agricultural production methods. If these developments can be managed to achieve high
productivity while minimizing negative environmental and social impacts, the next
generation of biofuels could avoid the disadvantageous properties of a number of
current biofuels (e. g., low energy-density, corrosiveness, and poor performance at
low temperatures).
A transparent set of data on what we wish biofuels to provide, as well as clear
and accessible analytic tools to assess different fuels and pathways, are critical to
efforts aimed at providing appropriate incentives for the commercialization of
cleaner fuels. This entire analysis, however, needs further elaboration.
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Fig. 1. Simplified general biofuel pathway with inputs and environmental impacts.
Many effects are displaced; i. e., they occur at different locations due to marketmediated forces. (Source: adapted from Kammen et al., 2008).

What is the carbon impact of biofuels … and of other new fuels?
Biofuels and related GHG emissions are a contentious issue, both in the political
and research arenas. A variety of different GHG emission values have been reported,
ranging from a 20 % increase to a 32 % decrease when switching from petrol to
ethanol in the United States (Farrell et al., 2006). Our group developed EBAMM
(The ERG Biofuel Meta-Analysis Model; Farrell et al., 2006; Kammen et al., 2008)
to compare and reconcile these different values. A major reason for inconsistencies
was the choice of different system boundaries; i. e., the choice of which processes
to include in biofuel GHG emission accounting, and which to exclude. Harmonization of boundaries – for example, excluding emissions induced by human labour
but including the displacement of GHG emissions by energy-valuable co-products
of ethanol – brings the GWI of the different processes closer together. Any significant remaining uncertainty is mostly due to the unknown and not-well-studied effect of lime application (lime is added to correct the pH of acidic soils; it is applied
only once, and it is crucial to account for GHG emissions over the full yield period). According to the updated EBAMM,7 ethanol produced using a carbon-dioxide-intensive refining process (e. g., a lignite-powered ethanol plant) has a marginally
better GWI than petrol (i. e., 91 g CO2e / MJ instead of 94 g CO2e / MJ), while average
7

http://rael.berkeley.edu/ebamm
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ethanol production has a GWI of 77 g CO2e / MJ. Biofuel generated by harvesting
cellulose from switch grass is projected to have a GWI of only 11 g CO2e / MJ.
The EBAMM meta-analysis points out that not only specific processes but also
agricultural practices largely determine the GWI. The fuel used to power the biorefineries is decisive for the absolute climate change impact. Coal-powered biorefineries barely reduce GHG emissions (but shift emissions from petroleum to coal,
thus reducing energy dependency in OECD countries). Natural-gas-powered biorefineries are already having a positive net effect; i. e., fewer GHG emissions than
when using petrol. The highest potential in terms of GHG emissions is, however,
in cellulosic ethanol. Figure 2 summarizes the variability across different biorefinery processing scenarios (Wang et al., 2007).
From this discussion, it is already clear that there is substantial need to evaluate
each fuel using a detailed life-cycle analysis. However, land-use changes further
complicate matters. Recent studies indicate that expanding biofuel production induces large GHG emissions from land-use change for biofuels, in particular when
biofuel production competes with other land uses such as the production of food.
Indirect effects are difficult to evaluate but highly significant. Commodity substitutability and competition for land transmit land-use change across global markets;
for example, when US ethanol production increases the global corn price, making
it profitable to clear rainforests for additional corn or crop production in Brazil.
These market-mediated land-use change emissions are separated from the biofuel
production process by several economic links, as well as by physical distance.
A critically important new study finds that such indirect land-use changes induce GWI above petrol emissions on a century time-span (Searchinger et al., 2008).
If grassland is converted to crops, both land conversion (e. g., by fire) and land
cultivation cause significant emissions. For example, if one acre of land is devoted
to bioethanol production, which involves the conversion of 0.6 acres of forest and
0.24 acres of grassland to agricultural land, then 30 metric tonnes of carbon dioxide are released. One acre produces approximately 400 gallons of ethanol per year,
saving one tonne of carbon dioxide annually. Hence, the GHG payback time is 30
years (CARB, 2009). Searchinger et al. (2008) estimate that GHG payback time is
over 150 years in some cases. In particular, expansion of US bioethanol production
will cause previously uncultivated land to be utilized for crop production, both in
the USA and elsewhere (primarily in Brazil, China and India). Hence, there will be
significant loss of pristine grasslands and forests, as well as lost opportunities for
carbon sequestration on idle arable land. It is generally recognized that there are
significant GHG emissions related to indirect land-use changes. While the extent of
this effect is disputed, as 1) model assumptions cannot easily be verified, and 2) the
system is highly complex; deforestation, for example, is multi-causal (there are also
local drivers of deforestation). The following factors produce major uncertainty:
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the GWI of different biofuel refineries compared to petrol.
Note that land-use effects are not part of this analysis. Taking resource supply (cellulosic biomass versus corn) into account, cellulosic ethanol appears as the ultimate ethanol option, reducing GHG emissions by 86 % in comparison to petrol – if
it can be produced for a competitive market. (Source: adapted from Wang et al.,
2007) 8

• Carbon emission factors related to agro-ecological zones and new land (i. e., the
precise location of biofuel production, and the carbon content of the land prior
to conversion to biofuel plants);
• Future land-use trends, such as the total global demand on food production,
which itself depends on population growth;
• Policies and competition for different land-use types (e. g., the existence and effectiveness of rainforest protection measures).
Another issue is the accounting of time. To obtain a GWI, most studies averaged
the total indirect emissions over the total fuel produced during a production period
and add these to the direct emissions. This straight-line amortization has been proposed for the Californian LCSF (Arons et al., 2007; CARB, 2009). Hence, a unit of
GHG emissions released today is treated as though it had the same consequences
as one released decades in the future. Annual GHG flows are, in general, a poor proxy
for economic costs; most climate change costs are imposed by GHG stocks in the
atmosphere. Furthermore, consideration of long timeframes involves assumptions
8
These assessments from 2007 do not fully capture the concerns raised by Searchinger et al. (2009) about the
generally far smaller than previously thought benefits of many biofuel-to-transportation fuel (liquid or via electricity) pathways. Further analysis is needed to chart the actual benefits of these technology/fuel systems.
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about technological innovation and land-use changes over that timeframe, including post-cultivation changes in land use. A proper accounting of time, recognizing
the physics of atmospheric carbon dioxide decay, significantly worsens the GWI of
any biofuel that causes land-use change in comparison to fossil fuels (O’Hare et al.,
2009). The key point is that a lot of emissions appear due to land-use changes at the
beginning of biofuel cultivation, while emission savings occur later. Emissions occur front up, and as a result, cumulative warming – global warming produced by
emissions within a fixed analytical horizon (e. g. 50 years) – and associated damages in the near-term are more severe than future ones.8
Biofuel production has also been criticized for competing with global food supply (Runge and Senauer, 2007), and for raising global corn prices as a consequence.
For the world’s poor a marginal price increase can have devastating effects. The
corn required to fill the fuel tank of a SUV with bioethanol contains enough calories to feed one person for a year; the SUV driver will often pay more for the corn
(indirectly as fuel) than people in poor countries can afford. From a narrow market
perspective, the starvation of the poor can in fact be an efficient market outcome,
making bioethanol policies in the USA and EU even more questionable. To understand the relevance of policies in specific world regions, we should note that, for
example, 40 % of global corn (maize) production is in the USA.
One way out of this problem is to decouple biofuel cultivation, first from food
production by using waste products (second generation) and, in the long run, from
land-use; for example, by relying on biofuels produced from algae (third generation). Currently, these technologies are not cost-effective, but significant research
and money is being invested.
Overall, major uncertainties about the sustainability of current biofuel production persist. Indirect land-use change effects are too diffuse and subject to too many
arbitrary assumptions to be useful for rule-making. To ascertain a minimum environmental quality of biofuels, a suggested low-carbon fuel standard can include
evolving minimum criteria related to GHG emissions, for example as identified by
Börjesson (2009). One could start by placing restrictions on biorefineries, requiring improved agricultural practices, such as conservation tillage, and in a few
year’s time allow only biodiesel and biofuels of the second generation. The Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels9 develops criteria according to which a third party
could perform a life-cycle assessment of biofuels and certify the fuels according to
established standards.10

The Roundtable on Sustainable Biofuels is an international initiative that brings together farmers, companies,
governments, non-governmental organizations, and scientists who are interested in the sustainability of biofuel
production and distribution.
10
http://cgse.epfl.ch/page65660.html
9
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Electromobility
Biofuels represent a minor modification in vehicle propulsion. Electromobility is
a more radical and rapidly evolving technological change that dates back to the
nineteenth century. Electromobility not only requires a different propellant but also
different vehicle technology (an electric motor) and storage system (for example,
a battery). There are two main advantages of electromobility:
1. An electric motor has 70 – 80 % well-to-wheel efficiency 11 and, hence, is far
superior to the combustion engine (with 15 – 25 % well-to-wheel efficiency).
2. In principle, it is a straightforward process to get the carbon out of electromobility by increasing the deployment of renewable energies for electricity generation.
A significant challenge for large-scale electromobility is battery technology. Current batteries need to be improved in terms of storage capacity but also in terms of
cost. All-electric cars must be relatively light in order to reduce overall energy
demand. Altogether, the electricity used by a battery-powered electric vehicle in
California has a GWI value of 27 g CO2e / MJ (Lemoine et al., 2008; Kammen et al.,
2009), a considerable improvement on petrol and ethanol. Other comparable technologies, based on the current electricity mix and different storage media – such as
compressed air or hydrogen – have at present a worse GWI than petrol (Creutzig
et al., 2009).
The evaluation of the GWI of electric cars is not a trivial issue. Rather than the
GHG emissions of the average power plant, it is the marginal power plant (added
when there is additional electricity demand) that must be evaluated in terms of
climate change impact. Potentially, car batteries can be used for demand management (for example, cars can be charged by wind energy at night, when there is no
other electricity demand; see also the chapter by Joachim Luther on smart loads, this
volume). Electromobility is not merely synonymous with electric cars, but also
includes smaller vehicles such as electric bikes. For OECD countries, electric bikes
are still relatively exotic. However, in China – by 2009 the world’s largest market
for cars – more electric bikes than conventional cars are sold.
It is important to consider the full spectrum that lies between conventional petroloperated cars and all-electric cars. For example, average fuel savings in the USA
can easily be doubled (and fleet emissions halved) by deployment of existing technological advances, weight reductions and a reasonable market penetration of hybrid
vehicles (American Physical Society, 2008). In contrast, plug-in (hybrid) electric
vehicles (relying on battery for short distances and petrol for longer distances) are
11

Well-to-wheel efficiency is the percentage of the primary energy that is used for powering the car.
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expected to contribute little to total emission savings until 2030. In the case of urban transportation, even more can be gained. If inner-city transport switches from
cars to non-motorized transport and electromobility, urban transportation can be
effectively decarbonized.
Beyond fuels
Car transportation emissions can be factorized into vehicle distance travelled,
fuel efficiency, and carbon content. In this chapter, we mostly discuss the carbon
content of fuels. There is, however, a need to reduce transportation emissions
drastically, and both other factors will have to contribute. Fuel efficiency can be
increased through better technologies and by reducing the weight of vehicles.
There is huge potential to decrease average vehicle weight, particularly in the
USA (Schipper, 2007). Vehicle distance travelled can be reduced by appropriate
land-use policies (e. g., transit-oriented development), and by demand management (e. g., by parking management and city tolls). Pricing mechanisms, such as
city tolls, are efficient ways of addressing all social costs of motorized transportation (both those internal to the transportation system such as congestion, and
environmental costs such as air pollution and GHG emissions), and are most
effective in joint extension of public transit (Creutzig and He, 2009). The greatest
GHG mitigation potential lies in policies that address vehicle distance travelled.

Outlook on international carbon fuel measures
Equipped with detailed measurements that relate directly to the objectives of a lowcarbon fuel standard, policymakers can set standards for a state or nation, and then
strengthen them over time. The standard applies to the mix of fuels sold in the region, so aggressively pursuing cleaner fuels permits a certain percentage of more
traditional, dirtier fuels to remain, a flexibility that can facilitate the introduction
and enforcement of a new standard.
California introduced a low-carbon fuel provision (specifying the low-carbon
fuel standard from 2007) in April 2009, mandating emission reduction of 10 % from
the entire fuel mix by 2020 (CARB, 2009). The regulation also requests lifecycle
emissions scores for biofuels that include indirect pollution from the conversion of
forests to farm land for cultivation of corn and other fuel-feedstock crops. The US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed a revised Renewable Fuel Standard in May 2009,12 mandating total renewable fuel volume requirements and GHG
12

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/renewablefuels/#regulations
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emission reduction targets for different biofuel categories ranging from 20 % to
60 %. An evaluation of full lifecycle emissions was also proposed. The American
Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 (ACES, also known as the Waxman-Markey
Act), which was approved by the US House of Representatives but is still up for
debate by the Senate, includes a mandate for the EPA to exclude any estimation of
international indirect land-use changes due to biofuels for a five-year period.
The EU acknowledges criticism of its biofuel targets. It has confirmed its 10 %
‘green fuel’ target by 2020, but this includes not only biofuels but all renewable
energy used in transport, such as electric vehicles powered by renewable sources.
Furthermore, it has clarified that biofuels must offer at least 35 % GHG emission
savings, a value that will be incrementally increased to 60 % by 2017. Indirect landuse emissions, however, are not included in the formula to calculate overall GHG
performance.
The appeal of a low-carbon fuel standard is that it establishes performance levels
and opens the transportation fuels market to new competitors, not allowing the government to lock in on preferred programmes (such as biofuel subsidies) or technologies. Liquid fuel providers who produce and sell diesel fuel, petrol, or biofuels – as
well as electricity providers who ‘fuel’ plug-in hybrid vehicles with electricity generated by renewables – can all now compete equally for transportation spending.
Competition and market forces are tremendously useful in encouraging innovation
that brings down costs.
All of this momentum is pushing a steady evolution to cleaner fuels, but there is
no reason to stop at eliminating GHG emissions. As described above, there are other
ramifications of fuel usage that we can measure and need to improve. The impacts
of biofuel production, for example, range from excessive water use to erosion of
formerly fallow land, to competition with food production. A natural next step is to
evolve from a low-carbon fuel standard to a sustainable fuel standard.
Finally, a lurking issue is how fuel standards will more generally interact with
the prices for carbon emissions that are likely to be established in a number of regions. Europe has already enacted a carbon trading scheme. California and the New
England / mid-Atlantic region of the USA have begun to work out regional frameworks, likely based around a ‘cap and trade’ system, and several other regional
markets may evolve in the USA. The Waxman-Markey Act aims to introduce USwide cap-and-trade. If these carbon pricing projects are successful, the use of sector-specific regulations will likely need to evolve, both to address areas where the
carbon price is too low to induce real change, and to focus on ecological and cultural sustainability issues, as the idea of a ‘sustainable fuel standard’ implies.
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The concept of carbon-negative products
and a carbon-negative industry
We are still living, mentally and politically, in the ‘oil age’. Overall oil production,
which secures mankind’s core requirements for energy and raw materials, sums up
to about four billion tonnes of crude oil per year, equivalent to a cube with sides
measuring four kilometres in length (official statistics of the US government, see
IPM). Assuming a price of USD 100 per barrel, this translates into an economic
value of USD 2.5 trillion. Crude oil, however, is running short already, and this will
lead to further distribution conflicts, wars to control access to energy, economic
depression, and poverty in the Third World. A reliable supply of oil is also a matter
of existence for the chemical industry. Plastics, pharmaceuticals, and most objects
we use in our daily lives would simply vanish without oil. The third, presumably
most urgent issue associated with the oil economy is climate change and the protection of the atmosphere. As essentially all oil ends up sooner or later as CO2 in
the Earth system, an additional consequence of the oil economy is the generation
of an excess 12.5 billion tonnes of CO2 per year, with known and undisputed implications for the world’s climate.
This is a typical ‘dinosaur trap’: the individual facts are not questioned, but governments and industrial leaders propose only marginal changes to handle the inevitable. Reducing the discussion to a debate on ways to secure cheap and available
energy or to open extra energy resources is too simple by far. The problem to be
solved is the simultaneous optimization of the complex interactions between the
production of energy, the consumption of raw materials, and the destabilization of
our atmosphere. This obviously has to occur not on a national basis but on the world
scale.
One of the typical ‘marginal’ solutions suggested by politics is to replace minor
parts of the energy and raw material stream by biomass energy products. This includes, besides direct combustion, fermentation of carbohydrates to produce ethanol fuels, the cultivation of oil seeds (‘biodiesel’), or the generation of biogas via
anaerobic digestion (Powlson et al., 2005). The so-called first generation biofuel
technologies are not unquestioned today: there are clear indications that, considering the whole supply chain, such measures may even harm more than they contribute to a solution (see Creutzig and Kammen, this volume). A detailed summary of
analyses of the energy efficiencies, costs, and biological impact of such procedures
was published by Gustavsson et al. as early as 1995 and was essentially confirmed
in a new report published on behalf of the Association of the German Industry
(McKinsey & Company, 2007). In the present context it is important to state that
all types of biological fuel production schemes can at best only lower the further
increase of CO2, but cannot compensate for the already emitted CO2 from fossil
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resources. This means that current biofuels do not help to solve the ‘problem-triangle’ of energy, resources and climate.
What would a really useful solution look like? It is obvious that evolutionary
changes of current technology will not help us move out of this trap, but that technological transformations or technology leaps are urgently required. Systematic
use of the sun for harvesting energy is certainly a transformation that could help to
satisfy the energy demands of the world. However, this is not the focus of this essay. Instead, we will focus on describing how to achieve a carbon-negative energy
system.
When considering climate change and the role of CO2, it would be highly desirable not only to slow down further CO2 emissions, but to reduce the total amount
of CO2 in the atmosphere. The idea is not only to provide a ‘zero emission’ energy
system, but potentially to generate a new chemical ‘CO2 disposal’ or CO2-negative
industry, i. e., an industry that allows CO2 to be taken out of the atmosphere and
deposited securely through chemical transformation into stable substances. This
thought, as simple as it is, is only rarely brought up in discussions on global sustainability (Read, 2006). It means that the search for new and efficient carbon deposits has to be reiterated also from a chemistry point of view. Optimally, material
benefits for society would emerge from the disposal of carbon by creating consumer products. This type of technological transformation is discussed in the
present essay.
The most important carbon converter, which binds CO2 from the atmosphere, is
certainly biomass. A rough estimate of terrestrial biomass growth amounts to 118
billion tonnes per year, when calculated as dry matter (Lieth et al., 1975, pp. 205 – 6;
Bobleter, 1994). As biomass contains about 0.4 mass equivalents of carbon, removal
of 8.5 % of the freshly produced biomass from the active geosystem would compensate for all CO2 emissions from oil. Biomass, however, is just a short-term,
temporary carbon sink, as microbial decomposition releases exactly the amount of
CO2 formerly bound in plant materials. To make biomass ‘effective’ as a carbon
sink, the carbon in the biomass has to be fixed by ‘low-tech’ operations. Coal formation is obviously one of the natural conversion schemes that were active in the
past on the largest scale. The sort of measure needed to protect the atmosphere is
of a similar dimension: in principle, mankind has to re-create and speed up the
transformation of plant material to coal, in other words, to create a new industry
which converts about 10 % of the world’s biomass into useful carbon products and
deposits.
The task to convert biomass into long-term carbon deposits seems challenging
but is in our opinion in fact manageable. About 14 billion tonnes of biomass per
year are produced in agricultural cycles, of which 12 billion tonnes per year are
essentially thrown away as by-products. Examples of such product-by-product
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pairs are grains and straw, orange juice and peel, or oil seed and the rest of the
plant. Even in an industrial country like Germany, the treatment of highly defined
waste biomass such as from sugar-beads (4.3 million tonnes sugar per year), rapeseed production (3.5 million tonnes oil per year), or clarification sludge (3.0 million tonnes per year) could potentially lower German CO2 emissions by about 10 %.
Most impressive are the big contributors: for every 100 million tonnes of Brazilian
sugar produced per year, about 1 billion tonnes of bagasse (fibre left over after
sugar extraction) are thrown away and burned. Considering that only one product
of one country could significantly contribute to reductions in CO2 emissions, the
use of such waste products seems promising. It is important to stress that not the
main but the by-products of agro-industry and foodcrop cultivation are used. This
means that there is no competition between food and energy production, yet rather
a synergy between the two consumption pathways.
Besides laying the ‘raw material base’, the ‘technology base’ also has to be created. Work on ‘carbonization’ is still a rare, but luckily growing, research topic.
Geological coalification, i. e., the transformation of plant material to coal, is not the
‘hot charring’, as practiced by a charcoal burner, but rather a more effective ‘cold’
coalification, which occurs on the timescale of some hundred (peat) to hundred
million years (black coal). Due to its slowness, it is usually not considered in
renewable energy exploitation schemes or as an active sink in the global carbon
cycle.
Different technical solutions have been tested to imitate coal formation from
carbohydrates employing faster chemical processes. Classical ‘hot charring’, as
practiced by a charcoal burner, is technologically restricted to a high-value starting
product such as dry lignocellulosic materials (essentially wood). All other plant
waste, especially leaves, fine fragments, and all wet plant and bacterial waste are
not directly suitable for classical charring. Nowadays, a great variety of pyrolysis 1
technologies, including hydrous pyrolysis 2, are available which can transform biomass feedstock into biochar 3, gases, and/or liquids. There are also more modern
biomass technologies such as biomass-to-liquid (BtL) to transform biomass into
biofuels. These, however, require high input in equipment, process management or
feedstock treatment, and they may even release significant amounts of greenhouse
gases.

Pyrolysis refers to the chemical decomposition of material through extreme heat.
Hydrous pyrolysis refers to pyrolysis in the presence of water. Water reduces the required energy to break down
components during pyrolysis.
3
Biochar is a charcoal produced from any kind of biomass. For examples of biochar production technologies see
http://www.pronatura.org/projects/green_charcoal.pdf, http://www.eprida.com, http://www.enertech.com/techno
logy.
1
2
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Hydrothermal carbonization
Application of ‘geological’ conditions, i. e., weakly acidic pH values and exclusion
of oxygen in closed deposits at high pressures and moderately high temperatures
in water, leads to so-called hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) (see Fig. 1). HTC is
an especially promising process as regards conditions, costs, efficiency and even
ecology. Modern versions release practically no greenhouse gases and allow close
to 100 % binding of the carbon from the biomass in the final product. First experiments were carried out by Bergius, who described the hydrothermal transformation of cellulose into coal-like materials as early as 1913 (Bergius et al., 1913).
More systematic investigations were performed by Berl and Schmidt, who alternated the source of biomass and treated the different samples in the presence of
water at temperatures between 150 ° C and 350 ° C. Their series of papers published
in 1932 summarized contemporary knowledge about the emergence of biocoal
synthesis (Berl et al., 1932 a; Berl et al., 1932 b). Later, Schuhmacher, Huntjens and
van Krevelen (1960) analysed the influence of acidity on the outcome of the HTC
reaction and found large differences in the decomposition schemes, as identified
by the carbon to hydrogen to oxygen ratios of the final product.
HTC:

C6 H12O6
carbohydrate

Æ C6H4O2
‘biocoal’

+

4 H 2O
water

+ 16 O2 Æ C6H2O + 14 CO2 + 4 CO + 17 H 2O
Charring: 3 C6H12O6
carbohydrate oxygen
‘biochar’ combustion gases water
Fig. 1. Chemical principle of hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) as opposed to
classical charring. HTC: under temperature and catalysis, carbohydrates (here
glucose) are converted into biocoal and water only. Charring: carbohydrates are
partly burned in presence of oxygen (‘pyrolysis’), leaving a char residue and combustion gases. The sum formula of biocoal and biochar are simplifications and
depend largely on the reaction conditions. The carbon efficiency (i. e., the proportion of carbon that is converted into the end product) of HTC is close to 1, while in
biochar formation carbon efficiency is only about 0.20 – 0.35 due to the presence
of oxygen.

A renaissance of such experiments started recently with reports on the low temperature (≤ 200 ° C) hydrothermal synthesis 4 of carbon spheres using sugar or glucose
as a starting product (Wang et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2004). Recently, it was found
that the presence of metal ions can accelerate this type of reaction. This catalysation shortens the reaction time to some hours and directs the synthesis towards
4

Hydrothermal synthesis refers to the synthesis of material from liquid solutions.
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various morphologies and carbon structures (Qian et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2004; Cui
et al., 2006). It was also investigated whether the presence of ternary components
in complex biomass (such as orange peel or oak leaves) alters the properties of the
synthesized carbon structures (Titirici et al., 2007; Titirici et al., 2007 b). Unexpectedly, it was found that the presence of these components improved the properties
of the end products for certain applications: benefits such as a smaller structural
size of carbon dispersions and porous networks, higher hydrophilicity of the surfaces and higher capillarity emerged. These properties are especially important if
biocoal is used in soil applications to increase water and nutrient storage capacity.
This acceleration of HTC for coalification makes the process a considerable,
technically attractive alternative to other currently discussed carbon sequestration
techniques (such as biomass burning combined with carbon capture and storage),
applicable at the required scale of billion tonnes of carbon sequestered per year.
To summarize the outcome of the scientific optimization trials, catalysed HTC
just requires heating of a biomass dispersion under weakly acidic conditions in a
closed reaction vessel for two to twenty-four hours at a temperature of around
200 ° C. This is indeed an extremely simple, cheap and easily scalable process.
HTC also has a number of other practical advantages. Once activated, HTC is a
spontaneous, exothermic process. It liberates 10 to 30 % of the chemical energy
stored in the carbohydrates throughout dehydration (depending on conditions; this
is due to the high thermodynamic stability of water). The exothermic character was
already described in the first work on HTC by Bergius who warned of the violent
character of the reaction! HTC also inherently requires wet starting products or wet
biomass as effective dehydration only occurs in the presence of water. Since coal
binds water only marginally, the final carbon can easily be filtered off the reaction
solution. This way, drying schemes or more demanding isolation procedures can
conceptually be avoided (even when using very wet starting products such as freshly
harvested algae). Under acidic conditions and below 200 ° C, most of the original
carbon is recovered as solid biocoal. Carbon structures produced with HTC, either
for deposit or material use, are therefore highly CO2-efficient. Large-scale technical solutions for HTC have been developed but are not yet available on the market.
The vision of decentralized CO2-sequestration plants
and potential CO2-negative products
The simple, cheap, and scalable process of HTC in principle allows the layout of
machines operating in a communal or decentralized context, and even mobile,
container-type machines can be considered. For rough numbers supporting this
vision, it is to be remembered that HTC is inherently exothermic and therefore an
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energetically ‘free’ process, but requires that the biomass is heated to 200 ° C at the
beginning. The latter can in principle be combined with the cooling of the coal and
water mixture at the end. Since this type of heat management can only be efficiently
implemented for a machine of a certain size, energy management plus machine
investment costs define the optimal level of decentralization. In our opinion, a ‘lowtech’ realization will have the size of a relatively large container, which could convert 2000 – 10 000 tonnes of biomass per year to coal. Around 2000 tonnes of biomass
are typically produced on a land area of 200 hectares (or 2 km 2), which means that
bioenergy generation and carbon sequestration including transport pathways could
easily be a decentral or rural measure. HTC can therefore be considered as a communal, agricultural or forestry task rather than a typical industrial operation, with
many machines working in parallel. To compensate the amount of CO2 produced
globally by burning fossil fuels each year, about two million HTC machines would
be needed (much less than the number of waste water treatment plants in the world
or the number of new cars sold in Germany every year).
But what can be done with all this biocoal? Biocoal generated by HTC is a product with a spectrum of possible uses. Biocoal is, for instance, a high quality energy
carrier, which is easy to store and rather safe to handle and transport at the same
time. Its calorific value is typically between 24 and 32 MJ / kg, which is much higher
than that of low quality coal. In contrast to fresh biomass, storage is not complicated by the risk of mould, ignition or decomposition. It is also an advantage that
biocoal is artificially produced: the HTC process can be directed to produce coal
fuels with special properties, for instance, a very low ash content, a sulphur-free
character, or a very fine particulate morphology. Thus, it can be burned for local
energy or heat demand or used for industrial operations such as steel manufacturing, where high quality coal is needed and marketed. Such operations are clearly
meaningful for less developed countries as they can replace expensive energy imports and can create a distinct base of wealth through trading biocoal at local
levels. For the chemical industry, HTC coal (as all coal) can be transformed via
gasification and the Fischer-Tropsch process into oil intermediates, thus keeping
the chemical industry running like it does today. The Fischer-Tropsch process, however, is rather inefficient: only about 50 % of the primary chemical energy ends up
in liquid fuel. Nevertheless, this can be economically meaningful, assuming an oil
price close to USD 100 per barrel. However, this application of biocoal ‘only’ satisfies the need of the chemical industry for raw materials and the demand of the
transportation sector for liquid fuels. All these operations are CO2-neutral and can
replace fossil resources, but they are definitely not CO2-negative.
For the desired CO2-negative products, biocoal has to be applied in long-lasting,
large-scale material applications. Employing it as a construction additive to improve
concrete building materials or pavements (where currently waste products of the
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oil industry are used) is certainly one option. Even more promising is its use as ‘sorption coal’ for the purification of drinking water and the improvement of soil.
‘Carbonaceous soil’ is presumably the largest active carbon sink of the Earth system. The highest carbon concentrations in the soils are generally found in the northern, colder latitudes rather than the tropics.5 The only exceptions are the Amazonian
dark earths, called ‘terra preta’, which have up to 70 times higher soil carbon contents than the surrounding soils (Glaser, 2007). Interestingly, the organic matter of
these soils does not originate from natural biomass litter but from large amounts of
charred materials, the residues from biomass burned many hundreds of years ago
by pre-Columbian Indians (Sombroek et al., 2004). The ‘terra preta’ soils are highly
fertile: they exhibit high nutrient storage, retention capacity and base saturation
(Titirici et al., 2007 a; Titirici et al., 2007 b) due to the physical sorption and textural
properties of the charcoal. These carbon fractions have remained in the soil because
they are not easily decomposed (Lehmann et al., 2003; Glaser et al., 2002).
Soil researchers have already proposed the ‘terra preta’ concept, which involves
using artificial biocoal to enrich soil, creating a potential carbon sink of global dimensions and improving soil quality and plant growth at the same time. Biocoal
production is more effective at sequestering carbon than the natural carbon fixation
by afforestation, which is accepted as a carbon offset measure under the Kyoto
Protocol (see Liverman, this volume). In contrast to fixing carbon in soil biomass,
fixing it in the form of coal is a lasting solution: lignite or black coal (contrary to
peat) is hardly biodegradable. The question of potential destabilization of coalified
carbon is currently being assessed in more detail (Cheng et al., 2006).
The combination of biocoal production for energy and ‘terra preta’ use may
therefore be seen as a perspective for mitigation of climate change and restoration
of abandoned land. Instead of clearing the rainforest for questionable palm-oil
production (Pearce, 2005, p. 19), a ‘carbon-reinforced rainforest’ would produce
even more energy, stored in wood or coal, while being CO2-negative and supporting biodiversity at the same time. A non-linear benefit results from a ‘biological
amplification’ of the original chemical efforts. It is estimated that 10 tonnes of biocoal per hectare are sufficient to remarkably improve depleted soil. Consequently,
larger amounts of carbon can be bound in the growing biomass, which can then be
used as a CO2-neutral energy source. The scientific development of methods to
adjust biocoal properties might accelerate and improve this process and thereby
secure the productivity of farmland even under altered climatic conditions. The demand for such carbonaceous soil additives easily sums up to billions of tonnes per
year and also represents a high economic value.

5
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Economic and socio-economic impacts
Is this solution economically feasible? The question is especially pertinent in the
case of applying HTC biocoal as a soil additive, given that the generated carbon is
essentially just ‘thrown away’. We have calculated that spending just 10 % of our
current expenses on oil might be sufficient to compensate the global annual emissions of fossil CO2 by biocoal production. This calculation assumes carbon fixation
costs of USD 75 per tonne, a target that in our opinion can be met. (HTC is essentially just heating an aqueous dispersion, a process that generates part of the energy
itself). These cost estimates do not take into account the added value for the geosystem or agriculture. Lehmann (2007) concluded that biochar sequestration by classical charring technology in conjunction with bioenergy generation from pyrolysis
becomes economically attractive when the value of avoided CO2 emissions reaches
USD 37 per tonne (equal to about USD 130 per tonne biochar). This is cheaper than
the presumed costs for carbon capture and storage technology (Enkvist et al., 2007).
The economic attractiveness might be further improved if biocoal is sold as a soil
conditioner, as it is already done with peat for ornamental gardens in home improvement stores.
The cost of using biocoal as a soil additive would have to compete with the cost
of using it as fuel or as raw material for the Fischer-Tropsch process. Within subsidy schemes like the German Renewable Energies Act biocoal is classified as a
renewable fuel. Therefore, biocoal from waste would probably first be used in
heavily subsidized power stations. Balancing or lowering subsidies to allow for the
use of biocoal in soil applications is a potential political countermeasure that
would also save taxpayers’ money.
As discussed above, biocoal generation can be considered a communal, agricultural or forest operation. The end-products of HTC, i. e., biocoal and fertilizer (gained
as a side product from the mineral part of the plants), have to be marketed where
they compete with other fuels or other fertilizers. If the market is regulated properly,
the small-scale technology of biocoal production seems to be extraordinarily eligible for developing countries. The combination of high amounts of low value biomasses, large areas of poor and abandoned soils, high growth potential, and high
relevance of bioenergy in the tropics particularly fit the biocoal approach. Current
non-sustainable markets could therefore easily be transformed into sustainable
ones, especially in tropical regions. The classical biochar concept has already been
adopted by organizations like Pro Natura International 6 or the Biochar Fund, which
is dedicated to fighting hunger, energy poverty, deforestation and climate change.7
6
7

http://www.pronatura.org/index.php?lang=en&page=index
http://biocharfund.com/index.php
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HTC in combination with modern biomass production schemes (such as agroforestry and agro-industrial cultivation of algae) may lead to significantly higher
productivity on agricultural soils, restoration of abandoned areas, and an expansion
of bioenergy options. ‘Slash and char’ instead of ‘slash and burn’ (Steiner, 2007)
not only reduces anthropogenic CO2 emissions by providing biochar as a long-term
carbon sink, it also improves soil fertility and yield potential. Biocoal from HTC
potentially allows farmers in many eco-regions (not only in the humid tropics) to
escape from the cycle of declining productivity and soil degradation, which result
from shortened fallow periods. Continuous cultivation or cultivation with only
very short fallow periods may be possible (Steiner, 2007). Permanent cropping with
higher yields and income instead of shifting cultivation might significantly change
economics and politics of agriculture.
In this way, HTC may represent a technology leap out of the ‘problem triangle’
composed of accelerating climate change and the growing demand for energy and
raw materials. Optimally, this new technology would allow for a transition without
violating social and human-rights issues, exerting a major economic impact and
strongly benefitting poor countries rich in biomass and other rural areas of this
planet.

Summary
This essay presented the concept of a ‘CO2-negative industry’ based on agricultural
and forest waste, which, in principle, has the potential to counterbalance CO2 emissions produced by using fossil fuels. In this way, passive utilization of the atmosphere as a sink could be replaced by ‘atmospheric management’ that can deliberately
control the CO2 level. Bioenergy and bio-raw-material production might also resolve a number of energy and resource problems, even though it will not be enough
to meet all of our energy needs. For a complete solution to our energy problem we
will still need to transform our fossil-fuel-based industry into a renewable energy
system. In the vision presented here, waste biomass is converted in a highly decentralized fashion on the community scale, potentially by hydrothermal processes,
into valuable carbon products that are safe and have long natural lifetimes. We
considered the case of biocoal as a soil additive, a use which holds promise for applications worldwide and potentially to brings about ‘biological amplification’
through increased soil fertility. There are also a large number of other options for
the use of biocoal that are worth analysing, such as the purification of drinking water
by sorption coals or the improvement of building materials by carbon additives.
These options could reach a scale and importance similar to that of soil applications.
However, the most important message is that such technology truly has the
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potential to be implemented, as it does not hurt or violate current political or economic interests. The creation of an additional industrial scheme that compensates
the imbalance caused by currently applied processes while creating additional
value and products is usually accepted. The reason is that it is in line with the impetus of society, and it does not ask for cutbacks or modification of behaviour. Clearly,
it does not change the ‘name of the game’ but sustains further economic growth.
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theoretical plasma physics, and the physics of wind erosion and sand transport.
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the Academy of Sciences for the Developing World (TWAS) and the InterAcademy Panel (IAP), Hassan has promoted capacity building in science and technology in developing countries through a variety of South-South and North-South
collaborative programmes. In collaboration with other partners, TWAS actively advances the scientific understanding of climate change vulnerability and adaptation
options in developing countries.

Chapter 29

Information flow: the basis for
sustainable participation

John Sulston

John Sulston was born in 1942 in Great Britain. He began his studies in organic
chemistry at Cambridge University, where he also obtained a PhD in the field of
molecular biology. In his research, Sulston observed the cell division and differentiation in the development of tissues of the millimetre-long worm Caenorhabditis
elegans. He was able to show that specific cells undergo programmed cell death as
an integral part of the normal differentiation process. Sulston also identified the
first mutation of a gene participating in the cell death process. In 2002 he was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology / Medicine, together with Sydney Brenner
and H. Robert Horvitz, for their discoveries in relation to ‘the genetic regulation
of organ development and programmed cell death’. Professor Sulston was one of
the founders of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, where he led a team of several
hundred scientists in the United Kingdom’s contribution to the Human Genome
Project. Since retiring as Director of the Institute in 2000 he has worked to ensure
that information on genetic data remains freely accessible.
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In tackling climate change we are participating in a game of prisoner’s dilemma 1.
In this game each of two prisoners is invited to testify against, and thus betray, the
other. If both prisoners testify, they each receive half the maximum sentence; if
only one testifies, he goes free while the other receives the full sentence; however,
if both remain silent, then both receive light sentences.
By sharing and acting upon our knowledge we have the opportunity to mitigate
climate change. The great danger is that each of us tends to betray the group by
striving for advantages over others, and if we persist on this course we and our
planet will suffer dire consequences. The good news is that the climate game is a
repeated version of the dilemma, in which the ‘prisoners’ have the opportunity to
increase trust by seeing how the other responds. It is essential that we exploit this
opportunity by promoting information flow in an equitable fashion. Only in this
way will the necessary level of trust be attained for everyone to give up a little, so
that we can collectively survive and thrive. Such levels of trust come easily to small
tight-knit groups; the challenge is to develop mechanisms to achieve trust on a global scale.
The practice of science involves two sometimes conflicting types of activity. One
consists of research and discovery – ranging from hypothesis-driven, problem-oriented research to the systematic amassing of data. The other type of activity is the
open dissemination of information. Science has developed mechanisms to encourage both. The result is that we can all ‘stand on the shoulders of giants’ – or more
mundanely, we all contribute to a rich mulch of knowledge out of which the new
shoots of discovery grow vigorously.
It is particularly important that fundamental knowledge is placed in the public
domain, so that all may share this information and use it for different purposes.
Equally importantly, this approach engenders trust. However, there are many opposing forces that work against sharing knowledge and resources, and present a
grave threat to effective cooperation. Because combating climate change is inherently a joint activity, it is especially important to promote sharing of information in
this area.
Let us first consider various networks that are important for information sharing.
Examples of information networks
The entire process of scientific communication, involving informal contacts, conferences, and peer reviewed publication, is essential for science. It assures accuracy,
since errors or falsification usually come to light quickly, and is the basis for attribution of credit.
1

A classic example in game theory. For more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner’s_dilemma
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Until recently, most major scientific journals were accessed by subscription,
which included a healthy profit margin for the publisher. This worked reasonably
well for well-funded scientific communities in the wealthy countries, but excluded
less well-endowed scientists and civil society from access. With the arrival of electronic versions of these publications, and the possibility of linking them for easy
literature searching, researchers began looking for ways to circumvent the barriers
associated with for-profit mechanisms (see Fig. 1). Consequently, a movement towards open access publishing is under way, in which the researcher pays the costs
of publication, and access is free to all. This trend is not without its problems. One
is that whilst it provides less well-off researchers with access to the work of others,
a special fee exemption needs to be made for them to publish their own work. This
may become harder to arrange as the number of scientists in developing countries
grows. The existing for-profit publishers have mounted a strong rearguard action
to protect their position. In addition to independent commercial publishers, their
ranks include many learned societies, who have traditionally derived a substantial
part of their income from publication. In cases where information has been published in the traditional way, organisations such as SciDevnet help to provide access for scientists in developing countries.
Public databases are central to many fields. For example, three large databases
(in USA, UK and Japan) collectively provide a repository of basic biological information. They began by storing DNA sequences, and are progressively extending
their role to cover a wide range of data, including other sorts of nucleotide sequences, protein sequences and structures, higher order assemblies, and software
tools. Data may be associated with peer reviewed publication, or may be entered in
raw form. The databases can be accessed freely by all users, and may interact with
other publicly funded sources to cover specialized applications. From time to time
these databases come under threat from entrepreneurial rivals, but so far they have
survived. A continuing difficulty in Europe is that the EU Research Framework
Programme is so far unwilling to support large-scale infrastructure in life sciences,
and so EU funding for this purpose has to come through individual research projects.
The resulting instability is a constant threat. A further problem in Europe is the
Database Directive, which gives excessive rights to proprietors, protecting not only
the form of the database but also the actual data within it no matter how it was
obtained. James Boyle of Duke University and others have shown that the Directive was a misguided step, not only endangering information flow, but also failing
to benefit database proprietors. The importance of public databases is illustrated in
Figure 1.
Part of the information stored in these databases came from the Human Genome
Project. From the outset the Project’s remit was to make its data publicly available,
and this was reaffirmed in the Bermuda Agreement of 1996. Against some strong
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Fig. 1. Private and public databases. The ellipse represents the database and the
arrows lines of communication. In order to preserve a viable business, the proprietor of a private database must insist that knowledge is not shared with others,
otherwise it would leak out and the database would lose its financial value. This
is not a satisfactory structure for holding data of fundamental importance. In addition to the obvious inequity of access for those who cannot pay, the resulting
inhibition of communication is devastating to science. An important feature of the
public database is that the user has access to all the data at once, to search at will
and to compare with other databases. This allows the operation of novel and powerful algorithms, which would be blocked by, for example, a pay-per-view system.

opposition, the Project succeeded in its aim, and the outcome has been highly influential in keeping much biological information in the public domain. The Human
Genome Project has occasionally been criticized for giving away data to profiteers,
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but that was unavoidable. The huge gain is that comparative analyses of data are
straightforward, without barriers of any kind, as a result of which the value of information is enhanced exponentially as more is added.
Meteorological data is partially privatized, particularly in Europe, thus limiting
information exchange. This is clearly of major significance for climate research.
The same situation applies to geographic maps. For example, in the UK the privatisation of the Ordnance Survey (the national mapping agency) has had a very negative effect both on fair use by individuals and on the development of value-added
products. These are both examples of a protectionist trend that misguidedly seizes
the opportunity to collect fees while ignoring both the hidden costs of collection
and the long-term consequences. All information relevant to climate change should
be made openly accessible; the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (see
Potsdam Memorandum, this volume) will help in this aim.
Free software holds its own in the commercial as well as the academic world.
Its extensive use in, for example, the banking system illustrates the compatibility
of open structures with profitable activity.
The World Wide Web needs no introduction. It is interesting to note that the
Internet originated in military requirements, but was transformed into the remarkable communications system that we have today by the work of Tim Berners-Lee.
Its efficacy and independence is a model as well as a vehicle for exchanges on
many important contemporary issues, including global climate change.
NGOs play a crucial role in many areas of human endeavour. Their role in climate change is already apparent. The term civil society has come into use to describe the coherence and importance of this powerful yet loose grouping. Its
significance arises from the fact that direct government power stops at national
boundaries, whereas the power of transnational corporations does not. Since governments (and their collective embodiment in the UN) are very susceptible to lobbying by well-endowed vested interests, NGOs are vital in providing a democratic
balance.
As the most representative multinational forum, the United Nations ought to be
the ultimate vehicle for information sharing, and indeed it is of immense (though
widely underrated) importance. It has problems of manipulation by powerful interests, and is frequently accused of excessive bureaucracy and even corruption, not
unlike many governments. In the long run an important part of our global agenda
should be to build on the success of the UN and to improve transparency and trust
in that organisation.
The international patent system is of increasing importance in information
flow. For many it is the way of sharing. However, it is a double-edged sword that can
block exchanges as well as facilitating them. For example, information and materials provided in scientific publications are, or should be, available for others to use,
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but this freedom is being increasingly interfered with by the growing demands for
intellectual property (IP) rights from those who fund science, or even from the
scientists themselves. In matters of public importance, such as climate change, the
acquisition of IP should be minimized.
In considering the performance of the above-mentioned types of information
network, and the role of different institutions, we must remember that underlying
their policies is the power of their constituents – shareholders in the case of quoted
corporations, and voters in the case of democratic governments. Public institutions
are not in themselves to blame for poor outcomes. Their leaders, certainly, are in a
position to exercise some influence, but ultimately it comes down to the ballot box;
so an enormously important task is to inform and persuade citizens everywhere of
the need for strategic change. Personal changes in carbon footprint have become
quite popular in developed countries, and should be supported further, through
initiatives such as the Product Carbon Footprint project conceived at the Potsdam
Institute. However, of themselves personal changes achieve little. They need to be
complemented and framed by strong and pro-active government climate policies.
Citizens play a crucial role and must be convinced of the need to vote for strategic
change.
Incentives and licensing mechanisms
In order to be realistic, economic models need to embrace the concept of dual reward rather than focussing solely on financial incentives. Depending on individual
inclination and circumstances, scientists may seek one or both of the following
reward mechanisms:
• Personal attribution. This is supplied by ordinary scientific publication, and, if
properly set up, by attribution to databases. Personal evaluation by peers is of considerable importance as well, and can be reliable in tight-knit communities, but
is capricious and susceptible to misuse on the larger scale. Therefore, scientists
are entitled to expect some formal attribution to further their careers, and indeed
we cannot expect efficiency unless those who are most effective are recognized
as such.
• Financial reward. Scientists differ greatly in their requirements for financial
reward. Most are chiefly rewarded by the chance to perform valuable scientific
research, by success in their research objectives, and by the benefit to society that
results from their efforts. However, some are additionally motivated by the possibility of rich returns from licensing their discoveries for profitable development.
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Those who fund science may similarly be driven by a mixture of motives. They
will seek a successful outcome in any case, but if the resources are derived from
investment then profit is required as well. In the field of climate change, as in
medicine, the awarding of prizes for successful innovation is being tested; proponents of this type of incentive point to historically successful prize systems, such
as in navigation and flight.
In order to grant recognition and financial reward equitably a range of licensing
arrangements has been devised. Here are some examples, ordered from most free
to most restrictive:
Free release. This arrangement is the norm for non-commercial work. It was
employed on a large scale by the Human Genome Project. It is the right model for
fundamental information about the natural world.
General public licence (GPL). This arrangement was devised by Richard Stallman at the Free Software Foundation. By acquiring, using and modifying software
under a GPL, the user agrees to make the source code available so that others can
do the same. There is not – as commonly thought – any prohibition on fees, which
explains why the commercial use of GPL software is increasing.
Conditional open access. A wide variety of licenses is being devised, with varying constraints, for example the demand for fees from high-income countries and
their waiver for low-income countries. The non-profit corporation Creative Commons 2 provides analogous licenses for the mitigation of copyright.
Exclusive rights patents and copyright. These instruments form the backbone
of our present IP system, which is essential to the global economy as currently
organized. However it is widely accepted that the system is not working optimally,
though powerful vested interests resist change. At times debates seem quite ideological, with any attempt at rational discussion drawing accusations of weakening
the system on which our wealth depends. Ways forward are being debated at the
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), as discussed in the next section.

2

http://creativecommons.org
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Some problems for benefit sharing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excessive desire for personal attribution
Perceived loss of incentive if IP is not retained
Focus on short-term profit
Exclusive patent rights as revenue source, leading to blockages
Government perceptions and requirements, securing IP regardless
of efficacy
Competition for international trade, excessive IP requirements in trade
agreements
Inequality, leading to imbalance in negotiating power, including legal
representation
Unforeseen consequences of the free market
Excessive reliance on ‘corporate responsibility’, which, on account of
bottom line effect on share price, can make only a negligible contribution
Digital rights management, which with modern electronic implementation
is eliminating traditional ‘fair use’.
Elements of trust

As we have seen, our global game of prisoner’s dilemma can only move forward
through increasing trust between the participants. What are the important aspects
of that process?
Benefit sharing
Benefit sharing is a key element of trust. It is particularly important in a world
where wealth is very unevenly divided, because in the absence of such proactive
measures benefits will be unevenly divided as well, and will continue to drive a
vicious circle of deprivation and mistrust. A recent example of such failure was
Indonesia’s quite understandable objection to providing its avian flu samples (the
sharing of which is important to all of us) to the World Health Organisation (WHO)
until safeguards were in place to ensure that Indonesia would share in vaccines that
might be derived from the samples (Indonesia had observed that earlier samples
had gone into the profitable activities of US and Australian corporations, whence the
products were sold at prices that were unaffordable for developing countries.) Such
an outcome is extremely destructive, because prediction of future epidemics, and
the development of drugs and vaccines that may mitigate them, depend crucially
on sharing knowledge of novel virus strains as they arise. The WHO should ensure
that all countries, not just the most industrialized, benefit from sharing, thereby
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balancing openness with opportunity. But at the moment it is unable to do so, as it
is constrained by the financial interests of its major contributors and transnational
corporations.
Sharing of goods and services is carried out through the world trading system.
In order for the sharing process to be equitable, we need to ensure that trade rules
are equitable. A big step in the opposite direction was taken by the TRIPS (traderelated intellectual property rights) Agreement in 1995. This laid down a timetable
for all nations, rich and poor, who wish to be members of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) to adopt stringent rules on IP. Since membership is important for
access to markets, there is great pressure to sign up. Many developing nations adopted
the rule, including, for example, India in 2005, and only the least developed nations remain outside. There is a strong sense that developed countries are pulling up
the ladder: when they were in the same position as developing countries are in today they paid little attention to one another’s IP rights. China has benefited greatly
by ignoring the WTO throughout its recent growth period, and now joins from a
position of strength.
It is important for the provision of healthcare as well as fair trade that there is
flexibility within the TRIPS Agreement. Some key steps in that direction were taken
in the Doha Agreement of 2001. The measures do not work very well, but in principle (through compulsory licensing) allow developing nations to avoid paying high
prices for medicines.3 Further steps have been taken by the adoption of a ‘development agenda’ at the WIPO, and by discussions at the WHO following the farsighted report of the Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation and
Public Health chaired by the former Swiss President Ruth Dreifuss.
The Indonesian experience over avian flu highlights the problem of ‘biopiracy’,
in which novel genetic resources are appropriated for gain by the economically
powerful. In some cases (notorious examples include the neem tree and basmati
rice), centuries-old prior art 4 has been ignored by patent examiners in wealthy
countries, on the grounds that it is not formally documented. Unwillingness to confront this injustice is a major obstacle to achieving a harmonized world IP system.
Under the Convention on Biological Diversity, rules for benefit sharing of genetic
resources are being constructed, but progress is slow because of lobbying by vested
interests in the wealthy countries.
Multinational agreements are the best way to achieve benefit sharing, but only
if they are honestly negotiated and fully respected. The problem is that they are
not. Seeing signs of democratization of the trading rules, OECD countries (the
One practical problem is that developed countries are liable to retaliate with trade sanctions if a developing
country uses compulsory licensing, as has happened recently in the case of Thailand. Another is that for countries
lacking their own manufacturing capability, the measures are prohibitively cumbersome.
4
This term is used when previously existing knowledge bars a patent.
3
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USA in particular with the EU as an eager supporter) have been attempting with
some success to negotiate bilateral agreements with individual developing countries and to set up so-called ‘free-trade areas’. The incentive in such arrangements
is the granting of enhanced access to rich markets; the drawback is that usually
there is an insistence on ‘TRIPS +’ standards of IP, in which much of the flexibility
is removed. The existence of a meshwork of special agreements weakens the multilateral structure on which trade should be built. At present, we are moving towards trade that is neither free nor fair, but which rather smacks of imperialism.
There are ominous echoes of the network of alliances that preceded the First World
War. In order to deal with global problems, including climate change, there is a
need to halt the trend towards bilateral agreements.
Unequal benefit sharing is increasing the gap between rich and poor in many
ways. One very serious consequence is that opportunities for personal progress are
diminished in the developing countries, with a consequent increase of legal and
illegal migration. The ‘brain drain’ of the most talented individuals is of course
particularly damaging to a country, and attempts to reverse that by investment in
education, research and industry are very desirable (see Hassan, this volume). It is
also vital that personal attribution is attainable in less well-endowed scientific institutes. Economists often equate incentives with financial reward, but scientists
are motivated at least as much by the personal excitement of discovery and invention, and will tend to prefer working where they have both adequate resources for
research and the ease of recognition that comes from being in the mainstream.

Access to knowledge
It is fashionable in the rich countries to refer to modern society as the ‘knowledge
society’. Whether that is accurate or not, it is a fact that enclosure and protection of
knowledge is epidemic: the scope of IP is being continuously extended, and more
stringent means to prevent its unauthorized use are being introduced. We have already looked at some mitigating measures that are being taken in the area of publication. We must recognize that these measures and the transfer of technological
expertise are a necessary part of developing trust. Access to knowledge is one of the
most important rights for developing economies.
Easy access to knowledge is important for individuals as well as institutions, in
rich as well as poor countries, and this aspect is considered by Susanne Kadner (this
volume).
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Integrity
Another aspect of trust has to do with confidence in the accuracy and completeness
of shared information. Science is self-checking, in that results are constantly queried
and elaborated upon, so that errors eventually come to light. But this takes time. In
the short term, accuracy of scientific information depends on the integrity of scientists, backed by peer review of publications. Apart from the inevitable errors, recent studies have revealed a steady trickle of falsified results, and occasionally a
major scandal hits the headlines. It must be said that these cases represent a tiny
fraction of overall scientific effort, and in view of the greatly increased number of
scientists working today this fraction is probably not increasing. Nevertheless, concern about the accuracy of scientific research in a global setting is leading to the
establishment of more monitoring systems to discourage misconduct. This is just
as well, because in a newsworthy field such as climate change there is a great deal
of commentary at very varied levels of professionalism. It is important for people to
have access to sources of information that are not only open but also trustworthy.
Integrity is even more important at an institutional level than it is for individuals.
Regrettably, systematic disinformation is characteristic of the lobbying and advertising industries, and, to varying degrees, of the political process. As an example of
the former, the tobacco industry has for decades invested heavily in denying the
link between smoking and lung cancer. While its activities have been greatly restricted in wealthy societies, it is now unashamedly peddling its wares among the
poor. A prominent example of disinformation from political sources was the denial
by the Mbeki government in South Africa that HIV caused AIDS. Corporate misbehaviour creates numerous impediments to tackling climate change. For example,
the oil industry has funded objections to the identification of human activity as a
primary cause, far beyond the point of balanced debate; the producers of bottled
water lobby against the use of tap water; manufacturers of baby formula encourage
mothers not to breast-feed their infants; and the food industry encourages overconsumption, resulting in increased obesity as societies become wealthier.
Sharing of natural resources
A key element of benefit sharing is the equitable division of natural resources.
Mostly it is left to the rather primitive mechanisms that we have just touched on. We
need to do better than that if we are to deal with sharing of water, food, and the
Earth itself without conflicts even more destructive than we have at present.
A striking example of failed benefit sharing is our collective inability to prevent
the fishing industry destroying fish stocks, and therefore its own livelihood. Information flow is a vital step in sharing resources. But whereas information can be
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shared indefinitely without loss to anyone – indeed with gain as value is added to
it – natural resources are consumed. We may divide the fish as equitably as we
please, but if we collectively take them out of the sea faster than they can reproduce we are in the end left with nothing. Despite adequate information, understanding and communication, fishery after fishery has collapsed. Perhaps the most
spectacular crash to date is that of the Grand Banks, largely under Canadian jurisdiction, in the early Nineties; it has not recovered. In Europe we are struggling
with the declining North Sea fishery, once enormously rich and now a fraction of
its former size. Modern technology saves effort and makes fishing safer, but it cannot solve this prisoner’s dilemma for us any more than science and technology will
of themselves solve the problem of climate change. Establishing sustainable fisheries is a model exercise for the EU. If we can solve this socio-economic problem,
perhaps we shall find the mechanism to tackle climate change.
The nature of the problem becomes apparent when we contrast the above situations with one fishery that has probably been made sustainable. In the Seventies
Iceland confronted the UK and Germany in order to establish the right to control
its coastal waters (the so-called ‘cod wars’), and then set up legal constraints to
preserve the fish stocks. Here a small country with much to lose has achieved what
countries such as the UK and Spain, let alone the EU as a whole, have so far been
unable to do. Trust comes more easily to the small group; we have to find ways to
foster it in the global group.
Underlying all the problems in the sharing of natural resources (including the
Earth’s atmosphere) is the issue of excessive human population, which is seldom
discussed explicitly because it is so contentious. A detailed discussion is beyond the
scope of this essay, but the issue is touched upon by Wolfgang Lucht and Walter
Kohn in this volume. Here I would simply note that, in some way or another, we
must start assessing the issue of population coolly, morally and humanely. Otherwise all our other efforts will be in vain.
Conclusion
Large-scale manipulation of climate, even assuming that we have the technology
and expertise to do so, can only be carried out in an atmosphere of transparency
and trust. The hyper-competitive stance that has been the norm in international
relations, while effective for short-term gains and understandably driven by the
demands of the ballot box, will be disastrous for the problems that now face us. For
the free flow and effective use of scientific information, we need to put in place
settlements that are agreed by rational negotiation rather than by power struggles.
In short, if we are to make progress, the globalisation of trade must be accompanied by the globalisation of justice.
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This essay focuses on the challenges and opportunities for promoting science-,
technology-, and innovation-based sustainability in Africa. That continent’s recent
history is punctuated by initiatives that began with high hopes; initiatives that were
characterized by lofty declarations and detailed blueprints for action; initiatives,
that received warm, enthusiastic applause at their inception, but were soon forgotten, only to be resurrected in the context of subsequent initiatives that followed a
similar trajectory of hope and disappointment. The Potsdam Symposium took place
during Africa’s most sustained period of economic growth in decades. Between
2000 and 2003, Africa’s annual gross domestic product (GDP) increased by 3.7 %.
Between 2004 and 2006, the continent’s annual GDP growth accelerated to 5.6 %.
This has spurred an unprecedented sense of hope on the continent. Could things be
different this time? Will Africa finally chart a course to sustained development?
One that is designed and implemented by the people of Africa? One that achieves
an unparalleled level of sustained economic progress?
Today there is growing consensus that progress will take place only if Africa
designs and implements its own developmental agenda. Partners are encouraged to
join the continent’s efforts in sustainable development. But Africans are now determined to take the lead and to decide for themselves what is best for Africa. And
they may finally be acquiring the resources, knowledge, and power to do just that.
But we also need to remember that, for all of the good news, dark shadows of despair stubbornly persist. More than 40 % of sub-Saharan Africa’s population – nearly
300 million people – continue to live in extreme poverty. Africa is the only continent where not a single country will meet all of the eight Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), and where most countries will not meet a single one. Poverty, disease, and degradation continue to plague the continent. As a result, progress remains
tentative and perhaps unsustainable. Tensions are high. In many countries, the spectre of lawlessness and violence is constant. In short, we must not confuse aggregate
economic growth with economic and social well-being. One can clearly exist without the other. Africa’s situation is a case in point.
Yet, there are reasons for hope. In addition to steady annual growth in Africa’s
GDP, another promising trend deserves our attention: For the first time in more
than a quarter century, African leaders are embracing indigenous capacity building
in science, technology and innovation (STI) as strategic elements for economic
growth and social well-being. If they succeed – and if such skills can become part
of Africa’s entrepreneurial spirit – then it may indeed be possible for the continent
to chart a permanent path to sustainable development.
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The STI landscape
Africa’s limited but encouraging progress in science and technology capacity building cannot be fully appreciated without examining broader developments in science and technology capacity building in the developing world. The reality is that
some developing countries have invested more in STI, while others have lagged
behind. This has led to another development gap. In addition to the historic gap
between developed and developing countries, there is now a South-South divide.
Today, a more refined categorization of countries has emerged that better reflects
their relative strengths in STI.
First, there are countries with strong STI capacity. These number about 25, largely
consisting of countries that belong to the OECD (the Organization of Economic
Co-operation and Development). They enjoy across-the-board strengths in all areas of science and technology, and have the capacity to convert scientific and technological knowledge into products and services that boost their economies. These
countries are rich in STI, and they are financially well-off.
Second, there are countries with moderate STI capacity. These countries, which
number about 90, include some of the largest countries in the developing world –
China, India and Brazil. But the list includes others as well: Argentina, Chile, Malaysia, Mexico and South Africa, to name just a few. It is a diverse group with
wide-ranging capabilities. The majority of these countries are competent in a select
number of fields. But broad pockets of weakness remain. The scientific infrastructure (including classrooms and laboratories), although improving, still lags behind
the quality of instruction and equipment found in countries with strong STI capacities. The ability of these 90 countries to bring their scientific knowledge and technical know-how to the marketplace is weak, although recent indicators suggest that
this transition is becoming less problematic in a few countries. In February 2007,
for example, the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) reported that
while the United States still leads the world in patent applications, Asia is rapidly
catching up. China filed nearly 4000 patent applications in 2006, more than double
the year before.
But there is also a third category of countries, and these countries have weak STI
capacity. A survey conducted by the Academy of Sciences in the Developing World
(TWAS) has identified 80 such countries, the majority of them in Africa. These
countries have very limited capacity in any field of science and technology. They
have poor teaching facilities and substandard laboratories. And they have scant
ability to convert their knowledge and expertise into products and services, especially
products and services that can compete in the international marketplace. These
countries also lack the capacity to participate in cutting-edge scientific endeavours.
Many of their most promising young scientists have migrated to other countries to
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pursue their careers. Moreover, in most of these countries there is minimal government support for STI. More generally, there is the absence of a culture of science.
Africa and the MDGs
Expanding the reach of STI to countries that have been left behind is one of the
most critical problems of our time. But it is by no means the only one. In our interconnected world, where the Internet and airline travel have truly transformed our
planet into a global community, no country remains unaffected by the problems that
beset other countries. That is the message of the United Nations MDGs. The goals
set targets to address the world’s most pressing problems – problems that impede
sustainable well-being in the developing world, and that threaten global peace and
prosperity: poverty; hunger; the spread of infectious diseases; poor education; gender inequality; and lack of access to safe drinking water, sanitation, and energy.
Experts agree that the MDGs will not be met unless special attention is paid to
the well-being of Africa. More than 40 % of all Africans do not have access to safe
drinking water. More than 70 % do not have access to electricity. Twenty-five million Africans are infected with HIV. Ninety percent of the world’s malaria infections occur in Africa. And more than 30 million African children go to bed hungry
every night. Africa may be poor, but it is not small. Its land mass, which is more
than 20 % of the Earth’s land mass, covers an area larger than Australia, Brazil,
Europe, and the United States combined. And Africa may be weak, but it is home
to some 920 million people. That’s more than three times the population of the
United States and twice the population of the European Union.
Africa, in short, may be poor and weak, but it cannot be ignored. In many respects, the future of our planet lies with the future of Africa. Africa is where global
attention must be focused if we are to make progress in meeting the MDGs. But
that still leaves the question of what tools must be employed for our efforts to succeed. The MDGs will not be met without strong capacity to generate and utilize
STI, and without vigorous and sustained international partnerships to help build
this capacity. As the MDGs indicate, the vast majority of these problems are related
to poverty, inadequate education, poor health, and degraded environmental conditions, all of which undermine Africa’s ability to meet the basic human needs of the
majority of its people.
Other global issues that affect the developed and the developing worlds in equal
measures are growing in significance. Climate change is at the top of this list. But
there are also issues related to energy security, access to adequate supplies of drinking water, and the over-exploitation of such natural resources as fisheries and forests. Reducing the gap between rich and poor countries, and ensuring that the most
critical global issues are tackled with tools that only global STI can provide, are
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daunting challenges. These challenges will not be met without a critical mass of
well-trained scientists in all countries.
Brain drain and brain mobility
Today, experts estimate that more than half of the scientists who have been educated and trained in universities in sub-Saharan Africa have migrated to the United
States. Experience has shown that brain drain cannot be stopped unless the most
talented scientists find favourable working conditions in their homelands. Once a
scientist has established roots in another country, it is difficult to lure him or her
back home.
Science is a global enterprise. Excellence in science has always depended on the
ability of scientists to associate freely with their colleagues around the world. Such
movement not only benefits international science, but also serves to deepen international understanding – a welcome by-product in today’s troubled world. Yet, as
we all know, the free movement of scientists, especially to the United States, has
been severely restricted since the events of September 11. The scientific community fully recognizes that security interests take precedence over scientific exchange.
Nevertheless, it also realizes that scientific exchange is an important instrument in
the fight against ignorance, suspicion, despair, and terrorism. The US State Department, urged by the US National Academy of Sciences and others, has recently
taken steps to ease the difficult process of entry into the United States for scientists
travelling from abroad. But many scientists, particularly from Africa and the Islamic
region, hope that more can be done. A major challenge impeding both international
scientific cooperation and scientific capacity building in many countries of Africa
is this: How can governments in scientifically advanced countries be persuaded to
ease visa restrictions for African scientists to ensure their full participation in global science and R & D programmes?
The Internet and other forms of electronic communication have revolutionized
the way in which scientific information is distributed and, increasingly, reviewed,
edited, and published (see Sulston, this volume). These trends have had an enormously positive impact on global science. Never before have scientists enjoyed
access to such an extensive amount of current information. Never before have scientists been able to communicate so easily and directly with colleagues in other
parts of the world. And never before has international scientific collaboration been
so easy to plan, organize, and implement. But African countries, particularly the
continent’s least developed countries, do not have sufficient resources to build and
maintain up-to-date electronic communications systems. Broadband width is still
too narrow in much of Africa, and expensive on-line subscription rates still prevent
many African scientists from accessing the most current literature.
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African leaders show the way
These obstacles have led Africa’s leaders to make increasing commitments to both
research and development and regional cooperation in science and technology. For
example, at the African Union (AU) Summit, held in Addis Ababa in 2006, African
leaders discussed regional strategies for the promotion of science and technology
and announced that 2007 would be the year of ‘African scientific innovation’.
Political leaders in Africa have on several occasions expressed support for science and technology. But their meetings were followed by meagre results and disappointment. The level of commitment – and enthusiasm – expressed at the AU
Summit in Addis Ababa seemed different and likely to lead to concrete results in
the following years. Leaders at the AU Summit strongly recommended that each
African country should spend at least 1% of its GDP on science and technology.
Such a recommendation had been made several times before. Following the AU
Summit, however, it actually began to be fulfilled. Several African countries, most
notably those that have also embraced democracy and good governance, have increased their investments in science and technology. These countries include Ghana,
Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zambia. Yet, their number is
still too small.
At the AU Summit, the president of Rwanda, Paul Kagame, announced that his
country has dramatically boosted expenditures on science and technology, from
less than 0.5 % of GDP in previous years to 1.6 % starting in 2006. He also announced that his country would increase investments in science and technology to
3 % of GDP over the next five years. That would make Rwanda’s investment in
science and technology, percentage-wise, comparable to that of South Korea, and
higher than that of most developed countries. A nation that was teetering on the
verge of collapse less than a decade ago, and that still lives in the shadow of genocide, has embarked on a path to science-based sustainable development.
Working with Africa
What makes the prospects for building science and technology capacity in Africa
even more encouraging is that Africa is not alone in this effort. Over the past several years, there have been increasing commitments by governments in the developed world to support STI in low-income countries, and especially in Africa.
At the G 8 Summit in Gleneagles, Scotland, in 2005, G 8 member countries unanimously pledged to provide USD 5 billion to help rebuild Africa’s universities and
an additional USD 3 billion to help establish centres of scientific excellence in
Africa. The decision was greeted with enthusiasm in Africa and throughout much
of the world. Yet, in 2007, G 8 member countries had officially authorized only
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USD 160 million of funding, targeted for the creation of networks of centres of excellence proposed by the AU’s New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD).
Equally distressing was the fact that little of this money had actually been transferred to Africa. The ‘Science with Africa’ initiative must continue to urge G 8
countries to fulfil the pledges that they made in Gleneagles and that were reconfirmed in subsequent meetings. Upcoming summits will provide yet another opportunity for the world’s leading economic countries to live up to their word.
The World Bank, through the Science Institutes Group (SIG), headquartered at
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, has provided loans for
the creation of scientific centres of excellence – so-called Millennium Science Institutes – in Brazil, Chile, Turkey, and Uganda. The institutes offer scientists from
developing countries an opportunity to conduct world-class research and to pursue
cooperative projects with colleagues in a broad-range of scientific fields. Several
foundations have also given substantial support to science-poor countries in Africa
through programmes that emphasize scientific and technological capacity building.
Many of these efforts have focused on education and training for young scientists
in the world’s least developed countries. Rising levels of scientific excellence in
developing countries – most notably, Brazil, China, India, and South Africa – have
opened up new opportunities for South-South collaboration in education and research. These include the following:

• Agreements have been signed between TWAS and the governments of Brazil,
China, and India, providing more than 250 scholarships a year for graduate students and postgraduate researchers in poor developing countries to attend universities in the donor countries. TWAS pays for the airline ticket. The host countries
pay for all other expenses, including accommodation. This is the largest SouthSouth fellowship programme in the world.
• Brazil’s pro-Africa programme supports scientific and technological capacity
building in the Portuguese-speaking countries of Angola and Mozambique. The
programme includes research collaboration activities with Brazilian institutions.
• China’s Development Fund for Africa, approved in 2006, will provide USD 5
billion over a five year period to assist African countries in achieving the MDGs
through cooperation with China.
• The India, Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) tripartite initiative, signed by the respective ministers of science and technology, will provide funds to engage in
joint problem-solving projects that focus on developing products with commercial value.
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Agenda for action
In light of these trends, what must African countries and their partners do to promote STI? First, African countries must institute educational reforms that make
science more interesting and attractive to young people. This means devising a
more hands-on approach to scientific study in the classroom, emphasizing ‘learning by doing’ rather than the rote memorization that has historically characterized
the teaching of science, especially biology in Africa. The initiative La main à la
pâte 1, launched by the French Academy of Sciences a few years ago, has become
a much-emulated strategy for educational reform in science. The results have been
encouraging, providing a blueprint for success that others can follow.
Second, African governments must support programmes to increase scientific
literacy among both children and adults. Rapid advances in science mean that science education must be a lifelong endeavour. The media can play a vital role in this
effort. For example, the London-based electronic portal SciDev.Net, which is supported by a host of aid agencies and foundations, and which receives valuable assistance from Science and Nature magazines and TWAS, has helped raise global
awareness of science and economic initiatives in the developing world.
Third, African universities must be reformed and strengthened. Each African
country must have at least one world-class research university that sets national
standards for quality education and research, and attracts the best and brightest
students. World-class universities in Africa can play a critical role in advancing
science and technology, both in Africa and internationally.
Fourth, African countries must train a new generation of problem-solving scientists, and turn science into a demand-driven exercise in which research questions
are often determined by critical social and economic needs. The ‘sustainability science’ initiative, launched by a group of scientists several years ago, has proven to
be a valuable first step in drawing science closer to society. But much more needs
to be done.
Fifth, African countries must build and sustain scientific centres of excellence.
This is especially important for the poorest developing countries where a culture of
scientific excellence has yet to take hold. The G 8 pledge made in 2003 to provide
USD 3 billion over 10 years to help build scientific centres of excellence remains
an unfulfilled promise.
Sixth, African and other developing countries must learn to share their ‘successful experiences’ in the application of science and technology to address critical
social and economic needs. The developing world’s efforts in this regard have been
largely hidden from view, but thanks to the work of such organizations as TWAS
1

The closest English equivalent to this French expression is ‘hands-on experience’
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and the UNDP’s Special Unit for South-South Cooperation, information about
developing-world, science-based initiatives that have successfully addressed critical issues related to poverty, public health, and the environment, are now reaching
larger audiences both in the developed and developing world.
Seventh, African countries must bolster their merit-based science academies.
These academies often include a nation’s most prominent scientists. Yet, they have
often been relegated to the status of genteel men’s clubs, and have failed to play a
prominent role in national discussions related to science-based policy issues. The
Network of African Science Academies (NASAC), the InterAcademy Panel on
International Issues (IAP), and other institutions are actively seeking to change this
mindset and to strengthen the capabilities of academies, especially when it comes
to interacting with policy-makers.
Eighth, African countries must follow the example of other countries in establishing and supporting science foundations that provide merit-based, competitive grants
to scientists and scientific institutions. In Africa there is only one nation – South
Africa – with such a foundation in place. More countries should adopt this strategy.
Ninth, for too many years Africa has lamented the loss of scientists who were
trained in their own countries but who subsequently pursued their careers in the
North. As China and India have shown, this brain drain can be turned into a ‘brain
gain’ by devising effective strategies to engage a nation’s scientific diaspora for the
benefit of their home countries. Scientific exchange programmes, visiting professorships, and joint research projects are examples of South-North scientific cooperation that can be advantageous for both scientifically proficient and scientifically
lagging countries.
Tenth, the majority of African countries do not have sufficient resources and
expertise to build and maintain up-to-date electronic communication systems. The
‘Science with Africa’ initiative should help African scientists gain electronic access to the most current scientific literature.
Conclusions
What does all of this rush of activity add up to? Is it just another episode of fleeting
interest in countries and people that have been left behind? Or are we entering a
new era marked by sustained investment in STI in Africa? I believe that we have
more reason for optimism than cynicism. Indeed, I believe that we may be witnessing a transformational moment in the promotion of STI for sustainability in Africa.
But for us to seize this moment, we need to develop and implement an action agenda
designed to sustain – and expand – broad-based efforts for capacity building in STI
in Africa.
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The tripolar world of science and technology – anchored in the United States,
Europe, and Japan – is being transformed into a multipolar world of science marked
by the growing capabilities of Brazil, China, India, Malaysia, South Africa, and
others. The critical issue is this: As the list of developing countries that gain strength
in science and technology grows in the coming years, will Africa also join the
fold?
The chances for success have rarely been brighter. At the same time, the consequences of neglect and indifference have rarely been more troubling. Africa, with
the help of the international community, must seize the moment. If it doesn’t, the
promise of Africa will again remain unfulfilled with consequences that extend far
beyond the continent. This course should not only boost Africa’s economy and
build the continent’s scientific and technological capacity. It should also be designed to help reduce poverty and improve the lives of the hundred of millions of
impoverished Africans.

Chapter 29

Information flow: the basis for
sustainable participation

John Sulston

John Sulston was born in 1942 in Great Britain. He began his studies in organic
chemistry at Cambridge University, where he also obtained a PhD in the field of
molecular biology. In his research, Sulston observed the cell division and differentiation in the development of tissues of the millimetre-long worm Caenorhabditis
elegans. He was able to show that specific cells undergo programmed cell death as
an integral part of the normal differentiation process. Sulston also identified the
first mutation of a gene participating in the cell death process. In 2002 he was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology / Medicine, together with Sydney Brenner
and H. Robert Horvitz, for their discoveries in relation to ‘the genetic regulation
of organ development and programmed cell death’. Professor Sulston was one of
the founders of the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, where he led a team of several
hundred scientists in the United Kingdom’s contribution to the Human Genome
Project. Since retiring as Director of the Institute in 2000 he has worked to ensure
that information on genetic data remains freely accessible.
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In tackling climate change we are participating in a game of prisoner’s dilemma 1.
In this game each of two prisoners is invited to testify against, and thus betray, the
other. If both prisoners testify, they each receive half the maximum sentence; if
only one testifies, he goes free while the other receives the full sentence; however,
if both remain silent, then both receive light sentences.
By sharing and acting upon our knowledge we have the opportunity to mitigate
climate change. The great danger is that each of us tends to betray the group by
striving for advantages over others, and if we persist on this course we and our
planet will suffer dire consequences. The good news is that the climate game is a
repeated version of the dilemma, in which the ‘prisoners’ have the opportunity to
increase trust by seeing how the other responds. It is essential that we exploit this
opportunity by promoting information flow in an equitable fashion. Only in this
way will the necessary level of trust be attained for everyone to give up a little, so
that we can collectively survive and thrive. Such levels of trust come easily to small
tight-knit groups; the challenge is to develop mechanisms to achieve trust on a global scale.
The practice of science involves two sometimes conflicting types of activity. One
consists of research and discovery – ranging from hypothesis-driven, problem-oriented research to the systematic amassing of data. The other type of activity is the
open dissemination of information. Science has developed mechanisms to encourage both. The result is that we can all ‘stand on the shoulders of giants’ – or more
mundanely, we all contribute to a rich mulch of knowledge out of which the new
shoots of discovery grow vigorously.
It is particularly important that fundamental knowledge is placed in the public
domain, so that all may share this information and use it for different purposes.
Equally importantly, this approach engenders trust. However, there are many opposing forces that work against sharing knowledge and resources, and present a
grave threat to effective cooperation. Because combating climate change is inherently a joint activity, it is especially important to promote sharing of information in
this area.
Let us first consider various networks that are important for information sharing.
Examples of information networks
The entire process of scientific communication, involving informal contacts, conferences, and peer reviewed publication, is essential for science. It assures accuracy,
since errors or falsification usually come to light quickly, and is the basis for attribution of credit.
1

A classic example in game theory. For more information see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner’s_dilemma
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Until recently, most major scientific journals were accessed by subscription,
which included a healthy profit margin for the publisher. This worked reasonably
well for well-funded scientific communities in the wealthy countries, but excluded
less well-endowed scientists and civil society from access. With the arrival of electronic versions of these publications, and the possibility of linking them for easy
literature searching, researchers began looking for ways to circumvent the barriers
associated with for-profit mechanisms (see Fig. 1). Consequently, a movement towards open access publishing is under way, in which the researcher pays the costs
of publication, and access is free to all. This trend is not without its problems. One
is that whilst it provides less well-off researchers with access to the work of others,
a special fee exemption needs to be made for them to publish their own work. This
may become harder to arrange as the number of scientists in developing countries
grows. The existing for-profit publishers have mounted a strong rearguard action
to protect their position. In addition to independent commercial publishers, their
ranks include many learned societies, who have traditionally derived a substantial
part of their income from publication. In cases where information has been published in the traditional way, organisations such as SciDevnet help to provide access for scientists in developing countries.
Public databases are central to many fields. For example, three large databases
(in USA, UK and Japan) collectively provide a repository of basic biological information. They began by storing DNA sequences, and are progressively extending
their role to cover a wide range of data, including other sorts of nucleotide sequences, protein sequences and structures, higher order assemblies, and software
tools. Data may be associated with peer reviewed publication, or may be entered in
raw form. The databases can be accessed freely by all users, and may interact with
other publicly funded sources to cover specialized applications. From time to time
these databases come under threat from entrepreneurial rivals, but so far they have
survived. A continuing difficulty in Europe is that the EU Research Framework
Programme is so far unwilling to support large-scale infrastructure in life sciences,
and so EU funding for this purpose has to come through individual research projects.
The resulting instability is a constant threat. A further problem in Europe is the
Database Directive, which gives excessive rights to proprietors, protecting not only
the form of the database but also the actual data within it no matter how it was
obtained. James Boyle of Duke University and others have shown that the Directive was a misguided step, not only endangering information flow, but also failing
to benefit database proprietors. The importance of public databases is illustrated in
Figure 1.
Part of the information stored in these databases came from the Human Genome
Project. From the outset the Project’s remit was to make its data publicly available,
and this was reaffirmed in the Bermuda Agreement of 1996. Against some strong
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Fig. 1. Private and public databases. The ellipse represents the database and the
arrows lines of communication. In order to preserve a viable business, the proprietor of a private database must insist that knowledge is not shared with others,
otherwise it would leak out and the database would lose its financial value. This
is not a satisfactory structure for holding data of fundamental importance. In addition to the obvious inequity of access for those who cannot pay, the resulting
inhibition of communication is devastating to science. An important feature of the
public database is that the user has access to all the data at once, to search at will
and to compare with other databases. This allows the operation of novel and powerful algorithms, which would be blocked by, for example, a pay-per-view system.

opposition, the Project succeeded in its aim, and the outcome has been highly influential in keeping much biological information in the public domain. The Human
Genome Project has occasionally been criticized for giving away data to profiteers,
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but that was unavoidable. The huge gain is that comparative analyses of data are
straightforward, without barriers of any kind, as a result of which the value of information is enhanced exponentially as more is added.
Meteorological data is partially privatized, particularly in Europe, thus limiting
information exchange. This is clearly of major significance for climate research.
The same situation applies to geographic maps. For example, in the UK the privatisation of the Ordnance Survey (the national mapping agency) has had a very negative effect both on fair use by individuals and on the development of value-added
products. These are both examples of a protectionist trend that misguidedly seizes
the opportunity to collect fees while ignoring both the hidden costs of collection
and the long-term consequences. All information relevant to climate change should
be made openly accessible; the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (see
Potsdam Memorandum, this volume) will help in this aim.
Free software holds its own in the commercial as well as the academic world.
Its extensive use in, for example, the banking system illustrates the compatibility
of open structures with profitable activity.
The World Wide Web needs no introduction. It is interesting to note that the
Internet originated in military requirements, but was transformed into the remarkable communications system that we have today by the work of Tim Berners-Lee.
Its efficacy and independence is a model as well as a vehicle for exchanges on
many important contemporary issues, including global climate change.
NGOs play a crucial role in many areas of human endeavour. Their role in climate change is already apparent. The term civil society has come into use to describe the coherence and importance of this powerful yet loose grouping. Its
significance arises from the fact that direct government power stops at national
boundaries, whereas the power of transnational corporations does not. Since governments (and their collective embodiment in the UN) are very susceptible to lobbying by well-endowed vested interests, NGOs are vital in providing a democratic
balance.
As the most representative multinational forum, the United Nations ought to be
the ultimate vehicle for information sharing, and indeed it is of immense (though
widely underrated) importance. It has problems of manipulation by powerful interests, and is frequently accused of excessive bureaucracy and even corruption, not
unlike many governments. In the long run an important part of our global agenda
should be to build on the success of the UN and to improve transparency and trust
in that organisation.
The international patent system is of increasing importance in information
flow. For many it is the way of sharing. However, it is a double-edged sword that can
block exchanges as well as facilitating them. For example, information and materials provided in scientific publications are, or should be, available for others to use,
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but this freedom is being increasingly interfered with by the growing demands for
intellectual property (IP) rights from those who fund science, or even from the
scientists themselves. In matters of public importance, such as climate change, the
acquisition of IP should be minimized.
In considering the performance of the above-mentioned types of information
network, and the role of different institutions, we must remember that underlying
their policies is the power of their constituents – shareholders in the case of quoted
corporations, and voters in the case of democratic governments. Public institutions
are not in themselves to blame for poor outcomes. Their leaders, certainly, are in a
position to exercise some influence, but ultimately it comes down to the ballot box;
so an enormously important task is to inform and persuade citizens everywhere of
the need for strategic change. Personal changes in carbon footprint have become
quite popular in developed countries, and should be supported further, through
initiatives such as the Product Carbon Footprint project conceived at the Potsdam
Institute. However, of themselves personal changes achieve little. They need to be
complemented and framed by strong and pro-active government climate policies.
Citizens play a crucial role and must be convinced of the need to vote for strategic
change.
Incentives and licensing mechanisms
In order to be realistic, economic models need to embrace the concept of dual reward rather than focussing solely on financial incentives. Depending on individual
inclination and circumstances, scientists may seek one or both of the following
reward mechanisms:
• Personal attribution. This is supplied by ordinary scientific publication, and, if
properly set up, by attribution to databases. Personal evaluation by peers is of considerable importance as well, and can be reliable in tight-knit communities, but
is capricious and susceptible to misuse on the larger scale. Therefore, scientists
are entitled to expect some formal attribution to further their careers, and indeed
we cannot expect efficiency unless those who are most effective are recognized
as such.
• Financial reward. Scientists differ greatly in their requirements for financial
reward. Most are chiefly rewarded by the chance to perform valuable scientific
research, by success in their research objectives, and by the benefit to society that
results from their efforts. However, some are additionally motivated by the possibility of rich returns from licensing their discoveries for profitable development.
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Those who fund science may similarly be driven by a mixture of motives. They
will seek a successful outcome in any case, but if the resources are derived from
investment then profit is required as well. In the field of climate change, as in
medicine, the awarding of prizes for successful innovation is being tested; proponents of this type of incentive point to historically successful prize systems, such
as in navigation and flight.
In order to grant recognition and financial reward equitably a range of licensing
arrangements has been devised. Here are some examples, ordered from most free
to most restrictive:
Free release. This arrangement is the norm for non-commercial work. It was
employed on a large scale by the Human Genome Project. It is the right model for
fundamental information about the natural world.
General public licence (GPL). This arrangement was devised by Richard Stallman at the Free Software Foundation. By acquiring, using and modifying software
under a GPL, the user agrees to make the source code available so that others can
do the same. There is not – as commonly thought – any prohibition on fees, which
explains why the commercial use of GPL software is increasing.
Conditional open access. A wide variety of licenses is being devised, with varying constraints, for example the demand for fees from high-income countries and
their waiver for low-income countries. The non-profit corporation Creative Commons 2 provides analogous licenses for the mitigation of copyright.
Exclusive rights patents and copyright. These instruments form the backbone
of our present IP system, which is essential to the global economy as currently
organized. However it is widely accepted that the system is not working optimally,
though powerful vested interests resist change. At times debates seem quite ideological, with any attempt at rational discussion drawing accusations of weakening
the system on which our wealth depends. Ways forward are being debated at the
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), as discussed in the next section.

2

http://creativecommons.org
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Some problems for benefit sharing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excessive desire for personal attribution
Perceived loss of incentive if IP is not retained
Focus on short-term profit
Exclusive patent rights as revenue source, leading to blockages
Government perceptions and requirements, securing IP regardless
of efficacy
Competition for international trade, excessive IP requirements in trade
agreements
Inequality, leading to imbalance in negotiating power, including legal
representation
Unforeseen consequences of the free market
Excessive reliance on ‘corporate responsibility’, which, on account of
bottom line effect on share price, can make only a negligible contribution
Digital rights management, which with modern electronic implementation
is eliminating traditional ‘fair use’.
Elements of trust

As we have seen, our global game of prisoner’s dilemma can only move forward
through increasing trust between the participants. What are the important aspects
of that process?
Benefit sharing
Benefit sharing is a key element of trust. It is particularly important in a world
where wealth is very unevenly divided, because in the absence of such proactive
measures benefits will be unevenly divided as well, and will continue to drive a
vicious circle of deprivation and mistrust. A recent example of such failure was
Indonesia’s quite understandable objection to providing its avian flu samples (the
sharing of which is important to all of us) to the World Health Organisation (WHO)
until safeguards were in place to ensure that Indonesia would share in vaccines that
might be derived from the samples (Indonesia had observed that earlier samples
had gone into the profitable activities of US and Australian corporations, whence the
products were sold at prices that were unaffordable for developing countries.) Such
an outcome is extremely destructive, because prediction of future epidemics, and
the development of drugs and vaccines that may mitigate them, depend crucially
on sharing knowledge of novel virus strains as they arise. The WHO should ensure
that all countries, not just the most industrialized, benefit from sharing, thereby
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balancing openness with opportunity. But at the moment it is unable to do so, as it
is constrained by the financial interests of its major contributors and transnational
corporations.
Sharing of goods and services is carried out through the world trading system.
In order for the sharing process to be equitable, we need to ensure that trade rules
are equitable. A big step in the opposite direction was taken by the TRIPS (traderelated intellectual property rights) Agreement in 1995. This laid down a timetable
for all nations, rich and poor, who wish to be members of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) to adopt stringent rules on IP. Since membership is important for
access to markets, there is great pressure to sign up. Many developing nations adopted
the rule, including, for example, India in 2005, and only the least developed nations remain outside. There is a strong sense that developed countries are pulling up
the ladder: when they were in the same position as developing countries are in today they paid little attention to one another’s IP rights. China has benefited greatly
by ignoring the WTO throughout its recent growth period, and now joins from a
position of strength.
It is important for the provision of healthcare as well as fair trade that there is
flexibility within the TRIPS Agreement. Some key steps in that direction were taken
in the Doha Agreement of 2001. The measures do not work very well, but in principle (through compulsory licensing) allow developing nations to avoid paying high
prices for medicines.3 Further steps have been taken by the adoption of a ‘development agenda’ at the WIPO, and by discussions at the WHO following the farsighted report of the Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation and
Public Health chaired by the former Swiss President Ruth Dreifuss.
The Indonesian experience over avian flu highlights the problem of ‘biopiracy’,
in which novel genetic resources are appropriated for gain by the economically
powerful. In some cases (notorious examples include the neem tree and basmati
rice), centuries-old prior art 4 has been ignored by patent examiners in wealthy
countries, on the grounds that it is not formally documented. Unwillingness to confront this injustice is a major obstacle to achieving a harmonized world IP system.
Under the Convention on Biological Diversity, rules for benefit sharing of genetic
resources are being constructed, but progress is slow because of lobbying by vested
interests in the wealthy countries.
Multinational agreements are the best way to achieve benefit sharing, but only
if they are honestly negotiated and fully respected. The problem is that they are
not. Seeing signs of democratization of the trading rules, OECD countries (the
One practical problem is that developed countries are liable to retaliate with trade sanctions if a developing
country uses compulsory licensing, as has happened recently in the case of Thailand. Another is that for countries
lacking their own manufacturing capability, the measures are prohibitively cumbersome.
4
This term is used when previously existing knowledge bars a patent.
3
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USA in particular with the EU as an eager supporter) have been attempting with
some success to negotiate bilateral agreements with individual developing countries and to set up so-called ‘free-trade areas’. The incentive in such arrangements
is the granting of enhanced access to rich markets; the drawback is that usually
there is an insistence on ‘TRIPS +’ standards of IP, in which much of the flexibility
is removed. The existence of a meshwork of special agreements weakens the multilateral structure on which trade should be built. At present, we are moving towards trade that is neither free nor fair, but which rather smacks of imperialism.
There are ominous echoes of the network of alliances that preceded the First World
War. In order to deal with global problems, including climate change, there is a
need to halt the trend towards bilateral agreements.
Unequal benefit sharing is increasing the gap between rich and poor in many
ways. One very serious consequence is that opportunities for personal progress are
diminished in the developing countries, with a consequent increase of legal and
illegal migration. The ‘brain drain’ of the most talented individuals is of course
particularly damaging to a country, and attempts to reverse that by investment in
education, research and industry are very desirable (see Hassan, this volume). It is
also vital that personal attribution is attainable in less well-endowed scientific institutes. Economists often equate incentives with financial reward, but scientists
are motivated at least as much by the personal excitement of discovery and invention, and will tend to prefer working where they have both adequate resources for
research and the ease of recognition that comes from being in the mainstream.

Access to knowledge
It is fashionable in the rich countries to refer to modern society as the ‘knowledge
society’. Whether that is accurate or not, it is a fact that enclosure and protection of
knowledge is epidemic: the scope of IP is being continuously extended, and more
stringent means to prevent its unauthorized use are being introduced. We have already looked at some mitigating measures that are being taken in the area of publication. We must recognize that these measures and the transfer of technological
expertise are a necessary part of developing trust. Access to knowledge is one of the
most important rights for developing economies.
Easy access to knowledge is important for individuals as well as institutions, in
rich as well as poor countries, and this aspect is considered by Susanne Kadner (this
volume).
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Integrity
Another aspect of trust has to do with confidence in the accuracy and completeness
of shared information. Science is self-checking, in that results are constantly queried
and elaborated upon, so that errors eventually come to light. But this takes time. In
the short term, accuracy of scientific information depends on the integrity of scientists, backed by peer review of publications. Apart from the inevitable errors, recent studies have revealed a steady trickle of falsified results, and occasionally a
major scandal hits the headlines. It must be said that these cases represent a tiny
fraction of overall scientific effort, and in view of the greatly increased number of
scientists working today this fraction is probably not increasing. Nevertheless, concern about the accuracy of scientific research in a global setting is leading to the
establishment of more monitoring systems to discourage misconduct. This is just
as well, because in a newsworthy field such as climate change there is a great deal
of commentary at very varied levels of professionalism. It is important for people to
have access to sources of information that are not only open but also trustworthy.
Integrity is even more important at an institutional level than it is for individuals.
Regrettably, systematic disinformation is characteristic of the lobbying and advertising industries, and, to varying degrees, of the political process. As an example of
the former, the tobacco industry has for decades invested heavily in denying the
link between smoking and lung cancer. While its activities have been greatly restricted in wealthy societies, it is now unashamedly peddling its wares among the
poor. A prominent example of disinformation from political sources was the denial
by the Mbeki government in South Africa that HIV caused AIDS. Corporate misbehaviour creates numerous impediments to tackling climate change. For example,
the oil industry has funded objections to the identification of human activity as a
primary cause, far beyond the point of balanced debate; the producers of bottled
water lobby against the use of tap water; manufacturers of baby formula encourage
mothers not to breast-feed their infants; and the food industry encourages overconsumption, resulting in increased obesity as societies become wealthier.
Sharing of natural resources
A key element of benefit sharing is the equitable division of natural resources.
Mostly it is left to the rather primitive mechanisms that we have just touched on. We
need to do better than that if we are to deal with sharing of water, food, and the
Earth itself without conflicts even more destructive than we have at present.
A striking example of failed benefit sharing is our collective inability to prevent
the fishing industry destroying fish stocks, and therefore its own livelihood. Information flow is a vital step in sharing resources. But whereas information can be
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shared indefinitely without loss to anyone – indeed with gain as value is added to
it – natural resources are consumed. We may divide the fish as equitably as we
please, but if we collectively take them out of the sea faster than they can reproduce we are in the end left with nothing. Despite adequate information, understanding and communication, fishery after fishery has collapsed. Perhaps the most
spectacular crash to date is that of the Grand Banks, largely under Canadian jurisdiction, in the early Nineties; it has not recovered. In Europe we are struggling
with the declining North Sea fishery, once enormously rich and now a fraction of
its former size. Modern technology saves effort and makes fishing safer, but it cannot solve this prisoner’s dilemma for us any more than science and technology will
of themselves solve the problem of climate change. Establishing sustainable fisheries is a model exercise for the EU. If we can solve this socio-economic problem,
perhaps we shall find the mechanism to tackle climate change.
The nature of the problem becomes apparent when we contrast the above situations with one fishery that has probably been made sustainable. In the Seventies
Iceland confronted the UK and Germany in order to establish the right to control
its coastal waters (the so-called ‘cod wars’), and then set up legal constraints to
preserve the fish stocks. Here a small country with much to lose has achieved what
countries such as the UK and Spain, let alone the EU as a whole, have so far been
unable to do. Trust comes more easily to the small group; we have to find ways to
foster it in the global group.
Underlying all the problems in the sharing of natural resources (including the
Earth’s atmosphere) is the issue of excessive human population, which is seldom
discussed explicitly because it is so contentious. A detailed discussion is beyond the
scope of this essay, but the issue is touched upon by Wolfgang Lucht and Walter
Kohn in this volume. Here I would simply note that, in some way or another, we
must start assessing the issue of population coolly, morally and humanely. Otherwise all our other efforts will be in vain.
Conclusion
Large-scale manipulation of climate, even assuming that we have the technology
and expertise to do so, can only be carried out in an atmosphere of transparency
and trust. The hyper-competitive stance that has been the norm in international
relations, while effective for short-term gains and understandably driven by the
demands of the ballot box, will be disastrous for the problems that now face us. For
the free flow and effective use of scientific information, we need to put in place
settlements that are agreed by rational negotiation rather than by power struggles.
In short, if we are to make progress, the globalisation of trade must be accompanied by the globalisation of justice.

Chapter 30

Educating and motivating global society

Susanne Kadner
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Government Advisor on Climate and Related Issues. Susanne now works in the
Technical Support Unit of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Working Group III.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 29.
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‘Information flow: the basis for sustainable participation’ is the title of John Sulston’s chapter in this book. It is probably what the creators of the Aarhus Convention
had in mind when they drafted the document in 1998. This UN convention, whose
formal title is ‘Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making, and Access to Environmental Justice in Environmental Matters’, is
founded on the belief that citizen involvement can strengthen democracy and environmental protection (POST, 2006). Then-Secretary-General Kofi Annan went
as far to describe it as ‘the most ambitious venture in the area of environmental
democracy so far undertaken under the auspices of the United Nations’ (UNECE,
1998). On ratification of this document, more than forty states acknowledged that
access to information is an essential prerequisite for public participation in environmental decision-making processes, and that sustainable development can only
be achieved through the involvement of all stakeholders.
Each of us makes numerous decisions related to climate change every day.
Whether as individuals, consumers or voters, our behaviour will ultimately influence the paths of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. As with any interconnected
global problem, a fair understanding of the intricacies is required to make the right
(i. e., intended) choices. This understanding is not always easily attained, especially with the complex challenge of climate change. While the UNFCCC website
provides, for example, free access to the most recent data on national greenhouse
gas emissions and removals, it is still a challenge for the lay person to understand
the complex relationship between the emission reductions agreed under the Kyoto
Protocol, and why the use of energy-saving light bulbs does not contribute to a
reduction in these emissions.1
Obviously, the goal is not to turn everyone into a climate expert. Some people might
even argue that understanding a problem does not necessarily mean acting on it
(Chess and Johnson, 2007). However, the measures required to avoid dangerous
climate change (Schellnhuber et al., 2006) will affect everyone, whether through
voluntary changes in lifestyle at a personal level, or through policies imposed by
In the initial phases of the European Emission Trading System (ETS), which was set up according to the specifications agreed under the Kyoto Protocol, each EU member state receives a set amount of emission allowances.
In total, the amount of allowances adds up to an agreed cap in greenhouse gas emissions. National Allocation
Plans (NAPs) regulate the distribution of these allowances between the different energy-intensive industries of a
country, such as electricity generators, oil refineries, and manufacturing plants. Each industrial installation may
either use up its allowances through emitting the permitted amount of greenhouse gases or may sell the allowances
on the market (‘cap and trade’). When households save energy through the use of energy-efficient bulbs, less
electricity is used and thus, initially, less CO2 is emitted. However, the electricity provider can now sell its surplus
allowances to enable other industries to emit more GHGs. In other words, energy-saving measures under the capand-trade system do not save any CO2 emissions. They do, however, contribute to the development and spread of
energy-efficient technologies and applications. These will become important during the later stages of the ETS,
when industries will have to pay for their emission allowances and will pass the costs for this on to the customer,
which will make – in our example – the use of energy-efficient light bulbs financially rewarding.
1
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governments. To facilitate these changes, we need to ensure that individuals, consumers and voters understand the issues at stake. It is therefore not enough to
merely provide the necessary information. We also need to ensure that people understand the implications of this information; i. e., that people understand, accept,
and facilitate concrete action on all levels, from the personal to the national and
global. After all, the motivation to act will most likely result from individuals feeling part of both the problem and the solution.
Who is the appropriate messenger for this information? Which people are credible, unbiased, knowledgeable, and dedicated enough to communicate the required
changes? Clearly, scientists should be an essential part of this group of messengers.
It may have been for this reason that the Nobel peace laureate Al Gore, in his
speech to the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) in 2009, told the assembled scientists, ‘Keep your day job, but start
getting involved in this historic debate. We need you.’ (AAAS, 2009).
When faced with the choice of where to become active, there is certainly a broad
range of options for the dedicated scientist. The political arena is clearly an important field where the advice of scientists is greatly needed and, thankfully, frequently
sought. However, the practice of advising politicians and government officials can
prove challenging as they often demand a single and simple answer rather than
accepting that, due to the uncertainties intrinsic to science, a range of outcomes or
solutions is possible. Concerned about their credibility, in particular amongst their
peers, many scientists may thus shy away from this challenge (Cole and Watrous,
2007). Policy advice on the other hand, where a range of options is presented and
discussed in order to support the legislative process, may seem a more attractive
avenue of support. Many advisory bodies and national scientific societies (such as
the Royal Society of London or the AAAS) have taken on the task of supporting
policy development in key areas. Their tools are reports, policy briefs, and statements or letters of concern, although some doubt the impact of the latter (Meyer,
2007). However, policy advice also demands participation in formal, sometimes
slow and rather institutionalized, processes that leave little room for personal engagement. The most renowned example of a scientific body providing advice to
policymakers is the IPCC, which publishes its main reports every six to seven years
after a lengthy process of scrutinizing discussion.
To speed up changes, scientists could (and should) also communicate to the public in a more direct manner. Here, an often used – albeit slightly problematic – communication channel has been the mass media. While newspapers, magazines, radio,
television, and the Internet reach a broad audience, the results have not always
been satisfying. One cause lies in the traditional model of news reporting, where
a balanced approach is used to present more than one side of an argument with
the aim of giving the audience the opportunity to form its own opinion. However,
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scientific agreement on anthropogenic climate change has now reached a level
where the balanced approach no longer serves its previously well-intentioned purpose. Today, the scientific consensus on climate change should receive the relative
weight it deserves, particularly in the face of dissenting claims from a number of
reasonably well-known climate sceptics with sometimes dubious scientific backgrounds. The declining ‘news value’ of climate change also adds to the problem, as
opinions that counter the general trend are favoured over ‘more-of-the-same’ prognoses (for example, that sea levels are rising some millimetres faster than anticipated). Due to the salience and selling points of such ‘controversial articles’, these
reports distort the insights of science and impair the dissemination of knowledge
to the public sphere. One way to counter this is for scientists to better support journalists in understanding their area of expertise, for example through workshops
that explain the latest research findings in their specific discipline. In addition,
scientists should be more helpful in providing clear analyses and statements, or
perhaps even personal perspectives which are so important for news reporting
(Ward, 2008).
Education, as another communication channel, may offer the opportunity for a
more direct and possibly more rewarding experience of knowledge transfer. Teaching in schools and universities facilitates the dissemination of knowledge and understanding through the student’s personal network of family and friends (Pratt
and Rabkin, 2007). However, at present climate change is not represented as a
specific topic in the curricula of most schools and it is only due to the personal effort of committed science teachers that it is covered at all. But for students to understand the climate crisis from many different perspectives, from physics and
biology to economics and social studies, it is important to integrate it into the official curricula. Another very important aspect is science education itself, as students need a better understanding of scientific methodology and probabilities in
order to judge uncertainties. By stimulating scientific discussions in class, teachers
enhance the understanding that discussion of an issue does not imply that there is
doubt of its existence per se.
Finally, a whole range of other opportunities exists for scientists to directly interact with the public. Books, blogs, public talks and public conferences, open days
or contributions to documentaries and museum exhibitions are just a few possibilities for disseminating knowledge in a direct, undiluted and unbiased manner. A
major challenge here is to adapt well to the different types of audiences, and to not
underestimate the power of the narrative. Numerous studies have shown that certain forms of communication can make information more memorable. Suggestions
range, for example, from using scenarios and analogies to evoke relevant personal
experiences (Marx et al., 2007), to visualizing the consequences of inappropriate
actions with respect to greenhouse gas emissions (Stoll-Kleemann et al., 2001).
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There are clearly many challenges for scientists in appropriately communicating
their knowledge. However, their main task must certainly remain the generation of
knowledge in the first place. It may, in fact, be too much to demand that they should
also know when, where, how, and to whom it can best be communicated. It thus
strikes me that scientists would greatly profit from mediator organizations that facilitate the adequate transfer of scientific knowledge to politicians, media and the
public. Of course, many NGOs already cooperate with scientists and, regarding
certain issues, have largely taken over the role of informing and educating the
public. Environmental NGOs, however, mostly attract those who already favour
their position. One could argue that this is merely a case of preaching to the converted. Therefore, what I have in mind is something like the Union of Concerned
Scientists (UCS),2 a US non-profit science advocacy organization that is supported
by numerous professional scientists and many private citizens. While this organization focuses on other environmental issues as well as climate change, its sciencebased activities that aim for responsible changes in government policy, corporate
practices, and consumer choices seem to have the right mix to communicate scientific knowledge in an efficient and credible manner.
The most important point, however, is that a mediator organization does not
have any agenda other than broad outreach and communication of sound scientific
findings. The advantages of such an organization for Europe with the focus on
climate change and sustainability questions are clear: scientists can concentrate on
their scientific projects, while the mediator organization is responsible for communicating their findings effectively. The tasks of such an organization would include, for example, identifying the windows of opportunity to introduce one’s
results in policy-relevant decision-making processes, functioning as a contact point
for journalists to select the right individuals for certain news stories, or even bringing scientists and artists together to help create a vision of a carbon-free future. In
addition, it could help identify the target audience in public talks, and support scientists in tailoring their messages adequately without interfering in any way with
the contents. Combining the knowledge of scientists with the invaluable skills of
trained, respectable and committed communicators would help to increase both
social pressure and political action.
As outlined by many of the authors of this book, the challenges before us are
demanding, and may even appear daunting. We therefore need support from as
many individuals as possible to facilitate the required societal changes. Due to their
knowledge, scientists bear a particular responsibility in this context. They will
need to improve their communication of the problems and solutions in order to
support the public in dealing with climate change in an educated way. Whether
2

www.uscusa.org
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through closer cooperation with interested journalists or through more direct engagement with the public, the possibilities for action are ample. Of course, as Sir
Crispin Tickell pointed out in an editorial in Science in 2002, ‘Making unwelcome
changes now to avoid possible consequences in an uncertain future is a difficult
proposition to sell to anyone’ (Tickell, 2002). But I am convinced that – with adequate support – scientists can contribute greatly to our current debate and convey
precisely this message!
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Achim Steiner

Achim Steiner, a German national, was born in Brazil in 1961. During his studies
at the Universities of Oxford and London, he specialized in development economics, regional planning, international development, and environment policy. In 2001
he was appointed Director General of the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (IUCN). In 2006 the UN General Assembly elected Steiner as Executive
Director of the United Nations Environment Programme for a four-year term. He
is also serving on a number of international development advisory boards.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 29.
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John Sulston has compared the challenge posed by climate change to a repeated
version of the ‘prisoners’ dilemma’, in which the prisoners have the opportunity to
increase trust by seeing how each responded in prior rounds of the game. His conclusion is that we need to increase information flow in order to build trust and
hence prevent defection, in this case from collective agreements to reduce emission of greenhouse gases. I agree with Sulston’s conclusion, but would go further
and say that we also need to increase the flow of knowledge stemming from wider
sharing of that information.
Sharing information on climate change and helping each other to truly understand
and trust in the necessary actions necessitates close cooperation among all players
of ‘the game’. Such cooperation is essential if we are to avoid the future that scientists warn will be our fate if we fail to act. It is worthwhile taking a closer look
at the capability of democratic institutions to foster cooperation in times of crisis.
Cooperation is, paradoxically, both made more complicated and easier by democratic, more participatory forms of government because they place a high value on
the individual and fundamental human rights
On the one hand, the spread of democratic governments and greater control by
more individuals over decisions that affect their lives is one of the great achievements of the late twentieth century. The Nobel laureate Amartya Sen characterized
development as freedom in his 1999 book of the same name. He also noted that in
order to develop we must account for the ‘worsening threats to our environment
and to the sustainability of our economic and social lives’. Democracy promotes
the flow of information, helping to create the informed and engaged citizenry that
is needed to tackle collective challenges such as climate change. Democratic development and the strengthening of institutions that safeguard individual human
rights are enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which last year
celebrated its sixtieth birthday. They also form the core of the United Nations system, and shape our everyday work at the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP). It must be our collective hope that development processes will
continue to bring freedom and inclusion to more people.
On the other hand, by giving more people a role in decision making, democracy
can make it difficult to reach a consensus. The prisoners’ dilemma grows more
complicated when there are many prisoners and fewer opportunities to see firsthand
the benefits of cooperation, a point Sulston makes in noting that trust comes more
easily to small tight-knit groups than it does at the global scale. This does not imply
a world in which a benevolent autocracy is the basis for reaching decisions – not
only in relation to climate change – for the good of all, but rather means that, in
Professor Sulston’s words, ‘an enormously important task is to inform and persuade
citizens everywhere of the need for strategic change’. The challenge in a democracy
is to ensure that citizens are informed and educated enough to be able to understand
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the issues at stake, and empowered to act accordingly even when the benefits of a
choice may seem remote. This is a huge challenge in an information age that so
often seems characterized by a glut of information, much of which can appear
contradictory, self-serving, or just plain wrong. There is as yet no good equivalent
in popular journalism to the peer review and vetting processes that, as Sulston
observes, help weed out bad science. The result is that disinformation about climate change being a hoax continues to circulate in the media and public discourse,
and time and energy is wasted debating whether observed climate phenomena are
actually natural variations of yet undiscovered natural cycles; this time and energy
could be better spent finding solutions to climate change.
We urgently need better ways of validating complex science, and communicating its inherent uncertainties to the public. People must be able to understand not
only the magnitude of the problem but also the benefits of acting to curb emissions
or taking steps to adapt to coming changes, even if this means making short-term
sacrifices for the long-term common good. In democratic societies, the willingness
to support actions for the collective good is communicated through the ballot box
to those responsible for negotiating international agreements, making public policy, and enacting laws and regulations. The ballot box is a great achievement of
democratic societies, but also a challenge to society if citizens base their vote on
misinformation.
In addressing the problem of climate change it is important to get beyond merely
communicating the issues. Communication needs to be accompanied by the development of new, and the reinforcement of existing, mechanisms that foster the
inclusion and participation of wider and more informed constituencies in the policy-making process. Such mechanisms are essential to provide the ‘basis for participation’ that Sulston is hoping for. They are also essential in increasing the flow
of knowledge and understanding stemming from the wider sharing of information
that I see as a crucial extension of Sulston’s argument.
Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have a particularly valuable role to
play here, and not only because they provide, as Sulston points out, a balance to
powerful vested interests that attempt to influence governments. The best NGOs
are very good at communicating information, encouraging participation, and rallying public support for change. A strong and vibrant NGO community is usually
evidence of a democratic and open society. However, NGOs are also important in
another way. What we might call ‘fact building’ for policy is less the result of a
pure, rational quest for what is technically correct, and more about the establishment of facts within networks. This is a characteristic that NGOs share with scientists and other knowledge-based communities, groups Peter Haas has defined as
‘networks of knowledge-based experts or groups with an authoritative claim to
policy-relevant knowledge within the domain of their expertise’. The reach and
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influence of such networks and their stability vis-à-vis mainstream institutions,
both at the national and international levels, help generate the political will needed
to ensure that appropriate responses to climate change are adopted, initially nationally and eventually internationally.
Recognising the importance of NGOs and other non-state actors in shaping and
communicating opinion, UNEP set up its Major Groups and Stakeholders Branch
to enhance participation of civil society in our work. We value the perspectives that
groups as diverse as trade unions, local authorities, indigenous people, youth, and
the scientific and technological community bring to the table; the valuable research
and advocacy functions they perform, and their role in helping foster long-term,
broad-based support for UNEP’s mission. These partners help us implement our
work programme in a number of ways. They adapt our global efforts to national or
local realities and form a valuable liaison function between UNEP and local communities. Major Groups provide the scientific, policy and legal expertise necessary
for effective implementation, and act as watchdogs, helping foster accountability
in governments. Our public awareness and outreach efforts rely to a large extent on
partnerships with Major Groups, who are particularly effective in engaging the
general public in an informative and educative manner. In the area of adaptation to
climate change, for example, we are supporting efforts in a number of African
countries to introduce strategies for coping with climate variability to farmers and
other rural groups. In almost all cases governments have chosen to work with local
NGOs in communicating this information.
Sulston is somewhat critical of the UN’s ability to resist being manipulated by
what he calls ‘well-endowed vested interests’. It is not so much that the UN is manipulated; but when member states differ on important points, achieving agreement on a course of action is often difficult. National interests still matter a great
deal, and in a consensus-based body such as the UN it can appear to the casual
observer that discussion takes precedence over action. But this only highlights the
importance of improving information flow so that governments clearly understand
the long-term consequences of their positions and do not base these on short-term,
narrow determinations. I agree with Sulston that as part of the global agenda we
need to build on the success of the UN and improve trust in the capacity of the
multi-lateral system to facilitate equitable and fair outcomes, although I would not
defer this to the long term as he does.
Hence, with respect to climate change, we must aim not only to increase the
flow of scientifically correct information, but also to foster understanding and application of the received information, thus enhancing responsible action by a larger
constituency. Such development requires trust and close cooperation among a large
number of different players, which is best achieved through focused actions with
clearly defined goals. In this context, it may be worth referring to Sulston’s call for
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a regime in which the private acquisition of intellectual property should be minimized, and funding on climate change conducted in a manner that promotes openaccess publication of research findings. Providing an example from the area of
public health, Sulston points out that the most successful new initiatives are being
undertaken by public-private partnerships supported by charitable and government
funds, and he sees scope for this model in the area of climate change mitigation.
This idea is certainly worth exploring.
One reason, perhaps, for optimism regarding efforts to develop anti-malarial
drugs or vaccines for diseases that disproportionately affect people in developing
countries is their narrow focus. Such efforts do not aim at developing universal
health care for all people but have a singularity of purpose that fosters trust by
keeping the number of participants or players small and the result focused. In such
a setting, confidence-building measures are more likely to be successful and to
lead to mutually beneficial outcomes.
Extended to climate change, the implication is that it may well be wise to concentrate initially on a few important and achievable collective goals, such as improving the efficiency and lowering the cost of solar cells as a low-carbon energy
technology. Scientific breakthroughs in this area could help build a consensus for
collective action as lower-cost renewable energy technologies help reduce emissions in developed countries while allowing expanded access to energy in developing countries. Success in this one area of collective endeavour, for example, would
build confidence and momentum for other cooperative challenges.
In the negotiations on a successor to the Kyoto Protocol, discussions on technology issues have matured, and there is a growing recognition that it is necessary to
strike a balance between public and private interest. There are a number of means
to achieve this. Two examples are increased government support for research and
development of low-carbon and adaptation technologies, and support by developed
countries for so-called enabling measures in developing countries, which help create the necessary markets. Hopefully, by tackling only one or a few problems at a
time, we will be more successful in communicating the urgency of climate change
and stimulating effective action to deal with it.

Chapter 32

Potsdam Memorandum

Main conclusions from the symposium ‘Global Sustainability:
A Nobel Cause’, Potsdam, Germany, 8 – 10 October 2007
We are standing at a moment in history when a Great Transformation is needed to
respond to the immense threat to our planet. This transformation must begin immediately and is strongly supported by all present at the Potsdam Nobel Laureate
Symposium.
The need for a Great Transformation
The world-wide socioeconomic acceleration after World War II has pushed our
planet into an unprecedented situation: humanity is acting now as a quasi-geological force on a planetary scale that will qualitatively and irreversibly alter the natural Earth System mode of operation – should business as usual be pursued.
As outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, anthropogenic
global warming through greenhouse gas emissions is the foremost of an entire set
of emerging development, security and environmental crises which require an integrated response. Yet climate protection ambitions appear to be on a collision course
with the predominant growth paradigm that disconnects human welfare from the
capacity of the planet to sustain growth. Humanity is faced with the major challenge of making a drastic reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, which will require shifts in lifestyles in rich countries, while meeting urgent development and
growth needs in the poorer countries, the home of the vast majority of humanity
underlining the right to development. Ensuring that some nine billion people can
live a decent life requires, above all, access to affordable, sustainable and reliable
energy services, which are currently based almost exclusively on fossil fuel resources and unsustainable use of traditional fuels. The issue of ‘carbon justice’ and
the urgency of the matter at hand require unprecedented cooperation and rapidity
in response.
Is there a ‘third way’ between environmental destabilization and persisting
underdevelopment? Yes, there is, but this way has to bring about, rapidly and
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ubiquitously, a thorough re-invention of our industrial metabolism – the Great
Transformation. This is an awesome challenge, yet we have one comparative advantage over all previous generations: an incredibly advanced system of knowledge production that can be harnessed, in principle, to co-generate that transformation
together with courageous political leaders, enlightened business executives and civil
society at large.
Crucial sustainability challenges and responses
The whole gathering placed the challenge of climate change and energy security
firmly in the context of sustainable development, supported the rights of developing countries to social and economic development, and took careful account of
interactions between climate policy and the challenges of development in the short,
medium and long-term. In so doing it expressed its strong support for the Millennium Development Goals and the concepts of broad-based and multi-dimensional
development that they embody.
A range of actions in the areas of climate stabilization, energy security and sustainable development are considered necessary, in particular, these could include:
1. In order to achieve climate stabilization, a post-2012 regime should comprise
the following key elements:
• A global target such as the 2 º C-limit relative to preindustrial levels or the
(largely equivalent) halving of worldwide greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
A series of consistent short and medium-term emissions targets are also essential to drive investment and technology and to reduce the need for greater
action later.
• A leadership role of industrialized countries both in regards to drastic emissions reductions and development of low/no-carbon technologies in order to
give poor developing countries room for urgently needed economic growth
within the boundaries of a global carbon contract.
• Carbon justice. Striving for a long-term convergence to equal-per-capita
emissions rights accomplished through a medium-term multi-stage approach
accounting for differentiated national capacities. An important goal would
be the reduction of the total amount of greenhouse gas emissions, which is the
product of per capita consumption times population, where both factors are
crucial.
• The generation of a carbon price, for instance, through an international capand-trade system (of systems) based on auctioning permits.
• The establishment of a powerful worldwide process supporting climatefriendly innovation, international cooperation of R & D institutions, combined
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with increased RD & D funding, integrating basic research as well, to facilitate
technology transfer and cooperation.
• Major contributions to a multinational funding system for enhancing adaptive
capacities.
• Scaled-up efforts to both reduce emissions from deforestation and accelerate
ecologically appropriate reforestation by creating new incentives for communities and countries to preserve and increase their forests.
• Ensure reductions of non-CO2 greenhouse gases.
2. Energy demand is projected to grow dramatically. Efficiency and a range of
readily-available low carbon technologies are the key to offset the growth for
energy services. In order to attain energy security, consistent with environmental integrity, an international strategy should have the following foci:
• Systemic efficiency revolution and productivity increase including fuel
switching, combined heat power and an energy saving lifestyle which is necessary but not sufficient.
• Portfolio approach consisting of a systematic exploration of the economic and
technological potential of all of the relevant mitigation options.
• Design of investment strategies based on the portfolio approach; e. g., intelligent systems, grid infrastructure, storage technologies, demand-side measures, and deployment of renewables such as solar that has huge potential
already now. Upfront investments, in addition to carbon finance, are needed
to support emerging technologies and increase their market share; e. g., feedin laws.
• Rapid implementation of demonstration projects for advanced solar energy
and carbon capture and storage to foster ingenuity and drive down costs.
• Stabilizing long-term expectations of investors at capital markets and establishing microcredit institutions in developing countries aimed at financing
low-carbon technologies.
A global contract between science and society
There is overwhelming evidence that we need to tap all sources of ingenuity and
cooperation to meet the environment and development challenges of the twentyfirst century and beyond. This implies, in particular, that the scientific community
engages in a strategic alliance with the leaders, institutions and movements representing the worldwide civil society. In turn, governments, industries and private
donors should commit to additional investments in the knowledge enterprise that
is searching for sustainable solutions.
This new contract between science and society would embrace many elements,
yet three of them are critically important:
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1. A multi-national innovation program on the basic needs of human beings (energy, air, water, food, health etc.) that surpasses, in many respects, the national
crash programs of the past (Manhattan, Sputnik, Apollo, Green Revolution
etc.).
2. Removal of the persisting cognitive divides and barriers through a global communication system (ranging from international discourse fora to a truly worldwide web of digital information flow). Part of this would be the emerging
‘Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS)’ that could especially
provide early warning about imminent natural or social sustainability crises.
3. A global initiative on the advancement of sustainability science, education and
training. The best young minds, especially those of women, need to be motivated to engage in interdisciplinary problem-solving, based on ever enhanced
disciplinary excellence. The ambition is to win over the next generation for
laying the cognitive foundations for the well-being of the generations further
down the line.
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The Potsdam Memorandum: a remarkable outcome
of a most important conference

Klaus Töpfer

Klaus Töpfer was born in 1938 in Waldenburg, which then belonged to Germany
but is now Polish. He studied economics in Mainz and Frankfurt and earned his
doctorate at the University of Münster in 1968. After serving as a government official, professor, and adviser on development politics, he became Minister for the
Environment and Health in the state of Rhineland-Palatinate in 1985. In 1987 Töpfer
became Federal Minister for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear
Safety under Chancellor Helmut Kohl. From 1994 to 1998 he served as Federal
Minister for Regional Planning, Civil Engineering and Urban Development. In 1998
he was appointed Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations, General Director
of the United Nations office in Nairobi, and Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme. In 2009 he was appointed Founding President of
the Institute of Advanced Sustainability Studies in Potsdam.
Note: This chapter is a commentary on chapter 32.
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It was certainly a historic event that took place in Potsdam, Germany, in October
2007: The Potsdam Nobel Laureate Symposium entitled, ‘Global Sustainability:
A Nobel Cause’. The conference was convened at a remarkable venue, a baroque
palace built by the Prussian King Frederick the Great, reflecting the atmosphere of
a monarchist epoch. This era also gave rise to the First Industrial Revolution, a
revolution based on the technical innovations of the steam engine and railway systems, inducing the first major use of fossil fuels. It was also a social revolution as
reflected in the Stein-Hardenberg reforms of the Prussian administrative system.
All of this culminated in the collapse of the monarchy in Germany and the difficult
start of democracy.
The Potsdam Memorandum, which was adopted at the end of this remarkable
symposium, starts out by stating: ‘We are standing at a moment in history when a
Great Transformation is needed to respond to the immense threat to our planet’.
Shortly after this symposium the dramatic crisis of the financial institutions hit the
world like a tsunami, provoking drastic consequences for economies worldwide.
The quotation above reflects the double challenge we are facing. More than ever
before, the relationship between economic development and stability, and the integrity of the ecosystems in our world are becoming evident. This global economic
crisis is a declaration of bankruptcy of the ‘short-term world’, an economic paradigm focused solely on quarterly results, with a reward system directly echoing
this short-termism. It is also a declaration of bankruptcy by a society that subsidizes
its ‘wealth’ by externalizing the main part of the costs linked to production and
consumption, imposing them on coming generations, on human beings living far
away, and on nature’s capital. These costs involve the exploitation of the environment, as well as financial debts and burdens.
A further visionary conclusion of the Potsdam Memorandum was to emphasize
the relationship between the right to development, mentioned in the Rio Principles
as early as 1992, and the stabilization of ecosystems, especially the fight against
climate change. The Potsdam Memorandum stresses that ‘Humanity is faced with
the major challenge of making a drastic reduction in greenhouse gas emissions,
which will require transforming lifestyles in rich countries, while meeting urgent
development and growth needs in the poorer countries, the home of the vast majority of humanity, underlining the right to development’. Grasping this challenge
should be the foremost priority of global society and should lead to political actions
at all levels. It requires moving beyond short-termism, and appreciating our responsibility for the medium- and long-term consequences of actions and reactions
in our world. In his epochal book The Principle of Responsibility, the GermanJewish philosopher Hans Jonas formulated a new categorical imperative, an ethical approach to decision making in our technological society: ‘Act in a way that the
consequences of your actions are compatible with the permanence of real human
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life on Earth’. This is a categorical imperative for a world committed to sustainable
development. It is the alternative to a ‘throw-away society’, which was and still is
a reflection of our short-sighted political and economic systems.
More than ever before, we require a new paradigm for economic and political
action. The Potsdam Memorandum rightly calls for a ‘third way between environmental destabilization and persisting underdevelopment’. At the moment we are
confronted with a myriad of signals indicating that the responses to the financial
and economic crisis are again based on short-term reactions. The measures taken
mainly aim at preserving existing structures; they clearly do not start the journey
to a ‘re-invention of our industrial metabolism’, nor do they lead ‘the way to the
Great Transformation’, as called for in the Potsdam Memorandum. Analysis of the
economic stimulus packages decided upon by nearly all governments around the
world to overcome the economic crisis shows that those hundreds of billions of
dollars and euros are mainly being spent stabilizing demand for the old structures
of roads and cars, and backing the purchasing power of the consumer. Only a few
countries have taken the path towards a ‘Great Transformation’, towards a world
with higher energy-efficiency and a massive decarbonization of energy supply.
South Korea stands out for having committed around 80 % of its economic stimulus
funds to measures in line with a ‘green economy’. In China the corresponding share
is around 30 %, in Germany it is as low as 13 %, in the United States around 11 %.
The message of the ‘Great Transformation’ requires that the financial crisis must be
taken as an opportunity to kill two birds with one stone. This means responding to
the short-term financial and economic crisis in a way that supports long-term sustainability of the global economy and society. The new ‘industrial metabolism’
must be the focus of global attention if we are to overcome the crisis of our age.
It is ethically wrong that the poorest of the poor again have to bear the main burden of crises that were caused by those living and acting in the so-called developed
part of the world. The facts that Muhammad Yunus mentioned in his speech on the
occasion of the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize ceremony in Oslo must be addressed: ‘The
world’s income distribution gives a very telling story. Ninety four percent of the
world’s income goes to 40 % of the population, while 60 % of people live on only
6 % of world income. Half of the world’s population lives on two dollars a day. Over
one billion people live on less than a dollar a day. This is no formula for peace.’
Development is becoming synonymous with peace in this globalized world.
Tackling the double challenge of honouring a right to development and successfully combating climate change urgently requires a ‘global contract between science
and society’. This message was a most important conclusion to the symposium. It
reflects the huge opportunities arising from science and technology in our world.
The acceleration of scientific discovery, which is unprecedented in history, has
given us deep insights into the patterns of nature and life. These insights form an
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important basis for successfully realizing the ‘Great Transformation’. The necessary scientific understanding must be further deepened by investing further billions
of dollars and euros in research and technological development. It is most apt that
the Nobel laureates in Potsdam called for a new ‘Apollo Program’, to leverage innovations and technologies that allow for the fulfilment of basic human needs
without exceeding the Earth’s capacity for renewal.
In his ‘Berlin speech’ of 2009, the German President Horst Köhler called for the
next industrial revolution to be an ‘ecological industrial revolution’. The turnaround that he called for comprises a revolution of efficiency in energy and resource
use. It must also put an end to the externalization of social and environmental
costs, and address the categorical imperative of responsibility, including responsibility towards future generations. Beyond an unprecedented boost to investment in
science and technology, the Potsdam Memorandum also calls for a ‘removal of the
persisting cognitive divides and barriers through a global communication system’.
A new general understanding of the interrelationship between science, society and
politics must be established. The founding idea of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) was to involve governments in a process led by climate
scientists. This intergovernmental practice must be broadened to counteract the
growing gap between the insights of science, their acceptance by society, and their
implementation by politicians. Again, the crux of the matter is to accept responsibility. When Hans Jonas formulated his new categorical imperative for the technological society he did not in any way deny the need for technical progress. Today,
at this historic time, an increasing number of ‘science outlet centres’ is needed to
advance mutual understanding between science, society and politics.
Science and technology form without any doubt the basis for the ‘Great Transformation’. However, a change in consumption patterns in the developed world is
also urgently needed. The Potsdam Memorandum called for ‘transforming lifestyles in rich countries’, taking into account that the lifestyle of the global rich is
highly subsidized – voluntarily and involuntarily – by people in other parts of the
world and by future generations.
The Potsdam Memorandum, concise as it is, represents indeed an historical document. It focuses on the dramatically destabilized economic and ecological world
of today. It not only describes the problems and formulates the challenges; this
memorandum also suggests the solutions. The utmost must be done to apply these
recommendations to day-to-day decisions in this crisis-stricken world. The ‘reinvention of our industrial metabolism’, the ‘Great Transformation’, the ‘global contract between science and society’, the categorical imperative for the technological
society – these are not abstract, academic considerations. They must become the
cornerstones of our common endeavour to pass on a sustainable world to our children and grandchildren.

